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Mr. President, when a member 
i Committee on Rules and Admin- 

ration came to the floor-ah-that 
fs an opportunity made to order. I got 
member of the Committee on Rules and 

Administration here, who asked me to 
>H to him that he might offer an 
!r»>ndnient, and also make a statement. 

?mnew he would be willing to wait until 
T concluded my report. He said he 
would. I could not pass up that oppor-

tUSo in conclusion, I desire to thank my 
rolleagues for remaining. I am always 
delighted when the distinguished Sen 
ator now in the chair, the junior Senator 
from Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER] , presides 
over any session I address. He is always 
fair and courteous, and I express the 
hope that, next Friday, he once again 
will be presiding when I make my report; 
because I can assure him, God willing, he 
will get another report, next Friday. 

I yield the floor.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I 
understood that the distinguished Sen 
ator from North Dakota and also the dis 
tinguished Senator from Tennessee 
were awaiting an opportunity to take 
the floor.

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, will 
the distinguished acting minority leader 
yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield, of course, to 
the distinguished acting majority lead 
er. He may have other plans, of which 
I do not know.

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. I may say that 
the Senator from North Dakota had 
indicated to the acting majority leader 
that he was not going to wait, but that 
he would hope to take the floor on Mon 
day next to discuss the amendment which 
he has submitted, which was printed 
and ordered to lie on the table. I want 
the RECORD to show that, since he could 
not remain tonight, I think it proper 
that he should be protected to the ex 
tent of having an opportunity, on Mon 
day, to speak on his amendment, which 
I am sure he will desire to do. As to the 
Position of the distinguished Senator 
from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER], and 
what he may have requested, I am at 
this time unable to state to the acting 
minority leader.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, my 
information from the .distinguished 
Senator from Tennessee was that he 
wanted to speak on another amendment, 
an amendment different from the one on 
which he spoke a day or two ago, and 
°n which the vote has not yet been had. 
I am sorry the 'Senator from Tennessee 
18 not now available. 
6 Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield to the Sen 
ator from Oregon.

Mr. MORSE. I am very happy to ac 
commodate. I have another matter I 
jould take up, if the Senator would like 
™ nave me take it up until he can find 
^Senator from Tennessee, or at least 
"pH he can ascertain whether the Sen- 
;"°r from Tennessee will return to the 
"«nate today. I shall be glad to take 

p the other matter, simply to accom

modate the Senator, it will be under 
stood.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, the 
Senator is most accommodating, but I 
do not like to ask him to make the sac 
rifice.

Mr. MORSE. Oh, I. can assure the 
Senator it would be no sacrifice. But, 
in fairness—and I am speaking serious 
ly now, though I was facetious in my 
first remark—I do not think we should 
have any .misunderstanding with the 
Senator from Tennessee, and I think we 
ought to extend him every courtesy.

Mr. HOLLAND. I agree.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, could the 

clerk very quickly call the Senator from 
Tennessee? If so, I can proceed, or one 
of us can proceed with the discussion of 
another matter until the clerk can get a 
telephone message to the Senator.

Mr. HOLLAND. I am agreeable to 
any course that may be suggested. I, too, 
want to protect the Senator from Ten 
nessee, as well as the Senator from North 
Dakota, who has also been mentioned. 
I do not know what has occurred to take 
them away from the Chamber.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. What 
are the wishes of the acting majority 
leader?

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, will 
the acting minority leader yield for a 
question and an observation with refer 
ence to the Senator from North Dakota?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield.
Mr. SCHOEPPEL. I understood the 

Senator from North Dakota had in 
tended to proceed to the discussion of 
the amendment he has on the table, at 
the conclusion of the remarks of the dis 
tinguished Senator from Oregon. I feel 
quite sure that the distinguished Sen 
ator from North Dakota was not dis 
couraged by the Senator's speech: He 
probably was discouraged as to when he 
might have an opportunity to.discuss 
his amendment, and probably, keeping 
in mind the marathon the Senator from 
Oregon demonstrated could be com 
pleted within 22 hours and 26 minutes, 
he may have been a little weakened in 
his determination to remain for the de 
livery of his speech tonight.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I beg 
to advise the acting majority leader that 
I understand the Senator from Tennes 
see is. in the Capitol, is now on his way 
to the Senate Chamber, and will be here 
within 2 or 3 minutes. It would be quite 
agreeable to me to recess informally 
until the Senator arrives, or to yield to 
my friend from Oregon, in the event he 
has something that could be said that 
speedily.

Mr. MORSE. I would be happy to 
join in the suggestion of the Senator 
from Florida regarding a temporary 
recess.

TEMPORARY RECESS

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
move that the Senate stand in recess 
temporarily, subject to the call of the 
Chair, in order to permit the Senator 
from Tennessee to reach the floor.

The motion was agreed to; and (at 
4 o'clock and 50 minutes p. m.) the Sen 
ate recessed, subject to the call of the 
Chair.

' The Senate reassembled at 4:5.5 o'clock 
p. .m., when called to order by the Pre

siding Officer (Mr. GOLDWATER in the 
chair).

TITLE TO CERTAIN SUBMERGED 
LANDS

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) to 
confirm and establish the titles of the 
States to lands beneath navigable waters 
within State boundaries and to the natu 
ral resources within such lands and wa 
ters, and to provide for the use and con 
trol of said lands and resources.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. .President——
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

Senator from Tennessee is recognized.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I 

call up my amendment designated 
"4-28-53—C" and ask for its consider 
ation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the 
Senator desire to have his amendment 
read by the clerk or printed in the 
RECORD?

Mr. KEFAUVER. I should like to have 
it printed in the RECORD without its be 
ing read at this time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. KEFAUVER'S amendment proposes 
to strike out all after the resolving clause 
and insert the following:

That for the purpose of assisting In mak 
ing a proper and equitable settlement of 
problems and claims arising out of the re 
cent decisions of the Supreme Court to 
the effect that the paramount right to the 
submerged lands (including the resources 
therein) off the coasts of the United States 
is In the Federal Government as against the 
coastal States (outside of the Inland waters 
and harbors, the Jurisdiction over which is 
recognized to be In the States) there Is 
hereby established a temporary commission 
to be known as the Commission on Sub 
merged Lands (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Commission"), which shall be com 
posed of 9 members to be appointed by 
the President by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, 3 to be appointed to 
represent the general public, 3 to be ap 
pointed to represent the Federal Govern 
ment, and 3 to be appointed to represent 
the coastal States and their interests. Of 
the 3 members appointed to represent the 
coastal States, 1 shall be a resident of the 
State of California, 1 a resident of the State 
of Louisiana, and 1 a resident of the State 
of Texas. Any vacancy in the Commission 
occurring after all the original appoint 
ments are made shall not affect the power of 
the remaining members to execute the fu'nc- 
tions of the Commission and shall be filled 
in the same manner as the original selection. 
The Commission shall select a chairman from 
among its members.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the Com 
mission to make a full and complete Investi 
gation and study for the purpose of deter 
mining (1) an economically sound and equi 
table program for the management by tha 
United States of the resources in the sub 
merged lands off the coasts of the United 
States and outside of the inland waters, and 
for the disposition of revenues from such 
sources, Including a study of the feasibility of 
utilizing such revenues for Improvement of 
the educational system and/or for a reduc 
tion of the national debt; (2) the amount of 
losses to private citizens, States, and com 
munities resulting from a dependence on the 
belief that the coastal States have the para 
mount rights to such lands and the resources 
therein; (3) which of such losses should be 
compensated by the United States; (4) for 
the purpose of establishing boundaries and
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lines of Jurisdiction between the States and 
Federal Government; (6) the effect of this 
legislation upon experimentation now being 
conducted under congressional act to make 
potable water out of sea .water; (6) the In 
ternational effects of the extension of our 
boundaries and Its effect upon treaties; (7) 
the effect on public power developments and 
flood control of the language In section 6 
of Senate Joint Resolution 13, granting the 
States "proprietary rights of ownership, or 
the rights of management, leasing, use, and 
development of the lands" under navigable 
waters; (8) the relationship of the proposed 
policy toward the seaward submerged lands 
and the policy toward public lands within 
the United States and possessions; (9) such 
other related matters as the Commission 
deems wise to report upon. The Commis 
sion shall complete Its Investigation and 
study and make a report of Its findings and 
recommendations to the President and the 
Congress not later than 8 months after the 
date on which the last of the original ap 
pointments to the Commission Is confirmed 
by the Senate.

SEC. 3. Members of the Commission who 
are appointed from private life shall receive 
compensation at the rate of $50 per diem 
when engaged in the performance of the 
duties of the Commission. Officers or em 
ployees of the Government who are appoint 
ed to the Commission shall not receive addi 
tional compensation for their work on the 
Commission; but all members of the Com 
mission shall be reimbursed for travel, sub 
sistence, and other necessary expenses In- 
.curred by them in the performance of their 
duties as such members. The .Commission 
may appoint In accordance with the pro 
visions of the civil-service laws and the Clas 
sification Act of 1949 such personnel as it 
deems necessary to carry out its duties.

SEC. 4. The Commission Is authorized to 
secure directly from any executive depart 
ment, bureau, agency, board, commission, 
office, Independent establishment, or Instru 
mentality any information, suggestions, es 
timates, and statistics which the Commis 
sion shall deem necessary for the purposes 
of this -Joint resolution; and each such 
department, bureau, agency, board, commis 
sion, office, establishment, or instrumental 
ity Is authorized and directed to furnish 
euch Information, suggestions, estimates, and 
statistics directly to the Commission, upon 
request made by the Chairman. The Com 
mission Is also authorized to secure from 
any special master appointed by the Supreme 
Court, with the consent of the Court, any 
such • Information, suggestions, estimates, 
and statistics.

SEC. 6. There Is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated, out of any money In the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sum, 
not exceeding $100,000, to carry out the pro 
visions of this Joint resolution.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?
' Mr. KEPAUVER. I yield to the Sen 
ator from Florida. • .

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I sug 
gest that since only 10 minutes' time is 
left for the discussion of the Senator's 
other amendment, it may be made clear 
that the amendment oh which he is 
about to speak may be made the order 
of business on Monday when it is called 
up.

Mr. KEPAUVER. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that this amendment 
be made the order of business when the 
Senate meets on Monday.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With 
out objection, it is so ordered. 

v Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, my 
amendment'is in the nature of a substi 
tute. I shall not talk at great length

on my proposal to establish a Commis- * 
sion to study and to report to Congress 
and to the President on the submerged 
lands question.

My position on the Holland joint reso 
lution is well known. The Senate has 
clearly indicated that it is in a mood 
to adopt" the Holland joint resolution 
without any effective amendment. I can 
only plead that Senators stop and think 
before giving away the vast treasure of 
the United States which is involved in 
the submerged lands.

I believe my proposal to be a fair one, 
but I am willing to listen to any sugges 
tions or amendments or changes which 
do not affect the basic proposition. The 
basic purpose of the amendment is to 
provide an opportunity for getting more 
accurate information free from any con 
sideration cf politics. I think it is no 
more than fair for the sponsors of the 
give-away proposal to join in asking for 
the establishment of a Commission as 
suggested in my amendment. The per 
sonnel of the Commission would be ap 
pointed by the President, who has al 
ready said that he favors giving the sub 
merged lands to the three States of Cali 
fornia, Texas, and Louisiana. There 
fore, the sponsors of the pending joint 
resolution need not feel that the Com 
mission would be "stacked" against them. 
No undue delay would be involved in hav 
ing a report from the Commission. My 
amendment provides that the Commis 
sion shall report to the President and to 
the Congress not later than 6 months 
after the nominations of the Commis 
sion members have been confirmed.- 
Surely, Mr. President, we can afford to 
take 6 months to find out what we are 
doing.

As I have stated before, and now re 
peat, we cannot realize the full purport 
of what we are doing if we agree to Sen- 
ate Joint Resolution 13. We have .va-r 
rious estimates of the treasure involved 
in oil, alone, running from $50 billion 
upward; .

We can have only opinions of how the 
passage of the joint resolution will af 
fect the other resources of the marginal 
seas, the fish, the minerals, the salt, and 
other treasures of the sea. ' .

I should like to have from such a Com 
mission as I propose the benefit of a 
scholarly research and analysis of the 
whole situation.

My amendment provides in section 1 
that the Commission "shall be composed 
of 9 members to be appointed by the 
President by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, 3 to be appointed 
to represent the general public, 3 to be 
appointed to represent the Federal Gov 
ernment" or the viewpoint of the Fed 
eral Government—and 3 to be appointed 
to represent the coastal States and their 
interests. Of the 3 members to be ap 
pointed to represent the coastal States, 
1 shall be a resident of the State of Cali 
fornia, 1 a resident of the State of Loui 
siana, and 1 a resident of the State of 
Texas. 

' Section 2 of my amendment provides:
It shall be the duty of the Commission to 

make a full and complete investigation and 
study for the purpose of determining (1) an 
economically sound and equitable program 
for the management by the United States

of the resources In the submerged lands off 
the coasts of the United States and outside 
of the inland waters.

Mr. President, the first paragraph of 
the first section of the amendment rec 
ognizes, as we have always known, and 
as the Supreme Court has always held, 
that, insofar as inland waters, harbors, 
and river bottoms are concerned, the ju 
risdiction is recognized to be in the 
States.

Section 2 of my amendment asks for 
this study, in the following language:

Including a study of the feasibility of 
utilizing such revenues for improvement of 
the educational system and/or for a reduc 
tion of the national debt.

A few. days ago I discussed to some 
extent the importance of using the reve 
nue from these resources for the reduc 
tion of the national debt. .The 'discus 
sion the other day was in connection 
with an amendment to apply at least 
the $65 million or $70 million which has 
accumulated in royalties between the 
time this controversy arose and the 
present time to a reduction of the na 
tional debt.

I reiterate that at a time when the 
Federal Government owes $267 billion, 
when we do not know how we are going 
to pay it, when our people are concerned 
about the heavy carrying charges of the 
debt, and when we consider the fact 
that a tremendous debt load will be 
passed on to generations to • come, it- 
is certainly not proper to be giving away 
the greatest treasure the United States 
has, land beneath- the marginal sea, con 
taining the great oil and gas wealth 
which is the subject of the Holland joint, 
resolution. That money ought to be 
used for educational purposes. By so 
doing, the burden of the taxpayers of 
the United States would be reduced. 
Othewise, we ought to use the money, 
for the reduction of the national debt.

These are matters which the commis 
sion I propose in my amendment ought 
to study and report on. The commis 
sion would determine how much the na 
tional debt could be reduced, or. how 
much should be applied to the national 
debt, and what part of this' vast .fund 
might properly be applied to education.

I think history would be made if this 
administration, instead of entering upon 
a policy" of giving away, instead of try 
ing to dispose of or divesting the Fed 
eral Government of priceless assets, were 
to inaugurate a program of applying the 
revenue derived therefrom to the .edu-. 
cational system of the Nation and to a 
reduction of the national debt. .Those 
are questions which would be studied by 
the proposed commission. I am certain 
the American people would be highly 
interested in an investigation and study 
of this particular subject by a thought-- 
ful group of persons.

The second point to be investigated 
and reported upon by the proposed com 
mission is:

The amount of losses to private citizens. 
States, and communities resulting from » 
dependence on the belief that.the coastal 
States have the paramount rights to sucD 
lands and the resources therein.

I have said very frequently that there 
are legal situations in some communi-
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ties such as Long Beach, Calif., which 
should be taken into consideration. I 
have been advised that the city of Long 
Beach uses a part of the revenue it 
derives from oil for the operation of its 
school system and also of its excellent 
harbor.

Certainly this is the type of problem 
which should be considered on a quan 
tum meruit basis. There is no intention 
on the part of the sponsors of the joint 
resolution, nor on the part of those who 
are opposing this all-out giveaway meas 
ure, not to deal fairly and equitably with 
States and local communities.

Under the Anderson bill and the Hill 
amendment, the coastal States, from 
whose ocean waters the revenue would 
be derived, would receive, to begin with, 
371/2 percent of such revenue. Then, 
after getting 37 V2 percent of the revenue, 
they would, under the Anderson and Hill 
proposals, share in the remaining 62 Vfe 
percent, together with all the other 
States, such amount to be used for their 
educational systems. That seems to be 
'fair, and it follows substantially the di 
vision between the State's and the Fed 
eral Government where minerals are 
mined under the Mineral Leasing Act, 
and between the States and the Federal 
Government in reclamation States.

If that is not fair or equitable, it would 
be up to the Commission to suggest a 
formula which would treat the coastal 
States fairly and equitably. That is the 
purpose of all of us.

The third provision of section 2 reads 
"which of such losses should be compen 
sated by the United States.

I think this is a question which would 
have to be studied by the Commission, 
and it is one in which Congress would, 
be interested. Congress certainly would 
wish to compensate any local communi 
ties or States which were entitled to 
compensation.

The fourth provision of section 2 reads 
"for the purpose of establishing bound 
aries and lines of jurisdiction between 
the States and Federal Government."

I should think that a commission 
would desire, first, to work in consulta 
tion with the special master of the Su 
preme Court who has been-given the un 
dertaking of establishing the coastal 
boundaries of the States, under the de 
crees in the California, Louisiana, and 
Texas cases. Many interesting contro 
versies have arisen in that connection. 
I understand that California contends 
that its boundary, under the decision of 
the Supreme Court in the California 
case, is a line drawn between two islands 
.30 or 35 miles out in the ocean.

I was interested in the testimony of 
Mr. LeBlanc, attorney general of Loui 
siana, and of Mr. Madden, assistant at 
torney general o'f Louisiana. There are- 
numerous places in the hearings where 
those gentlemen were a'sked where the 
line would be. They said they could not 
tell where the line would be; they did 
not know; it was a question which the 
Supreme Court would have to determine. 
Surely, under these conditions a special 
commission should be created to deter 
mine just where the boundary between 
the property of the Federal Government 
and that of the States will be-

The commission would investigate and 
report upon "(5) the effect of this legis 
lation upon experimentation now being 
conducted under congressional act to 
make potable water out of sea water." 

I discussed that subject at consider 
able length in my first speech, but I 
think I should mention again that un 
der an act passed by the Congress, an 
act which was sponsored by the Senator 
from South Dakota [Mr. CASE] when he 
was a Member of the House of Repre 
sentatives, an experiment is now being 
carried on in which all the .research 
facilities of the Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps, Department of the Interior, and 
many colleges which have been inter 
ested in this problem have brought to 
gether for the purpose of making potable 
water, at a reasonable price, from sea 
water; also water for irrigation and other 
purposes. Great progress has been 
made. We know, that during the last 
war drinking water for the inhabitants 
of many small islands and for our troops 
on many islands of the Pacific was taken 
from the sea by a distillation process. 

- There is also a chemical process, which 
may be less expensive. In any event, 
great hope is held out for getting water 
to the desert and arid sections of many 
of our Western States. If this experi 
ment should prove successful, it would 
be the greatest boon to peace that we 
have known about for a long time.

One of the difficulties of many of the 
nations of the Middle East, of Africa, and 
even of Europe and Asia, is the lack of 
water for their land, so that they may 
grow enough food to sustain them. The 
problem may be a little technical. Per 
haps many Members of the Senate do 
not think it would happen, but this 
measure giving away title to the use of 
natural resources, which include the 
waters of the sea, except when such 
natural resources are used for purposes 
of producing power, under section 2 (e), 
raises a very serious question as to 
whether the Federal Government would 
have the power to take water from the 
ocean, for the purpose of making water 
for irrigation or drinking purposes 
without condemning it and paying a sev 
erance tax to the States. Surely this 
great. country of ours, in its efforts to 
help the people of the States of Arizona, 
Nevada, California, New Mexico, and 
many other States where water is such 
a problem, does not want to place itself 
at the mercy of any State in obtaining 
water which can be used for irrigation.

It was stated by the senior Senator 
from the State of California [Mr. 
KNOWLAND] that 'we need not worry 
about this, because California would be 
very generous in permitting water to be 
taken for irrigation purposes in other 
States. It may be a long time before 
there is enough water of this kind to 
satisfy the State of California, let alone 
Arizona and other States. Further 
more, the dispute between California and 
other Western States over the little water 
in the Colorado River does not lead one 
to believe that there would be so much 
harmony in the disposition of water 
which might be taken from the sea for 
irrigation purposes.

I.greatly fear that if we enter upon 
this program and pass the pending meas

ure without some clarifying amendment, 
the result might be what I have de 
scribed. Certainly such a result would 
nip in the bud one of the most hopeful 
experiments now being carried on. •>, 

In that connection it is also of great 
value to the United States that mag 
nesium and other minerals are being 
taken from sea water. I am convinced 
that it would be impossible for the Gov 
ernment or for private industry, without 
the permission of the States, to extract 
magnesium and other minerals which 
are found in the waters of the sea in 
such large quantities. We do not want 
to have to place ourselves in that posi 
tion. Magnesium is vital for the pro 
duction-of aircraft. It will stand great 
heat. Every one of our military planes 
contains a substantial amount of mag 
nesium. According to Miss Carson, in 
The Sea Around Us, 98 percent of the 
magnesium which is domestically pro 
duced is being taken from the waters of 
the sea. We do not want to have to 
place ourselves in a position where a 
severance tax would be charged to the 
United States Government or to private 
industry for taking water off the coasts 
of the coastal States. In particular, it 

•is not fair, because under the decisions 
of the Supreme Court that water belongs 
to all the people of the United .States.

That is another subject which should 
be investigated, and some provision 
should be made, before we enter into 
this all-out giveaway program, to pro 
tect the legitimate interests of our Na 
tion and of our industries in extracting 
these valuable minerals.

The sixth matter to be investigated 
and reported upon by the proposed Com 
mission is "6. The international effects 
of the extension of our boundaries and 
its effect upon treaties."

A great many treaties have been 
entered into with Russia, Canada, 
Britain, and other nations, in which fish 
ing rights are based upon the principle 
that waters beyond the 3-mile limit'are 
international waters.

We have always defended the 3-mile 
limit. Since the beginning of our Na 
tion; since the principle was proclaimed 
by Thomas Jefferson, we have always 
protested when anyone interfered with 
American commerce anywhere outside 
the 3-mile limit.

What effect would this measure have 
upon such treaties? What retaliatory 
effect would follow upon the part of other 
nations if we were to start giving States 
boundaries out 10 Vz miles? What would 
the British, the Canadians, and the Rus 
sians say in connection with treaties 
which they have entered into in good 
faith' with us, on the theory that we 
would always maintain the 3-mile limit,, 
and that waters beyond that distance 
are international waters?

What is to be the answer of the fish 
ermen from the States of Louisiana, 
Texas, and Florida, whose ships have 
been seized by the Mexican Government 
when they, were 5 or 6 miles from the 
Mexican coast? They were seized upon 
the theory that they were within the 
boundary of Mexico, that they were in 
Mexican waters. We have protested. 
Five representatives from the State of
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Texas protested and asked the State De 
partment to do something about it, in 
resolutions which were introduced in the 
House of Representatives.

How are we going to protest the seizure 
of ships 5, 6, or 7 miles out from the 
coast of Mexico when, by this act, we 
tell the world that we no longer have 
respect for the 3-mile limit, and that in 
the case of Texas and west Florida, we 
are extending the boundary out to 10 l/z 
miles? The complications and the im 
plications involved in the international 
field certainly deserve more thorough 
and thoughtful consideration than they 
have received either in committee or on 
the floor of the Senate.

This is an important step we are asked 
to take, and we ought to stop, look, and 
listen, and we ought to protect, first of 
all, the interests of the United States.

The seventh determination which my 
amendment would bring about would be 
the effect on public-power developments 
and flood control of the language in sec 
tion 6 of Senate Joint Resolution 13, 
granting the States "proprietary rights 
of ownership, or the rights of manage 
ment, leasing, use, and development of 
the lands" under navigable waters.

I argued at considerable length the 
other day as to the effect the joint reso 
lution would have on our multiple-pur 
pose-dam program and upon our dams 
for flood control, power, and even navi 
gation. It was insisted by the Senator 
from Florida that reclamation, at least, 
was excluded under section 7 of Senate 
Joint Resolution 13. However, I could 
find nothing in section 7 which did not 
still leave the multipurpose projects in 
great danger. The acts referred to have 
more to do with the operation of recla 
mation than with the matter of who has 
use arid 'ownership and what the Federal 
Government can do in connection with 
the land on which it might want to build 
dams for the purpose of carrying out 
reclamation.

I pointed out, Mr. President, that the 
section, dealing with the rights of the 
States and the Federal Government in 
connection with the power retained by 
the United States, provides:

The United States retains all Its navi 
gational servitude and rights In and powers 
of regulation and control of said lands and 
navigable waters for the constitutional pur 
poses of commerce, navigation, national 
.defense, and International affairs, all of 
which shall be paramount to, but shall not 
be deemed to Include, proprietary rights of 
ownership, or the rights of management, 
administration, leasing, use, and develop 
ment of the lands and natural resources 
which are specifically recognized, confirmed, 
established, and vested in and assigned to 
the respective States and others by section 
3 of this Joint resolution.

Mr. President, my argument is that 
the first part of section 6 is a general 
definition of what is retained by the 
Federal Government. It has paramount 
rights over commerce, navigation, na 
tional defense, and international affairs. 
It does not include dams for reclama 
tion, and it might not include dams built 
for navigation. At least, the multi-pur 
pose-dam program would be in great 
danger, particularly so when we find in 
the second part of section 6 (a) the 
.provision: "administration, leasing, use. 
and development of the lands and nat

ural resources which are specifically 
recognized, confirmed, established, and 
vested in and assigned to the respective 
States and others by section 3 of this 
joint resolution."

So it would seem, In my opinion, to 
seriously impede the right of the Fed 
eral Government to carry on these 
worthwhile projects.

I know the sponsors of the joint reso 
lution will say, by referring back to sec 
tion 3 of the joint resolution, that the 
right, title, and interest there granted 
would be granted, with the limitation 
of subsection (d). However, it seems to 
me that what is referred to by the last 
part of section 6 is the granting provi 
sion of section 3.

Furthermore, section 6, coming later, 
might be interpreted by the Supreme 
Court as prevailing.

At least that is the opinion of the three 
distinguished members of the commit 
tee, who in their minority views express 
alarm over the fact that it might happen. 
It is the opinion of others also who are 
interested in the multiple-purpose-dam 
program, with whom I have talked. We 
remember that Judson King, who has 
studied the power program of this Na 
tion for many years, and who is familiar 
with the legal interpretations in con 
nection with these matters, issued a 
special bulletin, in "which he said he 
thought that would be the result of Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13.

In any event, it is a program which 
ought to be considered by a commission. 
It ought to be studied fully. We ought 
to know what it is going to do to our 
great program of resource development 
In the building of multipurpose dams be 
fore we pass a joint resolution of this 
kind.

Mr. President, many of us have been 
fearful that this is only the beginning 
of a great giveaway program. Certainly 
it is a substantial beginning. Many of 
us have been fearful that this is going 
to lead to the giving away of the public 
domain and the mineral rights under it, 
and to a giving away of our national 
parks and national forests, or to grant 
ing substantial rights to certain interests 
for the lumbering of timber in the na 
tional parks and national forests.

Many of us have been fearful it is only 
the beginning of a program of giving 
away or selling our great power develop 
ment facilities.

Mr. President, before we enter into 
such a program we ought at least to es 
tablish a policy regarding it. It should 
not be a haphazard giveaway program- 
such as is presented in Senate Joint Res 
olution 13. Certainly a great program 
of national importance in which the peo 
ple are interested should be thoroughly 
studied.

The eighth determination which the 
Commission would make would be with 
respect to the relationship of the pro 
posed policy toward the seaward sub 
merged lands and the policy toward pub 
lic lands within the United States and 
possessions.

I have discussed that provision in my 
previous statement.

Mr. President, this is not something 
that has just been imagined. Some peo 
ple might argue that it is fantastic to say 
this great giveaway program of the most

priceless resources we have to a few 
States is not going to lead to similar de 
mands by Senators and Representatives 
and special interests from other States 
for giving away other assets.

Those who argue that way have had 
their answer in the amendment pre 
sented by the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
MALONE], in which he asks the Federal 
Government to quitclaim its mineral 
rights to the States in the public lands 
of the public domain. They have had 
that answer in a bill introduced by the 
distinguished senior Senator from Wyo 
ming [Mr. HONT], in which he asks that 
the mineral rights under public lands be 
deeded to the States. It is shown that 
this is a real threat by the words of the 
chairman of the committee which re- 
ported the joint resolution, the distin 
guished senior Senator from Nebraska 
EMr. BUTLER], the chairman of the Com 
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 
When Mr. McKay, the nominee for the 
office of Secretary of Commerce, was be 
fore that committee, the Senator from 
Nebraska gave him notice that imme 
diately after the passage of this giveaway 

.legislation he could look for the intro 
duction of a bill giving the public lands 
back to the States.

Mr. President, we ought to stop and 
think before we upset our great con 
servation program, which has been car 
ried on over so many years by Republi 
can Presidents and Democratic Presi 
dents, and which has been supported by 
Democratic Congresses and Republican 
Congresses.

Ninth. The Commission will investi 
gate and report on such other related 
matters as the Commission deems wise 
to report upon.

Mr. President, I have great regard for 
the committee which sat so long in hear 
ing the testimony on the pending joint 
resolution. We have before us a large 
volume of the testimony, that has been 
taken. The committee heard every wit 
ness who wished to testify. .. .

However, I am advocating a scientific 
investigation of the questions which 
have come up and are unanswered. 
Furthermore, many questions have aris 
en during the debate on the floor of the 
Senate, but have not been gone into fully, 
and the answers to them have not been 
secured. Yet the public welfare depends 
upon a proper understanding of these 
questions. I think the Senate, before 
legislating somewhat blindly on these 
questions, would welcome a study of them 
by a commission to be appointed by the 
President of the United States and con 
firmed by the Senate.

The appointment of a commission is 
the traditional and best way the execu-< 
tive and legislative bodies have of ob 
taining the facts concerning technical 
'questions, so that they may take in 
formed action. This is particularly true 
of questions which have become involved 
in politics, and in respect to which slo 
gans, catch phrases, and exaggerations 
are likely to be used by both 'sides.

If there ever was a measure in con-; 
nection with which catch phrases and; 
misleading propaganda have been soldj 
to a great many people of the Unitedj 
States, it is this measure. Even the] 
name used in stating what is involved i» 
the joint resolution is misleading in the'
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t
. Oiace, for the joint resolution is gen- 

- iiv referred to, in common parlance, 
H^-fhp tidelands bill; and on the basis of 
"% iSe of the word "tidelands," in con- 

! with the measure, the coastal 
„ have been frightened into believ- 
that the actual coast where the tide 
- and flows is under dispute, and that 
Federal Government is about to lay 

Taim to it. Of course, that is entirely 
isleading, for this issue does not involve 

Se tidelands.
I looked in the two dictionaries which 

ore placed in the lobby adjoining this 
rharnber, and there I found that Web 
ster's New International Dictionary, the 
Second edition, defines "tideland" as fol 
lows: "Land overflowed during flood

1 1 also found that Punk & Wagnalls 
New Standard Dictionary defines "tide- 
lands" as follows: "Lands alternately 
covered and uncovered by the tide."

However, Mr. President, .the matter 
now before us does not involve tidelands 
at all. It involves the submerged lands, 
covered by the sea, way beyond the 
low-water mark on the coast.

The people of the country have had a 
misconception of what is involved in 
this measure. We find it referred to in 
the newspapers as "the tidelands bill," 
and in the newspaper accounts we find 
statements to the effect that "the amend 
ment to the tidelands bill was rejected."

So the people have gotten a misunder 
standing of what is involved; and be 
cause of that misunderstanding, the way 
has been easier for the biggest grab 
that has ever been known in the history 
of pur Nation, and one that I am afraid 
will cause the Members of this body a 
great deal of concern when the public 
really becomes aware of what has hap 
pened and when the members of the 
public express concern about it. 

• Mr. President, I have before me a little 
book called Presidential Commissions. 
The book was written by Carl Marcy, 
and it shows how important commis 
sions have been in the history of our 
Nation. It refers to the many commis 
sions which have been appointed by the 
President or have been provided for by 
acts of Congress.

For instance, let me read one para 
graph from the book:

Democracy assumes the electorate is able 
to dispose of controversial issues in the light 
of rational appraisal of relevant data. Such 
an assumption presupposes not only Judg 
ment but also adequate information. But 
at a time when the responsibilities of demo 
cratic government are becoming Increasingly 
»cute, new economic complexities make it 
Increasingly difficult to provide the public 
with the mass of Information which Is nec 
essary for a democracy to discharge its obli 
gations. The totalitarian states substitute 
the Judgment of one or a few for mass Judg- 
went. They substituted state-controlled 
facts tor mass information. The govern 
ments which resulted were totalitarian re 
gimes capable of swift and violent dealing 
with the new complexities.

Then the book shows how many prob 
lems which seemed difficult of solution 
were brought to fairly easy conclusion 
wter commissions had been established 
to delve into the facts and to consider 
ine technical matters involved or to have 
wem considered by experts, and then to 
«nake reports to Congress.

As I remember, even in the Tilden- 
Hayes controversy, back in the 1870's, it 
was so difficult to secure a settlement, 
that finally a commission was appointed, 
when the House of Representatives 
agreed to abide by the result of the com 
mission's work; and in that way one of 
the grave political issues in our history 
was settled.

Furthermore, the President of the 
United States has shown that he believes 
in commissions. The other day I saw in 
one newspaper a list of some of the com 
missions that have been appointed by 
President Elsenhower. The list is a long 
and substantial one. It has even been 
contended -that our Government is now 
a commission government, that the exec 
utive branch of the Government is sub 
stantially being operated by commissions 
and that ours is now a commission form 
of government, so far as the executive 
branch is concerned.

I dare say that no problem the Presi 
dent has appointed a commission to con 
sider is so grave or complicated or so 
far reaching in effect as the problem 
presented by Senate Joint Resolution 13, 
which the Senate is about to pass without 
having full information and without 
realizing fully the vital consequences of 
the measure.

Mr. President, many Members of the 
Senate have not actively participated on 
either side of this controversy, with the 
exception of expressing their preference 
by their votes. On the other hand, many 
Senators have taken very aggressive and 
active parts, some on one side, and some 
on the other. However, I think every 
one of us, no matter what may have been 
our previous participation in this debate, 
can afford to vote for my amendment.

I would particularly hope that the dis 
tinguished Senators from Louisiana, 
Texas, and California, the States which 
alone will benefit from this $50 billion 
treasure, would welcome the opportunity 
to receive the unbiased results of such 
study and research. I do not believe the 
people those Senators represent want 
anything that does not rightfully belong 
to them.

Certainly the rest of us need to stop 
and consider what we are doing, or else 
we shall live to regret this day, for I 
believe that the people of the Nation 
have been aroused by the debate which 
has occurred in the Senate, and are now 
so much aroused that when in the future 
they go to the ballot boxes—even if they 
find no other way of expressing their 
opinion—they will let us know in unmis 
takable terms that we should regret the 
action that some of us now expect to 
take. I do not think the people will 
willingly and supinely approve actions 
which result in taking away their treas 
ure, particularly if the Members of Con 
gress who act oh that matter do not have 
the benefit of a dispassionate report and 
survey regarding the subject at issue.

It would be very difficult for me to tell 
my constituents that I voted for a meas 
ure which vested title in just a few States, 
although the Supreme Court of the 
United States had unequivocally and 
plainly said the property belonged to the 
people of the entire Nation.

I know that some of my colleagues may 
say that a number of hearings have been 
held on this subject. Of course, there

have been a number of hearings and a 
number of debates on it. However, the 
more this matter has been debated, the 
clearer it has become that we need to 
have the benefit of an unbiased expert 
commission which will study and report 
on this problem, before we vote to have 
this joint resolution become law.

I think there have been some very good 
hearings, though not one of them has af 
forded the type of dispassionate, scien 
tific study which a very technical and 
involved matter such as the one now be 
fore the Senate deserves. (

Mr. President, I should think the ad 
ministration wouJd welcome an investi 
gation by a properly constituted com 
mission, because the administration it 
self is not united on the question of what 
kind of give-away measure ought to be 
passed. Mr. Brownell, the Attorney 
General, having consideration for con 
stitutional problems, was in favor of a 
measure of one kind, but Mr. McKay. 
Secretary of the Interior, having con 
sideration for the development of re 
sources lying seaward of the area it is 
proposed to give away, favored another, 
kind of measure. Apparently the State 
Department thinks that any measure, 
particularly one proposing to deal with 
rights outside the 3-mile limit, would be 
very dangerous to the foreign policy of 
the Nation and the position we have al 
ways maintained heretofore. I am sure 
that is true. If it were not true, Secre-- 
tary Dulles would certainly have been 
called upon to testify.

Mr. President, how can we pass the 
pending measure, in view of all the prob 
lems which might arise under treaties 
if we extended our seaward boundary 
beyond the 3-mile limit, and the pos 
sibility of retaliatory action by other na 
tions? How can we proceed in opposi 
tion to our foreign policy, which has 
been maintained since our Nation was 
founded, with reference to rights in 
international waters? How can we take 
such drastic action without having the 
testimony of the chief official of the Na 
tion in matters affecting our interna 
tional affairs? How that can be done 
is beyond my comprehension.

The sponsors of the pending measure 
called hundreds and hundreds of wit 
nesses, and took testimony filling a 
volume of 1,300 pages. I can only as 
sume that the reason for not having, 
called Mr. Dulles is that it was under 
stood that Mr. Dulles would certainly 
disapprove of what is sought to be ac 
complished, and that proponents of the 
pending' measure would be alarmed by . 
what Mr. Dulles would say. But are we 
not in a time in the history of the Na 
tion when we ought to pay attention to 
what our Secretary of State says? 
Should we not want to know what com 
plications might arise in the interna 
tional field before passing such drastic 
legislation as the pending measure? 
Should we not have the benefit of his 
counsel?

Mr. President, I am sure Mr. Dulles 
would have been a strong witness in op 
position to the pending measure, in view 
of the letter written by the Assistant 
Secretary of State to the chairman of the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Af 
fairs, and I also think there is a similar
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letter which was adressed to the dis 
tinguished Senator from Washington 
IMr. JACKSON], in response to a letter 
by him, which appears at some place in 
the hearings.

In order that the people may have 
their minds refreshed on this subject, 
we should leave no stone unturned, and 
we should give notice to the people of 
the Nation that they can expect very 
bad results with respect to our inter 
national relations if the pending meas 
ure shall be passed. We ought to let 
the people know that it is proposed to 
pass it without even the benefit of a 
word from the Secretary of State, him 
self. The Secretary of State was not 
called as a witness, though there is no 
showing that he would have manifested 
any reluctance, had he been requested 
to testify. He has appeared before 
other committees of the Congress on 
numerous occasions since the hearings 
on the pending measure began; but he 
has never been called as a witness to 
testify regarding Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13.

But we have a letter—unfortunately. 
In fine print—from Mr. Thruston B. 
Morton, Assistant Secretary, written on 
behalf of the Secretary of State, in 
which he gives a little inkling of the 
apparently bitter opposition Secretary 
Dulles would make to the pending meas 
ure. Let us consult the letter, to gather 
a little of that inkling on the part of 
Mr. Morton, who, incidentally, is a 
former Representative from Kentucky, 
and a very capable, thoughtful man. In 
his letter, found at page 27 of the hear 
ings on the subject of the submerged 
lands, before the Committee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs, Mr. Morton, in part, 
said:

Pursuant to Its policy of freedom of the 
seas, this Government has always supported 
the concept that the sovereignty of coastal 
States In seas adjacent to their coast (as 
well as the lands beneath such waters and 
the airspace above them) was limited to a 
belt of waters of 3 miles width, and has 
vigorously objected to claims of other States 
to broader limits. Such an extension of 
boundaries would compel this Government, 
now committed to the defense of the 3-mile 
limit In the Interest of the Nation as a 
whole, to modify this national policy In or 
der to support the special claims of certain 
States of the Union, for obviously, the terri 
torial claims of the States cannot exceed 
those of the Nation. Likewise, If this Gov 
ernment were to abandon Its position on 
the 3-mlle limit It would perforce abandon 
any ground for protest against claims of 
foreign states to greater breadths of terri 
torial waters. Such a result would be un 
fortunate at a time when a substantial num 
ber of foreign states exhibit a clear propen 
sity to break down the restraints Imposed 

• by the principle of freedom of the seas by 
seeking extensions of their sovereignty over 
considerable areas of their adjacent seas. 
A change of position regarding the 3-mlle 
limit on the part of this Government Is 
very likely, as past experience In related 
fields establishes, to be seized upon by other 
States as justification or excuse for broader 
and even extravagant claims over their ad 
jacent seas. Hence a realistic appraisal of 
the situation would seem to Indicate that 
this Government should adhere to the 3- 
mlle limit until such time as It Is determined 
that the interests of the Nation as a whole

would be better served by a change or modi 
fication of policy. ,

In his reference to "other States" Mr; 
Morton refers to other nations. In an 
other paragraph he talks about ships 
which have been seized, and so forth, 
and he then states:

It Is the view of the Department, there 
fore, that the proposed legislation should not 
support claims of the States to seaward 
boundaries In excess of those traditionally 
claimed by the Nation, 1. e., 3 miles from the 
low-water mark on the coast.

Mr. President, the contents of this 
letter ought to lead us to stop, look, and 
listen. Is the desire for oil and money 
so great on the part of the interested 
coastal States—is their desire for some 
thing that does not belong to them under 
the decision of the Supreme Court so 
great—that they are willing to jeopar 
dize the position of the Nation in the 
field of foreign affairs? Mr. President, 
the Assistant Secretary of State says it 
would be permissible to give the coastal' 
States the area within the 3-mile limit; 
but is their desire for this little addi 
tional area, extending seaward 10 Vz 
miles, so great that they are willing to 
risk the grave consequences of which Mr. 
Morton, in his letter, warns?

If the Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs will not call Secretary 
Dulles, there ought to be some other way 
of letting the Nation have the benefit of 
his testimony. We ought to have a de 
tailed statement by Mr. Dulles of what, 
in his opinion, is going to happen; and 
it would, of course, be the function of the 
proposed commission to obtain that in 
formation without delay.

Mr. President, I should like again to 
call attention to what we are actually 
considering. It is an oil-leasing meas 
ure. However, in the oil-leasing meas 
ure, we are proposing to legislate regard 
ing matters which lie in the field of 
foreign affairs. We are doing so on the 
basis of hearings conducted by the Com 
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 
The Foreign Relations Committee has 
never had an opportunity to study the 
pending measure. Should not the For 
eign Relations Committee have an op 
portunity of at least considering the 
probable effect of such legislation1 , and 
the possibility of its disrupting the or 
derly administration of the foreign pol 
icy of the Nation? I think the Foreign 
Relations Committee should have that 
opportunity. When the' people of the 
Nation understand that the pending 
measure is designed to meet the de 
mands of only a few for money, money, 
money, without regard to the disastrous 
effect it might have upon our foreign 
relations, and without regard to the dis 
astrous effect it might have upon treaties 
which have been negotiated over a long 
period of time, I believe they are going 
to be very much concerned.

We are considering legislation in the 
field of sovereignty, not merely in the 
field of domestic law; yet the Judiciary 
Committee has never had an opportunity 
to act upon the pending measure. The 
Judiciary Committee is the committee 
which has jurisdiction of questions 
•which relate to the sovereignty of the 
United States. Under the decisions in

the Texas case and other cases the Su 
preme Court of the United States has 
held that a question of sovereignty is in 
volved and that it is necessary for the 
orderly conduct of the affairs of the Na 
tion that the Government of the United 
States have sovereign powers over the 
seas from the low-water mark on the 
coast. Yet we are undertaking to divest 
the United States of this sovereignty. 
Where it will go, I do not know. We are 
undertaking to transfer the jurisdiction 
of the land under the sea to certain 
States. The Judiciary Committee, which 
deals with problems of that kind, Mr. 
President, ought to have a chance of at 
.least studying the measure. It should 
be referred to that committee before we 
take any action on it, and in the absence 
of referring it to that committee, I think 
the Commission I propose to create 
ought to summon international lawyers 
of repute. I think it should have before 
it men who have made a particular study 
of the freedom of the seas, what it means, 
what is involved, and how important it is 
for the United States to have sovereignty 
over the coastal seas. Such questions 
should be thoroughly explored before we 
pass the pending measure. Anyone who 
will read the works of Mr. John Bassett 
Moore, that great international law 
scholar, who spent his life trying to build 
.up a substantial body of international 
law for the regulation of conduct be 
tween nations, cannot fail to realize that 
we are too hastily taking action.

This is a question which should be 
studied and considered. We are legislat 
ing in a field involving billions of dol-. 
lars of the people's money. The Finance 
Committee has not had the measure be 
fore it. Neither the Finance Committee 
of the United States Senate nor the Ways 
and Means Committee of the House has 
had before it the pending joint resolu 
tion. What effect will it have upon 
treasure which belongs to the United 
.States and which could be used to some 
extent to meet its obligations by apply 
ing it to the national debt? It was stated. 
a few days ago that the $65 million or 
$70 million which has been collected in 
royalties would pay the interest on the 
national debt only for a few days. That 
illustrates how serious is the burden 
resting upon the Finance Committee.

I do not think the proponents of the 
measure intended it,, but I suspect that 
the measure will go down in history as 
being a reversal of the philosophy of 
Robin Hood, who took from the rich to 
give to the poor. This measure would 
take from the poor to give to the rich.

Mr. President, if my amendment 
should be adopted, it would not mean 
that anyone who is for the pending joint 
resolution would have to change his po- j 
sition; it would not mean that anyone 
who is opposed to it would have to 
change his position; it would mean only 
that the Members of the Senate would, 
have more light upon the question be-' 
fore they took legislative action. There 
is. much confusion about it. The distin 
guished Senator from Florida [Mr. HOL 
LAND] said the confusion and the chaos 
are unbearable. But if the proponents, 
of the measure had obeyed the decision, 
of the Supreme Court, as all other liti-
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cants do, there would not have been any 
rhaos and confusion. Since the chaos 
and confusion have been brought about 
bv the proponents of the grab measure, 
T think that before we settle the ques 
tion in favor of the chaos and confu 
sion which have been generated, we 
should certainly have a disinterested 
fact-finding commission study and re 
port so that the people of the Nation and 
«ie Members of Congress can under 
stand just what is involved.

Mr. President, the commission would 
make its study and report its findings to 
the President "and the Congress not la 
ter than 6 months from the time the 
commission is established. Certainly, 6 
months is not too long a time to wait. 
Surely, Mr. President, with all the grave 
problems involved, the proponents of the 
measure would not mind waiting 6 
months. They have been stirring up 
chaos and confusion since 1947 when 
they refused to abide by the decree of 
the highest Court of the land. Certain 
ly they could wait 6 months in having 
the question settled by a thoughtful fact- 
finding body.

So, Mr. President, I plead with the 
proponents of the pending measure to 
give the American people a break, to give 
enlightened public opinion an opportu 
nity to be informed and to be heard. Let 
the commission study the problem and 
let the people know the facts. After that, 
if the Congress of the United States 
wants to give away this vast treasure, 
they can do so with knowledge, at least, 
that the people know what it is all about 
and that they want to embark upon a 
great giveaway program at a time when 
the Nation is in debt. In that event 
those who are opposing the pending pro 
posal would not feel so badly about it.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I won 

der if the distinguished Senator from 
Tennessee would be agreeable to taking 
the same course with reference to. his 
amendment as he took a day or two ago 
with reference to his other amendment, 
in which case the Senator from Ten 
nessee and the Senator controlling time 
on the other side agreed to relinquish 
all their time except 10 minutes on each 
side, so that the amendment could be 
expeditiously disposed of on Monday or 
Tuesday. There would have to be a 
unanimous-consent agreement.

Mr. KEPAUVER. .Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that after the con 
clusion of the colloquy and discussion 
this afternoon I may be permitted to 
yield back the remainder of my time, 
with the exception of 10 minutes, and 
that the vote on the amendment be post 
poned until Monday or Tuesday.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. LONG 
in the chair). Does the Senator include 
in his request that the opposition be 
given the same length of .time?

Mr. KEFAUVER. Yes.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I join 

the distinguished Senator from Tennes 
see in his request and tender the relin- 
Quishment of all time in opposition to 
the amendment, except 10 minutes, un 
der the same conditions. ,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without | 
objection, it is so ordered. '

RECESS TO MONDAY
Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, in 

accordance with the order previously 
entered, I move that the Senate recess 
until 12 o'clock noon on next Monday. .

The motion was agreed to; and (at 5 
o'clock and 58 minutes p. m.) the Senate 
took a recess, the recess being, under the 
order previously entered, until Monday, 
May 4, 1953, at 12 o'clock meridian.

NOMINATIONS
Executive nominations received by the 

Senate May 1 (legislative day of April 
6), 1953:

FOREIGN SERVICE
Horace A. Hildreth, of Maine, to be Am 

bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America to Pakistan. 

DEPARTMENT or JUSTICE
Dallas S. Townsend, of New Jersey, to be 

an Assistant Attorney General, vice Harold I. 
Baynton, resigned.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS
Joseph Holmes Lesh, of Indiana, to be 

United States attorney for the northern dis 
trict of Indiana, vice Gilmore S. Haynie, re 
signed.

Francis Everett Van Alstine, of Iowa, to be 
United States attorney for the northern dis 
trict of Iowa, vice Tobias E. Diamond, re 
signed.

Boy L. Stephenson, of Iowa, to be United 
S'.ates attorney for the southern district of 
Iowa, vice William B. Hart, term expired.

Frederick W. Kaess, of Michigan, to be 
United States attorney for the eastern dis 
trict of Michigan, vice Philip Alien Hart, 
resigned.

UNITED STATES MARSHALS
Saul Hale Clark, of Idaho, to be United 

States marshal for the district of Idaho, vice 
Everett M. Evans, resigning.

Clement W. Crahan, of Iowa, to be United 
States marshal for the northern district of 
Iowa, vice Frederick Elliott Biermann. term 
expired.

Boland A. Walter, of Iowa, to be United 
States marshal for the southern district of 
Iowa, vice Daniel N. McEniry, resigning.

William E. Smith, of New York, to be 
United States marshal for the eastern district 
of New York, vice Eugene J. Smith, resigning.

William B. Somers, of North Carolina, to 
be United States marshal for the middle dis 
trict of North Carolina, vice William D. 
Kizzlah, term expired.

Albert W. Saegert, to be United States 
marshal for the western district of Texas, 
vice Kehoe C. Shannon, term expired.

Howard Call, of Utah, to be United States 
marshal for the district of Utah, vice William 
Q. Treseder, resigning.

Darrell O. Holmes, of Washington, to be 
United States marshal for the eastern dis 
trict of Washington, vice Wayne Bezoha, re 
signing.

William Budd Parsons, of Washington, to 
be United States marshal for the western 
district of Washington, vice John S. Denise, 
Sr., resigning.

Noah W. Biley, of Wyoming, to be United 
States marshal for the district of Wyoming, 
vice Earl B. Burns, resigning.

SENATE
MONDAY, MAY 4, 1953

(.Legislative day of Monday, April 6, 
1953)

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, 
on the expiration of the recess.

The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown 
Harris, D. D., offered the following- 
prayer:

Eternal God, in whose peace our rest 
less spirits are quieted, from the flicker 
ing torches of our own understanding we 
would lift the difficult decisions of the 
public weal unto Thy holy light. Lead, 
kindly light, amid the encircling gloom; 
for in these anxious days when the des 
tinies of nations hang in the balance, the 
tensions of human relationships are like 
waters tossed and troubled. O God, the 
answers for which we gropingly seek in 
the darkness of our own devices are hid 
den in Thy heart. Make us such men 
that Thou mayest speak to us and that 
to this bewildered generation we may be 
the broadcasters of Thy voice and will. 
So shall the world that ever surely climbs 
to Thy desire mount swifter toward Thy 
purpose and intent for mankind. We 
ask it in the Redeemer's name. Amen.

CONFIRMATION
Executive nomination confirmed by 

the Senate May 1 (legislative day of 
April 6), 1953:

GENERAL SERVICES
Edmund P. Mansure, of Illinois, to be Ad 

ministrator of General Services.

DESIGNATION OF ACTING PRESI 
DENT PRO TEMPORE

The legislative clerk read the follow 
ing letter:

UNITED STATES SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE, 

Washington, D. C., May 4, 1953. 
To the Senate:

Being temporarily absent from the Senate, 
I appoint Hon. ANDREW F. SCHOEPPEL, a Sen 
ator from the State of Kansas, to perform 
the duties of the Chair during my absence.

STYLES BRIDGES, 
President pro tempore.

Mr. SCHOEPPEL thereupon took the 
chair as Acting President pro tempore.

THE JOURNAL
On request of Mr. TAFT, and by unani 

mous consent, the reading of the Journal 
of the proceedings of Friday, May 1,1953, 
was dispensed with.

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Messages in writing from the Presi 

dent of the United States submitting 
nominations were communicated to the 
Senate.by Mr. Miller, one of his secre 
taries.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
On his own request, and by unanimous 

consent, Mr. KNOWLAND was excused 
from attendance on the session of the 
Senate today.

On request of Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, 
and by unanimous consent, Mr. HUNT 
was excused from attendance on the ses 
sion of the Senate today, because of a 
death in his family.
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in all problems affecting the development of 
Alaska.

The Senator served on the Committee on 
the District of Columbia so Ipng" and effec 
tively that he was regarded by the citizens 
of the District as their personal represent 
ative in Congress. He was In fact a broad- 
gage statesman, acting always for the na 
tional interest rather than for that of his 
own bailiwick alone.

Jones was born In Illinois In 1863 and grew 
up In the atmosphere and traditions of the 
Lincoln era. His father, a farm laborer, was 
killed In the Civil War a few days before 
Wesley's birth. This put the son on his own 
resources throughout his life. He did farm 
work to pay for schooling and ultimately 
succeeded In being graduated from the Col 
lege of Southern Illinois, where he was a 
classmate of William E. Borah, of Idaho. 
Later they served together In the Senate. 
After a 4-month course at the Northwestern 
University Law School, he was admitted to 
the bar.

He began practice In Illinois In 1888 and 
In that year married Minda Nelson. With 
the coming of a son, Harry B. Jones, and In 
creased responsibilities, he decided that he 
needed a larger field. He came out West 
scouting for a location and finally decided 
on Yaklma, a typical western town of 2,000 
people, with a full quota of saloons, gam 
bling Joints and Indians In a land of dust 
and sagebrush. But he believed it a place 
with a future. He sent for his family and 
worked for an abstract company until he was 
able to engage In law practice. For years, 
with various business partners, his was one 
of the principal law offices In central Wash 
ington.

Jones always had taken a keen Interest 
In politics and was active in the Blaine cam 
paign in 1884 and the Harrison campaign In 
1888. In 1898 he ran for a seat in Congress 
then held by James Hamilton Lewis and was 
successful. He Immediately disposed of his 
law business to be able to devote all of his 
time and efforts to his new career. 

. He was regarded as a commonsense liberal, 
with a keen Interest in progress, not un- 
mlxed with a spirit of adventure. He loved 
to hunt and flsh and take hiking trips Into 
the mountains. During the First World War 
he made frequent flights with Army pilots 
In the old single-engine cockpit planes and 
once announced that he had made a round- 
trip flight from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
In less.than a day. He had flown over the 
Isthmus of Panama.

Late in life Jones was attacked by the 
golf "bug" and never missed an opportunity 
for an early-morning game. As he usually 
was at his office by 8 o'clock, that really 
meant early. One morning he went out into 
the driveway of his hotel In Washington to 
wait for a friend to pick him up for a game. 
After waiting a long time he looked at his 
watch and found that It was 2:30 a. m., so he 
went back to bed until the usual time of 
6:30.

In his last years he was weakened by a 
serious operation and did hot give himself 
adequate time to regain his strength. His 
death occurred shortly after the Democratic 
landslide in 1933 and some attributed It to 
his disappointment. Nothing was further 
from the fact. He simply had drawn too 
heavily upon his physical resources In trying 
to stem the political tide and in his tireless 
work In the Senate.

Surviving him are a son, Harry B. Jones, 
the senior head of a well-known Seattle law 
firm, and a daughter, Mrs. Hazel E. Coffin, 
of Yaklma.

the State of Kentucky, and transmitted 
the resolutions of the House thereon.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Repre 

sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its 
clerks, communicated to the Senate the 
intelligence of the death of Hon. GARRETT 
L. WITHERS, late a Representative from

TITLE TO CERTAIN SUBMERGED 
LANDS

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) to 
confirm and establish the titles of the 
States to lands beneath navigable waters 
within State boundaries and to the nat 
ural resources within such lands and 
waters, and to provide for the use and 
control of said lands and resources.

Mr. HILL obtained the floor.
Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, will the 

Senator from Alabama yield to me in 
order that I may make a request for 
printing in the RECORD certain commu 
nications pertaining to the pending 
business?

Mr. HILL. I yield to the Senator from 
West Virginia.

Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the body of the RECORD a telegram dated 
March 13, 1953, relative to the pending 
joint resolution, which I sent to the dis 
tinguished Governor of West Virginia, 
the Honorable William C. Marland, and 
also the response of Governor Marland, 
dated March 14, 1953, to my telegram.

There being no objection, the commu- 
' nications were ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows:

MARCH 13, 1953. 
Hon. WILLIAM C. MARLAND,

Charleston, W. Va.
DEAR GOVERNOR: A number of bills are 

pending in Congress which 'are designed to 
give to California, Louisiana, and Texas vast 
oil, gas, and other mineral resources In the 
submerged lands off their shores. As held by 
the highest Court In the land, these re 
sources belong to the people of all the States, 
Including, of course, the people of West Vir 
ginia. • '

The exact value of the subject matter has 
not been determined but it Is estimated that 
under the 16 million acres or more of under 
sea lands which are involved, there are at 
least 15 billion barrels c' oil worth more than 
$40 billion and gas worth more than $10 
billion.

If one of .these bills should be enacted and 
later held to be constitutional, under its op 
eration every man, woman, and child in our 
State would utterly lose his or her share of 
much more than half a billion dollars.

Propaganda to the effect that any of the 
proposed bills would benefit inland States by 
confirming titles to Inland waters is mean 
ingless, for the reason that such titles are 
not endangered and are, in no manner, con 
nected with the question of depriving the 
people of the Inland States of their rights 
to the lands under ocean, sea, or gulf. De 
spite the terrific pressure being exerted by 
the great interests backing this legislation, 
the States cannot be deprived of their right 
to litigate the validity of any of these bills 
that may be passed. Only the Supreme Court 
of the United States can finally determine 
whether the Congress has the power to de 
prive the people of 45 States of the Union 
of their rights and bestow those rights upon 
the people of the 3 States mentioned.

In my opinion, it will probably prove im 
possible for the liberals to defeat the admin. 
Jstration's efforts to pass one of the pending 
bills, in the circumstances, please let roe 
entreat you to request the legislature to 
authorize and instruct or you, oil your owa 
responsibility as Governor, to authorize and 
instruct our distinguished attorney general 
to prepare to litigate this most important 
matter and to institute a suit by and in be

half of the State of West Virginia to have 
any one of the indicated bills that may be 
come a law declared null and void, to the 
end that the people of West Virginia may be 
protected against the exploiters who are 
seeking to rob them of their heritage.

MATTHEW M. NEELY.

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Charleston, March 14, 1953. 

Hon. M. M. NEELY,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR NEELY: This will acknowl 

edge receipt of your telegram concerning a 
question vital to all of the people of West 
Virginia In the matter of natural resources 
now held by the Federal Government, com 
monly referred to as the tidelands oil ques 
tion.

I want to assure you and every member 
of our senatorial and congressional delega 
tion to the United States Congress that I, 
as Governor of West Virginia, consider it of 
the most paramount importance that we do 
everything possible to preserve those min 
eral resources for all of our citizens, rather 
than to let them be given to a few States.

I am most appreciative of your interest in 
the matter, and in line with your sugges 
tion, I am requesting the Attorney General 
to follow closely the progress of this legis 
lation, and in the event that Congress is so 
misguided as to pass same, to take what 
ever action is necessary, either by way -of a 
suit in the Supreme Court of the United 
States, or any other tribunal that may have 
Jurisdiction in this matter, to see to it that 
the Interests of the State of West Virginia 
are protected to the utmost ol our ability as 
officers of the government of the people of 
West Virginia.

You are exactly right in your thinking 
concerning the fallacies of the argument ad 
vanced to the effect that any of the pro- 
posed bills would benefit inland States by 
confirming title to inland 'waters. A prime 
example of the falseness of such propaganda 
is our own situation concerning the Ohio 
River. West Virginia owns the natural re 
sources under the Ohio River and has been 
using them' as an owner for many many 
years in selling, leasing, and otherwise dis. 
posing of the resources in a manner that 
will best benefit our citizens. We need no 
legislation to confirm our title to these re 
sources. In my opinion, the entire move is 
one to deprive the people of the United 
States of that which Is rightfully theirs; 
namely, the natural resources closely adjoin 
ing then- country in the oceans and gulfs 
that surround us.

I am sending a copy of this letter to each 
of our Congressmen and Senators so that 
they n_ay know beyond any question of a 
doubt where the government of the State 
of West Virginia stands on this question. 
Since this is in no way a party matter, and 
since the people of West Virginia who will 
be robbed if this legislation is successfully 
enacted are of both political faiths, I am 
sending a message to the West Virginia Re 
publican national commltteeman, the Hon 
orable Walter Hallanan, asking him to exert 
whatever influence he may have with the 
Republican National Government toward the 
end that this pillage of our natural resources 
will be stopped.

If there Is anything that you or any other 
member of our delegation feels that I can 
do as Governor of West Virginia to aid in 
this fight for the' people of West Virginia, 
please feel free to call upon me.

With best wishes, I am, 
Sincerely,

WILLIAM C. MARLAND,
Governor.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, this is the 
last day on which there will be an op 
portunity to debate the pending joint
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• resolution and to permit Senators to of 
fer amendments to the measure.

Since I have consumed considerable 
time during the debate on the joint reso- 
jution, and because a number of other 
Senators wish to offer amendments and

• to speak on them, I feel constrained, in 
fairness to them, to proceed with my 
remarks today without yielding. I al-

• ways like to yield and to show every 
courtesy I can to my fellow Senators, but 
I find myself under a limitation of time 
when so many other Senators wish to 
be heard on the measure and desire to 
cffar their amendments.

Sections 3 and 6 of this measure in 
troduce an altogether new concept never 
before mentioned in any previous discus 
sion of the problem of the lands sub 
merged beneath the ocean. The lan 
guage is an attempt to compromise in 
one statement the conflicting theories of 
those who contend that the submerged 
lands belong to the States and that the 
Federal Government has been trying to 
"grab" them, and on the other hand, the 
theories of. those who have contended 
that as a matter of constitutional and 
international law the Federal Govern 
ment has paramount power over the land - 
submerged thereby. The attempt to 
combine these two conflicting theories in 
one law raises a constitutional question 
which can be settled only by the Supreme 
Court. As a matter of fact, if this bill 
should be passed with this language in 
it neither the States nor the' oil com 
panies which have sought to obtain con 
trol over the natural resources beneath 
the sea will obtain their objective.

Clauses 1 and 2, page 13, lines 6 and 9, 
are contradictory. Clause 1 deals with 
title to and ownership of the lands be 
neath navigable waters. Clause 2 deals 
with "the right and power to manage, 
administer, lease, develop, and use the 
said lands in accordance with applicable 
State law."

Obviously this clause was written upon 
the' theory that the right and power to 
manage, and so forth, the lands under 
State law does not now exist because 
otherwise it would not be necessary to 
use the word "assigned" in line 13.

It will be seen from lines 11, 12, and 
13 that the attempt is made to recognize, 
confirm, establish, and vest the. title 
and ownership in the States and to assign . 
to them the rights mentioned in clause 2.

It is clear that what the committee 
has sought to do in this provision is 
first to confirm what it deems to be an 
existing title and ownership, and, second, 
to assign a right of management, use, 
and development which does not now 
exist in the States.

The Constitution of the United States 
gives to the Federal Government unques 
tioned jurisdiction over commerce, navi 
gation, national defense, and interna 
tional affairs. To use the words of sec 
tion 6, the Federal power extends to 
all matters affecting national jurisdic 
tion and sovereignty. No State can con 
stitutionally invade the sovereign powers 
of the National Government and any 
attempt to split its powers or cast a cloud 
upon those powers by purporting to ex 
tend to the States power and authority 
to interfere with commerce, navigation, 
national defense, International affairs, 
and national sovereignty can only result

in creating legalistic questions of the 
utmost complexity.

- If Congress is to undertake now, as 
it does by section-3, to confirm in the 
States title and ownership to lands 
within the historical boundaries of the 
States, though beneath the ocean, Con 
gress sets up the basis by which the 
States can set up a sort of riparian claim 
to ownership of the Continental Shelf. 
Thus, this bill is an invitation to the 
coastal States to seek to establish a claim 
to the Continental Shelf, a purpose which 
most of the sponsors of the bill expressly 
disavow.

More important, however, when Con-. 
gress, by this measure, assigns the power 
to manage, administer, lease, develop, 
and use the lands beneath the ocean 
it may give away at the same time the 
power to authorize the construction of 
drilling platforms, the laying of pipe 
lines and the construction of other ob 
structions to commerce and navigation.

True, it is stated in section 6 that "the 
United States retains all its navigable 
servitude and rights in and powers of 
regulation and control of said lands and 
navigable- waters for the constitutional 
purposes of commerce, navigation, na 
tional defense, and international af 
fairs." It is true that section 6 declares 
that all of these shall be paramount, 
but, How is it possible that the title and 
ownership by the State to submerged 
lands can be recognized, confirmed, arid 
established in the States, as set forth in 
section 3, when in section 6 it is declared 
that the Federal Government has consti 
tutional rights in the lands as well as 
in the waters?

What Congress is saying by this lan 
guage is merely that the sovereign Gov 
ernment of the United States has con 
stitutional rights over both land and 
water but that it may have to establish 
those rights as against the States by in 
sisting that all of these lands and wa 
ters are impressed with a servitude. To 
establish the servitude, if any oil com 
pany resists or if any State resists, it 
would be necessary for the Federal Gov 
ernment to go into court and to say, 
"this drilling platform, this pipeline, this 
pier, this boat line, interferes with na 
tional, 'defense, with -navigation, with 
commerce, with international affairs and 
must be taken down," particularly when 
it is recalled that section 3 assigns to the 
States the Federal Government's power 
of management.

When this bill is passed and Is signed 
by a President whose duty it is to pro 
tect the national security of the United 
States, a situation may be created in 
which the initiative for the exercising of 
national power has been taken away 
from the Federal Government and given 
to the lessees of a State or municipality 
along the coast compelling the Federal 
Government to bring suit against the 
State, community, or oil and gas com 
pany which is seeking to withdraw the 
oil from beneath nature's ocean and sell 
it perchance to the national sovereign, 
the Federal Government.

INTERNATIONAL DANCERS AND TREATY VIOLA 
TIONS

An additional objection to the joint 
resolution is that by attempting to ex 
tend the territorial boundaries of the

United States beyond the 3-mile limit, 
it constitutes a clear violation of inter 
national law. It constitutes an aban 
donment of the traditional position of 
the United States in international law 
in support of the 3-mile limit, a position 
which has had the support of every Sec 
retary of State from Thomas Jefferson 
on, every President from George Wash 
ington on, and which is soundly based on 
the military and political interests of 
the United States.

It is not necessary to labor the point 
as to how the joint resolution seeks to 
extend the territorial boundaries of the 
United States for the benefit of two 
States, and two States alone. I am sure 
that my distinguished colleagues from 
Florida and Texas would not disclaim 
that they would like to establish the ter 
ritorial boundaries of Florida and Texas

- along the Gulf of Mexico as extending 
3 leagues or lO 1/^ miles from the coast 
line. Whether by the joint resolution, 
if enacted, they will be enabled to suc 
ceed in their attempt will be a matter 
which the courts should adjudicate, as 
I will point out later, but it is clear that 
is what they would like to do. Now Flor 
ida and Texas are sovereign States; they 
are fine States but they are still part of 
the United States just like Alabama. If 
the territorial boundaries of Texas and 
Florida are approved as going lO l/2 miles 
into the Gulf of Mexico, so are those of 
the United States in those areas. So it 
is unquestioned that this measure repre 
sents the first time in which the Govern 
ment of the United States has aban 
doned its position that the proper width 
of territorial waters is 3 miles. Now, for

. the benefit of Florida and Texas, we are
• asked to provide that off those States, 
the proper boundary of territorial wa 
ters is 10% miles.

As I said earlier, the position of the 
United States that the proper limit of 
territorial waters should not extend more 
than 3 miles beyond the shores goes back 
to the earliest days of the Republic. In 
1793 Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary 
of State, told both the Governments of 
France and England that the United 
States should consider territorial waters - 
as restrained "to- a distance of 1 sea 
league or 3 geographical miles from the 
seashore." Thomas Jefferson, acting as 
Secretary of State for our first President, 
George Washington, was just the first 
Secretary of State to assert this funda 
mental principle of international law: 
That the width of territorial waters 
should not extend more than 3 miles 
from the shore. Secretaries of State, 
both Democratic and Republican, have 
been fighting to sustain this principle 
ever since.

This fight has not always been an easy 
one. Many other countries have tried 
to make claims to the waters adjacent 
to them which were greatly in excess of 
the 3 miles permitted them by interna 
tional law, but the United States has 
always been in the forefront of those 
countries which have insisted that 3 
miles is as far as a nation can go. In 
1821 Russia announced a ukase which 
prohibited foreign vessels from ap 
proaching within 100 miles of certain 
Russian possessions in the Pacific Ocean. 
John Quincy Adams was our Secretary 
of State then, and he opposed this illegal
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Russian claim just as his successors are 
opposing similar illegal actions of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics now. 
In 1822 our Secretary of State. John 
Quincy Adams, sent the Russians a stiff 
note saying that their ukase was illegal 
and that the United States would not be 
bound by it.

In 1862 we had a similar dispute with 
Spain. Spain asserted the right to re 
gard as territorial waters of Cuba the 
waters surrounding Cuba to a distance of 
6 marine miles. In 1862 this Nation was 
engaged in a great civil conflict and it 
might have appeared to some that the 
best thing to do was not to interpose any 
interjection to the Spanish claim. But 
the principle that the limit of territorial 
waters should not exceed 3 miles was so 
important to • the United States that 
President Lincoln instructed his Secre- 

vtar.y_ofJ3tate, Secretary Seward, to pro 
test this illegal action. Secretary 
Seward did protest. He declared that 
the extent of territorial waters of a 
state was not derived from its own de 
crees or legislative enactments, but 
from the law of nations and, that ac 
cording to that law, the limit was fixed 
at 3 marine miles from the coast. The 
language of his protest to the Spanish 
Foreign Minister is just as true today as 
it was when it was delivered, and I should 
like to read it:

Nevertheless it cannot be admitted, nor 
Indeed is Mr. Tassara understood to claim, 
that the mere assertion of a sovereign, by an 
act of legislation, however solemn, can have 
the effect to establish and fix its external 
maritime Jurisdiction. His right to a juris 
diction of 3 miles Is derived not from his own 
decree but Irom the law of nations, and 
exists even though he may never have pro 
claimed or asserted it by any decree or decla 
ration whatsoever. He cannot, by a mere 
decree, extend the limit and fix it at 6 miles, 
because, if he could, he could in the same 
manner, and upon motives of interest, am 
bition, or even upon caprice, fix it at 10, or 
20, or 50 miles, without the consent or ac 
quiescence of other powers which have a 
common right with himself In the freedom 
of all the oceans. Such a pretension could 
never be successfully or rightfully main 
tained (1 Moore's Digest 710).

The United states took the same posi 
tion in 1908 when Mr. Adee, Acting Sec 
retary of 'State, informed the military 
governor of Cuba that—

The rule which is reported to have been 
announced by the Cuban Government in this 
case—namely, that the territorial waters of 
Cuba extend 4 leagues from the coast of the 
island and of the cays belonging to it—not 
only fails to accord with the views now ex 
pressed by the British Government, but is 
out of harmony with the principles held by 
this Government as declared by Secretaries 
Seward and Olney, as well as with the gen 
erally accepted rules of international law 

.{1 Hyde 436).

The United States has taken the same 
position in disputes with Mexico. I 
shall deal with the problem of the dis 
pute with Mexico in more detail later, 
because it is an issue which is still pend 
ing, but I believe that you should know 
that ever since 1906 our Department of 
State has been protesting, and in the 
great majority of cases successfully, the 
attempts of the Government of Mexico 
to seize American fishing vessels which 
are fishing off the coast of Mexico be 
tween the 3- and the 9-mile limit. The

American Government also had to ob 
ject to the attempts of the Italian Gov 
ernment to establish a band of terri 
torial waters in excess of 3 miles. On 
August 6, 1914, the Italian Government 
promulgated a decree which attempted 
to establish the limit of its territorial 
waters 6 miles from its shores. The 
United States promptly objected. Our 
Secretary of State again reiterated the 
historic position of the United States in 
opposition to any attempt to extend ter 
ritorial waters beyond 3 miles from the 
shore. The Italian Ambassador was in?- 
formed as follows:

I am compelled to inform Your Excellency 
of my inability to accept the principle of the 
royal decree, insofar as it may undertake to 
extend the limits of the territorial waters 
beyond three nautical miles from the mala 
shoreline and to extend thereover the juris 
diction of the Italian Government (1 Hack- 
worth 637).

The United States has not only sup 
ported the 3-mile limit because it be 
lieves this to be the proper rule of inter 
national law on the subject, it has done 
so because we are bound by treaty to do 
so. In 1924, the United States and Great 
Britain entered into a treaty with re 
spect to the smuggling of intoxicating 
liquors. I would like to read you article 
I of this treaty. It reads as follows:

The high contracting parties declare that 
it is their firm intention to uphold the prin 
ciple that three marine miles extending from 
the coastline outward and measured from 
low-water mark constitute the proper limits 
of territorial waters (43 Stat. 1761).

We have similar provisions in treaties 
with Germany, with Panama, with the 
Netherlands, with Cuba, and with Japan.

Now I know that we will hear a great 
deal of talk that the 3-mile rule is an 
old and obsolete one and should be 
changed. The proponents of this bill 
must be making that argument, because 
they do propose to change the 3-mile 
rule, if only on behalf of Horida and 
Texas. The argument that the 3-mile 
limit is obsolete has been going on for 
some time. One of the first cases that 
I can find when it was made was in a 
controversy between Mr. Bayard, the 
Secretary of State under President 
Cleveland, and Mr. Manning, Secretary 
of the Treasury. Mr. Manning was 
adopting a position very similar to that 
of the proponents of this bill. He 
wanted to extend the 3-mile limit to take 
In some fisheries, although in this case, 
he was attempting to extend it on the 
northwest coast rather than in the Gulf 
of Mexico. Mr. Bayard, who had the 
support of the President, told him the 
reasons why this should not be done:

In a letter by Mr. Jefferson, when Secre 
tary of State on November 8, 1793, to the 
minister of Great Britain, and in a circular 
'of November 10, 1793, to the United States 
district attorneys, the limit of one sea-league 
from shore was provisionally adopted by him 
as that of the territorial seas of the United 
States. The same position was taken by 
Mr. Madison, Secretary of State, February 
•3, 1807; by Mr. Webster, Secretary of State, 
August 1, 1842; by Mr. Seward, Secretary of 
State, December 16, 1862, August 10, 1863, 
and September 16, 1864; and by Mr. Fish, 
Secretary of State, December 1, 1875.

In a note from Mr. Fisn to Sir Edward 
Thornton, dated January 22, 1875, it Is ex 
pressly stated in reply to Inquiries from

the British Foreign Office "that this.Govern 
ment has uniformly, under every adminis 
tration, objected to the pretension of Spain" 
to a 6-mile limit. Mr. Fish proceeds to show 
that the United States statute, giving the 
right to board vessels within 4 leagues of 
the coast, is applied only to vessels coming 
to United States, ports, and that the exten 
sion of the boundary line, between the 
United States and Mexico, to 3 leagues from 
land, by the 'Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 
applies only to Mexico and the United States.

Mr. Evarts, writing to Mr. Fairchild, then 
our representative in Spain on March 3, 1881 
(Foreign Relations, 1881), said: "This Gov 
ernment must adhere to the 3-mile rule as 
the jurisdlctional limit, and the cases of 
visitation without that line seem not to be 
excused or excusable under that rule." 

•. * • * ' *
The position I here state, you must re 

member, was not taken by this Department 
speculatively. It was advanced in periods 
when the question of peace or war hung 
on the decision. When, during the three 
earlier administrations, we were threatened 
on our coast by Great Britain and France, 
war being imminent with Great Britain, and 
for a time actually though not formally 
engaged in with France, we asserted this line 
as determining the extent of 'our territorial 
waters. When we were involved in the earlier 
part of Mr. Jefferson's administration in 
difficulties with Spain, we then told Spain 
that we conceded to her, so far as concerned 
Cuba, the same limit of territorial waters 
as we claimed for ourselves, granting noth 
ing more; and this limit was afterward re 
asserted by Mr. Seward during the late Civil 
War, when there was every inducement on 
our part not only to oblige Spain, but to 
extend, for our own use as a belligerent, ter 
ritorial privilege. When, in 1807, after the 
outrage on the Chesapeake by the Leopard, 
Mr. Jefferson issued a proclamation exclud 
ing British men-of-war from our territorial 
waters, there was the same rigor in limiting 
these waters to 3 miles from shore. And 
during our various fishery negotiations with 
Great Britain we have Insisted that beyond 
the 3-mile line British territorial waters on 
the northeastern coast do not extend. Such 
was our position in 1783, in 1794, in 1815, 
in 1818. Such is our position now in our 
pending controversy with Great Britain on 
this important issue (1 Hyde 718-20),'.

These reasons were restated just a few 
weeks ago by a representative of Presi 
dent Eisenhower's Secretary of State, Mr, 
Dulles, who appeared before the Senate 
Committee on Interior and Insular Af 
fairs, arid urged that committee to con-, 
tinue this policy as an essential element 
in the security of the United States. 
Speaking before the committee, a senior 
representative of the State Department 
spoke as follows:

I now turn to the reasons for the adoption 
and maintenance of this position. The pur. 
pose of this Government has been, and still 
is to give effect to its traditional policy of 
freedom of the seas. Such freedom is essen 
tial to its national Interests. It is a time- 
honored concept of defense that the greater 
the freedom and range of its warships and 
aircraft, the better protected are its security 
interests. Likewise, the maintenance of free 
lanes and air routes is vital to the success of 
its shipping and air transport. And it is 
becoming Increasingly evident that its fish 
ing interest depends in large part upon fish 
ing resources in, seas adjacent to foreign 
states (1953).

I shall deal in more detail later with 
the arguments based on national secu 
rity, but I should like to point out, at this 
time, that the proponents of this bill 
have not produced a single responsible
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' fficer of the Navy or of the Air Force 

ho has urged that we abandon the con- 
ot of the 3-mile limit. The reason is 

fhe officers of our Navy and Air Force, 
i deed of our entire Military Establish- 

ent &re convinced that it is in the 
•Interests of our national security to 
olidify and support the 3-mile rule not 

to chip away at it. The United States 
has a great Navy and it contributes to 
our national security by having con> 
mand of the seas. It does not contrib 
ute to our national 'security by hovering 
under the cover of Coast Artillery. As 
the State Department has pointed out, 
under the concept of defense which has 
long been held by the United States, the 
greater the freedom and range of its 
warships the better protected are its 
security interests. The United States 
has a great Air Force. Its contribution 
to our national security however is not 
jnerely by flying coastal patrol. It is by 
obtaining command of the skies. As the 
State Department has pointed out, the 
greater the freedom and range of our 
aircraft, the better protected are our 
security interests.

I would like to make it clear that the 
United States has supported the 3-mile 
rule because it is in the best interests of 
the United States, from the point of view 
of economic strength, foreign relations, 
and national security, to do so. I would 
like to make it clear that this is not just 
a unilateral decision of the United 
States. It is a decision which we have 
made in solemn convenant with other 
countries, including our major ally, 
Great Britain.

I would like to read again the relevant 
clause of our treaty with Great Britain. 
It provides:

The high contracting parties declare that 
It is their firm Intention to uphold the prin 
ciple that 3 marine miles extending from the 
coastline outward and measured from low- 
water mark constitute the proper limits of 
territorial waters.

The United States has made similar 
pledges to five other countries.

Let us suppose that this bill, which we 
are now considering, should become law. 
What would the result be? In the first 
place, we would have committed a clear 
violation of our treaties with England 
and the five other countries to which I 
have j ust referred. In those treaties, the 
•United States pledged its solemn word 
that it would support the principle that 
3 miles is the maximum extent to which 
territorial waters may be extended un 
der international law. The United 
States can claim that we are keeping our 
word to our gallant ally Great Britain 
and the other countries to which we have 
Pledged, our word if, at the very time 
that we are promising to support the 
Principle of. the 3-mile limit, we are 
claiming 10 Vz miles off the coasts of 
Texas and of Florida.

It is entirely immaterial that what is 
being done is to confirm a claim of 10 Vz 
miles as the territorial boundaries of two 
States, rather than expressly doing it on 
behalf of the Federal Government.

It was made perfectly clear by the rep 
resentatives of the Department of State 
that from the point of view of interna 
tional relations, it is immaterial whether 
the boundary claim is being asserted on 
behalf of the State of Texas or on behalf
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of the Federal Government. The repre 
sentatives of the Department of State 
said as follows:

In International relations, the territorial 
claims of the States and of the Nation are 
Indivisible. The claims of the States cannot 
exceed those of the Nation (1053). •

It is, therefore, perfectly clear that the 
passage of this bill would commit this 
'country to the principle that in certain 
areas, at least, its territorial waters ex 
tend 10 Vz miles from the coast. It is also 
perfectly clear that the passage of this 
bill would be a flagrant violation of our 
treaty obligation to support the principle 
that 3 miles from the low-water mark 
constitutes the proper limit of territorial 
waters.

Now I know that I do not have to ex 
plain to this great body that the prin 
ciple of the sanctity of treaty obliga 
tions has been a cornerstone of the for 
eign policy of the United States, whether 
the administration in power is Demo 
cratic or Republican. But I do not feel 
that in good conscience I could watch 
this great body deliberate an action 
which would be a flagrant violation of 
our treaty obligations without calling to 
your attention the statements of two 
great Americans on the significance of 
this fundamental principle. The first is 
a statement of President Wilson. It was 
made in an address to Congress in which 
he requested Congress to repeal certain 
provisions of the Panama Canal Act of 
1912, which were considered to be in vio 
lation of our treaty of November 18,1901, 
with Great Britain. This is what he 
said:

We consented to the treaty; its language 
we accepted, if we did not originate it; and 
we are too big, too powerful, too self-re 
specting a' nation to interpret with too 
strained or refined a reading the words of 
our own promises Just because we have power 
enough to give us leave to read them as we 
please. The large thing to do is the only 
thing we can afford to do, a voluntary with 
drawal from a position everywhere ques 
tioned and misunderstood. We ought to re 
verse our action without raising the question 
whether we were right or wrong, and so once 
more deserve our reputation for generosity 
and for the redemption of every obligation 
without quibble or hesitation (V Hackworth .. 
164).

The other great American was Cordell 
Hull. He made a statement on inter 
national affairs and American foreign 
policy on July 16, 1937, and this is what 
he said:

. We advocate faithful observance of .In 
ternational agreements. Upholding the prin 
ciple of the sanctity of treaties, we believe 
in modification of provisions of treaties, 
when, need therefor arises, by orderly proc 
esses carried out In a spirit of mutual help 
fulness and accommodation. We believe In 
respect by all nations for the rights of others 
and performance by all nations of established 
obligations (V Hackworth 164).

Today the United States has a position 
of world leadership which is unparalleled 
in its history. Today it is of the utmost 
importance for the survival of civiliza 
tion that this leadership be exercised 
wisely and well. Today it is of greater 
importance than ever before, that the 

• pledged word of the United States be en 
titled to respect; that the other coun 
tries know that when the United States 
has given its word, it will keep it I am

grieved to see this great body seriously 
deliberate a measure which, if it became 
law, would be a clear violation of our 
pledged word, would .restroy our reputa 
tion for keeping our word which has been 
established by a record of honorable con 
duct scrupulously carried out since the 
formation of the Republic; and which 
would .therefore cast doubt upon the in 
tegrity of any treaty obligation which we 
now have, many of which are obligations 
essential to the unity and strength of the 
free world.

There is, of course, a great temptation 
for the distinguished proponents of this 
bill to try to eat their cake and have it, 
too. In other words, there may be some 
wishful thinkers who feel that it is pos 
sible for the United States to assert a 
10%-mile limit off the coast of Texas and 
Florida, but to continue to object to any 
thing more than a 3-mile limit when ap 
plied against American ships and air 
craft by foreign countries. These wish 
ful thinkers should pay heed to the warn 
ings of our Department of State. Be 
fore the committee the representatives 
of the Department said:

If the Nation should recognize the exten 
sion of the boundaries of any State beyond 
the 3-mile limit, its Identification with the 
broader claim would force abandonment of 
Its traditional position. At the same time 
It would renounce protests against claims 
of foreign states to greater breadths of terri 
torial waters (1053).

The representatives of the Department 
of State have pointed out that the pas 
sage of this bill would not merely force 
the United States to withdraw its pro 
tests against claims of territorial waters 
under 10'/2 miles. Its practical effect 
would be far more serious. They point 
ed out that the United States has long 
•stood as the champion of the principle 
that 3 miles was the maximum permis 
sible limit. If the United States were 
to abandon this position and start mak 
ing broader claims, it would have opened 
Pandora's box. If the United States were 
to raise its claims from 3 miles to 10%, 
the other countries would not necessari 
ly stop at a 10 '/2 which matched us. Past 
experience has shown,that the claims 
would be bigger and bigger, more and 
more extravagant, that a veritable Okla- 
.homa land rush of claims would ensue 
which the United States, having started, 
would be powerless to stop, and that the 
.avalanche which our ill-considered ac 
tion had started might very well sweep 
away or destroy the concept of freedom 
of the seas which Americans have been 

.working and fighting to build up since 
the time of Thomas Jefferson. The rep 
resentatives of President Elsenhower's 
Secretary of State, Mr. John Foster Dul- 
les, made this clear when they warned 
the committee as follows:

The maintenance of the traditional posi 
tion of the United States is vital at a time 
when a number of foreign -states show a 
tendency unllaterally to break down the 
principle of freedom of the seas by attempt 
ed extensions of sovereignty on the high 
seas. A change of the traditional position of 
this Government would be seized upon by 
other states as Justification for broad and 
extravagant claims over adjacent seas (1053).

I would like to turn now to disputes 
which this Government has had with 
Mexico concerning the width of the band
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of territorial waters which Mexico can 
properly claim under international law. 
I think that an analysis of this dispute 
will be interesting to this body because 
it will cast a new light on some of the 
arguments which have been raised by 
my distinguished colleagues. On April 
23,1950, the Mexican Coast Guard seized 
five United States fishing vessels which 
were fishing outside of the 3-mile limit 
off the coast of Mexico. They, justified 
this seizure on the grounds that the 
territorial waters of Mexico extended 
9 miles seaward. This claim was re 
jected by the United States Ambassador, 
Mr. Thurston, and the ships were re 
leased on May 3. This incident has been 
repeated on March 3 of this year. 
Mexico has made the same claim again, 
and the matter is now under active con 
sideration between the Mexican Govern 
ment and the Department of State. Let 
us take a look at the arguments which 
.the Mexican Government is making in 
this attempt to stifle the American 
claims of American fishermen. I do this 
with particular interest because some of 
these boats sailed from Mobile. I am 
sure that some of them also sailed from 
Gulfport, Pascagoula, and Biloxi, so 
that my distinguished colleagues from 
Mississippi have an interest in the out 
come of this matter. The Mexican Gov 
ernment is making an argument almost 
Identical with that made by my distin 
guished colleague from Texas. Their 
argument is based solely on the fact 
that article V of the Treaty of Guada- 
lupe Hidalgo between the United States 
and Mexico, which was signed on Feb 
ruary 2. 1848. provides: 
. The boundary line between the two Re- 
.publlcs shall commence in the Gulf of 
Mexico, 3 leagues from land, opposite the 
mouth of the Rio Grande (9 Stat. 922, 926).

Now, since this treaty was signed, 
other countries became worried that it 
would have the effect which my distin 
guished colleague from Texas claims 
that it has; namely, that it was an at 
tempt to extend the territorial waters 
of the United States out 3 leagues or

•lO'/z miles off the coast of Texas. The 
British Minister* sent the United States 
Government a note on April 30, 1848, 
objecting to this provision on the 
grounds that it was an attempt to ex 
tend the territorial waters of the United 
States 3 leagues instead of the 3 miles

•which was acknowledged by interna 
tional law and practice as the extent of 
territorial jurisdiction over the sea that 
washes the coasts of States. The Secre 
tary of State then was James Buchanan, 
and on August 19, 1848, he replied that 
this provision was merely for the con 
venience of Mexico and the United 
States in identifying the dividing line 
between their two countries, and that it 
was not intended and did not have the 
effect of extending the territorial waters 
of the United States. The United States 
Government was questioned oh this 
point again in 1875 by the British Min 
ister. Mr. Hamilton Pish was the Sec 
retary of State then, and. on January 2, 
1875, he sent a note to the British Min 
ister in which he flatly denied that the 
purpose of this treaty or its effect was

to extend the territorial waters of the 
United States. He went on to say:

We have always understood and asserted 
that, pursuant to public law, no nation can 
rightfully claim Jurisdiction at sea beyond 
a marine league from its coast (1 Moore 731).

. The question came up again in the 
fall of 1906 when a number of protests 
were received by the Department of 
State, alleging that the Government of 
Mexico was seizing American fishing 
vessels beyond the 3-mile limit and that 
proceedings were being instituted for the 
confiscation of such vessels. The Solici 
tor of the Department of State wrote an 
opinion, dated October 2, 1906, and this 
was forwarded to the American Embassy 
in Mexico City with instructions to take 
the problem up with the Mexican Gov 
ernment on the basis of the principles of 
law which were set forth in this opinion. 
I would like to read you portions of this 
opinion:

The case Is different with vessels found 
beyond the 3-mile limit. International law 
limits the sovereignty of a country to 3 miles 
from low-water mark, and although Mexican 
sovereignty follows Mexican vessels upon the 
high seas until they put into a foreign port, 
international law does not recognize Mexi 
can sovereignty over a foreign vessel, or any 
right on the part of Mexico to assume the 
incidents of sovereignty upon a foreign ves 
sel, beyond the 3-mile limit.

* • * * •
The claim-to exercise the right of visit and 

search beyond the 3-mile limit is based upon 
paragraph 2, article 5, of a Mexican law Is 
sued December 18, 1902, which reads as 
follows:

"The inspection and Jurisdiction of the 
Federal authority may extend into the sea 
for fiscal purposes up to a distance of 20 
kilometers measured from the line marked 
by low tide on the coasts of the Republic."

Expressed in English terms, It appears; that 
•Mexico claims the right to extend its laws for 
fiscal purposes to a distance of 12% statute 
miles • * * ["a little over 10 nautical 
miles"] from low-water mark. In the light 
of the previous statement it is at once evi 
dent that this law can only bind Mexican 
subjects to submit to visit and search and 
such foreign vessels as consent to the exer 
cise of the right. In the absence of such 
consent, resistance to the exercise of the 

.alleged right is clearly justifiable.
While it is clearly settled that territorial 

Jurisdiction does not extend beyond the 
3-mlle limit, still there is a tendency to 
permit the regulated exercise of the right of 
Inspection beyond this limit. A distinction 
is taken between the general application of 
municipal laws beyond the limit and the ex 
tension of the revenue or customs laws for 
the purpose of facilitating importation. For 
example an unrepealed statute of the United 
States permits officers of revenue cutters "to 
board all vessels which arrive within 4 
leagues of the coast thereof, if bound for 
the United States, and search and examine 
the same, and every part thereof, and shall 
demand, receive, and certify the manifest 
required to be on board certain vessels, shall 
affix and put proper fastenings on the 
hatches and other communications with the 
hold of any vessel, and shall remain on board 
such vessels until they arrive at the port 
or place of their destination" (R. S. 2760).

It cannot be claimed that the Jurisdiction 
of the United States rightfully extends be 
yond the 3-mile limit, except to its citizens. 
It would seem, however, that where foreign 
vessels are bound to the United States, the 
visitation and examination of cargo as pro- 

.vided for in this article may be convenient.

Convenience, therefore.', to both parties—to 
the incoming vessel as well as to the customs 
officers—would seem to dictate the act and 
justify the policy. Such seems to' be the 
general view, for in the statement to the 
British Minister Mr. Secretary Fish was able 

.to say: "It is believed, however, that in carry 
ing into effect the authority conferred by .the 
a.ct of Congress referred to, no vessel. Is 
boarded. If boarded at all, except such a one 
as, upon being hailed, may have answered 
that she was bound to a port of the United 
States" (Moore's International Law Digest, 
vol. I. p. 731).

It is to be noted, however, that only those 
vessels are Inspected which are bound or 
destined to the United States; that a for 
eign merchant vessel outside of the 3-mlle 
limit would not be Inspected even although 
such vessel should proceed along the entire 

- extent of the Atlantic coast.
To this extent, therefore, the United States 

has extended its revenue laws. It cannot 
object that Mexico should claim and exer 
cise the same right under similar circum 
stances. It is, however, recognized by Mexico 
and the United States that revenue laws can 
solely be applied to the purpose for which 
they are passed and that they cannot be ex 
tended as a cover to other and different cir 
cumstances. * • •

It would appear, therefore; In the light of 
authority that local Jurisdiction without the 
consent of the party to be affected does not 
extend beyond the 3-mile limit; that this 
Oovernment has, as previously stated, ex 
tended Its jurisdiction 4 marine leagues solely 
for the purpose of examining foreign vessels 
bound to an American port that this exten 
sion of local law Is for the purpose of con 
venience: that it has always been consented 
to and that when convenience and consent 
should cease the law Itself would be inopera 
tive as regards foreign vessels. The attempt 
to use a customs or revenue law to confer 
jurisdiction for other purposes and for all 
purposes Is not and cannot be Justified.

It would appear, therefore, that the statute 
of Mexico extending its jurisdiction beyond 
the 3-mile limit should not affect American 
vessels unless such vessels are bound for a 
Mexican port, and that inasmuch as the stat 
ute is general in Its nature and subjects all 
foreign vessels to examination whether such 
vessels be bound for a Mexican port or merely 
be temporarily within the limits covered by 
the statute, this Government should refuse 
to recognize the effect of the statute so far 
as American interests are concerned (1 Hack- 
worth' 658); '

The most recent dispute grows out of 
a Mexican decree, dated August 30, 1935, 
which provided for the extension of the 
territorial waters of Mexico from 3 miles 
to 10 1A> miles. On January 11,1936, Sec 
retary of State Cordell Hull instructed 
our Embassy in Mexico as follows:

It is desired that you advise the Mexi 
can Foreign Office in writing that your Gov 
ernment reserves all rights of whatever 
nature so far as concerns any effect upon 
American commerce from enforcement of 
this legislation purporting to amend exist 
ing law so as to extend the territorial waters 
of Mexico from 3 miles in breadth to 9 miles 
(1 Hackworth 639).

The Mexican Foreign Office replied 
with argument identical to that which is 
now being made by my distinguished 
colleague from Texas. The Foreign Of 
fice argued that article V of the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo set the territorial 
waters off the coast of Mexico at 10 % 
miles. The Department of State 
promptly rejected this argument and I 
would like to read you what they said, 
because I believe it contains a definitive
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nswer to the arguments made by my 

distinguished colleague. The reply was 
as follows:

The treaty provisions [art. V of the treaty
/ 1848) In question reads as follows:
••The dividing line between the 2 re-

ubllcs shall begin In the Gulf of Mexico, 3 
feagues from land at the mouth of the Elo 
Orande."

The Foreign Office has not taken Into ac 
count the remaining words of the para-
raph from which the quotation Is taken, 

which words delimit the boundary line be 
tween Its eastern end In the Gulf of Mexico 
and its western end which Is said to be the 
pacific Ocean. It will be observed that the 
eastern limit of the boundary line is not 
stated to be 3 leagues from land. More 
over the second paragraph of article V of 
the treaty of 1848 contains trie following 
provision as to the western limit of the 
boundary line between the two countries: 
"and, In order to preclude'all difficulty In 
tracing upon the ground the limits sepa 
rating upper from Lower California, it is 
agreed that the said limit shall consist of 
a straight line drawn from the middle of 
the Rio Glla, where it unites with the 
Colorado, to a point on the coast of the Pa 
cific Ocean, distant 1 marine league due 
south of the southernmost point of the port 
of San Diego."

It will be further observed that in the last 
quoted provisions of the article upon which 
the Mexican Foreign Office relies, the western 
most point of the boundary line between the 
two countries is stated as being on the coast 
of the Pacific Ocean.

That portion of article V of the treaty of 
1848 which the Mexican Foreign Office quotes 
relates only to the boundary line at a given 
point and furnishes no authority for Mexico 
to claim generally that Its territorial waters 
extend 9 miles from the coast. The British 
note of June 9. 1848, which Is quoted by the 
Mexican Foreign Office recognizes the merely 
local applicability of the agreement between 
the United States and Mexico as to the 
easternmost part of the boundary line, when 
it states In giving notice that the British 
Government could not "acquiesce in the 
extent of maritime Jurisdiction' assumed by - 
the United States and Maxico," that the giv 
ing of such notice ls."the more necessary be 
cause the Gulf of Mexico is a great thorough 
fare of maritime commerce."

Furthermore, this view of the restricted 
nature of the agreement is strengthened by 
the statements in this Department's note to . 
the British Minister of August 19,1848, which 
is also quoted by the Mexican Foreign Office, 
and wherein it was said that if for the 
mutual convenience of the United States 
and Mexico it had been proper to enter into 
such an arrangement, third parties had no 
Just cause of complaint and that the Gov 
ernment of the United States never intended 
by this stipulation to question the rights 
which Great Britain or any other power may 
possess under the law of nations. • 

' Presumably It is true as Indicated by a 
note sent by this Department to the British 
Minister on January 22, 18*75, that the ar 
rangement thus made between the United 
States and Mexico with respect to the Gulf of 
Mexico was designed to prevent smuggling in 
the particular area covered by the arrange 
ment.

Wholly aside from the question of the 
boundary line between the two countries, 
there', remains to be considered the total 
great extent of the Mexican coast and the 
bordering territorial waters. To say that 
because the United States agreed that in one 
""•ea. so far as the United States was con 
cerned, Mexican territorial waters extended 
3 leagues from land, therefore Mexico was 
entitled to claim such an extent of territorial 
waters adjacent to her entire coastline Is an 
unwarranted deduction from the terms of

article V of the treaty of 1848 (1 Hackworth 
641).

The question has come up again on 
January 14, 1948, after the detention by 
Mexican authorities of American fishing 

^vessels, and that day our Embassy at 
Mexico City delivered the Mexican For 
eign Office a note, the relevant para 
graphs of which read as follows:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excel 
lency's note No. 52602 of February 18, 1947, 
concerning the Interception and detention, 
In September 1946, of four United States 
fishing vessels, which had been operating 
off the coasts of the State of Campeche.

In the note under reference the statement 
is made that the territorial waters of Mex 
ico, in the relations between the United 
States and Mexico, have an extension of 9 
miles, which extension, It is stated, is de 
rived from interpretations of article V of 
the treaty of 1848 and of article I of the 
treaty of 1853 between the United States and 
Mexico. The Government of the • United 
States maintains, and has consistently main 
tained, that the general territorial Jurisdic 
tion of Mexico, so far as United States na 
tionals are concerned, extends 3 miles sea 
ward from the coast measured from the low- 
water mark. In this regard Your Excellency's 
attention Is invited to this Embassy's note 
of June 3, 1936, addressed to Your Excel 
lency's Government, which, after discussing 
at length the treaty of 1848, pointed out 
that it furnished no authority for the Gov 
ernment of Mexico to claim generally that 
the territorial waters of Mexico extend 9 
miles from the coast. The same conclusion 
necessarily applies to the treaty of 1853 
which, in regard to the question of territorial, 
waters, introduced no change in the terms 
or meaning of the treaty of 1848.

With reference to article 17. section.II, of. 
the General Law of "National Wealth re 
ferred to in Your Excellency's note and stated 
to be the justification of the seizures, the 
United States cannot, so far as that law 
purports to define the territorial waters of 
Mexico as coastal waters to the distance of 
9 nautical miles from land, accept its appli 
cation to United States fishing vessels oper 
ating between 3 and 9 miles off' the coast. 
Further, the Government of the United 
States continues, as in 1936, to reserve all 
rights of whatever nature so far as concerns 
any effects upon American commerce from, 
enforcement of this legislation, or of similar 
legislation which purports to extend the 
limit of general Jurisdiction beyond 3 nau 
tical miles (Mr. Thurston, Ambassador to 
Mexico to Senor Torres Bodet, Mexican Sec 
retary for Foreign Relations, January 14, 
1948). (See hearings, 322.)

The position of this Government was 
summed up by Under Secretary Jim 
Webb in a letter to our former colleague, 
Tom Connally, in which he said:

This Government has therefore consist-, 
ently denied that the Government of Mex 
ico has an extent of territorial waters of 
3 leagues in the Gulf of Mexico, whether 
based upon treaty or Upon International law. 
This Government would find It difficult now 
to assert or support a claim over Mexican 
nationals In the high seas of the Gulf of 
Mexico off Its coasts which it denies to the 
Mexican Government with respect to Amer 
ican nationals. (See hearings, 323.)

The position taken by Jim Webb was 
reaffirmed by the representatives of 
President Elsenhower's Secretary of 
State, John Poster Dulles, before the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Af 
fairs.

It can be seen, therefore, that the In 
terpretation which my colleague from

Texas places on the treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo has been rejected by every 
Secretary of State from James Buchanan 
to John Poster Dulles. Every Secretary 
of State from James Buchanan to John 
Poster Dulles has consistently asserted 
that American fishing boats have the 
right to fish up to 3 miles off the coast 
of Mexico. If the measure we are now 
considering should become law, this as 
sertion will have to be dropped. If the 
measure we are now considering should 
become law, our Government will have 
to say to Mexico: "We take back what 
we have been saying for over 100 years. 
We have been wrong all that time. You, 
Mexico, have been right, and have the 
exclusive right to control fisheries up to 
lOVz miles off your coasts."

As has been pointed out earlier, no 
man can foresee or safely predict that 
the effect' of this sudden switch in the 
position of the United States would be 
limited to claims by other countries only 
after 10 V2 miles. The United States has 
been the strongest advocate of the 3- 
mile limit. If our support is suddenly 
withdrawn, no Member of the Senate 
can guarantee that other countries hav 
ing succeeded in their claims to extend 
the 3-mile limit will stop at 10 l/2 miles. 
It is a reasonable assumption that they 
will go on and on, at least out to the end 
of the Continental Shelf; and that the 
United States, having started this ava 
lanche, will be unable to stop it; and 
that our fishing, men will be deprived of 
valuable rights which their government 
has been fighting to obtain for them 
since the early days of the republic,

Some of these fishermen come from 
Texas. Some undoubtedly come from 
Florida, and it is up to their representa 
tives to answer to them. But I feel that 
this is a matter which should not be de 
termined on the basis of the interests 
of two States, however fine and impor 
tant States they may be. This decision 
will adversely affect the interests of every 
maritime State. It.will adversely affect 
the Interests of every State from which ' 
fishermen set forth. The decision will 
adversely affect everyone who believes in 
the traditional American principle of 
freedom of the seas.

I know there may be those who : will say 
.we have not been aggressive enough in 
asserting our rights and that since.on 
occasions other countries have seized our 
boats outside the 3-mile limit, we should 
imitate them. One answer to this .argu 
ment is that the organized fishermen of 
this country do not seem to agree. Mr. 
John J. Real, representative of the Fish 
ermen's Cooperative Association, speak 
ing for his association and the other 
organizations of fishermen in this coun 
try, made it clear that they opposed this 
provision of the joint resolution. I share 
the views of some who think that this 
Government may not have been force 
ful enough in insisting on the observa 
tion of Its legal rights. If fishermen 
from Alabama are arrested for fishing 
more than 3 miles off the coast, where 
they have a right to fish, I want some 
thing done about it. I do not think they 
have done too badly. It is only the flare- 
ups that get in the newspapers. The 
great majority of times when the fisher 
men are not Interfered with do not make
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news. If the State Department cannot 
obtain recognition of our rights by dip 
lomatic negotiation, it should insist on 
arbitration, or perhaps should take the 
matter to the International Court of Jus 
tice. But the way to handle this prob 
lem is to insist on our rights. It is not 
to take a step which will make their en 
forcement impossible. It is not to turn 
back the clock on 150 years of progress 
in obtaining recognition of the principle 
of freedom of the seas.

Before passing to an even more serious 
effect of the joint resolution on our na 
tional security, I should like to deal with 
one additional aspect of the fisheries 
problem, as a Senator from a seaboard 
State. The Supreme Court held in 1941, 
in Skiriotes v. Florida (313 U. S. 69). 
that Florida had competence to make 
reasonable regulations concerning the 
conduct of its own citizens in fishing for 
sponges outside the territorial waters off 
the coast of Florida; but its opinion 
made it clear that as to the citizens of 
other States, the competence of Florida 
was limited to its territorial waters. As 
a result, in the past, fishing boats from 
my State have been able to fish outside 
the 3-mile limit off the boundaries^ any 
State that they pleased. They have, of 
course, been subject to Federal regula 
tion and to the regulation of any ap 
plicable treaties. But they have not had. 
to get the permission of Texas, for ex 
ample, to fish between the 3- and the 
10'/a-mile limit off the coast of Texas. 
Neither have fishermen from the State 
of Texas had to get the permission of 
any of the other States, as long as they 
were fishing outside the 3-mile limit.

This has seemed to me to be a fair ar 
rangement between States all of which 
are members of the United States on ari; 
equal basis. But this joint resolution, if 
it becomes law, will change all of that. 
Under it, Texas and Florida are trying 
to get exclusive control of the fisheries 
10'/2 miles out from their coasts. This 
strikes a blow at every other maritime. 
State in the Union. This strikes a blow 
at the mutual freedom of fishing in the 
high seas which all States have enjoyed 
in the past. It destroys the equality 
which has existed in the past between' 
all States in the Union. It places a great 
handicap on the fishermen of my State 
and others who are not in this small 
circle of the favored few. This is an 
other reason why I believe this measure 
should be defeated.

The issue which the Senate is about 
to decide involves a matter which is 
much more important than oil, is much 
more important than fisheries. It in 
volves a matter essential to our national 
security, namely, the freedom of the 
skies over the high seas and the lives 
and safety of the American boys flying 
the planes in which we protected this 

^freedom of the skies over the high seas. 
x I pointed out earlier that the propo 
nents of this joint resolution have not 
produced a single responsible officer of 
the Navy or of the Air Force who has 
urged that we abandon the concept of 
the 3-mile limit. I pointed out that the 
reason for this was that the officers of 
our Navy and of our Air Force are con 
vinced that it is in the interest of our 
national security to strengthen and sup<-

port the 3-mile rule, and that it is harm 
ful to our national security to abandon
it. . . . • .

I should like to recount to the Senate 
four instances in which the crews of 
American aircraft have been attacked 
while they were asserting the right of 
freedom of the air over the high seas. 
In three of these instances, the crews 
of the American aircraft paid with their 
lives. I should like to ask the Senate 
whether we want now to cast doubt upon 
the principle of freedom of the air over 
the high seas that cost these men their 
lives.

The first incident that I should like 
to recall is that of the Navy Privateer 
which was ruthlessly shot down by So 
viet aircraft over the Baltic Sea on April 
8, 1950. Ten naval aviators lost their 
lives. I think the best account of this 
shocking episode is found in the note 
which our Ambassador delivered to the 
Soviet Union. I should like to read it:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, April 18, 1950. 
TEXT OF NOTE FROM AMBASSADOR ALAN G. KIRK

TO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF
THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS,
Moscow, APRIL-18, 1950
The Ambassador of the United States of 

America presents his compliments to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the 0nlon of 
Soviet Socialist Republics and, with refer 
ence to the note of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of April 11, 1950, has the honor to 
state that the only American military air 
craft which was In the air In the Baltic area 
on April 8, 1950, was a United States Navy 
Privateer airplane which disappeared on that 
date and no trace of Its crew has since been 
found.

The United States Navy airplane carried 
10 persons. It was wholly unarmed. It left 
Wiesbaden at 10:31 a. m., Greenwich time foi 
a flight over the Baltic Sea and 2'/2 hours 
later reported by radio crossing the coastline 
ofThe British Zone of Germany. All Amer- 

jlcan military aircraft operate under strict, 
instructions to avoid flying over any for 
eign territory in the absence of express per 
mission for such a flight from the appropri 
ate foreign government. The investigation 
conducted by the United States Government 
has convinced It that the United States Navy 
airplane in question complied strictly with 
these Instructions and did not fly over any 
Soviet or Soviet-occupied territory or terri 
torial waters adjacent thereto.

In the ministry's communication under 
reference the Soviet Government acknowl 
edges that one of Its fighter aircraft fired 
upon an American plane on April 8, 1950, at 
5:30 p. m Moscow time. In view of the fact 
that the only American military airplane, 
•which was in the air In the Baltic area on. 
that" date was the unarmed United States 
Navy airplane mentioned above and that this 
airplane was at no time after it crossed the 
coastline of Germany over any foreign terri 
tory or territorial waters, it must be con 
cluded that Soviet military aircraft fired 
upon an unarmed American plane over the 
open sea, following which the American air 
plane was lost.

The Ambassador of the United States has 
been Instructed to protest In the most sol 
emn manner against this violation of inter 
national law and of the most elementary 
rules of peaceful conduct between nations. 
The United States Government demands 
that the Soviet Government Institute a' 
prompt and thorough Investigation of this 
matter In order that the facts set forth above 
may be confirmed to Its satisfaction. The 
United States Government further demands 
that the most strict and categorical Instruc 
tions, be Issued to the Soviet Air Force that 
there be no repetition, under whatever pre 
text, of incidents of this kind which are so

clearly calculated to magnify the difficulties 
of maintaining peaceful and correct Inter 
national relationships.

The United States Government confidently 
expects that, when Its Investigation is com 
pleted, the Soviet" Government will express 
Its regret for the unlawful and provocative 
behavior of Its aviators, will see to It that 
those responsible for this action are prompt 
ly and severely punished and will, in ac 
cordance with established custom among 
peace-loving nations, pay appropriate In 
demnity for the unprovoked destruction of 
American lives and property.

The Soviets, however, merely adhered 
to their contention that the plane was 
over Soviet territory. They repeated the 
falsehood that Soviet interceptors had 
fired in self-defense.

The relevance of this incident to this 
controversy is clear. The United States 
has always contended that the Baltic 
Sea is part of the high seas and that, as 
a result, all nations are free to sail on it 
and to fly over it, so long as they do not 
encroach on or over the territorial waters 
of the nations whose shores adjoin the 
Baltic Sea. The Soviet Union, however, 
have recently given indications that they 
regard the Baltic Sea as inland waters, 
and that the various countries which 
adjoin it are entitled to.claim up to the- 
centerline as part of their territory.

It is often difficult to determine 
whether an indentation like the Baltic 
Sea is part of the high seas or is inland 
waters. One test is whether the inden-, 
tation has been traditionally considered 
to be inland waters or an historic bay, 
such as Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, 
and Alabama's own Mobile Bay. The 
Baltic Sea is not an historic bay, so its 
status must be determined by its width 
at its mouth. The countries who claim 
3 miles as the maximum extent of ter 
ritorial waters have generally agreed 
that the maximum width must be from 
6 to 10 miles, depending on whether the 
mouth is all in one country. The coun 
tries who have attempted ,to claim that 
territorial waters can extend farther 
have made the distance proportionately 
greater.

The geography of the Baltic Sea is 
such that so long as the United States 
supports the principle that 3 miles is the 
maximum extent of territorial waters, we 
are on sound ground in claiming that the> 
Baltic Sea is an open sea. But the geog- 
r.aphy is also such that if we were to ex- 
tend our claim to 10 % miles," we-would: 
be forced to admit that the Baltic; 
was an inland sea. We could no longer 
claim that we are free to sail on it and 
fly over it, so long as we do not encroach 
on the proper claim of territorial waters. 
of other countries. I do not think we; 
should abandon that claim. I do not: 
think we should admit a theory whiclv 
will permit the Soviets to turn the Baltic,! 
into a Russian bay. I think we should^ 
stand by our guns and should prove that; 
our plane was flying where it had a right* 
to fly when it was shot down by these* 
Russian : assassins. I do not think we 
should take any step which would per-; 
mit the Russians to claim that we now* 
must, admit that our plane was invading 
the territory of the Soviet Union. \

I should like to recall the attentions 
of the Senate to three more incidents, 
in which American planes were unlaw-? 
fully attacked by the Soviets. The first;
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f these was a Navy Neptune bomber 
hich was unlawfully shot down on No 

vember 6,1951. All of its crew were lost. 
1 should like to read the communication 
in the plane which was made by Ambas 
sador Warren G. Austin to the Secretary- 
General of the United Nations:

DEPARTMENT OP STATE,
November 24, 1951.

Following is the text of a communication 
from Ambassador Warren R. Austin to the 
secretary General of the United Nations:

-The United States Representative to the 
nnlted Nations presents his compliments to 
the Secretary General of the United Nations 
ond has the honor to report the following 
from the unified command under the United 
States for submission to the Security Coun-

"A United Nations plane, a two-motored 
P2V bomber, operating under General Ridg- 
way's command In connection with the U. N. 
operations In Korea failed to return from a 
weather reconnaissance over the Sea of Japan 
on November 6, 1951. An Intensive search 
for survivors proved fruitless.

••Prom the last reported position of this 
plane at 0850 (—9 time zone) on November 
6, it is undoubtedly this plane that was the 
subject of a Soviet statement to the United 
States Charge d'Affaires in Moscow on No 
vember 7, admitting that two Soviet fighter 
planes fired on a two-engine bomber at 1010 
November 6 In the vicinity of Cape Ostrov- 
naya.

"The route this plane was following did 
not approach closer than 40 miles to 
U. S. S. R. territory, and the plane crew 
had been thoroughly briefed not to approach 
closer than 20 miles to U. S. S. R. terri 
tory under any circumstances.

"It can only be concluded that an inten 
tional or unplanned approach to the Russian 
.coast was not made, and the plane was in 
tercepted and attacked without warning 
while over international waters, and further 
more, while well outside of 20 miles from the 
Russian coastline."

The Soviet answer was a monotonous 
repetition of the old lie that Soviet 
planes had shot in self defense when So 
viet territory had been violated:

The next incident involved a B-29, 
which was shot down off Hokkaido on 
October 7,1952. All the. members of the 
crew were lost. I should like to read you 
a description of the incident from the 
note which our Ambassador in Moscow 
delivered to the Soviet Government: 

DEPARTMENT OP STATE;
December 16, 1952.

The Embassy of the United States of 
America refers to the Ministry's note of No 
vember 24, 1952, concerning . the United 
States Air Force plane shot down near the 
Japanese Island of Hokkaido on October 7, 
1952.

The United States Government notes that 
the Soviet Government has repeated its alle 
gation that the United States Air Force plane 
violated the state frontier of the Soviet 
Union and that it opened fire on the Soviet 
aircraft. This allegation Is in complete con 
tradiction with the facts of the case. As 
the Soviet Government Is aware, the radar 
Plot of the tracks of the United States and 
soviet aircraft showed conclusively that the 
united States plane was intercepted 32 miles 
irom Yurl Island and approximately 6 miles 
irom the Island of Hokkaido by Soviet fighter 
aircraft which Illegally entered Japanese ter 
ritory in tne course Ol making this inter 
ception. The United States plane was en- 
rmJf un<Jefended; in keeping with the. 
foutlne character of its mission, it carried no 
oombs and its guns were inoperative.

The United States Government therefore 
nwTVelterate lts Protest against this un 
provoked and unjustifiable attack on tfce

United States aircraft, and must request 
again that the Soviet Government make pay 
ment of appropriate compensation for the 
loss of this aircraft and the lives of the crew 
members who have perished.

The United States Government also can 
not accept the Soviet Government's declara 
tion that it does not consider it necessary 
to enter into discussion of the statement of 
the United States Government that Yuri 
Island is not Soviet territory. In the view 
of the'United States Government, Yurl Is 
land, together with the other Islands of the 
Habomai group, is Japanese territory under 
Japanese sovereignty and the status of these 
Islands as Japanese territory has not been 
changed by the fact of their occupation by 
the Soviet Union.

The Soviets again repeated their 
shopworn lie: that American planes had 
violated Soviet territory, and that Soviet 
interceptors had fired in self-defense.

We have still another incident. It oc 
curred just a little over 2 weeks ago, but 
it had a happier ending. Russian MIG 
fighters attacked a United States Air 
Force RB-50 over the North Pacific. The 
alert gunners in our plane drove the 
marauders away. I have not obtained 
access to the notes which have been ex 
changed in this incident, but I should 
like to read two press releases issued by 
the Department of State describing what 
took place:

DEPARTMENT OP STATE,
March 18, 1953.

The American Embassy at Moscow this 
morning,.on instructions from the Depart 
ment of State, lodged a vigorous protest with 
the Soviet Foreign Office against the attack 
by MIG fighters upon a United States Air 
Force RB-50 In the North Pacific Ocean on 
March 15.

The note sets forth the position of the 
United States plane when attacked (about 
100 miles northeast of Petropavlosk and at 
least 25 miles from the nearest Soviet terri 
tory), vigorously protests the action of the. 
Soviet aircraft, states that the Government' 
of the United States expects to be informed 
at an early date of the disciplinary action 
taken with regard to the Soviet personnel 
responsible for the attack, and asks for In 
formation concerning measures adopted by 
Soviet authorities to prevent a recurrence of 
incidents of this kind.

DEPARTMENT OP STATE,
March 24, 1953.

The Department has studied the text of a 
note received from the Soviet Government 
on March 22 in response to our note of 
March 18 protesting the action of a Soviet 
plane in firing upon an American plane over 
the North Pacific. We find the allegations 
made by the Soviets completely at variance 
with the facts as established by a careful 
investigation.

As we pointed out In our note, the United 
States RB-50 aircraft Involved was at all 
times over international waters, and at the 
time of the incident was at least 25 miles 
from the nearest Soviet territory. Without 
any reason whatever the Soviet aircraft 
opened fire on our plane, which was obliged 
to return the fire in self-defense.

The present Soviet note is a typical at 
tempt by the Soviet Government to avoid 
responsibility for an unwarranted action of 
its military personnel through the device of 
fabricating an unfounded version of the af 
fair. We stand on our note of March 18, and 
continue to expect that the Soviet Govern 
ment will take measures to discipline the 
Soviet personnel responsible and to prevent 
recurrence of such Incidents.

You can see from these releases that 
the Soviets have once more repeated

their shopworn lie. They have said that 
the American plane had violated Soviet 
territory. They may well have thrown 
in their standard claim that this was in 
gross violation of international law. 
They ended by crying, through crocodile 
tears, that the Soviet planes had been 
forced to fire in self-defense.

Let us look at what is happening. 
One plane between 20 and 40 miles off 
the coast; another 32 miles off the coast; 
a third at least 25 miles off the coast. 
Each time there is a Soviet claim that 
their territory had been violated. How 
many more American boys will have to 
die before we see what the Russian are 
trying to do? How many more men 
have to die before we see that what the 
Russian are trying to do is to establish 
that there is no such thing as freedom 
of the seas or freedom of the air above 
the high seas? Do Senators believe 
that the United States should back down 
before these unlawful attacks? Do 
Senators believe that if we pass this 
joint resolution and establish a 10%- 
mile limit off of part of our coast, be 
cause of our own internal political con 
siderations, we shall be able to tell the 
Russians that they can have territorial 
limits of 10 V2 also, but no more? Once 
we abandon the position, which is well 
established in "international law, that 3 
miles is the maximum permissible ex 
tension of territorial waters, who is to 
say whether the limit should be set at 
10 Vz at 12, or at 20, 25, or 32 miles? 
Perhaps the Russians would even seek 
to extend their .claims for a distance of 
100 miles, as they attempted to do when 
John Quincy Adams was our Secretary 
of State. Earlier I referred to that sit 
uation. For my part, I do not propose 
to help the Soviets make a truth out of 
their damnable lies that these planes 
were shot down or shot at while violat 
ing Soviet territory.

Despite this outrageous Soviet attempt 
to stamp out freedoar of the seas and 
freedom of the air\above the high seas,' 
the formal Soviet clalrn^ only goes to. 12 
miles. What the formal claims will be 
if the United States extends its claims 
to 10 1/2 miles is another matter. But 
at the moment, all/the Russians say they
are claiming is 15 
to read to the Serf 
our Government

liles.. I should like 
ite a note in which 

Js with this illegal
pretense and sharply)rejects it. It was 
delivered on November 24, 1952, and it 
reads as follows:

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform 
Your Excellency that the Government of the 
United States of America has noted with 
increasing concern the policy of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics of asserting 
territorial Jurisdiction over a belt of waters 
12 nautical miles In breadth along its coasts 
and coasts under its control. My govern 
ment has also noted that in pursuing this 
policy the Soviet Union is permitting its 
authorities to violate the rights of nation 
als of other states in what are generally 
recognized as International waters by order- 
Ing the seizure and detention of foreign- 
flag vessels between 3 and 12 nautical miles 
off the coasts and otherwise denying them 
access to that area.

It is the view of niy Government that the 
Soviet Union, in thus attempting to appro 
priate to its exclusive use and control a 
portion of the high seas, has manifested a 
willingness to deprive other states, without
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their consent, of rights under International 
law. Such conclusion Is Inescapable In the 
face of a territorial waters policy where- 
under the Soviet Union would supplant free 
and untramnieled navigation by all vessels 
and aircraft over water areas comprising a 
•part of the high seas with such controls as 
that Government might apply. The Gov 
ernment of the United States of America Is 
not aware of any principle of international 
law which would support and Justify such a 
policy. In the circumstances, my Govern 
ment finds It necessary to reiterate that it 
cannot recognize the action of any govern 
ment which is calculated to assimilate adja 
cent high seas to its territory.

The Government of the United States of 
America therefore protests the Soviet Union's 
closure of a 12-mile belt of waters contigu- 
out to its coasts and to the coasts under its 
control, and reserves all its rights and Inter 
est of whatever nature in the high seas out 
side 3 nautical miles from those coasts.

This is what we told Jacob Malik on 
November 24,1952, and I think we should 
adhere to it.

This protest presents the Senate with 
a simple question. Do we want to back 
it up, or do we want to back down, in 
the face of Soviet threats? There is no 
question but that this is our choice. 
Representatives of President Elsen 
hower's Secretary of State, Mr. Dulles, 
have made it perfectly clear that if the 
United States should .recognize the ex 
tension of the boundaries of any State 
beyond the 3-mile limit, we would re 
nounce the grounds on which we have 
been opposing the illegal attempts of 
other states to extend their boundaries 
beyond the 3-mile limit.

If the pending measure is passed, the 
United States will have to back down on 
this protest. There is no question about 
that. I, for one, will never agree that 
we should do so. I believe that this 
country should stay in the paths first set 
for it by Thomas Jefferson, and should* 
continue to support the principle of free 
dom of the seas, and freedom of the air 
above the high seas.

I would like the Senate to consider 
for a moment what the United States is 
to get in return for giving up this pre 
cious birthright. I would like the Senate 
to consider whether the proposal con 
tained in the pending measure is for the 
best interest of all of the 48 States. 
With reference to our fishing interests, 
we are giving up the right to fish within 
10% miles of any foreign shores. We 
are encouraging a stampede of claims, 
which may result in our being forced off 
the Continental Shelf, so far as fishing is 
concerned, except where it is adjacent 
to our own shores. These rights are be 
ing given up by fishermen of every State, 
not merely by the fishermen of Texas 
and Florida. But only Texas and Flor- 
Ida are getting any benefits from the 
proposed extension. The fishermen of 
other. States are not benefiting. They 
may.be losing even the right to fish off 
the coasts of Texas and Florida, between 
3 and lO l/2 miles, which they have pre 
viously had.

. Insofar as Senate Joint Resolution 13 
would impair the national security by 
cutting the ground out from under our 
protests against the illegal Soviet at 
tempts to extend their territorial water 
to 12 miles, and, undoubtedly beyond, it 
would injure every State in the Union.

Yet what would 46 of the 48. States re 
ceive in return? They would not get 
even the cold comfort of an extension of 
the territorial waters of the United 
States in those areas where it at least 
could be argued—although I believe in 
correctly—that this would promote na 
tional security. No one has argued that 
it is in the interests of our national se- 
curity that the United States extend its 
territorial waters along the Texas or 
Florida coasts of the Gulf of Mexico. 
When the Members of the Senate con 
sider the extensive bases which we have 
in the Caribbean I am sure they will 
agree that such an argument could not 
be seriously made. Yet it is for this 
mess of pottage that we are now eon-

. sidering taking a step which would in 
volve surendering pur sacred birthrights, 
freedom of the seas and freedom of the 
air over the seas. It is for this reason 
that I shall vote against Senate Joint 
Resolution 13.

Mr. HILL subsequently said: Mr. Pres 
ident, I ask unanimous consent that, im 
mediately following the remarks which 
I delivered earlier today, there may be 
printed in the RECORD editorials on the 
pending joint resolution published in the 
Milwaukee Journal, the Nashville Ten- 
nessean, the Atlanta Constitution, the 
Miami Herald, and the Daytona Beach 
Evening News.

There being no objection, the edito 
rials were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
[From the Milwaukee Journal of April 25,

1953]
WHO'LL GUARD THE TIDELANDS? 

The ironic aspect of the quitclaim plan Is 
that, If any of the involved States run Into 
international disputes in extracting oil from 
the Continental Shelf, it will be the Govern 
ment of the 48 States that will have to come 
to their aid. Texas and Florida, for example, 
claim land out to 10% miles—7'/2 miles be 
yond the line to which the United States as 
serts Jurisdiction. If Texas oil drillers in in 
ternational waters get into trouble, as Texas 
shrimpers have In the past, the State De 
partment or the Navy will be expected to 
guard their rights.

Since the Federal Government is expected
. to protect American Interests in such areas, 
It should be entrusted with administering 
the offshore oil lands and proceeds from them 
should go to all the States.

[From the Nashville Tennesseaa of April 23, 
. . 1953J 

WHAT SAYS THE GOP LEADER?
Republican leadership now realizes its se 

rious miscalculation in deciding to giye off 
shore oil lands quitclaim legislation priority 
in the Senate.

Confident of enough votes to approve this 
colossal grab of natural resources in the final 
test, majority party strategists seemed to 
take it for granted that all opposition would 
fold up in unconditional surrender. It ex 
pected no extended debate on a subject of 
such vital importance, and now emits an 
guished cries because the people are being 
fully advised of what the oil deal really 
means.

If it pleases Senator ROBERT TAPT and 
others to berate the able Democrats, in com 
pany with a few liberal Republicans, who 
are making a last-ditch fight to preserve the 
multibilllon dollar oil resources for all of the , 
States rather than bestow them upon a very . 
few, they are welcome to do so.

The fact remains, however, that two dozen 
or more Senators who oppose depriving the*

- Government of the oil deposits, to which It 
has a paramount interest, according to a Su 
preme Court ruling, are performing a distin 

guished public service. It is gratifying to 
note that Senators KEFATTVER and GORE, of 
Tennessee, 'are leaders in this fight. 

. Presumably, the Republicans eventually 
will carry their point unless an enlightened 
national citizenship intervenes. But It is 

.fitting that this anticipated victory should 
not occur until the fullest light has been 
shed on every aspect of the issue through 
unhurried discussion and debate.

From the Republican standpoint, the off 
shore oil giveaway is being retarded by a 
filibuster participated in by some Members 
who are on record as opposed to such tactics. 

From the standpoint of the opposition, 
ho'wever, no final action must be taken with 
out public understanding of a complicated 
question which was subjected to all sorts of 
interpretations during the election cam 
paign, and so obviously was never well un 
derstood by the Republican candidate for 
President.

Even now the majority party's congres 
sional leadership is pressing for passage of 
the Holland State-ownership bill although 
spokesmen for the Elsenhower administra 
tion have advised against giving States own 
ership of offshore lands to the extent of their 
historic boundaries. Both the State De 
partment and the Attorney General have 
noted the international complications that
•would result from permitting States to. ex 
tend their authority beyond the traditional
3-mile limit. There is also involved the 
question of discrimination between States 
admitted to the Union on equal footing.

Even though President Elsenhower was 
confused on offshore oil before election, he 
has had plenty of time to study the subject 
and reach a definite decision. And as the 
leader of his party, who has said he would 
sign the Holland bill, he has a duty to clarify 
his position.

Twenty-flve Senators have taken steps to 
rescue the President from his untenable po 
sition, and they are to be commended for 
doing so. Specifically, they have asked 
whether he supports the State claims to 
boundaries before the 3-mile limit and what 
his attitude will be on future efforts by other 
than the tideland States to extend their 
boundary lines.

In matters of this kind. President Elsen 
hower usually prefers to take the stand that 
he does not want to interfere with the Con 
gress. But the issue in question is too im 
portant to be thus ignored, especially so In 
view of the part it played in the election.

In a sense the President has become a 
symbol of the come-and-get-lt attitude as 
regards the public domain, but if this does 
him an injustice, he can absolve himself with 
no more than a few clear and definite words.

With his election, there was much talk of • 
brave and forthright leadership in the White 
House, but we have not yet had it in regard 
to offshore oil nor the other resources of 
the Nation which are being covetously eyed 
by private interests.

The Nation is entitled to the answers 
sought by the group of Senators who stand 
against a legalized Teapot Dome transac 
tion, and W will not redound to the Presi- ; 
dent's credit if he fails to give them in 
terms beyond misunderstanding.

[From the Atlanta Constitution of April 24,
1953 J

TIDEIANDS FACTS ARE EYE OPENING 
"No, it's not a filibuster, it's an educational 

campaign. The people are not aware of what 
is at stake in the tidelands-oil fight and 
must be informed, with the floor of the Sen 
ate as the forum."
.It seems to us we've heard that argument 

before and that some of the loudest oppo-. 
sitlon to southerners' use of the device In the
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over civil-rights legislation are 

Sfgurt>e" the parade in harassment of 
n°* !„ me big oil giveaway. 
**** rtless of what it's called, the old 

adage would apply: "A rose•oe
'SB?k other name smells as swoet." And 
'Wr af^mPiilne, indeed, to southern Senators 

e ™ their old ace in the hole, the nli- 
now some Of them find It turned

"^f themselves.
up haDS it was never Invoked for a better 

-pernap Q in tne present instance, an. 
Pur nt to awaken the public to what could 
8ttUbecome known in the future as the great

er
States, notably Texas. 

Ida and California, that will profit from 
i bill All others are in the ludicrous 
mon of robbing themselves. Billions of 

'liars in natural resources would be given 
to these 3 States at the expense of the

CtWednesday 25 Senators called on the Presl-
nt to clarify what the administration con-

irters the boundaries of States in connection
1th offshore lands. Since the United States

Government was established, the accepted
boundaries have been 3 miles to seaward of
the low-water mark. Texas and Florida claim
10 a, miles and the bill in question leaves the
door wide open for even further extension by
providing for recognition of any State bound
aries heretofore and hereafter approved by
Congress.

Total oil resources on the Continental 
Shelf are estimated to have a total value of 
almost $300 billion. The Holland bill would 
turn over a great percentage of these assets 
to three, perhaps four, States, leaving the 
way open for their eventual acquisition of
It all.

In a few words, the issue is summed up 
well by Senator PAUL DOUGLAS, Democrat, of 
Illinois, as follows:

"These huge treasures of offshore oil and 
gas which are the property of the Nation 
should not be given to the comparative few. 
They should be used to help meet the costs 
of national defense, to reduce the public debt, 
to wipe out illiteracy and to develop through 
education the human resources of the coun 
try. These are the great purposes for which 
these natural resources are to be used.

"If we alienate the offshore oil and gas, 
then the Mountain States will demand the 
mineral rights on Government land within 
their boundaries; there will be a drive to 
turn over the forests and uplands now owned 
by the Federal Government to the States 
which will mean that they will be overcut- 
and overgrazed. The results will be greater 
floods and soil erosion."

We agree. We also agree that there Is a 
need for a prolonged educational campaign 
on the subject. The Supreme Court has 
spoken already. It's now up to the people.

[From the Miami Herald of April 25. 1953] 
STATE SENATE ASKED To ACT ON SHRIMPERS

TALLAHASSEE. — The Florida Senate was 
asked Friday to request Congress to make a 
treaty with Mexico so Florida shrimp boats 
may be safeguarded while fishing in Gulf of 
Mexico waters.

Senator Wayne Bipley, Jacksonville, said 
in a resolution the "right of citizens of the 
state of Florida have been improperly and 
unlawfully interfered with by the Govern 
ment of Mexico while they were on the high 
f«as and engaged in a peaceful pursuit of 
«ieir lawful occupation.

He asked that Florida shrimpers be pro 
tected while plying their trade on the high 
Beas of the Gulf.

The resolution came while the' United 
MX* S Government and Mexico discussed 
"gnts of Florida and Texas shrimpers in 
waters near Mexico.

Mexican Government contends 
from this country are violating Its.
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territorial waters. The shrimpers argue 
Mexican gunboats have run them in illegally 
from waters far off Mexico.

Thirty-three shrimpers and their boats 
were seized In March by the Mexican gun 
boats.

Most of the Florida shrimp boats fishing in 
Gulf waters are based at Tampa and Fort 
Myers.

Ripley's resolution was referred to the 
game and fish committee.

[Prom the Daytona Beach Evening News of
April 27, 1953] 

OIL FOR THE NATION
This week the prolonged fight continues in 

the United States Senate over whether a few 
coastal States or all of the 48 which make up 
the strength of our Nation shall hold title to 
the submerged oil and mineral resources ly 
ing along parts of the seacoast.

At the weekend President Elsenhower took 
a hand in the dispute by pleading publicity 
for passage of the measure which some few 
of the coastal States and private oil Interests 
have been so fervently pushing for enact 
ment.

Against these advocates of one of the big 
gest grabs in the Nation's history are arrayed 
a group of determined Senators who have 
been urging the passage of legislation which 
would continue the Federal ownership of the 
offshore wealth, pay the coastal States a 
handsome royalty when the oil and other 
minerals • are marketed, and pool the re 
mainder in a fund to aid primary, secondary, 
and higher education.

How the issue finally is decided will have 
a profound and far-reaching effect on future 
national policy in the ownership and man 
agement of natural resources which tradi 
tion has held generally to be Federal 
property.

Backing the pressure for passage of the 
coastal State grab bill has been a great deal 
of propaganda asking us to believe that for 
some mysterious reason the Federal Govern 
ment is something to be distrusted and 
feared, and that only separate States and 
certain private interests are to be trusted in 
the disposition of natural resources.' Many 
Federal officials in high places are nurturing 
this amazing doctrine.

The conservative New York Times, which 
supported Elsenhower in the presidential 
campaign, parts company with him on the 
vital issue of what should be done with the 
offshore wealth. Says the Times in an edi 
torial entitled "Oil for the Nation":

"One of the greatest and surely the must 
unjustified giveaway programs in the his 
tory of the United States is taking place be 
fore our eyes. The administration has en 
dorsed in principle, the House has already 
approved and the Senate within a few days 
apparently will approve this plan to give to 
the people of a handful of States billions 
upon billions of dollars worth of undersea 
oil that rightly belongs—and always has be 
longed—to the people of the entire Nation."

The giveaway legislation, the Times point 
out, "is cast in such form as tr> lead to end 
less legal complications, international as well 
as domestic. For instance, it would recognize 
historic boundaries in some cases far beyond 
the 3 mile limit on which the United States 
has always insisted in its relations with 
other countries. Since nobody, including 
the proponents of the bill, knows just where. 
the historic boundaries lie anyway, the con 
fusion will be indescribable. Furthermore,, 
the bill would lead the way for State claims 
to other federally held resources within the 
States, including public lands and forests.. 
It would deprive the Federal Government of, 
direct control over a vital reserve for the 
national defense."

The. Times supports the position of such 
outstanding Senators as DOUGLAS, of Illinois. 
LEHMAN, of New York, HILL, of Alabama, and

ANDERSON, of New Mexico, who, Its editorial 
says, "offer a sound alternative lii the An- 
derson bill, which would confirm Federal 
jurisdiction over the offshore resources and 
State jurisdiction over lands beneath tidal 
and inland waters, and would give the 
coastal States a percentage royalty on oil 
taken from within -the 3 mile limit."

Under this bill all money received by the 
Federal Government from leases for oil de 
velopment would be used exclusively to aid 
education throughout the Nation.

"What sums of this order would mean to 
education in all 48 States is self-evident." 
says the Times. "Again we urge the Senate 
leadership and the admlnistraion to think 
through the offshore oil question and to look 
at it in terms of benefit to the Nation."

Unfortunately, that phrase, "benefit to the 
Nation," is about the same thing to some 
very selfish people as a red rag to a bull. 
These days the pressure for local and special 
interests rides high over those great tradi 
tions whose prophets had 'respect for the 
general welfare.

Mr. MALONE obtained the floor.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 

Senator from Nevada yield to me for the 
purpose of .suggesting the absence of a 
quorum with the understanding that it 
will not infringe the Senator's rights to 
the floor?

Mr. MALONE. I yield with that un- 
derstanding.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. Without objection, the Senator 
from Nevada yields to the Senator from 
Ohio for the purpose and upon the con 
dition stated.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I suggest 
the absence of a quorum.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll, 
and the following Senators answered 
to their names:
Aiken Green McClellan
Anderson Griswold Millikin
Barrett Hayden Monroney
Beall Hendrickson Morse
Bennett Hennings Mundt
Bricker Hickenlooper Murray
Bush Hill Neely
Butler, Md. Holland Pastore
Byrd Humphrey . Payne
Case Ives Potter
Chavez Jackson Bobertson
Clements Johnson, Colo. Saltonstall
Cooper Johnson, Tex. Schoeppel
Cordon Johnston, S. C. Smathers
Daniel Kennedy Smith, Maine
Dirksen Kilgore Smith, N.J.
Douglas Knowland Smith, N. C.
Duff Kuchel Sparkman
Dworshak Langer Stennis
Eastland Lehman Symington
Ellender Long Taft
Ferguson Magnuson Thye
Frear Malone Tobey
Fulbright Mansfield Watklns
George Martin Welker
Gillette Maybank Williams
Goldwater. McCarran Young
Gore McCarthy

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that 
the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. 
BRIDGES], the Senator from Nebraska 
[Mr. BUTLER], the Senator from Ver 
mont [Mr. FLANDERS], the Senator from 
Indiana [Mr. JENNER], the Senator from 
Connecticut [Mr. PURTELL], and the Sen 
ator from Wisconsin [Mr. WILEY] are 
necessarily absent.

The Senator from Kansas [Mr. CARL- 
SON] and the Senator from Indiana 
[Mr. CAPEHART] are absent on official 
business.

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that the 
Senator from North Carolina [Mr.
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HOEY], the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. 
KEFAUVER], the Senator from Oklahoma 
[Mr. KERR], and the Senator from Geor-, 
gia [Mr. RUSSELL] are absent on official 
business. % '

The Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
HUNT] is absent by leave of the Senate 
because of a death in his family.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. A quorum is present. The Sen 
ator from Nevada [Mr. MALONE] has the 
floor.
AMENDMENT TO UNANIMOUS-CONSENT BEQUEST

Mr. TAPT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Nevada yield in order that- 
I may make a unanimous-consent re 
quest?

Mr. MALONE. If I may do so without 
losing the floor and without the time 
being counted against me.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I. ask. 
unanimous consent that-the Senator 
from Nevada may yield under the con 
ditions which he has named.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. Without objection, it is so 
ordered.

Mr. TAPT. Mr. President, there are 
a number of amendments. If we dispose 
of them in accordance with the schedule, 
we are going to run very far into the 
evening. I have talked with, I think, all 
the proposers of the amendments, and I 
should like to amend the present unani 
mous-consent agreement by providing 
that the debate upon any amendment, 
motion, or appeal which may be pending 
or which may be made or proposed be 
limited to 2 hours instead of 4 hours. I 
think that would be agreeable except, 
perhaps, to the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN]. I ask that his amend 
ment be excepted from that proposal.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I am 
not sure that I will take that length of 
time, but I should like to have my re 
marks complete. I am offering , an 
amendment to my substitute.

Mr. TAPT. Mr. President, I make 
that unanimous-consent request as an 
amendment to the unanimous-consent 
agreement dated April 28,1953, except as 
to the amendment in the nature of the 
substitute for the committee amendment, 
offered by the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN].

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- 
pore. Is there objection? The Chair 
hears none, and it is so ordered.
PROTECT THE RECLAMATION FUND——TREAT THE 

PUBLIC-LAND STATES ALIKE

The Chair wishes to inquire whether 
the Senator from Nevada proposes to 
offer an amendment.

Mr. MALONE. I intend to offer an 
amendment.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. Does the Senator from Nevada 
desire to waive the reading of the 
amendment at this time, but to have the 
amendment printed in the RECORD?

Mr. MALONE. The junior Senator 
from Nevada should like to have his 
amendment read later during his dis 
cussion.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered, 
and the Senator from Nevada may pro 
ceed.

OUTMODED FEDERAL LAND LEGISLATION

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, for 50 
years the public-land States have been 
plagued and harassed with the problems 
presented in connection with the public 
lands within their borders, and with the. 
outmoded Federal land legislation.

I assure my colleagues that the prob 
lem is not new.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 represents 
a glancing blow at the problem, and is 
designated to wet down rising sentiment 
in the three powerful States of Cali 
fornia, Louisiana, and Texas, without 
the necessary consideration which a sub 
ject of this magnitude requires and de 
serves.

DANGEROUS PRECEDENTS

There has been little consideration o'f 
the precedents which would be estab 
lished by the passage of Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 and the ultimate effect 
they would have upon the public-land 
States as such the 8 States embraced in 
the Intermountain Area. 
The Coast States, while within the pub 

lic-land category, have so many diversi 
fied industries and investments that the 
public lands are not their chief interest.

THE 1841 PREEMPTION ACT

A general overhaul of Federal public 
land legislation, beginning with the Pre 
emption Act of 1841, is long overdue. 
Starting with that act, the congressional 
policy was clearly that of holding the 
public lands in trust for the States, 
until such time as a Federal law could 
be enacted whereby such lands could be 
come subject to private ownership and 
therefore be a part: of the taxable prop- 

- erty of the States.
WITHHOLDING KNOWN MINERAL RIGHTS

The Federal Government has con 
sistently followed the policy of with 
holding known mineral rights when 
deeding such lands to the States or to 
individuals under the Federal land laws!. 
That is a century-old policy. However, 
if that century-old policy is to be 
changed, then I wish to offer an amend 
ment that would, if accepted, result in 
all the public-land States being treated 
alike.

Mr. President, I ask that the amend 
ment be stated.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- 
pore. The clerk will state the amend 
ment.

MINERAL RIGHTS TO STATES—TREAT PUBLIC- 
. LANS STATES ALIKE

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 10, line 7, it 
Is proposed to insert before "this joint 
resolution" the following: "Titles I and 
II of."

On page 19, line 14, it is proposed to 
insert before "this joint resolution" the 
following: "Titles I and EC of."

At the end of such joint resolution it 
is proposed to insert the following:
TITLE III—MINERAL BIGHTS IN PUBLIC LANDS 

GRANTED TO STATES
SEC. 12. Subject to the provisions of sec 

tion 13 of this Joint resolution all minerals 
and mineral rights In deposits in the public 
lands belonging to the United States, includ 
ing (1) lands temporarily withdrawn or re 
served for classification purposes, and (2) 
lands within grazing districts established 
pursuant to Public Law 482, 73d Congress, 
approved June 28, 1934, as amended I com

monly known as the Taylor Grazing Act, 
except any such lands forming a part of n 
national forest, are hereby granted to the 
several States within the territorial bound 
aries of which such lands are situated. Such 
minerals and mineral rights and the pro. 
ceeds derived from the sale, lease, or other 
disposition thereof shall be used for such 
purposes as the respective legislatures of 
such States shall determine.

SEC. 13. (a) The provisions of section 18 
of this Joint resolution shall not apply (1) 
to any public lands with respect to which 
any entry has been made, or any right or 
claim has been initiated, under the provi 
sions of law in force on the date of accept 
ance by the State of the grant-made by such 
section except that upon the relinquishment 
or cancellation of such entry, application, 
right, or claim such lands shall become Im 
mediately subject to the provisions of this 
section,'or (2) with respect to deposits of 
materials essential to the production of nis- 
sionable materials reserved for the use of 
the United States under the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1946, as amended.

(b) The grant made by section 12 of this 
Joint resolution shall take effect with re 
spect to the lands within a particular State 
whenever the legislature of such State (1) 
enacts legislation providing for the location 
and development of mineral deposits in the 
public lands of such State, corresponding 
to the laws then in effect relating to the 
location and development of mineral de 
posits in the public lands of the United 
States, (2) assumes In a manner satisfactory 
to the Secretary of the Interior all obliga 
tions of the United States with respect to 
any valid claims, rights, or privileges exist 
ing upon the date of acceptance by the 
State of the grant, and (3) by resolution, 
accepts the grants and deposits a certified 
copy of such resolution with the Secretary : 
of the Interior. Upon receipt of a certified 
copy of a resolution of acceptance from any 
State and an instrument evidencing the as 
sumption of such obligations, the Secretary 
of the Interior shall cause to be delivered to 
the proper officials of such State such maps, 
records, books, and documents as may be 
necessary for the enjoyment, control, use, 
administration, and disposition of such lands.'

(c) Upon the acceptance by any State of 
such grants as provided in subsection (b) J 
all laws and regulations relating to mineral! 
rights and deposits in the public lands shall 
cease to be applicable to the public lands 
within such state,, but such laws shall con 
tinue in force with respect to the lands and 
deposits excepted under this title.

SEC. 14. As used In this title—
(a) Subject to the provisions of section 12 

of this Jftint resolution, the term "public 
lands" means the public domain, surveyed 
or unsurveyed. unappropriated lands, and 
lands not held back or reserved for any 
special governmental or other public purpose.

(b) The term "State" means any Stats 
of the Union.

. Amend the title so as to read: "Joint 
resolution to confirm and establish the 
titles of the States to lands beneath navii 
gable waters within State boundaries 
and to the natural resources within such, 
lands and waters; to provide for the use 
and control of said lands and resources;/ 
to confirm the jurisdiction and control/ 
of the United States over the natural re* 
sources of the seabed of the Continental 
Shelf seaward of State boundaries; and 
for other purposes."

TOTAL PUBLIC LAND IN THE UNITED STATES, 
455,632,000 ACRES

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, in or 
der that distinguished Members of this 
body may obtain an idea of the amount, 
of land included in the public lands 
the United States, I ask unanimous con-J
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to have printed in the RECORD at, 

s • ooint as a part of my .remarks a.. 
^P containing a list of ;the several 
tal)lL showing rural land holdings in 
S H Pral ownership. Each of the 48 

f tes has public lands and the table 
a us the amount of public lands in Fed- 

' ^ownership.
There being no objection, the table 
s ordered to be printed in the RECORD,. 

^follows:
„( landholdings in Federal ownership, 

Rura 455,632,000 acres
Acres

,_ „,. _________ 966,000 
Aiabama—-"________________ 50 _ 749> 00o

3.049,000

14, 000
40, 000

2, 829, 000

34,

Indiana

Mane——— ———————————
Maryland—— ———.————————
Massachusetts ——————————— 
Michigan— ———— - ———————— 2. 
Minnesota. —— . —— . ———————— 3. 
Mississippi———————————— 1.
Missouri.. —————————————— 1, 
Montana ——————————————— 34, 
Nebraska ————— . ——————— 
Nevada ———————————————— 69, 
New Hampshire ——————————— 
New Jersey —————————————— 
New Mexico ————————————— 34, 
New York——— ——— _ ——————— 
North Carolina ___________ 1, 
North Dakota __ . __ ._... — _ 2, 
Ohio __________________ . 
Oklahoma _____ . ________ 3, 
Oregon ———— - —— .- _ —————— 32, 
Pennsylvania ____________ 
Rhode Island —————————— „ _ 
South Carolina ___ _ __ ____
South Dakota——— ________ 8. 
Tennessee ——— __ . ________ 1, 
Texas— ________________ 2, 
Utah —————— __ . _______ „ 37, 
Vermont— ____________ _ 
Virginia ________________ 2, 
Washington _____________ , 15, 
West Virginia ___ . ________ , 
Wisconsin ______________ . 2, 
Wyoming ——— __ . _________ 32,

444,000
450' °°° •
341000

322. 000 
989.000 
064. 000 
"4, 000 
216,000
52, 000 

801. 000 
829, 000 
480. 000 
646, 000 
307, 000 
740, 000 
008, 000 
683, 000
96, 000 

793. 000 
354, 000 
931,000 
681, 000 
251, 000 
769, 000 
772, 000 
584, 000
19.000, 

952, 000 
644, 000 
347, 000 
723, 000 
919, 000 
226, 000 
074,000 
381,000 
947, 000 
242, 000 
723, 000

Total—____________ 455, 632, 000
I"UBLIC LANDS——SINCE PUBLIC LAND LAWS 

OBSOLETE

Mr. MALONE. In the State of Arizona 
50,749,000 acres are public lands. In the 
State of Nevada 59,008,000 acres are pub 
lic lands, out of Nevada's total of 70,600,- 
000 acres in the entire State.

At this point I wish to read a portion 
« a letter which I addressed to the Sec 
retary of the Interior on December 28, 
1950, relative to some of the public lands 
m the State of Nevada which constitute 
a Part of the great area included within 
we boundaries of my State. .

I have heretofore said on the floor of 
*ne Senate that perhaps Members of the 
^-enate did not'understand the value of 
we remaining public lands, and why 
"jey are still public lands. The 11 West- 
ro States are the principal public-land 

states. The two Dakotas are next in im 
portance in this category..

The reason why .most .of such lands 
are still public lands, excluding those 
held in Federal and State reservations 
and by departments 'of Government for 
governmental uses-Tis that they are such'' 
poor lands, and their productive capacity 
is so small that the public land laws are 
inapplicable to them for the most part.

THE 1872 MINING STATUTE

The only exception is the 1872 mining 
statute, which permits the location of a 
mining claim 600 by 1,500 feet on any" 
of the unappropriated public lands by 
anyone who discovers a vein or a min 
eral showing by visably staking such 
claim on the ground and doing the re 
quired assessment work.

On December 28, 1950, I addressed a 
letter to the Secretary of the Interior, 
from which I read: 
Hon. OSCAR CHAPMAN,

Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: In accordance with 
our conversation dealing with the remaining 
lean desert-range areas located^ In the three 
counties of Landor, Eureka, and Nye In my 
State of Nevada, I am attaching an outline, 
of suggested, legislation that could furnish 
a feasible approach to the problem [public 
land].

GRAZING BILL—CUSTOMARY USE '

I enclosed a copy of a bill which would 
recognize, in those three counties, known 
then as district No. 6, the use of the 
lands in accordance with customary use 
under the Taylor .Grazing Act.

Under the 1934 Taylor Grazing Act the 
Government of the United States sought 
to organize a district in each of the areas 
in Nevada, as well as other public-land 
States, and to charge for the use of 
grazing areas, as well as to regulate the 
number of cattle and sheep that could 
be grazed on such areas.

This could be done independent of the 
customary users of such public range— 
public lands. My bill provides that the 
use of the lands be recognized in accord 
ance with customary use in connection 
with the feed-producing ranches and 
water rights, just as is the case in the. 
use of water. You do not own the water, 
you own the use of it and can lose it 
by nonuse. For the past 60 or 70 years 
users of the land in the West have appro 
priated water for beneficial use. The 
first in time was the first in right. The 
right could be lost by nonuse. I sug 
gested that the same rule apply to the 
range.

Over a period of 50, 60, or 70 years, 
depending upon the time the lands were 
settled, the livestock users blocked out 
the use of the range lands themselves.

That is to say, the size of the feed- 
producing ranches was governed by the 
amount.of water available for irrigation. 
The amount of range needed in connec 
tion with the feed-producing ranches 
was governed by the amount of feed 
produced. Anyone familiar with the des 
ert areas knows how that is done. Then 
certain water from springs in the moun-

the range for stock watering on the 
range.

METHOD DOES NOT RECOGNIZE CONDITIONS

Then along came Uncle Sam's agents. 
Some, of them were fairly familiar with 
the customs in the desert areas, but

others were graduates of eastern agri 
cultural schools, coming into the desert 
for the first time. .

.They could see ho grass at all on some 
of the lands, and they started cutting 
down the herds. Of course, such ran 
dom cutting is what was ruining, and 
still is ruining, the livestock growers of 
the West and of the public-land States 
in general.

Continuing to read from my letter to 
the Secretary of the Interior:

I am advised that there are 7,367,000 acres 
Included In the area divided between the 3 
counties, as follows:
Lander County_____________ 2,445, 502 
Eureka County__,________ 1, 357, 806 
Nye County_______________ 3, 563, 692

Total————————————._.. 7,367,000
This is where the truth shines 

through:
The approximately 200 acres to the cow 

unit annually, that your people estimate Is 
necessary on the average—some areas will 
require much more and some less—Just about 
approaches the roller skate requirement for 
the cow to cover that much area In time to. 
get enough to eat.

The new approach for this thin production 
area is not proposed as a cure-all but simply 
as a method for your department to bridge 
an impossible situation where you cannot 
possibly charge enough rental for the use of 
such lands, to return the cost of supervision 
to the Government.

This approach will provide a method for- 
the Government to become entirely familiar, 
with the actual conditions—to advise In the 
matter of mining development, fish and game 
conservation, and the development of the 
recreation facilities, without Injuring the 
established livestock units, which I am sure 
Is your real objective—•

To give him the benefit of the doubt— 
If you agree with me that the new ap 

proach should be tried out and In the event 
It does not merit continuation after a rea-. 
sonable time, I will personally advocate the 
repeal of the legislation and in no event is 
any other area affected by the special act.

I will await your call to further discuss 
the details and will Introduce the proper 
legislation when we are agreed upon pro 
cedure.

Sincerely,
GEORGE W. MALONE, 
United States Senator.

RAINFALL ON THE DESERT 6 TO 12 INCHES—— 
MOSTLY SNOW

Mr. President, I have before me a 
memorandum written by Mr. William 
Zirnmerman, Jr., Assistant Director, 
United States Department of the In 
terior, Bureau of Land Management, un 
der date of December 26, 1950. It is a 
memorandum to the Secretary of the In 
terior. It reads:

Subject: Nevada Grazing District No. 6.
Tabulated below Is the information re 

quested by telephone covering precipitation 
and average grazing capacity In Esmeralda, 
Eureka, Lander, and Nye Counties, Nev.

Mr. President, Eureka County has an 
annual rainfall of 6.26 to 12.17 inches. 
That is the annual rainfall. Varies ac 
cording to elevation.

Lander County has rainfall of 6.17 to 
12.22 inches.

Nye County has rainfall each year of 
3.07 to 12.29 inches.

The desert accounts for from 3 to 6 
inches—mostly winter snow.
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A considerable amount of the desert 

can only be pastured by livestock during 
the winter months, when snow is avail 
able.

In the city of Washington, where the 
temperature in summer often exceeds 90 
degrees, and there is high humidity, 
there are times when as much water ac 
cumulates on the grass at night, in the 
form of dew, as we in Nevada get in 
many weeks through rainfall or snowfall 
in the desert areas. Most of the mois 
ture in Nevada is in the form of snow in 
the winter.

Mr. Zimmerman continues:
Carrying capacity: Estimated average, 12 

acres per animal-unit month.
That, Mr. President, is equal to 144 

acres a year. That is the average. It 
probably runs from 30 to 40 acres per 
cow unit a year up to 250 acres. In 
other words, in some of those desert 
areas it reaches a point where a cow can 
not walk far enough in a day to get 
enough to eat; so she turns around and 
goes back toward the mountains or to 
the ranch. The description is of much 
of the land under discussion, and is the 
kifid of land concerning which we are 
asked to establish a precedent without 
adequate examination and debate.

The memorandum is signed by Wil 
liam Zimmerman, Jr. Mr. Zimmerman 
never did have a very favorable reputa 
tion for favoring the stockman; so it may 
be assumed he is conservative in his 
figures.
1830-32 EEPOHT——STATE ENGINEER OP NEVADA—— 

GEORGE W. MALONE

Mr. President, I wish to read from page 
87 of the report of the State engineer 
of Nevada for the period January 1,1931, 
to June 30, 1932, inclusive. I may say 
that it is my own report, as I was State 
engineer from 1927 to 1935. I read as 
follows:

It Is not generally realized by people of the 
Midwest and Eastern States Just how small 
our western development really Is In com 
parison to the total development of the 
United States, or the obstacles that must be 
surmounted for further development.

Nevada, for example, has a total area of 
70,285,440 acres, of which less than 500,000 
acres are actually under Intensive cultiva 
tion, or approximately three-quarters of 1 
percent (0.75 percent). The total Irrigated 
acreage In the 17 Western States Is approxi 
mately 18,500,000 acres, which is, In Itself, 
insignificant compared to the estimated total 
of 400 million cultivated acres In the United 
States. Approximately 1,500,000 acres of the 
18,500,000 have been brought under culti 
vation on the Government reclamation 
projects.

Mr. President, the report is dated 1933. 
It will be understood, therefore, that 
there has been some increase in acreage 
since the time the report was written. 
1 read further:

Our policy with respect to utilization is 
outlined In detail under "The State Range 
Commission, 1.' on page 71, but in general our 
policy with respect to national legislation 
has been to have it so drawn that our State 
laws in this connection would be recognized 
•when they were not discriminatory between 
the States, and that such legislation would 
not be operative exception by the request of 
the State involved or the actual users of 
such range, feeling that we would be amply 
protected in that event, and at the same 
time would not be preventing other States

from securing such supervision as they 
might desire.

This was the policy of the State Range 
'Commission.

. SUCCESSION OP FEDERAL LAWS——INDIVIDUAL 
OWNERSHIP

Mr. President, since the Preemption 
Act of 1841, followed by the Homestead 
Act in 1862, then by the Mining Act of 
1872, and later by a number of acts de 
signed to make public land available 
for individuals in family-sized units, the 
policy of Congress has been clear.
' It has been the policy to hold public 

lands in trust for the States until such' 
time as there could be provided a Fed 
eral law under which the public lands 
would go on the tax rolls of the States 
through individual ownership. Mr. 
President, I ask unanimous consent to 
have printed in the RECORD at this point 
a marked excerpt from a memorandum 
entitled "Vacant Public Lands, Areas by 
States, and Other Information," issued 
by the Director of .the Bureau of Land 
Management, Department of the In 
terior.

: The excerpt was ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows:

THE PUBLIC-LAND LAWS 
The principal public-land laws governing 

the acquisition of title to vacant public lands 
are as follows:

1. The homestead laws permit acquisition 
of agricultural lands through settlement, 
cultivation, and improvement. For further 
information, request Information Bulletin 
No. 3 and Circular No. 1728.

2. The desert-land laws permit acquisition 
of arid, irrigable lands through cultivation, 
improvement, and payment of $1.25 per acre. 
For further information, request Circular 
No. 1731.
. 3. The public-sale laws permit acquisition 
at public auction of Isolated tracts and rough 
and mountainous tracts at not less than 
their appraised value. For further informa 
tion, request Circular No. 1732.

4. The mining laws permit acquisition of 
mineral lands after valid discovery and de 
velopment of specified minerals. For fur 
ther information, request Circular. No. 1278.

5. For general information on acquisition 
of vacant public lands in Alaska, request 
information Bulletin 2.

6. For veterans' rights and privileges, re 
quest Circular No. 1720.

The principal public-land laws governing 
the leasing of vacant public lands are as 
follows:

1. The Taylor Grazing Act permits use of 
forage lands outside of grazing districts un 
der lease. For further information, request 
Circular No. 1705.

2. The Small-Tract Act permits use under 
lease of not more than 5 acres of lands 
chiefly suitable for home, health, recrea 
tional, convalescent, cabin, camp, and busi 
ness sites. The leases .often contain an op 
tion to purchase at appraised value at the 
expiration of 1 year. For further informa 
tion, request Circular No. 1724.

3. The mineral-leasing laws permit exploi 
tation of specified minerals upon payment 
of rentals and royalties. For further infor 
mation, request circulars governing the min 
eral in which you are interested.

The regulations covering the acquisition 
of title to, or rights in, the vacant public 
lands under the above acts and other laws 
are published in title 43 of the Code of Fed 
eral Regulations of the United States of 
America, copies of which can be found in 
many local libraries.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I call 
attention to the fact that the provisions

of the 160-acre Homestead Act was de 
signed to fit Ohio, Iowa, eastern Kansas, 
Missouri, and other fertile areas of pub 
lic lands. Those lands were taken up by 
individuals for a $16 filing fee, and they 
comprise the most valuable corn and 
•wheat land in the world.

HOMESTEAD ACT——ADDITIONAL HOMESTEADS

However, in the case of the desert 
areas, the formula does not fit such land. 
That is why the additional Homestead 
Act was enacted, after it was found that 
the 160-acre provision did not work on 
the semiarid areas of western Kansas. 
Then it was found that such a pro\i- 
sion did not fit the mesa land and the 
plateaus in Colorado. Therefore, it was 
found necessary to provide the addition 
al 640-acre homestead provision.

Finally, when the country expanded 
and reached into the great American 
desert, it was found that none of the 
acts fitted the situation there.

That is the reason we still have public 
lands—no Federal act has to date been 
enacted to allow them to be taken up 
by individuals in such amounts to sup 
port a. family.

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP—FAMILY-SIZE UNITS

Of course, Mr. .President, this policy 
has never affected the reserves, the 
parks, monuments, forest reserves, and 
fish and game preserves. Such lands 
have never been and will not be dis 
turbed. We" are talking only about the' 
lands which are left to the people of the 
United States to which for 140 years Con 
gress has continually tried to adopt 
public land laws so they may be taken up 
by individuals in family-size units and 
placed on the tax rolls of the States.

CENTURY AND A QUARTER——PIECEMEAL 
LEGISLATION

It is also clear that the public-land 
acts were developed and were enacted on 
a piecemeal basis over almost a century 
and a quarter.

The time has long since arrived when 
public lands legislation should be re-'. 
viewed and a method arrived at by which 
the lands I have described could be/ 
placed in private ownership, on the tax; 
rolls of the States. r

PUBLICTLAND QUESTION——ACADEMIC WITH '.- 
EASTERN-MIDWESTERN STATES V

Mr. President, it is very easy for peoplel 
living in Ohio, "Iowa, or Georgia, and- 
even in New York State, where almost? 
every foot of land is under cultivation, to- 
talk at random and to vote at random 
on the subject of public lands. If th 
Representatives of those States will visi 
the junior Senator from Nevada in hi- 
State he will make sure that they under 
stand what the term "public lands" t< 
the "public-land" States means before 
they return to the next session of Con 
gress—more especially to a State mofl 
than 80 percent owned by the Federa 
Government.

MINING ACT PRACTICAL AND USEFUL

The Mining Act of 1872 is practice 
. and useful in encouraging mining anji 
production of minerals on public lands 
It is about the only act left on the 
which fits the situation. For 20 year- 
the administration has tried to substitute 
a leasing act for the location metlw 
under the 1872 mining statute, so the la?! 
vestige of any kind of land which a
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,n,nut money may take up. and not be 

"ff hservient to a bureau official, would beSU 1

n'e mining statute of 1872 is the' last 
• : t on the books under which a man 

^thout money may locate a mineral, 
i im by putting a stake in the ground, 
nh a note in a tobacco can attached to 

If and provided he can beat anyone else 
to the recorder of his county and 
t-peister it.

If he does that, the claim is his. He 
has 30 days in which to put up his cor 
ners and then if he does a certain 
amount of work each year it is his, just 
the same as a home which is purchased 
and paid for. Then, after he has done 
Is much as $500 work on the property, 
he can get a mineral surveyor to survey 
his claim—and then for a fee of $5 an 
acre he can purchase it from the Gov 
ernment—it makes no difference whether 
the land is producing nothing or a mil 
lion dollars a year the land belongs to 
the man who first filed on it.

However, most of the remaining land 
acts are not practicable at all except 
under certain conditions.

However, the Homestead Act, the Ad 
ditional Homestead Act, and the Stock 
Homestead Grazing Act are practically 
valueless unless underground water can 
be located and the right to its use 
secured. .jmu

- NO EFFECT ON NATIONAL DEFENSE

Mr. President, much has been said 
about what the effect the production of 
petroleum for national defense would be 
if the public lands were deeded to the 
States, or if they were not deeded to the 
States.

I will say to you, Mr. President, with 
out fear of contradiction, that the pas 
sage or the defeat of Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13 will have absolutely no effect 
or influence on the availability of the 
petroleum under the controversial sea 
bottom lands for national defense. I 
would be very glad to debate that point 
with anyone, either now or at any future 
time.

If the joint resolution does not pass, 
such lands will be leased by the Federal 
Government under the Mineral Leasing • 
Act of 1920, the so-called National Oil 
and Gas Leasing Act.

If the joint resolution does pass, the 
lands will be leased by the States in 
question—namely, California, Texas, 
and Louisiana—and by any other coastal 
State, wherever oil is discovered, accord 
ing to the joint resolution as written.

THE RECLAMATION FUND"

The difference is that if the lands 
remain in Government ownership, the 
royalty received will be divided, with 
3" '/z percent going to the States wherein ' 
the oil and gas is located, 52>/2 percent 
to the reclamation fund, which is the 
chief source of new funds for the arid 
and semiarid States to develop desert 
lands into productive agricultural homes, 
and 10 percent to the Federal Govern- 
ment, presumably for supervision.

The National Oil and Gas Leasing Act 
w&s passed in 1920, and since that time 
" has operated successfully.

GOVERNMENT WOULD ASK FOR BIDS '

uriri^6 phief difference is disclosed in that 
unaer the Government system of leas

ing, as specified in the Mineral Leasing 
Act, the applications for a permit to 
prospect for oil and gas provide for a 
12 V2 -percent royalty in the first in 
stance; but when further leases are 
issued on known or proven fields, bids 
must be asked for, and the royalty might 
be any amount. For example, it is 
known that the city of Long Beach, 
Calif., receives as much as 68 percent 
net from such procedure, or about 94 
percent gross, because of negotiated bids 
or bids upon nonproducing oil lands.

However, the State of California ad 
heres to the 12 l/2 percent royalty even in 
known fields, which is important to the 
lessee.

REGULAR APPLICANTS FORGOTTEN

Another important fact, little dis 
cussed during the hearings in either the 
Senate or the House committee, is that 
the applicants to the Federal Govern 
ment for permits to prospect for oil and 
gas under the Mineral Leasing Act of 
1920 were disregarded in connection with 
the sea-bottom lands. If Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, the so-called Holland 
joint resolution, is. enacted,, the lands 
will go to the States; and these appli 
cants to the Government for permits to 
prospect for oil and gas, some of whom 
made application to the Federal Govern- 
me'nt, under the Mineral Leasing Act, in 
the late 1920's, and at least 11 applica 
tions, in which approximately 400 or 500 
individuals are interested, would be dis 
regarded, although the latest applica 
tion was filed on March 6, 1934.
LIST OF 11 APPLICATIONS——SEVERAL HUNDRED 

INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED

Madam President (Mrs. SMITH of 
Maine in the chair), I ask unanimous 
consent" to have printed at this point in 
the RECORD, as a part of my remarks, the 
table'appearing oh page 241 of the hear 
ings held before the Committee on In 
terior and Insular Affairs, United States, 
Senate, in regard to Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13, from February 6 to March 4, 
1953.

There being no objection, the table 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

Serial 
No.—

LA-051847. 
LA-051805. 
LA-052140- 
LA-05214«. 
LA-052149.
LA-052150. 
LA-052165. 
LA-052331.

LA-051843. 
LA-051848.

. Date of 
filing

Mar. 5,1934 
Feb. 6.1934 
Sept. 6, 1934 
Sept.11,1934 
Sept.13,1934

. ..do. ...... 
Sept.22,1934 
Feb. 16. 1935 
Mar. 8, 1935
Mar. 3. 1934 
Mar. 6, 1934

Applicant

Deryl L. Mayhew.. 
J. Cunningham., ... 
Arthur M. Welrick.. 
Charles W. List..... 
Patrick George 

Quinn. 
' Clifford Flnlcy- .... 
W. W. Duncan..... 
Ronald W. Jensen..

Hubert L. Rose, Jr.. 
Fred Vermilyea.. _

Acreage

1,600 
t,600 

640 
1,600 

960
1,280 

960 
1,600 
1,600

300 
36

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, it 
may be that these persons, most of whom 
have meager financial resources, mean 
nothing to the Senate. Yet, in 1920, 
provision was made whereby such appli 
cations could be made, and the applica 
tions were made. If the pending joint 
resolution is enacted, those applications 
will be utterly disregarded.

The 1920 Oil and Gas Leasing Act pro 
vides for .the disposition of the royalties 
on the funds received from leases for 
the production of oil and gas from the 
public lands of the United States.

The Supreme Court of the United^ 
States ruled in the California, Texas, 
and Louisiana cases that the sea-bottom 
lands seaward from the low-water mark 
to the State boundary, wherever it is 
finally fixed, belong to the United States/ 
Government. /

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT——HIGHEST 
TITLE

The Supreme Court said the lands do 
not belong to the State of California or 
the State of-Texas or the State of Loui 
siana, but that the United States has 
paramount rights, which Webster's Dic 
tionary defines as meaning the highest 
title.

The lands in question are public lands 
or public domain, just the same as Mount 
Peavine near Reno, Nev., is owned by 
the public, or, in other words, by the 
United States Government.

There is no reason why the junior. 
Senator from Nevada could not introduce 
a bill to transfer the public lands, in 
cluding Mount Peavine, to the State of 
Nevada. However, could we claim that 
as a right? We could not. Neither can 
the coastal States in the case of the sear 
bottom lands, which have been ruled to 
be public domain.

During the last 30 days a great many 
words have been hashed and rehashed 
in committee and on the floor of the 
Senate. I have either listened to all of 
them or have read all of them in the 
RECORD. However,. I find that there is 
a general tendency to shy 1 away from 
any statement to the effect that the 
Court said the Federal Government owns 
these lands. If the Supreme Court did 
not say the Federal Government owns 
these lands, when the Court said the 
Federal Government has paramount 
rights to them, then I cannot read the 
dictionary.

Of course, the Supreme Court has said 
the Federal Government owns these 
lands; and if the Federal Government 
owns them and if the lands are not taken 
up under a Federal act, they are public 
lands. There can be no question about 
that. . ,.

PUBLIC LANDS REPORT OF 1832 «

Mr. BARRETT. Madam President, 
will the Senator from Nevada yield to 
me?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs. 
SMITH of Maine in the chair). Does 
the Senator from Nevada yield to the 
Senator from Wyoming?

Mr. MALONE. I am glad to yield. •>
Mr. BARRETT. I wish to call the at 

tention of the Senator from Nevada to a 
report made by the Senate Public Lands 
Committee in 1832, which is now about 
120 years ago. At that time this very 
question was being debated. The Mid 
dle Western States at that time were pe 
titioning the Congress for some liberal 
action with respect to the public lands. 
The committee made a report which, in 
part, reads as follows:

Our pledge would not be redeemed by 
merely dividing the surface into States and 
giving them names. The public debt being 
now paid, the public lands are entirely re 
leased from the pledge they were under to 
that object and are free to receive a new 
and liberal destination for the release of the 
States In which they lie. The speedy ex 
tinction of the Federal title within their
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limits 'Is necessary to the Independence of 
the new States, to their equality with elder 
States, to the development of their re 
sources, to the subjection of their soil to 
taxation, cultivation, and settlement, and 
to the proper enjoyment of their Jurisdic 
tion and sovereignty.

. It is very clear to me that the Congress 
followed such a policy down through the 
years until approximately 20 years ago. 
In 1934 all settlement and homesteading 
was suspended on all the public domain 
in the West, and the public lands other 
than national parks and forest re 
serves were administered by the Depart 
ment of the Interior.

I should like to call the attention of 
the Senator from Nevada to the fact that 
the original States kept all of the public 
lands within their borders and that the 
public lands in the Northwest Territory 
were turned over to the Federal Govern 
ment shortly after the Revolutionary 
War, solely for the purpose of extin 
guishing the war debt of this country 
at that time. The Federal Government 
then had no means of levying taxes of 
any Icind or character, and had no in 
come. Consequently, the public lands 
were sold, and the proceeds were used to 
pay off the Revolutionary War debt.

It seems clear to me, Madam President 
that the Congress in those early days 
intended that the public lands belonged 
to the various States of the Union, and 
not to the Federal Government by the 
fact that after the debt of the Revolu 
tionary War was paid off, $25 million 
was left in the Treasury and that money 
was not kept in the Treasury of the 
United States for the benefit of the 
Federal Government, although the Fed 
eral Government needed money in order 
to carry on its operations. Rather, that 
money was paid to every State then ad 
mitted to the Union. It was turned 
over to the various States as a loan from 
the Federal Government. Each of the 
States signed notes and the Treasury 
still holds those obligations in its files.

Twenty-six States participated in that 
public-land melon. Of the funds in 
question, the State of New. York received 
$4,014,520. As the junior Senator from 
Nevada also knows, the State of New 
York retained for its own use and bene 
fit all the public domain within its 
borders. In addition to that, in 1836 the 
State of New York received $4 million 
realized from the sale of the public do 
main. Furthermore, the State of New 

•York received nearly 1.million acres of 
the public domain in the territory of 
Wisconsin, the proceeds of which were 
used to establish the State University at 
Cornell. Thus the public lands in Wis 
consin served as the source of the money 
that laid the foundation of the endow 
ment of that university originally.

It is therefore perfectly clear, that the 
Congress intended from the early days of 
the Republic that the public lands would 
be held in trust for the use and benefit 
of the repective States of the Union. 
That was the policy up to the time of 
the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act 
of 1934.

In view of this situation, I should like 
to ask the junior Senator from Nevada, 
who is well informed on the subject, how 
can it properly be said that the Moun 
tain States were admitted into the Union

on an equal footing with all other States, 
in light of the fact that the Federal 
Government retained title to more than 
half the' area of those States?
UNITED STATES POLICY——HOLD LAND IN TRUST 

FOR THE STATES

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, I 
should like to ask the distinguished Sen 
ator from Wyoming whether he does not 
agree with the junior Senator from 
Nevada that the history of Federal legis 
lation, until 1934, indicates that it was 
the desire of the Congress to hold such 
lands in trust for the States until it 
could be transferred into individual 
ownership in family-size units, the Fed 
eral lands within State boundaries, in 
order that the lands might be placed 
upon the tax rolls?

Mr. BARRETT. That, of course, has 
been the historic policy of the country. 
In the beginning, the public lands were 
first disposed of through sales for 
small amounts. Later, grants were made 
to the railroads in order that the trans 
continental lines might be built. Grants 
were also.made for the purpose of hav 
ing toll roads and canals constructed. 
Later on, as everyone knows, grants were 
made to the States for the common 
schools of the country and, later on, un 
der the Morrill Act for the establishment 
of agricultural colleges in all the States 
of the Union.

Mr. MALONE. Grants were also made 
for the purpose of aid for schools within 
the respective States.

Mr. 'BARRETT. That is correct. 
Later came the Homestead Act of 1862, 
which provided for minimum grants, of 
160 acres which made possible the set 
tlement of the Missouri Valley and of 
the great Mississippi Valley. Through 
a subsequent amendment of the act, 
grants of 320 acres were made available 
for homestead purposes. To meet the 

/needs of the mountain regions, the Stock 
Grazing Act was passed, providing for 
homesteads of a full section with min 
eral rights being reserved to the Govern 
ment.

Mr. MALONE. That applied to known 
minerals.

Mr. BARRETT. That is correct. The 
Eastern States received exclusive domin 
ion of all public lands within their re 
spective borders, and, further than that, 
they participated in the benefits of pub 
lic lands lying beyond the boundaries of 
their respective States, receiving bounties 
in connection therewith. However, when 
it comes to legislation concerning the 
Mountain States, some are unwilling to 
treat the Western States in the same lib 
eral manner that they have been treated. 
.So it seems to nie that some of the repre 
sentatives from the older and more pop 
ulous States are assuming a rather un 
generous attitude toward the newer 
States, and toward the people of those 
.States.

I agree with the Senator from Nevada 
that title to the lands in question is 
vested in the Federal Government; nev 
ertheless, it seems to me that that title 
.or ownership is charged with a trust to 
.administer the lands in accordance with 
our historic policy, and in such manner 
as to make it possible for the newer 
States of the West to enjoy the same 
right and privilege of developing their

respective areas as was enjoyed by the 
older States of the Union,' and to be, in 
every respect, on a basis of equality with 
them. Consequently, I think that owner, 
ship by the Federal Government is 
charged with the trust and responsibility 
which I have indicated.

IDENTICAL TREATMENT——PUBLIC-LAND STATES

Mr. MALONE. I may say that is why 
the junior Senator from Nevada is taking 
part in this debate today. I have an 
amendment providing for identical 
treatment of all public-land States. Ap 
proximately 60 million acres of public 
land, of a total of more than 70 million 
acres, lies within the State of Nevada, 
representing more than 80 percent of the 
total acreage of the State.

How is it possible for a State to oper- 
ate without grants and without emolu 
ments of any kind in view of the fact 
that the Federal Government owns 80 
percent of the public lands in the State?

I agree heartily with the junior Sen 
ator from Wyoming; it was not so in 
tended at the beginning. The Western 
States have reached a point in their de 
velopment when the public lands are 
needed by them. All the older States of 
the Union have either been granted their/ 
land outright, or have taken up the land 
under Federal land laws. In that situa 
tion almost every acre of their public 
land has been taken up by individual 
citizens. They took up practically all the 
land under the existing Federal land 
laws upon payment of a filing fee of $16 
for 160 acres.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WINNING ALL OF THE BETS

As I have heretofore stated on the floor 
of the Senate, it was ascertained when 
they reached western Kansas that 160 
acres would not afford a living for a 
family: Under a subsequent homestead 
act, provision was made for another 160 
acres. In that area it became a byword 
that the Federal Government was betting 
160 acres against $16 that the home 
steader could not make it—that he would 
not succeed—and the .Federal Govern 
ment was winning all the bets.

Then the Congress passed the Stock 
Grazing and Homestead Act—640 acre 
Then when the great American desei 
was reached the Government began 
win all the bets again. The result is ths 
public lands in the desert areas as 
know them continue to exist as publ 
land simply because there is no know 
method by which homesteaders or 
dividuals may take up and patent th 
land in family-sized units..

Mr. BARRETT. Madam Presiden 
will the Senator yield for a furthe 
question?

Mr. MALONE. I am very happy 
yield.

Mr. BARRETT. I regret that the sen 
lor Senator from Tennessee f 
KEFAUVER] is not presently on the Senai 
floor. I should like to refer to a stat< 
ment he has repeatedly made in the Set 
ate to the effect that the public dornaj 
in the Western States belongs to all 
people of the country. The Senator fro! 
.Tennessee desires to protect that gref 
resource for the people of Tennessee ai 

. for the people of all the other States.
I call the attention of the Senate'] 

the fact that when Tennessee was 
mitted to the Union, in 1796. no mentiP



.1953
as made about reserving to the Federal 

** yernment"the public lands within that 
tate Thereafter, for a number of 
ears' the State of Tennessee contended 

fhat it was so'e owner °t a^ public lands 
ithin her borders — and most of the 
rea of the State consisted .>of public 

fnds at that time, A settlement was 
made whereby Tennessee acquired prac 
tically all the public lands within her 
borders. Furthermore, when the State 
j Tennessee returned a small portion of 

the public lands to the Federal Govern 
, it received from the Federal Gov- . 

return a considerable por
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tion of land for use in connection with 
the school system,

Mr. President, I maintain that all the 
states of the Union ought to be treated 
on an equal basis. It does not seem right 
to me for one State to demand and to 
receive all the public lands lying within 
its borders, and then, at a later date, 
have its representatives say, in effect, 
"We were treated in that, manner, but 
we do not want other States to be treated 
in the same fair and equal way in which 
^/e were treated."

SENATOR 8ARRETT FORMER OOVEHNOB

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, I 
thank the junior Senator from Wyoming 
for his contribution. The Senator from 
Wyoming does understand the public- 
land questions.

He was Governor of the State of Wyo-. 
ming, which is a, very important State in 
the public-land picture. I should like to 
say' for the benefit of. the Senator from 
Wyoming that we have heard much talk 
on this subject in the past month on the 
Senate floor, and for 2 or 3 weeks prior 
to that, in committee, and I know the 
junior Senator from Wyoming has paid 
the same close attention to the hearings 
which he has paid to the debate.
PSOSPECTIVE EDUCATIONAL FUND, 48 STATES, 

VERSUS ESTABLISHED RECLAMATION FUND POR 
17 WESTERN ARID AND SEMIARID STATES

We have heard debate with reference 
to a prospective educational fund. The 
junior Senator from Wyoming and the 
junior Senator from Nevada favor edu 
cation. In the State of Nevada we strug 
gle to collect taxes to educate our chil 
dren, to pay our teachers, and to keep up. 
with the inflation because of the depre 
ciation of the dollar. That depreciation 
was not accidental. It is not accidental 
that the dollar is worth 40 cents or less 
after 20 years of rule and random print- 
tog of money.

The salaries which our teachers receive 
are inadequate.

SALARIES AND INFLATION

They were adequate at one time, but 
the salaries remained fixed while the dol 
lar depreciated in value. A teacher who 
was receiving from $150 to $200 a month 
>n 1924 is now receiving the equivalent 

from $70 to $90. There are several 
j's of lowering salaries. One way is to 

?ake money worth less. Salaries should be adjusted.
The Legislature of the State of Nevada 

'<S? year aPPropriated more money for 
schools. It win be a uttle tougher on

» in connection with the tax structure,
of M do not ask and beg for a piece

New York in order to do our job.

I want to say to the distinguished 
junior Senator from Wyoming that un 
der the Mineral Leasing Act, commonly 
known as the National Oil and Gas Leas 
ing Act, the State of Wyoming has re 
ceived only 37^ percent of the royalties 
from its oil and gas leases, 52% per 
cent of the revenue has gone into the 
reclamation fund, and 10 percent has 
gone to the Government for supervision.

SECRETARY ' OP INTEBIOB——WEIRD DECISION

With the division of the revenue es 
tablished for 34 years, the Secretary of 
the Interior, by one of those weird de 
cisions which are so well known in the 
Department of the. Interior, ruled that 
when the Supreme Court said the lands 
were public lands—and that is what the 
Court said—that the National Oil and 
Gas Leasing Act was not applicable to 
the sea-bottom lands.

Why did he say that? He said that be 
cause prior to the Supreme Court de 
cision, the States had claimed the land, 
and because the Federal Government had 
not claimed the land up to that time, 
therefore, the act was not applicable.

Mr. BARRETT. Madam President, 
will the Senator from Nevada yield for 
a further question?

Mr. MALONE. I yield.
Mr. BARRETT. As the Senator from 

Nevada well knows, I do not take the 
same -position as he does on the Hol 
land bill. I favor that legislation. I 
think that as a matter of' right and 
solely for the purpose of doing equity 
in the premises, the proposed legisla 
tion should pass.

Mr. MALONE. Does the Senator 
agree with me that all the States should 
be treated alike?

Mr. BARRETT. I agree that all the 
States should be treated alike. That, 
however, is a matter which should be 
considered at some future date. The 
natural resources in the State of Wyo 
ming have produced revenues paid into 
the Federal Treasury amounting :to a 
total of $146 million. Wyoming is one 
of the poorer States in the Union. At 
the present moment the Federal Gov 
ernment is receiving $18 million a year 
from the oil and gas produced within 
our borders. We are having a pretty 
tough time to educate our children and 
to maintain our State university.

At the same time, the older, richer, and 
more populous States of the Union are 
coming forward with very poor grace at 
this late date and saying -that Wyoming 
is not entitled to develop as all other 
States.

How can the State of New York in 
this august body say: "We retained all 
of the public lands in our State; we used 
those lands to develop our State and to 
maintain it. We received $4 million 
from the public lands sold after the 
Revolutionary War. We received a mil 
lion acres of public lauds in the Middle 
West, which we used to establish our 
great Cornell University. The rules are 
different now. We have just as much 
interest in the public lands in Wyoming 
as the people.of Wyoming have. You 
are not going to develop your State and 
build a university in order to give your 
children the education to which they 
are entitled. You are not going to be 
able to provide,a public school system

which will give the little children -of 
Wyoming the benefit accorded to the 
children of New York." i

So, it seems to me, Madam President, 
.that the other States are acting in very 
poor grace when they say to. the western 
States, "You cannot use for your own 
development the resources which God 
gave the people.of the West. You have 
got to divide them up with us."

That, in effect, is the position of some 
people on this floor.

Mr. LEHMAN. Madam President, will 
the Senator from Nevada yield?

Mr. MALONE. I shall yield only for 
a question. If the Senator from New 
York would like to ask a question, I shall 
be very happy to try to answer it.

Mr. LEHMAN. I should like to ask 
the distinguished Senator from Mon 
tana——

Mr. MALONE. The Senator from 
Wyoming was speaking, and I am from 
Nevada. [Laughter.]

Mr. LEHMAN. I am asking the dis 
tinguished Senator from Nevada to take 
note, if he will, that I should like to 
answer the statement of the Senator 
from Wyoming.

Mr. MALONE. May I ask the Senator 
from New York a question?

Mr. LEHMAN. I am asking the Sena 
tor from Nevada a question.

Mr. MALONE. What is the Senator's 
question?

Mr. LEHMAN. The -Senator has re 
fused to yield in order that I may answer 
the Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. MALONE. Ask the question, and 
I shall try to answer it.

Mr. LEHMAN. Very well; I will. .
Does the Senator from Nevada under 

stand that the State of New York has for 
many years voted for appropriations to 
build up the great reclamation and irri 
gation projects of the West and for the 
great power projects of the West, North 
west, the Southeast, and the Southwest, 
even though the State of New York had 
no direct interest in or benefit from those 
projects? Does the Senator remember 
that? j

Mr. MALONE. Of course, and I re 
member, also, that the Senator, from 
New York is interested in a St. Lawrence 
seaway for New York, costing more than 
$100 million of public money.

I also remember of approving—as 
chairman and member of the. Flood 
"Control and Rivers and Harbors Sub 
committee of the Senate Public Works 
Committee—more than $65 million of 
taxpayers money for the State of New- 
York for river and harbors improvement 
during the last 4 years—1949 to and in 
cluding 1952—for which no repayment is 
asked or expected.

I should also like to ask the distin 
guished Senator from New York if he 
knows that the projects in my own State 
are paying back every dime of public 
money—with the Hoover Dam project 
paying 3 percent interest.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for another question?

Mr. MALONE. I am happy to yield.
Mr. LEHMAN. Does the Senator

Mr. MALONE. I have listened to 
practically all the remarks of the dis 
tinguished Senator from New York, and
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I'have heard him raise the question of 
public ownership, but I want the Sena 
tor to understand that we in the West 
repay the Federal Government the 
money expended on reclamation proj 
ects and we pay interest on power-pro 
ducing projects.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Nevada has 2 minutes re 
maining.

Mr. HOLLAND. Madam President, I 
yield an additional 10 minutes of my 
time to the Senator from Nevada.

Mr. BARRETT. Madam President, 
will the Senator from Nevada yield for a 
question?

Mr. MALONE. I am still yielding to 
the Senator from New York.

Mr. LEHMAN. Madam President, I 
wish to ask the Senator from Nevada if 
it is not a fact that New York State 
has received no direct interest or bene 
fit from the building of Grand Coulee, 
Boulder Dam, or the TVA. Yet I, rep 
resenting what I believe to be the will 
and approval of the people of New York, 
have voted for every one of those proj 
ects, simply because I believed each one 
of them was for the benefit of the United 

• States.
Mr. MALONE. I thank you for your 

. attitude in connection with western rec 
lamation projects—you know, of course, 
that we repay the money expended upon 
such projects—also that we pay 3 per 
cent interest on the Hoover Dam ex 
penditure in addition to adhering to a 
definite amortization program.

I hope the distinguished junior Sena 
tor from New York also knows that New 
York does not repay to the Federal Gov 
ernment any of the many millions of 
dollars expended in his State on flood- 
control and rivers and harbors improve 
ments. .

Mr. LEHMAN. Does the Senator 
from Nevada know that the State of 
New York and other States in the East 
have paid their share, and more than 
their share, of all those improvements?

Mr. MALONE. The junior Senator 
from New York should inform himself 
so he would know that New York does 
not repay the millions expended in that. 
State on flood control and rivers and 
harbors improvements.

Mr. LEHMAN. Madam President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. MALONE. I am very happy to do 
so.

Mr. LEHMAN. Will the Senator from 
Nevada mention any great or substan 
tial flood-control project that was begun 
in the State of New York through Fed 
eral funds?

Mr. MALONE. I am mentioning 
rivers and harbors. There have been 
millions and millions of dollars ex 
pended; for the purpose of this argu- 

. ment, I shall say that the Federal Gov 
ernment expended in New York State for 
rivers and harbors and flood control— 
1949, $19 million; 1950, $16,800,000; 1951, 
$18 million, and 1952 $11,600,000. The 
figures are round numbers.

Mr. LEHMAN. I shall be glad to see 
them.

Mr. WATKINS. Madam President, 
will the Senator yield?

Mr. MALONE. I yield.
Mr. WATKINS. Is it not a fact that 

many billions of dollars have been spent

on flood control, for which there has 
been no return to the Treasury from the 
individuals or organizations which.re7
•ceived direct benefit from flood control
•in the United States, but that under the 
reclamation program there is a require 
ment that every dollar be paid back?

WESTERN PROJECTS REPAID

Mr. MALONE. It is required that 
money spent for reclamation be returned 
to the Treasury and for Federal power 
development to be paid back with inter 
est, while New York, Texas, Louisiana, 
and California are among the chief 
beneficiaries under the Rivers and Har 
bors and Flood Control Act where no 
money is returned. We do not begrudge 
those developments. They are made in 
pursuance of a policy of Congress.
PUBLIC LAND OIL LEASES VERSUS EASTERN OIL 

LEASES

However, in passing I should like to 
say that whenever an oil lease is made in 
New York or in Ohio, the lease is made 
with the individual owner of such lands 
who is the only beneficiary.

This is because the individual owner 
of land owns the mineral rights and no 
one would will it otherwise.

WEIRD DECISION BY SECRETARY OF INTERIOR

Almost immediately following the Su 
preme Court decision of June 23, 1947, 
holding that the Federal Government 
had paramount rights, the Secretary of 
the Interior ruled in a weird, labored 
decision that, whereas the Government 
owned the sea-bottom lands in question, 
such lands were not subject to lease un- 

. der the National Oil and Gas Leasing 
Act of 1920.

The Solicitor of the Department of the 
Interior, Mastin G. White, said in his 
opinion, which is a masterpiece of open- 
field running, to support a decision al 
ready reached by a Secretary of the In 
terior:

Land situated below high-water mark has 
not-been regarded heretofore as Included In 
the term "public lands." For this reason 
alone, It may be concluded that the Mineral 
Leasing Act does not apply to the submerged 
lands, as they are, of course, below low tide.

NO QUESTION OF TIDELANDS OWNERSHIP BY 
STATES

I call attention to the fact that there 
has never been any question but that 
the tidelands belong to the States.

Thirty or forty decisions have given 
the tidelands to the States. So it was 
that Mr. White rendered the opinion 
from which I have just .quoted. It re 
quired imagination to reach this con 
clusion for the reason given.

No one has ever asserted that the 
submerged lands or the sea-bottom lands 
were not below low tide.

There are no States' rights involved 
in this controversy, because the Su 
preme Court said that the sea-bottom 
lands have always belonged to the 
United States, in spite of the claim to 
ownership by several States—that the 
principal of laches, or estoppel, or adverse 
possession does not run against the Fed 
eral Government.

The decision by the Solicitor General 
would appear to be a masterpiece of 
reasoning, since the Court in ruling that 
the sea-bottom lands were public lands 
said specifically that the Federal para 
mount rights in the 3-mile belt have not

been lost by reason of the conduct of its 
agents, nor by this conduct is the Gov. 
eminent barred from enforcing its rights 
by reason of principles similar to laches, 
estoppel, or adverse possession.
FEDERAL PUBLIC LAND LAWS NEED OVERHAULING

Madam President, since that decision 
was rendered, there never has been any 
question that the lands do belong to the 
United States Government. The ques 
tion before the Senate is whether we are 
going to start, piecemeal, deeding them 
to the States. The whole subject of the 
Federal public land law needs over- 
hauling.

However, I do not believe that such 
action can be effective by striking a 
glancing blow by legislating with respect 
to the lands of three States, while leaving 
the land of the remainder of the States 
in its present status.

OIL DISCOVERED IN NEVADA

Oil has just been discovered in Ne 
vada. Therefore, it becomes important 
to us in Nevada as to who owns the oil 
lands. In Wyoming, millions of dollars 
of Federal funds have been spent for 
reclamation purposes, as is true of all 
17 Western States,, including California 
and Texas. Still other States want to 
take their lands out of Federal control 
after they have profited from Wyoming 
and Nevada. Wyoming already has oil 
wells; Nevada may have them soon. Yet 
other States want to keep their own 
lands but profit by the production of 
petroleum in our States. Madam Presi 
dent, a principal is needed—arid the 
whole problem should be considered.

My fourth point is that the sea-bot 
tom lands are public lands in the light 
of Supreme Court decisions, and have 
always been public lands, since the Fed 
eral Government's title could not have 
been clouded by any prior action of its 
agents nor by any prior claims by in-; 
dividuals or States.

Fifth, the joint resolution which v 
are considering proposes a comple 
departure from the century-old polii 
of Congress to withhold known miner 
rights whenever the public lands we 
conveyed to States or to individuals, an 
it thereby discriminates against the pul 
lie land-States.

Whenever power is involved, such i 
in the construction of a dam, we a 
paying 3 percent—it was 4 percent fi 
a while, but it is always more than 
costs the Government.

Sixth, under the present law, 52 
percent of all moneys received from o 
and gas leases goes to the reclamatio 
fund and is used to develop the gres 
reclamation projects of this Natio. 
This joint resolution is designed to de 
prive the reclamation fund of money 
should have.

Seventh, whether the States or tt 
Federal Government owns the.sea-bo 
torn land, there is no reason to wori 
about the production of oil, if privfr 
industry is given a chance to realize* 
reasonable profit on the oil produce] 
The only force that will keep those P, 
deposits from being developed is a f 
trade policy that would wreck the dott>ej 
tic petroleum industry. j

I was present on the Senate floor aboj 
2 weeks ago and heard the distinguish^ 
Senator from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON]
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r, ^,,re a bill to limit oil imports to 10 
I- «it I understand that all of the 
Z?eirStates are in favor of that particular 
B" Ration, although they are also for an 

nsion of free trade, but they do not 
to be affected themselves, 

m President, I am skipping 
on my prepared address. I ask 

consent that it appear in the 
as thou^h l had delivered it in 

o detail.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the 

Senator withhold his request for a

m jklr MALONE. Time is running out.
T had better continue. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is 
provision in the Senate rules which

•nrecludes the Chair from entertaining
the request of the Senator from Nevada. 

Mr. MALONE. I shall continue.
FIRST DECISION ON SEA-BOTTOM LANDS

Statements have been made to the ef 
fect that many previous decisions ren 
dered by the Supreme Court of the 
United States have laid down a principle 
of State ownership broad enough to in 
clude the sea-bottom lands within their 
historic boundaries. However, when the' 
case of the United States against Cali 
fornia came before the United States Su 
preme Court in June 1947, the Supreme 
Court said, quoting its own language:

It (the question of ownership of sea-bottom 
lands] is before this Court for the first time.

This statement by the Court would 
clearly indicate that any reference to 
submerged lands in previous decisions 
concerning tidelands or navigable wate'rs 
were not directly in point and did not 
decide ownership of the sea-bottom 
lands.

SEA-BOTTOM LANDS ARE PUBLIC LANDS

Madam President, the chief purpose of 
this joint resolution is to deed federally 
owned public lands with known mineral 
deposits to certain States. The confir 
mation of State ownership to the lands 
under inland waters is only incidental, 
because the States' titles to those lands 
have been repeatedly confirmed by Court 
decision and are not in jeopardy.

There have been statements made to 
the effect that although the Federal Gov 
ernment may now have a property in 
terest in the sea-bottom lands that they 
are not public lands.

In the opinion of the junior Senator 
from Nevada, no such narrow distinction 
can be drawn.

The former Solicitor for the Depart 
ment of the Interior took the position 
that the National Oil and Gas Leasing 
Act of 1920 applies to public lands, but 
that it.does not apply to the federally 
owned sea-bottom lands because those 
lands do not qualify as public lands.

On that basis the Department of the 
Interior has refused to grant leasing per 
mits to applicants under the Mineral 
Leasing Act of 1920. These lands could 
at the present time be leased under that 
act if it is were not for what I consider 
erroneous opinions given by members of- 
the previous administration.

This question has been argued before 
the Federal courts, and its judicial de 
termination can be expected in the near 
future.

The case of Hynes v. Grimes Packing 
Co. (337 U. S. 86), decided by the Su 
preme Court of the United States on May 
31, 1949, has come to my attention, and 
I believe that the decision definitely and 
finally determines that the land under 
the marginal sea is public land.

The issue in that case was whether 
certain Indians in Alaska had the right 
to fish for salmon in the marginal sea 
off the Alaska coast. The existence of 
this right depended upon whether the 
marginal-sea lands were .covered by a 
statute, the body of which specifically 
declared that it should apply to the pub 
lic lands of the United States in accord 
ance with the explicit requirements of 
the statute under which the rights of the 
Indians were claimed.

Here there was a measure which by its 
own plain and explicit terms was stated 
by the Congress to be applicable to 
"public lands" of the United States. The 
Supreme Court reversed a decision of the 
circuit court of appeals which had held 
that the statute did not apply to the 
marginal-sea lands by reason of the 
"public-lands" limitation in the text of 
the act.

In reversing the court of appeals the 
Supreme Court held exactly to the con 
trary—that this statute applicable to 
"public lands" does apply to the sea-bot 
tom lands of the marginal sea. Unless 
it is to be argued that the two situations 
are different because one involves oil and 
the other involved fish, I see no escape 
from the conclusion that the sea-bottom 
lands of the marginal sea, wherever sit 
uated, are "public lands" under the au 
thority of the Supreme Court's decision 
in this case of Hynes versus Grimes 
Packing Co.

Madam President, my chief objection 
to this joint resolution is the fact that it 
is a complete departure from the cen 
tury-old policy of Congress under which 
the Federal Government withholds title 
to known minerals whenever it conveyed 
lands either to individuals or to States.

With the passage of the Mineral Leas 
ing Act of 1920 proceeds from leasing are 
distributed in the following manner: 
37 Yz percent to the State in which the 
leased land is situated, 52 l/2 percent to 
the reclamation fund, and 10 percent to 
the general fund for purposes of admin 
istration.

Under this act, the public-land States 
have contributed millions of dollars to 
the reclamation fund which has helped 
to finance the building of the great rec-. 
lamatlon projects of this Nation.

A source of great wealth lies beneath 
the sea-bottom lands off the shore of 
this Nation. If we are to depart from 
the century-old policy of withholding 
known mineral rights—the Mineral 
Leasing Act provides for the distribution 
of the revenues—I do not believe that 
the public land within any State should 
be released from this responsibility with 
out a complete study of the public-land 
problem.

Madam President, because I am con 
vinced that this departure from a well- 
established policy is about to be accom 
plished, and the junior Senator from 
Nevada does not intend to stand idly by 
and see his State or any of the other 
public-land States discriminated against.

therefore I have introduced an amend 
ment to this joint resolution which would 
treat all public-land States alike and 
deed to them the mineral rights in the 
public lands within their boundaries.

Madam President, if private capital is 
given a chance to make a fair and rea 
sonable profit on the investment the oil 
will be produced from the sea-bottom 
lands whether they are owned by the 
Federal Government or by the States.

There is only one barrier to the devel 
opment of the vast oil deposits in the 
submerged lands and that is the contin 
uation and extension of the free-trade 
policy. -Right now the domestic petro 
leum industry is suffering from the effect 
which imported oil, produced at only a 
fraction of the cost of producing a simi 
lar amount of oil here in the United 
States, has had on the domestic market.

The petroleum industry must continue 
to explore and drill and bring in new oil 
wells. It must always remain a going- 
concern industry for we never know at 
what moment the entangling alliances 
and commitments which I have recently 
brought to the attention of this body may 
plunge us into a full-scale war at which 
time the improved submarines of the 
enemy might completely stop imports. 
Without a petroleum industry which 
could immediately go into full produc 
tion we would be facing disaster. 

" A producing oil well cannot be dis 
covered and brought in overnight. Ex 
tracting oil is just another phase of the 
mining industry and there are many dry 
holes drilled for each good producer 
which is brought in.

Madam President, the question of 
State or Federal ownership has no ma 
terial effect on the production of oil 
from the sea-bottom lands. If we are to 
be concerned at all with the question of 
whether or not these deposits will be 
developed we must legislate so the pri 
vate investor will have an incentive to 
finance such development and this can. 
be done by fixing a flexible import fee 
based on fair and reasonable competi 
tion. This policy should not be confined 
merely to petroleum' or minerals, but 
should be extended to all imports.

Such a policy would not only protect 
our own standard of living, but it would 
have a strong tendency to raise the wages 
in countries wishing to export products 
to this country, because it is chiefly in 
the exploitation of labor that the true 
cost of production of any similar article 
differs.

Madam President, in conclusion I 
wish to say that the chief purpose of the 
joint resolution which we are now con 
sidering is to depart from a century-old 
policy of withholding the mineral rights 
whenever public lands are deeded to 
States or individuals.

This departure will deprive the recla- • 
mation fund of money to which it is 
entitled.

The public-land States who have con 
tributed their share to the reclamation 
fund are being discriminated against un 
less they receive similar treatment. To 
correct this wrong I urge that my 
amendment to Senate Joint Resolution, 
13 be adopted conveying to the public- 
land States title to the mineral deposits 
within their boundaries.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ad 

ditional time of the Senator from Ne 
vada has expired.

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my 
remarks, certain marked excepts from 
the hearings before the Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs.

There being no objection, the excerpts 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
Approximate acres of submerged lands within 

State boundaries
State: ' Marginal sea >.

! Alabama___--——————_——_ 101, 760
California__——————————— 2, 540, 800

• Connecticut.......————.._. 384, 000
Delaware——_________-—— 53, 760
Florida____________———— 4, 697, 600
Georgia_____________-_. 192, 000
Louisiana...————.—_—.——- 2, 668,160
Maine______________-—— 759, 680
Maryland___...—-__—.—— 59, 520
Massachusetts...--_.—-_—— 368, 640
Mississippi____.——._————— 136,320
New Hampshire....—————— 8,960
New Jersey_____-_„..-_- 249, 600
New York_______————— 243,840
North Carolina........———— 577,920
Oregon____________-„—- 568,320
Rhode Island.——————1-- 76,800
South Carolina.——....———— 359, 040
Texas..__________———— 2, 466, 560
Virginia._______——-—— 215, 040
Washington........——— r —— 300,800

• Total___._______—— 17,029,120
• World Almanac and Book of Facts for 

1947. published by the New. York World-Tele 
gram (1947), p. 138; Serial No. 22, Depart 
ment of Commerce, U. S. Coast and Geodetic. 
Survey, November 1915. In figuring the 
marginal sea area, only original State bound 
aries have been used. These coincide with 
the 3-mile limit for all States except Texas, 
Louisiana, and Florida Gulf coast. In the 
latter cases, the 3-league limit as established 
before or at the time of entry into the Union 
has been used.
Approximate acres of submerged lands of

chief proponents of S. J. Res. 13
State: Marginal sea

. California-—————.—-———. 2,540,800
Florida.———.———.-_-.——- 4,694
Louisiana_____-_-_-___ 2, 668,600
Texas...——...__——————— 2, 466, 560

Total..__——-.__——___—— 12,370,120
STATEMENT OP HON. GEORGE W. MALONE, A 

UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM THE STATE OP 
NEVADA 
Senator MALONE., Mr. Chairman, I am a

good deal in the position of the distinguished
Senator from Wyoming. I have no written
statement; merely notes.
NO TIDELANDS OR STATES RIGHTS IN SUPREME 

COURT DECISION
Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I may be 

somewhat repetitious here in the interest of 
a complete statement on my own account. 
I believe that all the testimony referred to 
tldelands. Inland waterways, and all that. 
We have cleared up two points in the testi 
mony, .and that is that there are no tide- 
lands or States rights Involved in the Su 
preme Court decision. That Is the propa 
ganda that was spread a foot thick in my 
State, even during the campaign.

Mr. Chairman, I have an inclusion in the 
record that I would like to make, which I 
will not read, but it will be in the copy that 
I submit for the record here today. It Is 
an excerpt from the Christian Science Moni 
tor, October 2, 1951.

Senator BARRETT. it may be received.

(The excerpt referred to follows:)
"We believe all the answers to Mr. Daniel's 

arguments are very simple and complete:
"1. The most fundamental misrepresenta 

tion regarding this problem is the statement 
that the disputed area Is tidelands. There 
is not 1 foot of tldelands involved—never 
has the National Government claimed any. 
part of State-owned tidelands or State- 
owned inland waters. The three Supreme 
Court decisions described the area in dispute 
as commencing where the tldelands end and 
extending oceanward. The complaints and 
decisions in all three cases specifically ex 
clude tidelands from the controversy.

"The use of the word 'tidelands' has been 
retained by the oil lobby to.becloud and 
misrepresent the real issue to Congress and . 
the American people. There are 54 Supreme 
Court decisions which hold that tidelands 
actually belong to the States. The oil-lobby 
group want to make it appear as if the Su 
preme Court had overruled all these prior 
decisions—taken the tldelands from the 
States and given them to the National Gov 
ernment under this new doctrine of neces 
sity. Never has a Supreme Court decision 
been so completely misrepresented.

"The only area in dispute is the offshore 
marginal sea, commencing where the tide- 
lands end and extending oceanward. In re 
gard to this area the Supreme Court said: 
•(a) The case of United States against Cali 
fornia was the first time a question of own 
ership of this offshore belt had ever come 
before the Supreme Court; (b) neither the 
Original Thltteen States, nor any new State 
after being admitted into the Union, have 
ever owned or controlled this submerged 
offshore belt.

" 'California, like the Thirteen Original 
Colonies, never acquired ownership in the 
marginal sea. The claim to our 3-mile belt, 
was first asserted by the National Govern 
ment. Protection and control of the area 
are Indeed functions of national external 
sovereignty (332 U. S., pp. 31-34). The mar 
ginal sea Is a national, not a State concern. 
National Interests, national responsibilities, 
national defense, relations with other pow 
ers, war, and peace focus there. National 
rights must therefore be paramount in that 
area' (339 U. S. 704).

"If the statements (a) and (b) are true 
(and a rereading will convince anyone that 
that Is exactly what the Supreme Court de 
cided) then the States have never owned the 
disputed area—the Supreme Court did not 
take this disputed area from the States and 
give it to the National Government—there Is 
no new theory or doctrine of law which the 
Supreme Court announced, that the Na 
tional Government can take property from 
the States without just compensation con 
trary to fundamental constitutional law."

STATES DO NOT OWN SEA BOTTOM
Senator MALONE. Of course, It has been 

made abundantly clear in. this testimony 
that In 1947 the question, "Is the State of 
California the owner of the 3-mile marginal 
belt along the coast?" came squarely before 
the Supreme Court of the United States, and 
that Court held that California is not the 
owner of the 3-mile marginal belt along its 
coast, and that the Federal Government 
rather than the State has paramount rights, 
a title superior to all others, in and power 
over that belt. In the States of Louisiana 
and 'Texas, the Supreme Court made similar 
rulings.

FIRST DECISION ON SEA BOTTOM
Mr. Chairman, up to this time there had 

not been a clear-cut decision on the sea-bot-' 
torn lands adjacent to the coast as to whether 
they were federally owned or public lands or 
belonged to the States. The question had 
not been directly raised. The Supreme 
Court was asked to pass on this question at 
that time.

(Insertion for the record submitted by 
•Senator MALONE, from his remarks in the

Senate of the United States July 4 and 5, 
1952, follows:)
"NO PRIOR DECISION AJTECTING SEA-BOTTOM 

LANDS
."Mr. President, in this connection there 

never has been a direct decision on sea-bot 
tom or submerged lands with reference to 
ownership until the 1947 Supreme Court de 
cision.

"The question was never raised directly 
before the Supreme Court until that time."

Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, at the risk 
of repetitious statement, it is well known that 
no tldelands, Inland waterways, or navigable 
rivers are included In the Supreme Court de 
cisions and that they are in no way affected • 
by the Supreme Court decisions. Nor are 
there any States rights violated in any way.' 
The States have exactly the same police pow 
er or general jurisdiction over. such public 
domain, known as the sea-bottom or sub-, 
merged lands, as they have over any other 
public lands located within the respective 
States.

POLICE POWER OVEB MARGINAL SEA
Mr. Chairman, as a fuller explanation, I 

would like to insert In the record at this 
point, a short statement entitled "Exercise ,by 
Coastal States of Police Power in the Mar 
ginal Sea," by the Solicitor of the Depart 
ment of the Interior. 

Senator BABHETT. It may be received, 
(The statement referred to follows:)

"EXERCISE BY COASTAL STATES Or POLICE POWER 
IN THE MARGINAL SEA

"That the police power of a coastal State 
extends over the marginal (or territorial) sea 
contiguous to Its coast was clearly estab 
lished by the Supreme Court in the case of 
SMriotes v. Florida (313 U. S. 69 (1941)).. 
That case Involved the power of the State 
of Florida to regulate the sponge fishery off 
its. coast. The Supreme Court held, among 
other things, •• • » that Florida has an 
interest in the proper maintenance of the 
sponge fishery and that the (Florida) statute 
so far as applied to conduct within the terri 
torial waters of Florida, in the absence of 
conflicting Federal legislation, is within the 
police power of the State' (p. 75).

"The Supreme Court, In the case of roomer 
V. Witsell (334 U. S. 385 (1948)), again up 
held the authority of a coastal State to 
exercise its police power in the marginal sea 
contiguous to Its coast. That case involved 
the authority of the State of South Carolina 
to regulate commercial shrimp fishing in the 
marginal sea.

"The Toomer case was decided after the 
Supreme Court had rendered its decision in 
the case of United States against California, 
holding that the lands comprising the bed 
of the marginal sea are Federal rather than 
State-owned lands. Thus, it is clear from' 
the decision in the Toomer case that the fact 
that the lands comprising the bed of the 
marginal sea are Federal lands does not af 
fect the authority of a coastal State to exer 
cise its police power with respect to activi 
ties conducted in such lands or in the 
waters above them. A State's police power 
over activities conducted in the marginal sea 
is comparable to a State's police power over 
activities conducted on public-domain lands 
situated within the boundaries of the State."

SEA BOTTOM IS PUBLIC LAND
Senator MALONE. The effect of the United 

States Supreme Court decisions makes these 
submerged lands public lands within the. 
State boundaries just the same as approxi 
mately 65,000,000 acres of public lands lo 
cated In my State of Nevada. It is only 
In the minds and opinions of certain public 
officials that these submerged lands are not 
public lands within the meaning of th« 
Federal Oil and Gas Leasing Act ot 1920 
and the final decision is with the courts.

Mr. Chairman, as testified to yesterday by 
one of the principal attorneys in this case.
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. Rp"pllcants sued the Secretary of the 

T terior to reverse the decision that he made " 
mediately following the Supreme Court 

Incision that they were Federal lands when 
sold that the National Oil and Gas Leas- 

J16 Act was not applicable to the submerged 
sea-bottom lands. This court decision is 

°r dy' to be rendered; according to one of 
*he principal attorneys, Mr. Wheeler, former 
nnited States Senator, as soon as the Su-

erne Court passes on the master's recom-
endation as to the limit or the boundary of 

Ue inland waters.
There are approximately 750 million acres 

, public lands. My own State of Nevada 
contains approximately 65 million acres of 
nubile land.

It is made absolutely clear that the Fed 
eral Government does have paramount 
rlehts a title superior to all others, in and 
r,ower over the sea-bottom lands seaward 
nf mean low tide, and that the Congress of 
the United States has the power to grant 
tn the States title to the submerged lands in 
miestlon. However, in the past the Federal 
Government has followed the policy of with 
holding the subsurface rights to known 
minerals in granting title to Federal lands. 
II this policy is to be changed, if it is to be 
reversed, then, Mr. Chairman, there should 
be a general public lands act which would 
deal equitably with all Of the public lands, 
and not only the public lands under the 
marginal sea or the sea-bottom lands. Most 
of the public lands are located principally 
in the 11 Western States—your own State, 
Wyoming; my own State of Nevada, begin 
ning on the eastern boundary of Montana, 
Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico, and 
everything west. Only a relatively small 
acreage is in the other States.

CONGRESS CAN CEDE SEA BOTTOMS TO STATES

There is no question as to the authority 
of Congress to deed to the States wherein 
they are located in fee simple all or any part 
of such lands, for example, the minerals, 
but no State has ever claimed such lands as 
a right.

Mr. Chairman, no one In Nevada, and I 
am sure in Wyoming, according to the state 
ment of the distinguished Senator from 
Wyoming, acting as chairman of these pro 
ceedings, has ever claimed any forest re 
serves or any parks. In fact, they have never 
claimed any Federal lands. For 30 years 
while I have been in the engineering busi 
ness in the 11 Western States they have 
argued as to whether or not they should own 
them.

Senator BARRETT. Senator, there Is one 
question I would like to ask you. I assure 
you that I am not trying to be facetious. 
If these submerged lands are properly classi 
fied as public lands, then of course they have 
been public lands all the time.

The point I am trying to make Is that the 
public lands were open to homestead settle 
ment after 1862, and of course a good many 
people moved onto these public lands In 
your state and mine before they were sur 
veyed, and the Congress recognized those 
People who squatted on the lands and es 
tablished a home on the lands.

By the same line of reasoning, could not 
a . fellow have filed a homestead .on those 
lands out there in the submerged areas?

HOMESTEADS
Senator MALONE. Just as ridiculous home 

steads were filed. The junior Senator from 
"evada started on the public lands In 1914 
»s surveyor and engineer for cattle and sheep 
th ?i3mes and individuals, and those were 
«e times of the range fights. Many times 

rieh°mestead would be-filed to get a water 
of ir'. Where there was no possible chance 
th- 5 gatlng any land in accordance with, 
prov °mestead law. But It took time to. 
the flu •Theref°re. during the time that
befor r 6 Was runnlne for tne flrst yea*- 

re it could be proved that a certain num

ber of acres could not be put into cultiva 
tion or before an inspector got out there, 
they had the use of that spring.

I might say that looking back on It after 
a few' years—the junior Senator was 24 
years old then—he had a transit on his 
shoulder and a couple of chainmen and : 
rodmen, a checkbook in his hip pocket, and 
would buy-lands for companies or individ 
uals if they thought it was worth the money. 
He also had a .45 automatic in a shoulder' 
holster, and did not button his flannel shirt 
for a good many years. That is what they 
called range fights.

NEVADA'S RANGE LAW
Our own State public laws took care of 

that. I was the State engineer for 8J4 years, 
from 1927 to 1935, in the State of Nevada. 
We passed what was called a stock-water 
right, where the State engineer could turn 
down, even though there was plenty of water 
for an additional herd of stock, if he found 
that' the range was already substantially 
utilized in that area he could turn It down, 
and it was his duty to do that.

We had the range in pretty good shape be 
fore we ever heard of the Taylor Grazing Act, 
which has raised Old Ned with the livestock 
people practically all over the West. The 
administrators of that act took it upon them- 
sajves right away to make the rules and 
regulations, and to divide the range, when 
someone was already established and a new 
raiser came in, or when they transferred the 
range, they cut it 10 or 20 percent, and they 
could raise the fees any time they wanted 
to. So they controlled one of the parts of 
a livestock unit. The three parts are: Water 
rights, the ranch where the feed is raised for 
the winter, and then the public range. Any 
one who controls one part of this unit, of 
course, controls all the unit. So they were 
just running them off the range.

That is something that can be taken up 
under another head, but it also vitally 
touches this problem of the control of the 
public lands that we are now dealing with 
for another purpose.

FOREST LAKDS

The forest lands would be excepted. In 
my own State we have 5 million acres of 
forest lands, that is, theoretically. The 
stockmen are partly responsible for the with 
drawal for forest reserves, because they had 
no other way of controlling summer range, 
and the forest reserves are mostly summer 
range, in mountainous and desert areas, as 
all the Senators realize who are in the pub 
lic-lands States.

Out of this 5 million acres, I would say 
without fear of contradiction there are not 
over a half million acres of forests in the 
State of Nevada that could ever be called 
forests. It is impossible to reforest or to set 
out trees where it never was forested be 
cause of insufficient rainfall. Sometimes 
the rainfall is as low as 2 V4 to 3 Inches, in 
certain parts of Nevada.

I should say that in the long run, If you 
are going to reserve the forests to the Gov 
ernment, even if you deeded the lands to the 
States, that these forest areas should be 
reclassified. That, of course, will all come 
when we have any general public-land bill, 
that I certainly would recommend if we are 
going to change the present policy by deed 
ing to the States mineral rights under Fed 
eral lands.. Certainly .we are doing it with 
this bill before us.

Senator BARRETT. Will the Senator yield to 
me?

Senator MALONE. I would be happy to.
Senator BARRETT. 1 think the Senator is' 

correct in his assumption there. By the 
same token, I believe that there are certain 
areas of timberlands under the administra 
tion of the Taylor Grazing Act, and if and 
when we find any lands that are In fact 
timberlands, they ought to be transferred 
over to the forest reserves, In my judgment.

Senator MALONE. They should be In the 
forest reserve, controlled either-by the State 
or the Federal Government. It really does 
not make much difference, in my opinion.

SQUATTERS' RIGHTS

I Was going to touch on this matter of 
squatters' rights. The junior ^Senator from 
Nevada, as he mentioned the other day, held 
a commission as mineral surveyor under the 
Government for 25 years. Under $5,000 bond, 
you could go out into your surveyed or un- 
surveyed country and survey a mining claim 
or patent and put up your own monuments. 
It was never questioned. You simply filed 
with the Federal Government your notes, 
and your bond took eare of the rest of it.

Squatters' right referred to unsurveyed 
land for mineral claims. A squatter was 
known as a man who would go out into an 
area that was unsurveyed and take up what 
he would call a homestead. You could not 
take up a homestead on unsurveyed ground, 
but if he stayed right there he could hold 
what is known as squatter's right. If the 
first squatter left and someone else came 
to the location, the newcomer had the squat 
ter's right. This is well known to the courts. 
You could not hold any unsurveyed land if 
you did not stay right on it. If you did 
stay right there on the land then when it 
was surveyed you could file on it.

Senator BARRETT. That is right. I think 
that when most of the States were admitted 
to the Union, two sections, 16 and 36, were 
granted to the State. I think you will find 
a provision of law in all the enabling acts 
to the effect that where certain people have 
acquired rights by reason of being squatters 
on the land, then the States would get in- 
lieu lands in place of the lands that were 
preempted by the squatters. The Federal 
Government recognized squatters' rights.

Senator MALONE. I doubt if the States got 
the lands, but the squatters' rights were rec 
ognized to the squatter himself as soon as 
it was surveyed, if he had.not left the land 
and someone else moved in in his absence.

Senator BARRETT. That is true. If, when 
It came out, it happened to be all or part 
of section 16, let us say, or section 36, then 
the States did not get that land and they 
got land in lieu of the land taken by the 
squatter.

Senator MALONE. That is true. I misun 
derstood the distinguished Senator from 
Wyoming in his reference to sections 16 and 
36. It was the other sections that I had 
reference to.
BOTALTT FROM RESOURCES FOR RECLAMATION 

FUND

In the proposed bills. Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13 and Senate bill 294, all the now 
public lands under the marginal sea or sea- 
bottom lands would be granted to the coastal 
States, and all the revenues from the royal 
ties resulting from the leasing of such lands 
would go to the States wherein such lands 
were located. These bills would repudiate 
the present division of royalties received by 
the Federal Government from the public 
lands under the National Oil and Gas Leas 
ing Act, under which the Government re 
ceives 10 percent for supervision, 37 54 per 
cent goes to the State wherein such oil and 
gas may be located, and 57 5£ percent goes 
to the reclamation fund to be expended for 
reclamation within the reclamation States, 
which now include 17 Western States. It 
did only include the 11 Western States for . 
a considerable time, and I think the junior 
Senator from Nevada had something to do 
with the expansion, because it was realized 
that the western half of that tier of States— 
Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, and the 
two Dakotas—were semiarid, at least. Some 
of them are really arid west of the 97th 
meridian. West of that line It is considered - 
semiarid,..and then, of course, when you 
travel west of those States the land is really 
arid. Those States which I have mentioned 
wanted to come In under the Reclamation
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Act, and they are under the Reclamation 
Act.

I want to say for the benefit of the Sen 
ators who may not have had experience In 
that line, that there are several other States 
that have wanted to come under the Rec 
lamation Act because of the drought periods 
in those States where it is possible to store 
water and carry over during the drought 
period. I think It is clear why the 11 West 
ern States were Included as recipients 
through the reclamation fund created in part 
from the royalty received under the National 
Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920, because 
it was In those States where the principal 
revenues accrued. Oil had not been dis- - 
covered, and there had been no Supreme 
Court decision, so there was not supposed 
to be any public lands in Louisiana or Texas 
or any of the Eastern States.

So it took a Supreme Court decision to de 
termine that they are public-lands States, 
and at the moment they are. In the absence 
of any special legislation.

The. reclamation fund has been described 
several times, and I would ask that a state 
ment contained In my debate last year be 
Included In the record at this time, clarify 
ing it.

Senator BARBETT. Without objection. It is 
EO ordered.

(The material referred to follows:)
"THE RECLAMATION FUND

"?n 1920 the National Oil and Gas Leasing 
Act decreed that 52 V4 percent of the royalties 
from the leases on such public domain shall 
go to the reclamation fund, 37'/4 percent to 
the States wherein such leases are located, 
and 10 percent to the Federal Government 
for supervision. • : 
"Distribution of revenues derived under the 

Mineral Leasing Act
"The revenues derived by the United States 

from mineral operations on public lands un 
der the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 are dis 
tributed as follows: 37 Y2 percent Is paid to 
the respective States within whose bound 
aries the lands comprising the source of the 
Income are situated; 52'/2 percent goes into 
the reclamation fund; and 10 percent is de 
posited in the Treasury to the credit of 
miscellaneous receipts (sec. 35, Mineral Leas- 
Ing Act of 1920; 30 U. 8. C., 1946 ed,, sec. 191).

"There are pending at the present time in 
the United States District Court for the Dis 
trict of Columbia several cases Involving the 
question whether the Mineral Leasing Act of 
1920 applies to lands comprising the bed of 
the marginal sea. If it should be judicially 
determined as a result of the pending litiga 
tion that the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is 
applicable to such lands, the income derived 
from the development of the oil and gas de 
posits in these lands would, of course, be 
distributed in the manner outlined above— 
i. e., the several coastal States would get 37% 
percent of the money derived from opera 
tions In the portions of the marginal seabed 
contiguous to their respective coasts; 57 y, 
percent of the money would go Into the 
reclamation fund and would be used for the 
reclamation of arid lands in the 17 Western 
States; and 10 percent would be deposited in 
the Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous 
receipts.

... . . The proponents of State ownership 
seeks to transfer that part of the public 
domain known as the sea bottom or sub- 

' merged lands between low tide and the State 
line, to the States wherein they are located.

"The transfer would mean, of course, that 
all the royalties or revenues from such leases 
would accrue to the individual States to the 
exclusion of the reclamation fund, and 
thereby nullify the 32-year-old Government 
policy initiated by the Congress in 1920.

"One hundred billion dollars' worth of 
petroleum

"It Is estimated that from $40 billion to 
$100 billion of petroleum will be produced 
within the sea-bottom lands area affected

-by the Supreme Court decisions affecting the 
sea-bottom lands. Twelve and one-half 
percent has been the customary roy 
alty to be received from these areas. 
Fifty-two and one-half percent of that 
amount would go to the reclamation fund, 
amounting to between $2% billion and $6 
billion to such reclamation fund, with 
which to construct reclamation projects In 
the 17 Western States.

"Nevada is vitally concerned In the dis 
position of the royalty payments from oil 
and gas production In the public domain, 
since Congress stipulated in the 1920 Na 
tional Oil and Gas Leasing Act tha't 52 yj 
percent of such royalties should accrue to 
the reclamation fund, to be expended in .the. 
17 reclamation States.
"The public-land States should be treated 

alike
"I may say that this act has been amend 

ed from time to time, but as it stands now, 
that is the situation. If the oil- and gas- 
bearing public lands are to be transferred 
to the States It should be done through a 
bill Introduced in the 83d Congress in 1953, 
simply stipulating that when oil or gas is 
discovered on the publicly owned lands, im 
mediately such lands are to be transferred 
to the States.

"That would then equalize the situation*. 
Many companies are drilling for oil and gas 
now in my State of Nevada under the Na 
tional Oil and Gas Leasing Act.

"We have high hopes that they will dis 
cover oil. Under a bill then of that nature, 
when such oil was discovered such lands 
would be automatically transferred to the 
State of Nevada in the same manner as it is 
proposed to transfer to the States in this case. 
the publicly owned lands Including the .sub 
merged' or sea-bottom lands seaward from 
low tide to the State boundaries."

EQUAL TREATMENT FOR PUBLIC-LAND STATES

Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I have no' 
quarrel with the theory of extending juris 
diction of the coastal States out to their his 
torical boundaries, Just as the jurisdiction 
of the State of Nevada Is extended to its 
boundaries, but I do contend that the policy 
of Congress to withhold to the Federal Gov 
ernment the rights in the subsoil of the 
public lands where mineral deposits are 
known to exist either should not be changed 
or, if it is changed, should apply to all of the 
public-lands States. In other words, it 
should not be done by special legislation and 
sharpshooting at Nevada and Wyoming, Cali 
fornia, Louisiana, or Texas. It should treat 
them all alike. I see no reason why this 
policy should not be extended to the public 
lands under the marginal sea within the his 
torical boundaries of the coastal States. In 
other words, there seems to have arisen in 
the public mind—through publicity which 
I want to say here and now had nothing to 
do with the newspaper people, because the 
statement was made so many times that they 
could hot have understood It otherwise-— 
that these were tldelands. If the State 
boundaries went out beyond the tidelands, 
which Is between mean low tide and mean 
high tide, then, of course, if the State bound 
aries extended out there, then they owned 
the land, which is not true at all. Owner 
ship of the land has nothing to do with the 
State boundaries.
PREVIOUS CONDUCT-OF AGENTS DID NOT CLOUD 

FEDERAL TITLE

Through the Supreme Court decision that 
has now been made and la the law of the 
land until such time, If and when, Con 
gress takes action to change the situation, 
they are public lands within the boundaries 
of the State Just exactly the same as the 65 
million acres in the State of Nevada. We 
have made that clear enough, I think. The 
Supreme Court covered that point specifi 
cally, that the mistakes or the conduct of 
Its agents had nothing at all to do with 
the Federal Government's ownership of the

sea-bottom land seaward of low mean tide. 
Public officials are transient, Mr. Chairman. 
Just as Senators and Congressmen are tran 
sient. They may vote something in this 
session of Congress, and in some other ses 
sion may change it. They can make or un 
make the laws of the land.

So Just because we decide something here, 
just because some public official decides 
something, does not mean it will not change. 
As the fellow said one time, "There is noth 
ing permanent but change."

The Supreme Court specifically cleared up 
that point. Whether it was Mr. Ickes, who 
is now dead, whether It was the last Secre 
tary of the Interior, or whether it was the 
present one, he has nothing to. do with mak 
ing the law, and anything he says is his 
interpretation, which in the final analysis," 
when passed upon by the Supreme Court, 
may or may not be correct.

PRODUCTION IS NOT RETARDED

Mr. Chairman, there is no foundation for 
the argument that the exploration and pro 
duction of oil and-gas would be retarded if 
the proposed legislation is not passed by 
Congress. I have heard this assertion many . 
times, and it is a good argument if it is not 
explained. But as has been explained here, 
the Federal Government can proceed to lease 
such lands in the same manner as has been 
done for the past 30 years under the Fed 
eral Oil and Gas Leasing Act, and the 
revenues will continue to be divided as pro 
vided by law or as may be hereafter pro 
vided.

There Is nothing permanent about the 
52 1/2 percent to the Bureau of Reclamation, 
10 percent to the Federal Government, and_ 
37;4 percent to the States. If any Congress: 
wanted to change it and the President signed 
the bill, it would be changed as of that date.

SEA-BOTTOM LANDS COULD NOW BE LEASED

If, as explained here, these filings—that I 
will come-to pretty soon—are not bona fide: 
due to the fact that they may be filed on. 
existing or known structures, and the Secre- : 
tary so rules—and he is the one to do. the 
ruling, in the absence of special legislation 
by Congress—then arid in that event, if It 
Is known oil land, the Federal Government, 
under the Secretary of the Interior, could- 
proceed to lease these lands on the basis of 
competitive bids or otherwise, as provided by 
law, and no delay would ensue whatever 
unless deliberately designed by the Secre 
tary of the Interior. And we think the • 
previous Secretaries of Interior did deliber 
ately delay it by their two rulings. It ap 
pears a little too much as If they had an. 
objective, first, when Mr. Ickes said that he 
could not grant these applicants permits 
because the States owned the land; and then 
after the Supreme Court said the States did 
not own the land In the case of United States 
against California, Mr. Chapman suddenly 
said that the National Oil and Gas Leasing 
Act was not applicable.

Mr. Chairman, the applicants then prompt 
ly sued, which it was their right to do, to 
reverse that decision. Arguments have been 
made, as we heard In the testimony here 
yesterday, and they are awaiting decision 
on the Supreme Court's action on the special 
master's recommendation as to the bound 
aries of the inland waterways.

I want to say to you, Mr. Chairman, there 
has been no delay, anyway. The States have 
continued to grant leases, even after It was 
under consideration by the Supreme Court, 
and they continued to drill new wells. 
There was no delay. They are getting out a 
lot of oil. If you think there Is any delay, 
go down and take a look at it. I did. There 
is no delay. There need not be any delay- 
That Is my point.

POTENTIAL OH, IN THE SEA BOTTOMS

It Is variously estimated, Mr: Chairman,'; 
by people who have knowledge of this situ-, 
atlon and have a foundation for their esti-^ 
mate, that the lands In question seaward;
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m their boundaries contain from 40 to 100 

hiillon barrels of oil.
Senator DANIEL. Will you give me the
me of anybody making such an estimate?
Senator MALONE. I will finish It for the rec-

,j (The estimate did Include the Conti- 
°ental Shelf.)

senator DANIEL. This la In the friendliest 
f spirit. I think this whole controversy 

maybe gets a little bit too big if we use those 
Stirnates, unless they are pretty true.

you heard the United States Coast and. 
Geodetic Survey estimates, did you not?

Senator MALONE. Their record is not very 
rood They claimed we had 5 billion bar 
rels of oil, If you remember, In 1925; and Mr. 
ickes said, in the early thirties that we would . 
be out ol oil very soon. He was running out 
of oil every year, because he figured that we 
knew where all the oil Is located.

people who are experienced In the drilling 
for Oii—and I will furnish the references for 
the record—believe that this amount of oil Is 
very likely to be found within this area.

Senator DANIEL. Is that just within the 
historic boundaries?

Senator MALONE. Within the claimed 
boundaries of the States on this public land,

Senator DANIEL. You will give us the 
names of those who made the estimates you 
have mentioned?

Senator MALONE. I will give you the refer 
ences. ' .

(NOTE.—Senator MALONE subsequently 
submitted the following explanatory state 
ment :)

"I find upon Investigation that my refer 
ence to the estimated amount of oil In the 
submerged lands Included the entire Con- 

• tinental Shelf. However, since only an in 
finitesimal area of the sea bottom lands un 
der the 3-mile belt of the marginal sea has 
been actually subjected to drilling explora 
tion, it can well be expected the total amount 
of oil discovered there over the years ahead 
will probably be many time the present esti 
mates. Past experience has shown that the 
estimates have usually been much too con 
servative in other areas which have now been 
developed."

Senator MALONE. I made speeches about It 
and debated It, and through engineering ex 
perience for 30 years, and having fought Sec 
retary Ickes for 20 years on It, I finally got 
him to the point where he did not make such 
assertions.

1 made the statement in San Antonio, Tex., 
before the Independent Oil Operators ln.194'8, 
that you could not possibly run out of pe 
troleum fuels in the United States of Amer 
ica except by desire, and proved it.

He never since that time has made any 
such statement.

Senator DANIEL. The only reason I ques 
tion you here Is that you have Just given the 
highest figures of anybody I have ever heard, 
as to the possibilities "within original State 
boundaries.

Senator MALONE. Not the original State 
boundaries. I am talking now about the 
claimed boundaries. The Continental Shelf 
is included.

Senator DANIEL. Are you talking about the 
entire Continental Shelf?

Senator MALONE. No. I am talking about 
the claimed boundaries of the States. The 
Continental Shelf is Included in such estl-' 
mates.

Senator DANIEL. Tou mean the 3-mtle and ' 
a-league boundaries?

Senator MALONE. That Is right. The Con- 
"nental Shelf is included.

Senator LONG. My understanding was that 
r!e 4°-billion-barrel estimate which I heard, 
wnlch at that time sounded enormous to 
we, was based on the theory that. If you 
th ulnto the Gult of Mexico south "from 
Sh f to the ed£e °r the Continental 
oil tx and then you estimated the amount of 
en,. could be Produced based on experi- 
tan B north °« dfy land an equal dls- 
ase y°u could estimate that If it was Just

good, acre for acre, south of .the.shoreline.

as It was north of the shoreline, you might 
arrive at your 40 billion barrels. But this Is 
the first time I have heard It urged that even 
the 40-bllllon figure, which I regarded as 
being very large at the time and far more 
than you would ever recover, was to be mul 
tiplied within the 3-mlle limit or the 10-mile 
limit. The 40-blllion figure, as I recall, re 
lated to the entire Continental Shelf, which 
is out as far as 125 miles.

RESERVE OP NATURAL RESOURCES UNDERESTI 
MATED

Senator MALONE. I will say to the distin 
guished Senator from Louisiana that there 
never has been yet an estimate by the USGS 
that was not an underestimate. In other 
words, since we are In this quarrel with the 
Department of the Interior—you might call 
It so—I was so irritated that it adds up to 
one of the reasons I ran for the Senate to 
start with. There was so much misinforma 
tion on minerals and oil and everything 
else, put out by the Department of the 
Interior at that time, to the effect that we 
were out of all Tclnds of minerals. I would 
not go into this business If it was not neces 
sary.

All of the Information proved, If explora 
tion were allowed to continue—which it was 
not under that regime—that there would be 
plenty of oil and a much larger supply of 
the so-called strategic and critical minerals, 
and materials If the miners and prospectors 
were allowed to continue their work without 
a Government bureau breathing down their 
necks.

I could go into that. In the matter of 
tungsten, we were out of tungsten, accord- 
Ing to Mr. Ickes, when he came Into office. 
When I went into World War I, we were 
out of tungsten. We finally, through World 
Wars I and II, became self-sufficient in the ( 
production of tungsten when It was neces 
sary. I know about the matter because I 
was special consultant to the Senate Military 
Affairs Committee and reported to them.

So we used tremendous amounts of tung- 
.sten for 35 years, and we have more domestic 
tungsten In sight now that we have ever 
had. If the SEC would get off the necks 
of the miners and If we had a floor under 
wages and Investments In the form of a 
duty, tariff, or import fee, there would be a 
much greater domestic supply of such stra 
tegic minerals. The Constitution of the 
United States provides that the Congress 
shall regulate foreign commerce and impose 
tariffs, Imposts, and excises.

I visited Burma to inspect one source of 
our competition and saw these tungsten 
deposits. They are at war now, but when 
it is stopped, the flow of tungsten from there 
will cause domestic production to practi 
cally cease, unless there is a floor in the 
form of a tariff under these investments.

The main thing that has kept you In the 
oil business and the mining business Is the 
depletion allowance.

We have had to fight the administration 
and Congress every year to retain the de 
pletion allowance. I have appeared so reg 
ularly before the committee of the House 
that some of them think I am a Member of 
the House of representatives.

This 27Vi percent depletion allowance orx 
oil and 15 percent depletion allowance on 
minerals, is the only thing that has kept us 
in the mineral or oil business.

I think If the distinguished Senator from 
Louisiana goes into this question he will 
find that out.

SEC RETARDS RESOURCES EXPLORATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT

But the SEC, with its small-caliber engi 
neers—and they cannot hire any other kind 
because a man who can do anything about 
it is out there doing it—try to determine 
the feasibility of a mine, an oil well, or 
anything, before they will allow any stock 
to be sold. After the stock Is starting on 
the market, they get a crackpot letter or

some similar misinformation, as I suppose 
General Motors gets sometimes, and then 
they announce in a loud tone of voice that 
they are going to Investigate this matter. 
No matter what they find, the boy is through 
selling stock. So with the SEC, with the 
restrictions that the Department of the In 
terior put on for 20 years, we were Just about 
out of business. Just as the cowmen are 
getting hurt now, minerals have been hurt 
all the time.

LOW WAGES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

I will not go into these matters because 
in my opinion they have no place here, but 
I can. I have studied them for 30 years. 
I visited Japan to find out from where the 
crockery which I find all over town in the 
medium-priced and cheaper market was 
coming and I found it processed in factories 
paying 7 to 12 cents an hour for a Japanese 
skilled worker, as against $1.80 over here.

That is the reason these pottery manufac 
turers are going out of business In Ohio and 
other places. You will hear more about it 
on the Senate floor.

So with all of the restrictions around it, 
the USGS were almost able to make their 
predictions come true, but not quite.

Senator LONO. I believe you used the fig 
ure 100 billion barrels of oil. If there are 
100 billion barrels of oil within the 3-mlle 
limit——- : • • -

Senator DANIEL. Forty.
Senator LONG. I believe you estimated 40 

to 100 billion.
Senator MALONE. Yes, I did.
Senator LONG. If there are 40 to ,100 bil 

lion barrels of oil within the 3-mile limit, if 
you use the same yardstick that was used in 
some of the prior estimates in estimating 
that it would be Just as good, acre per acre, 
the .further you went out on the Continental 
Shelf, would that not indicate that there 
are perhaps several trillion barrels of oil on 
the Continental Shelf beyond the original 
boundaries?
ENGINEERING PROGRESS WILL PRODUCE ADEQUATE 

OIL SUPPLY

Senator MALONE. I am entirely Impatient 
with anybody who thinks we can possibly 
run out of oil it you turn the oil companies 
loose and let them go. That is all you have 
to do, either way, whether it is under the 
supervision of the Government or under the 
States. Let them alone. They know how 
to drill for oil. Do not try to break them.

An engineer told me on my visit to the 
coast when this was under consideration be 
fore, that while they could not at this mo 
ment drill In the deep water, they were per 
fecting methods and they thought within a 
very reasonable time they would be able to 
drill wells in the deep water on the Con 
tinental Shelf. Engineers will whip anything 
if there is enough money in It to let them, 
experiment and go through with it.

Senator BARRETT. How deep did they say 
they could go?

Senator MALONE. They did not say there 
was a limit. They Just said they thought 
they could go wherever there was 'oil, given 
time, and the incentive.

Senator BASRETT. Even under 600 feet of 
water?

Senator MALONE. I would say so; yes.
Senator BARRETT. I do not know a thing 

about it.
Senator MALONE. Neither did I at that mo 

ment, but that is what the technical men 
told me.

MUST BE AN INCENTIVE FOR INVESTMENT

Of course, the incentive must be there so 
they can profit from it. We went through. 
20 years of trying to take the profit or the 
incentive out of wildcatting and prospect 
ing, that is, drilling for oil, or prospecting 
for new mines. We did almost run out of 
minerals, and might have, except for the 
fact that the people concerned flocked into 

.Washington, D. C. They are pretty smart.
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after you break them once. They got loans 
from the General Services and the RFC, and 
the guaranteed unit price, and a short amor 
tization period, and put every taxpayer la 
America in business with them.

Of course, they are not going to lose the 
money. They will not lose Government 
money. These people do It on the theory 
that if Uncle Sam is a partner, then the 
Congress will be more lenient with them 
and probably will not try to break them.
CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY TO REGULATE 

FOREIGN COMMERCE
However, if the Federal Government will 

establish a long-range policy, through a flex 
ible tariff to provide a floor under wages 
and investments, then private capital will 
go into the mining business.

The Constitution empowers Congress to 
fix tariffs and imposts and to regulate for 
eign commerce, but It does not'say that such 
powers can be transferred to the Secretary 
of State, yet the Congress in 1934 transferred 
Its constitutional responsibility to the ex 
ecutive branch.

If I were adviser to a President, I would 
advise him to refuse to accept this respon 
sibility. The prevloxis Presidents have ac 
cepted this tremendous responsibility for 
the last 18 years, and our present President 
Is now in the throes of making a decision 
whether or not he is going to accept It. I 
doubt if he does, when he realizes Its impli 
cations.
LARGE REVENUE FROM SEA-BOTTOM RESOURCES

Oil is selling—I have not looked up the 
market recently—at somewhere around $2.50 
a barrel. That means. Mr. Chairman. $100 
to $250 billion Involved in this transfer in 
the event this estimate is anywhere near 
correct.

(See explanatory statement above.)
The law provides that in granting leases 

within proven territory, the Federal Gov 
ernment may ask for bids on the amount of 
royalty to be paid. Much of this area is 
within proven fields. That has all been re 
viewed, and I guess there Is no question 
about that.

The city of Long Beach has let leases— 
I get this from the testimony of the engineer 
of the city of Long Beach and other sources— 
has let leases giving it a gross of as high as 
84 percent, Instead of the customary 12% 
percent or one-eighth of the production that 
Is generally collected by the Government and 
by the States. The net to the city in some 
cases, after the expense of drilling and mar 
keting, Is said to be as high as 68 percent.

There is no reason why the Federal leases 
could not be on a similar basis to that of 
the city of Long Beach, and then the Fed 
eral Government could ask for bids and, if 
arranged on a similar basis, it could mean a 
return to the Government of $60 to $170 
billion. It would be quite a nick In the na 
tional debt, even if they took it away from 
the reclamation fund, which we would hate 
to see; but it would, after all, belong to the 
Federal Government, and Congress could do 
with It as they saw fit.

Assuming an average of the 2 figures, of 
$119 billion, which Is equal to more than 45 
percent of the national debt. It would be 
quite a boon to the taxpayers of this Nation; 
or, divided in the usual manner, would mean 
$44 billion to the States wherein such oil Is 
located, $11.9 billion to the Federal Govern 
ment, and $62.475 billion to the Bureau of 
Reclamation. This $62.475 billion might be 
divided between reclamation. Federal roads, 
and flood-control projects, which would help 
to develop and build up our Nation,

I think we went into that very thorough 
ly. Some of the States may not want recla 
mation, but they certainly want appropria 
tions for flood control, and get hundreds of 
millions of dollars for flood control for which, 
there Is no return to the Federal Govern 
ment; and, Mr. Chairman, I am for that. It 
is a settled policy of the Government, and

until we see flt to study the question and 
change the policy, I am for their getting this 
money.

EQUAL TREATMENT FOR ALL STATES

Mr. Chairman, If the Congress ot the 
United States Is determined to grant—and 
I use the term "grant," not "restore," ad 
visedly—to the States the title to the sub 
merged lands and all of the resources in the 
soil therein, I feel that all States should be 
treated equally. Therefore, I wish to submit 
an amendment to be Inserted at the end of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13, and to S. 294, 
respectively, granting to all States wherein 
there is located any public lands, the title 
to the minerals, including oil and gas, in the 
subsurface soil.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that a statement that 
I previously made before this committee be 
Included at this point.

Senator BARRETT. If there is no objection, It 
is so ordered.

(The statement referred to follows:) .
"NOT RETURNING LANDS TO THE STATES

"I point out that the Government Is not, 
as is often said, returning anything to the 
States through the legislation. The States 
never have had these lands. There Has been 
only one previous decision touching the sub 
merged or sea-bottom lands. That was an 
Alaskan decision (Hynes v. Grimes Packing 
Co. (337 U. S. 86, decided May 31, 1949)), In 
regard to fisheries, In which it was held that 
the Government controlled the lands and had 
the right to reserve such lands for the Indian 
fisheries.

"There were many decisions by the Su 
preme Court, however, Involving inland wa 
terways, tidelands, navigable rivers, and 
lakes. Mr. President, those decisions always 
held that the States owned and controlled 
such lands.

"The Supreme Court decision to which I 
have referred did not In any way affect these 
lands or these decisions.

"We in Nevada have never desired to own 
such public lands. However, if oil were to be 
discovered upon such public lands within 
our State, there might be a change with re 
spect to the desire to own and control such 
areas."

FIRST OH. WELL IN NEVADA
Senator MALONE. I want to say, Mr. Chair 

man, that while the question of oil and 
gas has been academic up to now in the State 
of Nevada, I was just Informed by telephone 
a while ago that they had discovered an oil 
well, producing 25 barrels a day, out in east- 
central Nevada, which Is greater than the 
average production of oil wells within the 
United States of America; that is to say, the 
average production of all the wells Is about 
one-half as much.

Senator ANDERSON. How deep was it?
Senator MALONE. A very shallow well. I 

do not know the depth, but they expect to 
get more oil at a greater depth.

A geologist is a fellow who goes on pres 
ent Information, and they are the best we 
have. I am not a geologist, myself, but I 
have a high respect for them. They said 
that In this volcanic area the oil, if any, had 
been burned, and there could not possibly 
be any oil. They said that until 10 years 
ago, I believe. Then they struck oil in Utah, 
in the same kind of structure, the same kind 
of area. So they began drilling in Nevada.. 
They have not gone as deep yet as they have 
In other areas, but we have high hopes that 

• we will develop a producing commercial 
area.

They have brought In one 25-barrel well In 
eastern Nevada. One well In the center of a 
large area would not be a commercial well, 
except to furnish oil to local communities. 
This is the first oil, and It Is very significant, 
I think.

KNOWN MINERAL BESOTJRCES RESERVED TO 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Chairman, It was brought out before 
In the testimony that prior to 1914 It was

the general policy laid down by Congress to 
reserve all public land wherever there was a 
known deposit mineral In character. In 
'1914, an act was passed which In effect sep 
arated the surface and the subsoil, and 
wherever there was subsoil mineral In char 
acter, that part was reserved by the Fed 
eral Government, and the surface was con 
veyed to private ownership; that is, whenever 
It could be conveyed under some existing 
Federal law. This reference Is 30 United 
States Code, sections 121-124.

Under the present policy, it Is impossible 
for the States to acquire title to land which 
Is mineral In character unless through an 
act of Congress. However, Congress could 
convey to the States both the surface and 
the subsoil, even though it was mineral in 
character.

As I have previously stated, Mr. Chairman, 
If we are going to set that precedent, I be 
lieve the amendment I am about to offer 
should be included in this act.

VESTED RIGHTS MUST BE PROTECTED

It has long been the practice of Congress 
to protect prior rights and claims whenever 
It made a disposition of lands or mineral 
rights belonging to the United States. In 
many acts of Congress such prior rights have 
been protected.

In order to protect many small Investors 
who have made application under the Fed 
eral Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920 for 
leases in the submerged lands beneath the 
sea-bottom lands or the submerged lands in 
the marginal sea, and whose cases are pend 
ing before the courts where their rights will 
be eventually determined, I wish to protect 
them by Inserting at the end of section 5 
In both Senate Joint Resolutions 13 and S, 
294, the following amendment—I have here 
tofore read this amendment, Mr. Chairman, 
and if I may, include it in the record at this 
time.

Senator BARRETT. It may be received.
(The amendment referred to follows:)
"Nothing herein contained shall affect such 

rights, if any, as may have been acquired 
under any law of the United States by any 
person on lands subject to this act and 
such rights, if any, shall be governed by the 
law In effect at the time they may have been 
acquired: Provided, however, That nothing 
herein contained is Intended or shall be 
construed as a finding, .interpretation, or 
construction by the Congress that the law 
under which such rights may be claimed in 
fact applies to the lands subject to this act 
or authorizes or compels the granting of 
such rights of such lands, and that the 
determination of the applicability or effect 
of such law shall be unaffected by anything 
herein contained."

Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I want tbf 
emphasize again that there has been a great' 
effort here to minimize the Importance of'_ 
persons who file on public lands due to tn« : 
fact that some may be small, and their. 
opponents may be worth a billion dollars.;; 
They may be worth only $2, and maybe they 
are In debt. j

I want to describe one person, a lady who, 
worked for the county government In Lin 
coln County, Nev. Her husband had spent 
about all their money in this particular 
matter, and died practically broke. She got; 
herself a Job to support herself and her 
family. Under her name the suit was filed 
that Is about to be decided in the court iB 
Washington, D. C. I have quite a respoiv 
sibility, in my opinion, as Senator from tM 
State of Nevada, to see that these small In 
vestors are protected if they have any rights 
That is the way this amendment will worfc

Mr. Chairman, the reason that a relative!? 
small amount of money was put down o" 
these lands is because that Is what the la* 
called for. They simply conformed to 
law, whatever it was.

As a matter of fact, as the Senator fro* 
Wyoming knows, some of the greatest 
In the country have been located for a
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'" o,ith the county recorder. That Is pro- 
^.d under our Federal law. 
y'lhfin after they have $500 worth of work 

'-• T tney get a mineral surveyor and they 
'd ° urvey that claim and patent it and pay

*5c£nator BARRETT. I do not think anybody 
aisp°sed *° dlsPute tne statement made

lf« the Senator.
Senator MALONE. They do not dispute It, 
t they keep mentioning It every other

'"senator BARRETT. I do not think they can 
consistently do so, In my Judgment.

Senator MALONE. They complain that the 
orters get tne wrong Idea. I think the 

Snorters are given the wrong Idea. That Is 
the reason they have It In their stories. As 
far as I know, they are very fair reporters. 
AS far as J am concerned, they are.

I ask permission to put into the record 
here two amendments I am submitting. 
There are two amendments necessary, be- 
rause one is Senate Joint Resolution 13 and 
the other is Senate bill 294. So I will ask 
permission to have them included at this
point.

Senator BARRETT. Without objection, it is 
so ordered.

(The amendments referred to follow:)
"PROPOSED AMENTMENTS TO SENATE JOINT 

RESOLUTION 13
"On page 2, line 3, insert before 'this act' 

the following: "Titles I and II of.'
"On page 9, line 12, Insert before 'this act1 

the following : .'Titles I and II of.'
"At the end of such joint resolution insert 

the following:
" 'TITLE IH — MINERAL RIGHTS IN PUBLIC 

LANDS GRANTED TO STATES
" 'SEC. 10. Subject to the provisions of sec 

tion 11 of this act all minerals and mineral 
rights in deposits in the public lands belong 
ing to the United States, including (1) lands 
temporarily withdrawn or reserved for clas 
sification purposes, and (2) lands within 
grazing districts established pursuant to 
Public Law No. 482, 73d Congress, approved 
June 28, 1934, as amended (commonly known 
as the Taylor Grazing Act), except any such 
lands forming a part of a national forest, are 
hereby granted to the several States within 
the territorial boundaries of which such 
lands are situated. Such minerals and min 
eral rights and the proceeds derived from the 
sale, lease, or other disposition thereof shall 
be used for such purposes as the respective 
legislatures of such States shall determine.

" 'SEC. 11. (a) The provisions of section 10 
of this act shall not apply (1) to any public 
lands with respect to which any entry has 
been made, or any right or claim has been 
Initiated, under the provisions of law in 
force on the date of acceptance by the State 
of the grant made by such section except 
that upon the relinquishment or cancella 
tion of such entry, application, right, or 
claim such lands shall become immediately 
subject to the provisions of this section, or 
(2) with respect to deposits of materials es 
sential to the production of fissionable mate 
rials reserved for the use of the United States

the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, as 
amended.

'"(b) The grant made by section 10 of this 
act shall take effect with respect to the 
lands within a particular State whenever the 
legislature of such State (1) enacts legis 
lation providing for the location and devel 
opment of mineral deposits in the public 
lands of such States, corresponding to the 
laws then in effect relating to the location 
and development of mineral deposits in the 
Public lands of the United States; -(2) as 
sumes in a manner satisfactory to the S<icre- 
TT !*°f the Interior all obligations of the 
united states with respect to any valid 
:: aims, rights, or privileges existing upon the 
ann ,°J aocePtance by the State of the grant; 
" (3) by resolution, accepts the grant and 

a certifled copy of such resolution 
the Secretary of the Interior. Upon

receipt of a certifled copy of a resolution of 
acceptance from any State and an instru 
ment evidencing the assumption of such 
obligations, the Secretary of the Interior 
shall cause to be delivered to the proper offi 
cials of such State such maps, records, books, 
and documents as may be necessary for the 
enjoyment, control, use, administration, and 
disposition of such lands.

"'(c) Upon the acceptance by any State 
of such grant as provided in subsection (b), 
all laws and'regulations relating to mineral 
rights and deposits in the public lands shall 
cease to be applicable to the public lands 
within such State, but such laws shall con 
tinue in force with respect to the lands and 
deposits excepted under this titlte.

" 'SEC. 12. As used in this title—
"'(a) Subject to the provisions of section 

10 of this act, the term "public lands" means 
the public domain, surveyed or unsurveyed, 
unappropriated lands, and lands not held 
back or reserved for any special govern 
mental or public purpose.

" '(b) The term "State" means any State 
of the Union.'

"PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO S. 294

"On the first page, line 5, before 'this act', 
insert 'titles I, II, and III of.'

"On page 10, line 5, before 'this act', in 
sert 'titles I, II, and III of.'

"At the end of the bill insert the following:
" 'TITLE IV—MINERAL RIGHTS IN PUBLIC 

LANDS GRANTED TO STATES
" 'SEC. 20. Subject to the provisions of sec 

tion 21 of this act, all minerals and mineral 
rights in deposits in the public lands belong 
ing to the United States, including (1) lands 
temporarily withdrawn or reserved for class!T 
fication purposes, and (2) lands within graz 
ing districts established pursuant to Public 
Law No. 482, 73d Congress, approved June 28, 
1934, as amended (commonly known as the 
Taylor Grazing Act), except any such lands . 
forming a part of a national forest, are 
hereby granted to the several States within 
the territorial boundaries of which such 
lands are situated. Such minerals and 
mineral rights and the proceeds derived 
from the sale, lease, or other disposition 
thereof shall be used for such purposes as 
the respective legislatures of such States 
shall determine.

" 'SEC. 21. (a) The provisions of section 20 
of this act shall not apply (1) to any public 
lands with respect to which any entry has 
been made, or any right or claim has been 
initiated, under the provisions of law in force 
on the date of acceptance by the State of 
the grant made by such section except that 
upon the relinquishment or cancellation of 
such entry, application, right, or claim such 
lands shall become immediately subject to 
the provisions of this section, or (2) with 
respect to deposits of materials essential to 
the production of fissionable materials re 
served for the use of the United States under 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, as amended.

" ' (b) The grant made by section 20 of this 
act shall take effect with respect to the lands 
within a particular State whenever the legis 
lature of such State (1) enacts legislation 
providing for the location and development 
of mineral deposits in the public lands of 
such State, corresponding to the laws then 
in effect relating to the location and devel 
opment of mineral deposits in the public 
lands of the United States, (2) assumes in 
a manner satisfactory to the Secretary of the 
Interior all obligations of the United States 
•with respect to any valid claims, rights, or 
privileges existing upon the date of accept 
ance by the State of the grant, and (3) by 
resolution, accepts, the grant and deposits 
a certified copy of such resolution with the 
Secretary of the Interior. Upon receipt of 
a certified copy of a resolution of accept 
ance from any State and an instrument evi 
dencing the assumption of such obligations, 
the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to 
be delivered to the proper officials of such.

State such maps, records, books, and docu 
ments as may be necessary for the enjoy 
ment, control, use, administration, and dis 
position of such lands.

" '(c) Upon the acceptance of any State of 
such grant as provided In subsection (b) all 
laws and regulations relating to mineral 
rights and deposits in the public lands shall 
cease to be applicable to the public lands 
within such State, but such laws shall con 
tinue in force with respect to the lands and 
deposits excepted under this title.

" 'SEC. 22. As used in this title—
" '(a) Subject to the provisions of section 

20 of this act, the term "public lands" means 
the public domain, surveyed or unsurveyed, 
unappropriated lands, and lands not held 
back or reserved for any special govern 
mental or public purpose.

"'(b) The term "State" means any State 
of the Union.' "

Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I asked 
permission in the beginning to round out or 
supplement my testimony because I had not 
had an opportunity to have a written state 
ment. I simply made an extemperaneous 
statement.

Senator BARRETT. Senator Daniel, do you 
have any questions?

Senator DANIEL. I do not believe I have, sir.
Senator BARRETT. We thank you very much. 

Senator.
"SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. 

MALONE, UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF NEVADA

"The sea-bottom lands
"The proposal to cede or deed the sea- 

bottom lands with all the mineral rights 
therein to the States of California. Louisiana, 
and Texas completely reverses a century-old 
policy of the Congress of the United States 
reserving to the Federal Government known 
mineral rights underlying areas deeded to 
States or individuals.

"If the 83d Congress desires to chang this 
long-established policy then the change 
should be made to apply equally to all the 
States. My State of Nevada is 87 percent 
federally owned and the mineral rights are 
vital to us. All the public-land States are 
vitally affected and they should have the 
same privilege of receiving the mineral rights 
as the coastal States.

"For 50 years the Congress of the United 
States has followed a policy of advancing the 
cost of irrigation and reclamation projects. 
This policy provided for the Federal Govern 
ment to advance the cost whenever a project 
was found feasible by the engineers of the 
Department of the Interior. Water users in 
these irrigation projects repay, without Inter 
est, the funds advanced by the Federal Gov 
ernment.

"At first only the 11 Western States were 
included in the area benefited by the recla 
mation fund, now 17 western arid and semi- 
arid States receive its benefits.

"In 1920 the Oil and Gas Leasing Act was 
passed and for 33 years it has had the effect 
of supplementing the reclamation fund with, 
52 Vi percent of the royalty obtained from oil. 
gas, and mineral products produced on the 
public lands.

"These fumds have been expended for irri 
gation and reclamation developments on the 
condition that the money be returned to the 
United States Treasury through repayments 
extending over a definite period of years.

"The Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920 pro 
vided that 10 percent of the royalty collect 
ible under these leases would go to the Fed 
eral Government for administration pur 
poses; that 37y2 percent of such royalty 
would be paid to the States wherein the oil. 
gas, or minerals are produced; and that 52% 
percent of such royalty is allotted to tha 
reclamation fund for reclamation projects.

"Long before the Supreme Court of the 
United States rendered those decisions in the 
submerged lands cases, which decisions held 
that the sea-bottom land was not owned by 
the coastal States but was federally owned
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lands, many citizens of the United States 
filed, under the Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 
1920, on certain areas of these sea-bottom 
lands seaward from mean low tide.

"Those people made application under the 
Oil and Oas Leasing Act of 1920 to the Sec 
retary of the Interior for leases to enable 
them to prospect for oil and gas in the sea- 
bottom lands of the marginal sea.

"In the first Instances these applications 
were denied by the Secretary of the Interior 
on the ground that the Federal Government 
did not own such lands. Then almost im 
mediately following the rendering of the 
decision by the Supreme Court in the case of 
the United States v. California, which de 
cision denied State ownership and affirmed 
Federal ownership of the sea-bottom lands; 
the Secretary of the Interior again refused 
to consider the applications for leases, this 
time on the ground that the Oil and Gas 
Leasing Act of 1920 did not apply to the sea- 
bottom lands.

"Almost Immediately these applicants, 
whose Interests are evidenced in 11 applica 
tions, sued the Secretary of the Interior and 
petitioned the courts to reverse his opinion 
and for an order directing him to issue such 
leases. These 11 applications include the 
interests of several hundred persons, approx 
imately 400 of whom are residing in my State 
of Nevada.

"To the pending bills which would cede or 
deed the sea-bottom lands to the coastal 
States, I have offered two amendments: First 
to provide that all public-land States shall 
be treated equally, if the century-old policy 
of reserving known mineral rights to the 
Federal Government, when public land is 
conveyed to States or individuals, is to be 
changed; and second, to protect any right 
that may have been acquired by citizens of 
the United States, by virtue of applications, 
under existing statutes of the United States, 
such as the Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920: 
Such rights should be completely safe 
guarded by this or and other Congress affect 
ing them.

"Mr. Chairman, in my statement before 
the committee I intend to show:

"1. That there are no tldelands, inland wa 
terways, river beds or lake bottoms involved 
in the Supreme Court decisions which decid 
ed that the States did not own sea-bottom 
lands; that the proposed legislation before 
this committee would reverse that decision 
by ceding the sea-bottom lands to the coastal 
States.

"2. That the statute of limitations or prin 
ciple of laches or estoppel does not run 
against the Government; that the Govern 
ment has .not lost any rights by the prior ac 
tions of its officials or agents, and that the 
title to Federal lands or property could not 
be "clouded" by claims of ownership either 
by States or individuals.

"3. That there are no States rights In 
volved, since the States have no legal In 
terest In the sea-bottom lands beneath the 
marginal sea, and while the Congress has the 
unquestioned power to deed or cede any pub 
lic property to a State or States—they can- 
hot claim such action as a right.

"4. That the question of ownership of the 
sea-bottom lands came before the Supreme 
Court of the United States for the first time 
in the case of the United States v. California, 
decided June 23, 1947. The Supreme Court 
in its own words said '* * • it (the question 
of ownership of the submerged lands) is 
squarely presented for the first time.'

"5. That the Supreme Court, by its action, 
has not reversed any of its previous decisions 
In regard to States' ownership of the tide- 
lands and inland waterways, but on the con 
trary has restated the rule of ownership by 
the States of their tidelands, inland waters, 
and lands under navigable lakes and streams. 

"6. That the Supreme Court has squarely 
decided that the same rule of law—namely 
State ownership—applies to the lake-bottom

lands of the Great Lakes as to the tldelands, 
inland waters and the bottoms of navigable 
rivers.

"7. That the 10th amendment of the Con 
stitution (States rights) has not been vio 
lated by the Supreme Court decisions in the 
sea-bottom land cases, but on the other hand 
that amendment has been strengthened 
through clarification of ownership of the 
sea-bottom lands for the first time.

"8. That the sea-bottom lands are public 
lands in the light of Supreme Court deci 
sions, and have always been public lands 
since the title could not have been clouded 
by any prior action by its agents, or any 
prior claim by any individual or State.'

"9. That as public lands the sea-bottom 
lands should now be subject to leasing under 
the Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920 the same 
as any other public lands in spite of the 
opinion of the Secretary of the Interior to the 
contrary. Applicants for permits under the 
Oil and Gas Leasing Act have sued the Secre 
tary of the Interior to reverse his decision.

"10. That any vested right, which may 
have accrued under any existing Federal 
statute prior ,to the effective date of quit 
claim legislation ceding to the coastal States 
the sea-bottom lands, must be completely 
protected; and second, that all the public- 
land States should be treated equally and 
have conveyed to them the title to the min 
eral and mineral rights in the public lands 
within their boundaries, if the century-old 
congressional policy of reserving to the Fed 
eral Government known mineral rights when 
land was conveyed to individuals or States, 
is to be changed by quitclaim legislation. 
"No property rights taken from the States

"The Supreme Court said in the California 
decision (U. S. v. California (332 U. S. 19, 
39-40)) that 'the Federal Government's 
paramount rights in the 3-mile belt have 
not been lost by the conduct of its agents, 
nor by this conduct is the Government 
barred from enforcing its rights by reason of 
principles similar to laches, estoppel, or 
adverse possession.'

"NOTE.—'Paramount rights' means the 
supreme title to property. Paramount—su 
preme. Bight—a claim or title to property. 
(Webster's New International Dictionary 
of the English Language, 2d ed., 1949.)

"(By the term 'paramount' is meant su 
perior, preeminent, or the highest rank 
{Big Horn County v. Bench Canal Drainage 
District, Wyo. (108 P. 2d 590, 594)).

"('Bight,' as defined in law, is an enforce 
able claim or title to any subject matter 
whatever. Webster defines it as a legal 
claim, ownership, property (Hathorn v. .Rob 
inson (56 A, 1057, 1959))).

"The Court also said in that decision (332 
U. S. 19, 29-39), that: 'California is not the 
owner of the 3-mile marginal belt along its 
coast.' One of the basic fallacies which con 
stantly crops up in the contentions of the 
quitclaim advocates is that the Supreme 
Court by its decisions In the submerged-lands 
cases took away something from the States 
which had previously belonged to them.

"Thus there are statements (e. g., p. 238, 
supra) to the effect that the Federal Gov 
ernment, through the decisions of the Su 
preme Court in these submerged-lands cases, 
took away from 21 coastal States 17 million 
acres of land that they have claimed for over 
100 years.

"This assumption involves two fallacies 
which I believe are obvious upon the slight 
est examination of such a statement. It 
assumes, first, that there is some statute of 
limitations or principle of laches which runs 
against the Federal Government, which, of 
course, has never been the law; and that 
principle is, in fact, reasserted in the CalU - 
fornia decision (321 U. S. 19, 39-40).

"Second, such a statement assumes that 
the Supreme Court in its submerged-lands 
decisions conveyed title to these submerged 
lands from the States to the Federal Gov

ernment. But this completely overlooks not 
only the essential character of the Judicial 
function, merely to declare the preexisting 
status of disputed property interests, but 
also the express determinations of the Su 
preme Court in those submerged-lands deci 
sions that the States Involved never, while 
they were States of the Union, had any title 
or property interests whatsoever in this area. 
As States, therefore, they were utterly desti 
tute of any property interests in this area 
which the Supreme Court or anyone else 
could take away from them.

"These points appear to me, at least, to be 
undeniable from the barest statement ot 
them, but I feel that they should be stated 
to combat and clear up the erroneous impres 
sions and the confusion thit they have un 
doubtedly caused in the minds of a number 
of people who are sincerely seeking to under 
stand this controversy but who have been lea 
heretofore to regard such fallacies as valla 
arguments.

"It is therefore established that the State 
does not own such sea-bottom lands withla 
its borders, and that the Government does 
own such lands.

"Legal rules and precedents followed in
deciding marginal sea cases 

"Some of the testimony indicates that the 
Supreme Court on numerous occasions 
heretofore, has decided that the marginal sea 
lands belong to the States, and that in its 
recent decisions it has overturned and re. 
versed that long line of decisions.

"I specifically refer, as an example, to the 
statement of my distinguished colleague, 
Senator DANIEL., at page 235, that 'there are 
about 43 Supreme Court cases that write 
the rule of State ownership broad enough to 
cover all submerged lands, both Inland and 
coastal.'

"While I, of course, know that Senator 
DANIEL made that statement in good faith, 
I must point out that it is misleading on the 
basis of the decision of the Supreme Court, 
as specifically set out in the California case. 
The statement I refer to is based upon an': 
incomplete version of the Supreme Court's 
language in that case, which language has 
often been advanced for the proposition 
which I am now considering. I am referring 
to the following portion of the Supreme 
Court's statement appearing at pages 36-3T 
(332 U. S. 19): ; 

'"As previously stated this Court has fol-: 
lowed and reasserted the doctrine of the; 
Pollard case many times. And in doing so It, 
has used language strong enough to indicates 
that the Court then believed that States no|; 
only owned tldelands and soil under navigai 
ble inland waters, but also owned soils un-j 
der all navigable waters within their terrll 
torial Jurisdiction, whether inland or not.| 

"But the people who rely on that state| 
ment, it Is to be noted, always refrain from 
continuing to quote the next statement ims 
mediately thereafter, which is as follows: 

" 'All of these statements were, however,j 
merely paraphrases or offshoots of the Polr, 
lard inland water rule, and were used, not 
as enunciation of a new ocean rule, but 1» 
explanation of the old inland-water princir. 
pie. Notwithstanding the fact that none oj 
these cases either Involved or decided tb 
State-Federal conflict presented here, we ar 
urged to say that the language used and re 
peated in those cases forecloses the Govern 
ment from the right to have this Cour 
decide that question now that it is square! 
presented for the first time.'

"What I want to emphasize Is the 
preme Court's express determination t 
none of these 40-odd cases involved or 
cided any question of ownership of the 
bottom lands in the marginal sea. . 

"All the lawyers with whom I have, co» 
ferred assure me that it follows inescapabl? 
that all of the intimations regarding 
status of the marginal sea, which may 
pear in some of these earlier decisions,
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hlch tne Quitclaim advocates .contend

Mould have controlled the Supreme Court's
• rf termination In the marginal sea cases,

ere purely obiter dictum. That being the
ase the Supreme Court was acting with 

C niplete propriety and In the performance 
C? Its proper functions as a Judicial body,

hen It Ignored and disregarded such Intima 
tions by way of dicta In Its earlier decisions.

"This point again is elementary, and 
lcal statements of it can be found In any 

hornbook legal treatise. For example, a 
tvplcal statement of this fundamental prin 
ciple appears in 14th American Jurispru 
dence, pages 295-296, 'Courts,' section 83, as 
follows:

" 'Obiter dicta. The doctrine of stare de- 
cisis contemplates only such points as are 
actually involved and determined In a case, 
and not what is said by the court or Judge 
outside the record or on points not necessar 
ily involved therein. Such expressions, being 
obiter dicta, do not become precedents.'

"I have gone Into this question to set at 
rest the baseless criticisms which the quit 
claim advocates have continuously made of 
the propriety of the Supreme Court's de 
termination in the marginal sea cases, In the 
light of the obiter dicta In Its previous de 
cisions which, as the Court itself admits, 
in the California case, might be construed as 
pointing the other way.

-But the refusal of the Court to follow 
these dicta, under settled principles, was en 
tirely proper; and the contentions of the 
quitclaim advocates to the contrary are sim 
ply In conflict with the elementary and uni 
versally accepted principles to which I have 
referred. 
"State ownership of lands under inland

waters affirmed in marginal sea decisions
"It is fundamental that no 'tldelands, in 

land waterways, navigable streams, or States 
rights,' are Included in the Supreme Court 
decision. Time and again the advocates of 
the quitclaim legislation have raised the 
specter of a vast scheme on the part of the 
Federal Government, proceeding under the 
authority of the marginal sea cases, to seize 
without compensation anything within the 
boundaries of any State that the Federal 
Government wanted, and that the Supreme 
Court might say that the national interest 
required.

"I have always been Inclined to believe 
that these arguments were raised in order* to 
disguise the purpose of 3 States which will 
benefit greatly by State ownership, to fright 
en the other 45. States into making them a 
present of these Immensely valuable re 
sources that belong to all the people of the 
United States.

"Certainly, It does not follow from the 
fact that the Supreme Court in the Cali 
fornia cases refused to extend out Into the 
ocean rule of State ownership of Inland 
waters, exemplified In Pollard's Lessee v. 
Hagan (44 TJ. S. 212), that the inland-water 
rule has been Impaired or discredited in the 
slightest degree.

"Quite on the contrary, the Court recog- 
«red tne contlnued force and existence of 
the inland-water rule as applied within the 
boundaries of the respective States.

Thus the Supreme Court in the Califor 
nia decision expresses its conception of the 
aoctrine of the Pollard case (332 U. S. 19, 30), as follows:
t . " 'In the Pollard case It was held, In effect, 
jnat the original States owned in trust for 
weir people the navigable tidewaters be 
tween high- and low-water mark within each . 
°we s boundaries, and the soil under them, 

!nseparable attribute of State sover-
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ln ??e 1uestl°a before the Supreme Court 
ruiP T Calltorn'a case was not whether the 
or 1™ . Pollar<l case should be abandoned, 
tion » ' or even qualified. The ques- 
wheth aS> as tne SuPrenie Court itself said, 

«wier the rule of the Pollard case— this 
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rule of State ownership of tldelands and 
inland waters—should be extended heyond 
tldelands and out into the open sea.

"The Court on page 36 of the California 
case (332 U. S. 19, 36), while recognizing 
the continuing force of the Pollard rule, re 
fused so to extend it In the following state 
ment:

" 'Consequently, we are not persuaded to 
transplant the Pollard rule of ownership as 
an Incident of State sovereignty in relation 
to inland waters out into the soil beneath 
the ocean, so much more a matter of national 
concern.'

"So to me it Is perfectly plain that the 
Supreme Court in the California case, far 
from Impairing or overruling the Pollard rule 
of State ownership of Inland waters, recog 
nized and reaffirmed the doctrine of that 
case; but refused to extend it to an area 
to which it had never—in spite of the dicta 
upon which California relied—been applied 
in any case involving the question of the 
ownership of the marginal sea.

"The quitclaim advocates have repeatedly 
stated their unalterable opposition to any 
proposed legislation which would merely con 
firm the rule of the Pollard case, and vest 
in the States title to all State lands which 
would have qualified as such under the prin 
ciple of the Pollard case, at the time of 
the Supreme Court's decision in United 
States against California.

"Why are they so strongly opposed to leg 
islation that would completely and for all 
time remove the very apprehension upon 
the basis of which they urge the necessity 
for quitclaiming not merely the inland 
waters, but also the marginal sea oil to the 

.three States of California, Texas, and Louis 
iana?

"By a quitclaim measure merely confirm 
ing State ownership under the principles of 
the Pollard case, they would be afforded a 
complete and final protection against the 
very thing they claim most to fear, and yet 
they have consistently and even violently 
rejected it. It is to be noted above all else 
that such a measure would not operate as a 
protection and a benefit to 3 States merely, 
but it would operate to the benefit, actual 
or supposed, of all 48''States.

"Yet they reject It and Insist, upon some 
line of reasoning that I cannot follow, and 
that I challenge anyone to follow, that the 
way to remove this supposed threat to the 
property of all the States, Is not merely to re 
move it specifically by legislation, but in ad 
dition for 45 States to deed away their oil 
property In the ocean solely to the enrich 
ment of the 3 coastal States which lie ad 
jacent thereto. To me this situation speaks 
so strongly for Itself that I cannot see that 
further comment Is called for.

"There is, of course, no question that the 
Congress can deed or transfer the publicly 
owned sea bottom lands, seaward from the 
mean low tide, to the contiguous States as 
well as any of the publicly owned land within 
tlie public land States—but certainly no 
State can claim a right to such transfer.
"State ownership of the lands under the 

Great Lakes is confirmed
"There is no basis for the claims that the 

Supreme Court decision affects any inland 
waters including the Great Lakes—in fact 
the reverse is true—because the decisions in 
the sea bottom lands cases establish even 
more firmly that the States own the land 
under their inland navigable waters.

"The proponents of the quitclaim legisla 
tion claim that the United States under the 
Supreme Court.sea bottom lands decisions 
now have the authority to go out and seize 
the lands underlying the Great Lakes. For 
this proposition there has been cited the 
case of Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois 
(146 U. S. 387). It is said that this case holds 
that the Great Lakes are like the open seas 
and not like Inland waters.

"From this, as I gather. It is to be Inferred 
that the Supreme Court will next say that 
the Great Lakes are not like the State-owned 
tidelands whose status is governed by the 
Pollard rule which the Supreme Court ex 
pressly recognized and reaffirmed in the Cali 
fornia case, but, on the contrary, are like 
the sea bottom lands under the marginal 
sea, which the Court in the same decision 
said is subject to the paramount rights of 
the United States.

"But on its face, as clearly as language 
could possibly. express It, the Illinois deci 
sion states Just the opposite position, namely, 
that the Great Lakes are governed by the 
Pollard rule, and are owned by the States 
Just as fully as any State owns its tidelands.

"I am in fact greatly surprised that such 
a contention should have been advanced be 
fore the committee. I have carefully con 
sidered the language of the Supreme Court 
in this Illinois decision, and I have obtained 
the views of several able lawyers as to the 
Supreme Courts holdings In that case.

"Without exception their views have con 
curred with my own, and I have concluded 
not only that the Illinois decision squarely 
decides that it is the States, and not the 
Federal Government, that own the bottom of 
the Great Lakes, but also that this owners 
ship arises by virtue of the force and appli 
cation of the rule of the Pollard case.

"In my opinion,, the contention I am con 
sidering is refuted and entirely, disposed of 
by the following statement of the Supreme 
Court appearing at pages 434-435 of the Illi 
nois decision:

" "The State of Illinois was admitted Into 
the Union In 1818 on an equal footing with 
the original States in all respects. * • • 
The boundaries of the States were prescribed 
by Congress and accepted by the State in its 
original constitution. They are given in the 
bill. It is sufficient for our purpose to ob 
serve that they include within their eastern 
line all that portion of Lake Michigan lying 
east of the main land of the State and the 
middle of the lake * *' *.

" 'It is the settled law of this country that 
the ownership of and dominion and sov 
ereignty over lands covered by tidewaters, 
within the limits of the several States, belong 
to the respective States within which they 
are found. * * * This doctrine has been 
often announced by this Court, and is not 
questioned by counsel of any of the parties. 
Polland v. Hagan (44 U. S. 212, 3 How. 212). • » •

" "This same doctrine is In this country 
held to be applicable to lands covered by 
fresh water in the Great Lakes over which 
conducted an extended commerce with dif 
ferent States and foreign nations. These 
lakes possess all the general characteristics 
of open seas, except in the freshness of their 
waters, and in the absence of the ebb and 
flow of the tide. In other respects they are 
Inland seas, and there is no reason or prin 
ciple for the assertion of dominion and sov 
ereignty over and ownership by the State of 
lands covered by tidewaters that is not equal 
ly applicable to its ownership of and do 
minion and sovereignty over lands covered 
by the fresh waters of these lakes.'

"No States rights involved 
"There are no States rights involved In this 

controversy concerning the sea-bottom 
lands of the marginal sea.

"In the course of the hearings and of pre 
vious debates, both this year and in past 
years, I have heard bandied about a great 
many references to States' rights and many 
Implications and assertions that the Su 
preme Court's decisions in the submerged 
lands cases stood In violation of the pro 
visions of the 10th amendment of the Con 
stitution. The 10th amendment, of course, 
provides—•

" "The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
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It to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people.'

- "While I do not profess to be an authority 
on constitutional law, this argument which, 
as I understand it, is apparently to the effect 
that the Supreme Court by its decisions ia 
the submerged lands cases unlawfully in-

• vaded States' rights in violation of the 10th 
amendment, and in my Judgment these 
statements are without foundation.

"The Supreme Court in the California de 
cision (332 U. S. 19, 37) said that '* • « It 
(the question of ownership of the sea bot 
tom land] is squarely presented for the first 
time.'

"It Is also established that the statute of 
limitations does not run against the Govern 
ment—therefore when the Court said that 
'California is not the owner of the 3-mile 
marginal belt along its coast' (V. S. v. Cali- 
fornia (332 U. S. 19, 29-39)) It declared that 
California had no interest in the sea bottom 
lands and ho right could be established by 
virtue of prior claims.

'"Chief Justice Hughes, I am told, once 
said that the Constitution Is what the Su 
preme Court says it is, and certainly no 
truer words have ever been spoken.

"The Supreme Court In the California case 
said that since the States had by the Federal 
Constitution delegated to the National Gov 
ernment exclusive powers in the fields of 
war, commerce, and international affairs, 

• the proper exercise of those exclusive func 
tions, under the Constitution, required that 
the Federal Government, and not the States, 
have paramount rights in the marginal sea. 
And inasmuch as these constitutional powers 
have been delegated by the States to the 
National Government with respect to these 
marginal sea lands, these powers are ex 
pressly excepted by the terms of the 10th 
amendment itself from the reservations of 
power which are preserved to the States 
thereby.

"In the light of these undeniable con 
siderations, I must confess that I am unable 
to follow their reasoning when they say that 
the Supreme Court went counter to the 10th 
amendment.

"Sea-bottom lands are 'public lands'
"Many of the proponents of quitclaim leg 

islation and former members of the Depart 
ments of Justice and Interior claim that the 
sea bottom lands under the marginal sea are 
federally owned but are not 'public lands.'

"The former Solicitor for the Department 
of the Interior took the position that the 
National Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1920 
applies to 'public lands,' but that it does not 
apply to the federally owned sea bottom 
lands because those lands do not qualify 
as 'public lands.'

"On that basis the Department of the In 
terior has refused to grant permits to appli 
cants under the Oil and Gas Leasing Act, 
and has denied the application of those who 
have filed for prospecting permits and leases 
under that act. These lands could be leased 
under the Oil and Gas Leasing Act now if it 
were not for what I consider erroneous opin 
ions given by members of the previous ad 
ministration.

"The case of Hynes v. Grimes Packing Co. 
(337 U. S. 86) decided by the Supreme Court 
of the United States on May 31, 1949, has 
come to my attention, and I believe that the 
decision definitely and finally determines 
that the land under the marginal sea is 
'public land.'

"The Issue In that case was whether cer 
tain Indians In Alaska had the right to fish 
for salmon in the marginal sea off the Alaska 
coast. The existence of this right depended 
upon whether the marginal sea lands were 
covered by a statute, the body of which spe 
cifically declared that it should apply to the 
'public lands' of the United States in ac 
cordance with the explicit requirements of 
the statute under which the rights of the

Indians were claimed. The material part of 
the statute in question (S. 2 of the act of 
May 1, 1936, 49 Stat. 1250, sec. 337 U. S. 86, 
91) provided:

" 'Sec. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior 
Is hereby authorized to designate as an In 
dian reservation any area of land which has 
been reserved for the use and occupance of 
Indians or Eskimos * * * together with ad 
ditional public lands adjacent thereto, with 
in the Territory of Alaska, or any other pub 
lic lands which are actually occupied by In 
dians or Eskimos within said Territory. « « *•

"Here, then, was a measure which by its 
own plain and explicit terms was stated by 
the Congress to be applicable to 'public 
lands' of the United'States. The Supreme 
Court reversed a decision of the circuit court 
of appeals which had held that the statute 
did not apply to the marginal sea lands by 
reason of the 'public lands' limitation in the 
text of the act.

"In reversing the court of appeals, the 
Supreme Court held, exactly to the contrary, 
that this statute, applicable to 'public lands' 
does apply to the marginal sea. Unless it is 
to be argued that the 2 situations are 
different because 1 involves oil, and the other 
involved fish, I see no escape from the con 
clusion that the marginal-sea lands, wher- 1 
ever situated, are 'public lands' under the au 
thority of the Supreme Court's decision in 
this case of Hynes v. Grimes Packing Co.

"Vested rights must be protected 
"The point has been raised and state 

ments made to the effect that there Is no 
need for an amendment to the proposed leg 
islation before this committee, because 
vested rights could not be destroyed by leg 
islation. The former -Senator BUrton K. 
Wheeler's testimony before this committee 
very ably explained why a saving clause is 
necessary.

"I Join with Senator Wheeler in his state 
ment that such a provision is necessary and 
that the congressional precedent in safe 
guarding such rights is both necessary and 
customary—when he said:

" 'At previous hearings I have been asked, 
since vested rights cannot In any event be 
destroyed by legislation, why I nevertheless 
-am asking for a specific saving clause in the 
bill to protect those rights. While from the 
academic standpoint of abstract theory that 
might be a good question, yet anyone who 
has had practical experience as a lawyer 
must know that where a piece of legislation 
sets about to destroy vested rights, the 
chances of the people affected to have their 
rights vindicated in Judicial proceedings are 
often Jeopardized and very unfairly preju 
diced. As a practical matter, these people 
will have to overcome both the presumption 
which the courts say exists in favor of the 
constitutionality of all acts of Congress, and 
the reluctance of the courts to apply this 
drastic remedy which would nullify a con 
gressional enactment in order to save private 
rights which enjoy the higher protection of 
the Constitution. Now I have no doubt that 
these applicants would ultimately succeed 
in having this legislation stricken down on 
that basis; but I Only say that failure to in 
clude a saving clause protecting their rights 
will impose upon them an unfair and en 
tirely unnecessary burden in the courts.'

"As a practical matter I believe this com 
mittee, which has spent so much time and 
effort to hear all sides of this controversy, 
should take every precaution to protect its 
own legislation from attack on the grounds 
of constitutionality.

"Historically it has been the policy of Con 
gress to protect prior rights and claims 
whenever disposition was made of lands and 
mineral deposits belonging to the United 
States.

"In at least 19 acts of Congress, vested 
rights were specifically protected. In the 
Mineral Leasing Act itself prior claims were 
protected in section 37 of that act. As an 
other example when the Congress passed the

Acquired Lands Act of August 7, 1947, It in 
serted a savings clause which not only pro 
tects all prior rights but even went so far as 
to reinstate any valid applications filed on 
such lands under the Oil and- Gas Leasing 
Act of 1920.

"Inasmuch as the .policy of Congress has 
been to include a savings clause in its acts., 
in making disposition of lands with mineral, 
deposits, I see no reason why that policy 
should now be changed.

"Grant ownership of minerals to all the 
States

"Mr. Chairman, it has long been the policy 
of the Federal Government in its disposi 
tion of public lands to withhold rights in 
the subsoil containing known mineral de 
posits. For the benefit of the record I wish 
to include as part of this statement a letter 
from Mr. William Pincus, Assistant Director 
of the Bureau of Land Management of the 
Department of Interior, setting forth this 
well-established policy.

"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
"BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 

"Washington 25, D. C., March 2, 1953. 
"Hon. GEORGE W. MALONE, 

"United States Senate,
"Washington, D. C.

"MY DEAR SENATOR MALONE: You have
asked for a brief statement outlining the

. conditions under which minerals are reserved
by the United States in grants of land made
under acts of Congress.

"Prior to the act of March 3, 1853 (10 Stat. 
244), which-granted inter alia certain lands 
to the State of California for school pur 
poses, It had been the general policy of Con 
gress to grant lands, whether to individuals 
or to States, without regard to whether or 
not they contained minerals. That act 
marked a change In this policy. It provided 
in express terms that the mineral lands were 
excepted from preemption and from public 
sale. And, as held by the United States 
Supreme Court in Mining Company \. Con 
solidated Mining Company (102 U. S. 167), 
this exception went to land grants gener 
ally thereafter made by Congress.

"The general policy of reserving mineral 
lands from disposal under all grants except 
for locations under the mining laws, act of 
May 10, 1872 (17 Stat. 91, 30 U. S. C., sec. 
22, et seq.), and the sale of coal lands under 
the act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat. 607, 30 
U. S. C., sec. 71), was continued without 
change until 1909. The act of March 3 
of that year (35 Stat. 844, 30 U. S. C., sec 81), 
provided for the patenting of entries there 
tofore made under the non-mineral-iand 
laws of lands classified, claimed, or reported 
as being valuable for coal with a reservation, 
of the coal deposits to the United States.? 
The act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583, 30v 
U. S. C., sec. 83), extended this principle1 
to all nonmineral, homestead, and desert- 
land entries and to all selections of coal land ' 
thereafter made. The act of July 17, 1914 
(38 Stat. 509, 30 U. S. C., sec. 121), permitted 
the entry and patenting of lands withdrawn! 
or classified, or which are valuable for phos-, 
phate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltlc 
minerals with a reservation to the United 
States of the particular mineral for whicn 
the land was withdrawn, etc. Sodium and 
sulfur were added by the act of March 4, 
1933 (47 Stat. 1570, 30 U. S. C., sec. 124).

"The act of December 29, 1916 (39 StaV 
862, 43 U. S. C., sec. 291), provided for stocK^ 
raising entries of 640 acres with a reserv* 
tion to the United States of all mineral^ 
This act differed from the three preceding 
acts in that all minerals were required to $ 
reserved as a matter of course without regar' 
to the known mineral character of the 
whereas the prior acts, applicable, as % 
private entries to a maximum of 320 
under the enlarged homestead and 
land laws, provided for a reservation only 
known minerals of the kinds specified 
the acts.
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"The act of March 20, 1922, as amended 

February 28, 1925 (43 Stat. 1090, 16 U. S. C., 
c 486), provided for the exchange of na- 

tfonal forest land or timber for privately 
wned lands and that either party to such 

°n exchange might make reservations of 
inerals, etc., in the lands exchanged. 

authority is contained in section 8
f the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 

?48 Stat. 1272, 43 U. S. C. sec. 315g). 
"The Taylor Grazing Act, supra, in section

- a,, amended June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976, 43 
It S. C., sec. 315f), also provided that before 
disposing of any public land the Secretary
f the Interior should classify it as more 

° aluable or suitable for the purpose contem-
lated by the proposed disposal than for the

•"reduction of native grasses and forage, but 
did not effect any change in the policy of 
reserving minerals, except that by Implica 
tion it repealed the Stock Raising Homestead 
Act of December 29, 1916, supra. Thus, 
under present law and with the exception 
Ol the forest and Taylor Grazing Act ex 
change provisions (and perhaps 'other laws 
of limited scope) under which all minerals 
may be reserved whether known to exist 
or not, the policy of reserving minerals in 
lands disposed of under nonmineral-land 
laws applies to minerals known or believed 
to exist in the lands on the date of entry 
and/or patent. .Those minerals, except as 
phalt, are all subject to leasing under the 
Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 
(41 Stat. 437, 30 U. S. C., sec. 181, et seq.), 
Bs amended. Under that act all proceeds 
from leasing are distributed 37 V4 percent to 
the .State in which the leased land is sit 
uated, 52 '/£ percent to the reclamation fund, 
and 10 percent to the general fund.

"As of June 30, 1950, all minerals had 
been reserved in 36,611,032 acres of patented 
lands; coal had been reserved in 10,947,032 
acres and either oil, gas, phosphate, potash, 
Bodium, sulfur, or asphalt or combinations 
of those minerals, but principally oil and 
gas, had been reserved in 2,135,131 acres of 
patented public lands.

"I trust that this Is the information you 
desire.

"Sincerely yours,
"WILLIAM PINCUS, 

"Assistant Director.
"As I have previously stated, the coastal 

States certainly have ho valid claim to the • 
sea-bottom lands of the marginal sea since 
the Supreme Court decisions in U. S. v. Cali 
fornia (332 U. S. 19). However, if the Con 
gress is going to change its long-established 
policy of reserving the mineral rights, and 
Is instead going to grant to the coastal States 
fee simple title or title to the mineral rights 
or title to the subsurface values found under 
the sea-bottom lands as the present Attor 
ney General suggested in the committee 
hearings, then I say all of the States must 
be treated equally.

"I have proposed In my previous state 
ment before this committee an amendment 
to grant to such States title to all minerals 
and mineral rights within their boundaries.

"At this point I wish to include as a part 
°f this statement a portion of a telegram 
addressed to me from Mr. Louis D. Gordon, 
executive secretary of Nevada Mining Asso 
ciation, recommending that the mineral 
"girts be granted to the States:

'In re your telephone conversation with 
"Ofay, we advocate transferring all mineral 
"Knts— metallic, nonmetalllc, and oil — to states.'

Mr. Chairman, I again want to call to the 
" of this committee the century-old 

,' reserving to the Federal Govern- 
eraii known mineral rights whenever fed- 
Btnt owned public lands are conveyed to bt»tes or to inaivlduals. 
derl., want also to emphasize the benefits 
As a Under tnls long-established policy. 
leaser , Sequence' the mineral rights are 

-Oil anrt 7, the Provisions of the Natural 
""a Gas Leasing Act of 1920 and from

the royalties 52% percent Is allocated to the 
reclamation fund and is expende'd for irriga 
tion and reclamation projects in the 17 
Western States.

"These benefits will be nullified if this 
quitclaim legislation is passed and the min 
eral rights in the submerged lands are con 
veyed to the States.

"Mr. Chairman, in closing, I want to again 
point out that many citizens of the State of 
Nevada and of other States have macie ap 
plication under the National Oil and Gas 
Leasing Act for permits and leases to-prospect 
for oil and gas in the sea-bottom lands.

*These applicants which I have mentioned 
have an interest in 11 applications filed at 
least 90 days prior to an amendment to the 
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, dated August 
21, 1935, which directed the Secretary of the 
Interior to grant leases for all valid appli 
cations.

"Through certain pretexts, which have 
heretofore been set forth and explained, 
these applicants have not been granted 
leases to certain areas of the sea-bottom 
lands.

"If the Federal Government is going to 
cede or deed the sea-bottom lands to the 
coastal States, these applicants with vested 
.rights under the existing Federal laws must 
be protected. I have proposed an amend 
ment to protect .these rights, and. I intend 
to work for its adoption."

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, I 
also ask to have printed in the RECORD 
certain excerpts from the biennial re 
port of the State engineer of Nevada for 
1929-30, GEORGE W. MALONE, then State 
engineer of. Nevada.

There being no objection, the excerpts 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

BUREAU OF INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, AND 
IRRIGATION

The State engineer, by virtue of his posi 
tion, is a member of the commission of 
bureau of industry, agriculture, and irri 
gation.

This commission has not been active, due 
to lack of appropriations to support investi 
gations and operations necessary to the 
proper functioning of this body.

RANGE CONTROL

The problem of proper utilization of the 
public range In our State is difficult of solu 
tion due to the extremely low grazing value. 
According to Government reports covering 
the approximately 55 million acres of unap 
propriated and unreserved public domain, it 
requires an average of 140 acres to graze .a 
cow unit and 40 acres to graze a sheep unit 
for 1 year. It is obvious then that any solu 
tion of our range problems must be such 
that a very small expenditure for supervision 
will be required.

RANGE ALL UTILIZED

. It is well known to the stockmen and those 
familiar with range .conditions that all of 
the public range in Nevada has been utilized 
for 25 or 30 years, and during that period 
any new user who has placed additional live 
stock upon the range has only displaced stock 
that were already there or caused the range 
to be overgrazed. No new wealth has been 
created—rather, it has tended to decrease 
the resources of the State on account of the 
deterioration of the range due to overgrazing.

RANCHES DEPENDENT UPON HANGELAND

The value of the ranches scattered widely 
throughout the public lands of our State is 
for the most part directly dependent upon 
the surrounding range. To preserve such 
value enough of the adjacent range must be 
retained to graze the number of livestock 
during, the spring, summer, and early fall 
that the ranch will provide feed for in the 
winter.

The assessed valuation of such ranch prop 
erty is based upon a complete unit in nearly

every case, and if the range is to be con 
sidered separately or taken from the control 
of the ranches, then the assessed value of the 
ranch must be reduced accordingly.

If each individual were to be given the 
range unit used by him, no new values would 
be found or created, but the present assessed 
Value would merely be redistributed. The 
only new value created would be whatever 
development of the range could be brought 
about by virtue of more perfect control of 
the range unit and it would require consid 
erable time to become noticeable.

FOREST RESERVE VERSUS STATE METHODS

The Forest Service has done and is doing 
a splendid work in conservation of the for 
ests; however, when any branch of the Gov 
ernment created for a special service enlarges 
its field of activity and enters into an en 
tirely new work, Its methods should be scru.- 
tlnlzed carefully and the personnel of such 
branch of the Government should study local 
conditions carefully and consult men fa 
miliar with the particular territory before 
establishing principles and policies affecting 
an important industry.

The Forest Service follows the policy of 
redistribution of range and of charging the 
stockmen the full value of the feed. Kedis- 
tributlon in some instances means taking 
part of the range from one user and giving 
It to another under certain conditions and 
at certain periods.

The State's method is to protect the range 
units, insofar as possible, as established-by 
long use, allowing the natural economic sit 
uation to take care of any redistribution and 
appropriating sufficient funds for the actual 
expense of supervision.

It would seem that when a complete live 
stock unit has been built up over a period 
of years, such unit consisting of a summer, 
winter, spring, and fall range, with a ranch 
of sufficient size to balance same, one part 
of the unit as the summer range—which 
Is largely controlled by the Forest Service— 
should not be arbitrarily decreased, leaving 
the owner of such unit with a reduced car 
rying capacity and with the same investment 
In his plant.

In the matter of the charges for the use 
of such range, where the land is of such 
small grazing value, it is concluded that any 
system of charges must be subject to close 
scrutiny or a real injustice may be done.

STOCK .WATER LAW

The Stock Watering Act of Nevada became 
a law on April 1, 1925. This act is predi 
cated upon the principle that the value of 
a right to the use of water for stock watering 
at a particular source upon the public do 
main is directly dependent, not upon the 
number of stock that can water at said wa 
tering place, but upon the number, of stock • 
that can graze and feed upon the available 
range readily accessible to livestock Watering 
at such place. In other words, there has 
been a definite relationship established be 
tween the water and range value. Thus, it 
would seem that the Nevada Stock Watering 
Act accomplished indirectly that which is 
intended by the Colorado regulation. The 
constitutionality of the Nevada Act has been 
upheld by the Nevada Supreme Court in the 
Calvo case, decision No. 2747, February 21, 
1927. The validity of this act therefore 
seems to be unquestioned, while the Colo 
rado law remains to be tested in a higher 
court.

Contrary to the opinion held by many, the 
Nevada Stock Watering Act did not change 
the manner of procedure in which a valid 
stock watering right could be acquired. It 
has, however, fixed a method for the more 
exclusive control of range by virtue of valid 
stock watering rights and protects prior or 
vested users against subsequent appropria 
tion. Neither has the act, as asserted by some 
of its opponents, granted any additional 
rights not previously enjoyed by stockmen, 
such as a right to 1 day's watering without
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penalty, as prior to the enactment of this 
legislation there was no limit to the number 
of times stock could be watered at a particu 
lar place.

RANGE MAP3

In order that the State engineer, who Is 
charged with the administration of the Stock 
Watering Act, could intelligently formulate 
departmental policies governing the adminis 
tration of this act, it has been necessary to 
make a comprehensive study of the whole 
stock watering and-range problem during the 
past 4 years. As an aid in making this study 
and formulating policies, numerous stock 
men throughout the State have, upon re 
quest, submitted maps showing boundaries 
of the range claimed by them. With these 
maps as a working basis a State range map 
has been compiled, showing the relative 
locations of ranges claimed by various stock 
men throughout the State of Nevada. Up 
to the present time 224 range claimants have 
submitted maps, which have proved an In 
valuable source of range and stock watering 
information, and which will undoubtedly 
form the basis for the ultimate determina 
tion of range rights and the settling of range 
disputes.

VESTED RIGHTS IN HANGE

There has been considerable discussion as 
to whether or not a vested right should be 

' gained by long use of the range on the same 
principle as laid down in our water law. 
Whether rights are vested or not, It Is gen 
erally conceded that any division of the range 
or the fixing of range boundaries should be 
based on "use of range." The State's method 
of control of range units built up over a 
long period of years must be recognized as 
economically sound and protected as far as 
possible under the police power of the State, 
provided Federal recognition can be secured 
of the State's method of control.

FURTHER RANGE LEGISLATION

It Is proper at this time to proceed with 
further legislation under the police power of 
the State to protect established range limits 
from further encroachment in order to pre 
vent range conflicts, with the consequent 
overgrazing and abuse of the range.

Mr. MALONE. Madam President, I 
offer my amendment to Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 for the purpose of treating 
all of the public-land States alike, if we 
are to break the precedent of withhold 
ing known minerals when land is deeded 
to the States,

I offer the amendment for the further 
purpose that if the Congress determines 
to split away from the reclamation fund 
the production of petroleum and gas 
from certain public lands in certain 
States, then allow the remaining States 
to utilize their own resources for their 
own development.

Madam President, I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the RECORD at 
the conclusion of my remarks certain ex 
cerpts from the hearings in executive 
sessions before the Committee on Inte 
rior and Insular Affairs of the Senate.

There being no objection, the excerpts 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

OWNERSHIP OP THE PUBLIC LANDS IN . 
CALIFORNIA

Senator CORDON. With respect to Califor 
nia, and a portion of California coast; yes.

The next change, and I am not referring 
now to the changes in the letters identifying 
the paragraphs, In line 16, we have subpara- 
graph (d), in line 19, the word "from" has 
been Inserted. . In line 20, the phrase "it 
legally validated" has been Inserted. TJie 
reason for that phrase being Inserted Is that 
with respect to the Louisiana Purchase and 
possibly some of the Mexican grants, there

were ancient grants by the former sovereign. 
Those grants have either been validated or 
are no longer deemed to be Instruments of 
title.

Senator MALONE. Who was the original 
sovereign off the coast of California?

Senator CORDON. Spain.
Senator ANDERSON. And Russia after that.
Senator CORDON. Yes; I believe Russia then.
Senator MALONE. It Is included in the land 

grants from Spain?
Senator CORDON. The grants in California 

were from Spain.
Senator MALONE. And they were granted to 

whom? • *
Senator CORDON. Various Spaniards.
Senator MALONE. To individuals.
Senator CORDON. That is correct.
Senator DANIEL. And Mexico.
Senator CORDON. That is right, Mexico. I 

forgot about that.
Senator MALONE. The grants were to indi 

viduals, were they not?
Senator CORDON. That Is right, grants to 

persons. And. there were vast grants In Ari 
zona, what Is now Arizona, and New Mexico.

Senator MALONE. What happened to the 
land where there were no grants to Indi 
viduals? The remainder of such land was 
granted to or ownership assumed by the 
Federal Government of the United States,
•was it not?

Senator CORDON. When .the areas came 
under the jurisdiction of the United States, 
the land became owned by the United States, 
and the grants in part, where they hadn't 
been secured by fraud, or there wasn't some 
other reason for failure to validate, were 
validated.

Senator MALONE. The Government of the
•United States did there and then own the 
lands that were not specifically granted to 
individuals, and then the United States Gov 
ernment recognized such legitimate grants to 
Individuals; our Government then recog 
nized such grants as they considered were 
.obtained from Spain or Mexico in a proper 
manner.

Senator CORDON. That Is right.
Senator MALONE. Then the State of Cali 

fornia- never did at any time own such land?
Senator CORDON. No!

• * • , * *
Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I had in 

tended to offer two amendments to each of 
the bills. Now, as I understand It, there is 
only one bill before the committee. Every 
thing else has been discarded. That Is, the 
rewritten bill presented by the chairman to 
day nullifies all other offered legislation.

Senator CORDON. I do not want to say every 
thing has been discarded. This is the one 
bill that has been gone through with regard 
to perfecting its amendments, as far as Its 
major provisions are concerned, and the 
Chair has submitted it to the committee.

Senator ANDERSON. Permit me Just a sec 
ond. There are some bills that naturally 
would fall by the wayside. For example, I 
have a bill for Interim operation of this area. 
If you are going to give title, definitely, to the 
States, there is no need for interim operation 
in that area. Secondly, I have a bill to try 
to make sure that title to these inland waters 
and lands underneath navigable streams, and 
filled-in lands, return to the States. Now, on 
the basis of the explanation that the chair 
man Just made, if this bill were to be passed, 
I would not be interested In pushing that 
legislation because if the grants to the States 
should be held unconstitutional, the other 
act still applies.

I have no assurance that this act would "be 
held unconstitutional, but If It should then 
the grants to the States on the Inland waters 
still apply.

PERMIT APPLICANTS——NATIONAL OH. AND GAS 
LEASING ACT

Senator MALONE. I will amend my state 
ment, Mr. Chairman, that the Junior Sena 
tor from Nevada did not recognize the bill 
after the chairman brought It in, and could

not find any suitable place to Immediately 
offer the amendments. But, given time to 
read it, I think It can be arranged.

Senator BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, there may 
be others In the same predicament, and I 
think that all that Is necessary Is for Sen 
ator MALONE to offer his amendment to be 
placed at the proper place in the bill, and 
it will be done.

Senator MALONE. As I understand the 
proposition it is that we willread them into 
the record now, If we wish to, but nothing 
will be done about it until tomorrow.

Senator CORDON. That Is the chairman's 
thought about it.

Senator MALONE. I Intend to offer two 
amendments, Mr. Chairman. In view of all 
the debate and the hearings that were held, 
it was made very clear that there had been 
certain applications for permits to prospect 
for oil and gas under the National Oil ana 
Gas'Leasing Act. These filings were made 
prior to the amendment to the National Gas 
and Oil Leasing Act, in 1935. That is, August 
21. 1935, is the date of the amendment.

The applications were made one certain 
specified time before this amendment which 
would bring them within the purview of the 
act itself. The only reason Is that they were 
not granted, and there were two reasons 
given as time went on, as follows: The first 
and earlier reason was that the Secretary ol 
the Interior thought they belonged to the' 
States and therefore he. could not grant the 
permit through the applications, and then 
as soon, as he found that they were publicly 
owned Government lands, he Immediately, 
and without delay, ruled that the National 
Oil and Gas Leasing Act was not applicable 
to the sea-bottom lands, thus giving the ap 
pearance of reading the menu backward in 
both cases to prevent permits being granted 
under the applications. Under these rulings 
the Secretary of the Interior would not be 
under obligation to Issue the permits.

As has been brought out in the argument 
arid testimony before the committee, there 
were 11 applications, and approximately 400 
people in my State and perhaps others in 
other States are interested in these 11 appli 
cations. Immediately after the Secretary's 
decision, there was a suit directed against 
the Secretary of the Interior through the 
Federal court here to reverse his decision. 
That case has been argued, I understand, 
In the Federal court here in Washington, 
D. C. It has been tried and argued and is 
ready for decision.

That decision, and the fact seems to be 
well known, has been held up until the 
Supreme Court has either adopted the mas 
ter's report as to where the boundary 
between the Inland waterways and the open 
sea is located, or has been amended or set 
tled that issue in any case, and than this 
decision will be.rendered either for or against 
the Secretary.

If it is rendered against the Secretary, then 
these applications would be immediate!? 
ready to be acted upon by the Secretary 
under the National Oil and Gas Leasing Act 
in the absence of legislation by the Congress 
transferring these lands to the States or maK- 
ing disposition of.them In some other way.

PROTECT RIGHTS OP APPLICANTS, IP ANT

I will offer an amendment that will pro 
tect any rights that may have been acquired 
by these individuals through the 11 applies' 
tlons for permits to develop these sea-bottotf 
lands, by virtue of the fact that they wer« 
In good standing before the Secretary of tn« 
Interior.

I will read this amendment that was pre 
pared for the bill as it stood before comml'' 
tee print No. 4 came before us today. I* 
reads: '•

"At the appropriate place In Senate Join* 
Resolution 13, as amended, insert tne fol' 
lowing:

" '(b) Nothing contained In this act shft" 
affect such rights, if any, as may have bee*
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rfor anv law of the United States under Federal law and putting them on the

Bc_ulred n in lands subject to this act tax rolls. They did that through home- "(a) Subject to the provisions of 
Dy any PeljsX,ts if any shall be governed by steads, through mining claims, and other 10 of this act the term 'public lands 
and su°h r §,eci at the time they may have Federal legislation for a nominal filing fee. "•- -.--.ii- ^——<- ————-• — ..— 
tte la" ln ?"*. provided, however, That The objective was to arrange it so that an 
been, acqu.,tained in this act is intended or individual secures enough land to make a 
nothing c°° trued as a finding, interpreta-' living. If it is mining, it is the amount of 
gnall be con tlon by the Congress'that land that he can work handily, because in 
tibn, or c<"d"er Which such rights may be the Mining Act it is set down that he must 
t»e law un , appues to the lands subject do $100 worth of work a year to hold his 
Clai»ed ln authorizes or compels the mining claim. If it is agricultural land, 160 
to this act rights in such lands, and acres was estimated about right for a fam- 
granting <? tgrmmation of the applicability ««•—"" "«• » "nmi«»i fliir,,- fVp 
tnat the a u be unagected by 
or ^-'contained in this act.' " 
anything MALQNE r^t completes the first 

nt I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, 
it be discussed at the proper time and 

t it be inserted in the proper place. 
* a nator CORDON. May. I interrupt you to

v if vou after reading them into the record,
,iM tjermlt the committee to have them. 

w°" ifwe could have a print made of them
that every member may have your amend- 

tomorrow morning

ily—all for a nominal filing fee.
This Is a definite change in public-land 

policy. We are about to deed this land with 
the known mineral rights to the United 
States.

T therefore offer the following amendment 
to be placed at the end of Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13:
"TITLE III—MINERAL RIGHTS IN PUBLIC LANDS

GRANTED TO STATES
"SEC. 10. Subject to the provisions of sec 

tion 11 of this act all minerals and mineral
c,,,-. .-—-- _„-,_,< T rights In deposits in the public lands be- 
Senator MALONE. Now, Mr. Chairman, I longlng to the United States, including (1) 

wish to offer another amendment to senate - ands ternporariiy withdrawn or reserved for 
joint Resolution 13, to confirm and establish ciassification purposes, and (2) lands within 
the titles of the States to lands beneath grazing districts established pursuant to 
navigable waters within State boundaries Publlc Law No. 482, 73d Congress, approved 
and to the natural resources within such June 28> 1934, as amended (commonly known 
lands and waters, and to provide for the use as tbe Taylor Grazing Act), except any such 
and control of said lands and resources. lands forming a part of a national forest; are 

Mr. Chairman, this amendment is pre- hereby granted to the several States within 
sente'd for the record for the reason that is the territorial boundaries of which such 
known to most persons who are familiar with iands are situated. Such minerals and mln- 
the Federal action on public lands over the eral rights and the proceeds derived from the 
last few years, and brought out very clearly saie_ lease, or other disposition thereof shall 
In the hearings, that for approximately a be used for such purposes as the respective
century the Federal Government had with- legislatures of such States shall determine.
held known mineral rights when they were 
deeding lands to the States or persons.

The public-land States, of course, are the 
11 Western States, although the 2 Dakotas 
have a certain amount of public land. But 
that is about all the public land that is left 
as such.

Mr. Chairman, if that precedent Is to be 
broken, the precedent as it has been estab 
lished of withholding mineral rights, then 
treat all public-land States alike. The Su 
preme Court did rule that the States did 
not own the sea-bottom lands, that the Fed 
eral Government had paramount rights in 
and dominion over these lands, and all of 
these words and phrases are foreign to engi 
neer language. But upon looking them up 
in the dictionary, and consulting .eminent 
attorneys, they are'defined as the highest 
possible title. The Federal Government owns 
these lands so the Supreme Court says. 
There Is no question about their being pub 
lic lands. Now If we are about to break

"SEC. 11. (a) The provisions of section 10 
of this act shall not apply (1) to any public 
lands with respect to which any entry has 
been made, or any right or claim has .been 
initiated, under the provisions of law in 
force on the date of acceptance by the State 
of the grant made by such section except 
that upon the rellnquishment or cancella 
tion of such entry, application, right, or 
claim such lands shall become immediately 
subject to the provisions of this section, or 
(2) with respect to deposits of materials es 
sential to the production of fissionable ma 
terials reserved for the use of the United 
States under the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, 
as amended.

"(b) The grant made by section 10 of this 
act shall take effect with respect to the lands 
within a particular State whenever the leg 
islature of such State (1) enacts legislation 
providing for the location and development 
of mineral deposits in the public lands of 
such State, corresponding to the laws then

that century-old precedent and deed the in effect relating to the location and devel-
mlneral rights on Federal land containing 
known minerals to the States, then my 
amendment, would treat all public-land 
States alike. . 

Therefore, I offer this amendment to be

opment of mineral deposits In the public 
lands of the United States, (2) assumes in a 
manner satisfactory to the Secretary of the 
Interior all obligations of the United States 
with respect to any valid claims, rights, or

Inserted in the proper place In the resolu- privileges existing upon the date of accept-
tion. ance by the State of the grant, and (3) by

In many States the question of public resolution, accepts the grant and deposits a
lands may be a small matter, but when you certified copy of such resolution with the
get out to Colorado, New Mexico, and 
Nevada, it becomes a major issue and is

Secretary of the Interior. Upon receipt of a 
certified copy of a resolution of acceptance 
from any State and an instrument evidenc-nothin™ +-, _. _.!_,. ,i- , ^ , ,- j irom any o.a.e ana an instrument eviaenc-

off tha8t d " th> °T 3" laughed ing the assumption of such obligations, the°n, that you can do something with public secretary of the Interior shall cause to be
In some States and you can do some- 

: else with other public lands In other 
s, because you cannot do it and still 

eP falt* with the public-land States.
PUBLIC LANDS IN TRUST FOR THE STATES

bef haS been established in the testimony
Who[e ^committee many times that the laws and regulations relating to mineral
nearlv pUDUc'land policy of Congress for rights and deposits in the public lands, shall
thev w * centurv Pointed to the fact that cease to be applicable to the public lands
State 6 holdl°S the lands in trust for the . within such State, but such laws shall con- „__A_ ___,„.. ___.„„ _ _ __.._
transf Unt11 they could find some method of tinue in force with respect to the lands and lands. Of course, there has not been any

delivered to the proper officials of such State 
such maps, records, books, and documents 
as may be necessary for the enjoyment, con 
trol, use, administration, and disposition of 
such lands.

"(c) Upon the acceptance by any State of 
such grant as provided In subsection (b) all

"SEC. 12. As used In this title— 
(a) Subject to the provisions of section

means
the public domain, surveyed or unsurveyed, 
unappropriated lands, and lands not held 
back or reserved for any special Government 
or public purpose.

"(b) The term 'State' means any State of 
the Union."

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the amend 
ments that I intend to offer at the proper 
time, to conform to the policy being adopted 
by this act.

Senator ANDERSON. May I ask the Senator 
from Nevada if this is a grant to the public 
land States of the minerals lying beneath 
their> public lands?

Senator MALONE. That _s true in the same 
manner as the mineral rights are going to 
the States under the sea-bottom lands.

Senator ANDERSON. The forests are ex 
empted here. There are mineral values 
in the forests. While I would not inter 
fere with the national forests, does he in 
tend to include mineral rights beneath the 
national forests?

I ask that question, Mr. Chairman, because 
while I was Secretary of Agriculture I at 
tempted to transfer—and I believe I did 
transfer—to the Department of the Interior 
the responsibility for leasing forests for min 
eral development on the theory that they 
were equipped to handle mineral develop 
ment and the Department of Agriculture was 
not.

Senator MALONE. It would be subject to 
discussion. Perhaps they should be included 
with proper safeguards. My idea, princi 
pally, was to transfer the mineral rights to 
all lands not specifically withdrawn for a 
specific Federal purpose. That does not, of 
course, really prevent the United States Gov 
ernment from proceeding In the usual man 
ner from releasing the minerals upon the 
lands at their discretion. But perhaps they 
should be Included in this amendment.

Senator ANDERSON. Furthermore, I happen 
to know In my State, and I assume in a 
good many other States, there was a good 
deal of land to be selected by the State for 
various purposes, grants to schools and 
otherwise.

The Federal Government never allowed the 
States to select any section known to be min 
eral in character or where the geological re 
port at any time had indicated the presence 
of mineral deposits.

Now, since a great section of the State is 
known to have coal underlying it, all those 
areas where coal underlies it, which means 
any area a few miles north of Albuquerque 
up to the corner of the State where It borders 
Utah, Colorado, and Arizona, that entire sec 
tion is underlain with coal. Therefore, all 
that land has been retained by the Federal 
Government since the mineral is there.

It does seem to me that if that mineral was 
held by the Federal Government all these 
years, the situation is quite comparable to 
what Is taking place here, and perhaps that 
mineral does belong to the State that has it 
within Its borders. I am just trying to find 
out If he intends to include all that type of 
mineral within his amendment so that the 
State will get it as a direct benefit from It.

Senator MALONE. Not Including the land 
directly withdrawn for a specific Federal pur 
pose on a permanent basis. I will say fur 
ther to the distinguished Senator from New 
Mexico that, in the opinion of the junior 
Senator from Nevada, there has been a good 
deal of doubletalk and mixed metaphors and 
a lot of things in the discussion of this 
problem.

First, of course, it started out widely ad 
vertised as tidelands and States rights, 
neither of which are in any remote way af 
fected or included. The Supreme Court-said 
specifically that there never had been any 
decision directly affecting the sea-bottom

if erring them to private ownership deposits excepted under this title. such Supreme Court decision. The public
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can be deluded by discussing the.fringe of 
several decisions and by stretching the 
Imagination, allege that these sea-bottom 
lands were Included In prior decisions—but 
It is not seriously contended. There has 
never been any question, I will say further, 
Mr. Chairman, about the States having full 
police power over all the lands within its 
boundaries, either public or otherwise; that 
Is, public, .State-owned, or privately owned.

POLICE POWER OF THE STATE
We tried that out in our State, I have al 

ready outlined to the committee. In my 
State of Nevada, 87 percent of our land is 
public land, and we have about 60 million 
acres of rangelands without forests. Now, 
as a matter of fact, we passed a stock-raising 
act to regulate grazing long before the Taylor 
Grazing Act came along. It worked very 
well, since It allowed the State engineer to 
refuse an application for a permit to water 
cattle or sheep or livestock of any kind at a 
certain spring or waterhole, to deny that ap 
plication, even though there were plenty of 
water for "an additional permit, if he found, 
upon examination, that all the range was be 
ing substantially utilized from a subsisting 
right; meaning that if you threw another 
band of sheep or herti of cattle or herd of 
horses in there, it meant trouble. You could 
curtail the permits under the police power. 
of the State.

Some people said that you could not keep 
them off the public land, that they had a 
perfect right to go any place on a public 
land. But our supreme court held it con 
stitutional under the police power of the 
State. To keep the peace, the State legis 
lature had the right to prevent you or me, 
or anyone else, from going on that land un 
der certain circumstances that might cause 
trouble. So we regulated the use of the 
land under the police powers of the State 
and did a very good job of it. It was taken 
away from us under the so-called Taylor 
Grazing Act, which is not working satis 
factorily in our State.

We will have either general legislation or 
special legislation, and maybe both, to deal 
with this problem at the proper time. It 
will be a matter for separate discussion.
APPLICABILITY OP NATIONAL OIL AND GAS LEASING 

ACT
There has never been any reason why, 

since the sea-bottom lands were ruled to 
be public lands within State boundaries, 
just exactly the same as the 87 percent of 
our land in the State of Nevada, they should 
not be treated like other public lands. If 
there was a technicality, which I doubt, and 
the National Oil and Gas Leasing Act was 
not applicable to these lands after they were 
declared public lands, It would require only 
a very simple congressional amendment to 
the act to make them applicable.

Therefore, there is no legitimate' excuse 
for saying that in order to develop these 
lands they must be owned by the State any 
more than the lands In eastern or central 
Nevada, where we brought in an oil well a 
few days ago.

There is no more reason to say that these 
lands must be under State ownership to i>e 
developed, than there is to say that the 
public lands of Nevada must be under State 
ownership to be developed. It is simply a 
matter of what Congress wants to do.

Senator JACKSON. How long has the Fed 
eral Government been reserving mineral 
rights?

Senator MALONE. About a century. That 
Is, not always, but off and on.

Senator JACKSON. Sometimes they would 
grant a fee simple of everything?

Senator MALONE. I do not know of any 
specific cases. When it was known that It 
was a known proven mineral area, they gen- 
crally did not grant mineral rights. 

• Senator-ANDERsoN. I will say that In about 
1878 or so a party of surveyors crossed a sec 
tion of New Mexico and found outcroppings

of coal, and traced the. general geology of 
the area, and determined that hundreds of 
square miles were mineral in character, and 
therefore, could not be selected by the State 
as lieu lands because there was known min 
eral there.

.My question to him has been this: If a 
strip along the open ocean developed mineral 
and that mineral is now going to belong to 
the State,- does he see any reason why that 
coal that underlies the area in my State 
should not belong to the State?

Senator MALONE. None whatever. No, Sen 
ator, and further along this line, I will come 
back to the matter of the Federal lease in 
a moment. .

To show or to illustrate the utter idiocy, 
of some or the rulings made out of the De 
partment of the Interior in recent years, 
suddenly nuclear energy becomes the order 
of the day and atomic ores become very 
valuable and become very necessary. So the 
Secretary of the Interior Ickes, in his wis 
dom, the same kind he has used in nearly 
all of his career, Immediately withdrew all 
Federal lands whenever a discovery of ura 
nium ore was discovered. In other words, 
whenever it became known that it contained 
any of this mineral, fissionable mineral, that 
acreage was immediately withdrawn. That, 
of course, fixed it so that no one would tell 
him when they discovered uranium, so he 
delayed the mining of the metal indefinitely.,

This was In line with his general policy, 
practically 100 percent, he fixed It so that 
the Government would never find' out where 
these discoveries were made because a pros 
pector may only know one thing but he 
knows that very well, and that is that he 
is not going to tell you or me or the Govern 
ment where he discovered the minerals until 
he has It located and it belongs to him. So 
when he has it known that it would imme 
diately belong to Uncle Sam and there was 
no set price to be paid for it. Uncle Sam 
received no more Information. Mr. Ickes 
set us back at least 20 years In mining. To 
day there were people in my office on this 
very problem,

GRAZING LAND

I was just illustrating some of the utter 
Idiocy displayed through ruling by an igno 
rant Government official. As a matter of 
fact, up until 1934, when the Taylor Grazing 
Act was passed, when Mr. Ickes came into 
office and discovered suddenly thousands of 
acres where tt took from 20 to 150 acres to. 
run a cow unit a year—and In some areas 
a cow could not travel far enough in a day 
to get enough to eat so there was no value 
In the land—he was going to save the poor 
est grazing land in the United States and 
make a large amount of money for all the 
people in the Nation by leasing it.

Of course he could not possibly get enough 
out of this land as rental to repay the cost 
of administering it. That, however, he did 
not tell the people of the United States.

A CENTURY OF LAND LAWS
TJp to that time, of course, Congress had 

used very good Judgment. You can trace 
the whole period, their whole list of land 
laws starting a century ago, and they all 
point to one thing.

They pointed to putting the public land 
Into private ownership with enough land 
for a man to make a living, charging only 
a nominal fee, with no charge for the land. 
The policy was private ownership. It was 
not until Mr. Ickes came along with his 
bright ideas that all of that changed and 
the policy was completely reversed so that 
these poorest lands in the Nation would re 
main forever In the hands of the Govern 
ment to be kicked around by Federal officials.

Now to come back to the Federal lease. 
There Is no reason why this land could not 
be put under the National Oil and Gas Leas- 
Ing Act. A very simple amendment, if the 
decision of the Federal court when finally 
it is made, upholds the Secretary of the

Interior. No amendment is necessary if 
the court reverses the Secretary.

Senator ANDERSON. Would you yield a 
moment?

Senator MALONE. I will yield.
Senator ANDERSON. Of course, you are fa 

miliar with the fact that when helium was 
discpvered iri my State, and people thought 
it was going to be needed for the purpose 
of supplying dirigibles to fly across the 
ocean, immediately the Secretary of the In 
terior removed that from the field where a 
man could prospect.

I was just going to say, would it be diffi 
cult, where these Federal leases are in ex 
istence in our area! to validate all of the 
leases where there is production of oil, but 
it would be easy to change the place where 
the proceeds are paid on the royalties? The 
Federal Government is familiar with han 
dling these royalty payments and the $5 mil 
lion being taken out of my State by the 
Federal Government each year, and more 
than that in the State of Wyoming, could be' 
paid directly to the State under the amend 
ment that the Senator has introduced. Is 
that not correct?

Senator MALONE. That Is correct. And it 
would be very easy.

Now to get back to the original disposition 
of the fund. Congress has used very gpod 
judgment over the years. Like I have said, 
they might vary a little here and there, but 
they always righted themselves. The long- 
established policy is to develop the fuels and 
the minerals under the act (National Oil 
and Gas Leasing Act), and to pass the agri 
cultural lands into the hands of the man who 
would work it, into the hands of the people 
in amounts so that the family could make a 

. living and the transfer would be made at a 
nominal filing fee and the individual would 
not pay anything for the land.

Even a mining claim, when you patent It, 
after doing $500 worth of work—and I have 
patented hundreds of claims in the Western 
States over 20 or 25 years' time—there are- 
certain Federal fees and State fees which 
must be paid. But when you pay those and 
finally get the patent survey made, then they-, 
charge you $5 an acre for the land, no matter 
If it may be worth a million dollars or $2, 
but you still pay $5 per acre.

The theory is that you are going to work 
this land, and then pay the State taxes and 
the income tax. It Just gets lost in the gen 
eral property taxes of the country around/ 
which the entire Government is built.

RECLAMATION FUND
In 1920, in the National Oil and Gas Leas 

ing Act, the Government set down a very 
definite disposition of the moneys from these 
leases. The 11 western land States wero 
the arid States. They all needed agricultural; 
development. It was not determined at the 
moment where the development would be,;, 
but it was thought that it would•'average1 
among the States In the long run. They did| 
not know where the oil would be discovered' 
and do not know yet. as a matter of facV 
where more of it will be found. We are dis-' 
covering oil on land on which geologists, for- 
50 years, said there would be no oil dis 
covered, for example, the volcanic areas. So 
they said in their wisdom that 10 percent 
would go to the Government for supervision, 
presumably, 37.5 percent would go to the. 
State wherein such oil and gas was located—;f 
that is, of the royalty, whether it was 12.5j 
percent or more—and 52.5 percent would g<?l 
to the reclamation fund which originally, 
was distributed in 11 western public, lanfy 
States in accordance with the direction ofj 
the Congress of the United States for th?'| 
construction of irrigation projects. Ji

This committee, the Public Lands Corn'1 
mittee before the name was changed, hafj 
been passing on. those projects. As a mattes 
of fact, the Senator from my State, Senator! 
Newlands, was the author of the Bureau off 
Reclamation bill In 1902. The first 
ever built under it was in Fallen, Nev.
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jj we should suddenly wake up, and sud 

denly say, through the Congress, that since 
\ese are very rich lands and since these 
states have claimed these lands, then we are 
o)ng to deed such lands to them. Concern 

ing the reclamation fund there Is no ques 
tion in my mlnd Dut that the National Oil 
and Gas Leasing Act Is applicable and, nat 
urally, the 52.5 percent will go Into the fund 
and will not need any further legislation 
except a simple amendment providing the 
Federal court says that under the present 
provisions the National Oil and Gas Leasing 
Act Is not applicable. That Is the worst 
fuat could happen. II they said It Is ap 
plicable, no legislation Is necessary.

So when you are taking the land, you are 
taking 52.5 percent ol the royalties, whether 
it is 12 Vi or 20 percent, and you are forever 
Keeping the funds from the reclamation 
fund.If you are going to separate these lands 
from the fund, then why not comple.te the 
lob and let the mineral deposits of the States 
eo to the States wherein they are located?. 
That, then, would supplement and replace, to 
a certain extent for each State the loss of 
revenue that you are beginning to chisel off

"senator BUTLER. Will you yield?
Senator MALONE. Yes, I will yield.
Senator BUTLER. I think I gather the gen 

eral tenor of what the Senator desires to 
do, and I think I am- In sympathy with his 
objective because certainly I believe that the 
whole country will be better off if every acre 
of land that has not been reserved for public 
parks and things like that was in private 
ownership and was on the tax rolls. But I 
wanted to ask this question:

You have proposed a couple of amend 
ments to the bill we propose reporting for 
one objective. That is to take care of the 
lands, submerged lands, sir. Would it not be 
wiser to let that bill go through as It is 
planned without trying to swallow the whole 
elephant in one gulp, to let that become a law 
and then you have established the precedent 
for the passage of a bill similar to what you 
have In mind, and I think I would support it?

Senator MALONE. Well, as I would say to 
the distinguished chairman of this commit 
tee, and for whom I have the highest regard, 
I am a little like the distinguished Senator 
from New Mexico. Probably that is the last 
you will hear of it if this bill is passed 
without such a provision.

There is so much'money in this picture, 
apparently "around .thirty to one hundred 
billion dollars.

Senator DWORSHAK. Will you yield?
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Senator DWORSHAK. You are merely trans 

ferring the mineral rights below the surface?
Senator MALONE. And the States would 

have to accept them in the regular manner 
before it would become effective.

Senator DWORSHAK. If you carry that pro 
posal a little further, In Idaho .we have ex 
tensive and valuable Federal forests on fed 
erally owned land. Why would .we not be 
entitled to have a transfer of the surface 
"ghts? we do not have oil in Idaho, but 
we have virgin stands of white pine and 
other valuable timber. I think we might 
justify that approach in our State. But we 
would not want to confine the transfer to subsurface minerals.

Senator MALONE. I have no objection what 
soever, i am trying to emphasize that you 
~e cutting a piece of the pie and then back- 
"g away from the rest of It. You are not 
« iy facing the issue. You are Just going 
J an̂ cutting the best looking piece of 
I h'» ls mv 7th vear here KnA l think 
Pubi i 6 1 very Patient about the way the 
that lands are kicked around, or the people 
ar<> K.5e uslnS the public lands in my State "e being ruined.
ut?" ln*end to bring a bill before this com- 

*?at would deal with a small section 
btate as an experiment.

What you have done, what this Congress 
did do, when they Jammed through the 
Taylor Grazing Act in 1934 was to mess up 
the entire grazing question in the public- 
land States.

I was not in the Congress, but I was right 
outside the door. I wrote the amendment 
to the bill, and Senator MCCARHAN forced 
them to take what became known as the 
McCarran amendment. It was the only good 
thing about the bill, and they defeated that 
by not granting permits.

The amendment read that whenever a 
permit was granted to a customary user of 
the range in connection with his own land, 
that you could not cancel it as long as there 
was an obligation on the livestock unit.

The livestock unit was made up of three 
parts. The owned land, the water rights, 
filed, on water for irrigation, and the water 
rights to the spring where the cattle and 
sheep water, and the feed-producing ranch.

Any organization that controls one of those - 
parts of that livestock unit controls the 
whole business. So, Mr. Ickes.got the idea- 
suddenly that he must make a lot of 
money for all of the people of the United 
States. I will say this for Senator MCCAR 
RAN: He stood up on the Senate floor and 
would not let them adjourn until they took 
that amendment. That was in 1934.

Now what they have done for 20 long 
years, the boys from nice agricultural schools, 
start to regulate the men who have been 
running a certain number of cattle 30 to 60 
years, and tell them they must cut the carry- 
Ing capacity 20 percent or 30 percent. The 
rancher has his investment for the certain 
number of livestock, whatever it is. The 
Federal range supervisor cut the carrying 
capacity without; • cutting Investment and 
ruins the livestock man.

This has been a very interesting problem 
to me all the way through, to see what can 
be done with public lands if you can hit 
th'e public hard enough and with the right 
kind of propaganda.

I would like to see this committee tackle 
this public lands problem. Take my bill 
that merely would make an adjudicating 
bureau out of the Bureau of Land Manage 
ment.

As far as district 6, to which my range bill 
would apply, It is in a small part of Nevada, 
let them adjudicate it and see how it works 
on the basis of customary use.

Senator CORDON. I do not recall that there 
is an amendment of that character before us.

Senator MALONE. The amendment I have, 
offered is to correct a situation caused by 
your Senate Joint Resolution 13. The prob 
lem I was discussing was caused by a simi 
lar Congress 20 years ago.

Senator CORDON. You are entitled to get 
tfnything you want before this committee. 
The ordinary method is by introducing bills.

Senator MALONE. I introduced an amend 
ment here for the purpose of, correcting an 
injustice about to be executed by this legis 
lation. '

Senator CORDON. You were discussing, I 
thought, another matter which was extra 
neous.

Senator MALONE. It is not extraneous; it 
Is the, same principle. If you are going to 
take a piece of the pie, let us cut the entire 
pie.

I have yielded-to the chairman.
Senator BUTLER. The senior Senator from 

Wyoming appeared before the committee In 
connection with S. 807 which iae filed on 
February 6. He did not -propose that it be 
handled as an amendment to this bill, but 
it is still before the committee and" I think 

.In due time will be given attention by the 
proper subcommittee here. It is introduced 
by Mr. HUNT and entitled "To provide for 
granting to the several States the mineral 
rights In public lands belonging to the 
United States."1 '

Senator ANDERSON. He appeared before this 
committee on this bill.

Senator BUTLEB. But he did not introduce 
It as an amendment.

Senator MALONE. Now I would like to finish 
this one thought. You would then be hold- 
Ing the public lands status quo if you ad- : 
Judicated the use and allowed this use. You 
would not own the land, you would own the 
use of It like you do water, and transfer it 
like you do water. You would then hold the 
status quo until you could locate it for a 
higher use, for mineral claims or for oil. 
You would not then, under that kind of a 
setup, deed the land to the State every time 
you found an isolated place, every time it 
was valuable enough to cause a furore in 
the United States so you could do it. That- 
was my point.

I Just want to say that we will discuss the 
amendments tomorrow, or whenever you care 
to bring this committee together again. I 
think this is a good bill of Senator HUNT, 
and I think it is the last you will hear of 
It If it is not hooked onto this bill.

Mr. HOLLAND obtained the floor.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Madam' 

President, will the Senator yield to me 
for 1 minute?

Mr. HOLLAND. Madam President, I 
yield 1 minute out of my time to the 
Senator from Colorado.

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Madam 
President, I am supporting the Malone.' 
amendment, but if the Malone amend 
ment is adopted, I still will not be able 
to support Senate Joint Resolution 13.

The reason I am supporting the Ma 
lone amendment is that if these valuable 
deposits on Federal lands are to be trans 
ferred to any State, I think they ought 
to be transferred to all States. What is 
good for the goose ought to be good for 
the gander. However, I do not think 
the petroleum deposits under Federal 
lands ought to be transferred to any 
State.- That explains, perhaps, the er 
roneous charge of inconsistency of my 
position. I wanted to make it clear in 
the RECORD as to just what my. position 
is with respect to the amendment of the 
Senator from Nevada. I am supporting 
it, but even if it is adopted I shall still 
vote against Senate Joint Resolution 13.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Florida yield to me so that 
I may ask the Senator from Colorado one 
question?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the 
Senator from Florida yield for that pur 
pose?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield time for the 
question to be asked and answered.

Mr. MALONE. I ask the distinguished 
Senator from Colorado, who was Gov 
ernor of his State at the time when 
I was State engineer of my own State, 
and who thoroughly understands the 
public lands problem, if he does not be 
lieve, with the junior Senator from Ne 
vada, that a thorough and studied over 
hauling of public lands legislation is long 
overdue?

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Indeed I 
agree with the Senator on that proposi 
tion.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I shall 
first address myself briefly to the amend 
ment offered by the distinguished Sen 
ator from Nevada [Mr. MALONE]., I 
think that without any study whatso 
ever at this point the Senator from Flor 
ida could not be expected to express any 
judgment upon the merits or demerits of 
that amendment, whatever they might 
prove to be.
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I feel very deeply that for an amend 

ment of this sweeping nature to be at 
tached to the joint resolution would be 
entirely improper and improvident, and 
for that reason I oppose the adoption of 
the amendment.

This amendment relates .to all the 
States but, of course, particularly and 
peculiarly to the public-land States. It 
provides, in effect, that the minerals and 
mineral rights and deposits in public 
lands belonging to the United States, in 
cluding both lands which are tempora 
rily .withdrawn or reserved for classifi 
cation purposes and lands within grazing 
districts except lands forming a part of a 
national forest, shall be granted, if the 
amendment is adopted, to the several 
States within the territorial boundaries 
of which such lands are situated.

There is no showing whatsoever as to 
the areas which are covered. The Sen 
ator from Florida understands that they 
probably amount to about 200 million 
acres.

There is no showing'as to the values 
which are involved. The Senator from 
Florida understands that the values 
which would be affected by the amend 
ment would amount to many hundreds 
of billions of dollars.

There is no showing whatever as to 
how the situation would be changed with 
respect to the reclamation program.

As the Senator from Florida under 
stands, under the present law 52 Vz per 
cent of the receipts from such lands form 
the bedrock of the financing of the im 
portant reclamation projects of the Na 
tion.

There is no showing as to how nu 
merous other important programs would 
be affected by this amendment.

Furthermore, the Senator from Flor 
ida believes that when the reclamation 
States have been treated as generously 
as they have been treated by the Federal 
Government, that is, by granting them 
37 !/2 percent outright as a grant from 
the revenue from this type of public 
lands, arid by granting them, in addition, 
52 Vz percent to go into the reclamation 
fund, at least there should be ample time 
allowed to subject this matter to careful 
hearings, to ascertain where the equities 
are, and to see how seriously the Western 
States are being held back, if at all, by 
the present situation. The Senator 'from 
Florida is perfectly willing to keep a com 
pletely open mind on the subject as it 
relates to the legitimate rights and in 
terests of the Western States.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, the 
Senator from Florida does not feel that 
he should be hurried into an expression 
on a subject of such vast importance, 
affecting such complicated and difficult 
problems as it does, without having avail 
able the necessary facts in order to ex 
press a wise and deliberate judgment.

I now yield to the Senator from 
Nevada.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I should 
like to ask the Senator from Florida 
whether he understands that only 37>/2 
percent of the revenue derived from the 
oil and gas resources within its borders

accrues to the particular State. The 
State is given only 37 Vz percent of that 
which comes out of its own soil. Does 
the Senator from Florida understand 
that to be the fact?

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator from 
Florida understands that to be the fact; 
and he also understands it to be the fact 
that 52'/2 percent of the total revenue, 
which, with the-37 V^ percent, adds up to 
90 percent, goes into the reclamation 
fund, the expenditure of which fund is 
confined to the very public-lands States 
which are most concerned.

The Senator from Florida finds no 
fault with that program, because he 
thinks that the program has helped in 
producing values which not only are 
most desirable for the States which are 
affected but are also important for the 
American people as a whole, as well as 
for their Government. t

The Senator from Florida is not asking 
that the law be changed. He might be 
willing to amplify it after the facts per 
taining to it are made available to him. 
However, with the scant knowledge 
which he has—and he has attended all. 
the hearings ,on the joint resolution and 
he realizes that very little in the way of 
detail was produced in this field—he 
feels that it would be unwise and very 
wrong for Congress to express a final 
judgment upon a matter of such great 
importance without careful and deliber 
ate hearings to produce all the facts.

The Senator from Florida is perfectly 
willing—and he so states now to his 
friend from Nevada—to hold his mind 
open and look at the facts when they are 
produced, and to look at them against 
the background of the development 
which has been attained and is still go 
ing on in the public land States, and to 
do for them as generously as he feels 
the Nation should do for any State. 
Further than that he could not go at 
the present time.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield.
RECLAMATION STATES PRODUCE THEIB OWN FUNDS

Mr. MALONE. I should like to draw 
the Senator's attention to the fact that 
17 Western States, the beneficiaries of 
the reclamation fund produced by the 
oil and gas found within their borders; 
repay over a definite amortization period 
all of the money expended for reclama 
tion projects -within their borders.

Does the Senator from Florida further 
understand that the money which goes 
into the fund is made up almost entirely 
of gas and oil revenues from the States 
wherein it is later expended for reclama 
tion purposes? The only other source of 
funds is by way of repayment of funds 
expended through the projects con 
structed.

THE CENTRAL FLORIDA PROJECT

The Senator from Nevada recalls that, 
as chairman of the Flood Control Sub 
committee of the Committee on Public 
Works, he was instrumental in allocating 
$112 million to Florida, with no repay 
ment provision whatever. That was only 
one project. Does the Senator recall 
the project?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, in the 
first place the Senator from Nevada is 
wrong about his figures. However, as 
to that, the Senator from Florida wants 
to say that the Senator from Nevada 
was wholesome, generous, and fully 
American in his approach to the subject, 
and the Senator from Florida appre 
ciates that fact. The figures which he 
has in mind, however, are greatly in ex 
cess of the actual figures.

In the second place, the Senator from 
Nevada probably remembers that under 
the Florida flood control program which 
was approved by Congress, under the 
able direction of the Senator from Ne 
vada, as chairman of the subcommittee 
of the Committee on Public Works, the 
State of Florida is required to pay ap 
proximately 38 or 39 percent of the 
funds'to be used in the development of 
that completed project and in its main 
tenance.

So I suspect, if the Senator from Ne 
vada will compare our situation against 
that which prevails in the reclamation 
States, he will find that any difference 
which exists is in favor of the Western 
States.

The Senator from Florida does not 
complain of that fact, because he be 
lieves the program is wise, and is just, 
and he approved of it himself. He is 
grateful to the Senator from Nevada for 
his willingness to go into it on its merits. 
The Senator from Florida has exactly 
the same attitude with reference to the 
situation in the public land States.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further?

Mr. HOLLAND. I shall yield one 
more time.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I 
merely wish to say that if the Senator 
from Florida will examine the figures 
he will find that more than $100,000,000 
was authorized for the project referred 
to. However, be that as it may, it is in 
accordance with a 75-year national pol 
icy and I approve of it.

However, the reclamation money we 
are talking about comes from the re 
sources found in the States in which 
the funds are expended. That is what 
we are talking about. On the other 
hand, all the eastern and central States 
keep their resources and the funds ap 
propriated for their flood control and 
rivers and harbors projects come from 
taxpayers of all of the States. The re 
sources are owned by individuals in the 
Eastern and Middle Western States, and 
they are on the tax rolls of the States.

In the case of the State of the junior 
Senator from Nevada such resources are 
in lands which are in public ownership. 
I will say now that a bill should be 

introduced in Congress for the Federal 
Government to pay taxes just the same 
as any other owner of lands. The prin 
ciple might change the minds of some 
of the bureaucrats who want the resi 
dents of the public-land States to be 
permanent tenants. t

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, th^ 
Senator from Florida appreciates the] 
comment of the Senator from Nevada.] 
As Governor of the State of Florida, and] 
since he has been a Member of the Sen-^
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ate the Senator from Florida has con 
sistently taken the position that the Fed 
eral Government should pay in lieu of 
taxes a reasonable amount to the States 
and to local units of government who 
find themselves short of funds because 
Of ownership by the Federal Government 
of large bodies of public lands within 
their limits.

Mr. President, the Senator from Flor- 
jda will not deal longer with this par 
ticular amendment. However, he does

• have two matters relating to the joint 
resolution which he thinks should be 
mentioned some time during the debate, 
and he will do so at this time.

The Senator from Florida recalls that 
several Senators who are opposing Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13 evidently have 
been under a misapprehension of the 
facts, since from time to time they have 
said that the State of Rhode Island was 
prepared and had already passed legis 
lation empowering its attorney general 
to go immediately into court and test 
the validity of Senate Joint Resolution 
13 as soon as it becomes law.

I can well understand how that mis 
take of fact could have occurred, be 
cause the newspapers carried the news 
that the lower house of the Rhode 
Island legislature had adopted 2 reso 
lutions, 1 of which was in opposition to 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 and the other 
of which was to empower the Attorney 
General to bring the suit of the type 
mentioned. '

However, Senators evidently let their 
wishful thinking precede the actual 
event, because last Thursday the upper 
house of the Rhode Island legislature 
took exactly the opposite position.

In order that the RECORD may be kept 
entirely clear, the Senator from Florida 
asks unanimous consent at this time, 
that the news item reporting the action 
taken on the two joint resolutions of the 
Rhode Island House of Representatives 
may be printed in the RECORD at this 
point, as a part of his remarks. The 
two resolutions were killed by the Senate 
of Rhode Island last Thursday.

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
RHODE ISLAND SENATE KILLS TIDELANDS

SUIT—DEFEATS BY 26-17 VOTE LEGAL
ACTION BASED ON DECISION IN CONGRESS 

•The Republican majority yesterday killed 
on the floor of the Senate the administra 
tion's resolution directing Rhode Island's 
attorney general to Institute court action If 
Congress votes to turn over control of tide- 
lands to California, Louisiana and Texas. 
The rollcall vote; strictly along party lines, 
was 26 to 17.

Lengthy debate preceded action on the 
measure which the GOP-controlled judiciary 
committee had reported out with recom 
mendation that it be defeated.

After citing tldelands legislation pending 
,™ Congress, Senator Donald A. Kingsley of 
oarrlngton, Republican floor leader, de 
clared that the late President Franklin D. 
«oosevelt had been of the opinion that the 
federal Government "should ~be a wet nurse
•to everyone in the country."

CITES SUPREME COURT DECISION

• Some who shared his philosophy were
saw ed to the Supreme Court, Kingsley
dp i i mentioned the Court's tidelands

cision to the California case, which held

that the Federal Government had the para 
mount right in tidelands property. 

. Kingsley said that was contrary to previous 
legal opinions and to the previous opinion 
of two Democratic officials In Rhode Island, 
including the late Attorney General John H. 
Nolan.

He said he saw no heresy In Congress at 
tempting to put title in the tidelands into 
the States where up to 2 years ago it was 
felt it belonged. Political expediency was 
not the question, the senator contended.

Senator Raymond A. McCabe, of Provi 
dence, Democratic floor leader, argued that 
the Court's decision made clear that title to 
the tidelands rested in all the people of the 
United States.

"ONE OP THE GREATEST GRABS"

Senator Frank Licht, Democrat, of Provi 
dence, held that Congress was dealing with 
"one of the greatest grabs in the history of 
the country," and reiterated that the Court 
has said the property belongs to the .people 
everywhere.

The Court's decision, said Senator Joseph 
R. Weisberger, Republican, of East Provi 
dence, threatens title to all submerged lands 
under any navigable stream.

Senator John G. Murphy, Republican, of 
Cranston, contended that Congress is doing 
Just what the decision said It has the right 
to do. The question involved was not po 
litical but legal, Murphy said. Of the 48 
States involved, Murphy said, the attorneys 
general of 47 take a position very different 
from that of this State.

Senator Hoyt W. Lark, Republican, of 
Cranston, said he was not In favor of a little 
State like Rhode Island spending Its hard- 
earned money to try to "steal" something 
from Texas, Louisiana, and California.

Defeated without debate on a division vote • 
26 to 13 was a resolution asking Congress to 
confirm title of the people of the United 
States in offshore resources.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, in 
order that Senators may be under no 
misapprehension at all as to what is con 
tained in the article, I will say that the 
committee of the Senate of the Rhode 
Island Legislature conducted hearings on 
the subject. No hearings had been held 
by the house committee of the Rhode 
Island Legislature. After hearings had 
been concluded the senate committee re 
ported by a vote of 7 to 2 that neither of 
these measures should pass. It recom 
mended against the passage of both of 
these joint resolutions.

Then when the measures came to the 
floor the Senate of Rhode Island, by a 
'recorded vote of 26 to 17, killed the house 
joint resolution, which would have em 
powered the attorney general of Rhode 
Island to bring suit in the event Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 were passed and be 
came law.

By a vote of 26 to 13 the Senate of 
Rhode Island killed the resolution asking 
Congress to confirm the title of the peo 
ple of the United States in offshore re 
sources.

I think it would be interesting to read 
from the article 2 or 3 quotations show 
ing how the majority of the Senate felt-;' 
on the issue. The first quotation ̂ which 
I wish to read is as follows:

The Court's decision, said Senator Joseph 
H. Welsburger, threatens title to all sub 
merged lands under any navigable stream.

The second quotation I wish to read, 
reads as follows:

Senator John G. Murphy contended that 
Congress is doing just what the decision

says It has the right to do. The question 
Involved was not political but legal, Murphy 
said. Of the 48 States Involved, Murphy said, 
the attorneys general of 47 take a position 
very different from that of this State.

I think this quotation is peculiarly 
appropriate:

Senator Hoyt W. Lark said he was not In
•favor of a little State like Rhode Island 
spending Its hard-earned money to try to
•"steal" something from Texas, Louisiana, and 
California.

Therefore, Mr. President, instead of 
empowering its attorney general to bring 
suit, the Legislature of Rhode Island 
decided not so to do. Instead of me 
morializing Congress to defeat Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 and pass some other 
legislation, the Legislature of Rhode 
Island decided not to take any such 
course. '

So the statements made in the best of 
faith by Senators who are in opposition 
to Senate Joint Resolution 13 prove to be 
not in accord with the final word spoken 
by the Legislature of the sovereign State 
of Rhode Island.

Mr. President, I go next to another 
matter, namely, the fantastic, extrav 
agant, and vastly differing figures which
•have been used. I have been amazed 
at the very conflicting results which 
some of the mathematicians who op 
pose Senate Joint Resolution 13 have 
reached. When contending with the 
same figures, which are basic, they ar 
rive at such tremendously different re 
sults that it is apparent that they did 
not attend the same schools, at least in 
sofar as their arithmetic textbooks were 
concerned.

I wish to present what I believe to be 
a completely accurate picture on this 
subject, and I ask my colleagues to fol 
low it as closely as possible.
THE TRUTH ABOUT SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 

13——A REPLY TO THE CIO PROPAGANDA CAM 
PAIGN AGAINST STATE OWNERSHIP OP SUB 
MERGED LANDS WITHIN THEIR BOUNDARIES

The Congress of Industrial Organiza 
tion—CIO—used the time consumed by 
the ultra-liberal filibuster against Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13 in the effort to 
spread a vast amount of false and mis 
leading propaganda to exert pressure on 
Members of the United States Senate 
against this proposed legislation. This 
propoganda was handed out principally 
to newspapers, public-school officials, 
and local unions.

An example was the full-page ad run 
by the CIO on page 25 of the Washing 
ton Post on April 17, in opposing Senate 
Joint Resolution 13, and in supporting 
the Hill amendment to the Anderson 
substitute. This advertisement, directed 
to Members of the United States Senate, 
and later mailed to them by the CIO, 
contains gross exaggerations of the val 
ues involved, and completely misrepre 
sents the terms of the Holland bill (S. J. 
Res. 13) and the Hill amendment.

This deceptive propaganda of the CIO 
would not justify a reply except that 
some of thfe figures and arguments used 
have been included in the speeches of 
certain Members of the Senate,who op 
pose State ownership. The true facts 
clearly refute the CIO and those who 
have adopted their arguments.
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FIGURES AND VALVES GROSSLY EXAGGERATED—• 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION DOES NOT COVER 
PUBLIC LANDS OR THE OUTER NINE-TENTHS OP 
THE CONTINENTAL SHELF

All the figures In the CIO ad and the 
multi-billion-dollar figures used by the 
Senator from Alabama [Mr. HILL], the 
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS] , the 
Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
LANCER], and other opponents of this 
measure, are grossly exaggerated, in 
that- 

First. They are based upon the erro 
neous claim that Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13 includes that vast portion of 
the Continental Shelf—nine-tenths of 
the entire area—which lies outside of 
the historic 3-mile and 3-league limits. 
Actually, the proposed legislation covers 
only the one-tenth of the Continental 
Shelf which lies within State boundaries.

Second. The CIO figures are based not 
only upon the above blatant error, b,ut 
upon the additional assumption that 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 will result in 
the conveyance to the States of all fed 
erally owned land. The CIO says that 
the Holland bill—Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13—is step one of a proposed two- 
step giveaway of the entire public do 
main. This, of course, is wholly untrue.

Third. The exaggerated values must 
be further reduced. in many cases by 
seven-eighths thereof, because the cus 
tomary royalty paid under either State 
,or Federal leases is one-eighth of the full 
value.

The truth is that Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13 covers only the lands beneath 
navigable waters within the historic 
boundaries of the 48 States—lands which 
the States have possessed, used and de 
veloped for more than 100 years. As to 
the 21 coastal States, this measure does 
not extend to any property beyond their 
recognized seaward boundaries 3 miles 
from shore, except in the cases of Texas 
and the West Coast of Florida, where 9 
marine miles—nearly 10 Ms land miles— 
was long ago recognized by Congress as 
the seaward boundary in the Gulf of 
Mexico.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 releases to 
the States no part of the Continental 
Shelf seaward of the 3-mile or 3-league 
limit, an area valued in the CIO ad at 
from $62'/2 billion to $300 billion.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 covers no 
part of the Federal public lands in the 
11 Western States, listed in the CIO ad 
at a value of well over a trillion dollars.

Senate Joint Resolution 13, releasing 
to the States only one-tenth of the total 
area of the Continental Shelf, specifically 
asserts that the natural resources of all 
the remaining nine-tenths of the Conti 
nental Shelf are confirmed to be subject 
to the jurisdiction and control of the 
United States—section 9, Senate Joint 
Resolution 13.

Mr. President, I ask my colleagues to 
observe the next statement very care 
fully, because it is the truth as regards 
Senate Joint Resolution 13, in connection 
with the matter of its effect upon the 
Continental Shelf: Senators who vote for 
this joint resolution will be joining in the 
first congressional assertion of Federal 
rights to this vast area of land. They 
will be helping to safeguard Federal

rights to this area, rather than giving 
them away.
TRUE VALUES AMOUNT. TO 41 CENTS PER SCHOOL- 

CHILD PER TEAR

The Hill amendment would not have 
given any money to the States or to the 
public schools'at the present time; and 
even if it had, the revenues derived from 
lands covered by Senate Joint Resolution 
13 would amount, at most, to about 41 
cents per student per year, during a 50- 
year period.

These figures are based upon the only 
reliable estimate of oil and gas resources 
within the historic marginal-sea bound 
aries of the coastal States, as given to 
the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee by the United States Geo 
logical Survey. See hearings, pages 567- 
586. They show the undiscovered but 
potential existence of 15 billion barrels 
of oil and 68.5 trillion cubic feet of gas in 
the entire Continental Shelf. These are 
the identical estimates for oil that were 
Stated by President Truman in his veto 
message of 1952, and used in the debate 
last year by the Senator from Alabama 
[Mr. HILL] and the Senator from Illinois 
[Mr. DOUGLAS] . See CONGRESSIONAL REC-; 
ORD, volume 98, part 3, page 2892 and 
page 3341.

This official agency of the United 
States Government, the Geological Sur 
vey, states that only one-sixth of the 
estimated oil—2*/2 billion barrels—and 
only one-seventh of the estimated gas— 
9*A trillion cubic feet—existing in the 
entire Continental Shelf are located 
within the historic 3-mile and 3-league 
State boundaries.

Mr. President, at this time I ask unani 
mous consent to have incorporated at 
this point in the RECORD, as a part of my 
remarks, table I, taken from the hear 
ings at page 584, and covering the offi 
cial estimate made by the United States 
Geological Survey to the Congress of the 
United States.

There being no objection, the table 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
TABLE I.—Estimated potential oil and gas re 

serves of Continental Shelf landward of 
traditional State boundaries and for. entire 
Continental Shelf

[All miles indicated are statute miles]

Texas: 
Within 1<H4 miles of the coast..

Louisiana: 
Within 3M miles of the coast-

California: 
Within 3M miles of the coast, 

bordering 3 productive ba-
Total Continental Shelf bor 

dering 3 productive basins ...

Oil (in 
billions of bar 

rels)

1.2 
Q n

.25 
4.0

1.1

2.0

Gas (in
trillions 
of cubic 

feet)

6.0 
45.0
1.25 

20.0

2.0
3.5

Source: Statement of Ralph L. Miller, Chief, Fuels 
Branch, Geologic Division, U. S. .Geological Survey, 
Department of the Interior (p. 584).

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed at 
this point in the RECORD, as part of my 
remarks, table V, from the testimony of 
Mr. H. G. Barton, chief of the Oil and 
Gas Leasing Branch, Conservation Divi

sion, -United States Geological Survey, 
Department of the Interior.

There being no objection, the table' 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

TABLE V.—Estimated proved reserves
FIELDS WITHIN THE' AREA CLAIMED BY UNITED 

STATES BUT LANDWARD OF TRADITIONAL STATE 
BOUNDARIES

State and product

•Louisiana: Oil or oil* and
gas.

Texas:
Oil..................
Gas-— ............

Num
ber of 

proved
fields

fi

2

5

Estimated proved 
reserves

84,000,000 barrels.

15,000,000 barrels.'
cubic feet. 1 • 

' 160,000,000 barrels.

FIELDS SEAWARD OF TRADITIONAL STATE 
BOUNDARIES

Louisiana: 
Oil or oil and gas .... 
das'— . ............

17 '14 335,000,000 barrels.
sand cubic feet. .

Do.

- Estimates based on incomplete data. 
' Includes 2 gas and 12 oil and gas fields.
Source: Statement of H. G. Barton, Chief, Oil and Gas 

Leasing Branch, Conservation Division, U. S. Geologi 
cal Survey, Department of the Interior (p. 5T7).

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, in or 
der that there may be no question .at all 
about the facts previously stated in my 
remarks, namely, that the estimates 
contained inrthese two tables were recog 
nized last year by the President of the 
United States in his veto message and by 
the distinguished Senator from Illinois 
[Mr. DOUGLAS] and the distinguished 
Senator from Alabama [Mr. HILL], I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
at this point in the RECORD, as a part of 
my remarks, first, an excerpt from the 
veto message of the President.

There being no objection, the excerpt 
from the veto message was ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows:

About 235 million barrels of oil. have al 
ready been recovered from the submerged 
lands affected by this joint resolution— 
nearly all of It from lands off the coasts of 
California and Louisiana. The oilfields al-'. 
ready discovered In these lands are estimated 
to hold at least 278 million more barrels of 
oil. Moreover, It Is estimated that more than 

. zy2 billion additional barrels of oil may be' 
discovered In the submerged lands that 
would be given away off the coasts of Call? 
fornia, Texas, and Louisiana alone. (From. 
veto message on title to certain submerged' 
lands bill dated May 29, 1952, p. 3.) 't.

Mr. HOLLAND. Next, Mr. President, 
I submit for the RECORD an excerpt from' 
the statement made by the distinguished 
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS], as 
it appears at page 3341 of the CoNGRESr 
SIGNAL RECORD, volume 98, part 3: -.„•
TREMENDOUS RESOURCES UNDER THE MAHGINAt* 

SEA

The oil resources of the submerged lands 
are presently estimated as 15 billion barrels 
which, as present prices, would be wortB 
$40 billion.

The Senator from Illinois was talking 
about the entire Continental Shelf, thaji 
is, the nine-tenths outside the State
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boundaries, and also the one-tenth with- 
fn the State boundaries, ' '

Here is the statement made by the 
senator from Alabama [Mr. HILL] as it 
° pears at page 2892 of the CONGRES 
SIONAL RECORD, volume 98, part 3 :

in an earlier speech In the Senate I pointed
ut that the ablest petroleum geologists in

the oil Industry estimate the offshore oil re
serves of the marginal sea and the Contt-,
nental Shelf at 15 billion barrels More than

year ago Dr. E. O. DeGolyer, of Dallas, Tex., 
who has an international reputation as one 
of the most outstanding petroleum geologists 
jn the world — If not the outstanding one — 
stated In an article in Life Magazine that 
there may be 10,500,000,000 barrels of oil along 
t)ie coasts of Texas and Louisiana alone. 
Tbe Geological Survey of the United States 
Department of the Interior confirms these 
estimates. At present "prices, these 15 bil 
lion barrels are worth over $40 billion (p. 
2892, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, vol. 98, part 3).

Again, Mr. President, the Senator from 
Alabama was speaking about the entire 
Continental Shelf, the nine-tenths that 
is outside the State boundaries, plus the 
one-tenth that is within the State 
boundaries.

The customary one-eighth royalty on 
this entire production at present aver 
age prices — which have been furnished 
to us by the Petroleum Administration 
for Defense, and are stated to us as $2.56 
a barrel for oil and 9 cents a thousand 
cubic feet for gas — would amount to a 
total of $920 million if the whole esti 
mated amount of oil and gas could be 
actually produced, which is clearly im 
possible in view of the authoritative 
statement of the Geological Survey that 
"the estimate includes, of course, much 
oil that is not now economically recov 
erable by processes of exploration and 
production that are now known to be 
practicable."

Mr. President, from the figure last 
stated must be subtracted three-eighths 
thereof, inasmuch as even the oppo-, 
rents of Senate Joint Resolution 13 con 
cede that the coastal States should re 
ceive 37 V2 percent of the royalties on 
production within their State borders. 
This would leave a total $575 million to 
be distributed among the 48 States 
throughout the years, if the opponents of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 should prevail 
and if the Hill amendment were adopted. 
Distributing the entire amount over a 
Period of 50 years, which is estimated by 
many as the full period of production, 
the average annual royalty would be 
$11,500,000 per annum. Dividing this 
annual income among the 28,196,000 
public-school students, annual estimates, 
1952-53 school year. Office of Education, 
Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, in the Nation at this time would 
Provide about 41 cents per student per 
year as contrasted with the extravagant 
ly astronomical figures of the CIO and 
other opponents of Senate Joint Resolu tion 13.

These prospective receipts would be of 
ereat assistance to the public schools 
within the States which discovered and 

d the natural resources in these 
*3U'; *ney would amount to veryt i o:Ue' to a negligible amount, to any

Nati U spread throughout the entire

Mr. President, If I may do so, I should 
like to present what is indeed a con 
trast. The total amount of $575 million 
is available from royalties, over the full 
time of production, from everything that 
could be produced from lands lying with 
in the State boundaries. I should like 
to contrast that with some of the extrav 
agant figures set forth in the page-wide 
CIO advertisement, which, incidentally, 
appeared on the same day the distin 
guished Senator from Alabama [Mr. 
HILL] stated on the floor of the Senate 
that it was unfortunate that all the peo 
ple who had money and who were able- 
to command publicity were on the other 
side, and that therefore, those who were 
opposing the pending measure had not 
been able to take their case to the public. 
That very morning, a page-long adver 
tisement was published in the Washing 
ton Post by the CIO.

Senators will remember how the 
amount imagined to exist as royalties 
was applied and apportioned among the 
several States, and then, within the 
States, brought down to the county level, 
and in some instances, down to the'town 
level within the counties, in an effort to 
show, through the production of extrav 
agant and completely untrue figures, 
that the schools and the public were 
being despoiled by Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13. '

By way of contrast, for example, the 
amount the CIO said should go to Con 
necticut, but was being taken away by 
Senate Joint Resolution 13, was $676,- 
635,000; which, by the way, exceeds by 
more than $100 million the total amount 
available to the whole Nation out of the 
royalties in all the areas within State 
boundaries, throughout the whole period 
of production. In the case of Georgia, 
the CIO is very modest. It makes the 
amount going to Georgia only about 6 
times the amount that the whole Nation 
would get under the correct figures, be 
cause it says Georgia would get $3,125,- 
000,000 plus, or almost 6 times the 
amount the whole Nation would actu 
ally receive if all the potential oil in the 
reserves could be produced—and the CIO 
knows that this, itself, is impossible.

In the case of the State of Illinois, the 
statement is made by the CIO that Illi 
nois is giving away $2,946,000,000, which 
is about 5 l/2 times the full amount the 
whole Nation would get if the correct 
figures were used. In the case of Massa 
chusetts, the amount is more than 3 
times as great as that which the whole 
Nation would receive; and in the case of 
New York, more than 7 times as great.

Mr. President, one would think that, 
with those ridiculous figures, opponents 
of the pending measure would have been 
content—and many of them quoted those 
figures in the course of their arguments. 
But they were not content with relying 
upon that extravaganza; instead, they 
developed some fantastic figures of their 
own. For instance, if Senators will turn 
to page 3771 of the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, under date of April 24,1953, they 
will see the premise from which the dis 
tinguished Senator from North Dakota 
[Mr. LANGER] took off. I shall quote from

a question he was asking of the Senator 
from Oregon [Mr. MORSE] :

Does the Senator from Oregon know that 
If the $175 billion is divided by the popula 
tion of the United States, as shown in the 
World Almanac for 1953—the population be 
ing 150,697,361,—the amount proposed to be- 
given away, as a result of enactment of the 
pending Joint resolution, would equal $1,- 
161.26 per person?

Mr. President, of course, the dis 
tinguished Senator from Oregon ex-- 
pressed approval of that computation.

Next we come down to Connecticut. 
Let us recall that the CIO very modestly, 
stated that Connecticut was being de 
prived of a mere $676 million, or only 
$100 million more than the whole Nation 
would actually receive. But our dis 
tinguished friend from North Dakota 
was not content with having the State 
of Connecticut so deprived of its rights.

Mr. MTT.TJKIN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. HOLLAND. I will yield in a mo 
ment, I may say to my friend from Colo 
rado. The questioning by the Senator 
from North .Dakota related to Connecti 
cut—and the question, by the way, was 
entirely approved by the distinguished 
Senator from Oregon. I read the ques 
tion and answer, found on page 3771 of 
the RECORD :

Mr. LANGEB. « • • Does the Senator from 
Oregon realize that even if we accept the 
$175 billion figure as the correct amount for 
the value of the natural resources which are 
proposed to be given away under the pro 
visions .of the pending Joint resolution—al- 
thought that figure is only one-half the 
amount which It is estimated will be given 
away as a result of the enactment of the 
Joint resolution—then the people of Con-, 
necticut and the school children of Con 
necticut would lose the sum of $2,330,973,- 
972.80?

The Senator from Oregon, replying in 
like extravagance comments:

I hope the distinguished Senator who now 
Is presiding over the Senate, the very great 
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. PUKTELL], 
heard those figures for Connecticut. I believe 
the amount stated by the Senator from 
North Dakota is the amount that the people 
of Connecticut would lose.

Mr. President, the fact of the matter 
is that it is just a little more than four 
times the full amount the royalties 
from all the submerged areas within 
the State boundaries would produce to 
the whole Nation, or to whomever they 
should belong, over a period of 50 years, 
or over the full period of production. 
So that it is quite evident that extrava 
gance became ever more extravagant, 
when interpreted by our distinguished 
friends, the senior Senator from North 
Dakota and the junior Senator from 
Oregon.

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I promised to yield 
to the Senator from Colorado.

Mr. BUSH. I merely wanted to ob 
tain the page number.

Mr. HOLLAND. It is page 3771 of 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of April 24, 
1953. I may say the Senator will find 
it a very valuable archive, because 
it indicates that his State would re 
ceive more than four times the total
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amount which the real owners, whoever 
they may be, of the lands within the 
submerged belts of the States, and ex 
tending out to State boundaries, could 
get by way of royalties. I congratulate 
the Senator from Connecticut, both upon 
the established importance of his State, 
and upon the fact that, apparently, ac 
cording to the estimate of our distin 
guished friend from North Dakota, 
which I have just quoted, the enactment 
of the legislation would give the people 
of his State four times as much as the 
whole Nation, including all the oper 
ators, would get from the entire area.

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I promised to yield 
to the Senator from Colorado, after 
which I shall yield to the Senator from 
North Dakota. I now yield to the Sen 
ator from Colorado.

Mr. MILLIKIN: Mr. President, I shall 
vote against the Malone amendment, 
because I think it a mistake to raise and 
submit to decision the matters involved 
in that amendment, while deciding the 
matters involved in the Holland joint 
resolution. The questions involved in 
the Holland resolution will turn, in my 
mind, on claims of right. The matters 
covered by the Malone amendment will 
turn on questions of .policy. The deci 
sion on one does not compel the same 
decision on the other. I fear that pre 
mature consideration of the matters 
covered by the Malone amendment will 
prejudice their consideration when .they 
are brought before the Senate on their 
own separate merits.

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the distin 
guished Senator from Colorado. 

. I now yield to the Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. LANGER].

Mr..LANGER. May I say to my dis 
tinguished friend and colleague that at 
the conclusion of the speech of the Sen 
ator from New York [Mr. LEHMAN] I 
intend to speak for an hour on the pend 
ing legislation, and I intend to reiterate- 
.the very figures which the distinguished 
Senator from Florida has just criticized?

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. 
I think he will again go into a field of 
extravagance where I shall not be able to 
follow him.

Mr. President, let us follow the distin 
guished Senator from North Dakota in 
his peregrinations among the great 
States of the Union. I find on page 3773 
of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD that when 
the distinguished Senator came to the 
State of Illinois he asked this question 
of the distinguished Senator from Ore 
gon [Mr. MORSE] :

And does the Senator realize that the 
distinguished senior Senator from Illinois 
IB advised that the schoolchildren and. the 
other people of the State of Illinois, even 
on the assumption of the accuracy.of the 
estimate of $175 billion of total revenues to 
be derived under the pending joint resolu 
tion, will lose the staggering sum of $10,117,- 
101,501.76?

Of course, Mr. President, the Senator 
from Oregon was properly shocked at 
that revelation, and I think we should 
all be shocked at it, because it is so com 
pletely out of proportion to anything 
like the full amount which, at most, will 
be derived. According to these figures.

as stated by the distinguished Senator 
from North Dakota, he increased the CIO 
estimate, which was more modest—it 
was only 5 times as great as the total 
revenue—the Senator from North Da 
kota increased that figure for Illinois to 
more than 18 times as much as the en 
tire revenue from royalties in all the 
States put together if they produced 
every drop of oil and every foot of gas 
estimated by the United States Geologi 
cal Survey. Let us remember always 
that when oil is being taken from great 
depths of water, it cannot be hoped that 
all of it will be produced.

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Florida yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield.
Mr. LANGER. I wonder whether the 

Senator knows that the CIO figures were 
. unreasonably low.

Mr. HOLLAND. I may say to the dis 
tinguished Senator that possibly that is 
the explanation as to why the Senator 
from North Dakota proceeded to out- 
extravagandize even the CIO figures. I, 
therefore, compliment my distinguished 
friend that when he got through exagr 
gerating there was nothing else left to 
exaggerate.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Florida yield for a ques 
tion?

Mr. HOLLAND'. I yield.
Mr. LONG. I wonder whether the 

Senator from Florida realizes that the 
source from which the late Secretary 
Ickes secured his figures was the same 
basic information which the Senator 
from Florida is now using, namely, the 
estimate of the United States Geologi 
cal Survey, but he failed to take into 
consideration the fact that there is only 
a one-eighth or a one-sixth royalty, at 
the most, and, further, that 90 percent 
of the resources .involved are beyond the 
States' historic boundaries and, there 
fore, not covered by the Holland joint 
resolution?

Mr. HOLLAND. That is correct, and 
I thank the Senator from Louisiana for 
his observation.

Mr. LONG. Nor did Mr. Ickes take 
into consideration the calculation that 
the figures involve a period of approxi 
mately 50 years.

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator is, of 
course, correct.

Mr. President, I shall not quote fur 
ther from these extravagant figures ex 
cept to say that in the case of the State 
of New York the maximum of extrava 
gance was attained when my distin 
guished friend from North Dakota, evi 
dently getting his second wind, and since 
no one had questioned him, thinking 
that he would go the whole limit, used as 
big figures as he could state. I am not 
sure that I can properly state them——-

Mr. LANGER. The figure was over 
$17 billion.

Mr. HOLLAND. I congratulate the 
Senator upon the excellence of his mem 
ory, if not upon the accuracy of his 
figures.

On page 3782 our distinguished friend 
from North Dakota, who is loved by every 
one of us, apparently attempted to com 
pletely and irrevocably outestimate the 
figures of the CIO, and he did a good job

of it. I read from page 3782 of the CON 
GRESSIONAL RECORD:

Mr. LANGER. Is the Senator aware of the 
fact that if the pending measure Is passed, 
there will be taken from the pockets of the 
people of New York, $17,221,708,761.92, this 
being based' only on the estimated $175 bil 
lion worth of oil?

The Senator from Oregon, strange to 
say, did not faint and was not shocked, 
but he came right back with imperturb 
ability as great as any I have ever seen, 
and admitted that the Senator from 
North Dakota had accurately stated the 
situation, and it was just that way.

I shall not dwell further on this phase 
of the matter, but, once having beep 
encouraged by the CIO to take off in 
flights of fancy into the wild-blue yon 
der, the Senator from North Dakota has 
certainly attained ethereal heights.

Mr. President, it is evident that each 
individual State stands to profit far more 
from the ownership of its own sub 
merged lands than from a small share of 
the revenues now being received by the 
coastal States.

I see my time is about to run put. It 
will take me about 10 minutes to com 
plete my statement. I wonder if Sena 
tors would be agreeable to charging my 
next time allowance with sufficient time 
to complete these remarks, because I 
shall be entitled to speak further at a 
later time on the next amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? The Chair hears none, and 
it is so ordered.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, every 
State has submerged lands, and their 
titles will be confirmed by Senate Joint', 
Resolution 13. There is a table at page 
35 of the printed hearings showing the 
acreage covered by this resolution in each 
State.

The total area of submerged lands 
under inland waters within all 48 States 
is 28,960,640 acres; the similar total be 
neath the Great Lakes in the 8 Great 
Lakes States is 38,595,840 acres; the; 
similar total beneath the marginal sea 
within the boundaries of the 21^coastal. 
States is 17,029,120 acres. ' '

It is believed that the representatives! 
of each State will serve their own peo* 
pie better by securing safe and securef 
title to these lands within their ownj; 
boundaries than by.setting a precedent? 
for their surrender or loss to the Fed-fc 
eral Government. f

Some of the Senators from coastalf 
States who are willing to give up theira 
claims to their marginal belts in order.! 
to share in the future revenues of Texas 
California, and Louisiana, may live to see 
this a bad bargain. In their own lands, 
uranium, iron ore, gold, or other valu 
able resources may be discovered in the 
future. They may find themselves like 
the landowner in the story, Acres of Dia 
monds, who sold his land and all of his 
possessions in order to go out and search 
the world for diamonds. After many 
.years had passed, he ended up with noth-J 
ing, but on the land which he had dis-; 
posed of, in his own backyard, was found 
the greatest diamond mine in the world-,
THE HILL AMENDMENT WOULD NOT HAVE GIVEN; 

ANYTHING TO THE STATES OK TO PUBLIC EDU-: 
CATION •'

The CIO ad, and most of the speeches' 
by those opposing Senate Joint Resolu-
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. „ 13, argue that the Federal Govern- Throughout all these years of posses- tenths of the whole shelf — is confirmed

• ent should keep the submerged lands slon in good faith the States and their and supported by Senate Joint Resolu-
jjerly held and developed by the 21 lessees have expended millions of dol- tion 13.

'•"astal States in order that future rev- 
C- ues may £° to the schools of all the 
states under the Hill amendment. 

The truth is that the Hill amendment, 
Iready defeated by the Senate, would

lars in developing the property. Oil was 
discovered in the coastal belt by 3 States 
under State management and develop 
ment, and it was not until long after oil 
was being produced—more than 20 years

nt have appropriated any of these rev- after the original production—that Fed-
nues to the States or to public educa- eral officials first asserted claims against

fion It would have appropriated all of the States. This was due to the in-
tne revenues to national defense and na- sistence of Federal lease applicants and
tional security for the duration of the was contrary to the expressed will of the
nresent national emergency and, until Congress.
Congress shall otherwise provide. Only If this had been a land suit between 
after the present national emergency is individuals, the family in possession in 
over, and only if a future Congress so good faith for over 100 years would have 
decides, would any of- these funds be received judgment against even the legal 
available for Federal aid to education, claims of a family which sat idly by 
Here are the exact words of the Hill until after the land had been highly de- amendment: -,---, .- -.- ---.,-- .- -- — -,-

All other moneys received under the pro 
visions of this act shall be'held in a special 
account in the Treasury during the present 
national emergency and, until the Congress 
eJiall otherwise provide, the moneys In such 
special account shall be used only for such 
urgent developments essential to the na 
tional defense and national security as the 
Congress may determine and thereafter shall 
be used exclusively as grants-lri-ald of pri 
mary, secondary, and higher education.

There are two jokers in this proposal: 
First, the national emergency may out 
last the production of oil and gas from 
the marginal sea within historic State 
boundaries: second, even if the. emer 
gency ends before these natural re 
sources have been exhausted, a future 
Congress may decline to appropriate the 
remaining revenues for Federal aid to 
education, since similar measures have 
always been defeated in the past by those 
who fear that they would result in Fed 
eral control of our public schools, or 
who contend that children who-attend 
private and religious schools should or 
should not share in the public grant.

The truth is that the total effect of 
the Hill amendment on public education 
would be to take away funds now dedi 
cated to public schools in the coastal 
States and transfer them to the Fed 
eral Treasury for national defense pur 
poses.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13 IS NOT A GIVE 

AWAY BILL

In boldface headline type the CIO ad 
calls Senate Joint Resolution 13 a give 
away bill. This CIO line of attack is 
the same that Senate opponents have 
followed continuously for the past 
month.

The truth is that Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13 simply restores or gives back 
to the States the submerged lands

veloped by the family in possession. 
Such judgments, based upon long pos 
session and improvements made in good 
faith by one party and acquiescence or 
laches by the other party, are based upon 
general principles of equity and justice.

In.the Supreme Court .cases against 
California, Texas, and Louisiana the 
Court said it could not apply such equi 
table rules as adverse possession, pre 
scription, acquiescence, laches, or estop 
pel against the Federal Government, but 
it said clearly that the Congress could 
do so. After overruling the equitable 
defenses of the States, the Supreme 
Court said that it would not be assumed 
that:

Congress, which has constitutional control 
over Government property, would execute its 
power in such a way as to bring about injus 
tices to States, their subdivisions, or persons 
•acting pursuant to their permission.

. The Attorney General of the United 
States acknowledged the equities and 
told the Supreme Court in his oral argu 
ment and supplemental brief in the Cali 
fornia case:

The President recognizes that in the event 
the decision of this Court is favorable to 
the United States, it will be necessary to 
have congressional action looking toward 
the future management of the resources of 
this area. And he also intends to recom 
mend to the-Congress that legislation be 
enacted recognizing both prospectively and 
retrospectively, any equities of the State and 
those who have operated under it, to the 
fullest extent consistent with the national 
Interest.

While we believe that the present Su 
preme Court was wrong in writing the

THE REAL ISSUE

Obviously, the real issue is whether 
the United States Congress should ap 
prove and adopt a Federal policy for 
the taking of lands heretofore held in 
good faith for over 100 years by the 
coastal States and already developed in 
many respects by them and their 
grantees; This is part of the broad issue 
of whether we shall continue to build a 
bigger and more centralized Federal 
Government at the expense of the States§ 
their local units of government, and 
thousands of individual developers.

Naturally, those who favor more and 
more centralization of power in Wash 
ington are opposed to Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13. On the other hand, with few 
exceptions, those who think that our 
National Government is already too big, 
too wasteful, and too far away from the 
people, warmly support Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 as a matter of equity and 
justice to the States and their grantees 
and as a means of preventing further en 
croachment on State rights and property 
under the new applications of the doc 
trines of "inherent powers," "external 
sovereignty," and "paramount rights."

NOT A PARTISAN ISSUE

State ownership of submerged lands is 
not a partisan issue. A majority of both 
the Democrats and the Republicans have 
supported this legislation in the House 
both last year and this. Democrats last 
year were almost evenly divided in the 
Senate, while the legislation has always 
been supported by a majority of the 
Republican Senators. The Republican 
platforms of 1948 and 1952 call for State 
ownership legislation, and this course 
is strongly favored by President Eisen- 
hower. The only attempt to write a 
contrary plank in the Democratic plat 
form was at Philadelphia in 1948, and 
that was defeated. Only the Progressive 
Party of Mr. Henry Wallace has ever 
called; by,a platform plank, for Federal 
ownership of this property.

While State ownership and control is. 
frantically opposed by such ultra liberal 
national organizations as the CIO and 
Americans for Democratic Action, who 
do not want to see a reversal of the 
trend toward nationalization of natural 
resources and regimentation of private 
industry, it has the support of many

law differently from what it was believed substantial national organizations, in
to be by all previous Supreme Courts, 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 does not over 
rule the recent decisions. It merely ap 
plies the equities which both the Court-in tte > .u wrhthey «* «» Executive recognized that Con- 

have possessed, used and developed in pess must consider. It would write the 
good faith for over 100 years. It con- la?/or the future as it was believed to 
firms the property to the same people «™* ">,,«» Past by restoring to the 
who have always owned and used it. ftates all lands beneath navigable wa- 

.??» Federal Government recognizedState ownership of these lands in ac- The application of such principles of
cordance with a Ions UM of Sum-erne equlty and justice nave never been con- lmof SuPremeCourr rmi < , th ^ DreTPnf« S Preced̂  tfhf ^P °f 
1950 £ Supreme Court in 1947 and 

the more recent Court de"

to be a gift. One does not give 
away, in the true sense of the term, 
land which has been possessed and de-

cisim, " veloped in good faith for over 100 years store , lrecogmze that Congress may re- by another party. Then, too, that part 
taw- ,. pr°Perty to the States, or es- of the recent Supreme Court decisions 
tarnish title in the States as it .was 
Previously thought to exist. which dealt with the outside Continental 

Shelf beyond State boundaries—nine-

eluding the following: Conference of 
Governors, National Association of At 
torneys General, Council of State Gov 
ernments, National Association of State 
Land Officials, American Association of 
Port Authorities, National Institute of 
Municipal Law Officers, Conference of 
Mayors, National Association of Secre 
taries of State, National Association of 
County Officials, American Municipal 
Association, Great Lakes Harbor Associ 
ation, The American Bar Association, 
American Title Association, United 
States' Chamber of Commerce, United 
States Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
National Water Conservation Confer 
ence, National Reclamation Association, 
National Sand and Gravel Association, 
National Association of Real Estate 
Boards, National Ready Mix Concrete
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Association, Western States Land Com 
missioners Association—12 States, West 
ern States Council—representing cham 
bers of commerce in the 11 Western 
States.

I hope that this statement will so 
clarify the issues that no one will be 
misled by the exaggerated figures and 
deceptive propaganda which have been 
distributed at'great expense by the CIO 
In opposition to Senate Joint Resolution 
13.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield to the Senator 
from Illinois.

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator from 
Florida read hastily, and I was not able 
to identify the names of all the organ 
izations. Did I understand him to say 
that one of them was the "Ready Mix 
Concrete Association" or the "Ready 
Fixed Concrete Association"? [Laugh 
ter.]

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator 
from Illinois for his contribution, which 
illustrates how desperately our oppo 
nents are gasping for breath.

Almost every substantial business and 
civic organization in the Nation is with 
us in urging the enactment of Senate 
Joint Resolution 13, which has for its 
purpose the preservation of long-estab 
lished States rights, and keening away 
from bureaucratic control in Washing 
ton matters that reach down into the 
Intimate details of property enjoyment 
along 5,000 miles of shoreline. They 
are opposing the grab which is taking 
place, the unwarranted and dangerous 
extension of the rules as to paramount 
rights external sovereignty and inherent 
powers.

I feel, and I think the great majority 
of the Members of the Senate feel, that it 
is in the interest of sound democratic 
principles, of preservation—resurrection, 
almost—of sound democratic govern 
ment, and the protection of both States 
and people, to pass Senate- Joint Reso 
lution 13 and get on to other important 
business of the Senate.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I 
should like——

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I do not 
like to insist upon the carrying out of 
the agreement, but I suggest that we 
have gone long over the time permitted 

. on this particular amendment. If the 
Senator from Florida is willing to cease 
and charge his lime against the next 
amendment, perhaps we can reach a 
vote on the pending amendment. I 
would have objected at the time if I 
had understood the request. I think we 
must adhere to the rules.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. LEHMAN. The Senator from 

Florida had yielded out of his time to 
the Senator from Nevada in order to 
allow him time to conclude his argu 
ment. It was only by reason of that 
fact that the Senator from Florida asked 
for 10 minutes additional, to be charged 
against the time on the next amendment.

Mr. TAFT. I think we should pro 
ceed to a vote on the pending amend 
ment. Is the Senator from Nevada pre 
pared to vote on the pending amend

ment, or would he prefer to have the 
vote put off until tomorrow?

Mr. MALONE. I appreciate the fact 
that the Senator from Florida yielded a 
part of his time to me. For that rea-> 
son I ask unanimous consent that the 
vote be put over until tomorrow.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President; I ask 
unanimous consent that the vote_on the 
pending amendment may be talcen to 
morrow at 2 o'clock, when other amend 
ments and the joint resolution itself are 
to be voted upon; also that it be in order 
to offer additional amendments at this 
time and discuss such amendments 
under the unanimous-consent agree 
ment.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore.' Without objection, it is so or 
dered.

Mr. LEHMAN obtained the floor.
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, a 

parliamentary inquiry.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- 

pore. The Senator will state it.
Mr. McCLELLAN. Under the unani 

mous-consent agreement which is now 
in effect, is it necessary for a Senator 
who wishes to speak on the joint reso 
lution, and not on'an amendment, to 
have time yielded to him by one of the 
Senators in control of the time on the; 
amendments?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I will 
say to the Presiding Officer that the 
Senator from Florida had agreed to yield 
to the distinguished senior Senator from 
Arkansas time from the first time avail 
able following, the discussion which the 
Senator from Florida has just completed. 
It appears that it must be upon the next 
amendment, because, as the Senator, 
from Florida understands, the time to 
vote upon the amendment of the Sen 
ator from Nevada has now arrived, and 
the Senator from Florida assumes that 
a vote will take place immediately.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, by unani 
mous consent the vote on the Malpne 
amendment has been postponed until 
tomorrow. The Senate is now about to 
consider the amendment of the Senator 
from New York [Mr. LEHMAN], for which 
4 hours are available. When the Sen 
ator from New York completes the pres 
entation of his affirmative case, the Sen 
ator from Florida will be able to yield 
ample time to the distinguished Senator 
from Arkansas.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I 
wished only to get the parliamentary 
situation clearly in mind. The distin 
guished Senator from Florida had agreed 
to yield to me out of his time. However,, 
his time on the amendment of the Sen 
ator from Nevada has expired.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. The Chair is advised by the Par 
liamentarian that since the Senator, 
from New York is about to offer his 
amendment, there will be opposition time" 
out of which time can be yielded to the 
Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, a. 
parliamentary inquiry.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- 
pore. The Senator will state it.

Mr. MAGNUSON. How much time is 
allowed on each amendment?

Mr. TAFT. According to the modifi 
cation made today, amendments gen-

e^ally are limited to 1 hour to a side. 
With respect to the amendment of the 
Senator from New York, however, 2 
hours to a side will be available.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield.
Mr. MORSE. I shall call up a couple 

of brief amendments, upon which I shall 
not require more than 10 minutes "for 
explanation, because I discussed them at 
length last Friday. I shall be happy to 
yield time to the Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I! 
appreciate the offer of the distinguished 
Senator from Oregon. I understand 
that the distinguished Senator from 
Florida will have plenty of time avail, 
able to him on the amendment which 
the Senator from New York is about to 
offer. I shall require only a few mo 
ments.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield, provided I do 
not lose-my right to the floor.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- 
pore. Without objection, the Senator 
from New York may yield under the 
conditions stated.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the RECORD at this point as a part of 
my remarks a statement on the joint 
resolution under discussion, as well as 
certain editorials from various news 
papers relative to the same subject.

There being no objection, the state 
ment and editorials were ordered to be. 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MANSFIELD
On the basis of decisions already made by. 

the Supreme Court, I believe that title In the- 
submerged lands has been vested in the. 
United States and, unless legislation such 
as the Holland bill is enacted, will remain so.

The Supreme Court of the United. States 
on June 23, 1947, rendered an opinion in the 
case of United States against California and 
on June 5,1950, rendered opinion in the cases; 
of United States against Texas, holding that, 
the United States has paramount rights in,., 
and full dominion and power over, the sulK 
merged lands of the Continental Shelf ad-' 
Jacent to the shores of California, Louisiana;5: 
and Texas, and stated that the respective! 
States do not own the submerged lands of; 
the Continental Shelf within their bound-, 
aries. . •'

At the present time the American system \ 
of primary, secondary, and higher education^ 
faces a financial crisis of severe magnitude? 
because of the unusually large growth in the] 

•school-age population, because of the inade-r 
quate supply of teachers, and because of the;' 
deteriorating and infirm physical plant ot 
the American educational system.

In my opinion the children of the United 
States—not oil—are this Nation's most pre 
cious natural resource and their education 
has from the beginnings of this Republic; 
been traditionally held most dear by aU'j 
Americans. f

It is not my purpose to join in the corn-;; 
plicated and technical controversy revolving 
around the ownership of these offshore land?. 
The Supreme Court of the United States has 
twice determined the question in unmistat 
able language. The high Court has ruled 
that this oil, which the Geological Survey 
has estimated to be worth at least $40 bll' 
lion—others up to $300 billion at present 
prices—belongs to all the people of all tM 
States. In my view the issue .of ownership 
has been settled.
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It is, however, my desire to emphasize once
ore to the Members of the Senate the cru-

10 . o«i>nrinl crisis which our American edu-

r, believe the actual bare figures 
Jill "bring a new sense of shock to them as 
!{,ey did to me despite our mutual awareness 
of the crisis.

Our children, yours and mine, and those
I our constituents, are the most precious 

fjset this Nation has. They are America's 
Greatest single natural resource. Their in 
dependence of mind, their individuality, 
their ability to think for themselves and 
to speak and act for themselves are what 
™e hold most dear. It Is their heritage as it 
was ours. As often as we are confronted 
with today's specter of Communist totalitari 
anism Just as often do we take comfort in 
the ability of our young Americans to take 
care of themselves. They have always had 
this ability In the past. It is In the Ameri 
can tradition. But they have had it mainly 
because of our great system of education, a 
system which today Is deteriorating and is 
in serious danger of breaking down. We 
have been blessed in times of international 
danger with the engineers, the chemists, the 
Inventors, the technicians, the mechanics, 
the scientists, the military leaders who have 
always been imaginative and Ingenious 
enough to protect our people.

Are we today so sure that this supply of 
American talent will always be available 
to us in the future? Ten years, twenty years 
from now, what kind of education can our 
children thank us for? Let us take a look 
at the record.

In 1947 the elementary-school enrollment 
in public and private schools was 20.300.000 
children. By 1057 it-is estimated that this 
enrollment will be .29,500,000. In this 10- 
year period our school-age children will 
have Increased 50 percent.

Although there has been considerable 
school construction in the years since the 
war, the school buildings going up are merely 
replacing obsolete and unsafe school plants. 
They do not even begin to touch the prob 
lem created by the Increased enrollments. 
It has been authoritatively estimated that 
it would cost around $11 billion over the 
next 10 years to. construct the classrooms 
to meet the needs of our growing school 
population.

This neglect now puts us In a serious di 
lemma. First the depression and then World 
War II brought school construction to a 
standstill. At the same time building costs 
have doubled over the past 25 years. The 
longer we have waited the more we must pay.

Also, Just as more and more of our .chil 
dren reach school age, so are more and more 
of our teachers leaving the schools. This is 
Just as true today as it was during World 
war ii. The labor supply is tightening and 
the teachers are leaving their low-paid Jobs 
*j° go into defense work. During World 
War II 350,000 teachers left the profession. 
Most of them did not return. Why? The 
answer was given in one paragraph from 
1951- Cad edltorlal ln Collier's for July 28,

The average pay for elementary teachers
»^'ng tne past scn°o1 Vear was less than 
»*0 a week In 10 States, according to NEA 
"gures. Twenty-one States paid less than 
»oO a week, and 37 States less than $60 a 
week. There are not enough replacements 
coming up. The 1951 National Teachers 
°"PPly and Demand Study reveals that this 
to °nlv 32,000 qualified elementary-school 
sm? , rs wlu graduate. That is the national 
"Ppiy. What Is the demand? In 1953, this 
to, we wlu nee<l 60,000 teachers merely 
lonnn those wno retire; we will need 
creM rt hers to meet tne demands of in- 
10 oon t enrollments; we will need another 
Ino. "_ ?achers merely to relieve overcrowd- 

i need thousands more to replace 
temporary teachers.

In the postwar years .very little, not much, 
has been done to raise teachers' salaries. 
But the few raises have long ago been wiped 
out by our splrallng inflation. Teachers' pay' 
has not kept pace with our people's pay. In 
1949 they earned 99 percent more than In 
1940, yet the average employed person earned 
120 percent more.

School financing Is a serious local prob 
lem. As the Federal Government takes more 
In taxes for purposes of defense, there Is less 
for our local tax systems, which have in the 
past taken care of our school problems, and 
that is one great additional virtue of the oil- 
for-education amendment. It puts no addi 
tional burden whatsoever on the back of the 
taxpayer, since whatever grants-ln-aid are 
made to the 48 States will not come out of his 
pocket but out of oil royalties.

I have summarized as briefly as I can the 
financial crisis In the education of America's 
children. We must supplement the funds 
for education or in a few short years our own 
children will be Inadequately educated. Our 
illiteracy rates will start rising again.

In 1949 we spent approximately $5 billion 
lor the cost of public schools, private schools, 
parochial schools, colleges, and universities. 
In that same year we spent more than $7 
billion for foreign aid and $12 billion for 
defense. In my opinion, the dollars for for 
eign aid and national defense were money 
wisely spent. But we did not spend enough 
to educate our children at home. This 
amendment is a method for increasing our 
educational facilities without spending more 
tax money.

Tidelands oil has been a controversial issue 
for the past 12 years. It has been fought out 
on the political platforms, In the courts, and 
in the Congress. I suggest to all of you that 
here in this oil-for-educatlon amendment 
you will find a reasonable—in fact, an Ideal 
istic—compromise for both sides. In accept 
ing this compromise we will be contributing 
In the most direct way possible to the future 
of America.

Amendments have been offered to allocate 
royalties from submerged lands to reduce 
expenditures and curtail taxation. Unfor 
tunately, these amendments, like the oil-for- 
education amendment, have been defeated.

The danger, once this bill passes and be 
comes law, lies in the possibility that, in 
addition to this giveaway, there will be addi 
tional takeaways. Bills have already been 
introduced in both Houses to take away from 
the Federal Government the mineral rights 
it possesses in the States and also to reduce 
the grazing authority of the United States 
Government on the public domain in the 
West. These are only indications of what 
may happen and I sincerely hope that what 
I anticipate may not come to pass.

[From the Great Falls (Mont.) Tribune
of April 23, 1953] ' 

MONTANA HAS STAKE IN TIDELANDS
Featured this week along with congres 

sional debate on the controversial tidelands 
legislation Is a letter to President Elsen 
hower from 25 Senators, Including MURRAY 
and MANSFIELD, of ' Montana, asking him 
whether he' supports State claims to bound 
aries beyond the 3-mile limit.

Claims, contentions, and technicalities in 
this prolonged controversy over offshore oil 
lands are numerous and complicated, but 
the main issue seems simple.

In two separate decisions, the United 
States Supreme Court has ruled that the 
ownership and control of the lands and 
assets beyond the low-tide mark rests with 
the United States. The purpose of the 
pending legislation Is to transfer that owner 
ship and control from the United States to 
the States from the borders of which the 
rich oil lands extend.

On a number of occasions In the past the 
Tribune has expressed opposition to the 
so-called tidelands legislation. We are not

willing to accept contentions of those who 
favor giving Montana's traditional share of 
Income from these assets to a few States or 
the cry of "State rights" as Just reason for 
overriding the decisions of the highest court 
In the land. Those decisions established the 
Montana rights, and those of other non- 
coastal States, to a share in the assets that 
backers of the tidelands legislation are now 
seeking to present as a gift to the coastal 
States.

Further than that, there have recently 
sprung up in Congress various moves, closely 
akin to the tidelands affair, to seek other 
areas where public domain might be divided 
or served up to States .or private interests. 
This is a trend against which the entire 
West, with its vast public domain, should 
be alert.

[From the New York Times of April 20, 1953] 
OIL FOR THE NATION

One of the greatest, and surely the most 
unjustified, giveaway programs in the his 
tory of the United States Is legally taking 
shape before our eyes. The administration 
has endorsed in principle, the House has 
already approved, and the Senate within a 
few days apparently will approve this plan 
to give to the people of a handful of States 
billions upon billions of dollars' worth of 
undersea oil that rightly belongs—and always 
has belonged—to the people of the entire 
Nation.

Although the fight over ownership of 
America's . offshore oil resources involves 
many legal complications, the basic question 
is not hard to grasp. It is simply this: Will 
the Nation retain that control over the vast 
undersea resources beyond the low-water 
mark which the Supreme Court has repeat 
edly said belongs to the Nation, or will these 
resources be handed over to the coastal 
States? While direct self-interest accounts 
for the furious fight for the oil waged by 
Texas, Louisiana, California, and Florida, it 
is difficult to understand why the represent 
atives of so many other States have Joined 
in to deprive their constituencies—and the 
Nation as a whole—of an immensely valuable 
possession that rightly belongs to all of us. 
One explanation may be that a smokescreen 
of false issues has tended to obscure the real 
Issue.

The argument Is not and never has been 
over lands covered and uncovered by the 
tides. These unquestionably belong to the 
States. The argument Is not and never has 
been over the bottom of rivers and lakes. 
These, too, belong to the States, and the op 
ponents of the present bill have repeatedly 
offered legislation to make that fact per 
fectly clear. The argument is not over filled- 
in land along the ocean shore. This, too, 
belongs to the States; and whatever reason 
able legal doubts may have been raised about 
that can easily be taken care of through ap 
propriate legislation. The argument is not 
over 'socialism against private enterprise, be 
cause whether the States or the National 
Government controls the oil, it will be de- . 
veloped by private companies as at present.

The purpose of the pending legislation is 
to give to certain States what properly be 
longs to all the people. It is cast in such a 
form as to lead to endless legal complica 
tions, international as well as domestic. For 
instance, it would recognize historic bounda 
ries In some cases far beyond the 3-mile limit 
on which the United States has always in 
sisted in Its relations with other countries. 
Since nobody, including the proponents of 
the bill, knows Just where the historic 
boundaries lie, anyway, the confusion will 
be indescribable. Furthermore, the bill 
would pave the way for State claims to other 
federally held resources within the States, 
including public lands and forests. It would 
deprive the Federal Government of direct 
control over a vital reserve for the national 
defense.
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The opponents of the bill, led by such, cafe- - 

ful thinkers as Senators DOWSLAS, of Illinois, 
and LBHMAN, of New York, offer a sound 41-' 
ternative In the Andersen bill, which would, 
confirm Federal jurisdiction over the off-, 
shore oil resources and State Jurisdiction 
over lands beneath tidal and Inland waters, 
and would give the coastal States a percent-, 
age royalty on oil taken from within the 
3-mile limit. Under the Hill amendment, 
all money received by the Federal Govern 
ment from leases for oil development would 
eventually be used exclusively as grahts-in- 
ald of primary, secondary, and higher edu 
cation. According to this provision, Senator 
DOUGLAS estimates that New York, for ex 
ample, would receive1 In royalties anywhere 
from $500 million to nearly $5 billion, de 
pending on the actual worth of the reserves 
and the royalty percentage eventually agreed 
upon. What sums of this order would mean 
to education In all 48 States Is self-evident. 
Again we urge the Senate leadership and the 
administration to think through the offshore 
oil question and to look at it in terms of, 
benefit to the Nation.

[From the Great Falls (Mont.) Tribune of
April 9, 1953] 

SHALL FORESTS BE PRIVATE PRESERVES?
A dangerous, storm Is brewing, imperiling 

national forests of Montana and throughout 
the mountain West. It Is embodied In. 
Identical bills now pending In both branches 
of Congress. If enacted Into law these meas 
ures could turn grazing permits on our na? 
tional forests into legal property • rights for 
the benefit of a comparatively few large live 
stock operators.

In the House this bill (H. R. 4023) has 
been Introduced by Representative D'EWAKT, 
of Montana. Notation that It was intro 
duced "by request" may indicate that Mr. 
D'EWART has some reservations regarding It 
but we believe his sponsorship of it, limited 
or otherwise, is a serious mistake. In the 
upper branch a companion bill, is sponsored 
by Senators BARBETT, of Wyoming, and BUT 
LER of Nebraska.

The bills would reverse the established, 
policy of administering our national forests 
for the greatest good to the greatest number. 
That policy recognizes Government control 
as necessary to safeguard vital resources for 
the benefit of all the people. Timber and 
watersheds are given first priority. Other 
uses are secondary. This overall policy has 
proved wise and farseelng.

The Forest Service now affords the stock-: 
men considerable protection in the exercise 
of grazing privileges. Having once granted 
a rancher a permit to graze a specific num 
ber on the national forest, he -Is accorded 
preference rights for a similar number as 
long as he retains the ranch holdings. But 
limits are established as to how many one 
owner may graze on the forests and these 
limits vary in accordance with the economy 
of the area which surrounds the forests.

The pending legislation could, In effect, 
establish property rights to the grazing per 
mits which could be bought and sold and 
which could lead to all of the rights eventu 
ally going to a few large operators. It would 
also transfer a major portion of the control 
and administration of forest grazing lands 
to advisory boards elected by the permit 
holders.

There are bountiful assets In our public 
forest lands and a multiplicity "of interests- 
some of them conflicting. The grazing privi 
lege Is important to the livestock Industry. 
It deserves both fair and practical admin 
istration but it does not deserve special ad 
vantages that would Jeopardize the best long- 
term interests of the region and the country, 

We are told that the impetus for this legis 
lation came from the Southwest.. There la 
no conflict in Montana, but there could be 
In years to come, under such a law. Hence 
we think it is a bad piece of legislation for

Montana as well-as for the entire mountain 
area of public domain.

{From the Washington Post of April 17,1953]
HOME ON THE RANGE

' Now that the bills to give away offshore 
oil are well advanced, a new sort of land grab 
has been proposed to Congress. This is the 
D'Ewart bill in the House and the companion 
piece sponsored by Senators BAKSETT and 
BXJTLER of Nebraska in the Senate—bills 
which purport to set uniform standards for 
tenancy of federally owned grazing lands in 
the national forests. Couched in appealing 
and deceptive language, the bills actually 
would turn over much of the control of 
grazing lands In 14 Western States to the 
grazers. The result would be like depriving 
a landlord of any say as to who should sub 
let his property and as to what uses should 
be made of the premises.

It is important to bear in mind that graz 
ing is a decidely subsidiary use of the na 
tional forests. These lands have been set 
aside by law primarily to protect water 
sheds—vital in the arid West—and to pro 
vide stabilized sources of timber. Recrea 
tion, the protection of wildlife, and the pro- 
Vision of forage for livestock are incidental 
uses. The Secretary of Agriculture, through 
the Forest Service, is charged with adminis 
tering the national forests in the broad pub 
lic interest. To accommodate stock raisers, 
a system of permits or "preferences" has 
been developed, authorizing them to graze 
specified numbers of livestock In accordance 
with the carrying capacity of the range. 
Grazing fees are, in general, far lower than 
those charged for private forage.

What the new bills would do is give grazers 
property rights in the permits, thus enabling 
the holders to sell or deed their permits. 
The determination of standards would be 
under the Joint control of the Secretary and 
local advisory boards made up of permit 
holders, and decisions of the Secretary could 
be contested in court. Perhaps the most mis 
chievous section is the one which eliminates 
the authority of the Secretary and the For 
est Service to reduce the number of head 
that could be grazed when permits were 
transferred. This power is essential to pro 
tect sections that have been overgrazed.

The Forest Service has resorted to a mini 
mum of bureaucracy in accommodating the 
legitimate desires of the stockmen, and the 
system has worked reasonably well. But the 
sponsors of the new bills would place the 
grazing interests above the larger public in 
terest. We cannot think that the people of 
the West, of whatever party, will sanction 
a move which would Jeopardize the protection 
of the national forests.

[From the Denver Post] 
ANOTHER LAND GRAB ATTEMPT IN THE OFFINO

Western livestock ranchers are out in the 
open at last with their latest attempt to 
grab control of the national forests of Colo 
rado and 13 other States for their own bene 
fit.

Congressman D'EWART, Republican, of 
Montana, has Introduced, "by request," H. 
B, 4023 which would give firm, legal property 
rights In the national forests—rights which 
would be worth many millions of dollars— 
to those ranchers who now happen to hold 
permits to graze cattle, sheep and horses on 
the forests.

Passage of the bill would be complete re 
versal of our whole policy of administering 
national forests in the public interest.

The law creating our national forests rec 
ognized that Government administration of 
the lands was necessary to protect timber 
resources and watersheds, upon which west 
ern irrigation and western cities depend for 
their lifeblood. . ' • '

In administering the law the Department 
of Agriculture has Issued grazing permits

whenever It has believed that the running 
of livestock would not damage watersheds,- 
The Department also has encouraged the usj: 

'of the forests for recreational purposes.
The first aim of H. B. 4023 is to put into 

law the idea that one of the main puj, 
poses for having national forests is to pro,' 
vide pasturage {for a fee) for stockmen who 
are fortunate enough to have grazing 
permits. '

An entirely new vested right would b« 
established. When a grazing permit expired, 
the present holder would have a legal right 
to first preference for renewal. The grazing' 
right would belong to him so completely that 
he could bequeath it to his heirs or deed 
it when he sold his ranch.

He could even rent his right at a profit 
to another livestockman if he didn't want to 
use it himself.

We now have a single custodian for our 
forests, the Secretary of Agriculture. Uni,' 
fled administration is necessary if a con.j 
sistent conservation policy Is to be followed.'

Under H. B, 4023, part of the Secretary'1 
authority would be delegated to advisory 
boards of stockmen and to the courts. Jii-: 
dicial review of decisions by the Secretary 
is not now possible because there are no 
special rights In the forest except those' 
granted by the Secretary. ;

If the law itself grants special rights to 
stockmen, the courts necessarily will become' 
involved In protecting those rights under 
the law and unified administration will ba 
further diluted.

H. B. 4023 is a slick rights-grabbing scheme 
on behalf of special interests. In promoting 
It, stockmen have overplayed their hand. 
It deserves quick death.

[From the Great Falls (Mont.) Tribune oil 
April 17, 1953] .' 

BILL FOR NEW FOREST GBAZINO CONTROL CALLH) 
"LAND GEAB" BY WILDLIFE LEADER

A congressional bill relating to Federal 
grazing land, introduced by Representative 
WESLEY A. D'EWAHT, Republican, Montana, 
was described here Thursday as the greatest 
land grab in history.

The bill, H. R. 4023, was given that label 
by Tom Messelt, Great Falls businessman 
and secretary of the Montana Wildlife Fed 
eration, in a talk before the Civitan Club,

Messelt said the measure is "promoted W 
big livestock corporations in the Southwest 
which for years have fought restrictions of 
forest service" and he'urged Montana votera 
to write to their Congressmen expressing 
opposition to the bill, *•

Section 5 of the bill, Messelt said, would 
place control of national forest-grazlfiS 
privileges under local advisory, boards, an| 
he declared such boards are controlled bjl 
livestock interests.

Sections 6 and 7 give holders of established 
grazing privileges first preference for coo:: 
tinued use and entitle them to transfer thelf 
grazing privileges to successors, Messelt said-'

This Is the vested right In national forest; 
grazing lands which the stockmen have lonf j 
sought, and is one of the real purposes oft 

' the bill, Messelt declared.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I cal 

up my amendment E, as modified K 
my amendment C. I ask unanimou 
consent that ,the reading of the amend 
ment, as modified, be dispensed with an; 
that the text of the amendment 
printed in the RECORD at this point.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro teffl 
pore. Without objection, it is so ordere|

The amendment, as modified, offer# 
by Mr. LEHMAN, is as follows:

Strike out all after the resolving dart 
and insert the following:

"That (a) the provisions of this sectW' 
shall apply to all mineral leases coverWj
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' eed lands of the Continental Shelf 

6u<"°! | SY any State or political subdivision 
lssU ntee thereof (Including any extension, 
o'rtB.1 or replacement thereof heretofore 
re»ef \, ' pursuant to such lease or under the 
B18 of such State) : Provided— 
!»*' V That such lease, or a true copy there-

hall have been filed with the Secretary 
°f' the lessee or his duly authorized agent 
W *{l go days from the effective date of this

or within such further period or periods 
""may be" fixed from time to time by the

such lease was issued (i) prior 
necember 21, 1948, and was on June 5,

DIJO W f°rce and effect in accordance with 
ter»s and provisions and the law of the 

cfnte issuing it, or (ii) with the approval of
he Secretary and was on the effective date
f this act in force and effect in accordance
ith its terms and provisions and the law of 

The State Issuing it;
..(3) That within the time specified in

aragraph (1) of this subsection, there shall 
have been filed with the Secretary (i) a cer- 
flflcate issued by the State official or agency 
having Jurisdiction and stating that the 
lease was in force and effect as required by 
the provisions of paragraph (2) of this sub 
section or (ii) in the absence of such certifi 
cate, evidence in the form of affidavits, re 
ceipts. canceled checks, or other documents, 
and the Secretary shall determine whether 
such lease was so in force and effect;

"(4) That except as otherwise provided in 
section 3 hereof, all rents, royalties, and 
other sums payable under such a lease be 
tween June 5, 1950, and the effective date 
of this act, which have not been paid in 
accordance with the provisions thereof, and 
all rents, royalties, and other sums payable 
under such a lease after the effective date of 
this act shall be paid to the Secretary, who 
shall deposit them in a special fund in the 
Treasury to be disposed of as hereinafter 
provided;

"(5) That the holder of such lease certifies 
that such lease shall continue to be subject 
to the overriding royalty obligations exist 
ing on the effective date of this act;

"(6) That such lease was not obtained by 
fraud or misrepresentation;

"(7) That such lease, If Issued on or : 
artsr June 23, 1947, was issued upon the 
basis of competitive bidding;

"(8) That such lease provides for a royalty 
to the lessor of not less than 12% percent 
in amount or value of the production saved, 
removed, or sold from the lease: Provided, 
however, That if the lease provides for a 
lesser royalty, the holder thereof may bring 
it within the provisions of this paragraph by. 
consenting in writing, filed with the Sec 
retary, to the increase of the royalty to the 
minimum herein specified;

"(9) That such lease will terminate within 
a period of not more than 5 years from the 
effective date of this act in the absence of 
production or operations for drilling: Pro 
vided, however, That if the lease provides for 
a longer period, the holder thereof may bring 
it within the provisions of this paragraph 
by consenting in writing, filed with the Sec 
retary, to the reduction of such period, so 
that it will not exceed the maximum period 
Herein specified; and

"(10) That the holder of such lease fur 
nishes such surety bond, if any, as the Sec 
retary may require 'and complies with such 
other requirements as the Secretary may 
aeem to be reasonable and necessary to pro-, 
wet the interests of the United States. 
tuhi u Any Persor» holding a mineral lease 
«L „ comes within the provisions of sub- 
thn Q (a) of thls sec"on . as determined by 
s " Secretary, may continue to maintain' 
the lease . and .may conduct operations 
sinn ,nder ' ln accordance with its provi-1 
extT , the ful1 term thereof and of any. 
izert tl ' renewal, or replacement author^ 

« therein or heretofore authorized by the

law of the State issuing such lease: Provided, 
however, That if oil or gas was not being 
produced from such lease on or before De 
cember 11, 1950, then for a term from the 
effective date hereof equal to the term re 
maining unexpired on December 11, 1950, 
under the provisions of such lease or any 
extensions, renewals, or replacements author 
ized therein, or heretofore authorized by 
the laws of the State Issuing, or whose gran- • 
tee issued, such lease. A negative determi 
nation under this subsection may be made 
by the Secretary only after giving to the 
holder of the lease notice and an opportunity 
to be Iieard.

"(c) With respect to any mineral lease that 
Is within the scope of subsection (a) of this 
section, the Secretary shall exercise such 
powers of supervision and control as may be 
vested in the lessor by law or the terms and 
provisions of the lease.

"(d) The permission granted In subsection
(b) of this section shall not be construed to 
be a waiver of such claims, if any, as the 
United States may have against the lessor 
or the lessee or any other person respecting 
sums payable or paid, for or under the lease, 
or respecting activities conducted under the 
lease, prior to the effective date of this act.

"SEC. 2. The Secretary is authorized, with 
the approval of the Attorney General of the 
United States and upon the application of 
any lessor or lessee of a mineral lease issued 
by or under the authority of a State, its po 
litical subdivision or grantee, on tidelands 
or submerged lands beneath navigable in 
land waters within the boundaries of such 
State, to certify that the United States does 
not claim any proprietary interest in such 
lands or In the mineral deposits within them. 
The authority granted in this section shall 
not apply to rights of the United States 
in lands (a) which have been lawfully ac 
quired by the United States from any State, 
either at the time of its admission into the 
Union or thereafter, or from any person in 
whom such rights had vested under the law 
of a State or under a treaty or other arrange 
ment between the United States and a for 
eign power, or otherwise, or from a grantee 
or successor in interest of a State or such 
person; or (b) which were owned by the 
United States at the time of the admission 
of a State into the Union and which were 
expressly retained by the United States; or
(c)-which the United States lawfully holds 
under the law of the State in which the lands 
are situated; or (d) which are held by the 
United States in trust for the benefit of any 
person or persons, including any tribe, band, 
or group of Indians or for individual Indians. 

"SEC. 3: In the event of a controversy be 
tween the United States and a State as to 
whether or not lands are submerged lands 
beneath navigable Inland waters, the Secre 
tary Is authorized, notwithstanding the pror 
visions of subsections (a) and (c) of section 
1 of this act, and w.ith the concurrence of 
the Attorney General of the United States, 
to negotiate and enter into agreements with 
the State, its political subdivision or grantee 
or a lessee thereof, respecting operations un 
der existing mineral leases and payment and 
Impounding of rents, royalties, and other 
sums payable thereunder, or with the State, 
its political subdivision or grantee, respect- 
Ing the issuance of nonissuance of new min 
eral leases pending the settlement or ad-: 
Judlcation of the controversy: Provided, how 
ever, That the authorization contained in 
this section shall not be construed to be a 
limitation upon the authority conferred on 
the Secretary in other sections of this act.' 
payments made pursuant to such agreement,; 
or pursuant to any stipulation between the 
United States and a State, shall be considered 
as compliance with section 1 (a) (4) hereof. 
Upon the termination of such agreement or, 
stipulation by reason of the final settlement; 
or adjudication of such controversy, if the, 
lands subject to any mineral lease are de 
termined to be In whole or in part sub

merged land of the Continental Shelf, the 
lessee, if he has not already done so, shall 
comply with the requirements of section 1 
(a), and thereupon the provisions of section
I, (b) shall govern such lease. The following 
stipulations and authorizations are hereby 
approved and confirmed: (i) The stipulation 
entered Into in the case of United States 
against State of California, between the At 
torney General of the United States and the 
Attorney General of California, dated July 
26, 1947, relating to certain bays and har 
bors in the State of California; (ii) the 
stipulation entered into in the case of United 
States against State of California, between 
the Attorney General of the United States 
and the attorney general of California, dated 
July 26, 1947, relating to the continuance 
of oil and gas operations in the submerged 
lands within the boundaries of the State of 
California and herein referred to as the op 
erating stipulation; (111) the stipulation en 
tered into in the case of United States against 
State of California, between the Attorney 
General of the United States and the attor 
ney general of California, dated July 28, 1948, 
extending the term of said operating stipu 
lation; (iv). the stipulation entered into in 
the case of United States against State of 
California, between the Attorney General 
of the United States and the attorney gen 
eral of California, dated August 2, 1949, 
further extending the term of said operating 
stipulation; (v) the stipulation entered into 
In the case of United States against State of 
California, between the Attorney General of 
the United States and the attorney general 
of California, dated August 21, 1950, further 
extending and revising said operating stipu 
lation; (vi) the stipulation entered into in 
the case of United States against State of 
California, between the Attorney General of 
the United States and the attorney general 
of California, dated September 4, 1951, fur 
ther extending and revising and operating 
stipulation; (vii) the notice concerning "Oil 
and Gas Operations in the Submerged Coast 
al Lands of the Gulf of Mexico" issued by 
the Secretary of the Interior on December
II, 1950 (15 P. R. 8835), as amended by the 
notice dated January 26, 1951 (16 P. R. 953), 
and as supplemented by the notices dated 
February 2, 1951 (16 F. R. 1203), March 5; 
1951 (16 P. R. 2195), April 23, 1951 (16 F. R. 
3623), June 25, 1951 (16 F. R. 6404), August 
22, 1951 (16 F. R. 8720), October 24, 1951 
(16 P. R. 10998), and December 21, 1951 
(17 P. R. 43), respectively.

"SEC. 4. (a) In order to meet the urgent 
need during the present emergency for fur 
ther exploration and development of the 
oil and gas deposits in the submerged lands 
of the Continental Shelf, the Secretary is 
authorized, pending the enactment of- fur 
ther legislation on the subject, to grant to 
the qualified persons offering the highest 
bonuses on a basis of competitive bidding 
oil and gas leases on submerged lands of the 
Continental Shelf which are riot covered by 
leases within the scope of subsection (a) 
of section 1 of this act.

"(b) A lease issued by the Secretary pur 
suant to this section shall, cover an area 
of such size and dimensions as the Secre 
tary may determine, shall be for a period of 
5 years and as long thereafter as oil or gas 
may be produced from the area In paying 
quantities, or drilling or well reworking op 
erations as approved by the Secretary are 
conducted thereon, shall require the pay 
ment of a royalty of not less than 12 1/2 per 
cent, and shall contain such rental provi 
sions and such other terms and provisions 
as the Secretary may by regulation pre 
scribe In advance of offering the area for 
lease.

; "(c) All moneys paid to" the Secretary for 
or under leases granted pursuant to this 
section shall be deposited in a special fund 
in the Treasury to be disposed of as here 
inafter provided.
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"(d) The Issuance of any lease by the 

Secretary pursuant to this section 4 of this 
act, or the refusal of the Secretary to certify 
that the United States does not claim any 
interest in any submerged lands pursuant to 
section 2 of this act, shall not prejudice the 
ultimate settlement or adjudication of the 
question as to whether or not the area in 
volved Is submerged land beneath navigable 
Inland waters.

"SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided in sub 
section (b) of this section—

"(1) all moneys received under the pro 
visions of this act shall be held in a special 
account in the Treasury and shall be used 
exclusively as grants-in-aid of primary, sec 
ondary, and higher education as Congress 
may determine; and

"(2) it shall be the duty of every State or 
political subdivision or grantee thereof hav 
ing Issued any mineral lease or grant, or 
leases or grants, covering submerged lands 
of the Continental Shelf to file with the 
'Attorney General of the United States on or 
before December 31, 1953, a statement of the 
moneys or other things of value received by 
such State or political subdivision or grantee 
from or on account of such lease or grant, 
or leases or grants, since January 1, 1940, and 
the Attorney General shall submit the state 
ments so received to the Congress not later 
than February 1, 1954.

"(b) The provisions of this section shall 
not apply to moneys received and held pur 
suant to any stipulation or agreement re 
ferred to In section 3 of this act pending 
the settlement or adjudication of the con 
troversy.

"SEC. 6. (a) The President may, from time 
to time, withdraw from disposition any of 
the unleased lands of the Continental Shelf 
and reserve them-for the use of the United 
States in the Interest of national security.

"(b) In time of war, or when the Presi 
dent shall. so prescribe, the United States 
shall have the right of first refusal to pur 
chase at the market price all or any portion 
of the oil and gas produced from the sub 
merged lands covered by this act.

"(c) All leases Issued under this act, and 
leases, the maintenance and operation of 
which are authorized under this act, shall 
contain or be construed to contain a pro 
vision whereby authority Is vested in the 
Secretary, upon a recommendation, of the 
Secretary of Defense, during a state of war 
or national emergency declared by the Con 
gress or the President after the effective date 
of this act, to suspend operations under, or 
to terminate any lease; and all such leases 
shall contain'or be construed to contain pro 
visions for the payment of Just compensa 
tion to the lessee whose operations are thus 
suspended or whose lease is thus terminated.

"SEC. 7. Nothing herein contained shall 
affect such rights, if any, as may have been 
acquired under any law of the United States 
by any person on lands subject to this act 
and such rights, if any, shall be governed 
by the law in effect at the time they may 
have been acquired: Provided, however, That 
nothing herein contained is intended or shall 
be construed as a finding, interpretation, or 
construction by the Congress that the law 
under which such rights may be claimed In 
fact applies to the lands subject to this act 
or authorizes or compels the granting of 
such rights of such lands, and that the de 
termination of the applicability or effect of 
such law shall be unaffected by anything 
herein contained.
. "SEC. 8. The United States consents that 
the respective States may regulate, manage, 
and administer the taking, conservation, and 
development of all fish, shrimp, oysters, 
clams, crabs, lobsters, sponges, kelp, and 
other marine animal and plant life within 
the area of the submerged lands of the Con 
tinental Shelf lying within the seaward 
boundary of any State, in accordance with 
applicable State law.

"SEC. 9. The United States hereby asserts 
that it has no right, title, or interest in or

to the.lands beneath navigable Inland wa 
ters within the boundaries of the respective 
States, but that all such right, title, and 
Interest are vested in the several States or 
the persons lawfully entitled thereto under 
the laws of such States, or the respective 
lawful grantees, lessees, or possessors in In 
terest thereof under State authority.

"SEC. 10. Section 9 of this act shall not ap 
ply to rights of the United States In lands (1) 
which have .been lawfully accrued by the 
United States from any State, either at the 
time of its admission into the Union or 
thereafter, or from any person in whom such 
rights had vested under the law of a State 
or under a treaty or other arrangement be 
tween the United States and a foreign power, 
or otherwise, or from a grantee or successor 
In interest of a State or such person; or 
(2) which were owned by the United States 
at the time of the admission of a State into 
the Union and which were expressly retained 
by the United States; or (3) which the 
United States lawfully holds under the law 
of the State in which the lands are sit 
uated; or (4) which are held by the United 
States in trust for the benefit of any person 
or persons, Including any tribe, band, or 
group of Indians or for Individual Indians. 
This act shall not apply to water power, 
or to the use of water for the production 
of power, or to any right to develop water 
power which has been or may be expressly 
reserved by the United States for its own 
benefit or for the benefit of its licensees or 
permittees under any law of the United 
States.
'" "SEC. 11. (a) Any right granted prior to 
the enactment of this act by any State, po 
litical subdivision thereof, municipality, 
agency, or person holding thereunder to 
construct, maintain, use, or occupy any 
dock, pier, wharf, Jetty, or any other struc 
ture in submerged lands of the Continental 
Shell1, or any such right to the surface of 
filled-in, made, or reclaimed land in such 
areas, is hereby recognized and confirmed by 
the United States for such term as was 
granted prior to the enactment of this act. 

• "(b) The right, title, and interest of any 
State, political subdivision thereof, munici 
pality, public agency, or person, holding 
thereunder to the surface of submerged 
lands of the Continental Shelf which in the 
future become filled-in, made, or reclaimed 
lands as a result of authorized action taken 
by any such State, political subdivisipn 
thereof, municipality, public agency, or per 
son, holding thereunder for public or pri 
vate purpose Is hereby recognized and con 
firmed, by the United States.

"SEC. 12. Nothing in section H of this act 
shall be construed as confirming or recog 
nizing any right with respect to oil, gas, or 
other minerals in submerged lands of the 
Continental Shelf; or as confirming or rec 
ognizing any interest in submerged lands of 
the Continental Shelf other than that es 
sential to the right to construct, maintain, 
use, and occupy the structures enumerated 
in. that section, or to the use and occupancy 
of the surface of filled-in or reclaimed land.

"SEC. 13. The structures enumerated In 
section 11, above, shall not be construed as 
including derricks, wells, or other installa 
tions in submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf employed in the exploration, develop 
ment, extraction, and production of oil and 
gas or other minerals, or as Including neces 
sary structures for the development of water- 
power.

"SEC. 14. Nothing contained in this act 
shall be construed to repeal, limit, or affect 
In any way any provision of law relating to 
the national defense, the control of naviga 
tion, or the improvement, protection, and 
preservation of the navigable waters of the 
United States; or to repeal, limit, or affect 
any provision of law heretofore or hereafter 
enacted pursuant to the constitutional au 
thority of Congress to regulate commerce 
with foreign nations and among the several 
States.

."SEC. 15. Any person seeking the author, 
Ization of the United States to use or occup; 
any submerged lands of the Continent^' 
Shelf for the construction of, or additions to 
Installations of the type enumerated in set! 
tion 11 of this .act, shall apply therefor 
the Chief of Engineers, Department of 
Army, who shall have authority to Issue su^ 
authorization, upon such terms and coam, 

' tlons as» in his discretion may seem appro. 
.priate.

"SEC. 16.' Within 2 years of the date of the 
enactment of this act, the Chief of Engineer! 
shall submit to the Congress his recomrnen. 
datlons with respect to the use and occu. 
pancy of submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf for installations of the type enumer. 
ated in section 11 of this act.

"SEC. 17. The Secretary is authorized to 
issue such regulations as he may deem to bt 
necessary or advisable in performing 
functions under this act.

"SEC. 18. When used In this act, (a) thj 
term 'tldelands' means lands situated be 
tween the lines of mean high tide and mean 
low tide; (b) the term 'navigable' means 
navigable at the time of the admission of a 
State Into the Union under the laws of the 
United States; (c) the term 'inland waters' 
includes the waters of lakes (including Lakes 
Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and On 
tario to the extent" that they are within thi 
boundaries of a State of the United States), 
bays, rivers, ports, and harbors which are 
landward of the ocean; and lands beneath 
navigable inland waters include filled-ln or 
reclaimed lands which formerly were within 
that category; (d) the term'submerged lands 
of the Continental Shelf means the land) 
(including the oil, gas, and other minerals 
therein) underlying the open ocean, situated 
seaward of the ordinary low-water mark on 
the coast of the United States and outsidt 
the inland waters, and extending seaward to 
the outer edge of the Continental Shelf; 
(e) the term 'seaward boundary of a State1 
means a line-3 nautical miles seaward from 
the points on the coast of a State at whtcl 
the submerged lands of the Continental Shell 
begin; (f ) the term 'mineral lease' means anj 
form of authorization for the exploration, 
development, or production of oil, gas, or 
other minerals; and (g) the term 'Secretary' 
means the Secretary of the Interior."

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ad 
dress myself to the amendment I have 
introduced. I think it is a fair and 
proper substitute for the Holland join' 
resolution, proposing, as my amendment 
does, that all the revenues from the oil 
resources in the submerged tidelands 
made available to. the Nation, for d 
tribution to the States for the support of 
education.

The Anderson bill, of course, provided 
that yiy2 percent of the revenues fro* 
oil resources within the 3-mile zone 
allocated to those coastal States 
whose shores the oil deposits are 
Constitutional experts with whom I havt 
discussed the matter suggest that thert 
is considerable doubt as to whether suc&i 
a prior allocation is legally permissib1' 
since, under the law, all the resources i" 
question belong exclusively to the Nation1 
It might be that some Members of the 
Senate who voted to table the Anderso» 
bill were troubled by this doubt. If sty 
I offer my amendment which eliminate 
this legal question by making it cle# 
that all the revenues from the govern', 
mental regulation of the development of.| 
the oil and other mineral resources in tW 
submerged lands—all the royalties—*1? 
accrue to the Nation as a whole. .•'

Of course, Congress has the power *" 
distribute these revenues among 
States for a uniform purpose
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, general welfare, namely, the promo- 
' of education.

my State would lose, through the Hol 
land joint resolution, and what they 
would gain through the Anderson-Hill 
formula; which, while tabled in the Sen-

But before I get into the subject mat- 
f of niy discussion today, I am going
make some general remarks about this ate, still remains before the country, 

"'tire debate, and about my part in it. 
Mr. President, I have taken a very 
jive part in the debate on the great

which has now been before us, and 
the country, for some weeks.

t'nave spent, as have my colleagues,
nS hours in this Chamber, day after 

HaV and week after week. It has been
heavy physical burden, in. which we 

have all been sustained by the knowl- 
rtjge that we were and are fighting in 
hehalf of a high principle, the most im- 
oortant to come before the Senate this 
?jar, and as important as any to be de 
cided in many years.

We have been fighting because we 
have felt that we stood at the dike 
against a flood of error which could— 
which very well might—cause as great 
damage to pur country as any legislative 
proposal within memory.

We have been further supported in 
our efforts by the aroused sentiments of 
hundreds of thousands, yes, millions, of 
our fellow citizens. We have thus ex 
erted ourselves in behalf of all the peo 
ple, against the interests of a relatively 
few.

I believe that the country will regret 
the passage of the Holland bill. I believe 
the country will, in the end, rebuke those 
who acquiesced in its passage. I be 
lieve that those of us who have been 
convinced in this matter have been duty- 
bound to oppose this legislation with all 
our strength and skill in the hope that 
the majority of the Senate would yet be 
convinced, as we have been, and would 
come to prefer a formula like that con 
tained in the Anderson bill, with the fur 
ther proviso contained in the Hill amend 
ment, or the combination of the An 
derson and Hill bills as contained in the 
pending amendment—my amendment.

I can readily understand, Mr. Presi 
dent, how the Senators from Florida, 
and Texas, and Louisiana, and California 
feel in this matter. They seek special 
advantage for their States. They strive 
to obtain that advantage.

I do not deny them the sincerity of 
their motives, nor of their belief that they 
serve their constituencies well in seeking 
to override the decisions of the Supreme 
Court to the effect that the resources in 
the submerged lands off the coasts of 
their States belong to the Nation, and to 
all the people of all the States equally. 
Obviously, such a finding is distasteful to 
wiern and they are trying to reverse that 
finding by every means open to them.

What I cannot understand, Mr. Pres- 
J?ent . is how the Senators from other 
states, who would, in fact, be deprived 
"i a rightful share of what belongs to all 
««! People equally, can support-the prop- 
"5uion to give away to these three or 
*h , states that which belongs to the w«ole Nation.
Wo, ^Pu esent the state of New York - I
Blent "f6 r emiss in my duty> in my judg~ 
_ »<•. Ji I did not use every proper re-

. to defend the interests of my 
'"this national resource. I am 

In my remarks today, 
propose to show what

But, Mr. President, we, as Senators, 
represent more than merely our indi 
vidual States. We represent the Nation.

It has been shown in this debate al 
ready what the Holland joint resolution 
would mean to the Nation, how it would 
violate the national and international in 
terests of our country. It has already, 
been indicated, I say, Mr. President, what 
mischief the Holland bill would work, 
what a precedent it would establish. I 
propose to go into that further, Mr. 
President, and I propose to show what it 
would mean to the Nation if the formula 
laid down in trie Holland bill were to 
serve as a pattern for analogous demands 
by the State of New York. I propose to 
show, in short, some of the implications 
of the Holland bill for the national wel 
fare, for the Federal system of Govern 
ment which the Founding Fathers, in 
their wisdom, created—and which, in my 
opinion, we gravely endanger by the 
precedent which would be established by 
the Holland joint resolution.

I seriously doubt, Mr. President, 
whether what the Congress proposes to 
do is constitutionally possible. But I am 
not a constitutional lawyer, nor a lawyer 
at all. The Supreme Court will have to 
decide the legality of what is here pro 
posed. But I am going to discuss the 
significance of the Holland joint resolu 
tion for the future, as well as for the 
present.

The supporters of this giveaway bill, in 
an excess of zeal to count the votes on the 
Holland bill—they have been so sure of 
its passage—charged last week that those 
who opposed the Holland joint resolution 
were engaging in a filibuster in order to 
prevent a vote on the bill. That charge 
has now been tabled along with the 
Anderson bill and the Hill amendment. 
In good time we did, indeed, agree to 
a limitation of debate. We agreed to 
set a date certain for a vote on the Hol 
land joint resolution.

We were not filibustering. We were 
engaged, with all our strength and reso 
lution, in debating the proposed give 
away, for the enlightenment of the Sen 
ate and of the country.

As the distinguished junior Senator 
from Arkansas [Mr. FTJLBRIGHT] so bril 
liantly pointed out last week', not we, 
but the proponents of the Holland joint 
resolution are the ones who were actual 
ly engaging in a filibuster, for it was 
brought out by the Senator from Arkan 
sas that the original meaning of the 
word "filibuster" is "piracy on the high 
seas," and if the Holland joint resolution 
is not piracy of the Nation's rights on 
the high seas, it is the closest thing to 
it I have ever seen in the Congress.

But even so, Mr. President, the ma 
jority of those engaged in all-out op 
position to the Holland giveaway joint 
resolution, the filibuster joint resolu 
tion—in the original meaning of that 
word—could not be successfully accused 
of engaging in a filibuster, in the cur 
rent, parliamentary meaning of the, 
word. We have always been opposed to- 
the parliamentary filibuster—to endless

and thus defeating the will of the major 
ity. We continue to be so opposed.

In fact, as the record shows, I and 
many of my colleagues repeatedly urged 
the majority leader to make a motion 
which we promised to support, to set 
aside the pending giveaway joint resolu 
tion, and to proceed immediately to a 
vote on a motion to amend the rules, . 
so as to provide for effective limitation 
on debate and to provide an effective 
cloture rule, so that debate could be shut 
off and a vote taken, after fair and 
reasonable debate.

The majority leader did not take us 
up on our offer. He brushed it aside. 
Apparently he did not want to consider a 
cloture rule. We were, instead, threat 
ened with an invocation of cloture under 
the present rules, but this was only a 
gesture, for the present rule cannot 
practically be invoked, and the majority 
leader knows it.

Indeed, the distinguished majority 
leader is clearly on record against an 
effective cloture rule. As recently as 
January 6 of this year, in the course of 
the debate on our proposal to adopt new 
rules for the Senate, including an ef 
fective cloture rule, the majority leader 
said—and I quote from the CONGRES 
SIONAL RECORD, page 114:

Even then, it seems to me that unlimited 
debate is no abuse, because it has been the 
practice of parliament and it has been the 
practice of the Senate for 165 years, and I 
do not think such debate could be con 
sidered an abuse sufficient to Justify setting 
aside the precedents of the Senate.

So the distinguished majority leader 
cannot, I may say, have his cake and eat 
it, too. He could not properly lay against 
us a charge of filibustering, and at the. 
same time be on record as saying that 
unlimited debate is not an abuse and 
does not justify changing the rules of 
the Senate.

No, Mr. President. We have not fili 
bustered. Most of us on this side of the 
question are and always have been 
against the filibuster; and We have been 
and are ready at any time to support a 
motion to change the present rules to 
prevent,filibusters—although, I for one, 
will always maintain the right to have 
fair and reasonable debate. Just as I 
oppose the filibuster, I would oppose with 
all my strength a "gag rule." The rule 
recently reported by the Rules' and Ad 
ministration'Committee shows, I think, 
the paradox of the position of the ma 
jority party in the Senate.

On the one hand, the majority lead 
ership refuses to support a truly effec 
tive cloture rule—a rule that would lim 
it debate on a change in the rules; and, 
on the other hand, the majority propose 
that when cloture is invoked, it should 
arbitrarily and inflexibly shut off debate 
after 5 days—an unreasonably short 
period for a minority, if it is a sizable 
minority, to have in which to present its 
viewpoint. So much for that, Mr. Pres 
ident.

. Now I return to the pending question, 
namely the resources giveaway proposed 
in the Holland joint resolution, and of 
the constructive alternatives which we 
who oppose that measure propose in 
stead.

I do not think it is yet clear to all theV \r yiuyuse -i»u miuw wuttb tuc paiiiiMiieiii/aiiy iiuuuauei—LU euuiesa ± uu xiuu tuiun. ii< 10 jcu I>I^<%A uw c*u VAI^
*prk would lose, what the people of debate for the purpose of blocking a vote Members of the Senate, and certainly not
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to the public at large, what the Holland 
joint resolution does, and what it leaves 
undone in regard to the mineral re 
sources in the submerged lands in the 
open sea.

Let me say, first of all, that the basic 
purpose of my amendment—as was that 
of the Anderson amendment—is to get 
the oil out of the ground, to develop 
the resources in the submerged lands, 
for the sake of our national economy and 
of our national security.

My amendment does not disturb or 
affect present rights in the offshore oil 
lands, in the submerged lands. That 
question is not dealt with because it is 
no longer a question, as far as the law 
is concerned. The Supreme Court has 
ruled, three times, that these rights be 
long to the entire Nation.

My amendment—as did the Anderson 
amendment—gives authority to the Fed 
eral Government to lease these lands to 
private oil companies, for the orderly 
development of the vital resources. 
That authority is needed. Without it, 
the Federal Government cannot proceed 
to issue leases. Without it, these oil 
lands in the ocean will remain unde 
veloped, while our inland resources are 
being swiftly drained.

The basic formula for this develop 
ment, as contained in my amendment, 
and as it was contained in the Anderson 
amendment, was carefully worked out 
after years of study and discussion. It 
was worked out by the best experts who 
could be assembled under the direction 
of former Senator O'Mahoney, who 
formerly was chairman of the Commit 
tee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

It is not a hastily improvised formula. 
It should not be rejected merely upon 
the promise of the majority leader to 
bring up for consideration another 
formula, which might be concocted in a 
hurry, for the purpose of meeting the 
obvious objection that the Holland joint 
resolution does nothing to resolve this 
fundamental problem, namely, the de 
velopment of the oil resources in the 
lands under Federal jurisdiction.

I wish to, emphasize that point. The 
Anderson formula, as contained in my 
amendment, is absolutely essential for 
any Federal leasing of oil lands anywhere 
In the submerged land where the Federal 
Government has paramount rights an'd 
jurisdiction. In other words, without the 
Anderson formula, the Federal Govern 
ment cannot issue a single lease for any 
oil development anywhere on the Conti 
nental Shelf, whether it be 1 mile out or 
60 miles out.

The Holland joint resolution is a pure 
and simple quitclaim measure, giving 
away to the coastal States a certain por 
tion of the resources in the submerged 
lands which the Supreme Court has ruled 
belong to the Nation as a whole, but. the 
Holland joint resolution leaves com 
pletely unresolved the disposition of 
these resources which even that measure 
leaves within the jurisdiction of the Fed 
eral Government.

In other words, the Holland joint reso 
lution cuts out a chunk of the Nation's 
offshore oil resources pie and hands it to 
Texas, California, and Louisiana, but 

•leaves the rest of the pie out of reach as 
far as the other 45 States are concerned.

. Now, let us get a closer look at what 
the Holland joint resolution really does, 
since I have already pointed out what it 
does not do.

It proposes to give away to Texas, Cal 
ifornia, and Louisiana' the vast oil re 
sources in the open sea off the coasts of 
the States I have just mentioned up to 
the so-called seaward boundaries of 
these States.

Until a few days ago, before certain 
restricting amendments to the Holland 
joint resolution were adopted, the extent 
of the seaward boundaries of the States 
in question was described as those which 
had "heretofore'.' or might "hereafter" 
be approved by Congress.' But there was 
no definition of what "approval" really 
meant. It might have been some obscure 
statute in which reference to a seaward 
boundary was included, but without con 
sideration of its significance. Indeed, 
this was clearly the case in the claim 
which Florida now maintains for a west 
ern seaward boundary of 10'/2 miles. An 
obscure provision of the constitution of 
the State of Florida, approved on its re- 
admission to the Union in 1868, after the 
Civil War, is now cited as justifying this 
giveaway of submerged lands within 10 Ms 
miles of the western shoreline of Flor 
ida. There was no congressional discus 
sion of this provision and no establish 
ment of congressional intent. But the 
enabling act which readmitted Florida 
into the Union is now cited as "approval" 
by Congress of a boundary 10 a/2 miles in 
the Gulf of Mexico, a boundary 1% miles 
further into the Gulf than the United 
States has ever claimed for itself as a 
Nation.

But no matter, Mr. President. We are 
In the giveaway business, and the Senate 
appears intent on giving away to Florida, 
Louisiana, and Texas the resources in the 
Gulf which belong to the Nation.

I suppose the rest of us should be 
grateful that the Senate has voted to 
close, at least temporarily, the completely 
open end of the Holland proposal and to 
flx the extent of the giveaway to those 
resources within 10% miles of the Florida 
coastline, 3 miles of the Louisiana coast 
line, 3 miles of the California coastline, 
and iO l/2 miles of the Texas coastline.

I must say that I, for one, do not be 
lieve that this will be the end of this 
story. I predict that these States will 
be back for more.

But for the moment, at least, all the 
Continental Shelf beyond these newly 
established seaward boundaries is left by 
the Holland joint resolution, in the hands 
of the Federal Government. But the 
Holland measure does not permit the 
Federal Government to do anything with 
these submerged lands and their re 
sources. So this area will continue to be 
undeveloped and its oil resources un 
tapped until we receive and consider the 
further legislation on this subject prom 
ised by the majority leader.

Mr. President, such a course of action 
makes a mockery of our national respon 
sibilities. Our first need, as a Nation, is 
to develop these offshore oil resources. 
That Is vital to our national security. 
To fail to make provision for that is to 
neglect the most urgent requirements of 
our national security, and to leave us 
vulnerable to a crippling oil shortage, if

our supply lines to. the Middle East ana 
to South America should be interfered 
with. .Should this not be our first con. 
sideration?

, I should like to make one other thing 
clear, Mr. President. Under the terms 
of my bill, as of the Anderson bill, the de. 
velopment of these oil resources would be 
actually undertaken by private oil com- 
panics. There is no thought of "govern 
mental operation or development 
these resources. We contemplate privat 
development of these resources, even 
those areas which might be reserved fo 
national security purposes.

Of course, if the Federal Governmen 
issues the leases, the royalties would ac 
crue to the whole Nation. Another poin 
to be made is that under Federal juris 
diction, there would be a uniform an 
integrated program of development, 
these resources, with due regard fo 
conservation, and above all, of the nee< 
of national security.

Mr. President, I hasten to say that 
am not criticizing the oil conservatio 
policies of any particular State. Tha 
is not the point. The point is that th 
resources in question belong to the Fed 
eral Government; even if the Hollan 
joint resolution is passed, some of thes 
resources will, at least temporarily, con 
tinue to belong to the Federal Govern 
ment. It would certainly seem high! 
desirable that there be a uniform oil de 
velopment program and policy for a 
this area. That can best be accomplishei 
under the terms of the Anderson for 
mula, as contained in my bill, and by th 
defeat of the Holland measure.

Of course the Holland joint resolutio 
does not confine its effects to Louisiana 
Texas, California, and Florida. It pro 
poses to give analogous rights in the ope 
sea to all coastal States. But its prac 
tical effect is to give these billions of do! 
lars' worth of oil resources to Louisiana 
Texas, and California, because the grea 
bulk of the oil deposits are in the ope 
ocean opposite these three States.

The Holland resolution purports 1 
give the same kind of undefined pro 
prietary rights in the ocean bottom 
other coastal States. But as far as tb 
other coastal States are concerned, tb 
gift is a chimera, unless oil or otne 
Valuable minerals are discovered in tW 
submerged land off their shores.

Moreover, it should be pointed on 
that even this grant is highly discrimina 
tory, as between the coastal States. TB* 
fact is that, even without regard to 
value of the oil and other mineral de 
posits, the practical effect of the Holla»! 
bill is to give a bonanza to a few of tb' 
coastal States and to make a meaning 
less grant to most of the other States.

For there is little meaning to the gr8»! 
for those States with abbreviated coa&. 
lines. It is interesting to note that 
4 States most vitally interested in tl? 
Holland bill—Florida, Texas, Califorui* 
and Louisiana—together have 56 perc$ 
of the entire coastline of the Unit*: 
States. Florida alone has 24.5 perce?; 
of the entire United States coasting 
California, 17 percent; Louisiana, $ 
percent; and Texas, 7.16 percent. -,•}

In addition to these 4, there are .?•'• 
other coastal States, all these Sta^ 
combined have only 43.4 percent of f* 
coastline of the United States.
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The people of New .York vested in the 

Nation the responsibility to provide for 
the common defense, to guard the land

"? „ of mineral resources, the Holland borders and the sea approaches to the 
4 - nnza r the four United States. New York and Massa-

HUS it can be seen that/speaking 
i iv in terms of Continental Shelf area. 
iHe from the question of the concentra-

resolution is a bonanza for the four 
ctetes in question, and a highly dubious 

t for the other coastal States, 
course, it is highly academic to 
of the submerged lands without

chusetts, and Connecticut, and Delaware, 
and Georgia, and Pennsylvania and 
Maryland, and the others of the Thir 
teen Original Colonies, gave the Nation

ference to the mineral wealth concen- the duty of maintaining the guard on 
* ftted in some parts of them. The min- the sea accroaches to our shores, and of
ral riches are in the Gulf and in the 

pacific immediately off the California
oast. 1° these areas there is little

value In the other offshore areas, there

the sea approaches to our shores, and of 
manning our borders.

Remember, Mr. President, that all 13 
of the original States were coastal 
States. There were no inland States 
when our Nation was formed. Yet there

i"hesitate to speak for States other was no doubt, at that time, that the
United States, and not the individual 
States, was given all rights and responsi- 
Klities in the marginal sea.

New York was one of these States, Mr. 
President. New York, insofar as it was a 
sovereign entity, surrendered to the

is only space and relatively little of that 
I hesitate to speak for States other 

than my own—and I shall shortly speak 
for my own and at some length—but I 
would think that the old Yankee traders 
of New England, for instance, would turn 
over in their graves at the idea of swap- 

t their shares in the billions of dollars
worth of oil-rich land off the coasts of Union whatever sovereignty New York 
Texas, Louisiana, and California, in re- u -* *" ">~ ———'""' —* 
turn for an acreage of ocean ooze off the 
coast of New England.

yet this is exactly the kind of bargain 
the Holland joint resolution is offering 
to the coastal States. As for the inland 
States, they are being completely short 
changed. Our southern friends and col 
leagues, along with those from C.ali- 
fornia, with honeyed words and high- 
powered propaganda, have sold a bill of 
goods. They have reversed the fable and 
are selling us the Brooklyn Bridge.

As for myself, Mr. President, I cannot 
accept such a transaction without em 
phatic protest. Failing such a protest, 
I would be false to my conscience, my 
country, and my State.

As I have already said, I can under 
stand the attitude of the Senators from 
California, Texas, Louisiana, and Flor 
ida. They are fighting for the special 
interests of their States and their con 
stituencies. But the rest of us, too, must 
think of our respective States, and of the 
Nation.

What of my State, Mr. President? 
What of the interests of New York? My 
State was one of the original 13 which 
formed this Union, which participated in 
the great rebellion which led to the 
establishment of a new Nation on these 
shores. New York blood flowed in that 
revolution, and New York genius con 
tributed to the fundamental charter of 
our Union.

The Thirteen Colonies did not form a 
loose association of competing sovereign 
ties, each seeking special advantage at 
the expense of the others. The Preamble 
to the Constitution says that "We. the 
People of the United States, in order to 
form a more perfect Union—to provide 
ior the common defense—;and promote 
the general welfare."

And these key words—"To provide for 
the common defense and promote the 
general welfare"—are repeated, with 
emphasis, in the enumeration of the 
Powers of the Congress, 
, The people of New York, in order to 
lorge that Union, to create that Nation, 
o Provide for the common defense, and

"O Prnmnt.a fKn »A«A«nl n.nl£n«n ivk«mn4-A*1

had in the marginal seas.
The seaward boundary of the Province 

of New York might have been claimed 
to be—although it was not—5 or 10 
miles or 20 out in the open sea. But 
when New York became part of the 
Union,, all of New York's claim to the 
open sea was vested in the United States. 
And the United States made at no time 
a greater claim of title and sovereignty 
than 3 miles into the open sea.

Prior to the Revolution, the British 
Crown was sovereign in these waters. 
Following the Revolution and the crea 
tion of the Union, the Union became 
sovereign.

At one time, Mr. President, the Prov 
ince of -New York included all of New 
England. As recently as 1792, New York 
State ceded to Vermont a major part of 
the territory which is now Vermont. 
Perhaps New York State should now as 
sert a claim to jurisdiction over these 
lands. The claims oi Texas and Florida 
to the submerged lands in the Gulf of 
Mexico have no greater, if as much, 
validity.

At one time, Mr. President, the State 
of New York—and this was after the 
establishment of the Union—held terri 
tories which extended far to the west, 
including lands which now constitute, in 
part or in whole, the States of Ohio and 
Michigan. But do you know, Mr. Presi 
dent, what New York State did in 1781? 
New York State gave all the western 
lands beyond her present'borders to the 
Nation, to the United States, to be held 
as a National Territory, for the good of 
the Nation, and all its people, those of 
that day, and of the generations still to 
come.

New York divested herself of her sov 
ereignty over those lands and gave them 
to the Nation, so that new States might 
be carved out of those territories, and 
so that the Nation might benefit from the 
public lands thereby acquired from New 
York by the United States.

In 1780 the New York State Legisla 
ture passed an act of cession, granting 
those lands to the United States Govern 
ment. That act contained these words:

The people of the State of New Tork werein Pth°Pm?T e - the general welfare invested on all occaslons disposed to manifest their
oiioiit- umon and m the Nation, the. regard for their sister States, and their.ear- , . , , „ . , . .
panties, the rights, and responsibilities nest desire to promote the general interest I shall not dwell at much greater
u* SOVPVoin-i-ti... • ' - __ j _. __IA_

In fact, New York State was the first 
State to turn over its western lands to 
the United States. Other States, includ 
ing Virginia and Massachusetts, subse 
quently followed suit.

And this was very significant. As I 
have said, New York's grant of western 
lands to the National Government was 
followed by similar grants from other 
States. These grants resulted in the 
early creation of a sizable national do 
main. The creation of that national do 
main led, in turn, to the acceptance by 
the States of the idea of an overriding 
national sovereignty. Hence this grant 
of land by New York State in 1781, as 
much as any other single factor, pre 
pared the way for the Constitution.

New York thus has a great historical, 
as well as a practical, interest in the 
maintenance of the national domain.

In the past our concern was to build 
up the country as a whole and to support 
the National Government.

What a contrast to the present trend, 
as reflected in the pending proposal. In 
stead of contributing to the resources of 
the National Government in these days 
of towering national responsibility, of 
astronomic public debt, and of unbal 
anced budgets, in these days when the 
National Government needs, as it did in 
1781, fiscal resources to provide for the 
common defense and to promote the 
general welfare, it is now proposed that 
the Nation be stripped of its resources, 
that sovereign rights in the Continental 
Shelf be turned over to a few States, at 
the expense of all the other States, inr 
eluding my State of New York.

Thus, history is being turned upside 
down. The trend which made this Na 
tion great is being reversed.

One of New York's great contributions 
to the Nation of that period was a citizen, 
.an alien-born citizen, who was one of 
the architects of the Republic and who 
.became one of the patron saints of the 
Republican Party. I refer to Alexander 
Hamilton, the chief advocate of federal 
ism and of a strong Central Government. 
I wonder what Alexander Hamilton 
would have thought about this proposal 
to deprive the United States of its legiti 
mate resources, of its proper, sources of 
future revenues. It is strange that sa 
few of the Senators who, at political 
gatherings, pay tribute to the merhory 
of Alexander Hamilton are to be found 
in the forefront of this fight against 
tearing down what Alexander Hamilton 
struggled so" hard to build up. This 
greatest of all Secretaries of the Treas 
ury — at least, so proclaimed in Republi 
can Party speeches — did what he could 
to build up the Federal credit to create 
new sources of Federal revenue so that 
the United States Government could dis 
charge the responsibilities set forth in 
the Constitution.

But now it is proposed to give away 
those resources, to hand them over to a 
few States, at exactly the time when 
the National Government stands in the 
most critical need of 'finding additional 
sources of revenue to meet the crushing 
obligations and burdens it -must now 
bear.

sovereignty. and security. length on history, but I should like to
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make one further reference to the Con- 
'stitution. Let us look at the enumera 
tion of powers given to Congress, in sec 
tion 8 of article I. Included in the many 
powers expressly granted Congress and 
the United States Government, is the 
following responsibility:

To define and punish piracies and felonies 
committed on the high seas, and oflenses 
against the law of nations.

Mr. President, I respectfully suggest 
that the Holland joint resolution is a 
violation of this provision of the Con 
stitution, and that Congress should be 
considering, not this giveaway legisla 
tion, but legislation carrying out this 
constitutional injunction contained in 
section 8 of article I.

If what the Holland joint resolution 
proposes is not actually piracy on the 
high seas, it is surely a violation of in 
ternational law. It is an attempt to ob 
tain title to an area which, according to 
international law, is international ter 
ritory. At least, we should give this 
point due consideration, along with the 
other constitutional points which have 
.been raised in the course of this debate.

Mr. President, I return again to the 
viewpoint that New York State, my State, 
having contributed so much to the for 
mation of this Union, and to the up 
building of the Nation, has a great in 
terest in seeing that the Nation is not 
torn down, bit by bit, piece by piece, and 
that this Nation is rendered capable of 
meeting its obligations, under the Con 
stitution, and satisfying the urgent needs 
of the general welfare.

The people of New York, 15,000,000 of 
them—one-tenth of the population of 
the Nation—have a proportionate right 
in the mineral resources in the Gulf of 
Mexico and off the coast of California. 
The people of New York have as much 
right in those resources as do the people 
of Texas, Louisiana, Florida, and Cali 
fornia. It is our coast, the coast of the 
Nation. It is our marginal sea, the mar 
ginal sea of the United States of America.

It is not I who says so. Do not take 
my word for it. Take the word of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 
That word was given three separate 
times, in three separate decisions.

The United States is sovereign in those 
waters. The United States has para 
mount rights and dominion in those 
waters, and over the land beds under 
lying those waters. The people of New 
York State, as citizens' of the Nation, 
have a right in those waters, in those 

' land beds off the coasts of Texas, Cali 
fornia, Florida, and Louisiana, just as 
the citizens of those States have a right 
in the waters and land beds off New 
York State. Why should Congress give 
away those rights, worth billions of dol 
lars—the amount does not really mat 
ter—to the 4 States I have mentioned? 
I repeat: Why? That question has been 
asked again and again in the course of 
this debate. It has not been answered. 
It cannot be answered. There is no 
good reason.

Oh, Mr. President, what a tangled 
web we weave, when first we undertake 
to rationalize error.

If Texas, Louisiana, California, and'" 
Florida are to be given title to the lands 
underneath the marginal seas—and, in

'the cases of Florida and Texas, 10 miles 
out into the open sea—if these States are 
to be given all title and rights and regu 
latory powers in these seas, in these 
land beds, where do we stop?

What comparable title and rights shall 
New York claim? True, we get 3 miles 
of ocean ooze off'our shores. It is a joke, 
but not one at which to laugh. We yield 
bur rights in billions of dollars' worth of 
oil resources to these few States and 
they yield to us their rights in some 
hundreds of square miles of mUd.

Why, Mr. President? I ask again: 
Why?

It is true that this question would not 
have arisen, if oil had not been discov 
ered in these ocean beds, in these sub 
merged lands. But, by the same logic, 
the question of Federal jurisdiction over 
navigable waters would never have 
arisen if ships had not been invented, if 
there were no such thing as commerce. 
The fact of recent discovery of value in 
these ocean beds, the discovery of oil in 
the Continental Shelf, does not diminish 
the national rights in those resources, 
once the claim to those rights has been 
made. The Nation has those rights, not 
the States. Who said so? The Supreme 
Court, three times. Why should those 
rights be given to three or four States? 

. Mr. President, let us take a look at my 
State. Again, I wish to say that when 
I talk about my State, I am talking not 
only about the interests of New York, 
^but of the interests of the Nation, as 
well, because I feel, as do many other 
Senators, that I represent hot only my 
own constituency, but also the entire Na 
tion. I am talking now about the di 
rect interests of 15 million people in my 
own State. We do not at the moment 
have oil off our coast. At least, none has 
been discovered. But we do have great 
resources in New York, resources which 
are regulated by, and on which taxes are 
collected by the Nation.

We have commerce and industry. We 
have the greatest port in the world, and 
into that port flows a great share of the 
Nation's commerce, by ship, and by air.

The Federal Government has the right 
to collect customs duties on certain for 
eign products and commodities landed 

.at the port of New York—products and 
commodities destined for the people of 
New York and the people of the Nation.

In 1950 New York harbor handled 
over 186 million tons of commerce, by 
far the greatest tonnage of any of the 
other great ports in our country. Pri 
vate, State, and local public expendi 
tures on the facilities at the ports in 
New York harbor have amounted to bil 
lions of dollars. But the State of New 
York did not carve this great harbor out 
of its coastline. This harbor is a phe- 
momenon of nature, a gift of providence. 
It is one of our great natural resources, 
just as the Tennessee River is a great 
natural resource of the States of Ten 
nessee, Alabama, and Kentucky.

The people of the State of New York 
could take the attitude that all the reve 
nues which accrue from this great nat 
ural resource which lies mostly within 
New York State should go into the treas- 

' ury of the State of New York..
Let us see how the people of the United 

States now profit from the port of New

York. First I should explain that the 
figures I am about to use cover Federal
•revenues from only that part of Ne^ 
York harbor, lying within New Yorfc 
State, commonly called the port of Ne^
•York. These figures also include re. 
ceipts from Idlewild airport.

For the fiscal year 1952 alone, the Fed. 
eral Government collected at the port 
of New York over $209 million in duties,. 
over $2 million in miscellaneous receipt^
•and over $64 million in internal revenue 
taxes on imports such as liquor. The 
total collections came to $276,687,550.26.

I am not talking about personal in. 
come taxes or corporation taxes. I win 
take them up in a moment. I am speak, 
ing only of those revenues which accrued 
to the Federal Government as a result of 
the commerce flowing into the great port 
of New York during the year 1952. AS 
a result of our great natural resource, 
the harbor of New York, the Federal 
Government collected over $276 million. 
Now let us do a little comparing. This is 
more than the Federal Gpvernment col 
lected in personal income taxes from all 
the people living in the State of Louisi. 
ana. It represents more than was col 
lected in combined corporation income 
and excess profit taxes from both the 
States of Florida and Louisiana.

We in New York are glad that we have 
a great natural harbor which permits 
the development of commerce on such 
a great scale, and which is used by all the 
people of the United States. We do not 
ask of the Federal Government that the 
revenues which accrue from this great 
port remain in New York State. We 
have not come to Congress to ask that 
these funds be returned to New York, 
because the port of New York is in New 
York State.

Of course we do not. The Constitution 
says that the Federal Government shall 
have the right to impose customs duties, 
and to collect excise taxes. So the Fed 
eral Government exercises that right on 
commerce entering the port of Ne.w 
York.

That is the Federal Government's 
right, the Nation's right, in regard to 
.foreign products entering the United 
States. Nor is there any reason, to stop 
at that point. -

I wish to emphasize certain figures 
which are of particular importance,

•.New York pays almost $8 billion annu 
ally in Federal income taxes, at current 
rates—personal, corporation, and excess 
profits—roughly one-fifth of the tot4; 
collected in the entire Nation. That K 
20 times as much as Florida pays, aM 
almost 30 times as much as Louisiana, 
pays. - "

Why should not New York ask thatj 
this money, collected from our great re 
source, our commerce and industry, W 
retained in New York? If this wei* 
done. New York, like Texas, could * 
without a State income tax. We cou% 
have the finest school system in 
world. We could have an old-age 
sion system that would be the envy of 
other sections of the Nation, and of 
world. As for the subways, we co 
run them without any fare at all.

I wish to give a comparison betwee?| 
the income taxes collected in New Yo& 
Florida, and Louisiana, broken down .**' 
between corporation income and exces?
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profits tax receipts, and personal income
tax receipts.
Comparison of corporation income and excess

profits tax receipts, fiscal year 1951 
Florida——-—————————— $81,.694, 752 
1 • •- — 102,68.6,324
Jjew York_____________ 3,243, 085,654
Comparison of personal income tax receipts,

fiscal year 1951
Florida _______________ $319, 601, 286 
Louisiana ........——————— 237, 580, 740
Jjew York_____________ 4,720,430,686

We, too, could claim particular favors, 
because we pay so much to the Federal 
Government. But we do not. We be- 
jjeve—and I possibly more than anyone 
else in the State of New York—that every 
citizen of the State of New York should 
pay his full share of taxes accruing to 
the Federal Government, without any 
excuses whatsoever. By the same token 
I, like many of my fellow citizens in New 
York, feel that the resources of the coun 
try should not be applied exclusively to 
three or four States of the Union.

Oh, Mr. President, I am not indulging 
In pure sport. I am aware that .such 
proposals as I am suggesting would never 

• seriously be made or seriously consid- 
ered. Yet, these proposals are just as 
logical as the Holland proposal. The 
resources to which I have referred—The 
New York port, the commerce and indus 
try of New York—are major'resources 
within the boundaries of New York 
State. There is just as much reason to 
give the income from those resources 
to New York State, as to give the income 
from the offshore oil deposits to Florida, 
and Texas, and California, and Lousiana.

But obviously there is no sense to 
such proposals. The Federal Govern 
ment has a right, under law, to tax these 
activities and to obtain the equivalent 
of royalties from them. They are 
within the Federal domain, as defined by 
law. The Federal Government needs 
the income from these sources to meet 
its obligations. It needs even more— 
much more.

The same is true of the offshore oil de 
posits. These deposits are within the 
Federal domain. The Federal Govern 
ment has a right to obtain royalties from 
the development of these mineral de 
posits. Why should the Nation deny it 
self these sources of revenue? Why 
should the Congress seek to give them 
away to the 3 or 4 States at the expense 
of all the others?

.At the same time we are considering 
the Holland proposal, there is a great 
clamor to cut taxes and to balance the 
budget. However much appropriations 
may be slashed—and I want to make it 
perfectly clear, Mr. President, that I am 
strongly opposed to cuts in appropria 
tions which sacrifice the national secu 
rity or welfare—the national budget will 

.still be unbalanced and taxes will still 
remain very high.

Mr, HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
.'he Senator yield for a question?

Mr. LEHMAN. I shall be glad to 
yield when I have concluded with this 
Part of the statement.

we must seek new sources of revenue 
or go deeper into debt. 
ti« • Presldent, what will be the situa- 
"°n if the Holland proposal is adopted?

am realistic, Mr. President. I know

that it will be adopted. What will be 
the situation as between the States? 
The four States involved will obtain 
great revenues, if the estimates are even 
partially confirmed, and such estimates 
have been made by many experts in 
various States. It is quite conceivable 
that the States of Texas, Louisiana, 
Florida, and California will be able to 
reduce their State taxes in great part, 
possibly even eliminate them.

All the other States of the Union will 
be burdened by their State taxes. State 
taxes are almost as burdensome as those 
which must be imposed by the Federal 
Government because of existing con 
ditions. «

New York State turns over to its com 
munities, in the form of State aid for 
-local education, nearly $300 million a 
year, and the communities themselves 
provide many times that amount.. The 
citizens of New York must continue to 
pay these heavy State taxes, and pos 
sibly increase them. I am sure every 
Member of the Senate will agree with me 
that the education of the youth of the 
.country is far below the standard it 
should be.

Yet, because of these resources, the 
income from which will accrue to the 
four coastal States—the States which 
are the main proponents of the legisla 
tion—those States will be able to reduce 
their taxes by a great amount.

I know, Mr. President, that the dis 
tinguished Senator from Florida, for 
whom I have a very high regard, has 
given figures purporting to show. how 
little money the four States would 
realize from the development of the off 
shore oil resources. However, those 
figures do not agree with figures I have 
seen, which have been prepared by able 
experts representing the States which 
would benefit by this legislation.

I recall a report made by a great num 
ber of experts—forty, fifty, or sixty engi 
neers and leading citizens of Texas— 
which show that in the Gulf off Texas 
alone there are oil resources worth from 
forty to one hundred billion dollars. So 
I am not impressed by the figures given 
by the Senator from Florida. If he does 
not think the amount of money involved 
is a large one, why does he fight for the 
proposal? Certainly he does not fight 
for it as a matter of principle. He can 
not contend, as a matter of principle 
alone that the offshore waters belong to . 
the States, when it has been clearly es 
tablished from .the time of Thomas Jef 
ferson that the United States Govern 
ment is sovereign in those waters.

It does not make sense to me that .the 
Congress should be willing to give up 
these valuable oil resources to three or 
four States, and thus deprive the other 
States of their ownership of and title to 
the property.

How absurd, then, to give away the 
national rights in these rich oil re 
sources? It is not only absurd, but it 
is unfair to New York, and to the other 
States, which pay the lion's share of the 
taxes collected by the Federal Govern 
ment.

The Holland proposal is the road to 
national ruin. It establishes a precedent 
which must surely end in stripping away 

.our Nation's resources, natural and 1 
otherwise, and giving them away to the

States, so that the Nation will be left 
without domain, without resources, help 
less, and impotent.

I am not drawing a long bow, Mr. 
President. This is the logical end of 
what is proposed to be done under the 
terms of the Holland joint resolution.

If we have any doubt about what is 
being attempted to be done, I should 
think the remarks of the junior Senator 
from Nevada [Mr. MALONE] and the 
senior Senator "from Wyoming [Mr. 
HUNT]—and these remarks were not in 
any way contradicted by the Senator' 
from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND]—would 
prove the danger of what is being at 
tempted to be done.

The Senator from Nevada has urged, 
as has the senior Senator from Wyo 
ming—and I believe the junior Senator 
from Wyoming also—that all natural 
resources now owned by the National 
Government be turned over to the States.

Mr. President, I thought we were a 
Nation, I have always thought so. I 
still believe the United States is a Nation, 
and I shall fight for that idea as long 
as I have breath in my body. It is pro 
posed by the Holland resolution to turn 
over the offshore oil lands to the States, 
and it is proposed now by other amend 
ments to turn over all the lands—the 
grazing lands; mineral lands, and timber 
lands, and the power facilities—to the 
States.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from New York yield to me?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MAR 
TIN in the chair). Does the Senator 
from New York yield to the Senator from 
Nevada?

Mr. LEHMAN. No, Mr. President; I 
decline to yield at this time.

Mr. MALONE. I wish to point out 
that the Senator from New York has 
just now made a misstatement.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I have 
only a limited amount of time, and I 
prefer to continue.

Mr. MALONE. However, Mr. Presi 
dent, the Senator from New York has 
just made a misstatement.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, there 
will be 2 hours in which the Senator 
from Nevada can answer my argument.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I rise to 
a question of personal privilege, for the 
Senator from New York has just made 
a misstatement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the 
Senator from New York yield to the 
Senator from Nevada?

Mr. LEHMAN. For what purpose 
does the Senator from Nevada wish me 
to yield, Mr. President?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. For a 
matter of personal privilege.

Mr. MALONE.. The Senator from 
New York would not yield for a ques 
tion, so now I ask him to yield for a 
question of personal privilege.

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes; I am very glad 
to yield for a matter of personal privi 
lege.

I yield for a question of personal 
privilege.

Mr. MALONE. I do not ask the Sen 
ator from New York to yield for a ques 
tion of personal privilege, but as a mat 
ter of personal privilege, so that I may 
make a statement.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Oh, no. The Senator 

from Nevada has 2 hours in which to 
answer my argument.

Mr. MALONE. However, the Senator 
from New York has just made a false 
statement,

Mr. LEHMAN. I shall be very glad to 
yield on a question of personal privilege, 
as I always have been and always will be. 
However, I have only a limited time, and 
I wish to continue.

Mr. MALONE. Then I shall simply 
say that there is nothing in my amend* 
ment that would turn over the grazing 
lands or, in fact, any land surf ace to the 
States.

Mr. LEHMAN.. The Senator from 
-Nevada can make that very clear in the 
course of his statement.

Mr. MALONE. I have made it very 
clear in my statement just made.

Mr. LEHMAN. Good.
Mr. President, the Holland joint reso 

lution moves in exactly the opposite dU 
rection from that of the great current 
in our history which has made us the 
mighty nation we are. That current is 
'the building up of our Nation, as a whole, 
in all its parts, through the judicious use 
of the Federal authority and the Federal 
taxing power to prpmote the general wel- 
'fare of all the States of the.Union.

The building of the post roads and the 
river improvements which opened up the 
West more than a century ago were part 
of this current of our history. The great 
conservation measures so strenuously 
advocated by'the great Republican Presi 
dent from my own State of New York, 
Theodore Roosevelt, was another, along 
with the building of such great projects 
as the Panama Canal. This current 
went on through the administration of 
Woodrow Wilson, when a Federal income 
tax was approved, making possible new 
measures to help develop the national 
domain and the national resources and 
to promote the general welfare. 

. During the more recent era of Frank 
lin D. Roosevelt, this current broadened 
into a'great stream of national improve 
ment and expansion which included 
great power and reclamation dams in the 
West, the South, and the Southwest, 
epitomized in the TVA and the Grand 
Coulee Dam, and great highways and 
airports and ship canals and various irri 
gation and reclamation projects, wher 
ever they were needed throughout this 
great country of ours.

In all those vast expenditures. New 
York State has always borne far more 
than its share. These great improve 
ments were made possible through the 
recognition that what was good for one 
section of. the Nation was good for all 
sections; that ours is one union, one na 
tion ; and that what promotes the general 
welfare of one region promotes the gen 
eral welfare of all. That was made pos 
sible through the use by the Federal Gov 
ernment of the sovereign power the peo 
ple had vested in it.

Mr. President, let me say to my col 
leagues—and I say it in all seriousness— 
that this is my fifth year in the Senate, 
and I think I am safe in saying that I 
have never voted against an appropria- 

. tion for the development of any of the 
natural resources of the Nation, whether 
they existed in California or in Arizona

or in New Mexico or in Tennessee or in 
Alabama or in Florida or in any of the 
other States of the Union. In those de 
velopments New York State had very 
little direct interest, and on many occa 
sions I have been very much criticized 
by my constituents in New York for hav- 
.ing voted for large appropriations for 
projects that made no direct contribu 
tion to the welfare of my own State.

However, I have taken the position 
with my constituents—and I believe their 
action at the polls has indicated that 
they agree with my position—that I 
would continue to vote for sound and 
practical projects for the development 
of particular regions of our country be 
cause I have felt, and I still feel very 
strongly with the utmost fervor, that 
what benefits one great area of the Na 
tion benefits all the areas of the Nation.

However, I wish to say that I am not 
sure that the people, of my State are

-going to continue to back me in that 
position.

Last year I appealed to the Congress 
to appropriate $1 million for plans for
-the development of the Niagara River. 
The senior Senator from Arkansas [Mr. 
MCCLELLAN] will remember that, and he 
backed me in my efforts to have that 
appropriation made. However, the ap 
propriation was not made. We were not 
successful in that effort.

I have not fought for many such un 
dertakings. New York has not asked 
for many appropriations of this kind. 
But we have been denied even those we 
have asked. Many of my constituents 
feel that I should be working more for 
the direct and immediate interests of 
New York and think less for the interests 
of other regions and of the Nation as a 
whole. Whether I shall continue to be 
able to convince them, as I have before, 
that when I vote for something which 
will benefit Florida or Arkansas or Okla 
homa or California, something which 
will increase the prosperity and the wel 
fare of the Nation, I am also helping the 
people of my own State, I do not know. 
I simply wish to mention this point, 
which I am sure my colleagues do not 
sufficiently realize. They do not realize 
the feeling which exists today, and how 
anxious I have been, and am, to preserve 
the interests of the entire country, not 
those of one section only. However, my 
colleagues are making it very difficult for 
me.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from New York yield to me?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield to the Senator 
from Arkansas. Let me say this is the 
only time I shall yield, because I have 
only a limited amount of time in which 
to speak.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I 
may have misunderstood the remarks of 
the Senator from New York and the im 
plications regarding the Senator from 
Arkansas. As I recall, I was chairman of 
a subcommittee of the Committee on 
Public Works which held hearings upon 
three bills providing for the develop 
ment of the Niagara River. I do not re 
call the bill of the Senator from New 
York. However, one of those bills would 
have given all that resource to the State 
of New York, as I recall. I .do not know 
whether the Senator from New York was

saying that I backed him in that en 
deavor or not.

Mr. LEHMAN. No.
Mr. McCLELLAN. I backed no one, 

because we simply held hearings. The 
committee took no action.

I may say I did undertake to develop, 
at those hearings, all facts pertinent or 
relevant to the entire subject of the 
development of the Niagara River.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I may 
say to my distinguished colleague from 
Arkansas, for whom I have great affec 
tion and regard, there were actually two 
Niagara bills in which I was inter 
ested. One was an appropriation for 
the making of plans. Another was an 
authorization bill for the whole project 
He is thinking of the latter bill.

Mr. McCLELLAN. The Senator.from 
Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] introduced a bill,

Mr. LEHMAN. No, it was another 
bill—my bill—to permit New York State 
to develop the power resources of the 
Niagara. That came before the Sena 
tor's committee. I have the impression 
that the Senator from Arkansas was 
personally sympathetic, though the com 
mittee took no action. There was, in 
addition, a request for $1 million, which 
was made to the Appropriations' Com 
mittee, to provide for the drawing of 
plans under the.guidance of the United 
States Army engineers. As I remember 
the Senator from Arkansas was sympa 
thetic to both proposals. I know the 
Senator was not unsympathetic, at any 
rate.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield to the Senator 
from Arkansas.

Mr. McCLELLAN. I am quite sure 1 
supported the $1 million appropriation 
to make possible the drawing of th? 
plans, because I believed in the devel 
opment of the resources. However, I 
do not think I took a position on either 
bill: We endeavored to develop fully all 
the information necessary to enable the 
committee and the Cpngress to make ^ 
decision later regarding the project.,

Mr. LEHMAN. I am very grateful to 
the distinguished senior Senator frorfl 
Arkansas for his correction, as I am aty 
ways grateful to him for his sympathetic 
consideration.

In the Holland proposal, we are urged 
to turn backward, to reverse this mighty- 
current in our history, and to turn over 
to some of the States the national re* 
sources located in the open sea, in tW, 
national domain, within the purview of 
the national sovereignty.

The resources of the Nation are no 
longer to be governed by the Nation tot 
the benefit of all the people, for the pro 
motion of the general welfare, but to be 
given away to a few States, not on tltf 
basis of special need, but on the basis of 
geographical proximity to the resources 
in question. '?.

I really do not think that either CaU>i 
fornia, Louisiana, Texas, or Florid^ 
could make a very good case on tl)J| 
ground of special need, but those State£| 
are basing their proposal on geographr| 
ical proximity to the resources in quesj| 
tion.

This is not like a power dam 
benefits must necessarily flow to
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. the immediate vicinity. This is 
pie m d gas and sulfur to be brought 
oil. a" ne submerged lands, and sold in
0 nnen market.
the op yorlc state can and should bene- 
^frnm these oil deposits, on a propor- 
" otp basis, just as much as Texas, and 
W0!rtornia and Louisiana and Florida. 

Vork State has that right under 
as one of the 48 States. The 

L^'reme Court has said so. And the 
S nie of New York, one-tenth of the 
pe •- of the entire Nation, have a right 

,,jt that this proposal to give away 
resources be defeated and set aside.

•n favor of my proposal which would 
,-ovide for the development of these re 
tirees in the interest of all the people of 

this country, and in the interest of our 
national security.

f know, Mr. President, that it will be 
said that some of the officials of the State 
of New York support this proposal. Mr. 
Robert Moses, the commissioner of parks 
of New York State, has endorsed this 
legislation, and the senior Senator from 
Florida has made much of this circum-

Mr. Moses has lent his support to this 
giveaway on what I must call spurious 
and specious grounds. Anyone in New 
York State who supports the Holland bill 
is laboring, in my judgment, under the 
most serious misapprehensions, and is 
either inadequately informed or is trag 
ically neglectful of the interests of the 
State and of its people, as well as of the 
interests of the Nation.

I turn now to the argument that the 
Holland bill is necessary for New York, 
in order to assure State title to the filled- 
in lands on the ocean front.

I say that the entire excitement about 
filled-in lands, along with the associated 
fable that the Holland bill is essential to 
assure State title to the land beds be 
neath inland waters, rivers, lakes, and 
harbors, is pure hoax.

After carefully surveying all the facts, 
it is difficult for me to refrain from arriv 
ing at the conclusion that these argu 
ments have been made with the intention 
to deceive. ' But I do not make that 
charge. I simply submit the facts. And 
the facts, in my opinion, are rather con 
vincing;

Mr. President, the filled-in lands, piers, 
Jetties, wharves, and other structures 
built in New York harbor and .facing 
Long Island sound have been constructed 
on submerged bottoms under inland 
waters. There never has been a question, 
nor is there now a question, concerning 
the full title and rights of State, muni 
cipal, or private interests in these bot 
tom lands or the structures built on 
them. Under every official interpreta 
tion I have been able to find, the waters 
of New York Harbor and Long Island 
Sound have always been considered in 
land waters. I am sure that the present 
administration and the past administra 
tion have considered Long Island Sound 
an inland waterway. I know that the 
supreme Court of the United States con 
siders New York Harbor and Long Island

0^?d as inland waters.
There never was and could not be any 

question with regard to New York's full 
"we and rights in these particular bot- 
^m lands.

Now, Mr. President, the situation on 
the eastern coast of Long Island, facing 
the open sea, may be somewhat different. 
There may be some doubt in the minds 
of New York State officials and private 
property owners concerning present or 
future title to filled-in lands or struc 
tures built on that coast. This doubt 
arose following the decisions by the Su 
preme Court in the three historic off 
shore oil cases. These cases dealt with 
the ownership of the bed of the ocean 
and the mineral rights in the Continen 
tal Shelf beginning at low water mark 
opposite coastlines facing the open sea.

I would like to recall, Mr. President, 
that because of the doubts I have just 
referred to, the ssnior Senator from New 
York and I, during the last session of 
Congress, jointly offered an amendment 
to the then pending O'Mahoney resolu 
tion, Senate Joint Resolution 20. We 
offered this amendment to quiet any 
fears with regard to filled-in lands along 
the east coast of Long Island. We 
wanted to assure the officials of New 
York City who brought this problem to 
my attention that fills could continue to 
be made along the coastline to expand 
the great public recreational develop 
ments in that area, without raising a 
question of title.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent to include at this point in my re 
marks the wording of the amendment 
incorporated in the O'Mahoney resolu 
tion last year, bearing on this point:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection?

There being no objection, the word 
ing of the amendment was ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows:

SEC. 10. (a) The United States hereby quit 
claims all right, title, and interest in any 
fllled-in, made, or reclaimed land which- 
formerly was land underlying the sea and 
situated outside the ordinary low-water 
mark on the coast of the United States and 
outcide the inland waters to the State, sub 
division thereof, or person who was on June 
5, 1950, entitled thereto under the property 
law of the State in which such land is 
located.

(b) The United States hereby quitclaims 
all right, title, and interest in any land which 
is underlying the sea and situated outside 
the ordinary low-water mark on the coast 
of the United States and outside the inland 
waters and in the future becomes filled in, 
made, or reclaimed land as the result of 
action taken by any State or subdivision 
thereof for recreation or any other public 
purpose, to such State or subdivision effec 
tive as of the date determined by the Secre 
tary on which such land becomes filled in, 
made, or reclaimed.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, it 
should be noted that in this amendment 
last year we used the words "quitclaim 
all right, title, and interest." Since that 
time many students of this problem have 
raised serious constitutional questions 
concerning this language, leading to the 
conclusion that the Federal Government 
cannot "quitclaim" its total rights and 
title in these lands. I emphasize the 
words "its total rights and title in these 
lands."

Hence this year, when last year's 
amendment was incorporated in the An- 
derson bill, S. 107, the. wording was 
changed slightly to eliminate the possi 
bility that quitclaiming title to areas on

the coast where there was filled land or 
structures might be unconstitutional. 
The wording we used this year confirmed 
and recognized any right, title, and in 
terest the State had or might need in 
the future to assure its full control over 
the surface rights of filled-in, made, or 
reclaimed lands. I ask unanimous con 
sent to insert at this point the revised 
wording concerning filled lands as those 
words appeared in the Anderson bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection?

There being no objection, the revised 
wording was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

SEC. 11. (a) Any right granted prior to the 
enactment of this act by any State, political 
subdivision thereof, municipality, agency, or 
person holding thereunder to construct, 
maintain, use, or occupy any dock, pier, 
wharf, jetty, or any other structure in sub 
merged lands of the Continental Shelf, or 
any such right to the surface of fllled-in, 
mads, or reclaimed land in such areas, Is 
hereby recognized and confirmed by the 
United States for such term as was granted 
prior to the enactment of this act.

(b) The right, title,' and interest of any 
State, political subdivision thereof, munici 
pality, or public agency holding thereunder 
to the surface of submerged lands of the 
Continental Shelf which in the future be 
come fllled-in, made, or reclaimed lands as a 
result of authorized action taken by any 
such State, political subdivision thereof, 
municipality, or public agency holding 
thereunder for recreation or other public 
purpose is hereby recognized and confirmed 
by the United States.

Mr. LEHMAN. It has been pointed 
out, Mr. President, that this wording, al 
though it clearly covers all fills made in 
the past, both public and private, it 
would not cover new fills and structures, 
made in "the future, if such fills were 
made by private persons rather than 
public agencies or instrumentalities.

That is true, Mr. President. However, 
despite the excitement shown by the 
senior Senator" from Florida in regard 
to this point, there is no significance in 
it. No provision was included in the An 
derson bill with regard to future fills by 
private persons because we had received 
no indication that- private individuals 
had any concern with this problem. 
However, Mr. President, I see no reason 
to discriminate against privately made 
fills in this matter, and have therefore 
written further language which I have 
introduced as an amendment to my 
amendment, and which is, of course, in 
cluded in the total substitute now pend 
ing before the Senate.

I ask unanimous consent that this 
wording, as revised by me, be printed in 
the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the amend 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

SEC. 11. (a) Any right granted prior to 
the enactment of this act by any State, 
political subdivision thereof, municipality, 
agency, or person holding thereunder to 
construct, maintain, use, or occupy any 
dock, pier, wharf, Jetty, or any other struc 
ture in submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf, or any such right to the surface of 
fllled-in, made, or reclaimed land In such, 
areas, is hereby recognized and confirmed 
by the United States for such term as was 
granted prior to the enactment of this act.
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<b) The right, title, and Interest of any 

State, political subdivision thereof, munici 
pality, public agency, or person, holding 
thereunder to the surface of submerged 
lands of the Continental Shelf which in the 
future become fllled-in, made, or reclaimed 
lands as a result of authorized action taken 
by any such State, political subdivision 
thereof, municipality, public agency, or per 
son, holding thereunder for public or pri 
vate purposes is hereby recognized and con 
firmed by the United States.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I want 
to point out for the record that I and 
rhy colleagues who have been opposed 
to the giveaway have tried our level best 
to separate the question of coastal fills 
from the completely different question 
of offshore oil.

But there has been a studied effort 
on the part of the supporters of the 
giveaway to confuse the two questions 
and to throw into the confusion the fur 
ther question about inland waters and 
actual tidelands.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from New York yield for a 
question?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. After hurriedly com 

paring the amendment presented by the 
distinguished Senator from New York 
with the earlier amendment presented 
by the distinguished Senator from New 
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON], I ftad very lit 
tle difference between them. Is it true 
that the only substantial departure is 
that whereas the Senator from New 
Mexico proposed to give to the States 
37 Va percent of the royalties derived 
from properties within State boundaries, 
the Senator from New York does not 
have that provision in his amendment, 
but proposes to divert to the United 
States all the royalty revenues, both 
within State boundaries and in the Con 
tinental Shelf?

Mr. LEHMAN. That is quite correct. 
It is a clear-cut amendment to the pro 
posed joint resolution. The joint reso 
lution provides that 37>/2 percent of the 
revenues from the 3-mile strip shall be 
given to the States and that all the bal 
ance shall be given for defense or for 
other national purposes. My amend 
ment is clear-cut, so that there will be no 
doubt whatsoever with regard to it. I 
am 100 percent in favor of the purpose 
of the Hill amendment. I-think it is a 
good amendment. I want the oil rev 
enue to go to all the States for educa 
tion. I believe there is nothing more im 
portant than the education of our young 
people. So that, to prevent any mis 
understanding, my amendment is a per 
fectly clear-cut declaration of what I 
have in mind and what I hope my col 
leagues may have in mind, that all the 
revenues from the offshore lands shall 
go to the Federal Government to be used 
by the Federal Government for the de 
velopment and maintenance of educa 
tion. There is no doubt whatsoever in 
my amendment. I am not "pussy-foot 
ing" on 'this matter. I am not saying 
that the' States of Texas, California, 
Louisiana, or any other State should get 
37 y2 percent of the revenues from lands 
even within the 3-mile limit. I am say- 
Ing that the lands underlying the waters 
in the 3-mile limit belong to the Federal 
Government, and, therefore, I think the 
Federal Government can dispose of the

revenues from those lands in any way it 
may see fit. My amendment provides 
that the revenues be used for the educa 
tion of all of the young people of all of 
the States of the Nation.

I may say to the Senator from Florida 
that I do not want to set myself up as 
being more concerned with the welfare 
of my country.than is any other Sena 
tor. I know we are all well-meaning 
and patriotic men. But there is a differ 
ence of opinion as between what will de 
velop progress, prosperity, and construc 
tive effort toward the defense and pro 
tection of the Nation.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from New York yield for a 
further question?

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I have 
the floor, and I shall be very glad indeed 
to yield to the Senator from Florida 
when I am through saying what I want 
to say.

I think we must do everything we 
possibly can to strengthen ourselves and 
our allies, and I want to see that objec 
tive accomplished. I am in hope that 
this country is going to survive and pros 
per, and I am convinced that there is 
nothing—and I emphasize the word 
"nothing," if I may—that is of such great 
importance and such great value to our 
progress and our prosperity as is the 
ecKication of our young people. I know 
that even in the great State which I 
have the honor in part to represent, the 
salaries, at the highest, are quite inade 
quate to attract good teachers who have 
given years and years to their training. 
I know we have insufficient and over 
crowded schools, with classes which are 
twice as large as they should be, and 
that we have a very inadequate and in 
effective educational system in many lo 
calities.

I am quite certain—I am saying this 
without criticism of any State—that the 
same situation exists in many other 
States, not because their citizens are less 
interested in education, but because they 
have smaller resources. I know that 
many of the States are paying as little 
as $1,700, $1,800, or $1,900 a year for 
a teacher, which is much less than a 
dogcatcher would get, much less than 
a garbage collector would get, much less 
than a domestic servant would get. Yet, 
Mr. President, for the schools we need 
people who have had years and years of 
professional training.

I say to the Senator from Florida that 
I do not want a single thing in the 
world for my State alone; I do not want 
New York to get the slightest advan 
tage over any other State. I want to 
see, however, the natural resources of 
the country safeguarded for the Nation. 
This is a great Nation; it is not merely 
a loose federation of States in which 
each State looks for advantage for it 
self. We have lived, survived, grown, 
and prospered, and we have received the 
respect of the world in the past 160 years. 
I want> this Nation to be a Nation, com 
posed not just of Florida, not just of 
New York, not just of Texas or Cali 
fornia or Arizona, but of 48 States. We 
have certain natural resources which the 
good Lord has given us. Those are the 
things I am trying to protect for the 
benefit of the Nation.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, win 
the Senator yield for a further ques, 
tion? .

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. In order to make the 

RECORD perfectly clear, am I correct in 
my understanding that the distinguished 
Senator from New York believes that all 
the natural resources in the seabed be 
tween low-water mark of the several 
States and the State boundaries offshore 
should be federalized 100 percent and 
should wholly belong to the Federal Gov 
ernment?

Mr. LEHMAN. I believe the mineral 
rights in the entire offshore submerged 
lands should, belong to the Federal Gov 
ernment. Of course, exceptions have 
been made regarding filled-in land, 
buildings, piers, docks, and recreation fa 
cilities. But that is a different proposi 
tion. I would give to the States only the 
surface rights; I would not give them 
mineral rights, whether the lands be in 
New York or in Florida. Certainly I 
would protect the rights of the States 
to the surface rights.

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the distin 
guished Senator.

Mr. LEHMAN. Of course, this con- 
"fusion was desired by the giveaway ad 
vocates. They have thus succeeded in 
convincing a sufficient number of peo 
ple that the only way to clear State and 
private title to tidelands, to coastal fills, 
and to inland waterbeds is to give away 
the submerged lands in the open sea as 
well.

This is nonsense. There has been a 
bill before the Interior Committee for 
several years. It was reintroduced this 
year as S. 1252, is confined solely and 
entirely to clearing title to the coastal 
fills, and, for the record, gives new assur 
ance on title to the beds of inland wa 
ters, lakes, harbors, and bays.

But that bill, S. 1252, was never moved 
out of committee. The proponents of 
giveaway would not separate the two dif• 
ferent questions. So appropriate lan 
guage covering the substance contained 
in S. 1252 was included in the O'Mahoney 
bill last year, in the Anderso'n bill this 
year, and in my amendment now pend 
ing before the Senate.

Mr. President, the whole question of 
filled lands is a red herring, as is the 
question of State title to the landbeds 
underneath the inland waters, lakes, 
harbors, and bays. It is meant to diver' 
attention from the naked giveaway o' 
our oil resources.

I want to discuss this latter point fo: 
a moment. It has been stated in broad 
sides of propaganda that unless the Ho! 
lond joint resolution or its equivalent i 
passed, the States will lose title to tW 
beds of their rivers, lakes, and harbors. 
Much has been made of this point, 
much has been made of the question 
filled-in and reclaimed lands already re' 
ferred to. We in New York have 
told that unless the Holland joint resoj 
lution was passed, we would lose ti$ 
to the bed of Lake Ontario. Indeed,; 
the junior Senator from Texas lW- 
DANIEL] has stated that the Holland 
joint resolution will give us title to tfcfi 
bed of Lake Ontario. Again they 
trying to sell us the Brooklyn 
What are the facts?
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I have read some of the hearings of 

bast years on this subject. "Recently I 
{•an across what I believe is an important 
Relation. In 1948 Senator Donnell, of 
Missouri, attempted to ascertain who 
Las really behind the clamor for quit- 
Maiming the offshore oil. Mr. Edward 
A Harris, Washington correspondent of 
tne St. Louis Post-Dispatch, was on the 
ffitness stand.

Mr. Harris had uncovered many in 
teresting facts concerning the forces be- 
nind the offshore-oil legislation, and one 
Of the statements he made before the 
committee dealt with an interview he 

. ^ad with the attorney general of the 
States of Missouri in 1945. Mr. Harris, 
in a statement to be found on page 1539 
Of the 1948 Joint Committee Hearings 
On Title to Submerged Tidal Lands, said:

In any case, the attorney general of Mis 
souri stated that he didn't know what It was 
BU about, but he got many letters from 
Clary and Kenny and forms all ready to be 
ulgned by him, and was told that It was a 
matter of Federal seizure of Inland rights. 
And so he signed It. And later, when he 
went into it. he withdrew it..

The Mr. Clary referred to was a mem 
ber of a law firm representing a large 
number of oil companies; and Mr. Kenny 
was then the attorney general of Cali 
fornia.

I cite this excerpt from the hearings, 
Mr. President, because I believe that 
many State officials, like the attorney 
general of Missouri, back in 1945. have 
been drawn into this fight because they 
were told that the Federal Government 
was claiming the beds of all lakes, rivers, 
and harbors.

For this reason, I was especially en 
couraged recently to read in the Legis 
lative Bulletin of the Council of State 
Governments of April 1953 what I feel 
is a fair description of all the measures 
before the Congress on this subject. The 
Council of State Governments, as I am 
sure all Senators know, is a sort of hold 
ing corporation for organizations such 
as 'the Association of State Attorneys 
General, the Governors Conference, and 
many other associations of various State 
officials, as well.

This bulletin has analyzed all the 
measures before the Senate including 
the Holland joint resolution, the Ander- 
son bill, the Daniel bill, and the special 
bill placed before the Senate by Senator 
ANDERSON and 17 other Senators, S. 1252.

• It is interesting to note that the official 
bulletin of the organizations which have 
°een supporting quitclaim legislation 
states that all the bills before the Senate 
adequately dispose of any doubts which 
might have been raised concerning the 
Jands beneath inland navigable waters. 

I say this because the impression has 
oeen given that this organization has 
jupported only one measure. As a mat-
•*r ol fact, it now says that the intent 
°r what is contained in all the measures 
™°uld be effective. I quote from the

Senate Joint Resolution 13. and 
of flii 107 afflrms State title to the surface 
Bean. ' made, or reclaimed lands be- 
Great "avlSable inland waters (including the 

es to he extent that they arewithin
United v^u o estates).boui«larles of a State of the

Mr. President, the bulletin of the 
Council of State Governments thus 
makes clear what should be crystal 
clear—that no controversy or difference 
of opinion exists in the Senate or in the 
country regarding title to filled lands, 
to actual tidelands, or to the beds under 
neath inland waters, lakes,- bays, or 
harbors.

Whatever doubt there is in regard to 
title to filled lands along the coast facing 
the open sea would be resolved by any 
one of the bills which have been intro 
duced. It is not necessary to pass the 
Holland resolution to accomplish that 
purpose.

As for the inland water-beds and the 
beds of the Great Lakes, the courts have 
twice ruled, in the Illinois Central case 
(146 U. S. 387 (1892)) and in the 
Massachusetts case, (271 U. S. 65 
(1926)), that the beds of the Great Lakes 
belong to the States bordering those 
lakes, up to the international boundry. 
The court has ruled on 10 separate oc 
casions that the true tidelands belong 
to the States.

In the case of Massachusetts against 
New York, which involved Lake Ontario, 
the court ruled that the bed of this lake, 
up to the international boundary, was 
owned, in fee simple, by the State of 
New York. Then why this misleading 
talk about the Holland joint resolution 
giving us title to the bed of Lake On 
tario?

Oh, Mr. President, this is all cloud and 
confusion, raised to divert our attention 
from the question of oil, of these rich oil 
resources in the submerged lands, which 
belong to all the Nation, and are pro 
posed under the terms of the Holland -bill 
to be given to 3 or 4 States only.

Yet this cause cannot be lost. It dare 
not be lost. I believe the courts will sus 
tain us. In any event, I am convinced 
the people sustain us and will continue 
to do so. The issue has been carried 
home to the people. The facts have even 
been made known, and will continue to 
be made known.

There will be a reckoning. The people 
of this country are not going to divest 
themselves of their rights in these re 
sources. They are not going to stand 
idly by and let the Nation be deprived of 
what is an inalienable possession of all 
the people. .

Mr. President, a number of very fine 
editorials and articles have appeared re 
cently in newspapers and periodicals on 
this subject. I shall ask to have them 
printed "in the body of the RECORD.

A very fine editorial appeared in a re 
cent issue of the New York Times. It is 
entitled "Oil Giveaway," and was pub 
lished in the New York Times of May 
1, 1953. I ask unanimous consent to 
have the editorial printed in the RECORD 
at this point as a part of my remarks.

There being no objection, the edi 
torial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

On. GIVEAWAY
The test votes in the Senate this week on 

the offshore oil bill make it clear thatr— 
barring a miracle—one of the greatest give 
away programs In all our history will soon 
receive legal sanction. The flnal vote is now 
scheduled for, Tuesday; and the measure that 
Is then to be passed will, after its differences 
with the House-approved bill have been

Ironed out, doubtless receive the President's 
signature in fulfillment of ill-advised prom 
ises made during the campaign.

The Senators fighting to preserve the rights 
of all the people of the United States In this 
valuable natural resource have been able to 
muster a maximum of only 33 votes. They 
achieved this total in defense of the Ander- 
son-Hill amendments, which would provide 
for Federal control over all offshore oil beyond 
the low-water mark (In accordance with pre 
vious decisions of the Supreme Court) and 
would set aside royalties to be received by 
the Federal Government from private ex 
ploitation of that oil for eventual distribu 
tion among the States for educational 
purposes.

Only 33 Senators thus were recorded In 
favor of a measure that would have prevented 
3 or 4 coastal States from gaining control 
over billions of dollars worth of oil that 
actually belongs to the people of all the 
States. Seven Republicans, 25 Democrats, 
and 1 Independent. Of the 6 Senators from 
New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut— 
States that will lose by the oil giveaway—• 
Senator LEHMAN was the only one to stand 

" up against the tide. Senator IVES Joined 
him on a subsequent vote to confirm Federal 
authority over the oil lands seaward of the 
traditional 3-mile limit. But this proposal, . 
which would have at least barred Florida, 
Louisiana, and Texas from their claims run 
ning an unknown number of,miles out to 
sea, was also defeated, and by an even more 
decisive majority.

It is clear that most Members of Congress 
are willing to deprive the United States of 
property that is of enormous commercial 
value. If the Federal Government were 
allowed to hold on to the oil lands, they still 
would be developed by private companies. 
And they might well be developed much more 
expedltlously, because in no matter what 
form the pending legislation is passed it will 
probably lead to further prolonged litigation. 
The question of just where so-called historic 
State boundaries lie has not been settled to 
anyone's satisfaction and contains the seeds 
of endless disputes. But still the Congress 
is obviously unwilling to accept Senator 
LEHMAN'S observation: "Beyond the water's 
edge there is no Texas, no California, no 
Louisiana, no New York. There is only the 
United States of America." The present bill 
giving the States title to oil that belongs 
to the Nation is wrong in principle and 
'dangerous in practice, and it should be 
defeated.

Mr. LEHMAN. On Saturday, May 2, 
a very excellent editorial entitled "Going, 
Going" was published in the Washington 
Post. I ask unanimous consent that this 
editorial be printed in the RECORD at this 
point as a part of my remarks.

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

GOING, GOING
Time is running out on the tidelands. It 

appears that the gallant stand made by the 
Senate minority seeking to save this rich 
natural inheritance for the people of the 
United States will prove of no avail when 
the votes are counted in the Senate on 
Tuesday. But the opponents of the oil give 
away need not feel that their effort has been 
an altogether futile one. It has dramatized 
the difficult issue sufficiently to start a dawn 
ing recognition among the people of the 
country generally that they are being made 
the victims of a gigantic hornswoggle.

More and more as the debate drones on, It 
Is becoming plain that the spokesmen for 
California, Texas, Florida, and Louisiana 
want nothing less than the Pacific Ocean 
and the Gulf of Mexico. They, and the 
representatives of the Inland States whom 
they have cajoled into supporting them, 
beat down overwhelmingly an amendment
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by Senator MONBONEY to set the limit of 
State ownership 3 miles out .to sea ana to 
provide for Federal management of the Con-, tinental Shelf beyond this limit. Their 
rapacity Is not confined even to the marginal 
sea—let alone to the tldelands and the In land waters over which the Federal Govern 
ment has never asserted any claim.

More and more It Is becoming .clear also 
that the Inland States were gulled Into be lieving that their own lakes, rivers, and 
harbors were somehow threatened by the 
Supreme Court decision recognizing the 
paramount rights of the Federal Government 
In the submerged lands under the open 
ocean. They were Induced to support the 
grab of the coastal States in much the same 
way that panicked householders might be 
tricked Into helping some vandal escape justice because he pointed a finger at a 
policeman and shouted, "Stop thief I" The 
Inland States are giving away to the 3 or 4 Interested coastal States an Incalculable 
treasure which belongs by right to the whole of the United States. We still nurture a faint hope that they will wake up from 
their befuddlement before It Is too late.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD at this point as a part of my 
remarks a most interesting analysis of the tidelands-oil question, entitled "Off 
shore Oil—>A Precedent?" from the 
April 11, 1953, issue of the Economist. 
The writer for this British journal is 
keenly aware that the precedent being 
attempted by the present administra 
tion with regard to offshore oil may very 
well lead to the loss of our great public 
lands, parks, and water-resource proj 
ects.

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

OFFSHORE OIL—A PRECEDENT?
WASHINGTON, D. C,—It Is very probable 

that the first Republican law for 20 years to 
reach the statute book after being passed by 
a Republican Congress and signed by a Re 
publican President will be one that repudi 
ates many ot the best traditions of the 
Republican Party. Last week the House of 
Representatives approved, by . 285 to 108 votes, a bill to give control of petroleum 
and other minerals which may be found 
under the sea to the adjoining States. The 
Senate has already held Its committee hear 
ings on the subject and began Its debate 
on the measure this week; although there 
will be vigorous opposition, It Is virtually certain that the Republicans will have 
enough support from southern Democratic 
Senators to enable them to carry the mea 
sure. 'When twice before, In 1946 and 1952, 
Congress passed a similar bill, Mr. Truman 
had no hesitation In exercising his veto. 
This time the new President Is the proposal's 
avowed and enthusiastic supporter.-

In the Gulf of Mexico the American Conti 
nent dives only gradually below the waves', 
and in places the Continental Shelf extends 
outward for 100 miles or more at depths 
at which modern ingenuity can develop Its 
resources. Ever since oil became worth ex ploiting, three States with known oil de 
posits off their shores, Texas, Louisiana, and California, have persistently claimed that 
this underwater ground was within their 
own borders, and therefore within their own 
power to lease or develop. Successive Demo 
cratic administrations, upheld by two Su 
preme Court decisions, maintained that the 
^Federal Government—that Is the United 
States Itself—had paramount power over the 
offshore lands.

Whether General Elsenhower had ever con 
sidered the problem before he gave his sup port so decisively to the position of the 
States may be doubted, -but by so doing he 
enhanced his popularity enormously In the 
Southwest, and especially In Texas; this was 
the nearest that he permitted his advisers 
to bring him to a direct purchase of votes, and In view of his overwhelming victory 
even this was unnecessary. Now the promise 
Is being redeemed, but not quite in the coin 
the coastal States had been led to expect. The Attorney General has concluded that 
they can only claim title to resources within 
their historic boundaries. These are the 
offshore boundaries the States possessed be 
fore they joined the United States; for Texas 
and Florida they mean 3 leagues, or 10'/2 
miles, out to sea, and, In the case of the 
others, 3 miles. Even the concession to the 
vagaries of Spanish measurement In Texas 
and Florida has been opposed by the State 
Department, which rightly fears that it will 
be hampered In its battles to persuade other 
nations, especially Mexico, to restrict their definition of their seaward boundaries to the 3-mile limit. With wry faces the represent 
atives of the Gulf and Pacific Coast States 
have accepted the Attorney General's ruling 
and the House bill gives the States quitclaim 
rights to the submerged lands within their 
historic boundaries but reserves control over 
the rest of the Continental Shelf to the Fed 
eral-Government. The Senate bill Is some 
what weaker since it does not specifically pro 
vide for Federal control oyer the area beyond 
historic boundaries. The measure has not 
gone unchallenged, for there was nothing 
during the election on which Republicans 
and northern Democrats were more flatly op 
posed, but there is as yet no aroused public opinion on the subject.

What is disturbing Is not the offshore oil 
bill Itself so much as Its demonstration of 

. the apparently weak resistance of the Repub 
licans to raids on the national assets still 
held by the Federal Government on behalf 
of the people as a whole. The Government still owns one-quarter of the land In the 
United States, 455 million acres in the coun 
try Itself and 365 million acres In Alaska; a century ago before the Western States were 
carved out and the railway companies 
lavishly endowed, the Government owned 
three-quarters of the land. It ranges from 
grazing land, which Is let usually to small farmers and ranchers, tlmberland which has 
been cautiously forested and conserved, and 
national parks to mineral resources, esti 
mated at 4 billion barrels of oil and 325 
billion tons of coal. It brings In a revenue 
of well over $300 million a year, of which two-thirds comes from the sale of electric power.

For many years the attack on the Federal 
domain has been growing in Intensity, from 
the big ranching concerns, from the oil Inter 
ests, represented in equal strength In both 
political parties, and most particularly from 
the private power and utility companies. It 
takes various forms; In the case of power and 
lumber projects, the demand Is that Federal 
assets should be sold to the public. With 
careful dlsingenuousness Mr. Charles E. Wil 
son, of the electric, not the motor, company, 
asked last September:

"What Is wrong with selling our national 
dams, generating equipment and distribu 
tion facilities to the people? The potential 
buyers are all around us. They are the 
people who own Government bonds. Bonds 
could be exchanged for shares of stock In the 
new companies to spring from the presently 
Government-owned plants."

The national debt would be reduced and 
millions of citizens would own a tangible 
part of American business, added Mr. Wilson. 
Soon after the election Mr. Laurence Lee, the

president of the United States Chamber.of 
Commerce, fnaugurated a crusade for "land 
freedom," the gradual transfer of all Federal 
lands to private owners. More often, how 
ever, covetousness for Federal lands appears 
decently clothed as a desire to see them ''returned" to the States; the hidden assump 
tion is that a State government would be 
more amenable to giving permission for the 
quick exploitation of land or resources than 
the remote, upright and powerful Federal 
Government.

Apart from the legal Impossibility of "re 
turning" property which historically be- 
longed to the Nation before any of the West- 
ern States existed, the general Republican dislike of big government, or any Federal ini 
tiative even faintly reminiscent of the New 
Deal has led to an attitude of mind which, 
by permitting ruthless exploitation of na 
tural resources, could weaken Irreparably 
both the Western States themselves and the 
rest of the'country. Furthermore, the typi cal cry that the West Is underprivileged in 
relation to the rest of the country, because 
almost all the Federal land is situated there and State governments cannot levy taxes on 
Federal property, Is hardly Justified. For 
like other poorer areas, such Western States as Montana and Wyoming are Indirectly sub. 
sldlzed by the richer States through the 
Federal grants-in-aid which they receive 

. for roadbullding and other development 
projects.

It would seem that ingrained dislike of the 
New Deal has perverted one of the strongest 
and finest Republican traditions. With the 
exception of Franklin Roosevelt, the pioneer- 
Ing work in conserving the Federal lands has 
been done by Republicans. The word "con 
servation" was Invented by a Republican and the two men who arrested the frittering away 
of public lands and made them an example 
of careful development were Theodore Roose 
velt ,and the. Intensely Republican head of 
his Conservation Service, Gifford Pinchot. 
Indeed, much of the political support which 
the Republicans gained In the West In the 
early part of the century rested on ad 
miration and gratitude for Federal safeguard- 
Ing of natural resources. But now the chair 
man of the Senate Interior Committee, Mr. 
HUGH BUTLER, of Nebraska, has hinted dari- 
ly at a bill which would make the theory be 
hind the offshore oil bill "applicable to pub 
lic lands." And he Is likely to get the fullest 
support from Mr. McKay, the Secretary .of. the Interior, and his new assistants, most 
of whom have been connected with private 
utility companies. .

Offshore oil Is clearly the opening shot of 
an attack that will be hotly pressed. It.lA 
unfortunately, no adequate answer to say, M 
many Democrats are saying, that the Re 
publicans are digging their political grave 
and making themselves very vulnerable to » rousing radical campaign next year. TBe 
public lands exist as such only as a result of 
the special historical development of tw. 
United States. As Mr. Bernard De VoW 
points out in a recent issue of Harpers mag 
azine: "If the public lands are once relin 
quished, or even if any fundamental chang8 ,1s made In the present system, they will »e 
gone for good."

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, al 
though it has been said that some offl; 
cials of New York State are in fa,vor o] 
the Holland bill, there are other officials 
who feel quite differently.

Mr. Robert F. Wagner,. Jr., president 
of the Borough of Manhattan, recentlS 
made public a letter which he had ad' 
"dressed to my colleague [Mr. IVES]J 
which was very similar to a letter he ha<5 sent to me. Mr. Wagner indicates thatsfl 
far as he is concerned the interests
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ftey York would be served .by the defeat
f the Holland bill. I ask unanimous

•consent that a copy of this letter which
j have be printed in the RECORD at this
P°There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
'as follows:

• CITY OP NEW YORK,
New York N. Y,. April 13,1953, 

Hon. IHVINC M. IVES.
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR : As president of the Borough 

Of Manhattan, I am deeply concerned over 
congressional action on the ttdelands oil bill 
introduced by Senator SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, 
now before the Senate, and want to urge you 
most vigorously to oppose and vote against 
that proposal.

The Supreme Court has ruled that the 
tldelands oils are the property of the peo 
ple of the United States and there Is no 
justification for turning over those national 
properties to the States of California, Flor 
ida, Louisiana, and Texas. On the contrary, 
that vast natural resource should be pre 
served and developed for the benefit of "all 
the people of our Nation.

Moreover, it is equally clear that, In light 
of testimony offered by Attorney General 
Herbert Brownell, that enactment of Sena 
tor Holland's bill will result In prolonged liti 
gation Involving, not only the scope of the 
grant to these four States, but also the con 
stitutional power of Congress to dispose of 
Federal properties in a way that will benefit 
only a small percentage of our people.

We think entirely specious the argument 
of the proponents of Senator HOLLAND'S bill 
to the effect that such legislation is neces 
sary to protect Jones Beach, Idlewild Air 
port, municipal piers and other waterfront 
.facilities from encroachment by Federal au 
thority. That entire problem can be resolved 
if the proponents of the Holland bill would 
support Senate bill 1017 introduced by Sen 
ator CLINTON P. ANDERSON, Senator HERBERT 
LEHMAN and 16 additional Senators.

As a representative of the people of the 
State of New York in the United States Sen 
ate, you no doubt realize that enactment of 
the Holland bill will in ho way benefit the 
people of our State, but will, on the con 
trary, be harmful to our people by depriving 
.them of revenues from resources In which, 
under the ruling of the Supreme Court, we 
Have a clear interest.

We think that the national interest, as 
well as the welfare of the people of this 
State, will best be served by enactment of 
the bill introduced by Senators LISTER Hiu, 
and HERBERT LEHMAN, which will make -roy 
alties from this resource available for edu 
cation purposes. Such legislation will enable 
°ur cities and local governments to make 
real progress toward providing our children 
Wth modern educational facilities. Such 
legislation is within the'best traditions of 
our national development and finds its roots 
«i the historic ordinance of 1787.

I know of your deep interest in this mat 
ter and trust that you will recognize the 
Paramount Interest of the people of the 
state of New York in the tidelands oil re 
sources and that you will do all you can to 
Preserve. those resources for the people of 
Wl the States.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT F. WAGNER, Jr., 

President, Borough o/ Manhattan. •
Mr. LEHMAN. I also ask unanimous

thnSntlt to have Printed in tne tody of
«e RECORD three messages I have re-

^eived from organizations in New York
Qtate who wish to see the revenues from
th °5shore °U so for the benefit 'of all

16 'c«ildren of the United States.
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- There being no objection, the messages 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

NEW YORK, N. Y., March 31,1953. 
.Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN,

Senate Office Building: 
The United Parents Association of New 

York City, representing over a quarter mil 
lion parents of school children, strongly 
urges and expects that you will do every 
thing in your power to support congres 
sional action for using proceeds of tideland 
oil for educational purposes, In accordance 
with Hill amendment. Application of these 
funds from proceeds of oil resources to our 
greatest natural resource, the children, is 
sound national policy, and will pay the max 
imum dividend. Such Federal aid to edu 
cation is a crying need for almost every com 
munity in the country.

LILLIAN H. SHE,
President.

NEW YORK, N. Y., April 6,1953. 
Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN,

Senate Office Building: 
As you knoWj New York State CIO Council 

and affiliates representing more than million 
workers in State vigorously opposes surren 
der of Federal ownership offshore oil depos 
its to States. These billions of dollars in 
vital natural resources belong to people of 
Natioh; Under Federal ownership, necessary 
security reserves will be assured, and Income 
can be dedicated to meeting nationwide 
school crisis. Proposals now under consider 
ation would deprive people of New York and 
44 other States of rightful share of these 
benefits to enrich 3 States and more particu 
larly the private interests, which will be 
prime beneficiaries of State ownership. This 
would represent most arrogant plunder of 
Nation's natural resources in history. Ask 
not only your vote against measure but 
every possible effort to prevent this raid on 
public wealth.

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL, CIO.
Loins HOLLANDER.
HAROLD J. GARNO.

THE NEW YORK TEACHERS GUILD, •
NEW YORK, N. Y., April 13, 1953. 

Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN, 
Senate Office Building;

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR LEHMAN: The New York 

Teachers Guild, representing several thou 
sand organized public-school teachers in 
this city, wishes to record its deep anxiety 
over the dangerous precedent which will be 
established by passage of Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13 and to urge your vote against this 
resolution.

Since its-passage appears assured, however, 
we further request that you do everything 
possible to support favorable action on Sen 
ator HILL'S amendment which would guar 
antee that Federal Income from the exploi 
tation of the undersea-water resources 
would be used in the form of Federal aid to 
benefit education.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES COGEN,

President.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, may 1 

ask how much time I have remaining 
under the agreement?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MAR 
THA in the chair). The Senator from 
New York still has about 5 minutes.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
first to the senior Senator from Arkan 
sas [Mr. MCCLELLAN] as much time as 
he may require.

Mr.'FERGUSON. Mr. President, I 
wonder if the Senator will yield to me 5

minutes in order that I may make a few 
brief remarks.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President. I 
shall be glad to have the Senator from 
Florida yield to the Senator from Michi 
gan first for 5 minutes, if I may th?n 
have 15 or 20 minutes. I think that wiU 
be all I shall require.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, at the 
request of the Senator from Arkansas, I 
am glad to yield 5 minutes to the Sena 
tor from Michigan, with the understand 
ing that the Senator from Arkansas is to 
have not to exceed 20 minutes; the Sen 
ator from Minnesota [Mr. THYE] possi 
bly 10 minutes following; the Senator 
from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER] 20 min 
utes; and the Senator from Idaho [Mr. 
DWORSHAK] not to exceed 10 minutes. 
That was the order in which those Sen 
ators came to me, and that is the order 
in which I shall yield to them, unless 
otherwise agreed.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I am 
glad to defer to the wishes of the senior 
Senator from Michigan [Mr. FERGUSON], 
because I understand he is is anxious to 
leave the Chamber as soon as possible.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Michigan is recognized for 
5 minutes.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, some 
debate in the Senate on Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, in connection with former 
President Hoover's address on Federal 
Socialism in Electric Power indicated 
that the speakers had not read or mis 
understood Mr. Hoover's speech, which 
was reprinted in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD.

The Senator from Minnesota. [Mr. 
HUMPHREY] stated:

A former President of the United States 
says. "Let us get rid of the power dams and 
all the great public resources."

An examination indicates that Mr. 
Hoover made no such statement. For 
30 years he has advocated the construc 
tion of multiple-purpose dams to con 
serve water for navigation, flood control, 
irrigation, and electric power. What 
Mr. Hoover said was that the Federal 
Government should get out of the opera 
tion of power plants and the distribu 
tion of power by leasing the energy of 
the Government plants at the bus bar.

Several Senators implied that Mr. 
Hoover proposed to turn over all these 
dams to private enterprise. Quite to 
the contrary, he set up the alternatives 
proposing that the lease of the energy— 
not sale of dams—should be made to 
either (a) private enterprise, (b) or 
municipalities, (c) or the State govern 
ments, (d) or districts, (e) or authorities 
set up by the States and managed by 
them.

He proposed that .these leases, should 
be based upon standard terms the min 
imum of which would return interest 
on the Government investment in the 
electrical side and its amortization over 
50 years. He stated that the rates to 
consumers should be regulated by State 
or Federal commissions as the case, 

. might be. .
Some. reference was made to the 

policies of Theodore Roosevelt in these 
respects. At every dam built under his
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administration, the electric energy was 
leased at the bus bar to private enter 
prise, to municipalities or irrigation dis 
tricts. This is exactly the policy advo 
cated by Mr. Hoover and followed 
during his administration. Theodore 
Roosevelt, like Mr. Hoover, was opposed 
to socialism.

Some discussion took place as to the 
Hoover Dam on the Colorado. Some of 
.the speakers seemed unaware .that the 
operation of the powerhouse and the 
energy from this dam, under a require 
ment by the Congress, were leased for 
50 years to the private utilities and the 
municipalities at a rate that would re 
turn interest on the Federal investment, 
'and its amortization, over 50 years. 
That lease is under operation today and 
is giving satisfaction to the people in 
that region. Mr.'Hoover suggested that 
this precedent be followed so as to elimi 
nate the advance of socialism by the 
Federal Government in these enter 
prises.

The Senator from Washington [Mr. 
JACKSON] said:

Former President Hoover has announced 
x that he would like to see the Federal power 
projects sold » * • maybe he wants to sell 
the best part of the dams.

Mr. Hoover made no proposal what 
ever for the sale of Federal power dams.

The Senator from 'Alabama [Mr. 
SPARKMAN] seemed to be under the im 
pression that Mr. Hoover only wished to 
sell dams built for electric energy alone. 
Again, if the Senator will read .Mr. 
Hoover's address, he will find he made 
no proposal to sell any dams.

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. FERGUSON. I shall be glad to 
yield in a moment.

What Mr. Hoover said was that "Con 
gress should cease to make appropria 
tions for .more steam plants or hydro 
electric plants solely for power. If they 
are justified, private enterprise will build 
them and pay taxes upon them."

Great steamplants have been built 
•with no constitutional authority, as I 
have repeatedly stated on the floor of the 
Senate, and dams for hydro-power alone 
also have been built and more are pro 
posed.

I now yield to the Senator from Ala 
bama.

Mr. SPARKMAN. I suggest to the 
able Senator from Michigan that it was 
the distinguished majority leader [Mr. 
TAPT] who made the suggestion that for 
mer President Hoover favored selling 
only single-purpose dams. If the Sen 
ator will review the RECORD he will find 
that my statement was that so far as I 
knew, not a single dam that had been 
built was solely for the purpose of pro 
ducing power.

Mr. FERGUSON. I understood the 
Senator from Alabama had made the 
statement.

Mr. SPARKMAN.' No; I did not make 
it. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. TAFT] 
made the statement to which the Sen 
ator from Michigan referred.

Mr. FERGUSON. I am glad to have 
the explanation of the distinguished 
Senator from Alabama that he did not 
make such a statement and did not try

to convey the idea that former President 
Hoover had said so.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Michigan yield?.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, how 
much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MAR 
TIN in the chair). The time of the Sen 
ator from Michigan has expired.

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, 
when the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) 
was made the unfinished business of the 
Senate some 5 weeks ago, I began a re- 
examination of my position on this issue, 
as expressed by my votes on two similar 
measures heretofore passed by both 
Houses of the Congress.

I have reviewed many of the decisions 
of the Supreme Court, including those 
most recent in the California, Louisiana, 
and Texas cases, together with the mi 
nority opinions. I have also listened to 
some very able and to many long 
speeches here in the Senate of both the 
proponents and opponents of this meas 
ure; I have read others that I did not 
listen to; and I have read and considered 
many published articles, editorials, and 
other expressed views and arguments 
both pro and con. I have sincerely 
undertaken to weigh and consider all 
facts, legal opinions, court decisions, and 
all other information available to me. 
I have carefully considered the specious 
'charge, with all of its implications, that 
this measure is .a giveaway of a great 
wealth, of natural resources of the Fed 
eral Government that belongs to all of 
the people and is not the property of the 
several States within whose historic 
boundaries it is located.

If that charge were true, I would not 
vote for the joint resolution If that 
charge were true, a great majority of 
both Houses of Congress would not have 
twice previously voted for a similar bill. 
If that charge were true, 285 Members 
of the House of Representatives would 
not have during this session voted for 
the enactment of a similar bill, as 
against 108 Members of the House op 
posing it. 'If that charge were true, the 
great majority of this Senate would not 
favor the enactment of ' this joint 
resolution.

Majorities within or without the Con 
gress are not always right, nor are mi 
norities always wrong. But, Mr. Presi 
dent, the charge or any implication 
thereof that these great majorities in 
the Congress on three different and sep 
arate occasions in voting for this legisla 
tion were or that they are prompted in 
doing so by any ulterior motive or in dis 
regard of the national interest, it seems 
to me, challenges the very integrity of 
the legislative branch of our Govern 
ment.

I believe, Mr. President, there are 
honest differences of opinion between 
the proponents and opponents of this 
measure. I prefer to think that each 
and every Member of the Congress in 
his decision and vote on this issue is 
motivated only by what he conceives to 
be his duty and by his earnest and con- . 
scientious evaluation of merit and of the 
justice and equities that are involved.

And, Mr. President, there is more in 
volved in this controversy than merely

rigidly upholding or adhering to some 
recent harsh legal concept or decree 
that, if permitted to remain the law un. 
changed and unmodified, would destroy 
the traditional concept of interest, own. 
ership, equity, and justice that has pre. 
vailed from the time of the founding of 
this Republic and which was' recognized 
and accepted by the States, by the Fed. 
eral Government, by all agencies of the 
Federal Government, and by the highest 
Court of this land for more than 100 
years of our national existence.

When this Republic was formed, and 
subsequently as States were admitted to 
.the Union, they came into the Union on 
the basis of their then recognized colon, 
ial or territorial boundaries. Their State 
sovereignty over their territorial and his. 
torical boundaries and their ownership 
of the lands and resources beneath the 
navigable waters therein remained in 
violable and were never successfully 
challenged until the recent revolutionary 
decision of the Supreme Court in the 
California case which was followed by 
the Louisiana and Texas cases. Each 
of those decisions was by a divided Court 
In the Texas case the division was 4 to 3.

Mr. President, Mr. Justice Black in 
writing the majority opinion of the 
Court in the California case referred 
to the rule of law laid down in the Pol 
lard case, decided by the Supreme Court 
109 years ago, in 1844, which rule has 
been subsequently followed in deciding 
some 50 or more cases'involving similar 
issues. Mr. Justice Black stated:

As prevously stated, this Court has fol 
lowed and reasserted the basic doctrine of 
the Pollard case many times. And in doing 
so it has used language strong enough to 
indicate that the Court then believed that 
States not only owned tidelands and soil 
under navigable Inland waters, but also 
owned soils under all navigable waters within 
their territorial jurisdiction, whether Inland 
or not.

What the Supreme Court believed, and 
the language it wrote into many deci 
sions strong enough to convey that be- 
.lief for more than 100 years, did not 
give rise to the claim of State owner 
ship of submerged lands under naviga 
ble waters within the States' territorial 
and historical boundaries. What the 
Supreme Court did by the use of such 
language was to confirm over and over 
again the known and accepted owner 
ship of the several States in and to 
these properties. That very language 
and the majority opinion of the Court 
does give rise to the necessity for this 
legislation in order to do equity and jus 
tice and preserve national integrity.

It is undisputed that hundreds of
millions of dollars have been expended.
by the State governments and peop'68 ,
of the several States in the development
of these natural resources and in tfi<
construction of improvements, of docKS
of wharves, and of other facilities on tbj
lands involved in this controversy.

. all instances the Federal Governrm

.has recognized this ownership and
right of the States and the peop]
thereof to make these improvement

.So emphatic has been that recogniti'
of State ownership throughout all
history of this Nation that the Fed
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ernrnent has repeatedly, continu- 

and consistently purchased from 
various States lands in these areas 

16 n which to construct wharves, docks, 
other facilities for its own use.

•Notwithstanding the strained rea- 
p.'(ne by which the Supreme Court 
trhed its harsh decision in the Cali- 
B nia case, it obviously recognized the
• • ities of the several States, and 
Wrongly imPlied that a proper sense of

• <tice should impel the Congress to act
• \ make restoration—not to "give away,"
hit to restore to the States—of the equi-
t ble interests which the Court's de-
idon if I6*' unmodified, would take
^av 'from them. The majority of the

rourt in effect stated in the California
se that notwithstanding its. decision,

the Congress could by proper legislation
do justice and equity between both the
Federal Government and the States. It
said:

POT article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the 
Constitution vests in Congress "power to 
dispose of and make all needful rules and 
regulations respecting the territory and other 
rroperty belonging to the United States." 
We have said that the constitutional power 
'of Congress in this respect is without limi 
tation.

The majority of the Court further in 
dicated that it expected the Congress to 
take just that action, for in the opinion 
of the majority it is stated:

But beyond all this we cannot and do not 
assume that Congress, which has constitu 
tional control over Government property, 
will execute its powers in such way as to 
bring about injustices to States, their sub 
divisions, or persons acting pursuant to their 
permission.

Mr. President, other Members of the 
Senate have read to us what the Court 
said in its decisions in previous years. 
However, I think the majority of the 
Court indicated in the decision from 
which I have just quoted that it was 
the responsibility and duty of the Con 
gress to do equity as between the States 
and the Federal Government in this cir 
cumstance.

Surely the Court meant what it said, 
and I am certain that no opponent of the 
joint resolution will challenge the Court's 
sincerity in that emphatic declaration of 
the powers which it recognizes and de 
clares to be reposed in the Congress. 
Thus it cannot be contended that this 
joint resolution is unconstitutional. In 
view of that statement by the Court, I 
do not believe the present Court or any 
future Court will assert that the Con- 
stitution does not confer upon Congress 
such powers as the Congress proposes to 
exercise in connection with the enact 
ment of this joint resolution.

Mr. President, earlier I referred to 
some specious charges and arguments 
that are made in an effort to sustain the 
Position of the opposition. The decision 
oi the Supreme Court in the California 
case implied the necessity for its ruling 
as it did because these resources at some 
future time might be needed for national 
defense, and since national defense is 
the primary responsibility of the Fed 
eral Government, it should take these 
resources away from the States. That 
argument. Mr. President, has been re-

peated on the floor of the Senate. But 
Mr. Justice Reed, in his dissenting opin 
ion, made the unchallenged and unchal 
lengeable statement, to refute the sound 
ness of that doctrine and philosophy, 
that—

This ownership In California would not 
Interfere in any way with the needs or rights 
of the United States In war or peace. The 
power of the United States Is plenary over 
these undersea lands precisely as it is over 
every river, farm, mine, and factory of the 
Nation.

-Mr. President, that plenary power of 
the Federal Government goes even be 
yond property rights and property own 
ership of either State or individual citi 
zens. That plenary power permits the 
Federal Government to draft the youth 
of our country and send them into for 
eign lands, as they are today on the bat 
tlefields of Korea fighting and dying to 
preserve our national sovereignty, our 
way of life, and the rights and heritages 
that we cherish as free men of ah in 
dependent nation. Those plenary pow 
ers have been repeatedly exercised in 
time of war over property of States and 
of the individuals. No one contends 
they cannot be and that they will not be 
exercised again and again if and when 
the natural resources involved in this 
joint resolution or any other resource of 
minerals, of other material wealth, and 
of human life are needed and required 
to meet any great crisis that may arise.

The restoration to the respective 
States of such natural resources as are 
involved in this measure is not a give 
away. There is and will be no loss of 
national wealth or assets. We are giving 
nothing away to any other country, 
either friend or foe. The., undisputed 
plenary powers of the Federal Govern 
ment, to which I have referred, and . 
which are universally recognized, can 
be invoked and exercised at any time 
in a national crisis to take these re 
sources and every other material resource 
of every State, including the lives of our 
citizens, if and when such taking be 
comes necessary in the defense of our 
country.

Mr. President, it is preposterous to 
say that the enactment of this measure 
would result in crippling the Nation, 
when all this measure will do is simply 
restore title or ownership in this property 
to the States.

What is the Nation composed of? It Is 
composed of States. Every ounce of 
economic strength, of physical strength, 
and of natural resources of every State 
of the Union is an asset of the National 
Government. So, Mr. President, by the 
enactment of this measure, nothing will 
be lost to the Federal Government. The 
result of the enactment of this measure 
will not be to give anything away. It 
will still be available.

Another thing generally lost sight of 
in this controversy is that of all of the 
presently known oil reserves on the Con 
tinental Shelf, something less than one- 
sixth will be restored to State ownership 
by this measure. More than five-sixths 
will remain in the Federal Government.

Mr. President, I listened with a great 
deal of interest to the senior Senator 
from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND], as he spoke

today and as he pointed out and cited 
the documentary evidence from the best 
sources available, namely, the United 
States Geological Survey. The best in 
formation available today is that only 
one-tenth of these resources is within 
the area of .the 3 miles and the other 
limitations provided by the joint reso 
lution, which would revert to the States.

The chairman of the subcommittee of 
the Committee on Interior and Insular 
Affairs, the senior Senator from Oregon 
[Mr. CORDON]—andl believe he has been 
joined in that position by the distin 
guished majority leader, the senior Sen 
ator from Ohio [Mr. TAFT]—has repeat 
edly, during the course of the debate, 
assured the Senate that his committee 
will report within the next few weeks— 
and as I recall, he said it would be within 
2 weeks—a well-considered measure pro 
viding for the management, develop 
ment, and control of the reserves in the 
Continental Shelf by the Federal Gov-i 
ernment. It has been thoroughly dem 
onstrated in the discussion of amend 
ments that have been proposed to this 
joint resolution that such proposed legis 
lation-is highly technical, and that in or 
der to be sound and workable, it is neces 
sary to give it more than casual thought 
and consideration.

When that measure comes before the 
Senate, Mr. President, if the Committee 
has not already incorporated those pro 
visions in it, then the so-called Hill 
amendment, setting aside all revenues 
from these reserves for national defense 
and education, will merit the earnest 
study and judgment of the Congress. 
It may be a wise policy and most appro 
priate that such revenues be so ear 
marked and expended.

Mr. President, I would add that if 
those revenues are to be earmarked at 
this time by the Congress, one other 
factor should be taken into considera 
tion, I believe, and that is the national 
debt. If we are going to begin earmark 
ing funds, I believe we should begin to 
take the national debt into account, for 
there is not much prospect of our ever 
reducing the tax burden which rests on 
our people today unless we can find 
some way to stop going further into 
debt. In order to bring that about we 
should reduce the expenditures of the 
National Government and make some 
provision for the retirement of the as 
tronomical national debt which now 
weighs so heavily upon us.

Mr. President, the enactment of the 
pending joint resolution into law and 
the following of that action by the en 
actment of an appropriate measure to 
deal with the other five-sixths or more 
of these natural resources for the full 
protection and advantage of the Fed 
eral Government' and all the people of 
the Nation-will, in my opinion, have done 
full justice and equity in resolving all 
phases of this issue.

Mr. President, I still stand on the 
figure of five-sixths, because there has 
been so much exaggeration, even to the 
point, it seems to me, of distortion of 
the facts in connection with this issue, 
that I prefer to remain ultraconserva- 
tive In respect to the figures. So for
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my purposes I shall stand on the ratio 
of one-sixth to five-sixths.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. McCLELLAN. 1 am glad to yield 
briefly for a question.

Mr. ANDERSON. Would the Senator 
not agree with me that 100 percent of 
all the California off-shore production 
is within the 3-mile limit?

Mr. McCLELLAN. As of the moment, 
it may be. We are talking about all the 
reserves.

Mr. ANDERSON. I say, would the 
Senator not agree with me that 100 per 
cent of all the California off-shore pro 
duction is within the 3-mile limit?

Mr. McCLELLAN. No; I do not agree 
that it is. I do not agree that all the 
reserves of California are within the 3- 
mile limit. But we are talking about the 
entire area. Does the Senator from New 
Mexico disagree with the statement that 
five-sixths of all the reserves of Cali- 

. fornia are beyond the limits prescribed 
by the pending measure? Does the Sen 
ator agree with that, first?

Mr. ANDERSON. Will the Senator 
define whether he is talking about crude 
reserves or known reserves? 
- Mr. McCLELLAN. I am talking about 
known reserves, as of now.

Mr. ANDERSON. I contend that is 
not the situation at all.

Mr. McCLELLAN. I state that as the 
best estimate before us—the one made 
by the United States Geological Survey.

Mr. ANDERSON. If the Senator 
would give a reference to his evidence, I 
should be glad to see it. He is talking 
about the possibility, someday, away 
down the road, of these productions be 
ing achieved. They do not now exist. .

Mr. McCLELLAN. What is the Sen 
ator talking about? Is this something 
like the talk about a $300 billion produc 
tion, someday, somewhere away down the 
road, something it is hoped to get some 
day?

Mr. ANDERSON. Does not the Sena 
tor agree that 100 percent of all the pro 
duction- that we now know anything 
about outside California is within the 3 
mile limit?

Mr. McCLELLAN. I am certain that 
100 percent of the production today is 
not within the area defined by the pend 
ing measure.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. ANDERSON. Ninety-four per^ 
cent of it is.

Mr. McCLELLAN. But the Senator 
knows where the reserves are, and as the 
development proceeds, it is expected that 
far greater production of oil will be ob 
tained beyond the area defined in the 
pending measure than will be obtained 
within it.

Mr. President, I have but 20 minutes. 
As soon as I conclude, I shall be glad 
to answer further questions.

We can reasonably anticipate that be 
fore this session of the Congress is con 
cluded all necessary and proper legisla 
tion covering the whole aspect of this 
problem will have been enacted into law. 
I am confident, Mr. President, that as 
soon as the other bill is reported by the 
committee its passage will be expedited, 
and the whole problem, will be solved, so

far as congressional action is concerned, 
before this session of the Congress shall 
have adjourned.
• Under these circumstances, Mr. Presi 
dent, and for the reasons I have out 
lined, I shall vote for final passage of 
the pending measure. I shall do so be 
cause I believe the enactment of this law 
is necessary to do equity and justice and 
to maintain the highest order of na 
tional integrity. __

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SAL- 
TONSTALL in the chair). The question is 
on the amendment offered by the Sena 
tor from New York [Mr. LEHMAN], The 
time in opposition is under the control 
of the Senator from Florida.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
10 minutes to the distinguished Sena 
tor from Minnesota [Mr. THYE}.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Minnesota is recognized 
for 10 minutes.

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I was in 
deed very much impressed by the able 
remarks of the distinguished Senator 
from Arkansas [Mr. MCCLELLAN]. He 
stated the matter clearly, specifically, 
and in an understandable manner. He 
cleared up much of the confusion which 
has surrounded the entire issue.

Mr. President, for several weeks the 
Senate has been engaged in lengthy and 
comprehensive debate on the so-called 
tidelands question. Profound argu 
ments have been made on both sides of 
the question.

It is not my intention to undertake 
at this time any detailed discussion of 
the issues which have been before the 
Senate. They have been fully covered 
during the course of the debate. How 
ever, I should like to make a few brief 
remarks with regard to the conclusions 
I have reached after considering the 
question in its entirety.

First, I believe it is unfortunate- so 
many unrelated issues and extravagent 
claims were injected into the question of 
ownership of the submerged lands. I 
believe that the question should have 
been debated solely on the merits of the 
committee-approved resolution which is 
before the Senate, without recourse to 
the use of catchwords, such as "grab," 
"steal," and "giveaway," and to the repe 
tition of doubtful facts to lend sub 
stance to one side of the argument. 
Such words as "grab," "steal," and "give 
away" are used for the purpose of creat 
ing fear in the public mind that within 
this legislative body there are those who 
might be willing to give away something 
that had a great value to the Nation, or 
something rightfully belonging to the 
Government. That was the reason for 
the use of such words, and the repeti 
tion of doubtful facts to lend substance 
to one side of the argument.

For instance, I have in mind the pror 
posal to utilize for educational purposes 
the oil royalties derived from the sub 
merged lands. Reports have been pub 
licized which estimated these royalties 
up to astronomical amounts. There 
can be, of course, no accurate estimate 
made of the oil and gas reserves under 
the submerged lands in question. How 
ever, I. would prefer-to rely upon the 
estimates of the United-States Geological 
Survey as presented in testimony before

the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee. These estimates indicated 
that there may be around 2,550,000,000 
barrels of oil and 9,250,000,000,000 cubic 
feet of gas contained in the area of the 
Continental Shelf landward of tradi 
tional State boundaries.

If we are to estimate the revenue to be 
derived from these reserves and to base it 
on current prices for oil and gas, the 
total funds available for distribution 
would approximate $7.3 billion over a 
50-year period of production. That 
would be 50 years, the full-life produc 
tion of all the oil reserves, in the amount 
of $7.3 billion, the annual average, con 
sequently, would be somewhat over $147 
million. Under the amendment pro 
posed in the Senate, whereby the States 
would be allocated the one-eighth royal 
ty of the total revenue for educational 
purposes and granted 37% percent of the 
royalties which even the proponents of 
Federal ownership concede to the States, 
the average annual royalty for school 
assistance would be approximately $11.5 
million.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Minnesota yield for a ques 
tion?

Mr. THYE. I have only a limited 
number of minutes. When I have fin 
ished, if I have any time remaining, I 
shall be glad to yield for a question.

Mr. President, dividing this annual 
royalty among the student population, 
we arrive at the interesting figure of be 
tween 40 and 41 cents for each of the 
students in attendance at public schools 
within the State. Therefore, based on 
the most accurate information that can 
be supplied by the United States Geologic 
Survey, royalties to be derived from the 
Oil and gas deposits under the submerged 
lands in question might provide each 
State with approximately 41 cents annu 
al assistance for each student attending 
public school. If we take into considera 
tion the costs involved in allocating these' 
royalties to the States, I would say that 
the administrative expenditures to carry 
out such a program would so substantial 
ly reduce the amount of funds available 
for educational assistance that in the 
long run the meritorious objective of 
aiding and improving our school system 
would be defeated.

I am deeply interested in our educa 
tional system. I voted for a bill in a 
previous session of Congress to provide 
funds for Federal aid to education. It 
is not my view, however, that the pro 
posal making the income from oil royal 
ties available to the schools is a good one. 
In addition to the question of adminis 
trative costs in relation to estimated 
royalties which I have discussed, there 
is also the question of having extensive 
dedicated funds of this character for any 
purpose. In my opinion, such earmarked 
funds are highly undesirable. It seems 
to me a far wiser plan that funds go into 
the general treasury for appropriation 
by the legislative authority after full 
examination of the needs at the time the 
appropriations are made.

The issue of the Federal Government's 
utilization of royalties has, of course, 
little to do with the basic question of 
ownership. Up until the late 1930's, $
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generally accepted that the States 

W&id title to the submerged lands with- 
• their historic boundaries. This View 
Jn g reiterated on many instances by the 
orrareme Court up until the 1947 deci-
ion which determined that the State of 

California did not hold title to the lands 
~Lg seaward of the low-water mark and 
^tending to the 3-mile limit and that 
the Federal Government retained para 
mount rights in this area. The Supreme 
rourt did not decide the question of 
ownership. The Court merely asserted 
the paramount rights of the Federal Gov 
ernment, and extended these rights to 
all natural resources within the area, 
of the three recent Supreme Court de 
cisions, none was unanimous. Twice, 
the United States Congress has voted 
for State ownership.

Therefore, the question before the Sen 
ate is one of determining the owner 
ship of the submerged lands within the 
historic boundaries of the States. This 
provision of the pending proposed legis 
lation, giving title to the States within 
the limits specified, deals only with one- 
sixth of the estimated, natural resources 
involved. The other five-sixths are part 
of the Continental Shelf, extending be 
yond the historic boundaries of the 
States, and the resolution before the Sen 
ate affirms, for the first time by con 
gressional action, the jurisdiction and 
control by the Federal Government of 
the submerged area containing these 
resources.

Personally, I am of the opinion that 
the title to the submerged lands within 
State boundaries, as provided for in the 
Senate joint resolution, should rest in 
the States. I have never doubted that 
iny State held title to the submerged 
lands within the boundaries of Minne 
sota. Nevertheless, under the claims of 
the proponents of Federal ownership. 
Minnesota could lose title to these lands 
as well as the revenues from valuable 
mineral deposits. I do not think this 
should happen in the case of Minnesota, 
and I believe it is simple justice to BXT 
tend the same right to other States.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Minnesota yield for a 
question?

Mr. THYE, If I have any time re 
maining, I shall be very happy to yield.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Minnesota has 1 more 
minute remaining.

Mr. THYE. I yield to the Senator 
from Oregon.

Mr. MORSE. In view, of the negative 
characteristics which the Senator has at 
tributed to the figures used by his op 
ponents in this debate, I should, like to 
ask him If he would be perfectly willing 
«> let the readers of the RECORD be the 
Judges as to who has used the loose figures.

Mr. THYE. It will take the general 
Public a very long time to read the 
RECORD and determine whose ''figures 

any Particular meaning, after the 
ster which has taken place on the
important question which is in volved.

c,0Mr; MORSE. Mr. President, wffl the 
oenator, from Minnesota yield for an other question?

XCIX———276

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Thetimef 
of the Senator from Minnesota has ex 
pired.

The question is on agreeing to the 
amendment offered by the Senator from. 
New York [Mr. LEHMAN].

To whom does the Senator from Flor 
ida yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield, 
next, to the Senator from Pennsylvania 
[Mr. MARTIN], 6 minutes.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, the de 
bate on Senate Joint Resolution 13 has 
consumed so much time that I hesitate 
to prolong the discussion. -~
• Nevertheless, I ask my colleagues to 
bear with me for a few minutes in order 
that I may make my position clear.

Mr. President, I contend that no mat 
ter how completely we examine the rec 
ord we cannot escape certain funda 
mentals which, in my opinion, have a 
most important bearing upon our de 
cision in the vital question at issue.
• From the beginning of our existence as 
a Nation no one questioned that the 
lands beneath the navigable waters with 
in the boundaries of the various States, 
were owned by the respective States.

That was considered a fundamental 
proposition of the American system of 
Government.

It was regarded as coming within the 
scope of the constitutional provision re 
serving to the States or to the people all 
powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution.

It was supported by the universally 
accepted concept of the sovereign rights 
of the States;

It was given further support by the 
great legal minds of our country in Su 
preme Court decisions handed down over 
a period of nearly 100 years* :

During all that time State ownership 
of submerged lands within State bound 
aries was honored, accepted, and relied 
upon.

When the Supreme Court in three re 
cent decisions- proclaimed the doctrine 
of paramount rights possessed by the 
Federal Government it gave expression 
to a philosophy first, advanced hi 'the 
Truman administration.

These so-called paramount rights 
were invoked to deprive the States of . 
the ownership of the submerged- lands 
within their territorial boundaries. 
They handed over to the Federal Gov 
ernment, without compensation, all 
right, title, and interest in these lands 
and all their natural resources.

I believe this to be a dangerous un- 
American doctrine.

I believe it to be contrary to the limi 
tations placed upon the power of the 
Central Government by the Constitution.

I believe it to be in violation of the 
fifth amendment to the Constitution 
which protects private property against 
seizure, by the Federal Government 
without just compensation.

I believe it to be an unwarranted in 
vasion upon the sovereignty of the States 
and an Improper encroachment upon 
their Jurisdiction.

It strikes me as most unfortunate that 
the issue before us has become clouded 
with irrelevant arguments which have 
created confusion in the public mind.

. Many educators and other sincere 
friends of the public schools have been 
led to believe that the revenues from oil 
deposits under tidal waters can be con 
verted into a rich source of funds for 
educational purposes—provided they are 
controlled at Washington.

In other words, they believe that the 
Federal Government alone is concerned 
with education and is best qualified to 
direct the expansion of educational fa 
cilities.

I recognize the urgent need for addi 
tional revenues to meet the growing cost 
of education. But I see no advantage, 
but real danger, in making the educa 
tion of our children dependent upon the 
exercise by the Federal Government of 
a method that is wrong in principle.

Let us keep our schools where they be 
long—under the direction of local au 
thority and not subject to remote control 
by Washington.

Turning again to the doctrine of parar 
mount rights, I should like to mention, 
one danger that is of importance to 
Pennsylvania.

We have under some of our rivers vast
deposits of coal. This coal is of great
value as the last reserve to be held in.

1 trust for needs that may arise far in the
future.

Now the question is: Does that rich 
resource belong to the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania and its people, or does 
the Federal Government have a para 
mount right to its ownership?

That question should be settled so that' 
there will be no doubt about Pennsyl 
vania's sovereign right to the mineral 
resources beneath its soil or its waters. 
, I ask my colleagues to vote for Senate 
Joint Resolution 13. __

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The. 
question is on agreeing to the amend-, 
ment of the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN].

The Senator from Florida [Mr, 
HOLLAND] is in control of the time of the 
opposition.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Florida yield in order that 
I may propose a unanimous-consent 
request?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield. 
. Mr. TAFT. At the request of many 
Senators, I wish to submit a unanimous- 
consent request, which is that the Senate 
shall not vote on any amendments to 
night, but that all amendments shall be 
voted on tomorrow, and that after the 
discussion of one amendment has been 
completed today, the offering of another 
amendment-shall be in-order, the vote 
on such amendment to be postponed 
until tomorrow. __

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair understands the unanimous-con 
sent request, as stated by the Senator 
from Ohio [Mr. TAFT], to be that no 
votes on amendments shall be taken to 
night; and that when the time for dis- 
.cussion of an amendment expires, the 
next amendment shall be called up and 
discussion continue for the length of 
time allocated.

Mr. MORSE and Mr. HOLLAND ad 
dressed the Chair. __

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair recognizes the Senator from 
Oregon, who first addressed the Chair.
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Mr. MORSE. • Mr. President, reserv 

ing the right to object, and I do not 
expect to object, I wish to ask the major 
ity leader a question.

Is it to be the understanding that when 
amendments are called up tomorrow, 
time will be allowed for explanation, 
such as 5 minutes for an amendment and 
5 minutes against an amendment?

Mr. TAFT. I would add to the re 
quest that if the proposer of an amend 
ment desires to have a last-minute voice, 
so to speak, before the vote on the 
amendment, the proponent of the 
amendment shall be allowed 5 minutes, 
and the opponents 5 minutes, so that 
there may be an opportunity to sum up 
or explain to the Senate the purpose of 
the amendment.

Mr. MORSE. I think that would be 
only fair. I have 2 amendments to offer, 
and it will take only 3 or 4 minutes to 
explain them. However, I think time 
ought to be allotted in which to explain 
them before a vote is taken.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, am I 
to understand the proposal of the Sen 
ator from Ohio involves the previous 
unanimous-consent agreement, namely, 
that amendments which have not been 
acted upon by 3 o'clock will die?

Mr. TAFT. No. All amendments will 
"be voted on tomorrow, whether they 
have been acted upon by 2 o'clock or not. 
After 2 o'clock it will be in order for 
Senators to offer any amendments they 

. wish to offer and have them voted on 
until, of course, the vote on the joint 
resolution itself is reached. But amend 
ments will be in order, whether or not 
they have been discussed or whether or 
not they have been before the Senate to 
day.

Mr. DOUGLAS. So if a vote on the 
Joint resolution itself is not reached by 
3 o'clock, discussion will continue?

Mr. TAPT. Discussion will continue. 
,Under the unanimous-consent agree 
ment, at 2 o'clock we shall begin to vote 
on amendments, and we shall vote on 
all amendments, including those which 
have been discussed and those which 
have not, until no more amendments 
shall have been offered; then we shall 
vote on the joint resolution itself.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, it is 
my understanding that the distinguished 
Senator from New York [Mr. LEHMAN] 
and the distinguished Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN] have said 
that they desired to offer amendments 
to be voted upon, but not by a record 
vote this afternoon.

Mr. TAFT. I understand they would 
be willing to postpone a vote. Since 
that is a general feeling, I think it would 
be better to postpone the voting until 
tomorrow.

Mr. HOLLAND. If that is agreeable to 
the Senator from New York and the Sen 
ator from Rhode Island, certainly I have 
no objection.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object, and I do not intend 
to object, I think that Senators ought to 
understand that until 2 o'clock, if a 
Senator called up an amendment, he 
would be allowed 5 minutes, if the re 
quest of the distinguished Senator from 
Ohio were agreed to, in order to discuss 
his amendment, and the opposition would

have 5 minutes in which to present their 
views.

Mr. TAFT. No. The time between 
12 o'clock noon and 2 o'clock will be for 
debate on the joint resolution. A Sena 
tor who is in favor of the joint resolution 

• may assign time to opponents of an 
amendment, or a Senator who is against 
the joint resolution may assign time to 
the proposer of an amendment, as,he 
may see fit. But the 5-minute rure I 
have discussed would take effect at 2 
o'clock. After 2 o'clock, when votes are 
to be taken, instead of being taken one 
after another, 5 minutes would be al 
lowed to each side simply for explana 
tion of the amendment.

Mr. HILL. I wish to thank the dis 
tinguished Senator from Ohio for mak 
ing clear his proposal. That is exactly 
what I had in mind, and certainly I have 
no objection.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair understands that there are two 
unanimous-consent requests. One is for 
a modification of the agreement already 
made, and the other is a new proposal. 
The Chair will state the modification first. .. •

The Chair understands that the Sena 
tor from Ohio asks unanimous consent 
that the unanimous-consent agreement 
already entered into be modified to the 
extent that after 2 o'clock tomorrow 
afternoon, when the voting is to begin, 
the proponents of and the opposition to 
each amendment will each have 5 min 
utes to debate the amendment before a 
vote is taken.

Is there objection to the modification? 
The Chair hears none, and it is so 
ordered.

Second, the Senator from Ohio asks 
unanimous consent that no votes be 
taken the remainder of this evening, but 
that amendments be taken up one after 
another; that when the time for debate 
on an amendment expires, the next 
amendment be called up, and that when 
the Senate concludes its business to 
night, it recess until tomorrow.

Mr. TAFT. I might as well include in 
my proposal that when the Senate re 
cesses tonight, it recess until 12 o'clock 
noon tomorrow. __

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection?

Mr. GREEN. I should like to ask a 
question for information. In what order 
are the amendments to be taken up?

Mr. TAFT. First, amendments which 
have not been acted on will be taken up 
in the order in which they are called 
up, and after the Senate has disposed of 
amendments which have been discussed 
but not voted upon, we shall then take 
up amendments in the order in which 
they are offered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? The Chair hears none, and it 
is so ordered.

The Senator from Florida is entitled 
to the time remaining for the proponents 
of the joint resolution.

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield to the dis 
tinguished senior Senator from Oregon 
[Mr. CORDON], chairman of the subcom 
mittee, as much time as he may require. 

Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, in the 
course of this debate the impelling argu 
ments in support of the policy which,

would be established by Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 have been fully presented.

In my opinion, these arguments clear 
ly show that justice, equity, and the best 
interests of the Nation will be served by 
the enactment of this legislation.

In the closing hours of this debate, 
nothing can be added, in my opinion, 
except by way of reply to the constitu 
tional questions which have been raised 
by some of the Senators who haye spoken 
against Senate Joint Resolution 13.

In collaboration with other coauthors 
of the resolution and with members of 
the Committee on Interior and Insular 
Affairs, I have prepared & detailed state 
ment showing that the true intent and 
effect of Senate Joint Resolution 13 are 
to establish a policy which is clearly 
within the authority of the Congress of 
the United States. In order that every 
Member of the Senate may have an op 
portunity to consider this statement 
prior to a final vote on the passage of 
the resolution, I ask unanimous consent 
that it be inserted in the RECORD at this 
point in my remarks.

There being no objection, the state 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:
REPLY TO CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS BAKED 

ON SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13
Although no serious arguments were ad 

vanced against the constitutionality of Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13, the question of au 
thority of Congress to enact the legislation 
was thoroughly considered by the Senate 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 
Just as it was considered by the Judiciary 
Committee of the Senate in 1948 and by 
the House Judiciary Committee in 1948, 1950, 
1952, and 1953. On each occasion the com 
mittees have concluded that Congress haa 
the authority to enact this type of legis 
lation.

As acting chairman of the Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs during its con 
sideration of Senate Joint Resolution 13, I 
want to emphasize that the majority of the 
committee had no doubt whatever as to the- 
authority of Congress to enact this legisla 
tion.

Our conclusion was supported by the testi 
mony of attorneys representing the Federal 
Government who haye appeared before the 
committees throughout the many years that 
this legislation has been under considera 
tion. For instance, Mr. Justice Tom Clarfc. 
then serving as Attorney General, testified > 
before joint hearings of the Judiciary Com:" 
mlttees (See Joint hearings on 8. 1988, SOttt 
Cong., 2d sess, 1948) with reference to a bl" 
which was substantially the same as Senate 
Joint Resolution 13, as follows:

"Senator MCCABRAN. You do not deny tM 
right of the Congress to enact this la* 
S. 1988.

Mr. CLARK. No; I think the Congress has 
the power under the Constitution. WelU 
I think they could even give away the prop- 
erty" (p. 638).

"If the Congress wants to give this propr 
erty away, if the Congress wants to, it WJ 
the power to dispose of this property 
(p. 646).

. Hon. Philip Perlman, while Solicitor Gen' . 
eral, testified with reference to similar leg18?;, 
lation before the House Judiciary Comrni'T 
tee (See hearings on H. R. 5991, etc., 
Cong., 1st sess, 1949, p. 196) as follows:

"Of course, the Congress may undo 
thing that the Supreme Court has done a 
under the Constitution, it may give a 
that which the Supreme Court has held 
belong to the United States." 

t'. Solicitor General Perlman, while 
In the Supreme Court in support of
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Government's Motion for Leave to 

Jnt In United States v. Texas, was 
direct question by Mr. Justice 

jlber. If the United States owns the 
_ lands of the marginal belt, could 

'•"""mrey the property to the States? Mr. 
># Oman's reply was:
P£«on yes; Congress could give whatever 

i It has, whatever rights It has, to the 
tes " ( See reporter's transcript of the ar-

: *°tt 6 is' true that Mr. Perlman expressed
bts before our committee this year as

the form in which this proposed gift may
nstitutionally be made. (Senate hearings

c S J Res 13 - 1953' p - 684' ) H°wever, he 
Tether testified, "I said there does not seem 

be any doubt In my mind that Congress 
n dispose of the Government's property as 

roperty" and explained that the question 
'P ys roind related to whether the Govern 
ment could convey "all or its right, title, and
•interest" (id., p. 686). When told that the 
intention of the bill was to convey only the 
proprietary Interest and not any constitu 
tional Federal powers, Jurisdiction, or regu 
lation in matters of national sovereignty, and 
asked, "Is that not perfectly constitutional?" 
jjr. Perlman said:

-I have said before—I will repeat it—that 
In my opinion, Congress has the right to dis-

•pose of the property of the United States, 
and It has the right to take these mineral re 
sources from the bed of the sea. I think It
•can delegate others to take them and to 
enjoy them. I do think that" (id., p. 705).

Attorney General Brownell testified that In 
his opinion the restoration or establishment 
of title in the States under the terms of Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13 would be constitu 
tional. Much has been said concerning his 
recommendation that. In order to minimize 
or completely avoid litigation on the ques 
tion of constitutionality, the State be dele 
gated the power to manage the property and 
use the revenues collected therefrom. How 
ever, it Is important to note that Mr. Brown 
ell immediately added these words: "I do 
not thereby Intend to cast any doubt upon 
the constitutionality of a so-called quit 
claim statute • * *" (Id., p. 926). Later 
Attorney General Brownell said:

"There seems to be an argument made by 
certain persons that If the Federal Govern 
ment cedes the so-callea title to this area 
that that might raise a serious constitutional 
question. We do not believe that U does" 
(id., p. 927).

It is also worthy of note that attorneys 
for the Federal Government did not raise 
the question of constitutionality of State 
ownership of lands beneath the territorial 
waters of the marginal belt in lawsuits filed 
against California, Texas, and Louisiana. If 
ownership of these lands Is an Inseparable 
Incident of national sovereignty and abso 
lutely essential to the exercise of Federal 
governmental powers in the area, that point 
alone would have been enough to conclude 
these cases in favor of the Federal Govern- 
nient. The argument was never made. On 
the contrary, Federal attorneys assumed 
that under certain circumstances these 
lands could be owned by the States without 
interfering with the governmental powers 
« the national sovereign. The Attorney 
General said at page 89 In his brief in the 
caf,e °f United States against California:

We do not argue that the effective exercise 
of the foregoing powers (commerce, national 
aefense, and international relations) granted 
to the Federal Government by the Consti 

tution would be Impossible without owner- 
snip of the bed of the marginal sea."

In their brief in the Texas case, Federal 
attorneys made no contention that It would 
nave been unconstitutional for the Congress ,
•° have agreed that Texas was to retain Its 
™>rglrtal sea lands upon annexation to the 
.union, and the four-member majority 
opinion made no such conclusion or infer

ence. Both the Federal attorneys and the 
Court went to great lengths to explain that 
the proprietary rights of Texas were ac 
quired under the "equal footing" clause 
rather than under the theory lately ad 
vanced by certain Senators that the Con 
stitution prohibits State ownership of sub 
ordinate proprietary rights In the area.

The Supreme Court itself has given every 
Indication that Congress has the constitu 
tional authority to separate proprietary 
rights from paramount political powers In 
the marginal belt by vesting or establishing 
the proprietary rights in the States. In fact, 
the Court said In the California case that 
future decisions as to such property rights 
are within the "congressional area of 
national power." The Court said:

"For article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the 
Constitution vests in Congress 'power to 
dispose of and make all needful rules 
and regulations respecting the territory 
or other property belonging to the United 
States. * • •• we have said that the con 
stitutional power of Congress In this respect 

. Is without limitation. United States v. San 
Francisco (310 U. S. 16,29-30). Thus neither 
the courts nor the executive agencies could 
proceed contrary to an act of Congress in 
this congressional area of national power."

The Court thereafter made specific refer 
ence to a quitclaim resolution theretofore 
passed by Congress as not effecting "an exer 
cise of the constitutional power of Congress 
to dispose of public property under article 
IV, section 3, clause 2," because It was vetoed 
by the President. Later In the opinion, the 
Supreme Court again mentioned "a con 
gressional surrender of title" as though the 
authority of Congress in this respect was 
unquestioned. Again, in the California 
opinion, the Court referred to the authority 
of Congress to care for the many equities 
which were recognized to exist on the part 
of those who had filled in or developed the 
lands under State authority when It said: 
"But beyond all this we cannot and do not 
assume that Congress, which has constitu 
tional control over Government property, 
will execute its powers In such a way as to 
hrlng about Injustices to States, their sub 
divisions, or persons acting pursuant to their 
permission."

It. would appear from the above quotation 
from the Supreme Court's opinion in the 
California case that the Court not only rec 
ognized the authority of Congress.to act as 
contemplated In Senate Joint Resolution 13, 
but that the Court was Inviting congressional 
consideration of the equities and the future 
policy to be followed with reference to 
ownership of these lands. The decision itself 
seems to contain a complete answer to those 
who contend that the authors of Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 propose to disregard the 
Supreme Court and overrule Its decisions in 
the California, Texas, and Louisiana cases.

It is true that many of the supporters of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 and some of the 
members of our committee disagree with the 
Court's Interpretation of the law with ref 
erence to the present status of proprietary 
rights under the marginal belt covered by 
territorial waters within State boundaries.. 
Many believe that the Court interpreted the 
law not only differently from what eminent 
Jurists, lawyers, and public officials for more 
than a century had believed it to be, but 
also differently from what the Supreme 
Court apparently had believed It to be. 
This reaction Is somewhat Justified by the 
Court's own statement In the California case 
that the Supreme Court "many times * * * 
used language strong enough to Indicate that 
the Court then believed that States not only 
owned tidelands and soil under navigable 
inland waters, but owned soils under all 
navigable waters within their territorial 
Jurisdiction, whether Inland or not."

In spite of any dissatisfaction or disagree 
ment which we might have with the Court's

Interpretation of the law, the majority of 
our committee recognized that it is within 
the province of the Supreme Court to define 
the law as the Court believes It to be at the 
time of Its opinion. We accept the Court's 
opinion as binding and as the law of the land 
at the present time. However, the Supreme 
Court does not pass upon the wisdom of the 
law as they have found It to exist. That Is 
exclusively within the congressional area of 
national power. Congress has the power to 
change the law for the future by establish 
ing it as it was formerly believed to be. 
Therefore, In full acceptance of what the 
Supreme Court has now found the law to be, 
the authors of Senate Joint Resolution 13 
and the majority of our committee recom 
mend the enactment of this legislation as 
the policy for the future which will do equity 
and Justice to the States that have used and 
developed the lands in good faith for over 
100 years, and which will best serve the fu 
ture Interests of the Nation.

It Is apparent that the few distinguished 
members of the Senate who have raised con 
stitutional questions with respect to this 
legislation are laboring under misapprehen 
sion or misinterpretation of the Intention 
and effect of the legislation. Their basic 
errors are shown in their assumptions (1) 
that the resolution attempts to transfer to 
the States paramount political rights or part 
of the national sovereignty of the United 
States, and (2) that lands seaward of low 
tide are so much a part of the International 
domain that property rights cannot exist 
therein separately from paramount political 
rights connected with external sovereignty. 
As shown by the terms of the resolution and 
the evidence adduced In the hearings, both 
of these assumptions are incorrect.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13 DOES NOT TRANS 

FER ANT PARAMOUNT CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS 
OP THE NATIONAL SOVEREIGN

The concept of State ownership of these 
lands, and the implementation of such con 
cept by the States for more than 100 years, 
has been subordinate to all powers delegated 
to the national sovereign by the Constitution 
of the United States. Your committee was 
particularly careful to see that the wording of 
the resolution covers only proprietary rights, 
uses, and management and in such a way 
that the States and their grantees or lessees 
cannot interfere in any manner with the 
constitutional powers of the United States 
with respect to the lands- or the overlying 
waters. Although probably unnecessary, the 
authors- of Senate Joint Resolution 13 In 
cluded section 6 for the specific purpose of 
making It clear that the rights confirmed, 
established, and vested In the States are sub 
ordinate to and must not interfere with the 
paramount constitutional powers of the Fed 
eral Government. Our committee added 
words which would strengthen and clarify 
this Interpretation so that section 6 now 
reads:

"SEC. 6. Powers retained by the United 
States: (a) The United States retains all its 
navigational servitude and rights in and 
powers of regulation and control of said 
lands and navigable waters for the constitu- ; 
tlonal purposes of commerce, navigation, na 
tional defense, and International affairs, all 
of which shall be paramount to, but shall not 
be deemed to include, proprietary rights of 
ownership, or the rights of management, ad 
ministration, leasing, use, and development 
of the lands and natural resources which are 
specifically recognized, confirmed, estab 
lished, and vested In and assigned to the 
respective States and others by section 3 of 
this Joint resolution."

Clearly, -the above section expresses the 
purpose and Intention to separate propri 
etary rights (domlnhim) from paramount 
governmental powers (imperium) with re 
spect to lands beneath all navigable waters, 
both, Inland and coastal, within the historic
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boundaries of the States, with the proprie 
tary rights vested or established In the States 
being subordinate to the constitutional po 
litical powers of the United States.

All rights vested In the States In section 
3 are "subject to the provisions hereof," or 
"except as otherwise reserved herein," mak 
ing them clearly subordinate to the rights 
reserved to the national sovereign In section 
6. In discussing this matter In the executive 
sessions of the Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs, I explained that In section 6 
"this language 'all of which shall be para 
mount to, but shall not be deemed to In 
clude' was Inserted to clearly Indicate that 
these (constitutional Federal powers) are 

'paramount rights but that they do not In 
clude -the proprietary rights that could be 
exercised subordinate to the paramount 
rights." Thereupon, another coauthor of 
the resolution and member of the commit 
tee further amplified the Intention and effect 
of this part of the resolution as follows:

"Subordinate to and without interfering 
'with that paramount right. Mr. Chairman, 
'right at this point I would like to say, in 
'further clarification of what I understand 
the intention of this paragraph to be, that 
these constitutional powers of the Federal 
Government are all, of course, retained by 
the Federal Government; they are retained 
without us saying so here. But In this para 
graph we are making it plain that these con 
stitutional governmental powers are para 
mount to the proprietary rights and the pro 
prietary uses of the States or their grantees. 
And I might add further that, the govern 
mental powers of the Federal Government 
being- paramount, of course, it makes the 
proprietary rights of the States and their 
grantees subordinate, and they cannot use 
the property in any way to interfere with 
the exercise of the paramount governmental 
powers. In other words, they cannot put an 
oil derrick out in any navigable stream or 
any navigable water if it Is going to interfere 
with navigation. They cannot cultivate an 
oyster bed out in the middle of a channel 
that has to be dug and, therefore, stop the 
Government from digging that channel. 
(Hearings, executive session, on S. J. Res. 
13, etc., p. 1324.)

The committee accepted this as a correct 
Interpretation of the intention and effect of 
the resolution. Therefore, it is apparent 
that none of the paramount constitutional 
powers of the national sovereign would be 
transferred to the States by Senate Joint 
Resolution 13. The proprietary rights and 
uses can take no national sovereignty or par 
amount political powers with them, because 
the proprietary rights and uses are subordi 
nate and subject to the constitutional powers 
of the Federal Government and can never 
be legally used or employed in such a man 
ner as to Interfere with the public Interest 
in the waters or with national defense, com 
merce, navigation, Innocent passage, or in 
ternational agreements- heretofore or here 
after made with respect thereto.

We have carefully examined every na 
tional governmental power and responsi 
bility that the Supreme Court mentioned In 

. referring to national interests and national . 
sovereignty In these lands and waters, and 
have concluded that all rights vested or 

, established in the States under Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 are subordinate and subject 
thereto, and that the States will have no 
authority to use the lands or the waters or . 
convey or lease rights therein which would 
Interfere In any manner with the paramount 
constitutional powers of the national sov- '• 
ereign. Those who argue to the contrary 
are ignoring the qualifications and limita 
tions which surround the proprietary rights 
vested or established in the States.

That every constitutional governmental 
power of the national sovereign can be exer 
cised without interference arising from the * 
subordinate proprietary rights of the States ; 
Is best evidenced by the fact that such gov- f 
ernmental powers have been so exercised

without such Interference for more than 100 
years when this concept of State ownership 
actually existed In theory and practice. As 
said at paragraph 6 of our committee report 
on Senate Joint Resolution 13: 

• "It is highly significant that in all 18 
hearings on this subject, comprising over 
8,000 printed pages of evidence, no single 
instance has been mentioned where any of 
the thousands of developments accomplished 
under the authority and direction of the 
States and their grantees has interfered in 
the slightest degree with the exercise by the 
United States of Its paramount constitu 
tional powers or its governmental functions. 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 makes certain 
that there shall be no such Interference or 
impairment in the future."

Those who argue that rights of national 
sovereignty would be transferred by Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 are confusing political 
powers with proprietary rights. It is true 
that the Supreme Court has held that pro 
prietary rights in the marginal belt of the 
Original States were acquired by the United 
States in its exercise of national sovereignty 
and that they are, therefore, incidental to 
the paramount powers of the United States 
'in that area; and In the Texas case it was 
'held that under the equal-footing clause 
these proprietary rights "must then be so 
subordinated to political rights as In sub 
stance to coalesce and unite in the national 
sovereign." But the Court did not say in 
any of Its opinions that proprietary rights 
in these lands were inseparable incidents 
of national sovereignty. To the contrary, 
the California decision clearly indicates that 
Congress has the power to say in the first 
instance who shall have and develop the 
proprietary rights. As further indicated in 
that opinion, this land is within the terri 
torial limits of the United States; the Con 
stitution and domestic law apply; and Con 
gress has the power to separate the proprie 
tary rights and vest them in the States so 
long as this Is accomplished in a manner 
which will leave them subordinate to all 
present and future obligations, responsibili 
ties, and actions of the Federal Government 
in the exercise of its constitutional powers. 
That Is the intent and will be the effect of 
this legislation. It would so separate or 
"uncoalesce" the proprietary rights from 
'the paramount governmental powers, leav 
ing the former always subject and subordi 
nate to the latter.
LANDS BENEATH NAVIGABLE WATERS AS DEFINED 

IN SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13 ARE WITHIN 
THE JURISDICTION OP THE UNITED STATES; 
DOMESTIC LAW APPLIES; AND SUBORDINATE 
PROPRIETARY RIGHTS CAN EXIST THEREIN

Senate Joint Resolution 13 treats all lands 
beneath navigable waters within the United 
States on the same basis and in the same 
manner, whether the overlying waters hap 
pen to be the Great Lakes, inland rivers or 
lakes, or the territorial waters of the mar 
ginal sea. The States would henceforth hold 
the subordinate proprietary rights subject to 
every type of paramount governmental pow 
er which the national sovereign must exer 
cise. These governmental powers and the ex 
tent of their exercise will vary with the differ 
ent types of overlying waters. For instance, 
on the Great Lakes, on rivers which form In 
ternational boundaries, and in the marginal 
sea, there .will be present and future treaties. 
International agreements, and rules of inter 
national law such as the right of innocent 
passage In the marginal sea, which may limit 
and restrict the proprietary uses of these 
lands more than in the case of inland navi 
gable waters which form no part of inter 
national boundaries. Regardless of this var 
iation in the type and extent of the para 
mount governmental powers over the waters. 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 would leave the 
proprietary rights within and beneath all 
navigable waters, both Inland and coastal, 
subordinate to the governmental powers, 
whatever they may be, and would recognize.

•vest, or establish them In the State with such 
qualifications and .limitations.

The opponents do not question the con 
stitutionality of this legislation'insofar as 
it relates to lands beneath the Great Lakes

.and the inland waters of the country, or 
insofar as It delegates or assigns to the 
coastal States management of the lands and 
resources and enjoyment of the revenues 
from the marginal belt [Sec. 3 (a) (2)]. 
They question only the authority of Congress 
to vest or establish in the States proprietary 
rights in the lands and resources of the mar 
ginal belt. As heretofore said, they base 
their arguments upon the erroneous as 
sumption that this particular area is so 
much within the international domain that 
proprietary rights do not exist and that Con 
gress cannot establish them.

Those who make this argument cite as 
their authority the Court's language In V. S. 
v. Texas: "Once low-water mark is passed 
the international domain is reached." 
Taken alone, these words might indicate
.that the Court believed the area within the
.marginal belt to be outside the United States 
and subject only to Federal powers derived 
from external sovereignty as a member of 
the family of nations—wholly beyond the
-legislative jurisdiction of the Congress of the 
United States. However, a study of the full 
opinions in both the Texas and California 
cases reveals clearly that the Court meant 
no such strained interpretation. .

From the Court opinions it. is apparent 
that the marginal belt and Its lands and re 
sources are treated as being within the 
boundaries and jurisdiction of the States 
and the United States. That was the posi 
tion of the Federal attorneys, because they 
made specific reference to the seaward 
boundaries of the States In describing the 
land in controversy. In their California 
brief, Federal attorneys said:

"There is no doubt that the area involved 
Is within the boundaries of both California 
and the United States." (Brief for the Unit 
ed States in support of motion for judgment, 
V. S. v. California, p. 217.)

In the decrees In the California, Texas, 
and Louisiana cases the Court used the sea 
ward boundaries of the States In describing 
the area In which paramount rights and 
powers were awarded to the United States. 
In the California opinion the Court spoke of 
the disposition of these lands as being with-; 
ing the "congressional area of national 
power." Therefore, regardless of how the < 
marginal belt and its lands and resources'! 
were acquired in the first instance, they are., 
now a part of the territory of the Unite 
States the same as its land territory, an 
the Constitution and domestic laws are ap 
plicable as between the Federal Governmen 
and the States or individual citizens.

It is believed that the Court, In the Texa 
case, referred to the "international domain 
beginning at low-water mark merely to em 
phaslze that rights of innocent passage ove 
the waters exist in other nations and thft 
these and other international obligations o 
the present and future must be protected D 

. the United States along with other nation* 
interests and responsibilities, and that pro 
prietary rights in the lands and resource 
must be subordinate to these national inter 
ests, responsibilities, and obligations. 
this there is no argument and no conflict if 

, Senate Joint Resolution 13, because it clear! 
states that the proprietary rights of tft< 
States shall be subordinate to these par^ 

. nibunt Federal powers of internal and eX; 
ternal sovereignty. •'

With reference to "international domain' 
the Court could have used the same worc| 
in referring to the lands and waters of 
Great Lakes or of the Rio Grande River, 06= 
cause treaties and other international agre?,i 
ments have been made with respect to thosj 
waters. They are subject to futu*3 intern^ 
tional agreements and obligations the sal?? 
as the wa'ters of the marginal belt, and undej 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 the proprietari
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In the lands and resources of all 

' riv>s<Tareas will be.subject to the same quali- 
tlons and limitations in the future, as in

,?» nast See Illinois Central Railroad V. 
\MnOiS (H6 U.S. 387 (1892)).

rue official position of the.United States, 
1 pxoressed by the State Department, is that 
fL marginal belt covered by territorial

aters is within the territory and Jurisdic 
tion of the United States. This was verified 
h« the testimony of the representatives of 
the State Department who appeared before 

r committee. Mr.. Jack B. Tate, Deputy 
° al Adviser of the Department. of State, 
testified as follows:

-Senator DANIEL. Mr. Tate, • * * as to 
the lands within our territorial waters, using 
vour theory of the 3-mile limit for the pur 
pose of this question, as I understand it, 
this country recognizes that that area is 
'part of the United States.

"Mr. TATE. That is correct.
"Senator DANIEL. The same as its land ter 

ritory.
"Mr..TATE. That is correct.
"Senator DANIEL. And domestic law ap 

plies. -•
"Mr. TATE. That is correct.
"Senator DANIEL. As Wheaton said in his 

book on Elements of International Law in 
1836, 'within these limits,' that is, out to the
•limit of the territorial waters, 'a country's 
rights of property and territorial jurisdic 
tion are absolute and exclude those of other 
nations.' Is that correct?

"Mr. TATE. That is correct.
"Senator DANIEL. That is the view of this

•Nation?
"Mr. TATE. That is correct.

• • • * •
"Senator DANIEL. As a matter of fact, in 

the United States reply to the proposed codi 
fication in 1930 of the. law as to territorial 
waters and the high seas [Hague Confer 
ence), I believe the position of this Nation 
was very clearly stated in accordance with 
what you have Interpreted it to be, and I 
would like to read from the reply the fol 
lowing quotation: "The sea bottom and sub 
soil covered by the territorial waters, In 
cluding fish and minerals, are the property 
.of the United States or of the individual 
States where they border.' Is that correct?

"Mr. TATE. That is correct.
"Senator DANIEL. That is still the position 

of the United States Government? .
"Mr. TATE. That is right."
As shown by the above testimony, and es 

pecially the quotation of the State Depart 
ment's position at the Hague Conference in 
1930, it is the official position of the United 
States that proprietary rights do exist and 
can exist in the lands and resources be 
neath the territorial waters of the marginal 
belt, and that they can exist. In the ihdivid- 
uual States of our own Nation. Further 
more, the Jurisdiction of the United States 
over the subsoil and sea bed of that part of 
the Continental Shelf beyond territorial 
waters has been proclaimed by the United 
States (Proclamation No. 2667, September 
28, 1946) and would be confirmed by sec 
tion 9 of Senate Joint Resolution 13. On 
the date of the Presidential proclamation, 
the President Issued his Executive Order 
8633 which clearly recognizes the possibility 
?* proprietary rights existing in the United 
states or the individual States, for the Exec 
utive order provides:

"Neither this order nor the aforesaid proc 
lamation shall be deemed to affect the de 
termination by legislation or Judicial de- 
arfrt ?f any lssues between the United States 
e K. 8everal States, relating to the own- 
of TV? °r contro1 0* the subsoil and sea bed 
hf «?e Continental Shelf within or outside of the 3-mile limit."

Obviously, this order recognizes that Coti-
•oii H y leS'slation may determine future
termi 8 of ownership so long as its de-

"omation does not interfere with the con-

•stitutional Federal powers and responsibili 
ties or with the public and international In 
terests In the overlying waters. .

The Deputy Legal Adviser for the State 
Department, Mr. Tate, further testified that 
the division of rights between the United 
.States and the individual States within ter 
ritorial waters and in the natural resources 
of the seabed and subsoil, of the Continental 
Shelf "is not a matter that is of international 
concern" (Senate Hearings on Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, p. 1067) and that the do 
mestic law of our Nation would apply there 
to (Id., p. 1080).

If any doubt remains on this question of 
whether that part of the marginal belt In 
cluded within the definitipn of "lands be 
neath navigable waters" in Senate Joint Res 
olution 13 is a part of the territory of the 
United States and subject to the authority of 
Congress, the doubt will be removed by the 
terms of this Joint resolution. No one will 
question the right 6f the Congress to declare 
the territorial extent of the Jurisdiction of our 
Nation. By its definition of "lands beneath 
navigable .waters" Senate Joint Resolution 13 
recognizes that the area within the 3-mile 
limit or within such greater distance as'a 
State's seaward boundary existed "in the 
Gulf of Mexico or any of the Great Lakes at 
the time such State became a member of the 
Union, or as heretofore approved by the Con 
gress" is within.the territory of the States 
and the .United States. This assertion of 
congressional policy will confirm the fact 
that such area is within the Jurisdiction of 
the United States, and therefore it is sub 
ject to legislation by the Congress. The 
future existence and control of proprietary 
rights and uses of the lands and resources 
within this area are matters which Congress 
may determine. If the effect of the Court 
decisions is to say that proprietary rights 
now exist in the national sovereign, they may 
.be transferred to the States subject to the 
reservations of constitutional political 
powers in the Federal Government. If the 
effect of the Court decisions is to say that 
proprietary rights do not now exist in the 
area, there can be no doubt but that Con 
gress may by this legislation establish such 
rights. That is why both of the terms 
."established" and "vested" are used in Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13.

As shown by the evidence furnished by the 
State Department and by the Presidential 
proclamation and Exeeutive order of Sep 
tember 28, 1945, the vesting or establishment 
of these proprietary rights in the States is 
a matter of domestic concern and will not 
interfere with International law or present 
and future International agreements and ob 
ligations, so long as they are vested or es 
tablished subordinate and subject to the 
constitutional governmental powers of the 
national sovereign. That is exactly what Is 
Intended to be accomplished by the terms 
of Senate Joint Resolution 13, and under 
such circumstances there should be doubt 
concerning the constitutional authority of 
Congress to enact this legislation.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, it is 
. my understanding that the Senator from 
Illinois desires to request permission to 
make an insertion in the RECORD. I ask 
unanimous consent that I may be per-? 
mitted to yield to him for. that purpose, 
without the time used by him being 
charged to my side.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, in 
view of the fact that an implication has 
been left that the only organizations op 
posed to the offshore oil joint resolution 
are, first, the Congress of Industrial Or 
ganizations, and, second, the Americans 
lor Democratic Action, I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed at this point in 
the body of the RECORD a resolution of 
the Nebraska Legislature, opposing the 
measure, as printed in the Lincoln Eve

ning Journal and Nebraska State Jour 
nal, and also editorials and articles from 
sundry newspapers, including the Day- 
tona Beach (Pla.) Evening News; the 
Madison (Wis.) Capital-Times, edited 
and published by the courageous Wil 
liam Eujue; the Louisville Courier- 
Journal; the Atlanta (Ga.) Constitu 
tion; the Commonweal, a distinguished 
Catholic journal; the Christian Century, 
a distinguished Protestant journal; the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, a leading news 
paper published by that outstanding citi 
zen, Paul Block, Jr., another article from 
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette; an edi 
torial from the Philadelphia Bulletin, 
owned and edited by the distinguished 
McLean family, no member of which I 
think is a member of either the Ameri 
cans for Democratic Action or the 
CIO; an editorial from the Raleigh 
(N. C.) News and Observer, edited by 
Jonathan Daniels, son of one of the 
greatest editors of all times, Josephus 
Daniels; an editorial entitled "At Last a 
Kind Word for Filibusters," published 
in the Detroit News, founded by James 
E. Scripps, of April 22, 1953; also an ar 
ticle entitled "Senatorial Oil Oratory," 
from the Philadelphia Bulletin of April 
22, 1953. This article is written by 
Ralph W. Page.

I also ask unanimous consent to have 
printed in the RECORD at this point as a 
part of my remarks some representative 
statements of executive and legal officers 
of the United States to congressional 
committees, recognizing State ownership 
of tidelands, filled lands, and submerged 
lands under ports, harbors, and all navU 
gable inland waters.

There being no objection the matters 
referred to were ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Lincoln Evening Journal and 

Nebraska State Journal of April 29, 1953 ]
LEGISLATURE VOTES FOB UNITED STATES 

TIDELANDS CONTROL
The Nebraska Legislature by a vote of 27 

to 11 Wednesday passed a resolution urging 
the jurisdiction of tidelands oil lands re 
main with the- Federal Government.

The United States Senate is scheduled to 
take a vote next Tuesday turning the tide- 
lands over to the coastal States.

The Nebraska legislative resolution was 
offered .by Senator John Larkln, Jr., of Oma 
ha, who argued that Nebraska needed and 
wants the school money that would come 
through Jurisdiction staying with the Fed 
eral Government.

Senator Terry Carpenter, of Scottsbluff, a 
former Congressman who was a Democrat 
when he served in Washington and now is 
a Republican Party member, argued for the 
resolution.

Senator Carpenter said no one can say 
that the schools of Nebraska couldn't use 
the money the State would get with con 
tinued Federal Jurisdiction. But, he added, 
he would admit the resolution probably 
would have no force or effect on Congress.

Senator Arthur Carmody, • of ' Trenton, 
moved the resolution be held over 1 day. 
The Carmody lay-over motion lost and then 
the resolution passed. The vote:

For: Adams, Anderson, Aufenkamp, Bixler, 
Britt, Carpenter, Coffey, Cole, Diers, Dooley, 
Duls, Fenske, Hill, Hubka, Kotouc, Larkln, 
Liebers, Liliibridge, Brower, McHenry, Martin, 
Marvel, Person, Pizer, Tvrdik, Williams. 
Wilson.

Against: Beaver, Brldenbaugh, Brown, Bur- 
ney, Carmody, Carson, Cramer, Klaver, Mc- 
Nutt, Pete'rson, Shultz.
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[From the Daytona Beach (Fla.) Evening

News of April 27, 1953 J . .
On, FOB THE NATION ' " '•"' : "'•

This week the prolonged fight continues 
In the United States Senate over whether 
a few coastal States or all of the 48 which 
make up the strength of our Nation shall 
hold title to the submerged oil and mineral 
resources lying along parts of the seacoast.

At the weekend President Elsenhower took 
a hand In the dispute by pleading publicly 
for passage of the measure which some few 
of the coastal States and private oil Inter 
ests have been so fervently pushing for en 
actment. .

Against these advocates of one of the big 
gest grabs In the Nation's history are arrayed 
a group of determined Senators who have 
been urging the passage of legislation which 
would continue Federal ownership of the 
offshore wealth, pay the coastal States a 
handsome royalty when "the oil and other 
minerals are marketed, and pool the re 
mainder In a fund to aid primary, secondary 

. and higher education.
How the Issue finally Is decided will have 

a profound and far reaching effect on future 
national policy In the ownership and man 
agement of natural resources which tra 
dition has held generally to be Federal 
property.

Backing the pressure for passage of the 
coastal State grab bill has been a great deal 
of propaganda asking us to believe that for 
some mysterious reason the Federal Govern 
ment is .something to be distrusted and 
feared, and that only separate States and 
certain private Interests are to be trusted in 
the disposition of natural resources. Many 
Federal officials In high places are nurturing 
this amazing doctrine.

The conservative New York Times, which 
supported Elsenhower In. the presidential 
campaign, parts company with him on the 
vital Issue of what should be done with the 
offshore wealth. Says the Times In an edi 
torial entitled "OH'For the Nation:"

"One of the greatest and surely the most 
unjustified giveaway programs In the his 
tory of the United States Is taking place 
before our eyes. The administration has en 
dorsed In principle, the House has already 
approved and the Senate within a few days 
apparently will approve this plan to give to 
the people of a handful of States billions 
upon billions of dollars worth of undersea 
oil that rightly belongs—and always has be 
longed—to the people of the entire Na 
tion • • •»

The givsaway legislation, the Times 
points out, "is cast in such form as to lead 
to endless legal complications, international 
as well as domestic. For Instance, It would 
recognize 'historic' boundaries in some cases 
far beyond the 3-mlle limit on which the 
United States has always Insisted In its re 
lations with other countries. Since nobody. 
Including the proponents of the bill, knows 
Just where the 'historic' boundaries lie any 
way, the confusion will be indescribable. 
Furthermore, the bill would lead the way 
for State claims to other federally held re 
sources within the States, Including public 
lands and forests. It would deprive the Fed 
eral Government of direct control over a 
vital reserve for the national defense."

The Times supports the position of such 
outstanding Senators as DOUGLAS of Illinois, 
LEHMAN of New York, HILL of Alabama, and 
ANDERSON of New Mexico who,'Its editorial 
says, "offer a sound alternative In the Ander- 
son bill, which would confirm Federal Juris 
diction over the offshore resources 'and State 
Jurisdiction over lands beneath tidal and 
Inland waters, and would give the coastal 
States a percentage royalty on oil taken 
from within the 3-mile limit."

Under this bill all money received by the 
Federal Government from leases for oil devel 
opment would be used exclusively to aid 
education throughout the Nation.

" "What sums of this order would mean to 
'education In all 48 States Is self-evident," 
says the Times. "Again we 'urge the Senate 
leadership and the administration to think 
through the offshore oil question and to look 
at it In terms of benefit to the Nation."

Unfortunately that phrase, "benefit to the 
Nation" Is about the same thing to some 
very selfish people as a red rag to a bull. 
These days the pressure for local and special 
Interests rides high over those great tradi 
tions whose prophets had respect for the 
general welfare—F. B.

[From the Madison (Wis.) Capital Times
of April 29, 1953]

THE REPUBLICANS KEEP ONE CAMPAIGN 
PROMISE—TIDELANDS GIVEAWAY

The first test vote in the Senate on the 
tldelands oil steal has turned out to be bad 
news for the people of • the United States. 
The Anderson substitute amendment, which 
would have retained title to the oil-rich sub 
merged lands In the hands of the Federal 
Government, -was tabled by a vote of 56 to 
33. The vote was so decisive and Republi 
can Majority Leader TAFT is so determined to 
pass the bill that the tired minority, which 
has been fighting the bill for almost a 
month, has agreed to take a vote on passage 
of the giveaway bill on May 5.

The most notable thing about this out 
rageous giveaway, of course, Is that it is 
the first major piece of legislation to be put 
through Congress by the new Republican 
administration. It is the only campaign 
promise on which the Elsenhower adminis 
tration has delivered in the first 100 days of 
Its rule. The other promises of tax cuts, 
budget balancing, extension of old-age secu 
rity, modification of the Taft-Hartley law 
and others have been forgotten. But the 
giveaway of submerged oil lands is all but 
accomplished.

The promise to the oil interests who swung 
behind Elsenhower at Chicago and who de 
livered Texas and the other oil States to him 
In the election, is being kept. It Is the first 
campaign promise to be kept and is perhaps 
the only one that will be kept.

It Is significant to note how carefully the 
one-party press has refrained from telling 
the people of the United States the facts 
about this giveaway of enormously rich nat 
ural resources. For weeks there was a black 
out on the news concerning the momentous 
fight that a group of liberal Senators were 
making against the passage of the tldelands 
bill. It was only after the debate had car 
ried to the point that Senator TAFT was mak 
ing threatening gestures of cloture and the 
President intervened to demand action on 
the bill that the debate was reported on the 
front pages of the one-party press.

These newspapers, which like to preen 
themselves about their devotion to the slo 
gan "your right to know," carried this con 
spiracy of silence with them when they re 
ported the vote in the Senate on the An 
derson amendment. Here was a significant 
vote, showing the line-up In the Senate on 
one of the most Important Issues to come 
before the Congress in this session or in any 
recent session. It Is more Important in this 
session than in previous sessions, because for 
the first time since the bill has been offered, 
we have a President who Is pledged to sign 
It.

But most of the newspapers which re 
ported the Senate's action in voting to table 
the Anderson amendment neglected to In 
form their readers how the Senators voted. 
The Wisconsin State Journal, here In Madi 
son, the Milwaukee Sentinel, and the Chi 
cago Tribune carried no roll calls In the 
morning papers on Tuesday, the day after 
the vote was taken. These papers are for 
the tldelands bill. The Chicago Sun-Times, 
which opposes the bill, carried a rollcall sup 
plied by the United Press.

'The Capital Times received no roll call 
from either the United Press or the Asso 
ciated Press.

This Is typical of the way the newspapers 
and the news services honor the slogan they 
preach about so much—"your right to 
know."

The line-up In the Senate on the vote
•was what could be expected. The Dixiecrats 
and the Republicans Joined forces to kill 
the Anderson amendment. Seven Republi 
cans and 25 Democrats voted for it. Thirty- 
eight Republicans and 18 Democrats voted 
to kill It.

Here is the rollcall:
For the substitute:
Republicans (7)—Aiken, Case, Cooper, 

Griswold; Langer, Tobey, and Young.
Democrats (25)—Anderson, Douglas, Frear, 

Fulbright, Gillette, Gore, Hayden, Hennings, 
Hill, Humphrey, Jackson, Johnson of Colo 
rado, Kefauver, Kennedy, Kilgore, Lehman, 
Magnuson,-Mansfield, Neely, Pastore, Spark- 
man and Symlngton.

Independents (1)—Morse.
Against the substitute:
Republicans (38)—Barrett, Beall, Bennett, 

Bricker, Bridges, Bush, Butler of Maryland, 
Butler of Nebraska, Capehart, Carlson, Cor 
don, Dlrksen, Duff, Dworshak, Ferguson, 
Flanders, Goldwater, Hendrlckson, Hicken- 
looper, Ives, Jenner, Knowland, Kuchel, Mar 
tin, McCarthy, Millikin, Mundt, Payne,-Pot 
ter, Purtell, Saltonstall, Schoeppel, Smith of 
Maine, Smith of New Jersey, Taft, 'Watkins, 
Welker, and Williams.

Democrats (18)—Byrd, Clements, Daniel, 
Ellender, George, Hoey, Holland, Hunt, John 
son of Texas, Johnston of South Carolina, 
Long, Maybank, McCarran, Robertson, Rus 
sell, Smathers, Smith of North Carolina, and 
Stennis;

Paired for the substitute—Chavez (Demo- 
crat) and Green (Democrat).

Paired against—Eastland (Democrat) and 
Thye (Republican).

[From, the Louisville Courier-Journal of 
April 23,1953]

WHOSE .ADMINISTRATION Is IT, AFTER ALL?
A curious turn of affairs shows up in Wash 

ington. Democrats In both the Senate .and 
the House, in a move which may be strategic 
but which certainly seems devoid of malice, 
are asking President Elsenhower to accept his 
natural and proper role. That Is, they ask 
him to assert his leadership In matters In 
volving national policy.

It is not a hostile request. It Is rather a 
reminder of executive responsibility. As we 
see the action, it suggests that by silence on 
certain legislation, the President may appear. 
to be abdicating that responsibility. He may 
be letting Congress write the record of his 
administration.

In the Senate, the move Is formal. It 
takes shape in a letter signed by 25 Senators, 
asking whether he supports the claims of 
coastal States to submerged lands beyond, 
their 3-mile limit. If he answers, the whole- 
issue of rights to oil deposits in land beneath • 
the offshore waters would be illuminated. 
There might even be a settlement of the issue 
which has tied up all business in the Senate 
for 3 weeks.

The question needs answering. The bill
•which is under debate, if you want to call I' 
debate, Is claimed by its supporters, unr 
doubtedly a majority of the Senate, to be ? 
fulfillment of campaign promises. But is it?.- 
Was ever a campaign promise as vague and 
unlimited?

Nobody doubts that In Mr. Elsenhower's 
wpoing particularly the votes of Texas h< 
spoke impulsively and without knowledge 
all the facts when he came out for Stat* 
claims to the oil of the tidelands. And 
have an Idea that he would have had seri-< 
ous reservations If he had known the IB- 
definability of those claims; If he had fore} 
seen that by promising the politician's ind?
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encourage an extravagant demand

f°What he encouraged, In fact, was a bill
hich already had passed the House and
hich would go beyond the tidelands, beyond
ven the 3-mile limit, and give away to the

states all offshore land within their historic
houndaries.

This is practically special legislation in
favor of Texas. The Texas argument is that
the Lone Star State came into the Union not

a mere territory but as a sovereign nation,
°nd gave UP nothing in the process. The
reument goes on to say that the national

boundaries of Texas, fixed by its treaty of
independence with Mexico, extended 3
leagues out into the waters.

What do they mean, three leagues? There 
are leagues and leagues—nautical leagues, 
gtatute leagues, leagues whose length varies 
with the nation that measures them. Texas 
disregarding the likelihood that its treaty 
with Mexico implies the Spanish league (the 
shortest measurement), Is pressing rather for 
leagues in the fullest measure, or about 3.5 
miles each, 10.5 miles in all.

Is this what .the President had In mind 
In his blithe campaigning days? Did he 
think that tldelands, the old misapplied 
name for the disputed land, really meant 
tldelands, which is land between high and 
low water marks? The Senators have a right 
to ask. The country has a right to know. 
There Is much at stake for the whole country. 

In a similar demand for a statement of 
policy. Democrats In the lower Chamber of 
Congress want Mr. Elsenhower to declare his 
views on the public low-rent housing pro 
gram. There is a drive in conservative Re 
publican quarters to put an end to it, with 
strong prospects of success. Is this the Pres 
ident's idea? He'never mentioned It before. 
As House Democratic Leader MCCORMACK 
points out, if he doesn't speak out quickly, 
he must share responsibility for defeat of the 
program. Prodding like this is in order, but 
it is interesting to see it come from the op 
position party.

(From the Commonweal of May 1, 1953] 
• RAIDS ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

In t.he early days of the New Deal such 
Rooieveltian phrases as "vested Interests" 
and "special privilege" Imparted vigor to ad 
dresses on domestic problems. When mo 
nopoly and unchecked private enterprise 
then gave way to Government regulation 
and control, such terms lost much of their 
political sting. It now looks as if they will* 
soon be back in the political picture.

This swing of the pendulum Is compara 
ble to what has followed defeats of Labor 
governments in Australia, New Zealand, and 
Great Britain. Yet in those Commonwealth 
nations retracing of steps has been very 
limited Indeed. The changes which our new 
administration bids fair to put over in its 
first few months are big strides in compari 
son.

Transfer to California. Florida, Louisiana, 
and Texas of title to offshore oil lands is first 
on the whole Elsenhower legislative list. 
Properties worth some $40 billions are to be 
exploited by private companies with royalties 
going only to those four coastal States. Yet 
three times in recent years the United States 
Supreme Court has declared that these vital 
resources belong to the Nation as a whole. 
Not only the extent and Importance of these 
u"taPPed sources of underseas wealth make 
ine battle in the Senate against transfer so 
observing °* public support. The shift of 
offshore oil to the States leads to other at-

w »,°n the Federal domain.
National parks and other public lands are 

in tK y ln grave danger. Lumber Interests 
of ™ West have thelr eves on bl8 tracts 
R!« ?mpla National Park. Both House and 

i are considering bills that would give

private interests grazing and other privileges 
on our public lands, which are also threat 
ened by attempts to bring outdated mining 
laws to bear on behalf of private claimants.

Private utilities are making their influence 
felt against regional river valley develop 
ment and public power generally. What is 
not attainable through straight legislation, 
these companies may well be able to procure 
through friendly administering, such as pur 
chase of the electricity generated by Govern 
ment dams.

That legislation Is not always required is 
Indicated by the dismissal of Albert M. Day, 
director, of the Federal Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Mr. Day declares that Secretary Mc- 
Kay took this step under pressure from Cali 
fornia duck hunters and Alaska salmon pack 
ers opposed to conservation.

The offshore oil battle therefore Is of the 
widest public concern. It must be followed 
up by stands against similar legislative and 
administrative raids on vital national re 
sources—there would be reason enough to 
resist tl.em solely in the Interests of national 
defense. And if the administration suc 
ceeds In transferring to private enterprise 
much of the natural resources now held as a 
public trust—so that profit becomes the 
criterion for their preservation and develop 
ment—it will present the voters with a tre 
mendous issue in 1954 and 1956.

(Fjom the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette of April 
18, 1953]

OUR GIFT TO TEXAS
Now that Republican Majority Leader TAFT 

has announced his intention to press for a 
showndown on the offshore oil bill, the Sen 
ate may'soon vote on that vital legislation. 
Opponents of the administration measure to 
establish State ownership of submerged 
coastal oil lands have* marshaled an Impres 
sive array of facts against the bill. But there 
has been no sign that their efforts are likely 
to prevent Congress from going through with 
the plan to quitclaim Federal title in the 
undersea lands.

A favorable Senate vote will complete leg 
islative action on the bill to give a few coastal 
States valuable resources which the Supreme 
Court has held belong to the Federal Govern 
ment and therefore to all the States. One 
way to look at the treasure Involved Is to 
measure It in terms of a proposal by Senator 
LISTER HILL, of Alabama, one of the quitclaim 
opponents. Senator HILL has suggested that, 
instead of granting the offshore oil to Cali 
fornia, Texas, Louisiana, and Florida, the 
Federal Government be authorized to dis 
tribute the royalties from It to all the States 
for the support of education (with the 
coastal States getting a larger share).

The probable amounts that the States 
would get under this plan vary, depending 
on the estimated value of the oil under the 
submerged areas and on the percentage of 
the royalties. But even under the most con 
servative estimates, Pennsylvania would get 
$424 million. Under liberal estimates, this 
State would get nearly $4 billion.

The Ironic aspect of the quitclaim plan is 
that, if any of the involved States run into 
international disputes in extracting oil from, 
the Continental Shelf, it will be the Gov 
ernment of the 48 States that will have to 
come to their aid, Texas and Florida, for 
example, claim land out to 10'/2 miles—7% 
miles beyond the line to which the United 
States asserts Jurisdiction. If Texas oil drill 
ers in international waters get into trouble, 
as Texas shrimpers have in the past, the 
State Department or the Navy will be ex 
pected to guard their rights.

Since the Federal Government Is expected 
to protect American Interests in such areas, 
It should be entrusted with administering 
the offshore oil lands and proceeds from, 
them should go to all the States.

[From the Christian Century of April 22,
1953] 

OFFSHORE OIL AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
Control of offshore oil was the principal 

bill General Elsenhower made for the elec 
toral votes of Texas, Florida, and California. 
The Supreme Court has three times held that 
the underwater areas at stake belong to the 
whole Nation and not to the States on which 
they border. But General Elsenhower sup 
ported the contentions of the four States 
named, and he is committeed to sign any law 
Congress may pass giving them this poten 
tial bonanza. Estimates set the amount of 
revenue to be derived from offshore oil de- 
rJosits at from forty to two hundred and fifty 
billion dollars. There are indications that 
the State Department is unhappy about 
turning over these offshore lands to the 
States, for questions of national sover 
eignty—such as came up a few years ago 
when rumrunners tried to operate inside the 
3-mlle limit—could be extremely embarrass 
ing to our international relations. The At 
torney General, likewise, has apparently been 
trying to tone down some of the demands of 
the four States. But the House has now 
passed a bill giving these States the oil lands 
out to their historic limits, which Is said to 
mean from 3 miles out in the case of Cali 
fornia to 10 54 for the others. Even this, it 
can be predicted, will not satisfy'the Texans, 

.for the most promising submarine oil de 
posits off their coast are far out In the shelv 
ing Gulf of Mexico.

If this is the best Texas can get from 
Congress this time, and this limited gift 
stands Its court tests, then the Texas oil 
Interests will come back to ask a subsequent 
Congress for the lands as far out as 150 or 
200 miles. A little group of Senators is 
fighting to block passage of the bill giving 
away these oil lands, but so far little public 
interest has been shown. Yet If this bill 
passes, it will do two things. It will cut off 
the 'other 44 States from any share in this 
vast potential Income, and thus will make 
impossible any such project as that pro 
posed by Senator LISTER HILL, of Alabama, to 
use offshore oil royalties to help defray pub 
lic school costs all over the Nation. (Or 
why not, asks.Senator DOUGLAS, if there is 
$250 billion Involved, use it to pay off the 
national debt and thus to. cut taxes?) And 
in the second place, It will start a rush in 
Congress to pass out other portions of the 
Federal public domain. Wyoming Is already 
after the federally owned oil lands in that 
State, and Senator BUTLEH, chairman of the 
interior committee, says that sentiment Is 
growing in the upper chamber to turn all 
Federal lands, Including those with rich, 
mineral deposits, over to the States. Repub 
lican leaders might wisely recall that the last 
time they took office there followed an 
episode known to history as Teapot Dome.

(From the Atlanta Constitution of April 24,
1953] 

TIDELANDS FACTS ARE EYE OPENING
"No; It's not a filibuster, it's an educa 

tional campaign. The people are not aware 
of what Is at stake in the tidelands oil fight 
and must be informed, with the floor of the 
Senate as the forum."

It seems to us we've heard that argument 
before and that some of the loudest oppo 
sition to southerners' use of the device in 
the arguments over civil-rights legislation 
are now leading the parade in harassment 
of TAFT in the big oil giveaway.

Regardless of what it's called, the old 
Shakespearean adage would apply: "A rose 
by any other name smells as sweet." And 
sweet smelling Indeed to southern Senators 
has been their old ace In the hole, the fili 
buster, until now some of them find it turned 
upon " themselves.
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Perhaps It was never' Invoked lor a better 

purpose than In the present Instance, an 
attempt to awaken the public to what could 
well become known in the future as the 
great tidelands robbery.

There are a few States, notably Texas, 
Florida and California, that will profit from 
this bill. All others are in the ludicrous posi 
tion of robbing themselves. Billions of dol 
lars in natural resources would be given up 
to these 3 States at the expense of the other 
45.

Wednesday 25 Senators called on the Presi 
dent to clarify what the administration con 
siders the boundaries of States in connec 
tion with offshore lands. Since the United 
States Government was established, the ac 
cepted boundaries have been 3 miles to sea 
ward of the low water mark. Texas and 
Florida claim lO'/i miles and the bill in 
question leaves the door wide open for even 
further extension by providing for recogni 
tion of any State boundaries "heretofore and 
hereafter" approved by Congress.

Total oil resources on the continental shelf 
are estimated to have a total value of almost 
$300,000,000,000. The Holland bill would 
turn over a great percentage of these assets 
to 3. perhaps 4, States, leaving the way open 
for their eventual acquisition of it all.

In a few words, the Issue is summed up 
well by Senator PAUL DOUGLAS, Democrat, of 
Illinois, as follows:

"These huge treasures of offshore oil and 
gas which are the property of the Nation 
should not be given to the comparative few. 
They should be used to help meet the costs 
of national defense, to reduce the public 
debt, to wipe out illiteracy, and to develop 
through education the human resources of 
the country. These are the great purposes 
for which these natural resources are to be 
used.

"If we alienate the offshore oil and gas, 
then the Mountain States will demand the 
mineral rights on Government land within 
their boundaries; there will be a drive to 
turn over the forests and uplands now owned 
by the Federal Government to the States 
which will mean that they will be overcut 
and overgrazed. The results will be greater 
floods and soil erosion."

We agree. We also agree that there is a 
need for a prolonged educational campaign 
on the subject. The Supreme Court has 
spoken already. It's now up to the people.

[From the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette of
April 23, 1953]

A READER'S VIEWPOINT: STATES' CLAIM TO OFF 
SHORE OIL DEFENDED 

EDITOR, THE POST-GAZETTE:
Your position on the tidelands oil question 

Is very disappointing in "Our Gift to Texas," 
April 18, 1953. But even more disappointing 
are your reasons. Aside from the Supreme 
Court decisions, you appear to favor Federal 
control and ownership for the benefit of all 
the States because (1) the profits will be 
huge (you assume that Pennsylvania will 
receive $400 million at the least) and (2) the 
Federal Government will have to protect 
American Interests In the area from the 3- 
mile limit to the 10'/2 -mile limit, which is 
claimed by Texas and Florida and which the 
Republicans in Congress now propose to quit 
claim to those States (this is labeled the 
Ironic aspect of the problem).

As to the first point—assuming your fig 
ures to be correct, over how many years will 
Pennsylvania receive funds which will even 
tually amount to $400 million? Whatever 
the answer I suggest that Federal grants to 
the States from tax revenues can accomplish 
a more equitable result. It is clear that 
Congress has the power to levy excise and 
income taxes on oil operations, and State- 
owned operations are not immune in this 
respect (New York v. United States. (328 
U. S. 572, 1946)). But in any event I dispute 
your figures. Oil operations are very specu 
lative. As of February 1951, over $250 mil

lion has been spent In search of oil In the 
Gulf of Mexico and only $20 million had 
been grossed. (See testimony of Walter 
Hallanan, hearings on S. J. Res. 20, 82d Cong., 
1st sess. 1952).

As to the second point—this was ,a real 
shocker. United States embassies and con 
sulates are located all over the world for the 
express purpose of protecting American in 
terests, private and public, and thank good 
ness. There would have been quite a howl 
if the State Department had said, "O well, 
William Oatis is a citizen of. New York State 
<or wherever), so let their officials argue 
with the Czechs." United States Marines 
fought "to the shores of Tripoli" to protect 
private American shipping (those shippers 
were mostly Massachusetts boys) and today 
they are fighting in Korea for the ultimate 
benefit of everyone in the world. For this 
protection of interests we gladly pay taxes 
and it does not follow that the Federal Gov 
ernment does or should own those interests.

On the basis of your second point, the 
Supreme Court decided against the States in 
the tidelands cases. The Court held that 
because the Government had sovereignty (or 
political control) over the tidelands, the 
Government had ownership. Mr. Justice 
Frankfurter (not known as being "conserva 
tive") dissented and his opinions should be 
read by everyone. An overwhelming number 
of authorities agree with him that, in this 
country, ownership does not arise from sov 
ereignty. The Constitution prescribes only 
two general purposes for which the Federal 
Government can own land, viz., for military 
bases, post offices, and so forth, and for the 
erection of future States (as in the case of 
Hawaii and Alaska this is a mere _ trustee 
ship) , and for no other purpbse.

By using its commerce, taxing, and spend 
ing powers, Congress could have controlled 
(but not have owned) the tidelands and, also, 
could have seized the steel industry. -These 
were president Truman's aims and, finding 
Congress uncooperative, he sought to ac 
complish them by Executive fiat. Many are 
thankful that the Supreme Court would only 
cooperate with the first aim.

"Gift" is the wrong word. .Congress Is 
merely attempting to restore to the particu 
lar States the ownership of land which was 
taken from them in a very questionable man 
ner.

JAMES B. HECHT.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

EDITOR'S REPLY: CASE FOR FEDERAL CONTROL 
Mr. Hecht begins his comment with a 

misnomer. The States' rights to "tidelands" 
oil (oil underneath lands covered and'uncov 
ered by tides) is not now and never has been 
in question. The only oil in question is that 
beyond the low-water mark, a point which 
the Post-Gazette has made clear in desig 
nating it "offshore oil."

The editorial of April 18 did not contem 
plate (as Mr. Hecht seems to think) that 
the Federal Government's jurisdiction should 
be limited to that area from the 3-mile limit 
to the 1014-mile limit. This area was sim 
ply suggested as the area where difficulties 
might be more likely to arise and where Fed 
eral intercession might be necessary. The 
editorial said the Federal Government 
"should be entrusted with administering the 
offshore oil lands"—meaning all submerged 
lands from the low-water mark outward.

Mr. Hecht suggests that, as of February 
1951, only $20 million had been grossed on 
oil from the Gulf of Mexico. Yet former 
Solicitor General Philip Perlman reported 
recently that between 1950 and the present 
the Federal Government had collected be 
tween $10 million and $25 million in rents 
and royalties alone from Louisiana and Texas 
offshore oil. But in any event, figures on the 
value of oil so far extracted are beside the 
point. The Post-Gazette's observation that 
Pennsylvania-would receive minimum royal 
ties of $424,000,000 under the Hill amend

ment was based on the .total value of offshore 
oil and not on oil pumped to date. Esti 
mates of total value range from a low of $50 
billion (United States Geological Survey) to 
a high of $300 billion (Wallace Pratt, former 
vice president of Standard Oil of New Jersey).

Mr. Hecht cites the Oatis case and the 
case of American shippers in an attempt to 
refute the editorial's claim that the Federal 
Government should exercise Jurisdiction 
over offshore oil drillers because it will have 
to defend them in the event of international 
complications. In actuality the Oatis case 
supports the editorial's position. In that 
case the Federal Government (not Oatis' 
home State of Indiana) exercised control 
over Oatis' movements abroad—i. e., issued 
him a passport valid for travel in Czechoslo 
vakia. Subsequently the Federal Govern 
ment intervened in Oatis' behalf when he 
was arrested by Czechoslovakia. In the case 
of American shippers, it is the Federal Gov 
ernment (not their home States of Massa 
chusetts or Texas) which licenses their ves 
sels and their captains.

But in the case of the offshore oil drillers, 
the quitclaim bill supporters want the States 
to have control over the movements of Tex- 
ans or Louisianans in a controversial area, 
with the Federal Government presumably 
stepping in only after they have become In 
volved in circumstances over which it has 
no control.

The overall case for the Federal Govern 
ment's need to exercise control was suc 
cinctly put by the United States Supreme 
Court in the Louisiana action (339. United 
States Reports 704) :

"The marginal sea is a national, not a 
State concern. National Interests, national 
responsibilities, national .concerns are in 
volved. The problems of commerce, national 
defense, relations with other powers, war, 
and peace, focus here. National rights must 
therefore be paramount in that area, that 
area In contradistinction to the Internal 
area."

Mr. Hecht declares that "an overwhelming 
number of authorities agree * * * that, in 
this country, ownership does not arise from 
sovereignty." But the Supreme Court made 
clear in the Texas case (339 United States 
Reports 707) why there is a distinction as to : 
undersea lands:

"And so although dominion and imperium 
are normally separable and and separate, this 
is an instance where property interests are 
so subordinated to the rights of sovereignty 
as to follow sovereignty."

Mr. Hecht's assertion that "Congress is 
merely attempting to restore to the particu 
lar States the ownership of land which was' 
taken from them" is refuted by the histor 
ically documented opinions of the Supreme 
Court in the California, Louisiana, and Texas 
cases. -

In the California case the Court said: "The 
United States of America is now, and has 
been at all times pertinent hereto, possessed 
of paramount rights in, and full dominion 
and power over the -lands, minerals, and 
other things underlying the Pacific Ocean 
lying seaward of the ordinary low-water 
mark."

The Court used almost the same language 
in the Louisiana case. And in the Texas case 
it said: "We hold that as an incident of the 
transfer of that sovereignty (Texas sover 
eignty) any claim that Texas may have had 
to the marginal sea was relinquished to t»9 
United States."

(From the Raleigh News and Observer o*
April 27, 1953] '•>

HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE J
There is only the most remote possibilW

that the prolonged debate in the Senate wiHi
result in the defeat of the bill to give to con^
tiguous States to the offshore oil lands whicn|
the United States Supreme Court has thre<M
times held belong to all the people of I*6 ]
United States.
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e debate, however, has unquestionably 
effective. Opposition to the bill has 
strengthened, and there has been little 

i-uslasm for It except on the part of Sen- 
rs from the 4 States affected directly, 

lifornia, Florida, Louisiana, and Texas. 
The bill seems destined to pass for two rea- 

only: the support of President Elsen- 
6°wer and Individual commitments of Sen- 
tors many of them made a long time ago. 

ainst those two conditions, the fact that
•™ opponents have had all the best of the 
debate. Is not expeced to weigh very heavily.

the Philadelphia Bulletin of April 28,
1953]

SLOW GRINDING LAW MILL
Senator ANDEBSON, one of the leaders of the

opposition to the administration's offshore
oil lands bill, denies that the near filibuster
has delayed any Important legislation In the

• senate. He says the leaders have none ready 
for action.

And that would appear to be exactly right. 
Congress has extended rent control, created a 
new Cabinet position, and extended executive 
power to reorganize Government agencies. 
Otherwise the record Is bare as far as Im 
portant legislation Is concerned.

On February 9 Congress leaders and the 
president agreed on an 11-point minimum 
program for legislation. It provided that all 
appropriation bills should clear the House by 
May 15. So far only one such measure—the 
appropriation for Independent Federal 
agencies—has passed the House. Statehood 
for Hawaii was on the list. The House has 
passed the bill but approval by the Senate 
seems doubtful.

No action has been taken on Taft-Hartley 
law amendments, extension of reciprocity 
legislation, or the bill to simplify United 
States customs procedures, all highly con 
troversial measures.

Revenue legislation was not on the list, 
but If • not renewed, the excess-profits tax 
and the last Increase In personal Income 
taxes, are due to expire this year.

The legislative Jam over the annual supply 
bills and various controversial measures is an 
old story In Congress. Adjournment Is de 
layed, filibusters encouraged, and log-rolling 
promoted by such slack legislative practices. 
But the situation this year Is.worse than 
usual since 4 months have passed with prac 
tically no major legislation recorded.

[From the Philadelphia Bulletin of April 22,
1953] 

SENATORIAL OIL ORATORY—FILIBUSTER OR NOT,
DEBATE ON TTOELANDS HAS EDUCATIONAL
ASPECT

(By Ralph W. Page)
The talking marathon over the disposition 

of the offshore oil shows no sign of abating 
at this Juncture.

The Immediate question seems to be 
whether this Is a filibuster or a seminar, con 
stituting a liberal education In the legal his 
tory of State boundaries and Federal Juris 
dictions.

1116 attempted distinction seems to be 
tnat—In conducting a filibuster the orators 
attempt to prolong the debate and wear out 
we Senate by endless Irrelevant discourses 
and reading from material that has no rela- 
«on to the subject at hand. In this case the 
protagonists stick to their contention and 
i^fl , ate a11 tne arguments on their side ad 
innnitum. This, they say. Is educatlpn. 
orTJLWOUld certalnly be education if every- 
off?r anv°ne—listened to It. As a matter 
ami i, the PubHc read these closely knit 
Dcmr, austlve briefs presented by Senators 
""COLAS, HUMPHREY, and LEHMAN it might

2 P°sslbly be convinced. -
cont,?y».Certalnly make hasn out of ^e main 
the mi wnlch seems to have influenced 
lornla J°rltv °f our States to Join with Cali- 
Conin-«rT*8 and Louisiana in trying to get 

Hress to give them the offshore oil.

This contention Is that the Supreme Court 
decisions determining that the Federal Gov 
ernment has a paramount Interest In the 
ocean beyond low-water mark Jeopardize all 
State jurisdiction over inland waters and 
bays and such things as jetties and docks, 
filled in land, and over clams and shrimps 
and lobsters and such marine foodstuffs.

It has been pointed out that there are 
over 50 Supreme Court decisions upholding 
the Jurisdiction of States over these waters, 
Installations and denizens. Also that these 
California, Texas and Louisiana decisions are 
the first that dealt with the ocean, and in 
nowise repealed or modified any of the pre 
vious decrees.

This makes sense to everyone but hair 
splitting lawyers. The average mentality 
easily grasps the difference between Federal 
control of the ocean and Federal control of 
fllled-in land.

But anyway, .it is argued that if anyone 
Is honestly afraid that the Court would In 
fact at some time assert that there is.no 
difference between the ocean and Muddy 
Creek, and that a decision that the Oovern- 

. ment of the United States controls the seas 
also indicates that it controls new land 
made on Lake Michigan, the remedy is easy. 
All Congress needs do in this circumstance 
Is to pass the Anderson bill, which specifically 
relinquishes all these properties to the States 
for all time. Such an act does not attempt 
to overrule the Supreme Court. It merely 
reaffirms the law as laid down by the Court 
for 150 years.

So manifestly these arguments are a sub 
terfuge, or pretense for giving away the oil.

Still this doesn't settle the question of 
filibuster. .

It would seem .to the ordinary citizen that 
the opposition Is certainly carrying on a 
filibuster. As he understands it, the essence 
of a filibuster is the attempt to kill a bill 
by unlimited talk. Whether this purpose is 
maintained by inteligent remarks or by 
simply reading the dictionary would seem 
to be Irrelevant to the object.

If It Is a filibuster, the Senate has nothing 
to qomplaln about. It loves the filibuster 
"principle. It maintains it as a holy prerog 
ative In spite of popular disapproval. In 
such case it surely cannot be reserved simply 
for the use of southern solons to defeat civil 
rights. In this case Texas and Louisiana are 
bit by their own watchdog.

In other words, if the talkathon Is a mat 
ter of principle with the Senate, and Is justi 
fied In its mind for the protection of a 

-southern minority, it is equally Justified for 
any minority that feels sufficiently wrought 
up to go through the ordeal.

The way to stop filibusters is not to curse 
them when you disagree and support them 
when you like the cause. It is to abolish the 
rules that permit them. As long as they are 
specifically protected by the archaic pro 
cedures and prerogatives of our prlma donna 
Senators, it is quite reasonable for them to' 
be used. Calling them another name doesn't 
change the fact.

[From the Detroit News of April 22, 1953] 
AT LAST A KIND WORD FOR FILIBUSTERS

The long Senate debate over the offshore 
oil bill has afforded a demonstration of one 
Justifiable .use of the filibuster.

As more often employed, the time-killing 
oratory and other delaying tactics known by 
that name have the object of defeating the 
majority will. Physical endurance rather 
than persuasion Is relied on in such cases to 
prevent a vote that, if taken, would go 
against the wishes of the flllbusterers.

In the present case, the group opposing 
the offshore oil bill denies that the debate, 
now 2 weeks old, Is a filibuster at all. The 
aim, they say, is not to keep the bill from an 
eventual vote but to prolong its considera 
tion in order to arouse public concern about 
It.

Whether that Is to be termed a filibuster Is 
a question of definition. The good faith of 
the opponents' statement of purpose at any 
rate may be accepted, for the bill plainly 
might be defeated by bringing home to the 
people of 45 States its meaning to them 
selves.

In essence It proposes to donate to 3 
coastal States oil deposits worth many bil 
lions, which, by 3 Supreme Court decisions, 
rightfully belong to the people of all the 
States. The Senators opposing the bill there 
fore believe popular apathy toward the give 
away must be due to lack of understanding. 
They believe that, if the people can be made 
aware of it as a despoiling of the common 
pocketbook for the benefit of a few, the 
reaction may force a Senate majority to Join 
the opposition.

If the Senate's tolerance of practically un 
limited debate ever is justified, it Is in an 
effort of this kind to delay action while the 
public Informs itself.

It should be noted, however, that this use 
of debate would seldom be restricted by a 
practicable rule aimed at filibusters in the 
ordinary sense. Under any kind of cloture 
rule, the Senate always will be slow to limit 
debate, especially in a case like the present, 
where an effort to do so could be fairly 
denounced as Intended to keep the people in 
ignorance of their Interests.

SOME REPRESENTATIVE STATEMENTS OP EXECU 
TIVE AND LEGAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED 
STATES TO CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES 
RECOGNIZING STATE OWNERSHIP .OP TTDE- 
LANDS, FILLED LANDS, AND SUBMERGED LANDS 
UNDER PORTS, HARBORS, AND ALL NAVIGABLE 
INLAND WATERS

EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF HON. HAROLD 
L. ICKES, SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, BEFORE 
THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, ON HOUSE 
JOINT RESOLUTION 225, 79TH CONGRESS, 2D 
SESSION, FEBRUARY S. 1940 (P. 7> 
Mr. ICKES. The advocates of House Joint 

Resolution 225 have insisted that many de 
cisions of the Supreme Court have laid the 
question at rest. This is simply not the 

.case. These decisions have dealt with the 
lands under inland lakes and rivers, and 
with bays and harbors. No one Is claiming 
these lands on behalf of the United States, 
and no one doubts that the courts,have held 
that they are owned by the States.
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF UNITED STATES 

ATTORNEY GENERAL TOM C. CLARK BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEES ON THE JUDICIARY, CONGRESS OF 
THE UNITED STATES, BOTH CONGRESS, 2D SES 
SION, -ON S. 1988 AND SIMILAR HOUSE BILLS 
MARCH 2, 1948 (PP. 610 AND 611) .

Mr. CLARK. The second thing that is not 
Involved here: inland waters, Including their 
filled or reclaimed land. We have heard 
much about that. The Federal Government 
does not now assert and has no Intention of 
asserting any claim to Inland navigable 
waters and the beds thereof.

I have said that a hundred times. * * *
Likewise, the Federal Government does not 

claim any fllled-in or reclaimed lands in such 
waters. There should be no apprehension 
whatever regarding the title to these filled-ln 
or reclaimed lands. The title is not in the 
Federal Government. Whether such lands 
be In Boston, as I understand one witness 
testified, perhaps the Federal Government 
might claim the Hotel Pennsylvania, I be 
lieve It was, or some hotel up there.

Whether the land be in Boston or else 
where, the Federal Government has no title 
to it. We have denied again and again this- 
misrepresentation of some of the proponents 
of these measures.

Let me repeat It: The Federal Government 
has no property rights In any such lands, 
except where It may have acquired rights by 
purchase, by condemnation, by a specific 
grant, or by cession.

Now, third, the next thing that is not In 
volved here is fish and other marine life.
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•We have read much about that. The .attor 
ney general of Ohio, I believe, said that Ohio 
got $10,000 out of Its fish In taxes or some 
thing like that. There is nothing In the 
California case that tended to disturb the 
control exercised by the States over the tak 
ing of fish and other forms of marine life 
In the marginal sea.

. We stated that In the argument In the 
Supreme Court again and again. The Gov 
ernment disclaims any intention to disturb 
such control by the several States. There 
Is no basis in my opinion for assertions that 
the Supreme Court's decision interferes with 
or withdraws any powers heretofore exercised 
by the States in this regard.
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OP SECRETARY 

OF THE INTERIOR JULIUS A. KRUG BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEES ON THE JUDICIARY, CONGRESS OF 
THE UNITED STATES, BOTH CONGRESS, 2D SES-

• SION, ON S. 1988 AND SIMIUAR HOUSE BILLS, 
MARCH 3, 1948 (P. 739)

Mr. KRUG. An Incidental purpose of S. 
1988 (which he'supported) and similar meas 
ures Is to quiet the titles of the States to 
the lands which lie between high and low 
tide and to the lands which form the beds 
of bays, harbors, and other navigable Inland 
waters. This is to be accomplished by quit 
claiming to the respective States, and to the 
persons who have acquired rights under 
State authority, whatever interest and title 
the United States may have In and to such 
lands.
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SOLICITOR 

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES PHILIP B. 
PERLMAN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE 
JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE NO. 1, HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES, 81ST CONGRESS, 1ST SESSION, 
ON H. R. 5991 AND H. R. 5992, AUGUST 29, 
1949

Mr. PERLMAN. The widespread dissemi 
nation of that false assumption has been fa 
cilitated by the use of the word "tldeiands." 
That term is a verbal trap. Strictly speak 
ing, tidelands constitute the area that Is al 
ternately covered and uncovered by the 
tides—the lands between the high-water 
mark and the low-water mark. The Supreme 
Court has often Indicated that the Individ 
ual States own the beds of their Inland navi 
gable waters as well as the tidelands. The 
United States has never challenged that find- 
Ing. The decision of the Supreme Court in 
the California case does not cast any doubt 
upon it. The facts and the law have been 
misrepresented, and grossly misrepresented.
EXCERPTS FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY 

OF THE INTERIOR J. A. KRUG BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, SUBCOMMIT 
TEE NO. 1, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 8IST 
CONGRESS, 1ST SESSION, ON H. R. 5991 AND 
H. R. 5992, AUGUST 29, 1949 (PP. 165, 166, 
171, 172)

Mr. KRUG. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 
I greatly appreciate the opportunity of dis 
cussing with you the subject of proposed 
legislation relating to submerged lands.

It is my purpose, In appearing before you, 
to state my conviction that legislation on 
the subject should be enacted promptly by 
the Congress, and that such legislation 
should be based upon the following proposed 
measures: First, H. R. 5280, a bill to quiet 
the titles of the several States to the tide- 
lands—that Is, the lands that are regularly 
covered and uncovered by the flow of the 
ebb of the tide—and to the lands beneath 
navigable .inland waters, situated within the 
exterior boundaries of the States • • • 
(p. 165).

As I have previously indicated, we in the 
executive branch of the Government are not 
concerned with the tidelands situated within 
the boundaries of the coastal States * • * 
(p. 166).

The Department of the Interior and the 
other administrative departments involved 
are In favor of two proposals. The first Is 
H. B. 5280, a bill to quiet the titles of the

several States to the tidelands—that Is, the. 
lands that are regularly covered and uncov 
ered by the flow and ebb of the tide—and 
to the lands beneath navigable Inland waters 
situated within the exterior boundaries of 
.the States.

The tidelands are not the matters really 
under controversy here. It is the submerged 
lands seaward from the tidelands. Properly 
speaking, the tidelands are merely the strip 
.along the shore that Is uncovered and cov 
ered by the ebb and flow of the tide.

Mr. GOSSETT. "Tidelands" is a misnomer 
we have applied to this whole thing?

Secretary KRUG. Tidelands oil is not In 
controversy at all. Our proposal is to quiet 
the States' claim for that, because we have 
never argued that the Federal Government 
has any claim for that oil. The pertinent 
area under consideration here is the area 
seaward from that area which is covered and 
uncovered by the tide (p. 171, 172).
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY 

OF THE INTERIOR J. A. KHUG BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AF 
FAIRS, 81ST CONGRESS, 1ST SESSION, ON S. 155, 
OCTOBER 4, 1949

' Mr. KRUG. I was pleased to hear the com 
mittee clear up the question of tidelands. 
We are really talking about the submerged 
lands and not the tidelands.

I desire to emphasize that S. 923 does not 
provide for the issuance by the Federal Gov 
ernment of oil and gas leases on the tide- 
lands—that Is, the lands that are regularly 
covered and uncovered by the flow and the 
ebb of the tide^-within the coastal States. 
The Government has never made, and does 
not now make, any claim or right or title 
respecting these tidelands. In fact, S. 2153, 
whose enactment we favor, is designed for 
ever to quiet the titles of the several States 
to these tidelands and to the lands beneath 
navigable inland waters, situated within the 
exterior boundaries of the States (p. 65).
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SOLICITOR 

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES PHILIP B. 
PERLMAN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTE 
RIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, 81ST CONGRESS, 
1ST SESSION, ON S. 155, OCTOBER 4, 1949
Mr. PERLMAN. The purpose of S. 2153 is 

twofold. In the first place, it would enact 
the frequently repeated assertions by the 
executive branch that the United States is 
making no claim to lands which may consist 
of tidelands, that is, the area regularly cov- 

• ered and uncovered by the ebb and flow of 
the tide, or to lands underlying Inland navi 
gable waters. The California case did not in 
volve such lands, nor do the pending cases 
against the States of Louisiana and Texas. 
Representatives of the Department of Justice 
have at all times adhered to the position 
that the United States makes no claim to 
lands underlying Inland navigable waters. 
Indeed, within the past few months the fifth 
circuit court of appeals has had before It 
a case involving the ownership of an area 
which was formerly submerged land under 
lying Mobile River and Mobile Bay, and in 
this proceeding the United States took the 
position that the ownership of that land, 
lying beneath Inland navigable waters, was 
vested In the State of Alabama at the time 
of its admission to the Union. The court 
of appeals agreed with that position. For 
example, all of the filled areas in such cities 
as Boston, Mobile, San Francisco, and Seattle 
are clearly within what are admittedly in 
land navigable waters, an area which has 
been held to belong to the several States, 
However, some apprehension has been voiced 
by representatives of various municipalities: 
and, notwithstanding repeated assurances 
by representatives of the United States, these 
municipalities and others holding grants of 
lands near Inland navigable waters from var 
ious States seem to fear that a cloud has 
been placed upon their rights to such lands 
and upon Investments made there. For the 
purpose of allaying such apprehensions, title

-I of S. 2153 has been drafted, although we 
think it is wholly unnecessary. The en. 
actment of title I is urged in order that there 
may be no misunderstanding as to the basic 

, .ownership by the several States of lands un 
derlying their inland navigable waters (pp. 
24,25).
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF MR. MASTIN 

G. WHITE, SOLICITOR, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
INTERIOR, BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON 

' INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, 81ST CON 
GRESS, 2D SESSION, ON SENATE JOINT RESOLU 
TION 195, AUGUST 14, 1950 (PP. 27-28, 29)
Mr. WILLIS * • • For instance, In section 

3, Mr. White, it is proposed that in the event 
of a controversy between the Federal Govern, 
ment and a particular State w.ith regard to 
whether these submerged lands are under

•inland waters or outside the waters the Sec 
retary of the Interior is authorized to nego 
tiate with the States. What does that mean? 
Doesn't that throw it into a stalemate? Is 
It not the same as saying that we shall have 
no exploration even under inland waters?

Mr. WHITE. Congressman, as to that, there 
has never been the slightest doubt as to the 

.position of the executive branch of the Gov- 

.eminent. The executive branch has never 
claimed, It does not now claim, and it does 
not expect to claim any rights in submerged 
lands beneath navigable waters or any rights 
In the tidelands. It Is conceded, and it has 
to be conceded because many decisions of 
the Supreme Court have stated it to be a 
fact, that the States within whose bounda 
ries tidelands and lands beneath navigable 
Inland waters are situated own those lands.

Mr. WILLIS. If it is so simple as that, 
shouldn't we have language in this bill in 
dicating as a matter of law that the Federal 
Government does not have title to and does 
not claim title to inland waters and puts the 
burden of proof upon the Federal Govern 
ment and thereby up to them to come for 
ward?

The CHAIRMAN. There is already pending 
before this committee a bill of that kind. It 
was submitted by the executive branch and 
Introduced by the chairman as an admin 
istration bill.

Mr. WHITE. It was drafted Jointly by the. 
Department of Justice, the Department of 
the Interior, and the Department of Defense 
In order to put to rest the fears of people who 
believe, or say they believe, that the Federal 
Government is about to pounce on tldelandi 
and submerged lands beneath navigable ID* 
land waters.
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SOLICITO* 

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES PHILIP B. 
FERLMAN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON W 
TERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, 82D CONGRESS' 
1ST SESSION, ON SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION »*, 
MARCH 28, 1951
Mr. PERLMAN. In this connection it seem* 

appropriate to emphasize an aspect of th!*' 
problem which should always be kept I"; 
mind. This is the fact that the ownership 
of lands beneath ocean waters, beyond tftS 
shores of this country and outside of W' 
land waters, is an entirely different matter* 
Insofar as legal principle is concerned, frofl1 
the ownership of tidelands between big6' 
and low-water mark or lands under bay* 
rivers, and other Inland waters. The 8V 
preme Court has oh numerous occasions 
that the States own their tidelands and 
lands under Inland navigable waters. 
United States does not and never has 
lenged the ruling in those decisions. 
the ownership of lands under the ocean, 
principles governing which are derived 
from the common law, but from develoj 
ments in the law of nations, is sometbl 
totally different. Beyond low-water mi 
and beyond the seaward limit of inland'^ 
ters, the domain of international affairs 
reached, and different rights and dlflerej 
problems are encountered. It Is for this 
son that State ownership of tidelands 
lands under Inland navigable waters is not;
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threatened by the decisions of the Su- 

me Court in the California, Louisiana, and 
ELjas cases.

Senator WATKINS. May I ask a question
t this point? Would the Government be
illlng to stipulate that they are not in any
v involved or in any way endangered by

These decisions?
Mr PERLMAN. Yes, sir; not only would

tipulate, but, as the chairman has stated,
the Government prepared a bill and asked
that It be introduced, and It was introduced,
expressly waiving forever any claim to any
inland waters.

Senator WATKINS. And the navigable

S Mr. PERLMAN. Under all rivers.
Senator WATKINS. Lakes? 

' Mr. PEHLMAN. That is right (pp. 351, 352). 
, * * * *

Senator LONG. You do not think the States 
would have had any difficulty in getting the 
United States to surrender its claim so long 
as we only had soil and shells off our coast, 
but once we discovered oil, it was a horse of 
8 different color.

How could we ever know, if we ever dls- 
cover anything of great value underlying in 
land waters, that a future Solicitor General 
would not take the same attitude you took 
with regard to marginal waters?

Mr. PERLMAN. The answer to that, Senator, 
Is found in the circumstances, the facts, that 
surround this very situation. We are inter 
ested at the moment In minerals and in oil. 
There are great pools of oil that are within 
inland waters, and under inland waters. 
The United States is not asserting, and has 
not asserted, any claim to them; and In your 
own State there Is a great production at the 
moment in what we know, and what we 

' admit and concede to be, inland waters, and 
we do not want to make any claim. We do

•not want to be understood as making any 
claim. We do not think we have any right to 
it (pp. 352, 353).
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY OF 

THE INTERIOR OSCAR L. CHAPMAN BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE 
NO. 1, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 82D CON 
GRESS, 1ST SESSION, ON HOUSE JOINT RESOLU 
TION 131, JUNE 6, 1951

Mr. CHAPMAN. As Attorney General and 
Secretaries of the Interior have said many 
times, the executive branch of the Govern- 

. ment has never made any claim to the tide- 
lands situated between the low-water mark 
and the high watermark, or to the submerged 
lands beneath navigable Inland waters 
(P. 22).
EXCERPT FROM THE TESTIMONY OF ATTORNEY 

GENERAL J. HOWARD M'GRATH, BEFORE THE 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, SUBCOMMIT 
TEE NO. I, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 82D 
CONGRESS, 1ST SESSION, ON ROUSE JOINT 
RESOLUTION 131, JUNE 6, 1951

Mr. MCGHATH. Throughout this contro- 
.versy, representatives of the Department of 
Justice and of other branches of the Federal 
Government have repeatedly declared that 
the United States makes no claim whatsoever 
to the ownership of lands underlying.inland

•navigable waters and such lands were specifl-. 
cally excluded when the complaints were 
filed In the Supreme Court cases (p. 13).

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
20 minutes to the distinguished senior 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER].

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, dur 
ing the past month I doubt that any 
Phase of the issues involved in Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 has not been touched 
upon. Many of the issues have been de- 
Dated over and over, and it is not my 
Purpose to engage in an extended de- 
Date. My remarks may be considered 
more or less as a warning of what the 
lucure holds should the Congress not-

take affirmative action on the pending 
resolution.

' I wish to pay tribute to my.colleagues 
who have ably presented the proponents' 
views on the issues involved, particularly 
to the distinguished Senators from Flor 
ida [Mr. HOLLAND] and Texas [Mr. 
DANIEL].

The principle the Senate is consider 
ing today goes much deeper than the 
mere question of who shall have the own-" 
ership of the oil lying beneath the sub 
merged coastal lands, important as this 
in itself is. Of much greater import and 
transcending all other considerations is 
the so-called paramount-rights doc 
trine which our Supreme Court an 
nounced in support of its rulings against 
the States of California, Louisiana, and 
Texas in the tidelands cases.

I, among many others, believe that the 
oil and gas beneath the submerged lands 
in question are rightfully the property of 
the coastal States. But my belief stems 
not from the mere existence of these pe 
troleum resources, nor from their .value. 
It goes much deeper, Mr. President, than 
that alone..

If the Senate now should deny the 
coastal States these resources, which are 
rightfully and legally theirs, then by this 
very act'of denial, the Senate will give 
final substance to a legal principle which 
is capable of nullifying for all time our 
Constitution, our union of sovereign 
States, and our cherished freedom.

To understand the basic question ly 
ing at the heart of this problem, it is 
necessary for Senators to look back not 
to 1947, when the California decision 
was handed down, but to 1776, when the 
Declaration of Independence was signed 
and adopted.

At that time, Mr. President, the 
United States of America came into be 
ing as 13 separate and sovereign States 
joined only by their common belief in 
freedom—with each State empowered 
to coin money, incur debts, regulate its 
individual trade, and provide for its own 
defense. As their struggle with Great 
Britain became more and more involved, 
it was necessary for a stronger union 
of these States to be formed. To achieve 
that end, the.Articles of Confederation 
were promulgated. These, however, 
proved unworkable and insufficient, and 
in order to obtain a stronger, more per 
manent union, the Thirteen Original 
Colonies entered into a more comprehen 
sive contract—the Constitution of the 
United States. The original States, laten 
joined by the other 35, surrendered cer 
tain specified rights—and these rights 
alone—to the Federal Government. The 
Federal powers are specifically enumer 
ated in our Constitution, and, in order 
to. prevent abuses of them, or excesses 
of Federal prerogatives, our Founding 
Fathers wrote into our organic and 
basic law the restriction that all powers 
not enumerated in the Constitution shall 
be reserved to the States, or to the peo 
ple.

Accepting this as a basic premise, we 
.reach the obvious conclusion that first, 
our Federal Government is a creature 
of the sovereign States-r-a creature of 
limited powers, limited jurisdiction, and 
limited prerogatives. We arrive at the 
second conclusion that since this Fed 
eral Government is a creature of the •

States, Its powers do not exceed those 
of the States except where expressly so 
provided in our Constitution. The Fed 
eral powers which are supreme to those 
of the individual States are enumerated 
in the .Constitution—the coining of 
money, the burden of national defense, 
the regulation of foreign trade, etc. All 
others are reserved to the States, or to 
the people.

It is true, Mr. President, that the Fed 
eral Government is empowered to pro 
vide for the common defense. This 
authority and duty extends not only to 
the territorial waters surrounding our 
Nation, but to the inland areas as well. 
The responsibility for defense is just as 
binding upon the Federal Government 
with respect to the wheatfields of Kan 
sas and the cornfields of Iowa, as it is 
with respect to the marginal sea off the 
coast of Louisiana, or Texas, or Cali 
fornia.

How, then, is it possible for the Federal 
Government to set up a claim to the sub 
merged coastal lands, and maintain that 
claim under any color whatsoever, other 
than in the name of the respective 
coastal States? Certainly, the Federal 
Government has no power .or authority 
supreme to that of the component States 
except in specified instances. And if, as 

.some proponents claim, our sprawling 
Federal bureaucracy can assert title to 
the mineral resources under these sub 
merged lands—a title founded upon its 
duty to defend the coastal waters— 
where is the ultimate line of demarca 
tion to be drawn? What will prevent the 
all-powerful Federal Government, oper 
ating under the paramount rights doc 
trine, from claiming not only the min 
erals lying beneath the submerged lands,
•but the coal deposits of Pennsylvania 
and the iron ore of the Great Lakes re 
gion under its authority as the defender 
of our Nation's soil?

I say none, Mr. President. I repeat 
and I warn again that if the Congress 
does not repudiate this doctrine of para 
mount rights—a doctrine which creates 
a qualified legal title supreme to any'
•known under our law and which author, 
izes a Federal power subject to no limi 
tation—the way will be open for a Fed 
eral dictatorship to arise, and for statism 
to replace our federation of sovereign 
States. I will certainly agree, Mr. Presi 
dent, that there are Federal rights which 
are paramount to those of the States, 
Those rights are obvious; they are enu 
merated in the Constitution of the 
United States. They are specific rights, 
but they are limited to certain desig 
nated areas of control by virtue of the 
10th amendment which declares that 
"the powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution are reserved 
to the States respectively, or to the 
people." There is no authority in 
our Constitution or in any other portion 
of our organic law which asserts that 
ownership of the marginal sea, or the 
resources lying beneath them, shall be 
vested in the Federal Government. On 
the contrary, both by precedent and 
practice, the boundaries of our coastal 
States and the boundaries of our Fed-
•eral land mass have been coincident, and 
the Federal Government has been, 
granted paramount rights with refer 
ence to defense, to the regulation of
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commerce, and to the conduct of our 
international affairs in these areas only 
because such powers were made para 
mount by the Constitution. The suprem 
acy of the Federal Government In 
these fields of endeavor, and in these 
areas of jurisdiction, has been the same 
as to the Mohave Desert or the cotton- 
fields of Mississippi only because our 
Constitution so provides. Basically, 
there is no difference between submerged 
lands or uplands as far as Federal pow 
ers are concerned, since there is no such 
distinction made in our. Constitution.

Where, and from what precedent, Mr." 
President, did our Supreme Court de 
duce the line of reasoning resulting in 
the California, Texas and Louisiana sub- 

. merged lands decisions? From whence 
did this obnoxious and devouring theory 
of Federal paramount rights arise? I 
frankly do not know, Mr. President. I 
do not believe anyone knows, for that 
matter. I have studied this problem 
carefully for quite a long time. I have 
searched the records of judicial prece 
dent for a groundstone upon which the 
Supreme Court might have anchored its 
decision. I have found none, and while 
I have found none that will bolster these 
decisions, I have found many which con 
tradict them. It is true that, in legal 
terminology, many early decisions af 
fecting submerged lands enumerate only 
dicta; nevertheless, dicta is ample evi 
dence of the manner in which our jurists 
were thinking and the path of reasoning 
they were following during the fruitful 
years prior to 1947.

Certainly, in the lack of specific ju 
dicial rulings on either hand, the over 
whelming weight of court dicta should 
point the way. And it does point the 
way, Mr. President; in more than 30 Su 
preme Court decisions and some 200 
lower court opinions, the same principles 
of State ownership and sovereignty over 
submerged lands have been enumerated 
and reenumerated. Only in the Texas, 
California and Louisiana decisions has 
the Supreme Court departed from the 
traditional path—the road of judicial 
precedent—and in the process, has enun 
ciated a theory of Federal ownership 
founded upon the tenuous theory of- 
paramount rights flowing from the Na 
tional Government's duty to defend.

There is one case, one Supreme Court 
opinion, which is particularly enlighten 
ing. I refer, Mr. President, to the case 
Of Knight v. U. S. Land Association (142 
U. S. 161) in which the Court, speaking 
through Justice Lamar, restated the 
proposition found in five other deci 
sions; namely, "that absolute property 
in, and dominion and sovereignty over, 
the soils under the tidewaters in the 
original States were reserved to the sev- 
.eral States, and that the new States 
since admitted have the same rights, 
sovereignty, and jurisdiction in that 
behalf as the original States possess 
within their respective borders."

And again, Mr. President, the Court 
further stated that—

Upon the acquisition of the territory of 
Mexico the United States acquired the title 
•to tidelands equally with the title to up 
land; but with respect to the former, they 
held it only in trust for the future States 
'that might be created out of such territory 
(Knight v. U. S. Land Association, supra). _>|i_

Thus, the Court again enumerates two 
principles. First, that States entering 
our Federal Union subsequent to the for 
mation of that political brotherhood by 
the Thirteen Original Colonies are pos 
sessed of the same rights with respect to 
lands within their borders, including 
submerged lands, as the Thirteen Orig 
inal States. Second, the Court empha 
sizes the proposition that, with reference 
to lands beneath navigable waters ac 
quired in the name of the United States 
by purchase, gift or conquest, the title 
to those land? were held by the United 
States as trustee for the future States 
which were to be created out of that 
territory.

The Courts have denied the Federal 
Government the right to convey by pat 
ent those lands lying beneath navigable 
waters. Thus, the Supreme Court, rec 
ognizing that the submerged lands of 
Federal territories cannot be granted 
away by the Federal Government, or by 
the Congress, because they are held in 
trust for future States, ruled in 1894:

Grants by Congress of portions of the pub 
lic lands within a territory to settlers 
thereon, though bordering on or bounded by 
navigable waters, convey, of their own force, 
no right or title below high-water mark 
(Shively v. Bowlby (152 U. S. 1)).

These lands are held for the States.
This, in the absence of statutes to the 

contrary or opposing constitutional pro 
visions, is the law. There is nothing in 
the Constitution that contradicts this 
ruling. There is, however, an affirmative 
statute which I shall discuss in a mo 
ment.

It is sufficient now for the Senate to 
understand that both the courts and the 
Congress have spoken, and have vested 
the United States with the powers and 
obligations of a trustee as to lands from 
which new States have been or are to be 
established, and to sovereignty over these 
lands. The purpose of the trust, as 
stated by the highest tribunal our land, 
knows, is to administer these lands un 
til new States are created out of them, 
whereupon title to the lands within the 
new State's boundaries and sovereignty 
over them shall pass from the trustee— 
from the Federal Government—to the 
new State at the time the privilege of 
statehood is granted. It is true that the 

"Federal Government may, acting in the 
public interest, reserve to itself certain 
areas to be known as public lands. Un 
less, however, the reservation of title to 
lands is made at the time the State 
enters the Union, permission of the 
State, either by conveyance or grant, 
must be obtained to acquire further 
State-owned lands. With particular 
reference to submerged lands within 
State boundaries, no such reservation by 
the Federal Government was made in 
any instance. Sovereignty over, and 
title to, the submerged lands within 
State boundaries passed to the States 
as of the time they were created. Only 
in certain instances did Federal sover 
eignty remain paramount to State spv- 
'ereighty, and these instances are the 
enumerated powers of the Federal Gov- 
,ernment as found in the United States 
Constitution. That Federal powers are 
not extended under any guise with ref

erence to new States is insured under the 
equal-footing doctrine.

• In addition to this judicial dictum I 
have just mentioned, the Congress of 
the United States has spoken, also.

The act of May 14. 1898^30 Statutes 
409 (48 U. S. C. 411)—entitled "Extend 
ing the homestead laws and providing 
for right-of-way for railroads in the 
District of Alaska and for other pur 
poses," is cited approvingly by the Su 
preme Court in Hynes v. Grimes Packing 
Co. (337 U. S. 86). This is a decision 
rendered by the Supreme Court in 1948, 
1 year after the California submerged 
lands decision.

The statute I have mentioned states, 
in part, as follows:
• Nothing In this act shall be construed as 
Impairing In any degree the title of any State 
that may hereafter be erected out of the 
Territory of Alaska, or any part thereof, to 
tidelands and beds of any of Its navigable 
waters; or the right of such State to regulate 
the use thereof, it being declared that all 
such rights shall continue to be held by the 
United States In trust for the people of any 
State or States which may hereafter be 
erected out of said Territory.

Thus, the Congress of the United 
States has, by specific statute, embraced 
the trustee relationship our Federal gov 
ernment is charged with under various 
Supreme Court decisions. In addition, 
it has defined^in the same act—navi 
gable waters as "to include all tidal 
waters up to the line of ordinary high 
tide and all nontidal waters navigable in 
fact up to the line of ordinary high- 
water mark"—Hynes against Grimes 
Packing Co., supra.

In the face of this overwhelming 
judicial precedent and evidence of Con 
gressional intent, Mr. President, I can 
.see no reason for the Senate to any 
longer withhold its repudiation -of the 
doctrine of paramount rights as em 
bodied in the California, Louisana and 
Texas decisions. To do BO would be to 
invite disaster; to do.so would deprive 
our coastal States of resources legally 
theirs, rightfully theirs, and morally 
theirs.

Mr. President, the charge has been 
made that these submerged lands are, in 
reality, public lands, and as such, apper-- 
tain to the Federal Government. In or 
der to clarify the true status of these 
submerged areas, it might be well for 
Senators to realize that in no way do. 
these offshore areas conform to the legal 
concept of public lands.

The origin of our public domain was 
this: Following the Revolutionary War, 
when the Thirteen Original Colonies be 
came free and sovereign political enti 
ties, they succeeded to all rights which 
previously had appertained to the King 
of England. This- included title to ail 
lands which the King had claimed by- 
right of conquest or discovery, .and sov-! 
ereignty over all lands included in th£ 

.Colonies. Since several of the Original 
Colonies were possessed of no fixed west 
ern boundaries, the question soon aros« 
as to their western boundary line. . 
order to settle this question, these sev,: 
era! States, by acts of their respective 
.legislatures, ceded to the Federal Gov/; 
ernment all lands beyond a wester!* 
boundary, fixed in these legislative acts? 
From these grants by the States to t
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[ Government, created .under 
jy of the Articles of Confed- 

1 was created the Northwest Ter- 
""'which later was subdivided into 

rltory. w* these states admitted, to the 
S18*6 Lands other than those orgari- 

"iiito the Northwest Territory were 
jizea ». tne Federal Government by the 

* ?PS of North Carolina, South Caro- 
'• • and Georgia. These, plus some 

H<! previously ceded by the State of 
Jfirrinia became the States of Tennessee 

of portions of Alabama and Missis-

hus Mr. President, was established
« the theory underlying the public- 

i nd concept in the United States, and, 
cpcond the initial method by which the 
United' States acquired public lands— 
namely, cession.

Other public lands came into the 
hands of our Federal Government by 
virtue of its acquiring sovereignty over 
territories previously owned by foreign 
nations. The case of the Louisiana Pur 
chase is pertinent. In this instance, the 
United States purchased the territory of 
Louisiana from France. Thus, title, as 
well as sovereignty, was transferred from 
the government of France to the Gov 
ernment of the United States, and the 
entire area thus purchased became pub 
lic land—except, of course, those areas 
under private ownership by virtue of 
previous grant and/or conveyances.

When the State of Louisiana was ad 
mitted to the Union, the Federal Gov-. 
ernment relinquished title to all lands in 
private ownership and all lands which by 
express provision of the enabling act the. 
United States did not retain. The per 
tinent portion of the Louisiana enabling 
act reads as follows:

And provided also, That the said conven 
tion (constitutional convention) shall pro 
vide by an ordinance, Irrevocable without 
the consent of the United States, that the 
people Inhabiting the said territory do agree 
and declare, that they forever disclaim all 
right or title to the waste or unappropriated 
lands lying within the said territory; and 
that the same shall be and remain at the 
sole and entire disposition of the United 
States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. FER- 
CUSON in the chair). The Chair regrets 
to advise the 'Senator from Louisiana 
that the time allotted to him has ex 
pired.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
to .the Senator from Louisiana whatever 
further time he may require.

Mr. ELLENDER. I thank the Sena 
tor from Florida.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Louisiana may proceed.

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I 
nave read from section 2, of the act of 
february 20, 1811 entitled "An act to 
enable the people of the Territory of Or 
leans to form a constitution and State 
|overrimerit." and so forth—Second 
Statutes, page 641.

Thus, the Federal Government came 
«uo possession of additional public lands 
oy reserving them for its use within 
Qtates erected out of territories acquired 
oy the Federal sovereign.
»>n uV.islana was no exception. 'Other 
enabling acts were similar. For ex- 
SrNe. in the case of North Dakota. 
*outh Dakota, Montana and Washing

ton—which were Included together In 
the enabling act of February 22, 1889 
(25 Stat. 676)—the following reserva 
tion of public lands is made:

Section 4. * • * Second, that the people 
Inhabiting said proposed States do agree and 
declare that they'forever disclaim all right 
and title to the unappropriated public lands 
lying within the boundaries thereof.

Thus, Mr. President, we have the back 
ground of the creation of our public do 
main. Lands became a part of the pub 
lic domain either by cession, as in the 
case of the Thirteen Original Colonies; 
or by acquisition of territory by the 
United States, as in the case of the Lou 
isiana Purchase—following which por 
tions of lands embraced within new 
States were reserved to the Federal Gov 
ernment.

A third method of acquisition. exists, 
whereby the Federal Government ac 
quires title to lands by conveyance either 
from a State or a person.

Nevertheless, once the Federal Gov 
ernment has passed title to lands in 
cluded in the boundaries of a new State 
to that State, it is not possible for the 
United States, at a later date, to claim 
these lands as part of the public domain 
except by valid conveyance either from 
the State, or a private owner.

The Supreme Court so ruled when it 
stated in 1886 that—

Unless otherwise declared by Congress, the 
title to every species of property owned by 
a Territory passes to the State upon admis 
sion (Brown v. Grant (116 U. .8. 207, 212)).

Thus the submerged lands, which are 
within State borders and which were ad 
mittedly not reserved to the Federal Gov 
ernment at the time when such. State 
was erected from a new Territory, can 
not appertain to the Federal Govern- 

. ment as part of the public domain.
Mr. President, the submerged lands 

cannot be considered as waste or unap 
propriated lands, and thus subject to 
being withheld 'by the Federal Govern 
ment as a part of the.Federal domain. 
The Supreme Court has held, as I quoted 
above, that the lands lying beneath navi 
gable waters of territories appertaining 
to the United States are merely held in 
trust by the United States for the States 
to be erected out of those territories.

I should like to point out, also, that in 
many instances the Federal Government 
has ceded portions of the public domain 
to the respective States under acts of 
Congress. Thus, .we have examples of 
these cessions under the school-land 
grants, swampland grants, internal-im 
provement grants, railroad grants, and 
so forth.

There has been much talk of theft, of 
the coastal States attempting to grab 
what is not theirs. That is not so, Mr. 
President. That there is a theft in 
volved in this discussion is perfectly true. 
But it lies not in the coastal States, who 
are attempting to invoke the equitable 
sense of the Congress. It lies, rather, 
in the theft of pur freedom which the 
loosing .of this paramount-rights doc 
trine makes possible and perhaps inevi 
table.

Our people, Mr. President, ask only 
for justice; and my'hope is that it will 
soon be accorded.

. Mr. President, I now ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the RECORD, 
following my remarks, a syndicated ar 
ticle by the King Features Syndicate, 
which appeared in over 500 United States 
newspapers and in several foreign news 
papers. This article is based on an in 
terview which I gave on this subject.

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
SENATOR ELLENDER SAYS STATES HAVE MORAL

BIGHT TO TIDELANDS
(By ALLEN J. ELLENDER, United States

Senator from Louisiana)
WASHINGTON.—For the better part of the 

last decade the air has been thick with 
charges and countercharges by advocates of 
both sides of the tldelands oil controversy. 
Seldom has the debate on any subject pro 
duced so much heat.

It Is risky to venture Into the field of 
prediction, and I usually decline to do so, 
but I should like to make a prediction with 
regard to the tidelands problem. It Is'this: 
Congress will soon put the matter to rest 
by passing a bill which will vest title to 
the area In the States—as It should be. 
And I further predict President Elsenhower 
will approve the bill, making It a law.

Why am I so confident?
Because It is a matter of simple justice. 

The States have always assumed jurisdic 
tion of the area from the earliest days of 
our Nation's history. If the States don't 
own the tidelands, neither does the United 
States. Nobody even suggested that the Na 
tional Government might have any oil rights 
In the tidelands until recent legal action 
was undertaken to cast a cloud on the title 
of the States to the area.

• There is a second and more compelling 
reason why the title of the States to the 
tidelands should be confirmed. The ever- 
encroaching hand of the Federal Govern 
ment must be stayed at some point and If 
It cannot be stayed here; It cannot be stayed 
anywhere,

If the Government can seize the tidelands 
oil of Louisiana, Texas, and California, It 
can, under the same concepts, seize the iron 
mines of Minnesota, the coal of Pennsyl 
vania or the steel rhills of Chicago. Or Just 
about anything else it makes up Its mind to 
take, for that matter.

That this danger Is appreciated by many 
thoughtful State officials Is Indicated by the 
fact that many of them In areas far from 
the tidelands, have pledged their support to 
the cause of State control of the area.

Let us take a look at the history of the 
dispute. Until 1937, the right of the States 
to the ownership and control of the tide- 
lands was" unquestioned. Only navigation, a 
recognized power of the National Govern 
ment, was regulated from Washington.

Then, in 1937, the late Harold L. Ickes, 
then Secretary of the Interior, reversed him 
self and became the champion of the theory 
of Federal ownership of the tidelands. Pre 
viously, Mr. Ickes had recognized the rights 
of the States in the matter. Between 1933 
and 1937, he stated on 33 separate occasions 
that the States owned the tidelands.

Later, In various cases before the Supreme 
Court, that tribunal reversed many previous 
decisions to the effect that the States owned 
their offshore lands and ruled that the Fed 
eral Government has a paramount right to 
them.

The reasoning on which the Court based 
Its decisions Is nothing short of amazing. 

'Because the Federal Government has the 
obligation to protect the area, the 'Court 
said. It has the paramount power and do 
minion over them.

• Now what do these decisions prove? Very 
little, I think.

In the first place, even the Supreme Court 
expressly recognizes the right of Congress
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to deal with the tidelands, to restore full, 
title to them to the States if it chooses. 
(Which I predict Congress will doO

Second, isn't it an incredible legal doctrine 
that holds that because the Federal Govern- • 
merit has the duty to protect something, it 
also has the right to grab it? Carry this idea 
far enough and nothing is safe from appro 
priation by the long arm of the Federal Gov 
ernment.

This is bad law in my opinion. Under our 
Constitution, the Federal Government has 
only the powers expressly given it by that, 
document. Not even 1 inch of land in the 
States is granted by the Constitution un 
less the Federal Government acquired it by 
deed or purchase.

One incidental b'ad effect of the Supreme. 
Court's decision is to confuse the interna-' 
tional boundaries of the United States. For 
example, pursuant to long-standing law and 
tradition, the State of Louisiana set its 
boundary 27 miles out at sea, toward the 
edge of the Continental Shelf. If Louisiana 
doesn't own this land, who does? Where is 
the International boundary?

There has been much talk about the Na 
tional Government losing a lot of revenue 
if the States are granted their rights of 
ownership in the tldelands. There is an 
easy answer to this objection. Under our 
present sky-high system of income taxes, the 
Federal Government will end up with the 
lion's share of the money no matter who is. 
finally awarded the tldelands.

I think the whole matter boils down to a 
moral question of right . and wrong. For' 
many decades the States have been unchal 
lenged in their rights of ownership. The 
Federal Government only became interested 
when it was learned that the tldelands are 
immensely valuable. In this matter, the 
moral right lies entirely on the side of the 
States, I believe.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SAL- 
TONSTALL In the chair). The Senator 
from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND] is entitled 
to the floor.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I 
yield the remaining portion of my time 
to the Senator from Idaho [Mr. DWOR 
SHAK].

The . PRESIDING OFFICER. 
Senator from Idaho is recognized.

DEFINITION OF SURFACE RIGHTS 
IN CONNECTION WITH MINING 
CLAIMS—BILL INTRODUCED
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, I 

should like to comment briefly on a 
measure which I am introducing today 
which would explicitly express the will of 
Congress as to mining claims on the pub 
lic domain.

The mining laws of the United States 
have been the unending target of bu 
reaucratic officials of the Interior De 
partment during the past 20 years. 
These officials sought with every propa 
ganda device to do away with mineral 
property law based upon location, dis- 

. covery, and patent, and to substitute a 
Federal system of leasing. Their real ob 
jective was to gain bureaucratic control 
over every move made by industry, the 
small prospector, and the small miner 
upon the public domain. While en 
gaging in this propaganda drive, the bu 
reaucrats failed to carry out the admin 
istrative responsibilities charged to them 
by law. They failed miserably in en 
forcing the mining laws, and to this fail 
ure we may rightfully attribute many of 
the claims of abuses of the mining laws

that have appeared in the press and na 
tionally known magazines in the past 
few months. I am hopeful that the De 
partment of Interior will clean its house 
of these administrators, and will turn to 
the task of enforcing our present mining 
laws to the utmost degree. I feel sure 
that this action alone will remove many 
of the controversies over use of the pub 
lic lands, and will not interfere with 
legitimate mining enterprises.

It has been my experience as a member 
of the Senate Interior and Insular Af 
fairs Committee that no member of this 
body nor any person making legitimate 
use of the public lands condones in any 
way fraudulent locations upon the pub 
lic domain. I am thoroughly convinced 
that the legitimate mining industry of 
this country, in particular, abhors fraud 
ulent mine locations. Further, I am 
convinced that the abuses of the mining 
laws that we hear so much about lately 
stem without the mining industry.

It was never intended that the mining 
laws be used for the purpose of obtain 
ing valuable timber rights, cabin sites, 
filling-station locations, recreational 
areas, or hotdog stands. The minirig 
laws were created to encourage explora 
tion, development, and mining of the 
minerals and metals lying hidden in the 
earth and to make them available to our 
economy for the benefit of the entire Na 
tion. They were enacted so that there 
would be incentive for the prospector to 
go into the hills and search out the min 
erals so essential to our security. They 
were enacted so that private individuals 
could exercise initiative. That is the 
American way. There is no need to 
change those fundamental objectives' 
merely because a few unscrupulous indi 
viduals seek to abuse the law for personal 
pleasure or for gain from other than- 
mining activities. But it may be well to 
make it crystal clear that the United- 
States will not continue to condone such 
activities, and that it will provide in the 
law the teeth to prevent the abuses cited.

The bill I am introducing today will, 
accomplish these goals and at the same 
time will not hinder the efficient and 
proper development of the mineral re 
sources on our public lands. In prepar 
ing this measure, I have consulted with 
representatives of responsible mining 
companies and organizations in the af 
fected areas, and in my judgment they 
are thoroughly in accord with its aims.

This measure, which would apply to 
mining claims hereafter made, would 
prevent, prior to patenting, the use of 
any such claim for any purpose other 
than prospecting, mining, or processing 
operations and uses reasonably incident 
thereto. It would permit the use of the 
surface of the claim, by the United 
States or its licensees for forage control; 
reforestation, fire prevention, or other 
forest protection; or for access to ad 
jacent lands for removal of timber; and 
for the United States or its licensees to 
remove dead, diseased, or overmature 
timber, so long as such use does not ma 
terially interfere with the prospecting, 
mining, or processing operations or re 
lated activities of the claimant. It would 
protect the rights of the mining claimant 
to cut timber for his operations, and

•would prevent him from cutting timber 
not needed in his operations. It would 
not disturb the established rights of 
existing claim holders.

Mr. President, I am convinced that if 
we enact this measure into law, we shall' 
eliminate a major cause of controversy 
over proper use of the public domain. I 
believe that the difficult situations which 
have arisen in the Northwest will be 
settled, and I believe that the many 
legitimate users of the public domain 
will thank Congress for its efforts.

Mr. President, I now ask unanimous 
consent to introduce the bill, and I re 
quest that it be printed in the Record 
following my remarks.

There being no objection, the bill 
(S. 1830) to define the surface rights, 
vested in the locator of a mining claim 
hereafter made under the mining laws 
of the United States, prior to issuance 
of patent therefor, and for other pur 
poses, introduced by Mr. DWORSHAK, 
was received, read twice by its title, re 
ferred to the Committee on Interior, 
and Insular Affairs, and ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows:

Be it enacted, etc.. That mining claims 
hereafter located under the mining laws of 
the United States shall not, prior to issu 
ance of patent therefor, be used for any pur 
poses other than prospecting, mining, or 
processing operations and uses reasonably 
incidental thereto.

SEC. 2. (a) Any mining claim hereafter 
located, prior to the issuance of patent there 
for, shall be subject to the right of the. 
United States, its permittees and licensees, 
under the limitations of subsection (c) 
hereof, to use so much of the surface thereof 
as may be necessary or appropriate for forage' 
control or usage, or reforestation, fire pre 
vention, or other forest protection, upon such- 
claim or for access to adjacent land for said 
purposes or to cut and remove timber on 
the adjacent land, and to the right of the 
United States, its permittees and licensees, 
under the limitations of subsection (c) here 
of, to cut and remove dead, fallen,'diseased, 
Insect-infested, or overmature timber.

(b) Except to the extent required to pro 
vide timber for the mining claimant's pros 
pecting, mining, or processing operations 
and uses reasonably incidental thereto, or* 
to provide clearance for such operations or 
uses, or for buildings or structures in con-, 
nection therewith, no claimant of an un- 
patented mining claim hereafter located, 
shall cut and remove any timber growing 
thereon without authorization from the 
United States. Any cutting and removal of 
timber for such prospecting, mining, or proc 
essing operations and uses reasonably inci 
dental thereto (but not cutting required to : 
provide clearance as aforesaid) shall be con-, 
ducted in accordance with sound principles 
of forest management.

(c) Any use of the surface of an unpat- 
ented mining claim authorized to be made 
under this section by the United States, or 
its permittees or licensees, shall be such as 
to not interfere materially with the pros-,, 
pectlng, mining, or processing operations 
reasonably Incidental .uses of the mining 
claimant.

SEC. 3. Nothing In this act shall be con-, 
strued In any manner to limit or restrict or 
to authorize the limitation or restriction of 
any existing rights of any. claimant under 
any valid mining claim heretofore located, or 
to authorize inclusion in any patent here 
after issued under the mining laws of the 
United States for any mining claim hereto 
fore or hereafter located, of any limitation 
or restriction not otherwise authorized W, 
law.
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• TO CERTAIN SUBMERGED

LANDS
Senate resumed the considera- 

Otf the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) 
1 nfirm and establish the titles of the 

to uf° g to lands beneath navigable waters 
S*fhin State boundaries and to the nat- 

i resources within such lands and 
U t s and to provide for the use and

trai of said lands and resources. 
C°The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

nator from Florida having yielded the 
mainder of his time to the Senator 

Idaho [Mr. DWORSHAK], and the 
from Idaho having completed

Are there further amendments to be

PrMr° LANGER. Mr. President, I desire 
to speak on my amendment.

Mr President, every Senator on this 
floor is entirely familiar with the atti 
tude of the senior Senator from North 
Dakota regarding the so-called tidelands 
legislation. On every occasion that it 
has been possible to do so, I have spoken 
against such legislation on this floor. 
I voted to sustain the President of the 
United States in his veto. The pend 
ing measure is the same kind of legis 
lative proposal as that which was placed 
before us at the time it was referred 
to the Judiciary Committee originally. 
The next time such a legislative pro 
posal came before the Senate, it was 
referred to the Committee on Inter 
state and Foreign Commerce. This time 
it was referred to the Committee on In 
terior and Insular Affairs. But all the 
time, it has been the same old legislative 
proposal. The Congress wants to make 
certain States and individuals in this 
country the object of its beneficence. 
And the gift to be conferred is larger and 
more grandiose than ever. The Congress 
wants to give away billions of dollars in 
anticipated revenue and perhaps even a 
chunk of its sovereignty.

Mr. President, I have opposed other 
give-away programs; I have opposed 
other legislation divesting this country 
of its sovereignty; and, Mr. President, I 
am opposed to this legislation.

Right now, Mr. President, let us 
examine the present state of the Treas 
ury and the manner in which this reso 
lution could affect it.

In the past 37 years, Federal taxes 
have gone up 5,439 percent.

Today, our national debt is over $263 
billion. No matter how great the econo 
mies effected by this and succeeding ad 
ministrations may be, the American peo 
ple are faced with this staggering debt. 
" it never increases 1 cent beyond the 
Present figure, still—millions of dollars 
must be taken out of the pockets of the 
American taxpayers each year—even as 
injs is now being done—in order to pay 
wiis huge obligation, along with the mil- 
"ons of additional dollars which must 
«e raised each year to pay the interest on 
"us.enormous principal sum. ,

Specifically, let us see how this process 
count? thC average texPayer In this

ea™ ^ Averaee Taxpayer is a wage 
oin Nortn Dakota, or any of the 
States of our Union, he was forced

to work last year until May 19 before 
he could put the first earned dollar in his 
pocket—and call it his own. 

Why?
Because he had to use all the money 

he earned until May 19 to pay his taxes 
for 1952.

If this same Mr. Average Taxpayer is 
a North Dakota farmer, he is saddled 
with a per capita debt of over $1,800 
in taxes—and the same goes for the 
average taxpaying farmer throughout 
the United States.

When taxes take this much ,rnoney 
out of the pockets of our farmers, our 
wage earners, there is little left after 
taxes with which to buy food, clothing, 
and the other necessities of life. Thus, 
these wage earners and farmers have no 
choice except to raise the price they 
ask for their labor and the products they 
sell. The same rule applies to the mer 
chant, the manufacturer, and every in 
dividual, partnership, and corporation 
in our land:—because none can escape 
from the tax levy. 

So what happens?
Prices go up on every product offered 

for sale—and we have inflation.
Thus, a double-bladed ax falls upon 

the neck of every American citizen— 
high taxes and high prices.

With such a state of affairs, the young 
married man with a wife and 2 chil 
dren can provide no better standard of 
living for his family on $3,600 a year 
than he could have supplied on an in 
come of $1,800 a year some 12 years ago. 

Or again, if we turn to the individual 
approaching retirement,' who has led a 
life of thrift, let us assume he has saved 
with regularity and carefully invested 
his savings in bonds.

In recent years—due to this high tax- 
high price era—a bond investment of • 
$58,680 will be required for a widow to 
live as well as she lived on $40,000 in 
vested in bonds 9 years ago. But with 
her husband gone, with age making work 
difficult, if not impossible, she must be 
satisfied with a lower standard of living. 

Likewise, elderly people who, year after 
year, have paid premiums on life insur 
ance to secure a nest egg for old age, 
face a similar plight. High taxes, and 
resulting high prices, have cost life- 
insurance policyholders an estimated 
$100 billiori since World War II.

As if this situation were not bad 
enough, what about the elderly people 
who have no bond investment—no life 
insurance? This group must live on the 
meager funds of a savings account, a 
small pension from industry or Govern 
ment, social security or welfare assist 
ance.

Today, we find a pension, annuity, or 
other fixed income as low as $100 a 
month back in April 1945, would have 
bought as much as $151 in July of last 
year. Besides, where the sole source of 
income of these aged people lies in pub 
lic welfare, it is more likely to run be 
tween $50 and $60 a month instead of 
100.

But high taxes and high prices are 
no respecter of the aged and the people 
of meager income.

The $4 market basket of 12 years ago 
has more than doubled in price. How

many baskets of groceries do you think 
these old folks can buy for fifty or sixty 
dollars a month? And how much will 
they have left for fuel, rent, clothing 
after they purchase the food for their 
table?

Still this is not the end of their plight.
So far we have been talking about 

direct taxes.
If we must pay this national debt by 

taxation, direct taxes are not enough. 
We must have hidden taxes. And we do 
have hidden taxes.

Hidden taxes take their toll upon the 
aged, in the form of 78 hidden taxes 
upon every quart of milk they pur 
chase—in 151 hidden taxes upon every 
loaf of bread they buy. The same ap 
plies to the young man with a family, 
trying to get a start in life—and to every 
age group. These are the real problems, 
which face millions of our people from 
North Dakota to Florida; from Maine 
to southern California.

What does all of this have to do with 
submerged lands and this tidelands bill?

Mr. President, I want to point out to 
the members of the Senate that a sub 
stantial portion of this principal in 
debtedness can be discharged by the 
development of the natural resources of 
the submerged lands off our coastal 
water.

Every dollar that can be used from 
these natural resources to pay the na 
tional debt means one-less dollar taken 
out of-the pockets of the wage earners, 
the farmers, the businessmen of North 
Dakota and her sister States in the form 
of taxes.

The revenues to be derived from these 
vast submerged lands will pay much of 
the interest on our national debt, and 
it may even materially reduce the prin 
cipal obligation. Despite this, however, 
the proponents'Of Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13 propose to take these lands from 
the Federal Government and given them 
to a small group of States.

As stated so many times before this . 
body, we are to decide here whether to 
give vast natural resources to a few 
States, to the exclusion of North Dakota 
and the remaining States of 1 the Union, 
or whether we are to permit these re 
sources to inure to the benefit of every 
State and to the Nation as a whole.

If I were to join in such a give-away 
program by supporting Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, I would, by my act, de 
prive the people of the great State of 
North Dakota of assets in which their 
just share eventually may be worth over 
$700 million. '

•Let me show why the enactment of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 would mean, 
just that."

If we assume the natural resources'in 
the areas in question to be eventually 
worth $175 billion, and that is a- reason 
able assumption, and that sum is di 
vided by 150,697,361—the population of 
the entire United States under the 1950 
census—we find that each citizen of the 
United States has an interest in this 
$175 billion worth of natural resources 
amounting to $1,161.26. That is why 
North Dakota, with.a population in 1950 
of 619,636 has ah interest in these sub 
merged areas worth $719,558,501.36.
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Now suppose Senate Joint Resolution 

13 is defeated, and these assets are de 
clared the property of all the States in 
stead of the property of 3 or 4.

How much would Florida receive?
Answer: $3,218,205,644.30.
How much would Louisiana receive?
Answer: $3,116,239,770.16.
How much would Texas receive?
Answer: $8,954,701,144.44.
How much would California receive?
Answer: $12,293,357,300.98.
No matter how soundly we, who op 

pose Senate Joint Resolution 13, defeat 
the bill—these four States of Florida, 
Louisiana, Texas, and California still 
stand to receive an aggregate of $27,- 
582,503,859.88—as against some $719 mil 
lion which would represent the per 
capita interest of my people of North 
Dakota.-

What impoverishment of Florida, 
Louisiana, Texas, and California if Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13 is not enacted 
into law.

Still these States are not satisfied. 
They want me to hand them over another 
seven hundred million which rightfully 
bslohgs to the people of my State, and 
join in turning to them the entire one 
hundred seventy-five billion of assets 
which belong to every citizen of the 
United States.

I do not know what the other Mem 
bers of this distinguished body conceive 
to be the reason why the people of- their 
respective States elected them to the 
United States Senate—but I feel that the 
people of North Dakota elected me to 
protect their interests. I cannot do it 
by voting for Senate Joint Resolution 13. • 
I cannot do it by giving away $700 mil 
lion in potential assets which rightfully 
belong to them.

Someone recently stated:
Everything that can be said about this bill 

has been said.
Is there no news in Senate Joint,Reso- 

lution 13, for the reporters to put in the 
newspapers back in their respective home 
States?

"Alabama Senators give $3% billion of 
their people's property to Florida, Lou 
isiana, Texas, and California." There's a 
headline for you, Mr. Alabama reporter. 
Because my good friend, Senator HILL, 
from the great State of Alabama, knows, 
that is exactly what would happen if his 
vote for Senate Joint Resolution 13 
brought about its enactment, is no doubt 
the very cogent reason why he has 
spoken for hours on the floor of this Sen 
ate against Senate Joint. Resolution 13, 
in the face of accusations of filibustering.

I think it is high time every Mem 
ber of the United 'States Senate should • 
know how much he is giving away of the 
property of every citizen of his State,, 
and I think it is high time every citizen 
of the respective States should know 
this. Therefore, Mr. President, I should 
like to read the total gift, figured at 
$1,161.26 per capita which each State, 
and the District of Columbia, upon the 
basis of its 1950 census of population 
intends to give to Florida, Louisiana,: 
Texas, and California, if its Senators, 

.by voting for Senate Joint Resolution 13, 
succeed in enacting this bill into law.

' MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS '

- Three hundred and fifty billion dollars 
divided by 2 equals $175 billion. Total 
population of United States, 1950, 150,- 
697,361—World Almanac, 1953, United 
States Census, page 389. One hundred 
and seventy-five billion dollars divided 
by 150,697,361 equals $1,161.26 per capita. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent that the table be printed in the 
RECORD.

. There being no objection, the table was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows:

State

Alabama ________

District of Columbia. _ 
Florida..................

Illinois..................

New Mexico

Ohio,- — .—....——

Texas
Utah....................
Virginia.................

Population 
per 1950 
census 
(World 

Almanac)

3, 001, 747
749 587

1,909,511
10, 586, 223

2,007,280

802, 178 
2, 771, 305
3, 444, 587

2,621,073

2, 944, 806

313, 774
2,343,001
4, 690, 514
6,371,766

2, 178, 914
3, 954, 653

591,024
1, 325, 510

160,083

4, 835, 329

4,061,929
619, 636

2, 233, 351
1,521,341

10, 498, 012
791, 896

2, 117, 027

7, 711, 194

3, 318, 680
3, 378, 963

290,529

Total gift to 
each State at 
$1,161.26 per 

capita population

$3, 555, 479, 876. 18

12, 293, 357, 300. 98

2, 330, 973, 972. 80

931, 537, 722. 28

4, 000, 050, 648. 28

10, 117, 101, 601. 76

2,222,547,516.74

365,244,095.24

S, 446, 906, 287. 64
7, 399, 276, 985. 16

4, 592, 380, 342. 78
686, 332, 530. 23

6,615,074,154.54

4, 716, 955, 670. 54
719, 558, 501. 36

9,228,100,070.02
2,693,501,182.26"
1, 886, 792, 449. 66

$919, 597, 148. 96
2, 458, 418, 774. 02

8,954,701,114.44
799,947,886.12

2,762,624,573.38.

337, 379, 706. 54

. Mr. .LANGER. Mr. President, as I 
stated earlier, the revenues to be derived 
from these vast areas will pay much of 
the interest on our national debt, and it- 
may even materially reduce the princi 
pal obligation. To prove my point, let 
me direct your attention to the value of 
the natural resources which underlie 
these coastal waters as pointed out in 
the minority report on Senate Joint Res 
olution 13.

. Senator MURRAY said on the Senate 
floor the other day that the submerged 
lands are capable of producing an esti 
mated 15 billion barrels of oil, which, at: 
the current price of $2.65 per barrel, 
represents about $40 billion.

. The minority views state that— 
This $40 billion figure is equivalent to the- 

total Federal revenues from individuals and 
corporation taxes in fiscal 1951. • It is greater 
than the total budget expenditures for mili 
tary services in fiscal 1952. It is almost one- 
fourth of the total current assets of American, 
corporations, as reported by the Securities- 
and Exchange Commission.

Moreover; as further pointed out in the 
report, it is possible that -this estimate is 
much too conservative; that this 15 bil 
lion barrels of oil might well be worth 
$76.5 billion instead of $40 billion. Fur 
thermore, these estimates do not include 
the 23.5 billion barrels of oil which are 
estimated to lie in the Continental Shelf 
off the coast of Alaska. When the 
Alaskan reserves are included, as the mi 
nority report so strikingly shows at page 
7, the potential reserves might be well 
worth from $102 billion to more than : 
$173 billion.

Is this a preposterous assumption?
Certainly, if the testimony of Secre 

tary of the Interior Krug, in the joint 
hearings before the Committees on the 
Judiciary is to be believed—it is not.

. As Secretary Krug so ably pointed out, • 
estimates of Wallace E. Pratt, one of the 
leading petroleum geologists of the . 
United States, indicate that the conti 
nental shelves of the earth should con 
tain more than 1,000 billion barrels of 
oil.

Furthermore, Mr. Pratt estimates that. 
since the Continental Shelves of the:' 
United States and Alaska include nearly. 
one-tenth of the area of all the conti-: 
nental shelves of the earth, one could in 
fer on the basis of Mr. Pratt's estimate 
that the Continental Shelves contiguous 
to the United States and Alaska may, 
contain nearly 100 billion barrels of oil.- 
This figure may be compared with the. 
proved reserves of approximately 21 bil 
lion barrels of oil in the continental 
United States. See pages 735 and 736, 
committee hearings.

As Secretary Krug pointed out, the 
Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico 
is fairly uniform in width, the average-, 
width being about 59 miles. The Con-, 
tinental Shelf beneath the waters of the 
Atlantic Ocean and contiguous to the 
east coast of the United States varies in 
width from a few miles in the Florida. 
Straits to several hundred miles off New,. 
Jersey and New England. The average, 
width of this shelf between Florida and; 
Maine is about 73 miles. The Conti-tf 
nental Shelf contiguous to the Pacific/ 
Coast States is comparatively narrow/ 
having an average width of only abou.t- 
18 miles. It is estimated that the totabv 
area of the Continental Shelf contiguous) 
to the Gulf Coast States comprises ap-J 
proximately 111,000 square miles; that, 
the Continental Shelf contiguous to the! 
States on the east coast embraces a total <•> 
area of approximately 128,600 square^ 
miles; and that the total area of the 1 
Continental Shelf contiguous to the- 
States on the Pacific coast amounts to;' 
approximately 22,900 square miles.- 
Hence, the aggregate area of the shelves1 
contiguous to the coasts of the conti- 1 
nental United States is estimated to be; • 
about 262,500 square miles—see page 
committee hearings.

According to Secretary Krug, it , 
pears that the oil reserves in the ContiJ 
nental Shelves contiguous to the coasts 
of the United States are vital to 
economy and defense of the Unite" 
States as a whole: '

The United States military and civlH»5 
needs for a major war effort would exceed 
by at least 2 million barrels a day the fore « 
eeeable production from the continental;
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The basic fact that oil Is au 

^States Comm0dity for the ful- 
-Steiyf essent» ^ the natlonal mm_
§nt"Lhment is incontrovertible. * • •. 
pstatuis' reserves In the Continental 
More. i«<= to tne economy and defense 
iyeSrraIieK>d States as a whole. The people 

(,ne,'unlte". states cannot afford to make 
P* 0? these tremendously valuable re- 
I?*' °/'! few coastal States. Instead, the 
^ ,°the United States, acting through 
!?1-nvernment, ought to manage and con- 
' he oil reserves for the economic 

„ and common defense of the Nation 
, a whole.

this statement of our former 
- of the Interior, I wholeheart-

edj?nt8rrnuch are the natural resources 
in^bte Continental Shelf worth? 

A story appearing in the Houston Post 
/ October 26, 1952, said that the ulti 

mate worth of the resources off the 
™ast of Texas is over $80 billion. I 
ihink Mr. President, that that article is 
nf sufficient importance that it should 
he in the RECORD, and I ask unanimous 
consent that it may be printed at this

P There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
[From the Houston Post of October 26, 1952] 
RICH TIDELAND POTENTIAL CITED—ENGINEERS

SAT ULTIMATE WORTH Is OVER $80 BILLION ,
Par from being of no economic importance, 

the submerged lands off the shore of Texas 
are reported to hold gas, oil, and sulfur 
worth an estimated $80 billion.

This realistic forecast of the possible gross 
ultimate Income from the recovery of min 
erals under the offshore lands was made In 
a report issued Saturday by 18 Texas geolo 
gists and registered engineers.

The report said the evaluation was made 
because a confusion has been established in 
the minds of people not only by the errone 
ous use of the term "tidelands" but also by 
an attempt to establish these offshore sub 
merged lands to be of no economic impor 
tance to the State of Texas.

The engineers' report, however, did not go 
Into a legal definition of what constitutes the 
tidelands.

The original boundaries established by the 
Republic of Texas included a submerged 
strip offshore, 3 leagues or I0y2 miles wide, 
running from the mouth of the Sabine River 
to the mouth of the Bio Grande.

In recent years the Texas Legislature first 
claimed possession for 27 miles offshore, then 
possession out to the edge of the Conti 
nental Shelf. The United States Supreme 
Court denied all'three claims, holding that 
the Federal Government had a paramount 
right to all submerged lands lying seaward 
of mean low tide. In general, the Gulf 
States claim submerged lands for 3 leagues 
offshore, the Atlantic and Pacific States for 
3 miles.

The Texas claim to the 3-league strip in 
cluded in the original boundary of the Texas 
Republic has become . a hot issue In the 
presidential campaign. Gov. Adlai Steven 
son, the Democratic candidate, has said he 
agrees with Mr. Truman, who twice has 
vetoed congressional action which would 
have restored the strip to Texas.

Gen. Dwight D. Elsenhower, the Republi 
can candidate, has said he favors State own 
ership of the tidelands.

The engineers' report, pointing out that 
'oss of the tidelands means a real loss of large 
sums or money to Texas and Texans, conr 
eludes with these words: 
ens ownership to these potential oil; 
KOS, and sulfur reserves Is seized and na 
tionalized by the Government la Washing-
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ton, It not only means the loss of this future 
Income to the State school fund that will 
have to be replaced by taxes, but will also 
remove these taxable values as a source of 
future ad valorem Income required to off 
set the declining oil and gas values of the 
existing fields located on the adjacent on 
shore unsubmerged land areas."

The income to the Texas public-school 
fund would be a royalty of one-eighth of 
the Income from mineral recovered from 
State-owned lands.

The $80 billion estimate made by the en 
gineers refers, however, to the income from 
those Texas submerged-land areas, immedi 
ately adjacent to the Gulf coastal belt of 
railroad commission districts 2, 3, and 4, ex 
tending for over 400 miles along the coast 
line having the same geological and structu 
ral features as the unsubmerged lands lying 
Inward from the coast.

This belt would extend 60 to 80 miles into 
the Gulf of Mexico. <

The vastness of the oil, gas, condensate, 
and sulfur potentialities in this submerged- 
land area is indicated by the discoveries 
made on the landward portion of this basin, 
the report states.

As of January 1, 1952, there were 1,085 
oil and gas fields producing within a 100- 
mile belt along the Texas gulf coast, it says.

Production from these fields on that date 
had totaled 11.9 trillion cubic feet of gas, 
5,046 billion barrels of oil and condensate, 
and 70.9 million long tons of sulfur.

Reserves estimated to exist In those fields 
total 50 trillion cubic feet of gas, 5,965 bil 
lion barrels of oil and condensate, and 50 
million long tons of sulfur.

Adding these two sets of figures would give 
total discoveries of 61.94 trillion cubic feet 
of gas, 11.011 billion barrels of oil and con 
densate, and 120.9 million long tons of sulfur.

The estimate of future reserves Is conser 
vative, the report points but, because it does 
not include 70 new fields already discovered 
since the first of this year.

Assuming that the submerged lands have 
potentialities at least equivalent to the dis 
coveries already made on unsubmerged lauds, 
the engineers estimate the gross ultimate 
income from offshore lands in this wise:

Prom the gas, at 15 cents per 1,000 cubic 
feet, $9.291 billion.

Prom the oil and condensate, at $2.65 per 
barrel, $29,179,150,000.

From the sulfur, at $25 per long ton, 
$3,022,500,000.

This gives a total of $41,492,650,000. 
.. But, the engineers say, potential produc* 
tion from the offshore lands is much greater 
because of Its greater area, better reservoir 
conditions, and the full use of modern meth 
ods of recovery.

Hence, the more realistic forecast Is $80 
billion.

The engineers' report says the offshore 
lands have been built up thousands of feet 
by sediment deposited by rivers for millions 
of years.

Folding, faulting, and uplifting through 
earth structural changes and piercemeut by 
salt masses, it said, have resulted in the for 
mation of reservoirs favorable for the accu 
mulation of gas, oil, and sulfur.

Sea level- has nothing to do with the oc 
currence of these traps and salt domes, it 
said.

It simply has been cheaper and easier 
heretofore to drill on dry land. But with In 
creased demand for the minerals, methods 
were devised for drilling under water.

These underwater operations were con 
ducted successfully off the coasts of Loul- 
isiana and Texas until the title to the lands 
was questioned by the Federal Government, 
after which all drilling was terminated on 
Texas submerged lands.

These Texas offshore lands, the report says, 
occur along the same structural trends and 
at similar depths to the large number of oil

and gas fields and sulfur domes now being 
produced in southern Louisiana on sub 
merged areas raised above sea level by the 
great delta of the Mississippi River and Its 
distributaries.

The 18 engineers who signed the report 
said, they functioned as Texas citizens In 
making the study as a public service.

Houstonians who helped In the study In 
clude Alexander Duessen, Walter L. Goldston, 
Michael T. Halbouty, John S. Ivy, and Perry 
Olcott.

Others Include David Donoghue and H. B. 
Fuquo, of Forth Worth; L. A. Douglas and 
William H. Spice, Jr., of San Antonio; George 
R. Gibson and Oliver C. Harper, of Midland; 
Dilworth S. Hager, of Dallas; James S. Hud- 
nail, of Tyler; Charles P. McGaha, of Wichita 
Palls; Vincent C. Perini, of Abilene; Harry H. 
Power, of Austin; W. Armstrong Price, of 
Corpus Christ!; and James D. Thompson, Jr., 
of Amarillo.

Mr. LANGER. But oil is not the only 
natural resource to be found in these 
tideland areas.

Added to the above oil estimates are 
potential gas reserves worth approxi 
mately $10 billion.

Finally, as further pointed out on 
pages 8 and 9 of the minority views:

The sulfur reserves alone would be worth 
more than $3 billion. * * * To recapitulate; 
with Alaskan reserves Included, with price 
Increases assumed, and with a $3 billion esti 
mated for sulfur Included, the total value 
would be $186 billion. At the rate of 12 V4 
percent, royalties on this amount would be 
more than $23 billion.

To the above figure must be added 
revenues already accrued since the Su 
preme Court upheld the rights of the 
Federal Government.

A grant total of approximately $62.8 
million derived from the submerged 
lands of the Continental Shelf is await 
ing disposition either to the Federal 
Government or to the coastal States at 
the present time. A little more than $27 
million of this amount has been im 
pounded by the State of California. An 
additional $35 million is held in escrow 
by the United States.

Mr. President, I fail to see how those 
who consistently preach economy in 
Government can support a measure like 
this which would divest the United 
States of millions of dollars in revenue 
Which it now holds in escrow, and bil 
lions more that it might reasonably an 
ticipate if the resources of these lands 
remain in the hands of the Federal 
Government.
. Think what a tremendous potential 
these reserves of oil, gas, sulfur, and 
other minerals alone offer as an in 
strument whereby the interest may be 
paid upon our national debt.

Shall we leave the people of North Da 
kota and the other 44 States saddled 
with these tax obligations while we give 
these resources to California, Texas, and 
Louisiana?—or shall we make this avail 
able for the benefit of all the people of 
the whole United States? 
- Surely if we follow the latter course, 
neither California, Texas, nor Louisiana 
will be treated inequitably. They will 
participate in these revenues alike with 
North Dakota and every other State of 
the Union.

I want it known that I agree with 
what President Truman said in his veto 
message on Senate Joint' Resolution 20
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of the 82d Congress at page 3 of that 
veto message: •

I see no good reason for the Federal Gov 
ernment to make an outright gift, for the 
benefit of a few coastal States, of property 
Interests worth billions of dollars—property 
Interests which belong to 155 million peo 
ple. The vast quantities of oil and gas In 
the submerged ocean lands belong to the 
people of all the States, They represent part 
of a priceless national heritage. This na 
tional wealth, like other lands owned by the 
United. States, Is held in trust for every 
citizen of the United States. It should be 
used for the welfare and security of the 

• Nation as ft whole. Its future revenues 
should be applied to relieve the tax burdens 
of the people of all the States and not of 
just a few States.

For these reasons, I cannot concur In do 
nating lands under the open sea to the 
coastal States, as this resolution would do.

Such a policy will not leave either 
California, Texas, or Louisiana in a state 
of destitution.

Much has been said in these debates 
about the inland waters of States such 
as my own, which are strictly inland 
States. Do you know how the acreage 
of California, Texas, and Louisiana cov 
ered by strictly inland waters compares 
With the State of North Dakota?

The distinguished Senator from Flor 
ida [Mr. HOLLAND] introduced into the 
RECORD a table which shows the extent 
of these inland areas—see page 2746, 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, April 7, 1953. 
According to his own evidence—and the 
Senator from Florida is a proponent of 
this bill—his State, Florida, has 2,750,- 
720 acres covered by inland waters; 
Texas has an acreage of 2,364,800 cov 
ered by inland waters; Louisiana has 
another 2,141,440 acres covered by inland 
waters; while California encompasses 
another 1,209,600 acres of inland waters, 
In comparison, my State of North Da 
kota has an acreage of inland waters of 
Jess than one-half million—391,040 acres, 
to be exact.

In fact, with the exception of Minne 
sota, the only States whose boundaries 
embrace more than 2 million acres of 
inland waters are the very States of 

. Florida, Louisiana, and Texas which are 
now asking Congress to give them the 
rich resources of the tidelands areas to 
the exclusion of the other 44 states. 
Certainly they cannot justify their stand 
on the ground either of impoverishment 
or an inequitable distribution of the 
inland-water areas to the benefit of their 
sister States.

I could never go back and face the 
people of North Dakota, who have elect 
ed me to represent them in this distin- 

. guished body if I were to be a party to 
their exclusion from these benefits to 
the enhancement of a small group of 
their sister States. Furthermore my po 
sition is thoroughly justified in law.

I think my distinguished colleague the 
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS] 
spoke wisely when he said before this 
body:

The Issue Is as to the ownership and con 
trol of the submerged lands which He under 
the oceans seaward from the low-water mark.

This issue should be carefully distin 
guished from ownership and control of 
the tidelands proper or ownership and 
control of the submerged, lands under 
inland waters.

Much has been said concerning the 
legal aspects of this phase of the con 
troversy, and I shall try to reemphasize' 
rather than to restate much of this 
discussion.

One of the great illusions that has 
been created by the promoters of this 
legislation is that the opponents of this, 
measure are really seeking to take over 
the submerged lands beneath the rivers," 
harbors, and lakes of this country. Hun 
dreds of dollars were spent on an elab 
orate brochure which was circulated 
throughout the United States in an effort 
to persuade the people that they should 
help the citizens of California, Texas, 
and Louisiana in order to protect their 
own river and lake beds from seizure by 
a grasping Federal Government.

This ghost was laid to rest as long ago 
as 1842 when the Supreme Court held in 
the case of Martin v. Waddell (16 Peters 
366) that certain oyster beds lying be 
neath the waters of the Raritan River in 
New Jersey, where the tide ebbs and 
flows, belonged to the State of New Jer 
sey. A number of cases decided since 
may be cited wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that control over the lands 
under navigable rivers is vested in the 
States. Moreover, a similar series of de 
cisions have firmly implanted the doc 
trine that lands under lakes and under 
all navigable inland waterways belong to 
the States.

So far as the States bordering on the 
Great Lakes are concerned, there is no 
Question but that they own the sub 
merged lands out to the half-way mark, 
or the international boundary, as was 
decided by the Supreme Court in 1892 in 
the celebrated case of Illinois Central 
Railroad v. Illinois (146 U. S. 387, 433). 
In that momentous decision the Court 
said:

The State can no more abdicate Its trust 
over property In which the whole people are 
Interested like navigable waters and soils un 
der them * * * than it can abdicate Its po 
lice powers In the administration of govern. 
ment and the preservation of the peace.

When he was President of the United 
States, Harry Truman adopted the view 
point that the beds underlying the inland 
waters belonged to the States. He said, 
for example, in his veto message on Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 20 of the 82d Con 
gress:

I should like to dispose of some of the 
arguments which have been made in support 
of this resolution—arguments which seem, 
to me to be wholly fallacious.

It has been claimed that such legislation 
as this is necessary to protect the rights of 
all the States tn the lands beneath their nav 
igable inland w.aters. It has been argued 
that the decisions of the Supreme Court In 
the California, Louisiana, and Texas cases 
have somehow cast doubt on the status of 
lands under these inland waters. There is 
no truth in this at all. Nothing in these 
cases raises the slightest question about the 
ownership of lands beneath inland waters. 
A long and unbroken line of Supreme Court 
decisions, extending back for more than 100 
years, holds unequivocally that the States or 
their grantees own the lands beneath the 
navigable inland waters within the State 
boundaries.

Long Island Sound, for example, was de 
termined by the courts to be an inland wa 
ter many years ago. So were Mobile Bay, and 
Mississippi Sound, and San Francisco Bay, 
and Puget Sound. Chesapeake and Delaware 
Bays, and New York and Boston Harbors are

inland waters. The Federal Government a« 
ther has nor asserts any right or interest u 
the lands and resources underlying these ^ 
other navigable inland waters within sta2 
boundaries. Neither does it-have or 
any right or interest in the tidelands, 
lands lying between the high and low 
termarks of the tides. All this has fcj" 
settled conclusively by the courts.

If the Congress wishes to enact 
tion confirming the States in the owne 
of what is already theirs—that Is, the ] _ 
and resources under navigable inland wate* 
and the tidelands—I shall, of course, be gi,. 
to approve it. But such legislation is eon, 

..pletely unnecessary, and bears no relatloj 
whatever to the question of what should b, 
done with lands which the States do 
now own—that is, the lands under the opej 
sea.

Not only did the President disdain 
any thought that these decisions affected 
any change in the title of the States i 
the beds underlying inland waters, 
Attorney General Clark also disclaimed 
any such intention in the joint hearing! 
before the Committees on the Judiciarj 
of both Houses of Congress in 1948. HS 
said, and this part of his testimony ap 
pears at pages 610 and 611 of the printed 
record of that hearing:

The second thing that is not Involved here; 
Inland waters, including their filled or re. 
claimed land. We have heard much about 
that. The Federal Government does not no« 
assert and has no intention of asserting an; 
claim to Inland navigable waters and tti 
beds thereof.

I have said that a hundred times.
Likewise, the Federal Government does nd 

claim any fllled-in or reclaimed lands is 
such waters. There should be no apprehen 
sion whatever regarding the title to thes 
filled-in or reclaimed lands. The title Is not 
in the Federal Government. Whether suci 
lands be in Boston, as I understand om 
witness testified, perhaps the Federal Got- 
ernment might claim the Hotel Pennsjl' 
vanla, I believe it was, or some hotel .up 
there, •>•

Whether the land be In Boston or else 
where, the Federal Government has no title 
to it. We have denied again and again this 
misrepresentation of some of the proponent! 
of these measures. '

Let me repeat it: The Federal GovernW6?| 
has no property rights in any such land| 
except where it may have acquired rights !f 
purchase, by condemnation, by a 
grant, or by cession.

Now, third, the next thing that is not 
volved here is flsh and other marine life. 
have read much about that. The Attorn' 
General of Ohio, I believe, said that OnJ 
got $10,000 out of its flsh in taxes, or sc 
thing like that. There Is nothing In 
California case that tended to disturb 
control exercised by the State.s over 
taking of flsh and other forms of 
life in the marginal sea.

We stated that in the argument in 
Supreme Court again and again. The O°'jj 
ernment disclaims any Intention to disW 
6uch control by the several States. T " 
Is no basis in my opinion for assertions 
the Supreme Court's decision interferes 
or withdraws any powers heretofore exerclst 
by the States in this regard.

For the sake of the selfish desires ofj 
few greedy individuals and an even 1 
number of gigantic corporations, 
school children, the needy, the ill, 
sick and suffering, and the aged are go' 
to be denied sorely needed aid in order 
satisfy a select group of super Americ 
- The only greater outrage within 
memory of-man was the recent 
of the bones of Sitting Bull from
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bosom of the soil of North 

- a ha"*1 cement cistern in the 
jaf-.Sout.- nt let ^ examine the 
'' Mr- v of the resolution itself, 

of Senate Joint Reso- 
titie and ownership of 
lands to the coastal 

^However, section 3 (b) of the 
'•''casts doubt on the present 

and interest of the United 
and' necessarily on the authority

-•-.. nnited States to grant what it 
$ trie t» convey. The resolution in 
piirp°rl , sion vests title and ownership 

~^rhe°submerged iands. In the next
*°- • i^r, it releases and relinquishes the 
vt°£ title and interest of the United 
right. "y^n it nas ." But this is char- 
Sttrf<;tic of the resolution, for it con- 
8 tfntly attempts to ignore three de- 

-^inations of the Supreme Court and, 
tê e samTtime, overcome their effect. 

Mr President, because of the perti- 
«Jncy of his remarks, I wish to quote 

tensively at this point from a speech 
made on the Senate floor in the 79th 
ronsress by former Senator Donnell, 
whom I have always looked upon as one 
of our truly great constitutional law- 
vers Senator Donnell dwelt at great 
length on the question of whether the 
rule which has been laid down by the 
courts and which is stated to have been 
supported by 54 United States Supreme 
Court decisions, applies to land under 
waters in the ocean adjacent to the 
States.

Senator Donnell stated: 
I recur to the question whether or not the 

rule which has been laid down by the courts, 
and which is stated in the report to have 
been supported by 54 United States Supreme 
Court decisions, applies to land under wa 
ters in-the ocean adjacent to the States.

Mr. President, I said there was another 
sentence In the report referring to this sub 
ject. That sentence Is on page 3 of the 
report, and I shall read It, It appears, I 
may say, after the discussion In which It la 
stated:

"In 54 decisions, over ft period of 100 
years, the Supreme Court of the United 
States has held that the ownership of lands 
beneath navigable waters lies in the States 
and in those to whom the States granted 
them."

Then a little further down the page occurs 
this sentence:

"And, likewise, It has been decided that 
lands underlying the bordering oceans within 
the 3-mfle limit belong to the States within 
their respective boundaries."

The case that Is cited in support of that 
proposition on page 3 of the report is the 
case of Martin v. Waddell (41 U. S. 366-410). 

I Indicated yesterday that I was unable 
to tell, and I do not think anyone can tell, 
from the portions of the decision I have 
read, unless far better acquainted with the 
geography of this particular neighborhood 
tnan am I, whether the waters In question 
were out In the ocean proper, or whether 
iney were back in some bay or Inlet of the 
ocean. As a matter of fact, the decision It 
self refers to the fact that the property in 
cluded in the litigation was that in the 
«arnan Bay and River, and which. In itself, 
or ,. noted this morning from an Inspection 
"i the map of New Jersey, would appear to 
«« not out In the open sea, but back In the 
i« « ! ot a bay OT Portion of the water which 
w w>t out in the open sea, 
tio Presldent, that Is the only specific cita- 
t " or authority contained in the commit^ 

rePort in support of the very vital and

tremendously Important proposition that' 
lands "underlying the bordering oceans 
within the 3-mile limit belong to the States 
within their respective boundaries.

Senator Donnell continued: 
• Yesterday afternoon the distinguished 

Senator from Nevada was very courteous and 
kind In giving me Information and state 
ments with respect to these matters, and he 
said then, very appropriately, as appears in 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 92, part 
8, page 9437:

"If the Senator will read the report of 
the judiciary committee he will find there 
cited a number of cases which will throw 
much light on the question in the Sena 
tor's mind."

I propose In a few minutes to examine 
those cases. I may say that the only cases 
I have found—and if I am in error, I am 
sure the Senator from Nevada will correct 
me—the only cases I have found in the re 
port which purported to bear upon the ques 
tion of coastal waters, and the lands under 
neath coastal waters, are those authorities 
set forth on page 8 of the report, beginning 
with the case of Weber v. Harbor Com 
missioners and ending with Mobile Trans 
portation Co. v. Mobile. Added to that 
may be the fact that the writer of the re 
port, or of the appendix—for, after all, it is 
an appendix—and not the report proper— 
Intended to report, and doubtless did, the 
case of Smith, v. Maryland (18 Howard 71) 
from which I have quoted, and in the deci 
sion Is the language, "within whose territory 
It lies."

I address myself this afternoon to the ques 
tion as to whether or not it Is an open and 
shut question, one that is settled by 54 or 
any other number of decisions of the Su 
preme Court of the United States, that lands 
underlying the bordering oceans within the 
3-mile limit belong to the States within their 
respective boundaries.

My point is that, as I understand,- there 
Is no rule of law declaring that ipso facto 
the boundary of a State extends any distance 
out into the ocean. There is no such rule. 
The language as stated in corpus Juris, from 
which I have read, witti respect to oBense, 
It will be recalled said:

It is doubtful whether there is any Juris 
diction to punish for offenses committed 
within this marine-league limit, if the place 
of the offense is not an arm of the sea and 
within the body of a country, unless the 
jurisdiction is expressly conferred by statute.

Senator Donnell continued:
Furthermore, Mr. President, I submit that 

the question by what jurisdiction the statute 
must be enacted, to my mind, is a very grave 
question, and, as I indicated in my response 
to the Senator from Michigan [Mr. FERon- 
SON], notwithstanding the action of the Su 
preme Court in New York, a.n Inferior court, 
the Issue so far as I know not having been 
passed upon by an appellate court, to my 
mind, the question Is of great difficulty and 
of great doubt as to the right of the State 
itself to bring to Itself property which did 
not otherwise belong to it.

I want in frankness to state that I have 
this morning located one further decision, 
namely, that in the case of People v. Strollo 
(96 Pac. 2541), decided by the Supreme Court 
of California, which set out a portion of the. 
constitution of the State of California, In 

-which the ocean boundary of the State Is 
fixed as running west to the Pacific Ocean 
and "extending therein 3 English miles." I 
have not had the time carefully to study this 
decision, but from the fact that a conviction, 
apparently for an offense committed In this 
particular area, In a State court In California, 
was sustained by its supreme court. I Judge 
that the court understood, and at least tacitly 
agreed, that the State of California had the 
right by its,constitution to establish its own. 
boundaries.

Continuing, Senator Donnell said:
But may I say to the Senator from Oregon 

and to the Senator from Michigan that this, 
as I have indicated, is not a decision of a 
Federal court, not a decision even of a lower 
Federal court, and certainly not in the Su 
preme Court. It is a decision of the Supreme 
Court of California, and to my mind, until 
there is secured an adjudication by the Su 
preme Court of the United States upon the 
question as to whether or not, If the prop 
erty out in the ocean belongs to the Federal 
Government, It can be taken by the State, 
either by constitution or statute, we are 
unable to say with certainty or deflnlteness 
what is the status of the respective property 
rights of the State and the Federal Govern 
ment.

I was discussing the question as to 
whether or not this rule with respect to 
coastwise property has been laid to rest by 
the 54 decisions of the United States Su 
preme Court. There is one "man in the 
United States, at any rate, who does not 
think It has been laid at rest. He was re 
ferred to in the statement made in the open- 
Ing of this debate. The letter written by 
Mr. Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, 
under date of December 22, 1933, was cited, 
and later on certain testimony given by him 
before the Senate, Committee on the Judi 
ciary on February 5, 1946, was mentioned. 
I should like to refer briefly to the contents, 
both of the original opinion of Mr. Ickes in 
1933 and the testimony which he gave before 
the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, with 
the Senator from Nevada |Mr. MCCAHRAN! 
presiding, on February 5, 1946. The letter, 
which is set forth in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, volume 92, part 8, page 9430, from 
Mr. Ickes to Mr. Olin S. Proctor, Long Beach, 
Calif., contains, among other things, the 
following:

"As to the jurisdiction of the Federal Gov 
ernment over lands, bordering on tidewater 
the Supreme Court of the United States has 
held in the case of Hardin v. Jordan (140 
U. S. 371) as follows:

" 'With regard to grants of the Government 
for lands bordering on tidewater, It has been 
distinctly settled that they only extend to 
high-water mark, and that the title to the 
shore and lands under water in front of lands 
so granted Inures to the State within whicU 
they are situated, if a State has been or 
ganized and established there. Such title 
to the shore and lands under water Is re 
garded as Incidental to the soverlgnty of tho 
State—a portion of the royalties belonging 
thereto and held In trust for the public pur 
poses of navigation and fishery—and cannot 
be retained or granted out to individuals by 
the United States.'"

Senator Donnell continued: 
Mr. President, In connection with the deci 

sion, In the case of Hardin against Jordan.
1 undertake to say that it does not remotely 
decide the question as to the title to lands 
along the seacoast of a nation.

An a matter of fact, as will be observed 
from the map at page 373 of the volume la 
which appears this decision, and as Is stated 
specifically in the body of the decision, which, 
was delivered by Mr. Justice Bradley, the 
proceeding was an action In ejectment to re 
cover possession of certain fractional sec 
tions of land lying on the west and south 
sides of a small lake in Cook County, 11!, 
situated about a dozen miles south of Chi 
cago. I call attention to this language, "and
2 or 3 miles from Lake Michigan." So obvi 
ously, the case of Hardin against Jordan, 
which was cited by Mr. Ickes and which IB 
cited In the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD could, 
not, no matter what its dicta may have 
been—and there are dicta In it—have been, 
decisive of the question of the ownership of 
lands or waters along the seacoast, because 
it related to inland water In Cook County, 
Dl., which, as nearly everyone will recall. is
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the county In which Chicago Is located, 

•which water was not even connected with 
Lake Michigan.

That was the case on which Mr. Ickes 
based his statement. He further stated In 
the letter set forth In the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD, volume 92, part 8, page 9430:

"The foregoing Is a statement of the set- 
tied law, and therefore no rights can be 
granted to you (to Mr. Proctor) either un 
der the Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 )41 
Stat. 437), or under any other public-land 
law to the bed of the Pacific Ocean either 

, within or without the 3-mlle limit. Title 
'to the soil under the ocean within the 3-, 
mile limit Is In the State of California, and. 
the land may not be appropriated except by. 
authority of the State. A permit would be 
necessary to be obtained from the War De 
partment as a prerequisite to the mainte 
nance of structures In navigable waters of 
the. United 'States, but such a permit would 
not confer any rights to the ocean bed. I 
find no authority of law under which any 
right can be granted to you .to establish 
your proposed structures In the ocean out 
side the 3-mlle limit of the Jurisdiction of 
the State of California, nor am I advised, 
that any other branch of the Federal Gov 
ernment has such authority."

That letter was signed—and I assume de 
livered or caused to be delivered—by Mr. 
Ickes under date of December. 22, 1933, that 
being the date of the actual execution of the 
letter.

That was the opinion of Mr. tckes back In 
1933. He based It upon the decision in the 
case of Hardin v. Jordan (140 U. S. 371). As 
I have indicated, that case could not have 
decided what the law Is with respect to 
coastal properties along the " seacoast, be 
cause It related to Inland waters In Cook 
County, 111.

Further, Senator Donnell stated:
Mr. Ickes, like most Senators—I hope all 

. of us—discovered In time that humanity is 
fallible, and that he had erred in his con 
clusion, or, to put it perhaps more accu 
rately, that, there was a substantial doubt 
as to the correctness of the ruling which he 
had made. So a day or. so ago the Chairman 
of the Judiciary. Committee, the Senator 
from Nevada |Mr. MCCARRAN] quoted this 
from the testimony of Mr. Ickes on February 
6, 1946: • .

"Until 1937 these applications were de 
nied"—

I take It he was referring to applications 
similar to those made by Mr. Proctor deal- 
Ing with rights out in the ocean.

"Until 1937 these applications were de 
nted by the Commissioner of-the General 
Land Office, and In those cases where appeals 
were taken to the Department bis decisions 
were affirmed. But applicants and their law 
yers continued to Insist that the United 
States does own the land and the oil, and 
that the Department does have the power to 
grant them oil and gas leases. So we began 
to have doubts. Consequently since 1937 
action on all those applications, of which 
there are about 200, has been suspended 
pending a judicial determination."

. Senator Donnell continued:
So, I say, Mr. President, that although the 

Committee on the Judiciary lays down cate 
gorically the proposition that 54 United 
States Supreme Court decisions support the 
resolution, and lays down categorically the 
proposition that the same rule that applies 
to navigable waters within a State applies to 
lands underlying the bordering oceans with- . 
In the 3-mlle limit, nevertheless, the Secre- ," 
tary of the Interior of the United States at! 
least determined that there was such grave \ 
doubt as to the proposition and as to the ,' 
correctness of his previous ruling that In j 
the case of about 200 applications he subse 
quently declined to Issue permits. I be

lieve the very fact that Mr. Ickes had held 
to one opinion In 1933 and thereafter 
changed his ruling is significant, because 
every motive of the pride of opinion would 
have led him to sustain his own previous 
ruling, and would have caused him to grant 
the permits rather than to overturn an offi 
cial ruling which had been issued under his 
own hand on December 22, 1933. But Mr. 
Ickes came to the contrary conclusion. I 
shall.read somewhat more in detail than is 
set forth In the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of 
July 19, from what Mr. Ickes had to say on 
this subject. I shall omit the portions set 
out In the RECORD, which I have read.

Senator Donnell then stated: 
I' invite the attention of the Senate to 

this language, after that which says the ap 
plicants and their lawyers continued to in 
sist that the United States does own the land. 
and the oil. Mr. Ickes said this: 
• "So we began to have doubts. At the 
same time Congress had before it proposed 
legislation which would in one way or an 
other have resulted in Judicial proceedings to 
decide the issue.. Consequently, since 1937 
action on all these applications, of which 
there are about 200, has been suspended 
pending a judicial determination. It Is true 
that I have on occasions considered the is 
suance of a single oil lease on submerged 
coastal lands as a possible way of precipi 
tating a test suit to settle the issue, but the 
pending Government suit has made any such 
device unnecessary."

Continuing from Senator Donnell's • 
remarks:

I should like to have this language noted 
with care:
, "So, as soon as I realized that there were 
substantial doubts as to the validity of the 
States' claim to submerged coastal lands be 
low low-water mark, I stopped all action in 
the Department which was based on the as 
sumption that the States owned these sub 
merged lands, and began to press fpr a Judi 
cial solution of the debated issue of law. 
This I most readily concede was a change 
from the earlier action of myself and of the ' 
Department."

Then Senator Donnell remarked:
I digress to note the fact that he stated 

that he realized that there were substantial 
doubts. In the earlier portion of his testi 
mony he had referred to applicants and their 
lawyers continuing to insist that the United 
States does own the land. He mentioned the 
fact that "We began, to have.doubts." Then 
he made the further, stronger statement:

"As soon as I realized that there were sub 
stantial doubts as to the validity of the 
States' claim to. submerged coastal lands 
below low-water mark,,I stopped all action 
in the Department which was based on the 
assumption that the States owned the sub 
merged lands and began to press for a Judicial 
solution of the debated issue of law."

Continuing Senator Dorinell's state 
ment:

Mr. President, referring again to the ques 
tion asked by the distinguished Senator from 
West Virginia, Mr. Revercomb, let me point 
out that he referred to the 54 decisions 
which, as it would appear from the com 
ments which previously have been made In 
this body, prior to this afternoon, have set 
this question at rest.- Again I wish to say 
that, to my mind, none of the 54 decisions 
which I have seen do set this question at 
rest. They do not pertain to this question. 
They may contain dicta, but of the ones i 
which are specifically cited in the committee | 
report, which are the only ones I have taken 
time, thus far, to read—and I refer to the- 
cases mentioned on page 8 of the report, and 
also the case of Martin against Waddell, 
mentioned on page 3—none of them relates 
to the ownership of coast land, as I see It.

The Senator suggested that each case will 
come up upon its own set of facts. I realize 
that Is true. It is true in the event of an; 
litigation. We might very well say that in 
connection with any matter which might 
ultimately result In a declaration of policy, 
the Congress of the United States should first 
express its policy before the Supreme Court 
of the United States should indicate in whom 
reside the respective rights which are in. 
volved in such -policy. To my mind, the 
Senator from Oregon and the Senator from 
Michigan have' clearly indicated what, to my 
point of view, is the sounder view, namely— 
and I think I am correctly quoting the 
Senator from Michigan, and I am quite sure 
I am correctly quoting the "Senator from 
Oregon—that we should have the benefit o( 
the Judgment of the Supreme Court of the 
United States in respect to the rights of the 
parties.

•I wish to say that I believe that a case 
can be presented to the Supreme Court ol 
the United States which will enable that 
body to lay down the law and will enable 
us to read it, in the same way that the 
members of the Judiciary Committee in the 
report claim that the 54 decisions they men 
tion, have established the law. I undertake 
to say that the Supreme Court can lay down 
a decision which will be understandable and 
will declare the law, and that everyone In 
the United States will understand It from 
beginning to end as declaring the law; and 
I see no indication that the Supreme Court 
has attempted to avoid making a decision 
of a case along that line, or along any other 
line, for that matter, which would at least 1 
be intelligible and would answer the ques 
tions which may be presented.

• Continuing, Senator Donnell stated:' 
I think I should add that with respect to 

the Supreme Court decisions, criticisms have- 
been made of the Supreme Court. Perhaps! 
some of them have been Just, because toe' 
Supreme Court of the United States, like tne; 
Senate, of the United States, is composed otf, 
human beings, and it may be that some oljl 
the decisions of the Court have been un-/( 
sound. I say that the Supreme Court itselH 
has frankly and honestly recognized the fac 
that it has made errors, in that witnou 
manifesting any pride of opinion, it 
overruled some previous decisions, and MI 
given us its best opinion. ; 

While this is a digression from the point 
strictly at Issue, I wish to stand here toda] 
and announce my confidence in the Suj 
preme Court of the United States. Let nj 
say that, if I am not mistaken, the 
tlnguished Senator from Oregon enui 
ated—not on the floor of the Senate 
elsewhere—something of confidence in 
Supreme Court.
. I wish to say that regardless of the 
tions or difficulties which may have de 
oped, after all the people of the Unl' 
States should and can and do look to 
Supreme Court as the final arbiter .of 
questions which under the Constitution 
eligible to be submitted to it. I express t»j 
hope that there may be no consideration 
the Senate of the United States which 
dertakes In any way to lower the estlmatiOj 
of the Supreme Court of the United Stat 
in the minds of the people of the Natl°J 
I rejoice that we have a Supreme Court;! 
the United States. I rejoice in Its histof, 
I rejoice at the list of great men who h", 
served upon it. I think great men will .sej 
on It in the future, and I think great njj 
are now serving on it, among them be)' 
a former distinguished Member of this be 
former Senator Burton, of Ohio, who wen 1 
the Court Just a few months ago. 

- I am not arguing this afternoon 
the ownership is In the States or is in 
Federal Government. My point is that Uig 
the Supreme Court of the United States )" 
passed upon the question under a set 
facts which will make its observations 
than mere dicta, we are not able to say
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: Latin term, whether
•^ rM in those lanas rrai. 
5to °"/ssed it, using the Li 
I esp atter is in nubibus. 
.t&e "B patient, I now quote from Mr.

?. statement:
rh advocates of House Joint Resolution 

":: hive insisted that many decisions of 
..225 n erne Court have laid the question at 
.t * This is simply not the case. These
rest- ^"Jjave dealt with the lands under 
decisio an(J rivers , and with bays and 
iniana » NQ Qne ls clalmlng tnese lands
6ar h half of the United States, and no one
°° £« that the courts have held that they 
6 wned by the States. California and the 
"JTrnmpanies insist that these decisions with

f lince to the lands beneath inland waters
IV to the submerged lands off the coast;

8 Attorney General says that they do not.
)*f,. Question Is the heart of the pending

wsuit and the advocates of this resolu- 
tt n have not and cannot produce a single 
decision by the Supreme Court which has 
settled this question."

Mr President, perhaps Mr. Ickes Is wrong. 
T do not know whether he Is a lawyer. He 
mav be entirely wrong in the matter. But 
the fact that the Secretary of the Interior 
and the Attorney General of the United 
States according to the Secretary of the 
Interior_and the Attorney General of the 
United States Is a lawyer—have said that 
these decisions with reference to the lands 
beneath inland waters do not apply to the 
submerged lands off the coast, to my mind 
indicates very persuasively that It will be 
necessary to have a decision by the Supreme 
Court of the United States before that ques 
tion can be answered.

Then Senator Donnell said:
Mr. President, the distinguished Senator 

from Nevada referred to the change of heart 
or change of opinion of Mr. Ickes. I do not 
recall that there was the slightest intimation 
that the change of heart was captious or 
capricious: but not very much was said in 
the discussion the other day, as I recall, 
about the reason for it. At page 9430 In the 
CONCESSIONAL RECORD, volume 92, part 8, 
we find the following statement by the Sen 
ator from Nevada [Mr. MCCARRAN] :

"Applicants for oil leases 'and their 
lawyers' caused Mr. Ickes to decide that the. 
'settled law' of 1933 had changed by 1937."

Mr. President, I have no doubt that the 
opinion of lawyers presented to Mr. Ickes 
had some weight. I have no doubt also that 
the opinion of the Attorney General, the 
lawyer for the United States of America, 
had some weight: and I doubt exceedingly, 
although I do not know the facts, whether 
the Secretary of the Interior was moved 
solely by the counsel for the contending 
parties who desired to obtain grants from 
the Federal Government.

Be that as It may, however, I think it Is 
of importance to present to the Senate not 
"rarely the statement that—"Applicants for 
oil leases" and "their lawyers" caused Mr. 
Ickes to decide that the '"settled law" of 1933 
had changed by 1937. But I think it well to 
read at this point in the RECORD what Mr. 
Ickes said with reference to his own mental 
attitude. He said this to the Judiciary Com mittee:

'I did not, when I assumed office a good 
m*ny years ago, take an oath that I would 
"'ways be right, nor even- that I would never 
"lange my mind. I did take an oath to do 
*»y duty, and I viewed my duty In this mat- 
shi M plaln' once I realized that the owner- 
far? K 1 sub"nerged coastal lands had not in 
J~J Oeen settled by the courts. Show me 
that hi Wh° takes 8Ubborn pride In the fact 
able B mmd- once made up, is unchange- 
flt t' K * w111 8now you a man who is not 
out be a public servant. I should point 
tov ' fjpwever; that I have never attempted, 

* u> to resolve this difficult question of

law, but have simply refused to renounce 
any claims which the United States might 
have to these lands. It has always seemed 
to me to be a legal question, not appropri 
ate for either legislative or executive deci 
sion, but exactly the sort of question which, 
the Federal courts were created by the Con 
stitution to decide."

Senator Donnell then said: 
I continue reading what Mr. Ickes said: 
"I have, Indeed, been attacked not only by 

the officials of California but also by those 
who disagreed with California, because of my 
Insistence.that we had created courts to de 
cide questions of law. Two applicants .for 
leases off the. Californla coast, whose appli 
cations have been among those held in sus 
pense pending a judicial determination of 
the issue, commenced proceedings in the 
courts to compel me to Issue leases to them. 

"I defended those two suits, because until 
the title issue was decided in an appropri 
ate judicial proceeding, neither I nor any 
one else could say whether the Federal Gov 
ernment or California owned the lands or the 
oil in them. The courts refused to interfere 
with my decision to suspend the applica 
tions. Dunn V. Ickes (115 F. (2d) 36), (cer- 
tlorarl denied 311 U. S. 698), and Jordan v, 
Ickes (143 F. (2d) 152), (certiorari denied 
320 U. S. 801, 323 U. S. 759)." 

Mr. Ickes continued:
"In 1937, the Senate Committee on Public 

Lands favorably reported and the Senate 
passed Senate Joint Resolution 208. It pro 
vided that the Attorney General by appro 
priate proceedings was to establish the title 
of the United States to the submerged lands 
along the coast below low-water mark and 
up to the 3-mile limit." .

Senator Donnell continued: 
Mr. President, Mr. Ickes proceeded to re 

fer to the resolution by which the Senate 
was asked by the Judiciary Committee to 
quitclaim to the States all those lands on 
the ground that 54 decisions of the Supreme 
Court had set at rest the question, showing 
that the Federal Government had no title. 
Nine years ago the Senate Committee on Pub 
lic Lands reported a resolution providing that 
the Attorney General was to establish the 
title to submerged lands along the coast and 
below the low-water mark, up to the 3-mile 
limit, not in the States—the Judiciary Com 
mittee now tells us that, by an unbroken line 
of 54 decisions, the title is in the States—but 
in the United States. 

Mr. Ickes proceeded as follows: 
"While the resolution was being considered 

by the House Judiciary Committee, the Navy 
Department and the Departments of Justice 
and Interior drafted and .supported an 
amended version of It. This version would 
have authorized the President to establish 
naval petroleum reserves in these territorial- 
water areas and It made similar provision for 
judicial proceedings to be brought by the 
Attorney General."

Senator Donnell then stated: 
In other words, Mr. President, it Is quite 

obvious, as I infer from this testimony, that 
the Committee on Public Lands, together 
with the ITavy Department, the Department 
of Justice, the House Judiciary Committee, 
and Department of the Interior ^drafted a 
document which would have authorized not 
the States, which we are told own these 
lands, but the President of the'United States 
to establish naval petroleum reserves in those . 
territorial-water areas, and have judicial 
proceedings brought by the Attorney Gen 
eral.

• I wish to read further from Mr. Ickes. I 
want it to be In the RECORD because I think 
it Is only fair to Mr. Ickes that the position 

•be known. But, far beyond that, Mr. Presi 
dent, I think that as Senators are about to 
vote on the matter of quitclaiming title, If 
.any the Government has, and without know- __

Ing whether it has them, they should know 
whether or not this public official acted with 
reasonable discretion, or acted arbitrarily and 
captiously in refusing those applications.

Mr. Ickes proceeds as follows:
"In 1938 the House Judiciary Committee 

by a divided vote favorably reported Senate 
Joint Resolution 208—with certain amend 
ments not now important (H. Rept. No. 2378, 
75th Cong., 3d sess.). The committee said:

" 'The Departments of the Navy, the In 
terior, and Justice are one In requesting that 
this resolution be passed, so that the courts 
may determine the question involved while 

..fully protecting by their decrees all law 
fully vested rights. There seems to be-no 
good reason to deny their reasonable re 
quest that they be permitted to have the 
courts decide whether or not the Nation 
has a permanent right to take and use the 
oil In question.1 The House, however, never 
acted on this resolution."

I continue with Senator Donnell's re 
marks:

In 1939 Senate Joint Resolution 92, con 
taining substantially the same provisions 
recommended by the House Judiciary Com 
mittee, was introduced in the Senate. After 
extended hearings the Senate Public Lands 
Committee in 1940 reported a committee 
version, which in effect merely requested 
the Attorney General to seek a Judicial de 
termination of the rights of the United 
States in the submerged lands under the ter 
ritorial waters. .

Mr. Ickes then said:
"I think that you will find Its report » 

valuable guide to your action now. The 
committee said: 'The property involved in 
this conflict of opinion is of very great value. 
The controversy, in the opinion of the com 
mittee, is purely a legal one and its decision 
of much importance."

Senator Donnell continued:
Mr. President, I pause in my reading to 

say that If. the • matter has already been 
decided by fifty-odd decisions I cannot see 
why any other decision would be greatly im 
portant. However, this committee said that 
the decision of the controversy was of much 
importance. I proceed with its observation:

"The committee concluded as a legisla 
tive committee that it would not attempt 
to pass judgment on the legal question In 
volved, and was of the opinion"—

By the way, Mr. President, It should be 
remembered that this was the House Ju 
diciary Committee passing upon a legal ques 
tion. .,(

I repeat: " !
"The committee concluded as .a legislative 

committee that it would not attempt to 
pass judgment on the legal question In 
volved and was of the opinion that the mat 
ter should be referred to the Attorney Gen 
eral of the United States in order that he 
might take such action as he thought proper 
to protect the interests of the United States.1*

Not of the. separate States of the United 
States. A

Mr. Ickes continued as follows: ij
"It Is true that no action has ever been 

'taken by both Houses of the Congress on any 
of these resolutions, yet the Senate and its' 
Public Lands Committee are on record as 
favoring a judicial determination of this 
issue with respect to the submerged lands 
In coastal waters below low tide."

Mr. President, I invite attention to this 
language of Mr. Ickes: "Obviously they were 
not at all certain of the law. But they did 
recognize that contest over the ownership 
of property are matters for the courts and 
not for Congress."

Mr. Ickes said: ' '
"I am not here to argue the law with Cali 

fornia or the oil companies; Indeed, I could 
.not do so with propriety while the case is 
pending In the Supreme Court and under 
the control of the Attorney General. But I
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do Insist that the ownership of the sub 
merged coastal lands below the low-water 
mark has never been settled and that It Is a 
very difficult question. Two Attorneys Gen 
eral of the United States have taken the 
position that these submerged lands belong 
to the United States and not to the States."

I wish to read one further sentence from 
the statement of Mr. Ickes. On page 7 of 
the hearings, on February 5 of this year, Mr. 
Ickes said:

"The House"—meaning the House of Rep 
resentatives—"passed House Joint Resolu 
tion 225. That Is the joint resolution which 
Is now before the Senate—under the mis 
taken belief that the law was settled beyond 
any doubt. It also acted after a series of 
misrepresentations as to what the Federal 
Government claimed and as to what I pro 
posed to do."

Then Senator Donnell said:
Mr. President, I was In process of reading 

certain quotations from the testimony of 
Mr. Ickes. There are a few further observa 
tions made by him In the course of his testi 
mony, to which I should like to address my- 
BClf. In the first place I made the state 
ment a little while ago that I did not know 
whether Mr. Ickes Is a lawyer. I doubtless 
should know that, and I find that at page. 7 
of his testimony he said:

"I have no doubt that most of the State 
attorneys general are thoroughly learned 
men, but when I was a practicing lawyer I 
elgned briefs only when I. had thoroughly 
studied the problem and never In response 
to telegraphic solicitation."

I call attention to this statement first, 
because of the fact that to my mind Mr. 
Ickes' membership in the legal profession 
entitles his statements with respect to the 
law to even greater weight than if he were 
giving those expressions as a layman who 
toad never studied or practiced law.

In the second place, I cite this observa 
tion because of its mention of a very whole 
some rule, it appears to me, of thorough 
study of the problem. He states that he 
signed briefs only when he had thoroughly 
studied the problem and never in response 
to telegraphic solicitation, and I judge from 
his testimony that he -. thinks at any rate 
that he had given thorough study to this 
problem before he reversed the decision 
which he had given in writing over his own 
signature In 1933.

Mr. President, some reference has been 
made here to the States. I do not see upon 
the floor the distinguished Senator from 
West Virginia, Mr. Revercomb, but I am con 
fident he would have no objection to my 
reading this with reference to his remarks. 
Mr. Ickes said:

"In the process of building up support 
based on emotion, rather than upon fact, I 
am thus accused of wanting to seize these 
lands and ultimately to complete the con 
quest In all of the States."

Senator Donnell continued: 
Mr. President, I digress to say that by 

reading this I do not In any sense mean to 
Imply that the Senator from West Virginia 
was attempting to play upon emotion or was 
actuated by anything other than the high 
est of motives, but I wanted to read this 
because of the observation Mr. Ickes makes 
with respect to the respective rights of the 
States and the Federal Government. He 
eays further:

'"To the supporters of this resolution, my- 
Insistence for 8 years that this troublesome 
problem should be settled by the courts Is 
the equivalent of a seizure vi et armis, 
and our doubts about the true ownership 
of these submerged lands amount to an 
'assault on States' rights. I have been an 
advocate of legitimate States' rights for well 
over half a century, but It has never oc 
curred to me that one of the inalienable 
Tights of a State is to escape litigation when

• It claims land to which the National Gov 
ernment also asserts title." 

Then he proceeds:
- "The committee will note that I persist 
In viewing this contest as one over oil, and 
one between the United States and Cali-

•fornia. This does not mean that I have not 
heard that the attorneys. general of 46 
States, to say nothing of the American Asso 
ciation of Port Authorities, and the oil com 
pany lessees of California, have joined in 
supporting this legislation. I have certainly 
heard of this vocal group, every member of 
which is opposed to an invasion of States' 
rights and to overrule settled law, al 
though apparently none of them has trou 
bled to investigate whether either issue is 
in truth involved."

Then Mr. Ickes a little further on states:
"Once California embarked on the united- 

front tactic"—
I want to say to the distinguished Senator 

from California [Mr. KNOWLAND], whose col 
league does not appear to be present, that 
I mean no disrespect to California in read 
ing this testimony, not in the slightest; 
but I think it is well for us to understand 
the views of Mr. Ickes and his comments as 
to the support which the Joint resolution 
has received. He said:

"Once California embarked on the united- 
front tactic it forced into prominence, not 
the merits of its case, but the fact that some 
have refused to go along. The attorneys 
general of Washington and Arizona never did 
join up. The attorneys general of Missouri 
.and Georgia, I am informed by the press, took 
another look and withdrew from the at 
tempt to high-pressure the Congress into 
deciding a law case in favor of California 
and the oil companies."

Senator Dortnell said:
I digress, Mr. President, by reason of the 

fact that I come from the State of Missouri,. 
to say that until I read this testimony I 
did not know the attitude of the attorney 
general of Missouri, and I do not know 
whether this is a correct statement or not, 
though I have no doubt of Mr. Ickes' sin 
cerity In stating it. He says this:

"If the law is in truth so well settled 
against the United States why not permit 
the Court to speak? Is California, or are 
the oil companies apprehensive that the Su 
preme Court cannot find or will fail to apply 
a rule so thoroughly settled as they claim 
this to be? Or do they prefer to make their

-statements about settled law to a legislative 
body, composed of busy men who have not 
had both sides of the legal question exten 
sively argued before them and who lack the 
time to study the case thoroughly them 
selves? Finally, If the law Is so well set 
tled, why did California ask for a delay of 
1 month, in addition to the 2 first allowed 
by the Supreme Court, in order to file an 
answer to the complaint? One would have 
imagined that the brief printed in Los 
Angeles, and signed In the spaces Indicated 
for their signature by accommodating State 
attorneys general, would have already proved 
beyond the peradventure of a doubt what 
the law is, if it is in fact as well settled 
as that brief so vigorously and repetitlously 
asserts."

I call further attention to this language 
from Mr. Ickes:

"Whatever the motives of those who ad 
vocate the passage of House Joint Resolution 
225, without waiting for orderly judicial pro 
cedures, and whatever the strength or weak 
ness of their case before the courts, there Is a 
compelling reason why the Congress should 
not enact this legislation at this time. Its 
sole effect would be to give away a claim of 
the United States which is now pending be 
fore the Supreme Court for decision.

"The Congress has deprived the Supreme 
Court of its jurisdiction of a pending case 
only once in our history. That episode oc 
curred In the heat of the reconstruction 
passions after the Civil War. Then a Missis

editor, held for trial by the 
authorities, had a petition for a writ 
habeas corpus .pending In the Supra 
Court.

"The Congress, fearful of the possible <
• clsion, took away the .Court's jurisdicti 
(Kx parte McCardle (6 Wall. 318, 7 Wall. 50 
1869). Despite the veto of President Job, 
son, the bill was passed. Later generatio 
have considered this to be a shameful ab\u 
of the powers of Congress (Charles Warr 
History of the Supreme Court, II p. 
quoting John W. Burgess)."

Senator Donnell continued:
Mr. President, I pass to several pages la 

In Mr. Ickes' testimony, where he said th
"The United States and California 

now litigating in the Supreme Court th 
opposing claims to ownership. The quest 
has never before been decided, and no o 
knows the outcome. It would be an aim 
unprecedented abuse of legislative pow 
if Congress were to take the Issue away fr 
the Supreme Court by presenting to the 6 
fendant State the Government's claims. 1 
result would be bad government,'-not o 
because it would be an invasion by the leg! 
lative branch of the judicial function, ] 
because it would constitute the waste o 
national asset which might some day be crt 
cial to our survival."

Thus It is that the Department of the Ii 
terior has reversed the decision of 1933. 
indicated earlier this afternoon, it seems 
me that the very fact that It had made 
ruling In writing over the signature of i 
Secretary of the Interior, and the very f 
that thereafter there was an overruling 
that decision by the refusal on the part 
the Department to grant some 200 applic 
tions are themselves indicative of the si 
cerity of the Department in taking the 
tion by which it overruled the former 
cision. The case is now pending in the S 
preme Court of the United States.

Yesterday In the course of the discussl 
the Senator from Nevada stated:

"If the Senator will read the report of t 
Judiciary Committee he will find there citi 
a number of cases which will throw nv 
light on the question In the Senator's mln

He was referring to the question wh 
I had presented, as to whether or not til 
same rule which has been supported by th 
various decisions of the United Sta 
Supreme Court with respect to title to lan 
under navigable rivers within the borders 
a State applies likewise to coastal lands, 
therefore, searched the report of the co 
mittee to ascertain what decisions 
therein cited as bearing on this partlcul 
problem.

As I indicated a while ago, I found tl 
In the body of the report of the commit 
the only cases cited to the effect that 
underlying the bordering ocean within 
3-mile limit belonged to the States wits 
their respective boundaries was that 
Martin v. Waddell (41 U. S. 366, 410). V 
much as that case was discussed yesterd 
to some extent, I shall only say with resp* 
to it that, as indicated twice today, tt 
case referred to lands In the Raritan 
and River, and, therefore, to my mind, 
be very properly distinguished on the groui 
that It did not involve necessarily, no 
its terms, the title to lands along the coW 
region not embraced within bays or rive 
The first case to which I shall pay attest' 
among those which are cited in the app6
•dix is that of Weber v. Harbor Commission' 
(18 Wall. 67, 65-66). I point out 
page 65 the Court said:

"The complainant is not the proprietor 
any land bordering on the shore"— 'i

The word "shore" Is italicized—"of the <j 
In any proper sense of that term. His _Mj 
is situated nearly half a mile from " 
the shore of the bay of San Francisco 
the time California was admitted Into 
Union, and over it the water at the
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. Mn flowed at a depth sufficient to float 
fetf o° ordinary size." 
'• senator Donnell continued:

• T submlt that that case Is one in which
• S0 iourt Itself distinctly shows by the

>the ment which I have Just read, that the
° * involved Is not the coastal area to
1 i h I have referred In my argument.

HP next case to which' reference Is made
*h« appendix to the report is that of

in ciair v. LOBlnjrston (23 Wall. 46, 68).
HI, case almost makes me homesick, be-

f It Roes back to Illinois, our neighbor
caUthe east of Missouri. It refers to a piece
•? land to the county of St. Clalr, 111., which

take it, obviously, notwithstanding the
triotic claims of our Illinois brethren with
nect to their State, cannot be claimed to

L upon an .ocean bank.
t do not know what were the conferences

wtween the Attorney General and the Sec-
tarv of the Interior. I do not know
hptner the Secretary of the Interior was
Hvised by Attorney General Blddle before

the reversal of the position taken in 1933
nrrurred I have no means of knowing that.
en far as I have been able to observe, that
noint Is not brought out in the testimony
Irlven by Mr. Ickes before the committee.

The next case referred to in the appendix 
to the report of the Committee on the Judi 
ciary is the case of McCready v. Virginia 
(94 U. S. 391); at page 394 I find the follow 
ing sentence:

"The precise question to be determined In 
this case is, whether the State of Virginia 
can prohibit the citizens of other States 
from planting oysters In the Ware River, a 
stream in the State, where the tide ebbs and 
flows, when its own citizens have that 
privilege."

Senator Donnell continues:
Obviously, Mr. President, that case did not 

involve the question of coastwise lands.
I now pass to the next case cited In the 

appendix, namely, Hobofcen v. Pennsylvania 
Railroad Company (124 U. S. 656), and I 
Invite attention to the fact that, as I read 
this case, it involves six actions in eject 
ment with respect to certain lands on the 
western shore of the Hudson River where 
the city of Hoboken—quoting from the de 
cision—"now stands.." If my understanding 
of the decision is correct, it does not pertain 
to coastwise marginal real estate.

I now pass to the next case cited in the 
appendix to the report, namely, Knight v. 
U. S. Land Association (142 U. S. 161, loc. 
cit. 193). I find, Mr. President, from the 
opinion of Mr. Justice Larhar, that it is 
strenuously insisted that the patent for the 
San Francisco Pueblo Is void to the extent 
It embraces lands below the ordinary high- 
water, mark of Mission Creek as that line 
existed at the time of the conquest from 
Mexico in 1846.

Senator Donnell continued: 
1 n°te also on page 182 of the decision 

the following language:
"The only remaining question In the case, 

as we understand it, and as we desire to 
consider it, may be thus stated: Admitting 
wiat the Von Leicht survey is correct and
oiiows the decree of confirmation: Admit 

ting also that the patent followed the survey 
»na the decree, and the premises In dispute 
«™ embraced In the patent: Was parol evl- 
laea admlsslble to show that these prem- 
rnarir below the ordinary high-water 
of £T. °r the bay of San Francisco, but

i Mission Creek, a navigable arm of the 
conn, ! at llne existed at the date of the
°nquest from Mexico In 1846?"

i>onnell"Uing quoting from Senator

toiU >'e,^r', Pre3ldent. It would appear that 
"""•M'likewise.one In which the ques- 

coastal waters, the so-called mar

ginal area, is not Involved. I now pass to 
the case of Mann v. Tacoma Land Co. 
(153 U. S. 273, loc. cit. 283). I find that 
this case, as I understand It, relates to prop 
erty In what is called Commencement Bay, 
at the head of Puget Sound, in Pierce County. 
State of Washington, and that It Is near 
the city of Tacoma. I recall the old ad 
monition "Watch Tacoma grow," However, 
I do not believe that Tacoma ever grew 
clear out to the marginal area which is in 
volved here.

The final case cited in the appendix is 
Mobile Transportation Co. v. Mobile 
(187 U. S. 479 at p. 482). I observe from a 
reading of that case that it relates to a por 
tion of the shore and bed of the Mobile River 
in the city of Mobile. As I understand, the 
river empties into a bay between Mobile and 
the ocean.

Mr. President, earlier in the day I referred 
to a case on which I could not place my 

. hands at the time, but which I now have be 
fore me. It is the case of Smith v. 
Maryland, which Is the case from which the 
quotation appears on page 8 of the ap 
pendix. The quotation reads:

"Whatever soil below low-water mark Is 
the subject of exclusive property and owner 
ship belongs to the State on whose maritime 
border and within whose territory It lies, 
subject to any lawful grants of that soil by 
the State or the sovereign power which gov 
erned its territory before the Declaration 
of Independence."

Mr. President, I may say that this case 
comes about as close to the question as 
does any other. It relates to the questions 
of the power of the State of Maryland with 
respect to the owner of a schooner which had 
been dredging for oysters in the Chesapeake 
Bay. Because of some violation of a statute 
of Maryland the owner of the schooner was 
punished by being required to forfeit his 
schooner. Yet, Mr. President, In this case it 
will be observed^-quoting from the decision: 

"The purpose of the law Is to protect the 
growth of oysters in the waters of the State 
by prohibiting the use of particular Instru 
ments In dredging for them. No question 
was made in the court below whether the 
place in question be within the territory of 
the State."

I wish to repeat that sentence: 
"No question was made in the court below 

whether the place in question be within the 
territory of the State."

Senator Donnell then stated:
I disgress to say that the very fact that. 

the Court emphasized that no question was 
raised In the court below as to whether the 
place In question was within the territory of 
the State, to my mind is very significant as 
indicating that the Court itself thought that 
the proposition might be of some impor 
tance. Indeed, Mr. President, counsel obvi- . 
ously thought so as it will be observed later. 
The Court continued as follows:

"No question was made in the court below 
whether the place in question be within the 
territory of the State. The law is, In terms, 
limited to the waters of the State. If the 
county court extended the operation of the 
law beyond those waters, that was a distinct 
and substantive ground of exception, to be 
specifically taken and presented on the rec 
ord, accompanied by all the necessary facts 
to enable the Court to determine whether a 
voyage of a vessel, licensed and enrolled for 
the coasting trade, had been interrupted by 
force of a law of a State while on the high 
seas, and out of the territorial Jurisdiction 
of the State.

"To present to this Court"—that is the Su 
preme Court of the United States—"such a 
question "upon a writ of error to a State 
court, it is not enough that it might have 
been made in the court below; It must ap 
pear by the record that it was made, and 
decided against the plaintiff in error.

"As we do not find from the record that 
any question of this kind was raised, we must

consider that the acts in question were done, 
and the seizure made, within the waters of 
the State; and that the law, if valid, was not 
misapplied by the county court by extending 
Its operation, contrary to its terms, to waters 
within the limits of the State. What we' 
have to consider under the writ of error is, 
whether the law Itself, as above recited, be' 
repugnant to the Constitution or laws of the 
United States."

Senator Donnell continued:
Mr. President, my recollection is that there 

are certain dicta in this case which I pre 
sume are the reasons for the citation of the 
case in the appendix of the report of the 
committee. But the observations of the 
Court show that the Court itself did not go 
into the question of whether or not the 
action of the defendant took place within 
the territory of the State, a decided ques 
tion, as is obvious In the language of the 
decision which reads, in part:

"What we have to consider under this writ 
of error is, whether the law itself, as above 
recited, be repugnant to the Constitution or 
laws of the United States."

So, Mr. President, these are all the cases 
that are cited on the proposition of coastal 
waters In the appendix, and the only other 
case cited in the report itself on the question 
of coastal waters Is the case of Martin against 
Waddell which was mentioned previously.

Continuing quoting from Senator 
Donnell's remarks:

Mr. President, I wish to say only a few 
words in conclusion. I appreciate the points 
made today by the distinguished Senators. 
It may well be that the Supreme Court of 
the United States will follow their theory. 
But in light of the contrary view taken by 
distinguished counsel such as the Attorney 
General of the United States, and the dis 
tinguished Secretary of the Department of 
the Interior who himself has been a prac 
ticing lawyer, I submit that there is at least 
room for doubt with reference to the propo 
sition.

The Newark case referred to yesterday 
pointed out that the State of New Jersey had 
passed a law extending its boundaries into 
the ocean. Mr. President, we do not know 
whether—at least I do not know from the 
evidence which I have read; It may be pres 
ent somewhere, but I did not read the report 
until It came into my possession this after 
noon—there is anything in the report of 
the committee as to any other State extend 
ing its boundaries into the ocean. I know 
that the State of California, according to 
the decision to which reference was made, 
and which I believe I mentioned earlier in, 
96 Pennsylvania 2d, at page 941, has a con 
stitutional provision by which its boundary . 
goes 3 English miles into the Pacific Ocean. 
It may well be that all the Pacific Coast. 
States may have been the recipients of 
enabling acts similar to that to which the 
senior Senator from Oregon referred. There 
is no evidence in the report of the commit 
tee before the Senate as to whether that is 
true with respect to all the coastwise States 
of the Union. There are a great many of 
them on. the Atlantic Ocean, on the Gulf of 
Mexico, and on the Pacific Ocean. In order 
for us to know whether in any given case 
the lands which are sought to be quit 
claimed away, given away, by House Joint 
Resolution 225, are within the boundaries 
of the States, we must know, first, whether 
or not any attempt has been made, either 
by the States themselves or by the Federal 
Government, respectively, to extend the 
boundaries of the States out into the ocean 
adjacent to those several States, each one 
by Itself. We would have to know that.

We would have to know, further, whether 
or not the States, either by their constitu^ 
tions or by their statutes, undertook to ex 
tend their boundaries.
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Senator Donnell concluded with this 
remark:

We would have to know whether they could 
do It along the line of the Inquiry of the 
Senator from Michigan this afternoon. 
Whether or not a State can lift Itself by Its 
own bootstraps, whether by Its own declara 
tion It can vest title in itself to lands is a 
question which would have to be deter 
mined.

Now, Mr. President, there is another 
part of this resolution that I find objec 
tionable. That is subsection (b) of sec 
tion 6. That subsection generously saves 
for the .United States the right of first 
refusal to purchase any of the natural 
resources accruing from these submerged 
lands, not at a bargain price, Mr. Presi 
dent, but at the prevailing price or by 
condemnation of the property and pay 
ment of just compensation. What 
shoddy treatment is this for a donor who 
is about to give away lands whose 
natural resources may produce revenue 
measured in billions ? And I might point 
out, Mr. President, in time of peace, or 
in a time when no national emergency 
exists, the United States is not even 
granted the right of first refusal to pur 
chase. Maybe that does not offend the 
sense of fair dealing of some of the 
Members of the Senate but I assure you 
it offends nilne. It ought to be, in my 
mind, especially offensive to all the in 
land States who gain little or nothing 
from this resolution.

I notice that section 9 of the resolution 
preserves to the United States the right 
to the natural resources lying outside the 
boundaries of the coastal States. At 
least, that is the interpretation placed 
on section 9 by the majority report, 
though it is by no means clear from 
reading the section. Now, I wonder, as 
did the minority report, why the resolu 
tion provides no authority for the Fed 
eral Government to develop the resources 
that are not taken away? The majority 
report seeks to answer this by saying that 
many questions would be raised by such 
an undertaking and therefore the mat 
ter should be left for early considera 
tion in separate legislation. Mr. Pre'si- 
'dent, many questions are raised by the 
undertaking proposed in Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, but the existence of such 
questions has not deterred the propo- 
.nents of this measure from urging im 
mediate consideration of it.

One of the questions not mentioned is, 
how far seaward do the boundaries 
claimed by the coastal States extend? 
The bill does not prejudice State claims 
extending beyond the traditional 3-mile 
limit and I think it is acknowledged that 
some of the coastal States may claim 
boundaries extending at least 10 V2 land 
miles seaward of the coast line. But the 
important point is that, in the case of 
at least one of the coastal States, 
Louisiana, the attorney general of the 
State testified that he does not know 
what the historic boundaries of the 
State are. If he does not know, who 
does? And if he does not know the 
boundary of the State of Louisiana, how 
can the interest of the United States 
beyond that boundary be determined? 
.Are we headed for another series of 
lengthy and costly suits in the Federal 
courts to determine the rights of the 
United states to be followed by more

giveaway legislation like this? The At 
torney General of the United States, in 
his testimony before the committee, 
'urged that a line be drawn on a map so 
'that the State boundaries could be fixed 
and the interests of the United States 
determined, but this suggestion has not 
been adopted. Failure to do this seems 
to me to represent but the prelude to 
another long overture of discordant liti 
gation.

In the veto message President Tru 
man saw this problem clearly. He re 
marked, at page 3 of that message:

The figures I have cited relate only to 
the submerged lands which are claimed to 
be covered by this resolution—that is, the 
marginal belt of land which the sponsors 
of the resolution say extends seaward 3 ma 
rine leagues (lO l/2 land miles) from the low- 
tide mark off the coast of Texas and the 
west coast of Florida, and 3 nautical miles 
(3% land miles) off all other coastal areas.

The Continental Shelf, which extends in 
some areas 150 miles or more off the coast 
of our country, contains additional amounts 
or oil and other minerals of huge value. One 
oil well, for example, has already been 
drilled and is producing about 22 miles off 
the coast of Louisiana.

While this resolution does not specifically 
purport to convey lands and resources of 
the Continental Shelf beyond a marginal 
belt, the resolution does open the door for 
the coastal States to come back and as 
sert claims for the mineral resources of the 
Continental Shelf lying seaward and outside 
of this area. The intent of the coastal 
States in this regard has been made clear by 
actions of the State Legislature of Louisiana, 
which has enacted legislation claiming to 
extend the State's boundary 27 miles into 
the Gulf of Mexico, and of the State Legis 
lature of Texas, which has enacted legisla 
tion claiming to extend that State's bound 
aries to the outer limit of the Continental 
Shelf. Such an action would extend Texas' 
boundary as much as 130 miles into the 
Gulf of Mexico.

Former Attorney General Clark also 
realized the difficulties involved in the 
present approach to the problem. At 
the joint hearings before the Commit 
tees on the Judiciary in the 80th Con 
gress, 2d session, he appeared and I ask 
unanimous consent that his statement, 
which appears at page 617 of the printed 
record of those hearings, be printed in 
the RECORD.

There being no objection, the state 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

The measures now before you are designed 
.to accomplish a single objective, although 
they differ in certain respects as to form and 
language. The purpose is to release and re-" 
llnquish to the several coastal States of the 
Union all right, title, and interest of the 
United States in and to the lands and re 
sources underlying the open ocean adjacent 
to the shores of this country, beyond low- 
water mark along the open coast and outside 
of the inland waters. To be sure, the lan 
guage of these proposals refers to all lands 
beneath navigable waters within the re 
spective boundaries of the several States, and 
this is defined as extending seaward to the 
3-mlle limit, or, where a State has extended 
its boundary beyond 3 miles, to the exterior 
limits of that State.

I would like to violate, as you call it, my 
rule; I would like to call the attention of the 
.committee to this strange anomaly that I 
will point out later In the statement but I 
want to call ottenlon to it here to the com 
mittee, now—every State under this bill 
would have a different territorial limit. It

could have a territorial limit beyond the ter. 
ritorial limits that the United States Gov, 
ernment itself claims.

For example, in the California case, the 
territorial limit there was 3 miles. How. 
ever, the Court held that the United State. 
had, we claim, ownership in that property.

Take Texas, for example. It had, I thinfc' 
9 miles back in 1936. Then in 1941 they ex.' 
tended it, I think, to 27 miles, and in May 
last year they extended it out to the farthest 
boundary of the Continental Shelf. I under, 
stand that is some 59 miles.

You take Louisiana, for example. 
had, I think, the same as Texas originally 
and then in 1938 they extended theirs to 2) 
miles.

So that the boundary of the United Statei 
would start down iii Texas at 59 miles out. 
side, and then it Jumped over to Louisiana, 
and come over 27, and if Florida got an l<Jea 
they wanted 1,000 miles, they could extend 
theirs out halfway to Europe.

Senator MOOBE. That would be beyond thj 
Continental Shelf?

Mr. CLARK. The Continental Shelf is right 
at the United States. We do not even claim 
that.

Senator MOOKE. I mean the Continental 
Shelf varies.

Mr. CLARK. Yes. There in Texas it is sup 
posed to be 59 miles.

Senator MOOBE. Depending upon the depth 
of the water.

Mr. CLARK. The United States does not 
claim any title beyond the 3-mile limit, nevei 
has. There has not been any legislation ol 
any type——

Senator MOORE. There are some who think 
it has not any title at all.

Mr. CLARK. What I am saying, this is a verj 
strange thing, and something that the com 
mittee should study very seriously, because 
here you are validating a State's action In 
extending the territorial limits away out Into 
the sea beyond the limit that the Uniteii 
States ever claimed. There would be verj 
much complication, as I see it, from thf 
standpoint of international relations. '[

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, just to 
elaborate on how confused this mattaj 
,of the State boundaries is, let me dra| 
your attention to the statement of tffi 
chairman of the State Mineral Board of 
the State of Louisiana at the joint hear? 
ings before the Committees on the Jud}'- 
ciary in the 80th Congress. This is whs!! 
was said at that time, which will be fougj 
at pages 105 and 106 of the printed refjj 
ord of those hearings:

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Hardey, are you 
to tell us approximately the total an 
revenue which the State of Louisiana derlvl 
from the 524 leases covering lands in LoulW 
ana's marginal waters off coast? ; l

Mr. HARDET. Senator, that is a very 
development, started about a year & 
-half ago. Since the war, we have encouraRj 
a new frontier of exploration extending 
Into the gulf. Realizing that we were 
of reserves, that development started 
year and a half ago. To date, only 6 
wells have been drilled out in the gulf. 
of the 6 wells, one new field has been 
oped during the past summer, brought in.', 
.an oil company from Oklahoma City and I 
associates. It looks like a very fine oil "" 
So far, no revenue has been derived.

Senator MCCARRAN. How far offshore
Mr. HARDET. We got out 27 nautical 

Senator. Our Jurisdiction was establl*| 
by a special act of the legislature in I 
establishing a State Jurisdiction out 27 B? 
tical miles. We have leased out that

Senator DONNELL. Do you know 
of these 524 leases comprising the 1, 
acres, are with respect to lands wltni°"'>, 
3-mile limit seaward from the low-W% 
mark?. "•
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nEY I don't have the figures, Sen-

- --'• TUB spread Is pretty even, though. 
»tor' Jnreward out to 27 miles, so I would 
from s °'x imately one-ninth. 
say aPPQr MOORE. You mean these 524 leases

ere °.n °° orr ^hey are on submerged lands
- Mr- B*" beginning at the coastline and

't» P „„ __-..4.l««l mllae
_(.*• DCS*""* O ———off' c°S!,e out 27 nautical miles.

extendi«6 MooRE. But not Including theSenator
inland? Not the lniand "bays or rivers • j^r. HAUL"1- •
»' a11 ' * r DONNELL. The State of Louisiana, 

Senaftsserts ownership at least 27 miles off
thenAast is that correct?
Its coasu 27 nautlcal miies, Senator.

Mr' DONNELL. Do you know, Mr. Har-_ fjir IJUJ.^ *TI«J*JJJ. *-"« j — — —— — •• • -—
«nat the legal basis is on which the 

V ' ot Louisiana asserts ownership 27 nau- 
. , ™iip<: off coast? 

tlc<!, HARDEY I do not, Senator. I think 
robably will have a treatise on that 

yrotn our attorney general when he makes

hl!enPa'torr MooREerThat Is based on acts of 

Ie MSr a HARDEY. It is by special act of legls-

IatqUprnator 9 D8ONNELL. The Federal Govern- 
ment has not passed any legislation recog 
nizing any such rights so far as you know.

' has It?Mr HARDEY. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. The nautical mile Is 

even greater in length than the ordinary

V- Tnat la rlSht - Jt ls almost 
enuivafent to 39 miles.

Senator DONNELL. The United States nau 
tical mile, as I understand it, Is 6,080.20 
feet. Is that correct?

Mr. HARDEY. I assume It Is. I don't know.
I wish my colleagues would give heed 

to what the present Attorney General of 
the United States said, concerning this 
phase of the problem. His statement, 
appearing at page 926 of the printed 
record of the hearings held this year, 
reads:

Second. An actual line on a map dividing 
the two areas' of submerged lands should be 
drawn by Congress In the bill to eliminate 
much expensive and unnecessary litigation. 
If the statute merely refers In words to "his 
toric boundaries" or In words describes a 
line beginning at the edge of the States' 
Inland waters or tries to describe in words 
bays or other characteristics of the coast, 
unnecessary litigation will almost surely re 
sult. Therefore, we make this suggestion 
of an actual line on a map drawn as part of 
the bill, which would eliminate also, we 
think, certain International problems that 
might otherwise arise. If territorial-owner 
ship claims are asserted in the States or Fed 
eral Government beyond their historic 3- 
mile limit.

Now, all of these gimmicks are in the 
gift bag, Mr. President, but I think we 
ought to give attention, too, to the con 
stitutional arguments involved. in this 
Proposal.

The title of the resolution reads "To 
confirm and establish the titles of the 
states" to the submerged lands. This is 
an unconcealed attempt to ignore the 
wain and unequivocal declarations of 
I;16 Supreme Court in the submerged 
'anas cases that the States did not have 
"tie or interest.in the submerged lands, 
•""s is nothing more than a masquerade. 
tnr an attemPt to conceal the true na- 
amffi? this measure which is in reality another giveaway.
me v,°>ney General Clark, it seems to
stat-PH • '4 • nail on tt?6 ^ead when he

ea at the joint hearings before the

Committees on the Judiciary in the 80th 
Congress, at page 619 of the printed 
record:

. As a result of the decision in the case of 
United States v. California, the situation Is 
now different from that existing at the time 
a similar proposal was before the 79th Con 
gress. At that time the question as to the 
respective rights and interests of the Fed 
eral Government and the several coastal 
States In the lands underlying the marginal 
sea adjacent to the shores of the United 
States was in doubt. This doubt has been 
resolved—people seem to forget—by the Su 
preme Court in the California case. We now 
know that California, for example, does not 
have and never did have any title to the 
lands underlying the ocean seaward of low- 
water mark; and that the United States, 
rather than the coastal State, Is vested with 
the right and power to control the disposal 
of the resources situated In those lands. 
There' Is no State title or Interest which 
can be subject to the so-called cloud which 
a quitclaim would remove.

Consequently, the proposed legislation 
would, as I have said, operate as an out 
right gift of the rights and Interests of the 
United States in the subsoil of the adjacent 
oceans, and the beneficiaries of this gift 
would not be all the States of the Union but 
only the States and their lessees, the oil op 
erators, which by accident happen to be 
those coastal States off the shores of which 
valuable and essential mineral deposits are 
located.

Right now, Mr. President, a grand total 
of approximately $63 million is await 
ing disposition either to the Federal Gov- 

• eminent or to the States of Texas, Cali 
fornia, or Louisiana, according to the mi 
nority report filed by the distinguished 
senior Senator from Montana [Mr. MUR 
RAY]. According to this same report, 
royalties from the oil and gas resources 
in the offshore areas may bring as much 
as $23 billion to those who own and con 
trol this property.

What a colossal giveaway this would 
be if this resolution should be adopted. 
And who would benefit from it? Prima 
rily, the States of Texas, California, and 
Louisiana. How would the great State 
of North Dakota recover the loss of its 
share of the national resource—how 
could it benefit? Maybe the sponsors of 
this resolution could answer that ques 
tion. I cannot.

Now, Mr. President, during the hear 
ings on this resolution, it beoame appar 
ent that a close constitutional question 
was involved in this giveaway. It was so 
apparent, as a matter of fact, that the 
Attorney General of the United States 
suggested a six-point program to avoid 
the issue being presented to the courts. 
One of the points of the program in 
volved the abandonment of the convey 
ance of full title of the submerged lands 
to the coastal States and the grant of 
authority only to develop arid use the 
natural resources from the submerged 
lands.

The proponent of this resolution 
tacitly, at least, recognized the serious 
constitutional question involved here, for 
the separability section of the resolution 
is unusually specific in stating that if the 
sections of the resolution which vest title 
in the States are held invalid, other sec 
tions, such as that establishing the sea 
ward boundaries of the States, 'will be 
unaffected. Normally a general separa 
bility clause would be- sufficient, but not 
in this resolution. The proponents

know that these submerged lands are 
under the full dominion and control of 
the United States because the United 
States is a sovereign with the sovereign 
obligation to defend its people and the 
States which compose it. They know 
that the submerged lands are under the 
full dominion and control of the United 
States because the United States is a 
sovereign with a constitutional directive 
from the people to conduct the foreign 
relations of this country. They know 
all this because the Supreme Court has 
told them so. And, Mr. President, the 
proponents of this legislation know that 
the grant authorized by this resolution 
may result in an impairment of na 
tional sovereignty. They know because 
a former Solicitor General of the United 
States warned them and the present At 
torney General suggested that the ob 
jection be avoided by several amend 
ments to the resolution. The proponents 
of this resolution also know that this 
resolution may embarrass the United 
States in its relations with foreign na 
tions who. make extravagant seaward 
boundary claims for themselves. They 
know this because of what they were 
advised by Assistant Secretary of State 
Thruston Mortbn in a letter to the chair 
man of the Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee, which I ask to have printed 
in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

DEPARTMENT or STATE, 
Washington, March 4, 1953. 

Hon. HUGH BUTLER,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and 

Insular Affairs, United States Sen 
ate, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR BUTLER: Reference Is 
made to your letter of January 28, 1953, 
receipt of which was acknowledged January 
30, 1953, transmitting for the comment of. 
the Department of State Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13, to confirm and establish the titles 
of the States to lands beneath navigable wa 
ters within State boundaries and to the 
natural resources within such lands and 
waters, and to provide for the use and con 
trol of said land and resources.

The interest of the Department in the pro 
posed legislation Is limited to the bearing 
which it may have upon the International 
relations of the United States.

With respect to claims of States In the 
seas adjacent to their coasts, the general pol 
icy of the United States Is to support the 
principle of freedom of the seas. Such 
freedom is essential to Its national Interests. 
It Is a time-honored principle of its con 
cept of defense that the greater the freedom 
and range of Its warships and aircraft, the 
better protected are Its security Interests. 
It Is axiomatic of Its commercial interests 
that the maintenance of free lanes and air 
routes is vital to the preeminence of its 
shipping tonnage and air transport. And 
It is becoming evident that its fishing in 
terests depend In part, and may come more 
so to depend In the future, upon fishing re 
sources in seas adjacent to the coasts of for 
eign states.

Pursuant to Its policy of freedom of the 
seas, this Government has always supported 
the concept that the sovereignty of coastal 
States in seas adjacent to their coasts (as 
well as the lands beneath such waters and 
the air space above them) was limited to a 
belt of waters of 3 miles' width, and has vig 
orously objected to claims of other States 
to broader limits. In the circumstances, the 
Department is much concerned with the pro 
visions of Senate Joint Resolution 13 which 
would permit the extension of the seaward
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boundaries of certain States of the United 
States beyond the 3-mile limit traditionally 
asserted by the United States In its Inter 
national relations. Such an extension of 
boundaries would compel this Government, 
now committed to the defense of the 3-mile 
limit in the Interest of the Nation as a 
whole, to modify this national policy in 
order to support the special claims of cer 
tain States of the Union, for obviously, the 
territorial claims of the States cannot ex 
ceed those of the Nation. Likewise, if this 
Government were to abandon its position 
on the 3-mile limit it would perforce aban 
don any ground for protest against claims 
of foreign states to greater breadths of ter 
ritorial waters. Such a result would be un 
fortunate at a time when a substantial 
number of foreign states exhibit a clear 
propensity to break down the restraints im 
posed by the principle of freedom of the 
seas by seeking extensions of their sover- 
.eignty over considerable areas of their ad 
jacent seas. A change of position regarding 
the 3-mile limit on the part of this Govern 
ment is very likely, as past experience in re 
lated fields establishes, to be seized upon by 
other States as Justification or excuse for 
broader and even extravagant claims over 
their adjacent seas. Hence a realistic ap 
praisal of the situation would seem to indi 
cate that the Government should adhere to 
the 3-mlle limit until such time as It is de 
termined that the interests of the Nation 
as a whole would be better served by a change 
or modification of policy.

It should be noted, moreover, ( that, the 
Interest of the United States in resources 
in the high seas has in no wise been affected 
by its adherence to the 3-mlle limit of ter 
ritorial waters. The claim of the United 
States in the President's proclamation of 
September 28, 1945, to Jurisdiction and con 
trol of the natural resources of the subsoil 
and seabed of the Continental Shelf beyond 
the limit of its territorial waters has not 
been questioned. These resources were thus 
secured without recourse to an extension of 
Its territorial waters and as a result, naviga 
tion on the high seas off its coasts remains 
free and unimpeded as befits this country's 
dedication to the principle of freedom of 
the seas and In sharp contrast to the actions 
of some foreign states which sought the same 
result by assertions of sovereignty over 
Immense areas of the high seas.

It is the view of the Department, therefore, 
that the proposed legislation should not sup 
port claims of the States to seaward bound 
aries in excess of those traditionally claimed 
by the Nation; 1. e., 3 miles from the low- 
water mark on the coast. This is without 
reference to the question whether coastal 
States have, or should have, rights in the 
subsoil and seabed beyond the limits of 
territorial waters.

In section 2 of the Senate Joint Resolution 
13, page 3. lines 3 to 5, Inland waters are 
defined as Including "all estuaries, ports, 
harbors, bays, channels, straits, historic bays, 
and sounds, 'and all other bodies of water 
which Join the open sea." This definition 
appears to be too broad. With respect to 
bays and estuaries, the United States has 
traditionally taken the position that the 
waters of estuaries and bays are Inland 
waters only If their opening Is no more than 
10 miles wide, or; where such opening ex 
ceeds 10 miles, at the first point where It 
does not exceed 10 miles. With respect to a 
strait which is only a channel of communica 
tion to an inland body of water, the United 
States has taken the position that the rules 
governing bays should apply. So far as 
concerns a strait connecting two seas having 
the character of high seas, whether the 
coasts of the strait belong to a single State 
or to two or more States, the United States 
has always adhered to the well-established 
principle of International law that passage 
should be free In such a strait and hence 
bas maintained that Its waters, even thought

to be 6 miles wide or less, cannot be Inland 
waters. With respect to both bays and 
straits, of course, the United States has ex- 
cepted the cases where, by historical usage, 
such waters are shown to have been tradi 
tionally subjected to the exclusive authority 
of the coastal State.

The purpose of this Government In adopt 
ing such a definition of inland waters was 
to give effectiveness to Its policy of freedom 
of the seas. The broader the definition of 
inland waters, the more the seaward limit of 
Inland waters is brought forward from the 
coast. And since the seaward limit of In 
land waters is the baseline whence the belt 
of territorial waters Is measured, this by 
cumulative effect brings forward the outer 
limits of territorial waters. Of late, efforts 
have been made by some foreign States to 
broaden the definition of their inland wa- . 
ters and to gain control thereby of large 
areas of the seas adjacent to their coasts. 
This Government has opposed and continues 
to oppose such developments, but any Indi 
cation on Its part of a change of position, 
such as may be suggested by the broad defi 
nition of Inland waters now present In the 
proposed legislation, may well encourage 
the growth of a dangerous trend. Hence, in 
the view of the Department it would be ad 
visable to amend section 2 of the proposed 
legislation, page 3. lines 3 to 5, as follows:

"Limit of Inland waters in estuaries, ports, 
harbors, bays, channels, straits, sounds, and 
all other bodies of water which Join the 
open sea."

The Department has been Informed by the 
Bureau of the Budget that .there Is no ob 
jection to the submission of this report. 

Sincerely yours,
THRUSTON B. MOHTON,

Assistant Secretary 
(For the Secretary of State).

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, they 
know, too, that the boundary claims of 
some of these States which are preserved 
under section 4 of this resolution may 
result in the harassment of our fishing 
industry. Mexico has just recently 
seized several American shrimp boats 
whose owners claim they were not violat 
ing international law. But Mexico, Mr. 
President, claims territorial waters to a 
distance of 9 miles.

An excellent discussion of this phase 
of the controversy appears on page 31 of 
the minority report, and I recommend to 
those of my colleagues who may not have 
read it that they study that portion of 
the report carefully.

Mr. President, this whole issue is of 
momentous consequence. Shall the 
Congress abdicate the national interest 
in billions of dollars of national resources 
to benefit a few States? I believe that 
the national interest, as well as the inter 
est of the people of North Dakota, re 
quire that these valuable rights be re 
served to all the people.

Mr. President, I believe it is pertinent 
at this stage of the discussion of Senate 
Joint Resolution 13, to consider an aspect 
of this proposed legislation which may 
give rise to troublesome questions at a 
later day.

One of the primary issues before us Js 
the constitutionality of the proposed 
transfer of ownership of the submerged 
lands which lie under the oceans sea 
ward from the low-water mark.

The decision of the Supreme Court in 
the California case—332d United States 
Reports at page 19, 1947—clearly stated 
that California had no title to these 
lands. Whatever, then, may be the basis

under which the United States holds thi. 
property, it is entirely clear that tu 
legislation is conferring upon 
coastal States an attribute of 
which they do not now possess.

The legal effect of Senate Joint Res0, 
lution 13 would grant to coastal State! 
by section 2 (a) (2), 2 (b), 2 (e), 3 (a) 
3 (b) , and section 4, title and ownership 
in the submerged lands seaward frojj 
the low -water mark at least out to j 
line "3 geographical miles" distant from 
its coast line. This is explicitly con, 
firmed by the bill for the Thirteen Orig. 
inal States. Other States which have 
asserted their claim by statute or con; 
stitutional provision or otherwise for 
such boundaries receive ownership and 
title in the submerged lands out to the 
3-geographical-mile limit.

AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS TO DISPOSE OP 
PROPERTY

The constitutional grant to Congress 
of the "power to dispose of and make 
all needful rules and regulations re 
specting the territory or other property 
belonging to the United States" is con 
tained in article IV, section 3, clause 2. 
The word "territory" as there used, has 
been construed to mean property- 
O'Donoghue v. United States (289 U. S. 
516, 537 (1933)) — and the authority 
conferred upon Congress to dispose of 
this property was not abridged or with 
drawn by the 9th and 10th amendments 
to this Constitution. Ashwander v. Ten 
nessee Valley Authority (297 U. S. 288, 
330 (1936) ) . The nature of the disposal 
is left to the discretion of the Congress- 
U. S. v. Gratiot (14 Pet. 526, 538 (1840)).

While Congress may constitutionally 
limit the disposition of the public domain 
to a manner consistent with its views 
of public policy — U. S. v. Sara Francisco 
(310 U. S. 31) — this broad grant of au 
thority in the Congress is not unlimited. 
Certain of the lands obtained by the 
United States, no matter how acquired, 
are held with the object, as soon as their 
population and condition justify it, of 
being admitted into the Union as States; 
upon an equal footing with the original 
States in all respects; and the title and 
dominion of the tide waters and the land 
under them are held by the United States 
for the benefit of the whole people, and 
in trust for future States — ShiveW '• 
Bowlby (152 U. S. 1).

Historically, Congress, in disposing of 
the public lands under authority of ar- 
tide IV, section 3, clause 2, of the Cpn' 
stitution, has constantly acted upon the 
theory, that those lands, whether in the 
interior, or upon the coast, above high' 
water mark, may be taken up by actual 
occupants, in order to encourage the ac 
tual settlement of the country; but that 
the navigable waters and the soils ufl' 
der them, whether within or above tM 
ebb and flow of the tide, shall be an" 
remain public highways; and beinf> 
chiefly valuable for the public purpos# 
of. commerce, navigation and fishing, ai>£ 
for the improvements necessary to 
cure and promote those purposes, s 
not be granted away during the period "I 
territorial government ; but, unless in tw 
case of some international duty or pu 
lie exigency, shall be held by the Unit*' 
States in trust for the future States.,
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connection the Supreme Court 
v. BowlUy (152 U. S. 1, at p.

Ji said:
• nn the acquisition of a territory by the
• • A States, whether by cession from one 

States, or by treaty with a foreign 
or by discovery and 'settlement, the 

C jtje and dominion passed to the 
si""6 , states, for the benefit of the whole 
°n if and In trust for the several States 
P6"^ ultimately created out of the territory.

From these expressions of the Court
• shively against Bowlby, supra, under 
'"tide IV, section 3, congressional power 
&llr the territories and other proper- 
£« could be viewed as relating to such 
territory or property which could be 
arved into later States, and inferential- 

iv land claims. But here under Senate 
joint Resolution 13, we are dealing with 
nroperty under the marginal sea, in 
capable of being erected into States. 
Here we have an instance of the United 
States coming into dominion over tre 
mendous area of the sea bed by reason 
of its existence as a Nation and its obli 
gations with reference to foreign affairs 
and national defense.

These areas under the marginal seas 
are incapable of formation into States, 
and as the Court stated in Shively 
against Bowlby, supra, title and domin 
ion rests in the United States for the 
benefit of the whole people. It thus can 
be argued that if these marginal areas, 
seaward, are incapable of being formed 
into States, Federal ownership and con 
trol should be maintained over these 
lands. As was stated by the Court in the 
California case (332 U. S. 19, at p. 37) — 

We are not persuaded to transplant the 
Pollard rule of ownership as an incident of 
State sovereignty In relation to inland wa 
ters out into the soil beneath the ocean, so 
much more a matter of national concern. 
If this rationale of the Pollard case is a valid 
basis for a conclusion that paramount rights 
run to the States in inland waters to the 
shoreward of the low-water mark, the same 
rationale leads to the conclusion that na 
tional interests, responsibilities, and there 
fore natural rights are paramount in waters 
lying to the seaward In the 3-mile belt. Cf. 
Vnited States v. Curtiss-Wright Corp., 229 
U. S. 304, 316; United States v. Cousbj/, 328 
U. S. 256.

Thus, while the general authority of 
the Congress to dispose of property be 
longing to the United States is not ques 
tioned, its authority to dispose of the title 
to the beds lying seaward of the low- 
water mark is open to serious question. 
This is due chiefly to the character or 
nature of the property involved. The 
role of the Federal Government with re 
spect to these lands is similar to the role 
°f the State of Illinois with respect -to 
the property involved in the case of "Illi 
nois Central Railroad v. Illinois (146 
u- S. 387) . The Court said in that case: 
. The State holds the title to the lands under 
jne navigable waters of Lake Michigan with- 
J» its limits in the same manner that the 
J>tate holds title to soils under tidewater, by 
anH !commori law, we have already shown 
no that title necessarily carries with it con- 

th i°Ver the waters above them whenever 
tin ^ds are subjected to use. But it is a 
th 'e different in character from that which 
It t hplds In lands intended for sale. 
U , s different from the title which1 the 
are n stat(5s holds in the public lands which 

°Pen to preemption and sale.

THE CHARACTER OP THE PROPERTY INVOLVED

In the first case to be presented to the 
Supreme Court on the issue of the para 
mount right to the submerged lands— 
U..S. v. California (332 U. S. 19 (1947) ) — 
the Supreme Court noted the unusual 
character of the property here involved. 
Indeed, the Supreme Court's decision in 
the California case can be said to rest 
primarily on the unusual nature of this 
property and the subsequent decisions 
involving the State of Louisiana and 
Texas—U. S. v. Louisiana (339 U. S. 699 
(1950)); U. S. v. Texas (339 U. S. 707 
(1950))—reaffirmed the Court's posi 
tion in that regard. The Court in the 
California' case stated at page 34:

Not only has acquisition, as it were, of the 
3-mile belt been accomplished by the Na 
tional Government but protection and con 
trol of it has been and is a function of na 
tional external sovereignty.

The Court explained what it meant by 
"national external sovereignty" by say 
ing that a government next to the sea 
must be able to protect itself from 
dangers incident to its location. It must 
have powers of dominion and regulation 
in the interest of its revenues, its health, 
and the security of its people from wars 
waged on or to near its coast—V. S. v. 
California (332 U. S. 1935).

The statement of the Court reveals a 
character inherent in the property under 
discussion which is not common to other 
property which the United States Gov 
ernment may hold. Here the Court af 
firms the intangible nature of this prop 
erty which represents a portion of the 
security of the people from wars to be 
waged from outside sources. Unlike 
any other property, the 3-mile belt be 
comes a barrier erected for the purpose 
of national security, and for the benefit 
of all of the people of the United States. 
It is most important that we recognize 
this intangible feature attendant to this 
property as distinguished from other 
public lands and property owned by the 
United States which may be sold at the 
dictates of Congress.

The ocean, even its 3-mile belt, is thus 
of vital consequence to the Nation in its 
desire to engage in commerce and to live 
in peace with the world; it also becomes 
of crucial importance should it ever 
again become impossible to preserve that 
peace. And as peace and world com 
merce are the paramount responsibili 
ties of the Nation, rather than an indi 
vidual State, so, if wars come, they must 
be fought by the Nation— (.U. S. v. Cali 
fornia (332 U. S. 19, 35)).

Thus, even in its first decision on the 
issue of paramount rights to the sub 
merged lands, the Supreme Court recog 
nized the inescapable fact that these 
lands beneath the sea are closely related 
to the national external sovereignty, and 
by that very characteristic, are to be dis 
tinguished from other property belong 
ing to the United States.

This proposition was reiterated by the 
Court in the Louisiana case cited earlier. 
Mr. Justice Douglas, in the majority 
opinion, wrote:

The claim to our 3-mile belt was first as-* 
serted by the National Government. Pro 
tection and control of the area are Indeed 
functions of national external sovereignty; 
(332 U. S. pp. 31-31). The marginal sea Is a

national, not a State concern. National In 
terests, national responsibilities, national 
concerns are involved: The problems of 
commerce, national defense, relations with 
other powers, war and peace focus there. 
National rights must therefore be paramount 
in that .area (17. S..v. Louisiana, at p. 704);

Mr. President, I might add that I 
thoroughly examined the proposed meas 
ure. I did so, Mr. President, because I 
noticed in the Evening Star of April 27, 
1953, a headline reading as follows: "Net 
Farm Income Expected To Be Lowest. 
Since 1941—Agriculture Department 
Sees Prices for Products Falling Faster 
Than Costs."

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent that the entire article, which is a 
short one, appearing on the front page 
of the Washington Star, may be printed 
in the RECORD at this-point in my re 
marks.

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
NET FARM INCOMES EXPECTED To. BE AT LOWEST

SINCE 1941—AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT SEES
PRICES FOR PRODUCTS PALLING FASTER THAN
COSTS

(By James E. Roper)
The Agriculture Department predicted to 

day that farmers will be worse off this year 
than at any time since 1941—even though, 
most of the Nation's economy is booming.

The Department said farmers will net 
about $14.3 billion this year. This is $1 
billion less than in 1952.

"Trie purchasing power of this income 
would be the lowest since 1941," the Agri 
culture Department said.

The farm net is dropping because prices 
farmers receive are falling faster than the. 
prices they pay.

STIFFENING PRICES SEEN

The Agriculture Department, however, sees 
stiffening prices because of the Nation's gen. 
eral prosperity.

"Economic activity is at record rates witli 
output of factories and mines at postwar, 
highs," the Department said in a regular sur 
vey of the demand and price situation.

"Employment, incomes and retail sales ara 
at record levels. Moreover, reports by both 
consumers and businessmen are generally 
optimistic regarding investment and spend 
ing plans for 1953 and total Government 
outlays probably will no; change much from 
current levels.

"These prospects suggest that economic 
activity, employment and income will con 
tinue high in 1953."

QUANTITY TO STAY SAME

The Department expects demand from 
American consumers of farm products prob 
ably to continue high, demand from foreign 
countries to stay about as it is now, and 
farmers to market about the same quantity 
of products this year as last year.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from North Dakota yield for 
a question?

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, I re 
gret that I cannot yield. I have only 
an hour.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, I 
should like to ask the Senator a question.

Mr. LANGER. I yield for a question.
Mr. FERGUSON. I should like to ask 

whether the Senator contends that 
where a boundary is defined in the Great 
Lakes, the land inside that line belongs 
to the State.

Mr. LANGER. It belongs to the State.
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I thank the distinguished Senator for 

. asking that question. The Senator from 
Michigan is a very distinguished consti 
tutional lawyer. For many years we 
have been seat mates on the Judiciary 
Committee. The Senator did a very fine 
job on that committee. I enjoyed very 
much working with 'him on the commit 
tee.

Mr. FERGUSON. I thank the Sena 
tor for his kind remarks.

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, it re 
mained for the Court in the decision of 
United States against Texas, cited above, 
to establish the inextricable adhesion of 
the submerged lands to the national sov 
ereignty. In that decision the Court 
states—339 United States Reports 719:

And so although dominlum and imperium 
are normally separable and separate, this is 
an Instance where property Interests are so 
subordinated to the rights of sovereignty as 
to follow sovereignty.

And later on the same page: 
Property rights must then be so subordi 

nated to political rights as In substance to 
coalesce and unite In the national sovereign.

And further:
Unless any claim or title which the Re 

public of Texas had to the marginal sea is 
subordinated to this full paramount power 
of the United States on admission, there Is 
or may be In practical effect a subtraction 
In favor of Texas from the national sover 
eignty of the .United States.

From these decisions of the United 
States Supreme Court, two considera 
tions clearly emerge. One is that the 
conveyance of the title and ownership 
of the submerged lands would involve 
the transfer of a portion of the national 
sovereignty to a few coastal States. The 
other consideration which is readily, ap 
parent from these decisions is that sifch 
a transfer of sovereignty. would upset 
the equality of political rights and sover 
eignty of the several States obtained 
upon their admission by virtue of the 
"equal footing" clause in the enabling 
act authorizing the formation of State 
governments.

One writer, whose summation appears 
In the Temple Law Quarterly, volume 
24, page 378, 1950-51, viewed the de 
cision similarly, for he wrote:

The Court rejected the contention that 
dominlum and imperium were separable, on 
the grounds the property interests Involved 
were so subordinate to natural' political 
rights as to coalesce and be united in na 
tional sovereignty. This conclusion also was 
reached by applying the equal-footing prin 
ciple. The alternative to the equal-footing 
concept would result In contracting national 
sovereignty in favor of Texas and granting 
superiority over other States.

This view is clearly supported by the 
statement in the majority opinion in the 
.Texas case—supra, page 719—that—

The equal-footing clause prevents exten 
sion of the sovereignty of a State into a 
domain of political and sovereign power' of 
the United States from which the other 
States have been excluded. Just as It pre 
vents a contraction of sovereignty (Pollard's 
Lease v. Hagan, supra) which would produce 
inequality among the States.

An "equal footing" clause was incor 
porated .in the enabling act admitting 
Tennessee to the Union—2 statutes 847— 
and similar phraseology has been in 
serted in all the admission acts since

that date. See, for example, Missouri, 3 
statutes 645; Mississippi, 3 statutes 472; 
Indiana, 3 statutes 399; Illinois, 3 
Statutes 536.

This guarantee of equal footing is not 
a guarantee of economic quality, but it 
has long been held to have a direct ef 
fect on property" rights—United States 
against Texas, cited above. For ex 
ample, it has long been the rule that the 
States have "absolute property in and 

' dominion and sovereignty over the soils 
under the tide waters" since the original 
States possessed such rights after the 
formation of the Union and States which 
have been admitted subsequently ac 
quired the same rights, sovereignty and 
jurisdiction as the original States pos 
sessed by virtue of the equal footing 
clause—see Knight v. United States Land 
Association (142 U. S. 161 (1891)).

The equal-footing clause was, however, 
designed to create a parity as respects 
political standing and sovereignty—U. S. 
against Texas, at page 716—and the pro 
visions of the enabling acts and State 
constitutions on this issue form a com 
pact between the States and the United 

.States—Stearns v. Minnesota (179 U. S. 
223 (1900)).

. Equal footing among the States can 
not be maintained under these state 
ments of the Court, if title to the sub 
merged lands is to be transferred to a 
few coastal States.
THE XJNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AS TRUSTEE

The character of this property leads 
logically to the question of the manner 
in which this property is held by the 
United States and the relation which the 
possessor bears to the States collectively 
and the people for whose benefit it is 
held.

As hereinbefore, stated in the Cali7 
fornia case, not only has acquisition of 
the 3-mile belt been accomplished by the 
National Government, but protection 
and control of it is a function of na 
tional external sovereignty.

Sovereign right, as defined in Black's 
Law Dictionary, third edition, is as fol 
lows:

, A right which the State alone, or some of 
its governmental agencies, can possess, and 
which It possesses in the character of a sov 
ereign, for the common benefit and to en 
able it to carry out its proper functions.

It, therefore, appears that where the 
protection and control is a function of 
national external sovereignty, it is a 
function and control for the benefit of 
all. In other words, a trust relationship 
arises wherein the United States holds 
the 3-mile belt by its sovereign right 
and for the benefit of all of the people.

The nature of the property, which dis 
tinguishes it from property owned in fee, 
is discussed in Illinois Central Railroad 
v. Illinois (146 U. S. 387). The Court 
stated that—

The title to the land under the navigable 
waters of Lake Michigan is a title held in 
trust for the people of the State that they 
may enjoy the navigation' of the waters, 
carry on commerce over them, and have 
liberty of fishing therein freed from the 
obstruction or Interference of private parties. 
The interest of the people In the navigation 
of the waters and in commerce over them 
may be Improved in many instances by the 
erection of wharves, docks, and piers therein, 
for which purpose the State may grant par

eels of the submerged lands. And, so long 
as their disposition Is made for such pur. 
pose, no valid objections can be made to 
the grants. • • • But that is a very differ, 
ent doctrine from the one which would sane, 
tion the abdication' of the general control 
of the State over lands under the navigable 
waters of an entire harbor or bay, or of 9 
sea or lake.

Such abdication is not consistent with 
the exercise of that trust which requires 
the Government of the State to preserve 
such waters for the use of the public. The 
trust devolving upon the State for the pub- 
lie, and which can only be discharged by the 
management and control of property in , 
which the public has an interest, cannot be 
relinquished by a transfer of the property. 
The control of the State for the purposes of 
the trust can never be lost, except as to 
such parcels as are used in promoting the 
Interests of the public therein, or can be 
disposed of without any substantial impair- 
ment of the public interest in the lands and 
waters remaining. It is only by observing 
the distinction between a grant of such par 
cels for the improvement of the public In- 
terest, or which when occupied do not sub 
stantially impair the public interest In the 
lands and waters remaining, and a grant of 
the whole property in which the public is 
Interested, that the language of the adjudged 
cases can be reconciled. * * * A grant of all 
the lands under the navigable waters of a 
State has never been adjudged to be within 
the legislative power: And any attempted 
grant of the kind would be held, if not abso 
lutely void on its face, as subject to revo 
cation.

The above case, which is quoted some: . 
what at length, shows clearly the trust.. 
relationship that exists between a State 
and the people. It is established that. 
the Government of the United States ex 
ercises possession and control over the* 
3-mile belt for the benefit of the United; 
States as a whole, so that the distinction • 
between its position over such property; 
is not different from the relationship! 
which existed between the State of Illi-l 
nois and the people of that State in thej 
Illinois Central case.

The Court, in the Illinois Central cas 
went on to point out that—

The decisions are numerous which decla 
that such property is held by the State, 
virtue of its sovereignty, in trust for tl 
public. The ownership of the navigaD 
waters of the harbor and of the lands unc 
them is a-subject of .public concern to t 
whole people of the State. The trust wi 
which they are held, therefore, is gover 

; mental and cannot be alienated, except 
those instances mentioned of parcels u 
in the improvement of the interest tb 
held, or when parcels can be disposed. 
without detriment to the public interest 
the lands and waters remaining.

It will be noted that such property 
held by the State by virtue of its sovei 
eignty in trust for the public so that tJ 
character of the property, together wi' 
the use for which it is held, establish! 
the trust relationship. The 3-mile be) 
as has been decided in previous cases, 
held by the Government for the revenu 
the health, and the security of its peoP 
from wars waged on or too near its co»s

There is a definite obligation of 
United States Government to hold 
property for those purposes. Any 
ure which would, in any way, interfe] 
with such obligation would be a reli? 
quishment or abandonment of the tru?

The State can no more abdicate its trt 
over property in which the whole people " 
Interested, like navigable waters and 6
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m so as to leave them entirely 

]Oder * yge and control of private parties, 
iHder , the instances of .parcels, et cetera, 
Seep*.1" lt can abdicate its police powers 
/-••" ^ministration of Government and 
a. »»e Ration of peace (Illinois Central 
*e P^ Illinois, cited supra).

likewise in People v. Kirk (45 N. E. 
it it is stated: 

8au" to and dominion over lands beneath 
' ' "vteable waters of the Great Lakes are 
the °a |tates respectively, within whose 

. jj, .the such lands are located, each State 
"°U,?t a the fee thereof in trust for the peo-

• jjolding purpose of navigation and flsh- 
Ple . . « It is true that the State, hold- 
1D8' the title to the lands covered by the 
'Dg rs of Lake Michigan does not hold such

••Juie subject to barter and sale, as does the 
. Jilted States its public lands: But the State
• ids the title in trust in its sovereign capac- 
!t for the people of the entire State, for 
the purposes of navigation and fishing. The 
overnmental powers of the State over these 

lands cannot be relinquished or given away. 
The trust imposed upon the State must be 
jjept and faithfully observed.

The United States of America holds 
no different position as to the 3-mile 
belt of coastline of the United States 
than does the State heretofore discussed 
in its ownership of the beds of Lake 
Michigan. The property herein dealt 
with must be considered to be held by 
the United States Government in trust 
for the benefit of all its people and, to 
relinquish to any particular State or

•'States its sovereignty, would be to vio 
late the trust heretofore imposed.

CONCLUSION

Prom ar. analysis of these cases, it 
must be clear that any legislation by the 
Congress which would diminish the col 
lective sovereignty of the United States 
would violate the Constitution. It must 
also be clear that legislation which would 
increase the political rights and sover 
eignty of a few States at the expense of 
the others would be a violation of the
•equal-footing compact between the Na 
tion and the States which it admitted to 
the Union. Senate Joint Resolution 13 
would also violate the trust relationship 
existing between the United. States as a 
governmental unit and the people of the 
Nation who constitute the true bene 
ficiaries of the trust, for the trust con 
templates this 3-mile belt as a unit of 
Protection for all the people of the United 
States, for which the Government is al 
ways responsible to the people and which 
it may not relinquish.

The property involved in Senate Joint 
Kesolution 13 is so intrinsically differ 
ent from that ordinarily transferred by 
we Federal Government that it cannot 
M constitutionally transferred by virtue 
or the delegated authority of article IV,

" ""~> 3, clause 2 of the Constitution.

—_ PROM ST. LOUIS POST- 
DISPATCH AND COMMUNICA 
TIONS RECEIVED BY SENATOR 
MORSE IN OPPOSITION TO SEN 
ATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13 

t. Mr- MORSE. Mr. President, the edi- 
Irvi • St- Louis Post-Dispatch, Mr. 
of th lart*« whom I regard as one 
ica f^atest newspapermen in Amer- 
Rirtk*Iid who is the editor of what I con- 

to be the greatest newspaper in

America, insofar as objectivity both of 
hews reporting and inspiration of edi 
torial content is concerned, sent to me 
the galley proof of the lead editorial 
which was published in yesterday's— 
Sunday's—edition of the St. Louis Post- 
Dispatch. It is my pleasure, Mr. Presi 
dent, to ask that the editorial be printed 
as a part of my remarks in the body of 
the RECORD. It deals with the fight the 
little band of liberals have put up in op 
position to the pending measure. The 
title of the editorial is "A Lot Has Been 
Gained." In behalf of the 'opponents of 
the pending measure, I wish to express 
our deep appreciation to Mr. Irving Dil- 
lard for the analysis both of the pending 
measure and of the position of opponents 
of the measure, as set forth in the edi-. 
torial.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection?

There being no objection, the edito 
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

A LOT HAS BEEN GAINED
As agreed last week, the Senate will vote 

Tuesday afternoon on the Holland bill to 
establish title to offshore oil lands in the 
States. There is little, If any, question as 
to the outcome. Judging by the tests on 
amendments, the vote will be overwhelm 
ingly for handing over this great natural 
resource to Texas, Louisiana, and Cali 
fornia—at the expense of the taxpayers in 
the 45 other States.

What, then, was the good of the month- 
long fight of some 25 Senators—approxi 
mately one-fourth of the membership— 
against the giveaway bill? What has been 
achieved?

The answer is that a lot has been gained. 
As Senators HUMPHREY and DOUGLAS and 
HILL and ANDERSON have, spoken and been 
succeeded on the floor by Senators LEHMAN, 
FULBRIGHT, MORSE, . KEFAUVER, and others, 
countless citizens have come to know for 
the first time what is Involved. From all 
parts of the country they have sent their 
protests to Washington. These citizens know 
now who is for giving away their heritage 
and who is fighting to save that heritage 
from exploitation.

The record has been made and it will be 
referred to time and again. This record will 
be an issue in the midterm election next 
year. It will be a factor in the court tests 
that will follow congressional action. Let 
those who will dismiss the heroic effort in 
the Senate as a "talkathon" or even as a 
"filibuster." The fact is that this has been 
one of the most Important debates in the 
history of the Nation, conducted on a high 
plane and without delay to the work of 
Congress.

This last statement is at variance with 
comments by newspaper writers and radio 
commentators. It is at variance with Pres 
ident Elsenhower's letter to Senator ANDER 
SON. It is at variance with remarks such as 
that of David Lawrence, editor of U. S. 
News & World Report, namely: . "Congress 
has been delayed in getting started on Im 
portant legislation at this session because 
a minority in the Senate have carried on a 
filibuster."

What the facts are can be judged from 
an exchange between the Post-Dispatch and 
the New York headquarters of the Associa 
ted Press. Last Wednesday a news summary 
of the Associated Press said the offshore oil 
debate "has been blocking consideration of 
other important legislation."

Whereupon the Post-Dispatch asked the 
Associated Press for a list of bills ready for 
Senate action and being delayed by presenta 
tion of the case against the oil bill. Several 
messages were exchanged In the course of

3 days. Finally the Associated Press re 
ported that "Hawaiian, statehood, reciprocal 
trade and supplemental appropriation bills" 
were "expected to clear committees momen 
tarily," but conceded that there was no log- 
Jam.

We are pleased to report this correction by 
the Associated Press. For it is bad enough 
to have Majority Leader TAPT and others 
who know better talking about a logjam that 
does not exist. But is infinitely worse when 
news facilities—on which the people must 
depend for accurate information—fall for 
such patent propaganda.

If any further evidence is needed that a lot 
. of hokum has been pumped out to the 
country about delay to the Elsenhower pro 
gram, it can be found in the leading item in 
the current Newsweek's Periscope. News- 
weeks say that GOP leaders are worrying 
because they have done so little to advance 
administration bills and that Hawaiian 
statehood is being moved up on the agenda, 
in effect, to make this situation look better.

Since the OOP-controlled Senate com- 
.mittees have no bills of consequence ready 
to pass, the majority leadership actually 
owes the opponents of offshore oil giveaway 
a vote of appreciation for using time that 
otherwise would have been almost entirely 
wasted. But the greatest debt of all to the 
25 Senators is the one owed by the American 
people.

This.fight already has a sure place in his 
tory. And what Is lost now can be won back 
in the future.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I also 
ask to have printed at this point in the 
RECORC certain^ other letters, telegrams, 
and editorials in support of the position 
which I have taken in opposition to the 
pending measure.

There being no objection, the letters, 
telegrams, and editorials were ordered 
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:.

PALM BEACH, FLA., April.30, 1953. 
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR WAYNE: I cannot resist the impulse 
to write you a note of congratulation upon 
the fine public service you rendered in the 
tidelands matter.

Of course you were eternally right and the 
manner in which you handled your part in 
the debate, including your last great speech. 
Is quite beyond praise.

The whole episode will live In history. 
Tour wisdom, foresight, and statesmanship 
will not be forgotten. I hope the vindica 
tion will come before it is too late. In any 
event you have spoken—and spoken greatly— 
In behalf of millions of your countrymen.

With high regards,
Sincerely, '.

HOMER CUMMINGS.

PORTLAND, OREG., April 28, 1953. 
Senator WAYNE MORSE.

DEAR SIR: We want you to know that we 
are with you 100 percent oh your stand on 
the tidelands oil debate. We believe this 
revenue could be very well used for the 
schools or on the national debt. We have 
always approved of your stand on contro 
versial legislation and wish that we could 
say as much for the senior Senator of 
Oregon. Hope to vote for you again in 1956. 

Yours truly,
ALBERT F. KTITRELI.. " 
NANCY C. KITTREIJL.

SALEM, OREG., April 30, 1953. 
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: My husband and''! 
would like to let you know that we cer 
tainly appreciate your efforts on account of
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the West coast, with special' 
nur own home town, Eugene, 

f to mind the March .1953 is-' 
u, monthly publication—Retail 

gflftAtfv'ocate t ^ & quotatlon from a 
.containing. Lincoln on the cover and 

sp'eecl! by •»"' artlcle about Eugene within 
a^fe'ch-pa ms to be appropriate that I. 
IM '.cages, " M^^,.,.-d C0py of that issue.,
its'.pag68' " enclosed copy of that issue. 
send yo« *," so permit me to express to 

whlle/nerfonal appreciation and high. 
y°u mnf vour magnificent courage and in- 
esteem. c» * ur firm devotion to the cause 
tegrlty- * government for the people of 
of -libers' B unceasing and alert at- 
America, a" ^e]fare and interests of all the 
tentiontow ^ ^^ Unlted states_ win
""'?„ he long remembered by your country- 
^^s a true example of man's responsibil
ity to man.

Most sincerely yours,
JOHN L. PHILPOTT, 

Washington Representative.

TOPEKA, KANS., April 28, 1953. 
DEAR WAYNE: I am a Morse telegrapher and 

I think we need more Morse men like you

••• GLENN D. BAKER.

MONROE, N. Y., April 27, 1953. 
Senator WAYNE MORSE, 

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: An old saying that I 
first heard many years ago is along the lines 
that, "People who live in glass houses should 
not throw stones" (I have windows in my 
liouse) because someone might throw the 
stone back. (I had .that happen last Hal- 
loween night when the plate glass in my 
front door was broken.)

In reading yesterday's New York Times, it 
states that the Senate crowned you as their 
new speaking champion because of your talk 
on the offshore oil bill. This letter is not 
intended as a criticism or to. find fault in 
any way", shape or manner, but I remember 
the time when 3. P. Morgan was attending 
a railroad meeting and the president of the 
railroad suggested that one of the very little 
stations, have its name changed. Morgan 
replied, "To what?" The president answered 
that no name had been picked out, whereby 
Morgan moved that the meeting be ad 
journed until the president knew what he 
wanted.

This may seem far-fetched, but to the or 
dinary run of Americans, and I believe to 
people in other countries, some of the busi 
ness methods in Washington are beyond un-. 
derstanding. A rule for writing a letter is 
wat to have it given attention, it should not 
*><* more than a page in length and the perti 
nent part should be in the first sentence. 
" a member of a board of directors of any 
of the big companies should attempt to give 
a talk lasting many . hours, it is doubtful

«e would be a member for very long.
I have personally sat in the gallery of the

senate Chamber and also the House of Rep-
esentatives and I have seen so few Sena-:
ors present while a speech was being made
"at « seemed amazing. As to the House
i Representatives, I have seen so much con-
"s 'on and talk that hardly anyone could

Inn* What Was belnS sald and for the call~
the ? V°te f°r sometnlne before the House.
ln length of time wasted through not us-
unrt electrlcal recording device is also not

aerstooa by many visitors to the gallery. 
conn watche<J little board meetings that 
deri the buslness of the village so or- 
Dari and so PromPtly that there is no com-' 

'son between Washington and Pochunk. 
Yours very truly. '

• R. W. SMITH. 
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O TIDELANDS, MY TnjELANDS

(By Abram Eisenman) 
Bubble, bubble, trouble and toll. 
Who owns our water, soil, and oil? 
The 48 States in sovereign isolation, 
Or the 150 million people of this great

Nation?
What is this local-yokel's appeal?— 
Cogs to be bigger than the wheel? 
What is this new States rights law of geog 

raphy. 
That extends Florida and Texas 10 miles out

to sea?
O take our great Federal power, 
O Dwight David Elsenhower, 
And on every ballot's tide. 
Divide, divide, divide!
Split this great Nation into the fragmenta 

tion
Of 48 units in supreme isolation, 
Turn back progress without commotion, 
Make Florida and Texas part of the ocean! 
Sail on, O Union, strong and great, 
In spite of selfish men in every "tate. 
Sail on, O Captain, in thy raft, 
Powered by Senator ROBERT A. TAFT, 
And when you've stripped the Federal Gov 

ernment of power, 
What will be history's verdict of President

Elsenhower?
"A nice guy who fronts for Mr. TAFT, 
Plays golf with shiny sticks, 
But, in the world of politics. 
Can't tell his fore from aft."

LANSING, MICH., April 28, 1953. 
Senator WAYNE MORSE;

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MORSE: Your stand against, 
giving away our offshore oil lands is en 
couraging to those of us who are concerned 
about the trend of our present Government. 

. From May 9 through May 12 I am going 
to be in Washington on a vacation and 
would like the opportunity to meet you if 
possible. Naturally I realize that you are 
very busy and if it is not possible to meet you. 
I will understand. At any rate, it Is pleasant 
to know that there are still a few men in 
public office who really believe in democracy 
and who are hot afraid to fight for it.

Wishing you good health and success In 
your political undertakings, I am 

Very truly yours,
BETH LANGWORTHY 
Mrs. Beth Langworthy.

AUSTIN, TEX., April 25, 1953. 
- DEAR SENATOR MORSE : We cannot help try 

ing to express directly our admiration, not 
only for your recent stand against tideland 
oil giveaways but also for your courageous, 
independent' stand since the beginning of 
the Taft-Eisenhower coalition.

When you run for reelection I am sure we. 
shall be able to take up a small collection of, 
contributions to your campaign fund from 
Texans who realize where our -national re 
sources are really going. Meanwhile, per 
sonal thanks for representing our point of 
view, which our own party's Senators have 
often failed to do. 

Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. DON BARTLETT.

THE BRYAN TIMES, 
Bryan, Ohio, April 27,1953. 

Senator WAYNE MORSE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR; I certainly appreciate your 
effort to prevent Congress from giving away 
the greatest gift In all of history. With 40 
more Morses, Humphreys, and Douglases, 
and some others', this would be a better 
country.

Yours.
CASS CULLIS. .

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE,

New York, N. Y., April 29, 1953. 
Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR WAYNE: Enclosed is a copy of a tele 
gram which was sent yesterday to sixty 
NAACP branches urging them to wire their 
Senators regarding the bill on tidelands oil. 

Ever sincerely,
WALTER,

Executive Secretary. 
(Enclosure)

APRIL 28, 1953.
Senate voted unanimous consent today to 

vote Friday on bill giving tidelands oil to 
Texas, Louisiana, Florida and California 
which our Senate friends like LEHMAN, HUM 
PHREY, MORSE, and DOUGLAS characterize as 
greatest giveaway in human history. They 
propose using money for education and other 
advantages to all people of United States. 
National office urges you telegraph your Sen 
ators and get as many other organizations 
and individuals do so urging theni vote 
against Holland bill and for Lister Hill 
amendment to use tidelands oil money for 
public education. Immediate action im 
perative. We are counting on you.

WALTER WHITE.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I also 

ask unanimous consent to have printed, 
at this point in my remarks my amend 
ment to the pending joint resolution, let 
tered "D," about which I have just 
spoken to the Senator from Florida and 
the Senator from Texas, the sponsors of 
the pending measure. I hope that, be 
tween now and tomorrow, they will see 
fit to accept my amendment.

There being no objection, Mr. MORSE'S 
amendment was ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows:

Amend section 7 so as to read as follows: 
"SEC. 7. Nothing in this Joint resolution 

shall be deemed to amend, modify, or repeal 
existing law pertaining to commerce and nav 
igation, rivers and harbors, reclamation and 
irrigation, national defense and international 
affairs, including but not limited to tha 
acts of July 26, 1866 (14 Stat. 251), July 9, 
1870 (16 Stat. 217), March 3, 1877 (19 Stat. 
377), March 3, 1899, chapter 425, section 10 
(30 Stat. 1151), June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388). 
Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920. 
chapter 285, section 39 (41 Stat. 1077), as 
amended, and December 22, 194,4 (58 Stat. 
887), and acts amendatory thereof or sup 
plementary thereto."

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I see no 
reason why the two particular laws, that 
of 1899 and the Waterpower Act of 1920. 
should be excluded from the list of laws 
which are already, by specific provision, 
exempted from the operations of the 
pending measure.

I ask unanimous consent, without my 
taking time to repeat it, to take from 
the long argument I made last Friday 
on the pending measure certain para 
graphs which appear in the CONGRES 
SIONAL RECORD at pages 4283 and 4284. 
I want the argument readily available to 
the Senate tomorrow, when the Senate 
conies to vote on my amendment.

There being no objection, the para-, 
graphs^ referred to were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows:

In the course of the debate, on Monday, • 
April 20, the distinguished Senator from 
Florida [Mr. HOLLAND] referred to section 7 
of the bill, which specifically preserves all 
the reclamation laws of the United States 
and all the right of the United States
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• under those laws. The majority report seeks 

to impart the same assurance. However, 
the enumeration of laws preserved unim 
paired by section 7 is, in my judgment, in 
complete.. Two significant ommissioris—the 
act of 1899 and the Federal Water Power Act 
of 1920—would be specifically added to this 
section by the proposed amendment which 
I shall send to the desk shortly and ask to 
have printed and await the action of the 
Senate when I call it up on Monday. I re 
spectfully submit that the enumeration of 
laws as presently contained in the Joint 
resplutlon Is Incomplete, and, as I have 
indicated, it is also Incomplete In the re 
port. In such circumstances I think the 
good old Latin maxim, e Jusdem generis ex- 
cluslo unlus, applies; in other words, any 
member of a class not Included In an enu 
meration is deemed to be excluded inten 
tionally. That is the essence of. my argu 
ment, Mr. President. I believe it Is a legal 
principle that courts are most likely to fol 
low. Courts look at the sections of a bill 
and see what was Included, and then they 
apply the old Latin principle that what was 
excluded was presumptively excluded . in 
tentionally.

Certainly the Senate does not want to 
enact subconscious legislation. We should 
not take the chance that Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13 will, without the knowledge of the 
Congress, undermine existing laws. But, I 
respectfully submit, without the adoption 
of my proposed amendment, thrvt result will 
easily follow.

For example, the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act of 1928 was largely based on the recla 
mation laws. However, another extremely 
important law in the fabric of the Federal 
waterpower policy established by the Con 
gress during the last 50 years became a 
vital part of the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act, under which Boulder Dam, since re 
named Hoover Dam, was constructed.

Section 4 (d) of the Federal Water Power 
Act of 1920 vested In the Federal Power Com 
mission the authority to grant licenses to 
the various States, municipalities, Individ 
uals, and corporations for the construction 
of dams, powerhouses, transmission lines,

• and so forth, on any of the navigable waters 
of the'United States. Section 3 of the act 
defined navigable waters In such a way as 
to Include the uppermost reaches of all the 
rivers of the United States. The Supreme 
Court of the United States, In the New River 
case—U. S. v. Appalachian Power Co. (311 
D. S. 377)—upheld this broad definition of 
navigable waters, thus affirming the author-

• Ity of the Federal Power Commission to 
grant or withhold a license to construct a 

. power dam on the uppermost reaches of a 
navigable river.

It is significant that section 6, paragraph 
3, of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, pro 
vides as follows:

"The Federal Power Commission is hereby 
directed not to issue or approve any permits 
or licenses under said Federal Water Power 
Act upon or affecting the Colorado River 
or any of its tributaries, except the Gila 
River, in the States of Colorado, Wyoming, 
Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, Arizona, and Cali 
fornia until this act shall become effective 
as provided in-section 4 herein."

The Federal Government in this way assert 
ed and exercised its right to control the en 
tire upstream watershed of the Colorado 
River.

By the omission of the Federal Water Pow 
er Act of 1920 from section 7, Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 may be construed to rewrite 
the current definition of "navigable waters."

I believe there is that danger, Mr. Presi 
dent, and what I am trying to do is to plug 
the loopholes so as to obviate the danger 
when the proposed legislation reaches the 
stage of litigation. Believe me, Mr. Presi 
dent, it is going to be the subject of litiga 
tion.

I desire briefly to comment on that point. 
Eventually, Mr. President, the Joint resolu

tion, if it-becomes law, ,is going to go where 
It ought to go—to the Supreme Court of the 
United States. Mr. President, it may be at 
tempted to reverse the Supreme Court by 
what the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. FUL- 
BHIGHT] called legislative packing of the 
court; but the Supreme Court is still going 
to sit and function, and I think the legal 
shortcomings of the joint resolution are so 
great that when it gets before the Court it 
will have great difficulty In getting through 
the Court on constitutional grounds. When 
It reaches the Court I want to have It in c.s 
good shape as is possible in regard to such 
questions as those which I am raising today. 
That Is why I am going to offer amendments 
to the pending joint resolution, and I shall 
ask for a vote on them.

I send forward my first amendment, and 
ask unanimous consent that it may .be 
printed and lie on the table.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, 
the amendment will be received and will be 
printed and He on the table. .

Mr. MORSE. By the omission of the Federal 
Water Power Act of 1920 from section : 7, 
Senate Joint Resolution 1-3 may be construed 
to rewrite the current definition of "navi 
gable waters."

This • would constitute a grave threat to 
the further orderly and efficient development 
of the rivers of the United States, such as 
the Missouri River, the Connecticut River, 
and so on, as such development is Impossible 
without complete control of • such water 
sheds, all the way up to their headwaters. 
The construction of Hells Canyon Dam by 
the Federal Government might be blocked 
by the State of Idaho if the State through 
this legislation is given the right to license 
power sites on the Snake River;

Therefore section 7 of the pending Joint 
resolution must be amended to Include the 
Federal Water Power Act of 1920, as well as 
all other laws relating to reclamation, Irri 
gation, and the Improvement of rivers and 
harbors and the other areas over which Fed 
eral control is purportedly reserved by sec 
tion 6 (a).

Therefore, Mr. President, I send to the desk 
my second proposed amendment and ask to 
have it printed and lie on the table, to be 

• called up by me on Monday.

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED
As in executive session,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SAL- 

TONSTALL in the chair) laid before the 
Senate messages from the President of 
the United States submitting several 
nominations, which were referred to the 
appropriate committees.

(For nominations this day received, 
see the end of Senate proceedings.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does 
any Senator wish to speak in opposition 
to the .pending amendment? If not, 
what is the pleasure of the Senate?

RECESS
Mr. PERGUSON. Mr. President, I 

move that the Senate take a recess until 
12 o'clock noon tomorrow.

The motion was agreed to; and (at 
6 o'clock and 53 minutes p. m.) the Sen 
ate took a recess until tomorrow, Tues 
day, May 5, 1953, at 12 o'clock meridian.

NOMINATIONS
Executive nominations received by the 

Senate May 4 (legislative day of April 6), 
1953:

MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSION
Brig. Gen. John R. Hardin (colonel, Corps 

of Engineers) to be a member and president 
of the Mississippi River Commission, under

the .provisions of :sectlon 2 of an act of CQ. 
gress approved June 28, 1879 (21 Stat.'i! 
33 U. S. C. 642), arid section 8 of the i 
Eissippt River Flood Control Act of May 
1928 (45 Stat. 537; 33 U. S. C. 702h), vl 
Brig. Gen. Peter A. Feringa. *

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS
. Carroll L. Meins, of Massachusetts, to k,

collector of customs for customs collectio
district No. 4, with headquarters at
Mass.

COMPTROLLER OF CUSTOMS
Albert Cole of Massachusetts, to be . 

troller of customs, with headquarters 
Boston, Mass.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MONDAY, MAY 4, 1953

' The House met at 12 o'clock noon:
Bishop Stephen Robinson, Reorgan. 

ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter, 
day Saints, Des Moines, Iowa, offered thi 
following prayer:

Dear Lord, our Heavenly Father, w 
call upon Thee for Thy blessing thii 
morning. We are appreciative of tht 
blessings and opportunities of life, foi 
our great Nation, for the faithful sen- 
ants of our country. We pray Thj 
blessing upon this assembly that these 
servants may be endowed with wisdon 
and understanding. May they seek to 
walk in Thy ways and observe Thy will 
that the spirit of inspiration may bless 
their minds. . .

Forgive us wherein we have mad 
mistakes. May we always be mindful ol 
our responsibilities and trusts. Helpiis 
to be humble, full of love, courageous 
and true.

May the activities of the House)) 
blessed today. ,

We pay special respect to one of o? 
Members who has served faithfully hert 
May Thy divine spirit be present, 
may we enjoy that spirit throughout tit 
day. Enlighten our minds with wisdoB 
arid understanding for the duties of t«; 
day. In Jesus Christ our Lord we P '" 
Anien. .

The Journal of the proceedings P 
Thursday, April 30, 1953, was read a| 
approved. ';

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE :i
A message from the Senate, by *"j 

Carrell, one of its clerks, announced tfi8. 
the Senate had adopted the followi", 
resolution (S. Res. 108): . <i

Resolved, That the Senate has heard «** 
profound sorrow the announcement of *.t 
death of Hon. GAHRETT L. WITHERS, 
Representative and former Senator 
the State of Kentucky.

Resolved, That a committee of two se 
ators be appointed by the Presiding 
to join the committee appointed on the f 
of the House of Representatives to attend.) 
funeral of the deceased Representative.

Resolved, That the Secretary co 
cate these resolutions to the House of 
resentatives and transmit a copy theri 
the family of the deceased.

Resolved, That as a further mark 
Epect to the memory of the deceased^ 
Senate do now take a recess until 12 o'cffl 
noon tomorrow.

The message also announced that f| 
suant to the provisions of the above i"~
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I ... at they had nothing to fear under
|Se-8°t; ' Ohase In [our] campaign of vlgt- fp'AS a"LP letter said. "I recently stated £ lance.' *".: naturaUzed persons were beingfc.fbot:10'°2d * * * But tnese ln<Julrtes "*-,-,'jtfvest)Sa'~mute proportional—about one-'.•feCt •'»_'. nercent of our naturalized citizens.t*0*11 Sthev are aimed only at the criminal,"And wi j and tbe corrupt. i wisij to

. tue su ,,p that the 99.9 percent of our natu-
•_«»hhaSlZe " ___ ^af^nt- Inxrol onH lotw-decent, loyal, and law-

and do not have the slightest cause 
irehension."

GREAT LAKES-ST. LAWRENCE 
•—EDITORIAL FROM THE 

JOURNAL
Mr WILEY. Mr. President, the Sen-

t Foreign Relations Subcommittee on the St. Lawrence Seaway will shortly hold its final round of hearings on the waterway project when various govern mental witnesses appear, before us.The Middle West in particular, and the Nation as a whole is closely watching to determine how strongly the Elsen hower administration will give its back ing to this vital development and how effectively it will translate that backing.There has never been any question of the fact that the project is basically sup ported by the President and his Cabinet.
We know that the administration is, of course, wrestling with the overall budget problem for our entire Govern 

ment.
Admittedly, that problem is severe. But I should like to respectfully point out the budget considerations should not 'enter into this particular question at all. The $100 million requested for the sea way canals does not constitute even the proverbial drop in the bucket, in rela tion to our vast seventy to eighty billion dollar budget—even if the $100 million were to be spent all in the 1 year, rather than to be spread out over several years, as it will be.
No, there is no reason, financial or otherwise, why the seaway should be de 

layed for so much as 1 additional day.
The Nation looks to the Elsenhower administration, therefore, to give its support to this project with all the vigor at its command as a crucial contribution to America's economic health and mili tary security.
Over and over again we have listened to the hackneyed antiproject arguments trotted out by the seaway opponents. ittose arguments consist of nothing but a repetition of all the moth-eaten hob goblin claims which the opponents have trumped up in the past.
One such particular hobgoblin—over "; e aUeged inadequacy of the 27-foot aeptn—was discussed and refuted once again in a recent Milwaukee Journal «»K>nal, and I send to the desk now the 

imo ? this APfil 18 editorial, and ask t"° R™oUS consent that it; b® Panted in
being no objection, the editorial a* f 11 jrecl to be printed in the RECORD,**o lOllOws'

MORE UNTRUTHS AGAINST SEAWAY 
clatl ''National St. Lawrence Project Asso- 
'nterpst backed strongly by the coal and rail Great La* ch are fl8htln.8 tp.block the es'st - Lawrence Seaway, continues

-280

to send out Its-stream of misleading Infor mation.
~ A current bit of propaganda revives -the old untruths that "only about 4 percent of American privately owned oceangoing vessels would be able to operate" In the proposed 27-foot channel of the seaway, and, the con tention continues, "less than 20 percent of world tonnage would be able to do so." 

- W' -.at's the truth of the matter? First; all but the largest of ocean vessels—rand practically all cargo vessels—can now travel 1,000 miles from the ocean to Montreal. Given a 27-foot channel westward, almost every type of ocean vessel in the American merchant fleet, except supertankers and the very largest ocean ore boats, could use the proposed seaway with profitable pay loads. In 1951 there were 3,425 vessels in the United States merchant fleet. About 326 of them could use the 27-foot channel fully loaded.
If ships outbound picked up their full load of fuel at Montreal and ships Inbound went through the seaway with light fuel loads—as they would, having used up much fuel on the ocean voyage—75 percent of the merchant fleet cou'1 use the seaway.
The proposed seaway locks will have a minimum clearance of 30 feet over their sills and up to 35 feet. If the seaway channel were dug to 30 feet—which would entail nothing but dredging—67 percent of the rnerchant fleet could pass fully loaded.
But few ships travel with capacity loads. In 1949 there were 15,193 vessels checked in transit on New York's Hudson River. Of that number, only 222 Inbound and 345 out bound drew more than 27 fee.t of water. Best estimates are that 92 percent of the 'world's merchant fleet could use the sea way with profitable pay loads—some under any load conditions and the rest with nor mal loads, which seldom require full draft.Seaway capacity a "hoax" as the National St. Lawrence Project Association calls it? .The "hoax" is in the distortion of the sea way story that the association spreads.

ANNIVERSARY OP POLAND'S 
CONSTITUTION, 1791

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the body of the RECORD a statement which I have .prepared relative to the anniversary of Poland's Constitution of 1791.
There being no objection, the state ment was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR HUBERT H. HUMPHREY.ON ANNIVERSARY OF POLAND'S CONSTITUTIONOF 1791
As persons of Polish ancestry throughout the world once again commemorate the 3d of May, they do so with sorrowful realiza tion of the fact that Poland Is once again under the heel of Russian tyranny.. Like many a 3d of May In the past, this one, too, must unfortunately be dedicated not to the celebration of freedom but to a protest against the subjugation of the proud and Independent people of Poland by the ruth less imperialist power to the east.
Yet, to the people of Poland, subjuga tion of the body has never meant subjuga tion of the spirit. From the days when. -Thaddeus Kosclusko, a hero of our own Rev olutionary War, as well as a national hero of Poland, led the forces of Poland against Russia, the Russian overlords knew no peace. Through more than a century of continu ous struggle, Poland finally won Its way to ultimate victory.
But this period of freedom and Inde pendence was short-lived. It is a tragic fact that due to the treachery of Soviet Russia, the war Into which the Allied Powers entered to preserve the integrity of Poland

failed to achieve that result. Thus, since the dark days of September 1939, Poland has not known freedom. Still, like on many an other dark 3d of May, the Polish people will again proclaim, in the words of their na tional anthem, that Poland Is not lost. . And with the help of God, their just cause will .ultimately triumph.

TITLE TO CERTAIN SUBMERGED 
LANDS

The Senate resumed the consideration of the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) to confirm and establish the titles of the States to lands beneath navigable waters within State boundaries and to the natural resources within such lands 'and waters, and to provide for the use and control of said lands and resources.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a statement I have prepared • with respect to Senate Joint Resolution 13 be printed at this point hi the-RECORD.
There being no objection, Mr. BUSH'S statement was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR BUSH
The question of whether the States or the Federal Government should own the submerged lands off our coasts has now been thoroughly explored on the Senate floor. After giving careful consideration to the many arguments, for and against, which have been presented, I have voted to sup port Senate Joint Resolution 13, which would restore to the States ownership of the sub merged lands within their historic bound* aries.

REASONS COMPELLING SUPPORT OF SENATE JOIN* 
RESOLUTION 13

Among reasons compelling my support of the resolution are these:
1. A moral principle was involved. Re sources in the disputed area—the submerged lands seaward from the low-water mark to the historic boundaries of the States—have . been developed in good faith under State control,. Many decisions of the United States Supreme Court, from the earliest times in our history until very recently, Justified a conviction that the States owned this area. It was not until 1947 that a divided Supreme Court upset the long-es tablished legal doctrine of State ownership. In so doing, the Court Ignored considera tions of equity. For that reason, In my Judgment, the Court decided wrongly and the Congress should do justice to those who relied in good faith on the law as It was before the 1947 decision. It's a simple ques tion of right and wrong.

2. Moreover, the present Supreme Court's decisions in the three cases which precipi tated this controversy hold dangerous Impli cations for those who believe that our con. stitutional system Is one of shared powers between the States and the Federal Gov ernment. If extended to their logical con- elusions, they could lead to all-powerful Federal Government. If the Federal Gov ernment can take these submerged lands because, as the Court suggests, it may one day need, for national defense purposes, the oil which may be produced. It is difficult to see why It could not take any land—any. where, In any State—in which an Important resource Is located. As Mr. Justice Frank, furter said, in dissenting in the California case, "The. fact that these oil deposits In the open sea may be vital to the national secu rity, and Important elements In the con. duct of our foreign affairs, Is no more rele. vant than Is the existence of uranium .de. posits, wherever they may be."
3. It Is Important that this question be settled. This Is not a new Issue. Previous
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Congresses have repeatedly taken the stand 
that these lands belong to and should belong 
to the States. President Elsenhower has 
urged that this Congress enact legislation 
restoring to the States the lands within their 
historic boundaries. The governors of nearly 
all the States and the attorneys general of 
nearly all the States have asked for this legis 
lation. Its enactment is needed to end the 
confusion created by the Supreme Court's 
decisions and to make possible full develop 
ment of the resources in the submerged lands. 
It should be recognized that the Congress has 
a constitutional duty to perform In settling 
this vexatious question.

4. Important rights of all the States were 
Involved. The decisions of the Supreme 
Court In these cases left in a confused and 
unsettled state many questions of great im 
portance in property law. Although deny 
ing the claims of the States to the disputed 
area, the Court refused to declare that the 
Eederal Government had any proprietary 
rights therein. The attorney general of the 
State of Connecticut, the Honorable George 
C. Conway, has stated that these decisions 
have cast doubt on our State's right to con 
trol important activities in Long Island 
Sound. Similarly, Mr. Robert Moses, city 
construction coordinator and commissioner 
of parks In New York City, has said that the 
Supreme Court has created an intolerable 
situation by casting "a cloud on the city's 
title to the submerged lands and reclaimed 
lands on which its piers, many of its recrea 
tional facilities, and other waterfront im 
provements stand." The shore-front prop 
erty in the coastal States, built on reclaimed 
or fllled-in land seaward of the low-water 
mark, which was adversely affected by these 
decisions, Is valued at many millions of 
dollars. \

6. As a matter of policy, the public interest 
In the development of the resources in the 
submerged lands can best be served by State 
ownership. As It was said in the report of 
the Senate Committee on Interior and In 
sular Affairs. "Considering the untold mil 
lions of dollars of economic wealth repre 
sented in the port and harbor developments 
of our great coastal cities, in' the recreational, 
residential, and commercial areas of Boston 
Harbor, Long Island, Staten Island, New Jer 
sey, Florida, and California, and elsewhere, 
and the beginning of the development of the 
undersea oil and gas deposits within State 
boundaries off the gulf and Pacific coasts, 

~~the committee majority Is firmly convinced 
that the State ownership under which all of 
these and many other developments have 
been achieved should be continued in the 
public interest and in the furtherance of 
our Federal-State system."

6. In assigning to the States what should 
be rightfully theirs, Senate Joint Resolution 
13 protects the legitimate interests of the 
Federal Government. The resolution reserves 
the rights of the United States in the natu 
ral resources located In the Continental Shelf 
seaward of the States' historic boundaries, 
an area In which oil deposits may be dis 
covered. It provides that in time of war or 
when necessary for national defense, the 
United States shall have first claim to pur 
chase the oil and other resources in the sub 
merged lands within State boundaries and 
may acquire such lands by condemnation if 
need be. It makes It clear that the United 
States retains paramount rights to regulate 
and control the entire area seaward of the 
low-water mark for the constitutional pur 
poses of commerce, navigation, national de 
fense, and International affairs.

THE HILL AMENDMENT

I voted to table the Hill amendment, the 
so-called oil-for-educatiou proposal, for two 
reasons:

1. It was essential to-attempt to check 
the irresponsible filibuster which delayed for 
far too long the orderly business of the 
United States Senate. It is Ironic that those 
who In the past have loudly proclaimed their

opposition to the filibuster had no hesitation 
In employing this undemocratic parliamen 
tary device when It suited their own pur 
poses. Their tactics have delayed action on 
legislation of the highest importance to the 
people, including the bill Intended to give 
President Elsenhower authority he will need 
to curb inflation should we find ourselves in 
the future in a period of grave national emer 
gency. The filibuster by self-styled antl- 
filibusterers also has set back Immeasurably 
the efforts of those of us who are seeking 
changes in the Senate rules to impose rea 
sonable limitations upon debate.

2. The Hill amendment, in Itself, was an 
unsound and demagogic attempt to confuse 
the question of ownership of the submerged 
lands with that of Federal aid to education. 
The latter should be an entirely separate 
problem. How far we wish to go in the field . 
of Federal aid to education deserves careful 
and thoughtful study. In some cases it can 
be Justified. To take one example: I have 
voted for appropriations with which the Fed 
eral Government will reimburse towns and 
cities for the extra expense Involved when 
activities of the Government Itself Impose 
an extra burden on local school systems. 
There may be other special cases where Fed 
eral grants can be Justified. But whether 
we wish to embark on an all-out program of 
peacetime Federal grants for education is a 
.question which raises serious doubts. Such 
a program could lead to Federal control of 
education; and I'm against that.

The Hill amendment was a carefully cal 
culated political device intended to arouse 
emotional support for those who advocate 
extension of Federal power at the expense 
of the States. It deceived many well-mean 
ing people who are seriously and properly 
concerned about the Increasing burden upon 
local communities and States imposed by the 
rising costs of education. In my Judgment, 
a careful examination of the debate on this 
deceptive proposal exposes its fallacies.

Propagandists for the .Hill amendment 
have circulated fantastic estimates of po 
tential governmental revenues from the sub 
merged lands. These propagandists would 
deceive the people of Connecticut—if they 
could—into believing that they have hun 
dreds of millions of dollars at stake. Noth 
ing could be more false.

It must be remembered that we are dealing 
with potential reserves. They lie under 
water where exploration and development 
present tremendous obstacles. Government 
geologists have testified that much of the 
oil is not recoverable by known methods.

Moreover, even If we consider potential 
reserves we must recognize that 83 percent 
are located seaward of the States' historical 
boundaries. Government geologists have 
estimated that the total potential oil reserve , 
in the entire Continental Shelf is 15 billion 
barrels. Of this, only 2.5 billion barrels are 
within the States' boundaries. These figures 
clearly demonstrate the gross exaggerations 
made by the propagandists for the Hill 
amendment, and, if reduced to dollar expect 
ancy over a period of years ahead, they would 
show Connecticut's share of this phantom 
money to be infinitesimal.

In the unexplored areas of the Continental 
Shelf, the location and development of these 
resources will involve great risk and expense. 
This work will be done In the future, as it 
has been in the past, by private enterprise 
under royalty leases from governmental 
agencies.

In that area of the Continental Shelf 
which is properly under control of the United 
States, the resources may be so developed as 
to benefit the entire Nation. Whatever reve 
nues may be forthcoming from leases of the 
submerged lands in that area should go Into 
the National Treasury.

What use we should make of the money 
should be decided In the light of conditions 
as they then exist. There Is danger in ear 
marking these revenues In advance. If we 
set them aside lor education, we may be

Ignoring other needs which may be m0,e 
pressing at the time—health and .welfare, to 
name but two examples. In any event, th8 
past history of Federal grants to the States 
and the exercise of the Federal taxing po»ej 
to make possible those grants, gives rise to 
serious doubt that there would be any real 
benefit to Connecticut In a program of that 
kind.

On the other hand, If these funds are 
placed in the National Treasury they may be 
used for tax reduction, so urgently needed 
and greatly desired by us all.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, in the 
Washington Star last night there ap. 
peared an article entitled "Tidelands 
Fight Is Not in Vain," written by Thomas 
L. Stokes. As the title indicates, this 
relates to the measure now pending be. 
fore the Senate, and I ask unanimous 
consent that it be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
TIDELANDS FIGHT Is NOT IN VAIN—OPPONENTS

BOUND To LOSE BUT EXPOSE GREEDY INTEH-
ESTS SETTING Our To EXPLOIT OUR Ni.
TIONAL RESOURCES

(By Thomas L. Stokes)
Unfortunate as it is that the first rnajo? 

legislation of the Elsenhower administration 
Is the bill giving offshore oil lands to the 
States, nevertheless It is fortunate in a way 
that this issue so deeply affecting our wholi 
natural resource policy was raised and ex-" 
plored this early In the new regime.

For It did give a bold and determined 
group in the Senate, which fought in vain 
for Federal control, an opportunity to ei- 
pose how certain powerful Interests havi 
planned to capitalize this administration 
for their own special benefit. If possible, i

OH was behind this raid on the marginal 
sea part of our national domain. Now other 
special Interests—lumber, mineral, private 
utilities—are ready to pressure Congress # 
hand over other public land and water re 
sources to the States where they anticipate 
they-can exploit such resources more easily 
They use ,the offshore oil example, as !»• 
precedent. ' i"

This threat Is embodied In bills nojf.. 
pending.

There Is every indication that, so far.jjj 
the public is concerned, this battle over oj" 
natural resources may become the dominaj 
issue of the Elsenhower era. There 
clearly planned campaign to reverse 
trend of the last half century, startedj 
Theodore Roosevelt, who began to set : 
parts of our domain to protect this valu»! 
natural heritage from the plundering^" 
he found going on when he became 
dent. He and other Presidents since spojjj 
sored laws which seek to preserve these li 
and develop them in a way that will 
conserve our resources.

Luckily for the public, It discovered, 
the offshore oil land fight in the Sen?| 
that there is a group, including both r "" 
crats and Republicans, which is fully a« 
of the long-range significance of the gig? 
tic raid on our natural resources in w&" 
the offshore oil bill was the first step, 
same group will be ready to contest furl 
steps which will involve public lands to.flj 
terior States.

This group Is due great credit. It fo«. 
against great odds. It knew In advance,/ 
it was almost bound to lose, unless a w' 
happened. It knew how great had 
the contribution of oil to the Eisenl1 
campaign, and it saw the bargain si? 
and sealed with the Republican candid?^ 
pledges in the campaign to put throu" 
State ownership bill. It learned very i 
after the new President took office 
would stand by his campaign promise..**

But this Indefatigable group in the ' 
ate did succeed In alerting the public !
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-n-ls became manifest In letters 

ffiee.'. *. ln upon Senators. As a result, 
gt-R°- hould be more conscious of what 
SisP^r and should be able to recognize 
-»* - strmoves for they have been pointed 
\e'W* Malice in the lengthy debate over 
it'» £"j.e oil bill.

fSS&JB 'filter pattern has developed In the 
T'A faf,lat is reminiscent of something else 
c«nate "' ed quite a while ago now. The 

; navr yje senate which stood up so
.jujnorlty lnst tne offshore oil giveaway 
v» , that other minority of another era. 
rec»IIS ^decl likewise of both Democrats and

•utr TAFT. Mr. President, I do not
the necessity for delaying the debate
thpr by calling a quorum at this time.

anuorum call will be had at 2 o'clock.
« we do not call a quorum at this time
there will be available 50 minutes for
rebate on each side, which is somewhat
IPS* time than was anticipated. I hope
Senators may proceed with the debate
and conclude it within that time. If not,
Tater on, if a request should be made for
an extension of time, we may be able to
arrange for a slight extension. .

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, 1 thank 
the majority leader for his generosity. 

Mr. President, when this debate is 
closed and final action has been taken 
to make Senate Joint Resolution 13 the 
law of the land, the American people, 
with heavy hearts, will look back upon 
the course of this debate. They will 
wonder what evil spirit has possessed 
this great deliberative body that could 
induce it to give away the vast natural 
resources involved in this measure while, 
at the same time, our country is threat 
ened with bankruptcy and ruin by an 
overwhelming national debt.

They will wonder why a country like 
the United States, that claims to be the 
most progressive and farsighted nation 
in the world, would not take advantage 
of the opportunities here afforded to 
build up our national education system 
so as to give the children of this country 
an opportunity to prepare themselves 
for the great future which awaits our 
country as the foremost industrial power 
and greatest moral force on earth.

It is obvious that this bill sacrifices 
this great opportunity to preserve the 
resources of our country, to meet the 
Problems of our national debt, and to 
Prepare the youth of this great land for 
the future that awaits them. History 
will record that the defeat of the Hill 
amendment will be one of the greatest 
mistakes we have ever made.

Mr. President, it is a matter of pro 
found disillusionment to me that the 
supporters of Senate Joint Resolution 13 
nave dodged the issues and refused to. 
enter into honest debate and answer the 
serious charges that have been made on 
™s fl°or during the past weeks. The 
proponents of this measure have studi- 
hv 7u gnored our contention—supported 
£y the Republican Secretary of State 
DunSelf ' the Honorable John Foster 

ues—that the Passage of this measure 
^cognizing state boundaries beyond the 
Bant. ljmit would encourage extrava- 
otho boundary claims by Russia and other nations.

; have produced not a scintilla of 
to answer our contention— 

! by the present Attorney Gen-

eral himself, the Honorable Herbert 
Brownell—that the passage of this 
measure would result in protracted liti 
gation in the courts and in the failure to 
develop with dispatch oil resources 
which are needed to promote the na 
tional security of our country.

Mr. President, in another sense, they 
have failed to live up to the high tradi 
tions of senatorial debate. Their per 
formance, Mr. President, is a low-water 
mark in the 'history of this great de 
liberative body.

While a large section of the press has 
gone to considerable extremes to inform 
their readers that we have been talking 
at length and to charge us with trying 
to prevent a vote on the measure—which 
we have never tried to do—the press has, 
at the same time, shied away from giv 
ing a factual report on what we have 
been saying.

Where we have presented cold facts 
and documented analyses to prove that 
this measure is a legislative monstrosity, 
the press has repeatedly maintained a 
stony silence.

When the papers have given reluctant 
attention to our remarks, they have 
usually done • so in abbreviated stories 
buried in the back pages.

But the people of this country, Mr. 
President, are nevertheless beginning to 
find out that this bill is a legislative 
monstrosity. Let" me read briefly from 
only 3 of the many letters which I have 
received protesting the passage of this 
giveaway measure.

These 3 letters, let me point out, come 
from residents of the 3 States of Texas, 
California, and Louisiana.

The first letter is from a man in Dallas, 
Tex., who says:

I am a native citizen of Texas, and I 
know something of the tideland-oil issue 
In Texas. I think that the oil should belong 
to the people of the United States and no.t 
Just 3 States, regardless of any previous 
treaty. In this modern age, this atomic age, 
'what can 1 State do to protect itself against 
the world as now organized?

The second letter comes from a man 
in Tarzana, Calif. This writer makes 
the' following comment:

Do rank and file Texans and Callfornians 
believe by any wild stretch of the Imagina 
tion that the State and Its people will stand 
to benefit, except perhaps Indirectly by taxes? 
The big oil Interests are the ones who will 
benefit.

The third letter is from a union official 
in New Orleans, La., who strongly urges 
support of the oil-for-education amend 
ment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent to have printed in the RECORD at 
this point in connection with my re 
marks the 3 letters to which I have just 
referred, from residents of Texas, Cali 
fornia, and Louisiana.

There being no objection, the corres 
pondence was ordered to be printed in 
"the RECORD, as follows:

DALLAS, TEX., February 25, 1953.
DEAR SENATOR: "I am a native citizen of 

Texas and I know something of the tideland- 
oil Issue In Texas. I think that the oil 
should belong to the people of the United 
States and not just 3 States, regardless of 
any previous treaty. In this modern age, 
this atomic age, what can 1 State do to pro 
tect Itself against the world as now organs- 
ized?"

Please vote, to keep the oil for use of all 
the people of the Nation. 

Very truly yours.
T. C. SETTLE.

TARZANA, CAUT., February 22. 1953. 
Senator JAMES E. MURRAY, 

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MURRAY: I have followed the 
tidelands-oil controversy with considerable 
Interest, and have some thoughts on the 
subject that may be of help to you in your 
efforts to keep these valuable lands in the 
public domain.

Candidate Elsenhower came out for State 
ownership, I believe, primarily to help carry 
California and Texas. I do not recall that 
he ever gave any reasons beyond, "I'm for 
State ownership."

It was one of the big campaign pledges, 
and many Republicans who might normally 
be against State ownership of the lands, will 
be tempted to vote the other way Just to 
save face for the President. This point 
should be brought out In all its political 
bluntness.

"Do rank and file Texans and Californians 
believe by any wild stretch of the imagina 
tion that the State and its people will stand 
to benefit, except perhaps Indirectly by 
taxes? The big oil interests are the ones 
who will benefit."

If States in question claim the oil and
other possible resources for themselves, per-

. haps they should be thinking about certain
other logical corollaries. Would California
-and Texas, for example, want to establish 
their own navies and coast guard groups, 
their own coast and geodetic surveys, their 
own bureaus of fisheries, and the other Fed 
eral services extended to States bordering on 
oceans?

The matter of course should not prop 
erly be thought of in such narrow and 
limited terms, because a fleet of vessels that 
protects Washington, Oregon, and California, 
also protects Montana, Nevada, Idaho, not 
to say Kansas and Missouri. However, if 
the people who are so vocal about States 
rights In this matter were confronted with 
the cost of the maintenance of Federal 
services which benefit them most immedi 
ately and most directly, and then compare 
it with the relatively small revenue gained 
by the Federal Government In return, I 
think that the inland Members of the 
Congress might be made to feel that their 
States were contributing more to support 
Federal coastline services than any possible 
share of the tidelands-oll revenue that might 
come to their States in the form of benefits 
to education.

They wouldn't mind this so much, unless 
they realized that they might be taxed to 
help other poor States for educational and 
other purposes if tidelands-oil revenue" were 
not made available for the purpose. Good 
luck.

WAYLAND D. HAND.

INDUSTRIAL UNION or MARINE AND 
SHIPBUILDING WORKERS OF AMERICA, CIO,

New Orleans, La., April 13,1953. 
Hon. JAMES E. MURRAY,

Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Washington, D. C. 

SIR: The officers and 1,200 members of the
•Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuild 
ing Workers of America, Local 29, CIO, 
strongly urge your support of Senator HILL'S 
oll-f or-education amendment. 

Very truly yours,
RAYMOND RADOVICK, 

Executive Secretary, Local 29, IVMSWA.
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I shall 

refrain from introducing into the REC 
ORD the many thousands of letters of a 
similar nature which we have received 
from residents in the other 45 States, in 
cluding my own State of Montana.
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In the course of time, Mr. President, I 

believe that those Senators who vote to 
day in support of this giveaway measure 
will come to realize that they have made 
a serious error. In due time, they will 
surely understand—and their constitu 
ents will certainly help them under 
stand—that they were victimized by one 
of the greatest illusions ever to have oc 
curred in our legislative history.

Today marks the end, Mr. President, 
of one chapter in the long history of the 
struggle of those who would protect the 
public domain against the special inter 
ests. While we who have fought the 
giveaway measure will not win today, we 
serve notice that we have just begun to 
fight.

. New bills are to the offing to turn over 
to the special interests the mineral lands, 
the forest lands, the grazing lands, and 
the great hydroelectric projects which 
have been developed to serve all the peo 
ple of our country. We shall oppose such 
bills with every resource at our com 
mand.

We are told that a new bill is being 
prepared to provide for the development 
of the offshore mineral .resources on the 
Continental Shelf beyond the so-called 
historical boundaries.

Although I have not yet enjoyed the 
privilege of seeing this new measure, I 
am informed that it will probably at-. 
tempt to give three States the right to 
levy taxes on the offshore oil and gas 
produced on the Continental Shelf in the 
area which is supposed to be left under 
the complete control of the Federal Gov 
ernment.

If the new bill does indeed contain 
provisions authorizing such a raid upon 
the Federal domain, I suggest that its 
proponents pause, think carefully, and 
not be misled by the number of votes 
they may obtain today. If they offer a 
measure of this type to deal with off-, 
shore mineral reserves under Federal 
control, they will indeed learn that we 
have just begun to flght.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent to have printed in the RECORD at the 
conclusion of my remarks an article by 
William M. Blair, appearing in the New 
York Times of Sunday, May 3, 1953, 
pointing out that the future of our Fed 
eral resources is involved in this debate. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
FEDERAL LANDS* FvrtraE Is RAISES IN On, 

DEBATE—IN OFFSHORE CLAIMS OF STATES 
Is SEEN A THREAT TO NATURAL RESOURCES

(By William M. Blair)
WASHINGTON, May 2.—The administration's 

efforts to turn over to the States the rich 
' offshore oil reserves have raised the bigger 
question at whether such action would be 
the first step in a giveaway of the country's 
western public-land wealth.

There has been Increasing speculation that 
once the States gained control of the sea 
ward reserves they would turn their atten 
tion to the mountains and the forests, major 

\ target of some Industrial Interests because 
of the tremendous reserves of timber, min 
erals, water and waterpower, and grazing 
rights. The western public lands also con 
tain untapped oil reserves still unestimated 
In value.

The offshore-oil Issue, coupled with shake- 
ups in the Department of the Interior, guard 
ian of the vast stores of western natural 
resources, has alarmed professional conserva-

tlonlsts and partisans. And this concern has 
not been tempered by administration pro 
nouncements that there Is no Intention of 
letting go of the public wealth. .

In the Western States the Federal Gov? 
eminent owns tracts ranging from 35 percent 
of the total area in Washington to .nearly 
85 percent In Nevada. This land is admtor 
Istered by agencies of the Departments of 
the Interior and Agriculture. Prom the 
public domain comes approximately 22 per 
cent of all timber harvested In the West. 
Forty-six percent of all western livestock 
grazes on lands supervised by Interior's Bu 
reau of Land Management and Agriculture's 
Forest Service.

RESOURCE REVENUE

In 1952 Interior's Bureau of Reclamation 
derived. $83,257,176 in revenue from Its 
waterpower projects,"Including such public 
giants as Bonnevllle Dam on the Columbia 
River. Federal water projects Irrigated land 
carrying crops valued at $935 million. The 
Fish and Wildlife Service supervises the con 
servation and development of the fish indus 
try, and last year the dollar value of the 
catch In California, Oregon, and Washington 
was $97,403,492.

Receipts from timber cut under the eye 
of the Forest Service totaled $63.722,986 In 
1952 and revenue from grazing was $5,022,- 
654. These funds are returned to the Gov 
ernment, some of it direct to the Federal 
Treasury.

Until this year development of water- or 
hydroelectric power proceeded at a rapid 
rate. From 1945 to 1952 installed power out 
put In the West doubled and Federal trans 
mission lines grew from 5,000 miles to 15,000 
miles.

The Roosevelt and Truman administration 
proceeded under a policy of strict Federal 
development of western lands, arguing that 
private enterprise sought to exploit and de 
plete the natural resources which belonged 
to all the people and not just to westerners. 
This ts the same basic argument used by 
the opposition Democrats in the offshore-oil 
controversy.

PROTEST OF THE STATES

Opposition forces charged that the Demo 
cratic policy was based as much on political 
Considerations as on genuine interest In 
conservation, that conflicts between Fed 
eral agencies slowed down orderly develop 
ment of the West, and that the increasing 
demand for public services under the Impact 
of population growth was becoming an ex 
cessive burden for States and. communities 
deprived of tax money that could come from 
Federal lands. California alone estimated it 
has lost $17 million annually since 1938 be 
cause the Federal Government had acquired 
so much land for defense, atomic energy, 
and other Federal projects.

CONFLICTING VIEWS

Private or special Interests have concen 
trated their attacks on four major natural 
resources areas:

Water power: Private power Interests, 
charging wasteful and costly public .opera 
tions, seek to distribute the power generated 
by public projects now constructed and the 
right to operate the power facilities In future 
projects. There also is an effort to change 
the Federal law that requires the sale of. 
firm electric public power to such preferen 
tial bodies as rural electric cooperatives and 
municipalities before any may be sold to 
private companies.

Public power advocates contend private 
Interests have been too slow to develop 
water and other power for the West; that, 
in most cases, private power companies have 
neither the inclination nor the resources to 
construct efficient projects. They also main 
tain that private sources cannot deliver 
cheap power to ranchers and farmers and 
growing western Industry, that private rates 
often are double and triple what the Fed? 
era! Government charges.

Grazing: Western stockmen contend that 
Federal agencies have overprotected vaj 
areas of lush land and that, instead of keen; 
Ing It In prime condition, have permittee 
it to go to seed. They charge the Bureau <,! 
Land Management and the Forest Servw 
with arbitrary rulings against stockm^ 
without court review and challenge tii« 
legality of Federal actions.

Conservatlonlsts view the stockmen a» 
predators who once almost ruined western 
land by overgrazing. They allege that cat. 
tie and sheep operators want grazing rlghh 

: In perpetuity, to buy, sell or barter as the» 
wish without regard to the public interest 
In the lands.

BILLS IN CONGRESS

Several bills have been Introduced In th» 
Congress looking to liberalizing grazl™ 
rights. Hearings on these will start lajj' 
this month.
, Mineral rights: Within recent years oil 
and gas leases In the West have increased 
manyfold. New oil reserve discoveries havj 
put a premium on leases. Private enterprise 
believes this is one of the greatest areas fot 
development and that the States shoulj 
have control because of possible large tax 
revenues. These Interests see Federal re. 
strictions almost prohibiting Industrial de 
velopment of major resources.

Conservationlsts argue that wholesato 
mineral-rights leasing abuses the land ami 
tends to lay It open to erosion and eventual 
destruction, as In the case of the strip 
mining of silver, gold, and coal in the last 
century. Here again is the fear that prlvatt 
Industry would overrun multlple-purpos 
lands and deplete their usefulness.

Timber: Lumbermen are front runners 
among those who favor transferring public. 
lands to the States. They argue the Federal 
^agencies hold down even that amount ot 
timber production cutting that can be dona 
without permanent Injury to the forests." 
They say that Federal services let trees staiii! ' 
too long, thus choking out young growth aud 
preventing proper forest cultivation.

Federal foresters say-that the policy ta.to 
prevent stripping the forests such as has, 
occurred outside the national forests. TtoJ ; 
"say no more timber should be cut than &'' 
grown and that In most cases private Inter 
ests do not plan reforestation on a long-, 
range basis.

Secretary of the Interior Douglas McK«f 
takes the view that protection of puWE 
lands has been Federal policy since 1902 an,! 
the days of President Theodore Roosevelt. 
and this policy Is too strong In the puWtt 
mind to be changed. J!

ROLE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE • '!

He would, however, reduce what he belief 
Is too much power centralized In 
ton and let the States have more say l 
administration of resources within 
boundaries. How far he will go in this,*6' 
spect has yet to be spelled out. aj 

. In the field of water power, he views 
lie and private Interests as moving 
together. He believes that on the 
rivers private enterprise cannot build gj*^: 
and costly multiple-purpose dams ^*uy, 
they provide flood control, irrigation,.*^ 
navigation as well as. power. But °° 
smaller streams private enterprise 
should build dams for a single pur 
power. Likewise, he believes, private so 
can distribute power and that in tbe 
the Bureau of Reclamation has been < 
more promoting than.work.-

Republican congressional views gen| 
are In line with this view. The ! 
Appropriations Committee, whose 
slash recommendation the House 1 
this week, said the "Interior 
should be concerned only with 
.tlons or activities which private 
cannot or will not undertake."
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r>TlAND Mr. President, I 

f* time to the senior Senator 
1 jersey [Mr. SMITH] as he may

of New Jersey. -Mr. Fres- 
not endeavored to take an 
toe debate on Senate Joint 

13 I believed the various 
pro and con were being ade- 

by the speakers on both
. {J
•stf**' o«.r for the RECORD,.! believe I 

' B°,!J lake a brief statement, by read- 
. should nl RECORD a communication 

WT am sending to my constituents 
n * itten asking my position on 

hiect I shall read the text of the 
-f letter I am sending to my constitu-

entS' . i MAT 4, 1953.
DEAR Ms. • ——— '-'• I1418 wln acknowledge 

r recent communication with regard to 
lled tldelands legislation. This mat-

., has become very much confused because
* < the failure of so many people to under 

stand that there are two different Issues in- 
»olved In the debate.

First the issue presented by the so-called 
Holland resolution is simply the question of 
what are the boundaries of the States and 
to what extent, if any, do those boundaries 
extend into the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans 
and the Gulf of Mexico. The pending Hol- 
land resolution only Includes the subject of 
the State boundaries.

Second, the other question involved In the 
debate is the so-called Continental Shell 
which extends out. Into the . Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans a distance of 150 to 200 miles. 
This shelf also apepars in the Oulf of Mexico, 
which, of course. Is part of the Continent of

*North .America. Section .9. of the Holland 
resolution definitely confirms the Jurisdic 
tion and control by the-United States outside 
the State boundaries. That section of the 
Holland resolution reads as follows and is 
fully agreed to by both parties to the dis 
pute:

"Nothing In this Joint resolution shall be 
deemed to affect In any wise the rights of the 
United States to the natural resources of that 
portion of the subsoil and seabed of the 
Continental Shelf lying seaward and outside 
of the area of lands beneath navigable 
waters, as defined in section 2 hereof, all of, 
which natural resources appertain to the 
United States, and the Jurisdiction and con 
trol of which by the United States is hereby 
confirmed."

The question of how to handle this enor 
mous area is being studied by the committee 
that submitted the report and presently 
there will be another bill introduced to de 
termine how mineral rights in this area shall 
™ handled. The matter involves not only 
united States law. but also international law. 
wnen we consider the second bill w;e will de- 
ii., H whether th's alleged wealth shall be
*„!? our.national defense, to retire the 
national debt, or for education.

Of course, Mr. President, some Mem- 
°«s of the Senate have advocated, in 
we speeches they have made here on the 
"°or, that the proceeds froin these 
natural resources be used for education.

1 read further from the letter: 
JerL»W.1 conslder our own State of New 
oriei i b obvlous from the history of the 
colon* colonv and the situation when the 
Intoth as admltte<l as a sovereign State 
at it, Unton - that the boundary extended 
There 3 miles lnto tne Atlantic Ocean. 
Stat"; never has been any question as to our

w s sovereignty in this area. 
Jurist Y;rsey haa always assumed that it had 
are p" °n to the 3-mile limit. Unless we

.i.- ^cted in this, New Jersey will sud- 
n»<i the United States Government

taking over Jurisdiction from our low-water 
mark seaward, which would mean that the 
Federal Government would take control over 
our piers and other Installations at places 
like Atlantic City, and other points on the 
seaboard, and we would have a sharp conflict 
between local and Federal government In- 
these areas. Federal control would also 
Jeopardize New Jersey's fishing industry. In 
cluding oyster beds, and so forth, which em 
ploy many persons. Also the Income for our 
schools from the present development of this 
area would immediately be cut off..

. Mr. President, I may say in passing 
that the income for our schools from 
this operation is about $50 million a year. 

The letter concludes as follows: 
If you are Interested in studying the mat 

ter further I will be happy to send you the 
report of the majority of the committee.

The wild talk of 50 to 300 billions of 
dollars being given away is mere speculation. 
There Is no "steal" nor are those who are 
defending the boundaries of the States doing 
any unpatriotic act as alleged..

Always cordially yours, . : 
H. ALEXANDER SMITH.

I thank the Senator from Florida for 
yielding to'me.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I 
yield such time as he may desire to the 
distinguished junior Senator from Vir 
ginia [Mr. ROBERTSON].

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Virginia is recognized.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I 
shall be brief in my remarks on the 
pending joint resolution, for, as I have! 
indicated on several occasions, I have 
felt that the debate has already been 
too,long extended.and has not.resulted, 
in changing any votes. Naturally, i do 
not expect to change any votes by what 
I shall say. ,

My principal purpose In saying any 
thing at all about the joint resolution 
is to try to correct several misconcep 
tions which-some of my good constitu 
ents have obtained from reading pri-: 
marily the accounts in the Washington 
Post, which magnify the arguments, first, 
about the alleged giveaway program; 
second, about the alleged billions of dol 
lars which are to be given away; and 
third, as has just been suggested by my 
distinguished friend, the Senator from 
Montana [Mr. MURRAY], about the dire 
ful effect the passage of the pending 
measure would have on the glowing; 
bright future of the youth of the land 
by depriving them of 41 cents a year for 
educa'tion, if, as, and when they would 
ever get it. Of course, I venture to as 
sert .they would never get it, . . :

Of course, I am afraid I shall have to 
send a copy of today's CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD to all the constituents who have 
written to me, in order that they may 
have correct information and their 
minds may be disabused.

The first point is that the Federal 
Government cannot give away some 
thing it does not own. In that connec 
tion, I point out there has never been a 
decision in any State court or in any 
local Federal court or in any instance in 
the Supreme Court of the United States 
which holds that the Federal Govern-- 
ment has title to the submerged lands 
involved in the pending joint resolution. 
Mr. President, there have been 244 lower 
court decisions and State court deci 
sions, many of which have directly

passed upon the question of who has title 
to these lands, and all of them that have 
passed on the question have held that 
the States have title seaward to the 
traditional 3-mile limit. Of course, the 
pending measure affects only the lands 
out to the traditional 3-mile limit, ex 
cept in the case of Texas and Florida, 
whose claims to a broader area or great 
er limit, extending farther into the Gulf 
of Mexico, were heretofore recognized 
by the Congress.

However, nowhere in the pending 
measure is there a gift to anyone of any 
portion of the Continental Shelf beyond 
the 3-mile or 3-league limit.

The opponents of the pending joint 
resolution rely upon three recent deci 
sions, namely, those in the California 
case, which was the first one, the Texas 
case, and the Louisiana case. I chal 
lenge any Member of the Senate to show 
where in any one of those decisions the 
Supreme Court has said that the United 
States owns title. I happen to know— 
it is not necessary to quote on this floor 
the source of my information—that Mr. 
Justice Black, who wrote the leading and 
first decision, namely, that in the Cali 
fornia case, scrupulously refrained from 
using the word "title." Instead, he used 
an indefinite phrase, "paramount 
rights"; and then«went on to say that 
under certain circumstances, paramount 
rights might be converted into property 
rights, but in that event certain equities 
would have to be considered.

The Attorney General of the United 
States was so disturbed when the Court 
refused to confirm the Government's 
contention about title, that he filed a 
petition for a rehearing on that issue; 
but the Court turned it down cold. The 
decisions in the Texas case and the Loui 
siana case followed the decision in the 
California case.

So my first point, Mr. President, is that 
there has never in the history of our Na 
tion been a single court decision holding 
that the United States Government owns, 
in fee simple, title to the, submerged re 
sources out to the historic 3-mile limit.

Yet throughout this debate, includ 
ing the very interesting and commend- 
ably short speech just made by my dis 
tinguished .friend, the Senator from 
Montana, we have been told, "This is a 
giveaway measure." In fact, the Sen 
ator from Montana quoted from a let 
ter written by a resident of California 
who said he could not understand why 
the oil should be given to the coastal 
States. .

Mr. President, I am somewhat familiar 
with the p#.rt oil plays in our economy.. 
Of course, in war oil plays a very large 
part. But I venture the assertion, which 
I am sure my distinguished friend, the 
senior Senator from West Virginia, will 
confirm, that, of all the natural resources 
of our Nation, the most essential is coal. 
There can be no doubt about that. Any 
nation that does not have access to coal 
and iron is powerless in the modern in 
dustrial world. Oil can be made from 
coal, as the Germans demonstrated in 
World War n.

But if oil is so essential to the future 
welfare of this Nation, the inquiry 
might well be made—unless Senators 
have some court decision that backs
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•them up in their stand, which I deny— 
"Why not consider coal as the great nat 
ural resource on which the future econ 
omy of the Nation depends, and save it 
for all the people?" If that .were done, 
it would be with the knowledge that the 
three major bituminous coal-producing 
States of the Nation are, first, West Vir 
ginia, then possibly, Pennsylvania, and 
then Virginia. The order may hot be 
exactly correct, but I think it is substan 
tially so. Those three States produce 
the bulk of the bituminous coal mined.in 
the United States. Of course, there is 
some coal in the South, there is some 
shale in the Middle West, and there is 
some coal in Indiana, and in certain 
other States, but-the three large pro 
ducers pf bituminous coal, as I have said, 
are West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and 
Virginia. . -If 'Congress is to take from 
any States that which .belongs to them, 
.there is'much more reason to take the 
coal than there is to take the oil from 
California, Texas, Florida, and Loui-

' siana. • ^ . : ,
The second.point I wish to emphasize,. 

Mr. President, about which, in my opin 
ion, there has been gross misrepresenta- . 
tion, is the value of the assets which may 
be found in the submerged lands. Time 
after time it has been asserted through 
out the debate, that $300 billion worth of 
oil is involved. I have enjoyed visiting 
in Texas and have been to the oil fields 
there. I know a good many oil produc 
ers. For 10 years I served on the House 
Ways and Means Committee, where we 
heard the oil producers say, "We must 
have the 27 Va percent depletion. allow 
ance." When asked "Why," they an 
swered, "because so many of the oil wells

' we drill turn out to be dry wells, and if 
we cannot get a proper depreciation

' when we strike oil, we cannot build tup 
sufficient reserves to enable us to drill 
for oil in an unproved field."

Those men had the advantage of the 
services of the best geologists in the Na 
tion, and, acting on the best-informed- 
guess of those geologists, they would pro 
ceed to drill for oil. I.say in all sin 
cerity, the oil producers are always 
happy when not more than half of the 
oil wells they drill turn out to. be dry 
ones.

Distinguished Senators on this floor 
have told us that, a group of geologists,

. standing on the shores of the ocean, and 
looking across the wild; restless waves, 
have estimated the amount of oil be 
neath the land under the water, which 
they cannot see, when everyone knows 
they can only guess at the amount of oil 
that is under land they can see. Any 
geologist who could go into Texas, Okla 
homa, or Louisiana, and successfully pre 
dict "Here is where oil is to be found," 
.would become fabulously rich. He would
*iot tell someone else where to drill; he 
would buy up the options and would do 
the drilling himself. Yet we are being 
told that the geologists know the amount 
of oil under the ocean and can form ac 
curate estimates.

Mr. HUNT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator, yield?
;. The PRESIDING OFFICER • (Mr. 
COOPER in the chair). Does the Senator . 
from Virginia yield to the Senator from 
Wyoming? '

' Mr. .ROBERTSON. I have very lini,- 
Ited time. I am sorry I cannot yield; 
This is the only time I have participated 
in the debate on the pending measure, 
.'and I merely desire to cover three iriajor 
misrepresentations. If the Senator from 
Wyoming will excuse me, in his own tiine, 
he may then ask some questions'.

; Mr. HUNT. Mr. President, I may say 
I was not going to argue, I.was merely 
going to correct a statement, for the 
record. ' .

Mr. .ROBERTSON. But, Mr. Presi 
dent, geologists of the Government have 
attempted to make estimates. Point No. 
1: Most of the oil they have estimated 
is on the outer Continental Shelf that is 
not covered by the pending measure. 

"•...In the second place, they do not tell 
us that the Government is going to get 
oil worth.$3.50 or $4 a barrel. They are. 
too sensible for that. They know that 
whether the.gtates own it or whether the 
Government owns it, they will get one- 
eighth royalty.. They know that to re 
cover whatever is under the submerged 
lands is going to require years of explo-. 
ration, drilling, and the erection of der 
ricks. Then storms will come and wash 
them away, and it will be necessary for 
them to rebuild the:derricks. •:";.

. If the operators succeed in getting all 
the oil within 50 years, they will be lucky. 
They figure oh what -they will get by- 
guesswork. They cannot see it; they 
merely guess what the production will be. 
on the basis of certain formations.' They 
think the oil is there; and a few wells 
which have been drilled beyond the 3- 
mile limit are pretty good producers. 
Possibly in the course of 50 years the 
Federal Government, if it owns the land 
and has clear title to it, can collect in 
royalties something over $500 million. 
That is all. ' ' 

Mr. President, it is said that we • are 
giving away $300 billion. How absurd 
that statement is, yet it has gone all over 
the lines of communication throughout 
the .Nation,' it has been repeated time 
after, time, when actually, on the basis • 
pf the most optimistic informed guess— 
and it is nothing but a guess by Govern 
ment geologists—we are dealing here 
with something over $500 million over a 
period of 50 years. That is the issue.

.All that the Holland measure does is 
to affirm that for 150 years the'titles of 
the .Thirteen Original States to the lands 
within their historic 3-mile limit, their 
titles to which have never been 'chal 
lenged. There were 52 Supreme Court 
decisions, not bearing directly upon the 
question of who owned the title, but 
which tacitly acknowledged the States' 
titles to the.lands. Then came a decir 
sion containing a reference to paramount 

.rights; and no one yet knows where those 
rights begin or where they will end:

It has even been suggested by some 
that certain of those rights were inher 
ited .by the Federal Government from 
King George III, the British King. Oh, 
Mr. President, I hope those two great 
Virginians, Thomas Jefferson and Pat 
rick Henry, who helped the Colonies win 
their independence and then assisted in 
framing the Constitution under which 
there was created a central government, 
all pf whose powers .were granted to it 
by sovereign States, do not lie uneasy in 
their graves today because of the asser

tion which Is"'now being made," "Oh, y011 
were wrong; King'George III had ceri. 
tain rights, and our.Federal.Government 
inherited certain of those rights from 
him." Mr. President, I know, that Mr.
.Justice Sutherland, when he was a coli 
lege student,, became imbued with that

• theory, and that it remained in his mini 
throughout his legal career. He finally 
succeeded in writing certain obiter dicta 
into a decision to that effect. The sub^ 
ject was not involved in the'case, but he
'had to get it off his mind; and there is a 
little of that flavor to be found in the 
three cases to which I have referred, the 
California, Texas, and Louisiana cases, 
regarding the supposed inherited right. ' 
' - Not a single Member of the Senate, Mr.- 
President, who has spoken on the pend. 
ing measure, would for a minute ques. 
tion the rights.of the Federal Govern 
ment to control navigation on the ocean;- 
That is fully set forth in section 6 of the 
pending measure. • ... ''•'•'? 
.. Several years ago the charge was made!

. against the tidelands bill which was then 
pending, that • there was something in 
that measure, by inference, which might 
impinge upon the rights of the Federal 
Government to build hydroelectric power 
dams. So the authors of the pending 
measure, in their wisdom, have spelled; 
that out in: subsection (d) of section:'! 
and removed any doubt. They even .in-'. 
eluded the term "power dams," so there 
could 'be no argument about them, and 
safeguarded all other rights which at 
tach, clearly to the Federal Government 
under the commerce-clause. " ' '/:$. 
.So, Mr.. President, I emphasiEe. first; 

that the States have always had titie/ujj ;- 
to the 3-mile limit. But the decisiorijn) 
the three recent oil cases threw a cloAfr 
upon their title. The pending measuW5 
merely seeks to quiet the title. It qu$|5 
t;he title. - .' .;j| 

'• I know the distinguished Senates 
from Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN] is of-tM| 
opinion that the State Legislature^! 
Rhode Island contemplates , financirr 
legal action to contest it if the jpj[

[ resolution shall pass, but I am inforjij| 
that the senate of .the Rhode 
legislature recently ^had - the que 
under consideration and .voted not i 
so. I read in a newspaper this : 
that the distinguished governor of .^ 
Virginia1 says he will start action in;|g 
courts. Perhaps he will. Then, ~ 
courts, on the specific issue of title 
that the Federal Government has Jl^ 
then I shall bow to what I considerj 
erroneous but controlling decision.' (fes 

. Mr. ANDERSON. .Mr. President.fffi 
the Senator from Virginia yield?

. Mr. ROBERTSON. I am 
have very limited time. I am i. . 
upon my very limited knowledge wit^ 
notes and trying to cover three ""' 
I have covered two of them, .anc 
coming to the third point.

Mr. President, I venture to sa 
if the joint resolution shall pass, aRy 
Supreme Court overrules the : 
gress, it will have to depend on'S 
thing more substantial than any.| 
of power inherited by the Federa^ 
eminent from King 'George HI.' 
land. Navigation is not j1 
Building power dams is not i' 
What is involved, Mr; President? -|
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noroximately $500 million over & 

">f fndi of possibly 50 years. 
PT now come to my third point, which

disturbed quite a number of my
*"s • in Virginia, and which was men- 

' the speech of the Senator from 
[Mr. MURRAY]. I refer to the 

t that the money derived from 
'"resources of the submerged lands 

f* ,d be given to the schools. What is 
M"fact? The Hill amendment, which 
\ overwhelmingly defeated, did not 

Erectly provide any funds for schools.
•ft'nrovided for dedicating the money to 
the Federal Government so long as there 

; be a national emergency. Unless
„,» have been greatly misled about the 
duration of the present cold war with 
Russia this emergency will last for a 
long time, and while it lasts the schools 
would receive nothing under the Hill 
amendment. But, Mr. President, as 
sume that the emergency is over. As 
sume that the American lamb can lie 
down with the Russian bear and not be 
in the bear's stomach. Assume that we 
want to do something for the schools. 
What will happen? We shall first have 
to pass a law to appropriate the money 
to the schools. Even if we do pass a 
law appropriating the money to the 
schools, we shall have to pass a bill pro 
viding for Federal aid to education. 
Ever since I have been in the Senate 
there has been pending, off and on, a bill 
for Federal aid to education. On one 
occasion our present distinguished ma 
jority leader [Mr. TAFT], in opposing 
such a program, stated that if we ever 
started such a program it'would cost 
$3 billion a year.

In my opinion, we are further away 
from a bill providing for Federal aid to 
education than we have been since I have 
been a Member of the Senate, because if 
I can make any worthwhile appraisal 
of the first hundred days of the present 
administration, I will say it is most nota 
ble not for the distance it has covered 
but for the direction in which it has been 
traveling. We are turning in the direc 
tion of private enterprise. We are turn 
ing in the direction of a simplified and 
less expensive Federal Government. We 
are turning in the direction of a greater 
recognition not only of the rights of the 
States but of the duties and obligations 
of the States. Certainly, Mr. President, 
any student of political history or any 
friend of the principles of Thomas Jef 
ferson should know that public educa 
tion is one of the fundamental duties of 
the States. That, in my opinion, is 
where that responsibility should always 
rest—in the States and their political 
subdivisions.

**t us assume that we shall have a 
condition in the world such as that de 
scribed by Patrick Henry after the Rev 
olutionary War when he said:

The white wings of peace are spread above 
^r fair land and contentment lies at e"ery floor.

According to the very careful, and, I 
assume, accurate analysis which was 
placed in the RECORD yesterday, the 
school children would get approximately 
41 cents a year.

With all deference to my desk mate 
whom I admire so much and of whom I 
am very fond, I want to say that, if 41 
cents is going to make the difference be 
tween the degree of ignorance of our 
school children on the one hand, and 
their adequate education in a proud and 
glorious future to aid them in furthering 
the manifest destiny of our Nation, on 
the other hand, they will be in a tough

the Federal Government 
d say. "We do not need the oil any 
" and Congress should say, "Let us 
it to the schools." Suppose Con 

fess should reverse itself and say, "We 
•£e gojng to place the Government in all 
«"ris of Federal-aid projects." How 
"*ucn would the schools receive from the 

resources of the submerged lands?

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield for a brief 
question.

Mr. MURRAY. I was going to make 
the observation that the Senator has 
made a very excellent speech, but it is 
more remarkable for its exaggeration 
than for the accuracy of its facts.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Those who take 
the trouble to read the RECORD will have 
to appraise the difference of opinion.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Virginia yield?

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield briefly to the 
distinguished Senator from New Mexico.

Mr. ANDERSON. The statement was 
made a moment ago that the Attorney 
General of the United States was so dis 
turbed that he took an appeal. There is 
not one shred of evidence to show that 
that statement is even remotely in 
accordance with the fact.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I have to admit 
that I shall have to produce evidence 
from my principal advisers, the Senator 
from Texas [Mr. DANIEL] and the Sen 
ator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND], who 
have been laboring with this matter for 
a long time. They said the Attorney 
General filed a petition for rehearing, 
asking the Court to add words of "own 
ership" irrits decree after the original 
opinion was written.

Mr. ANDERSON. If they can show 
that, I shall be happy to retire and get 
off the Senate floor forever. We have 
been hearing that misrepresentation for 
some time. . . , .

Mr. ROBERTSON. Then, Mr. Presi 
dent, I appeal to the Senator from Flor 
ida [Mr. HOLLAND] to clear up that dis 
cussion.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
to myself 3 minutes.

The only thing which Is at all variant 
from the completely correct facts in the 
statement of the Senator from Virginia 
is in his choice of words. The fact is 
that the Federal Government submitted 
a proposed decree after the Court had 
indicated what its ruling would be, and 
included words which would have fixed 
title in the Federal Government. The 
fact is that the Supreme Court declined 
to put in those words, repeatedly de 
clined, as I understand, to put them in, 
and that matter is still one of grave con 
cern to the Federal Government.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, 
under those circumstances, does not the 
distinguished Senator from New Mexico 
feel that the Senator from Virginia has 
been vindicated?

Mr. ANDERSON. There is a vast dif 
ference between a person arguing for

something in a judgment, and, having 
won a case, filing an application for re 
hearing. It is not correct, in my opinion, 
that the Government ever asked for a 
rehearing.

Mr. HOLLAND. There is strong basis 
for complete truth in the assertion I now 
make, that the Federal officials asked 
that the Court, after learning of its orig 
inal opinion in the California case, find 
where the title was and should find that 
the title was in the Federal Government. 
That question was raised not only on the

-original hearing, but also, as I under 
stand, on the rehearing, and the Court 
consistently and continuously took the 
position which has been stated.

I do not like to hear an assertion made 
by my good friend from New Mexico 
questioning the good faith of either the 
distinguished Senator from Virginia or 
of the Senator from Florida who has 
stated the facts as they are and as they 
are known to be by everyone who has 
studied this matter.

The Federal Government did want the 
decree to recite that title was in the 
Federal Government. It so prayed in its 
original petition; it so requested when 
it submitted the form of decree; it so 
requested when the matter was reheard 
upon petition for rehearing filed by the 
State of California. The Federal Gov 
ernment was alarmed by the fact that 
title was not fixed by decree, because it 
realized that exactly what has happened 
would happen, namely, that the question 
of title would be left in the air, and that 
the development of coastal areas would 
be not only challenged, but would be 
stymied, as it has been up to now. The
-Senator from New Mexico knows per 
fectly well that that is the case.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Of course, the 
Senator from New Mexico knows that my 
statement about what the Government 
has tried to do was based upon what the 
Senator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND] and 
the Senator from Texas fMr. DANIEL] 
had told me. But is it not a fact that 
the Federal Government entered the 
California case in order to get title? •

Mr. HOLLAND. The Federal Govern 
ment asked for such a ruling in its 
petition. :

Mr. ROBERTSON. Is it not a fact 
that the question of title was never men 
tioned in the opinion written by Mr. 
Justice Black, but that he used the words 
"paramount right"?

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator from 
Virginia is correct.

Mr. ROBERTSON. When the Gov 
ernment knew how the decision would 
be phrased, it then tried to get a revi 
sion in order to make clear that title 
would be in the United States, did it not?

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator is cor 
rect.

The Government requested that the 
words of the decree be restated so as to 
Include a finding of title in the Federal 
Government. This the Court declined 
to do.

Mr. President, I now yield to the dis 
tinguished Senator from Montana [Mr. 
MURRAY], who controls his side of the 
debate.

Mr. MURRAY. I yield 5 minutes to 
the Senator from Vermont [Mr. AIKEN].

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, like ev 
eryone else, I am happy to see this debate
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come to a close. It has been conducted 
upon a high level, having been handled 
admirably by leaders on both sides of the 
o.uestion. The senior Senator from 
Florida [Mr. HOLLAND] and the junior 
Senator from Texas [Mr. DANIEL], and 
the other proponents of the joint resolu 
tion, have handled their side of the case 
skillfully and, at times, convincingly.

However, in the final analysis, the de 
termination of how one will vote on an 
important matter such as this must be 
reached in one's own mind. After hear 
ing both sides of the question being pre-' 
sen ted ably and thoroughly, as they have 
been, I have asked myself these ques^ 
tions:

First, has Congress the authority' to 
dispose of the lands under the sea 
which have, for generations, been re 
garded as belonging to the Federal Gov 
ernment? I have read carefully the 
testimony given by the Attorney General 
of the United States before the Commit 
tee on Interior and Insular Affairs, and 
I believe that Mr. Brownell cast sufficient 
doubt upon the authority of Congress to 
dispose of those lands to warrant a great 
deal of hesitation before voting to do so.

The second question I have asked my 
self is this: If we assume that Congress 
.does have the authority to dispose of 
these lands and quitclaim them to the 
States, is such disposal of the lands be 
ing made on.a fair and~equitable basis? 
When I ask that question, I think of all 
the other States where there are Federal 
lands, where there is Federal domain, 
particularly our Western States, and I 
realize that the income to the States 
where the lands are located, from leases 
and royalties on minerals and oil lands 
in those States, is restricted to 37'/2 per 
cent. It is planned, under Senate Joint 
Resolution 13, to give to the coastal 
States 100 percent of the income from 
such resources. Certainly if the coastal 
States are entitled to 100 percent of the 
income from the undersea lands, then 
the inland States are entitled to equi 
table treatment. The . third question 
and perhaps the most important, is this: 
Is the effort to transfer the undersea oil 
lands from Federal ownership to the 
ownership of the States a prelude to fur 
ther raids upon natural resources of the 
United States by interested groups of 
people? For many years there has been 
building up in this country a determina 
tion on the part of certain groups to ac- < 
quire unto themselves the natural re 
sources of the United States which have 
always belonged to all the people. I 
think in particular of the plan to raid or 
to seize Niagara Falls. The efforts now 
being made to grab the power from the 
St. Lawrence development, so that in 
stead of all the people getting the bene 
fits, a very few will receive the profits. I 
think of the proposals to dispose of great 
public powerplants, such as Boulder 
Dam, Bonneville, Grand Coulee, and even 
the TVA; and I wonder where we may be 
headed in that respect. Other groups 
would take unto themselves the forests 
on our publicly owned lands and all the 
minerals to be found thereon.

Mr. President, I am convinced that 
this great effort, this great raid, which 
has been building up will reach its cli 
max very soon. 1 believe that President

Elsenhower will soon be under greater 
pressure to permit the raiding of natu 
ral resources than any other President 
has been put under for a generation. 
May God give him the wisdom and the 
strength to turn back the spoilers when 
they come to the White House seeking 
acquiescence in their plans. I hope the 
wee, small voice of conscience may speak 
to each and every Member of Congress, 
reminding us of the sacred duty which 
we have to protect the heritage which 
properly belongs to our country and to 
posterity, and which has been entrusted 
to our keeping. - .

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair advises the Senator from Vermont 
that his time has expired.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I yield 
an additional minute and a half to the 
Senator from Vermont.

Mr. AIKEN. I thank the Senator.
The fourth question I ask myself is: 

Do we, by claiming ownership of the 
land under the salt water beyond the his 
toric 3-mile distance, and the right to 
dispose of this land, recognize the right 
of other countries to do the same? If 
we do, the effect of the passage of the 
pending joint resolution may result in 
closing great areas of the sea which pre 
viously have been open to international 
shipping, and eventually may involve us 
in controversies with other countries.

So, Mr. President, because I am un 
able to justify disposal of the undersea 
lands which from time immemorial have 

. been held to belong to all the people of 
our 48 States, I shall vote "no" on the 
joint resolution.

Mr. MURRAY. I yield to the junior 
Senator from West Virginia [Mr. NEELY] 
5 minutes, or as much additional time 
as he may require.

Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, I propose 
an amendment to the pending joint res 
olution and ask that it be printed. It 
need not be read, because it is identical 
with the previously considered Ander- 
son substitute, except the manner of the 
disposition of the income from the sub 
merged lands, which will be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be received, will be 
printed, and will lie on the table.

Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, the pur 
pose of the amendment is to afford all 
the Members of the Senate an opportu 
nity to show by the record whether they 
choose to give to California, Texas, and 
Louisiana between $50 billion and $300 
billion worth of oil, gas, and other prop 
erty, which the Supreme Court of the 
United States has 3 times solemnly de 
cided belongs to the Federal Govern 
ment, or utilize these vast resources for 
the benefit of all the people of the Nation 
in accordance with the following per 
centages :

First. Ten percent for the reduction 
of the national debt;

Second. Ten percent for research in 
the prevention and extermination of 
cancer;

Third. Ten percent for research in the 
prevention and extermination of heart 
disease ;

Fourth. Ten percent for education; 
. Fifth. Ten percent for research in the 
prevention and extermination of muscu 
lar dystrophy;

Sixth. Ten percent for research in the 
prevention and extermination of multu 
.pie sclerosis;

Seventh. Ten percent for research in 
the prevention and extermination of in. 
fantile paralysis;

Eighth. Ten percent for aid to the 
blind;

Ninth. Ten percent for aid to disabled 
veterans; and

Tenth. Ten percent to the American 
National Red Cross to be used for the 
alleviation of human suffering.

The action of the Senate on this 
amendment will determine whether 
every man, woman and child of 45 
States in the Union shall be forever 
stripped of his or her share of this vast 
wealth, in order that 3 States may be 
enriched to an extent that would have 
dazzled the imagination of the Caesars, 
It will also determine whether 250,000 
of our people, who are condemned to die, 
during the present year, of cancer—the 
world's most agonizing disease—shall be 
completely deprived of hope of having 
any of the income from our offshore oil 
and gas utilized for the alleviation ol 
their deplorable affliction.

A vote against the amendment will 
be a vote against the use of any part of 
the income from the offshore oil and 
gas for the cure or care of any of the 
half a million Americans who are. mark 
ed for death from heart disease during 
the next 12 months.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
time of the Senator from West Virginia 
has expired.

Mr. MURRAY. I yield an additional 
minute to the Senator from West Vir 
ginia.

Mr. NEELY. The vote on the amend 
ment, will show whether the republican 
members of the Senate respect or re 
pudiate the philosophy of the immortal 
Lincoln to the effect that concern for the 
Godmade man should always be superior 
to the concern for the manmade dollar.

Mr. President, let me entreat all Sen 
ators present to vote for the amendment 
and by adopting it prosper the loft|. 
enterprises of educating our children, 
healing the afflicted, rescuing the perish}, 
ing and comforting the dying. By thus, 
discharging our duty in relation to our 
earthly treasures, let us lay up for our 
selves treasures in heaven where neithe?' 
moth nor rust doth corrupt, and wher? 
thieves do not break through nor steal:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. !*• 
Senator's time has again expired. •;'(,

The Senator from Florida.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 1 

such time as he may require to the 
tinguished junior Senator from 
ana [Mr. LONG].

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, during »a 
service in the Senate I have steadfasWj! 
supported proposals similar to the peS°; 
ing measure to return submerged 
within historic boundaries to the Sta.| 
It has been my feeling that the mino 
view of the Supreme Court in the 
fornia case more properly represeol 
the traditional and proper legal conc| 
of the organization of our American« 
ernment. For that reason, it has aW% 
seemed to me that the restoration of J 
submerged lands along the Atlantic.? 
Pacific Oceans and the Gulf of 
to the States bordering those
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was essential to the maintenance 

i of government under which 
has prospered during the past

"17T 'IheVst Place, I believe we should 
"' f ,P that our Federal Government was
*?. vq intended by its creators :to be a
^ Jrnment of limited powers. Our

stitution was carefully drawn in the
C**rt to preserve and protect the func-
•ns of State government and to pre- 

^ t Federal usurpation of those powers. 
V n?pwise our Federal Government was
vffanized into'three separate branches

a-part of the checks and balances to
Prevent excesses within our Federal Gov-
rnment. It is important to notice, how-
ver that unless 1 of the 3 branches of 

the 'Federal Government—either. the 
pxecutive, the legislative, or the judi 
cial—should call a halt on the others, 

••then there is nothing to prevent the
-Federal Government from usurping all
the powers and functions properly re-

. served to the States and to the people.
For example, it is possible that the Su-

• preme Court could hold that there is no 
power denied'to the Federal Government 
under our Constitution and that the

-powers granted under the American Con 
stitution are sufficiently broad to per 
mit the Federal Government to do any 
thing that it chooses. It is even pos 
sible that the executive and legislative 
branches of our Government in pursu-. 
ance of such a legal theory could pro 
ceed to exercise the superior power of 
the Federal Government in ways that 
could completely exclude the State and 
local governments from performing any 
functions whatsoever.

I realize that such an illustration is 
farfetched; yet in some respects it rep 
resents the trend of our Government 
during the last 20 years. I would not for 
a moment suggest that there has not 
been increasing pressure on the Federal 
Government to undertake vast addi 
tional functions in order to care for the 
needs of the people of this Nation; yet 
we are all familiar with the manner in 
which new legal theories have been de 
veloped and new interpretations have 
been suggested and urged upon the Su 
preme Court of the United States to 
permit the Federal Government to en 
gage in first one vast program and then 
another, which has never previously been 
considered an appropriate function of 
the Federal Government. Most out 
standing examples of these cases have 
been the expanded meaning of the inter 
state-commerce clause giving the Fed 
eral Government the power' to regulate 
fny ^business enterprise in America on 

' ;ory that such an enterprise af- 
interstate commerce and there- 

was subject to regulation in pur- 
of the Federal Government's 

to regulate commerce between States.

clause of our Constitution. In thlse r- 
™ ^ attorneys for the Federal Govern- 
went have been able to persuade the 
ou U o to Place the interpretation upon 
siblp f nstitution whicn has made it pbs- 
comni or the Federal Government to ac- 

lpjlsh Practically any result it desired

In the economic field and to achieve 
practically unlimited power In various 
other, phases of domestic legislation.

Of course, we realize that this new 
'look given to the Constitution law of the 
United States resulted in part from the
•appointment of judges who were re 
garded as entertaining so-called liberal 
views. I do not for a moment criticize 
the appointment of liberal judges. I 
believe it proper that there should al 
ways be a certain number of judges on 
the Supreme Court who entertain views 
regarded as liberal. I do say, however, 
that the Court should never be composed 
entirely of liberals just as it should never
•be composed entirely of conservatives or 
reactionaries; although I believe it would 
be well that every member of the Court 
as well as every Member of Congress 
should be conservative in the sense that 
he would preserve the fundamentals of

.our system of government:
I submit that the Supreme Court in 

the California, Louisiana, and Texas 
cases has been proceeding upon a dan 
gerous departure from the fundamentals

' of American government. In those cases 
the Supreme Court proceeded to hold

. that the States never possessed complete 
sovereignty and that the United States

•Government has powers other than 
those derived from the Constitution of 
the United States. This is a theory that 
can lead to all sorts.of mischief, far be 
yond the seizure of 17 million acres of 
ocean bottom at issue in this instance. 

I realize that such a theory has been 
expressed on earlier occasions. It -has 
only been in recent years, however, that . 

'we have seen this theory of government 
. advanced to in any way deprive the 
States of their rights or their property. 
In the California case, we found the 
Court saying:

Prom all the wealth of material supplied, 
however, we cannot say that the Thirteen

• Original Colonies acquired ownership to the 
3-mlle belt or the soil underneath It, even 
if they did acquire elements of sovereignty 
of the English Crown by their revolution

..against It (V. S. v. Curtiss-Wright Export 
Corp. (229 U. S. 304, 316)). •

With such language we find the Su 
preme Court denying the original sover 
eignty of the States of this Nation.

Now, let us look to the language of 
U. S. against Curtiss-Wright Export 
Corp., to which the Supreme Court re 
ferred in the California case. One 
should remember that the U. S. against 
Curtiss-Wright was decided upon the 
basis that the Congress of the United 
States could properly delegate to the 
President of the United States the power 
to invoke an embargo on the shipment 
of arms to war in foreign nations, when 
the President found certain facts to exist. 
It was not essential to such a conclusion 
to find that the Thirteen Original States 
never possessed complete sovereignty. 
Nevertheless, Justice Sutherland, who in 
that case wrote the majority opinion, 
expressed certain views at variance with 
the history of the formation of this Na 
tion, as most of us understand it.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent to insert the language which I have 
in mind.

• There being no objection, the excerpt
•was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
•{Excerpt from V. S. v. Curtiss-Wright Corp. 

(299 U. 8. 304, at 316 et seq.) ]
As a result of the separation from Great 

Britain by the Colonies acting as a unit, the 
powers of external sovereignty passed from 
the Crown, not to the Colonies severally, 
but to the Colonies In their collective and 
corporate capacity as the United States of 
America. Even before the Declaration, the 
Colonies were a unit In foreign affairs, act- 
Ing through a common agency, namely, the 
Continental Congress, composed of delegates 
from the Thirteen Colonies. That agency 
exercised the powers of war and peace, raised 
an Army, created a Navy, and finally adopted 
the Declaration of Independence. Rulers 
come and go; governments end and forms 
of government change; but sovereignty sur 
vives. A political society cannot endure 
without a supreme will somewhere. Sover 
eignty Is never held In suspense. When, 
therefore, the external sovereignty of Great 
Britain In respect to the Colonies ceased, it 
immediately passed to the Union. (See Pen- 
hallow v. Doane (3 Dall. 54, 80-81.)) That 
fact was given practical application almost 
at once. The treaty of peace, made on Sep 
tember 23, 1783, was concluded between His 
Britannic Majesty and the United States of 
America (8 Stat.—European Treaties—80).

The Union existed before the Constitution, 
which was ordained and established, among 
other things, to form a "more perfect 
Union." Prior to that event, it is clear that 
the Union, declared by the Articles of Con 
federation to be perpetual, was the sole 
possessor of external sovereignty and In the 
Union it remained without change save inso 
far as the Constitution in express terms 
qualified Its exercise. The Framers' Conven 
tion was called and exerted its powers upon 
the irrefutable postulate that though the 
State's were several their people In respect 
to foreign affairs were one. Compare the 
Chinese Exclusion case (130 U. S. 581, 604, 
606). In'that convention, the entire absence 
of State power to deal with those affairs was 
thus forcefully stated by Rufus King:

"The States were not sovereigns to the 
sense contended for-by some. They did not 
possess the peculiar features of sovereignty— 
they could not make war, nor peace, nor al 
liances, nor treaties. Considering them as 
political beings, they were dumb, for they 
could not speak to any foreign sovereign 
whatever. They were deaf, for they could 
not hear any propositions from such sov 
ereign. They had not even the organs or 
faculties of defense or offense, for they could 
not of themselves raise troops, or equip ves 
sels, for war" <6 Elllott's Debates 212).'

It results that the Investment of the Fed 
eral Government with the powers of external 
sovereignty did not depend upon the affirma 
tive grants of the Constitution. The powers 
to declare and wage war, to conclude peace, 
to make treaties, to maintain diplomatic re 
lations with other sovereignties, if t'.iey had 
never been mentioned in the Constitution, 
would have vested in the Federal Govern 
ment as necessary concomitants of nation 
ality.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, please note 
that the effect of the application of this 
theory held by Justice Sutherland in the 
Curtiss-Wright case had no more effect 
than merely to serve as one more reason 
for upholding a delegation of power 
which the Congress felt it had the right 
to pass to the Executive. Nevertheless,

a*In general confirmation of the foregoing 
views, see 1 Story on the Constitution, 4th 
ed., 198-217, and especially.210, 211, 213, 214, 
215 (p. 153), 216.
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It was such language as this which was 
relied upon by attorneys for the Federal 
Government to contend the States had 
never owned their submerged lands, al 
though agents of the Federal Govern 
ment had consistently recognized such 
State titles for more than 100 years.

I completely differ with that view of 
the formation of our Government. I 
believe that the States were at one time 
completely free and independent. I will 
concede that there was always perhaps 
1 percent or one-tenth of 1 percent of 
Americans who suggested that the States 
were never completely sovereign at the 
time they won their independence. I 
concede that such was the opinion of Mr. 

.Rufus King, quoted in Elliott's Debates. 
I would concede that a private citizen 
in Rhode Island made such an argument 
at a time when Rhode Island was with 
holding its agreement to join the Ameri 
can Union even after our Government 
had been in operation for several months 
under the Constitution. I would concede 
that Mr. Justice Story in one of his com- 
-mentaries once made such a statement. 
I. concede that the late Justice Suther 
land held such'a view and so expressed 
himself in the Curtiss-Wright case. 
Nevertheless, I believe that even today 
there are not more than 1'percent of the 
attorneys and historians who have stud- 

.ied the question who would agree with 
that point of view—Justice Black and 
the present Supreme Court of the United 
States to the contrary notwithstanding.

First, let me refer to previous Supreme 
Court opinions in which it was funda 
mental to the decision of the Court that 
the States had acquired complete sov 
ereignty by their revolution from the 
King of England. First, I would quote 
from the old case of Martin against 
Waddell, in which Justice Tariey, speak 
ing for the Court, could, in some respects, 
qualify as an eyewitness in that he had 

. lived through the period of the Revolu 
tion and the formation of our Federal 
Government:

Martin v. Waddell (16 Pet. 367 (1842)): 
"For when the Revolution took place the , 

people of each State became themselves sov 
ereign; and in that character hold the abso 
lute right to all their navigable waters and 
the soils under them for their own common 
use, subject only to the rights since sur 
rendered by the Constitution to the General 
Government.

"And when the people of New Jersey took 
possession of the reins of government and 
took into their own hands the powers of sov 
ereignty, the prerogatives and regalities 
which before belonged either to the Crown 
or the Parliament became immediately vested 
In the State."

Next, I quote from three other Su 
preme Court opinions, decided in 1823, 
1855, and 1891, in which the Court clearly 
expressed the fundamentals of the for 
mation of our American Government ex 
actly as the enormous majority of law 
yers and historians had always agreed 
it to be. These are only a few of the 
declarations of our Court which could be 
found describing the fundamentals of 
our form of government in the fashion 
that those of us supporting the sub 
merged lands bill contend it to be:

Johnson v. Mclntosh (8 Wheat. 643 
(1823)):

"By the treaty which concluded the war 
of our Revolution, Great Britain relinquished

all claim, not only to the Government, but 
to the 'property' and territorial rights of the 
United States whose'boundaries were fixed in 
the second article. By this treaty, the pow 
ers of government, and the right to soil, 
which had previously been in Great Britain, 
passed definitely to these States."

Smith v. Maryland (18 How. 74 (1855)):
"Whatever soil below low water is the sub 

ject of exclusive propriety and ownership 
belongs to the State on whose maritime 
border and -within whose territory it lies, 
subject to any lawful grants of that soil by 
the State, or the sovereign power which gov 
erned its twritory before the Declaration of 
Independence."

Manchester v. Massachusetts (139 U. S. 240 
(1891)):

"By the definitive treaty of peace of Sep 
tember 3, 1783, between the United States 
and Great Britain (8 Stat. 81), His Britannic 
Majesty acknowledged the United States, of 
which Massachusetts Bay was one, to be free, 
sovereign, and independent States, and de 
clared that he treated with them as such, 
and, for himself, his heirs and successors, 
relinquished all claims to the government, 
proprietary, and territorial rights of the 
same and every part thereof. Therefore, if 
Massachusetts had continued to be an inde 
pendent nation, her boundaries on the sea, 
as denned by her statutes, would unquestion 
ably be acknowledged by all foreign nations, 
and her right to control the fisheries within 
those boundaries would be conceded.

"The title thus held is subject to the para- 
'mount rights of navigation, the regulation 
of which, in respect to foreign and inter 
state commerce, has been granted to the 
United States. There has been, however, no 
such grant over the fisheries. These remain 
under the exclusive control of the State, 
which has consequently the right, in its dis 
cretion, to appropriate its tidewaters and 
their beds to be used by its people as a com 
mon for taking and cultivating fish, so far 
as it may be done without obstructing navi 
gation. Such an appropriation is in effect 
nothing more than a regulation of the use 
by the people of their common property."

I support the Supreme Court as one of 
the institutions of our Government; 'yet 
I realize that personalities of the Court 
change with the years, and I sincerely 
doubt that prior to recent years a ma 
jority of Justices on that Court would 
have agreed with the view of the for 
mation of our Nation expressed in the 
Curtiss-Whight case and relied upon in 
the tidelands cases.

Next I wish to refer to a message to 
Congress by our fifth President, James 
Monroe, discussing the matter of initial 
sovereignty of the States.

Before reading from the message of 
President Monroe, let me first discuss 
President Monroe's qualifications to dis 
cuss the initial sovereignty of the Origi 
nal Thirteen States. President Monroe 
served in the Army during the Revolution 
and was wounded at the Battle of Tren 
ton. He studied law under Thomas Jef 
ferson, the author of the Declaration of 
Independence. During the period of 
Federal Government under the Articles 
of Confederation, James Monroe served 
as a Member of Congress. He was a 
member of the Convention in Virginia 
which ratified the Constitution. He was 
Minister to France under President 
Washington. He served in several diplo 
matic missions under President Jeffer 
son, including the assignment as a ne 
gotiator of the Louisiana Purchase. He 
was Secretary of State under President 
Madison from 1811 to 1817 and served a 
brief period as Secretary of War. His

-close relationship to James Madison 
made him intimately acquainted with 
the arguments in favor of stronger Fe(i, 
eral Government at the time the move! 
ment began for the adoption of the Con! 
stitution of the United States.

Inasmuch as those who argue against 
the States in this debate pin so much of 
their argument upon our international 
responsibilities, it is worthy of note that 
James Monroe, in addition to his other 
achievements, was responsible for the 
Monroe Doctrine which has to this day 
been a keystone to our foreign policy 
The message to which I refer was dated 
May 4, 1822. It was sent to Congress a 
few days subsequent to the President's 
veto of "an act for the preservation and 
repair of the Cumberland Road," which 
he had vetoed "with deep regret" because 
he did not believe the Federal Govern- 
ment possessed the power under the Con- 
stitution to pass such a law, although 
later interpretations of the commerce 
clause to which I have previously re 
ferred have caused the Government to 
subsequently assert the same type power 
which President Monroe denied at that 
time. , •- .

It was not until recent years that any 
sizable group of attorneys or judges seri 
ously differed with President Monroe's 
views that the Colonies won complete 
independence arid sovereignty as a result 
of the American Revolution and further 
that the central Government.- possessed 
only those powers which were delegated 
to the central Government — first under 
the Articles of Confederation and later 
under the Constitution of the United 
States.

I now read excerpts from the message 
to which I have been referring:

In thus tracing our institutions to their 
origin and pursuing them in their progress 
and modifications down to the adoption tf 
this Constitution two important facts fliT8 
been disclosed, on which it may not be Im 
proper in this stage to make a few observa 
tions. The first is that in wresting the pow 
er, or what Is called the sovereignty, W>» 
the Crown as it passed directly to the peop!?' 
The second, that it passed directly to t?8 ' 
people of each Colony and not to the peop" 
of all the Colonies in the .aggregate;.*! 
13 distinct communities and not to one. [j,

And that the power wrested from *?,' 
British Crown passed to the people of eacj 
colony and the whole history of our poUti1? 
movement from the emigration of our *f j 
cestors to the present day clearly denWP|' 
strates. What produced the RevolutWS 
The violation of our rights. What rfB&jK,' 
Our chartered rights. To whom were .*? 
charters granted, to the people of each coW^j,, 
or to the people of all the Colonies »> 
single community? We know that no sj>?j 
community as the aggregate existed, &D t^. 
course that no such rights could be viol at<*J •' 
It may be added that the nature °f ?L: 
powers which were given to the deleg*.. 
by each colony and the manner in W
they were executed show that the soverelg? 
was in the people of each and not iff* 
aggregate. They respectively presented ||
dentials such as are usual between ni 
of separate powers, which were examine*|j 
approved before they entered on *^e ?tt 
charge of the important duties co»oHg 
to them. They voted also by colonies^ 
not individually, all the members fro*;S- 
colony being entitled to one vote only- 
fact alone, the first of our political as 
tion and at the period of our greatest YQ 
fixes beyond all controversy the source M 
whence the power which has directed 2i
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success to all our measures has

d«fe sovereignty passed to the aggre- 
i<* ^sequences might have ensued, ad-
•' the success of bur Revolution, which 
' pven yet seriously affect our system.
• *ins to the people of each colony the 

lBftion to Great Britain, the prosecution 
war the Declaration of Independence, 

iertontion of the Confederation and of 
Institution are all imputable to them. 

; if passed to the aggregate, every meas- 
1 oul'd be traced to that source; even the 

governments might be said to have 
"•^ftted from It, and amendments of their 

""^imtions on that principle be proposed 
"the same authority. In short, It Is not 

to perceive all the consequences Into 
JS^frh such a doctrine might lead.
*?"',' Obvious that the people In mass would 
&.;" had much less agency In all the great
•• asures of the Revolution and In those 

!;II hich followed than they actually had, and
-•rooortlonately less credit for their patrt- 

tisrn and services than they are now entitled
-to and enjoy. By passing to the people of 
V*"cll colony the whole body In each were 
4ept In constant and active deliberation on 
subjects of the highest national importance 
and in the supervision of the conduct of all 
the public servants in the discharge of their 

'respective duties. Thus the most effectual 
guards were provided against abuses and 
dangers of every kind which human Inge 
nuity could devise, and the whole people 
rendered more competent to the self-govern- 

"ment which by an heroic exertion they had 
acquired.

As if there were any further need to 
establish the limited nature of the pow 
ers of the Federal Government or the 
fact that these powers were derived from 
the States rather than from some nebu 
lous concept of unity such as that sug 
gested in this debate by the Senator 
from Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY], or 
previously by the Senator from Wyoming 
Mr. O'Mahoney, or the former Solicitor 
General, Mr. Philip Perlman, let me now 
refer to the Declaration of Independ 
ence.

In that monumental document it will 
be noted that in the resolving clauses, 
the Declaration in several instances uses 

. the words "free and independent States" 
in referring to the new status of the 
English colonies. Although it is true 
that the word "States" is not in every 
instance preceded by the word "free," 
however in every instance the word 
"States" is preceded by the word "inde 
pendent."

The resolving clause of the Declara 
tion of Independence reads:

We, therefore, the representatives of the 
United States of America, in general con 
gress assembled, appealing to the Supreme 
Judge of the world for the rectitude of our 
intentions, do, in the name and by author- 
lly of the good people of these Colonies, 
solemnly publish and declare that these 
united Colonies are and of right ought to be 
«ee and independent States; that they are 
absolved from all allegiance to the British 
Crown, and that all political connection be 
tween them and the State of Great Britain, 
jf and ought to be totally dissolved; and 
wat as free and Independent States, they 

ave full power to levy war, conclude peace, 
r?n.tract alliances, establish commerce, and 
~° do all other acts and things which Inde 
pendent States may of right do. And for 
rHJ EUPP°rt of this Declaration, with a firm 
j_euance on the protection of divine provl- 
«ence, we mutually pledge to each other our

e». our fortunes, and our sacred honor.
a11 know **** tne Declaration of 
ndence was carefully drawn and

well considered by Thomas Jefferson and 
those great patriots who joined him in 
the drafting and adoption of that docu 
ment.

Likewise, we know that the King of 
England dealt with the States of this 
Nation as free and independent States 
and in the treaty of peace, he referred 
to them in the plural as independent 
States, and they were expressly enumer 
ated.

In the treaty of peace with the King 
of England, article 1 reads:

His Britannic Majesty acknowledges said 
United States, viz (which In layman's lan 
guage means "namely"), New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Provi 
dence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary 
land, Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro 
lina, and Georgia, to be free, sovereign, and 
Independent States; that he treats with them 
as such, and for himself, his heirs, and suc 
cessors relinquishes all claim to the govern 
ment, proprietary, and territorial rights of 
the same, and every part thereof.

We know further that at the time of 
the drafting of the Articles of Confed 
eration it was proposed that the States 
should undertake to draft Articles of 
Confederation by which they would bind 
themselves to a common effort. A com 
mittee was appointed on July 12, 1776. 
On November 15, 1777, the Congress 
agreed to the articles in form and direct 
ed that they be proposed to the legisla 
tures of all the United States and, if they 
were approved by them they were ad 
vised to authorize their delegates to rati 
fy same in the Congress of the United 
States.

It was not until March 1, 1781, that 
the articles were finally ratified by the 
13th State and on May 2, 1781, that 
the Congress first assembled under the 
new form of government. Until that 
date, the Congress of the United States 
could be regarded as little more than 
an elaborate committee of correspond 
ents, representing the will of the various 
States only insofar as those States 
authorized and agreed that it should 
represent them. A brief discussion of 
the background of the Articles of Con 
federation will be found at page 423 of 
the Senate Manual.

I now read excerpts from the Articles 
of Confederation of the United States: 
EXCERPTS FROM ACT OF CONFEDERATION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION AND PERPETUAL 

UNION BETWEEN THE STATES OF NEW HAMP 
SHIRE, MASSACHUSETTS BAT, RHODE ISLAND 
AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, CONNECTICUT, 
NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, 
DELAWARE, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, NORTH CARO 
LINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, AND GEORGIA 
ARTICLE I. The style of this confederacy 

shall be "The United States of America."
ART. TJ. Each State retains Its sovereignty, 

freedom, and Independence, and every power, 
Jurisdiction, and right which Is not by this 
confederation expressly delegated to the 
United States In Congress assembled.

ART. in. The said States hereby severally 
enter Into a firm league of friendship with 
each other, for their common defense, the 
security of their liberties, and their mutual 
and general welfare, binding themselves to 
assist each other, against all force offered to, 
or attacks made upon them, or any of them, 
on account of religion, sovereignty, trade, or 
any other pretense whatever.

ART. VIII. All charges of war, and all other 
expenses that shall be Incurred for the com

mon defense or general welfare, and allowed 
ly the United States In Congress assembled, 
shall be defrayed out of a common treasury, 
which shall be supplied by the several States, 
In proportion to the value of all land within 
each State, granted to or surveyed for any 
person, as such land and the buildings and 
Improvements thereon shall be estimated ac 
cording to such mode as the United States In 
Congress assembled shall from time to time 
direct and appoint.

The taxes for paying that proportion shall 
be laid and levied by the authority and di 
rection of the legislatures of the several 
States within the time agreed upon by the 
United States In Congress assembled.

Prom these articles it will be seen that 
the elements of sovereignty transferred 
to the Congress under the articles were 
extremely limited. The Government 
thus formed had no executive, no judi 
ciary—only a Congress. It had no power 
to enforce any of its decisions upon any 
of the States. It had no taxing power. 
The experience under that form of gov 
ernment demonstrated for the most part 
that States would not even send their 
proportionate share of the levies which 
they had agreed to pay for the support 
of the Central Government.

It is important to notice that the arti 
cles stated that each State retained its 
sovereignty, freedom, and independence, 
and every power, jurisdiction, and right, 
not expressly delegated by the articles.

Next I refer to the Constitution of the 
United States. Nowhere in that docu 
ment will it be found that the States 
surrendered any proprietary right what 
soever to the Central Government. As a 
matter of fact, the 10th amendment 
reads:

The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited 
by it to the States are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people.

The 10th amendment to the Constitu 
tion makes clear that the only powers 
that exist in the General Government 
are those which are delegated by the 
Constitution. There simply are no 
powers that exist in the United States 
other than those that are delegated by 
the Constitution. Does it not make 
sense to realize that the purpose of that 
amendment was to allay the fears of 
those then opposing ratification of the 
Constitution for fear that the Central 
Government would usurp the rights and 
the powers of the individual States.

It is interesting to note that in the 
present debate the Senators from Rhode 
Island are opposing the restoration to 
the States of property which has been 
denied them by the assertion of the 
doctrine of paramount rights derived 
in part from a theory that the Central 
Government possesses undelegated and 
unlimited powers in the field of interna 
tional affairs and defense other than 
those derived from the Constitution. 
Yet it was poor little Rhode Island that 
held out until the very last against the 
ratification of the American Constitu 
tion. We recall that that little nation 
attempted to go it alone for more than 
a year after the Constitution had gone 
into effect. History tells us that the 
States which had previously ratified had 
met in the First Congress under the Con 
stitution—minus Rhode Island—and 
that they had adopted customs laws per 
mitting Rhode Island to ship into the
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newly formed Nation domestic products 
of that independent State duty-free for 
a limited time. History further tells us 
that it was the consensus of the new 
Congress that the favorable treatment of 
that former associate should be per 
mitted to expire and that thereafter 
Rhode Island would have had to accept 
the same treatment as other foreign na 
tions when it undertook to pass the cus 
toms of the United States.

A merchant in Rhode Island, fearful 
of the consequences of the failure of 
Rhode Island to join the Union, suggest 
ed that the Union had existed even with 
out the Constitution, but that was not 
the view of the Congress of the United 
States. That is why the Congress was 
disposed to tell little Rhode Island, 
"Either join up or start paying customs 
when you ship your goods into this 
Nation."

One of the reasons why Rhode Island 
withheld ratification was that she 
wished to insist that the larger States of 
the Union should surrender the vast un 
occupied tracts of land to the Nation for 
the formation of future States. In line 
with the general understanding of all 
States, such tracts of land were later 
surrendered for the formation of such 
States as Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Ken 
tucky, Tennessee, and Alabama. Never 
until the present has Rhode Island been 
in the position of urging that the Federal 
Government had acquired property from 
the States which the States had nev«r 
surrendered.

Thus we see that the history of the 
formation of our Nation was such as to 
completely negate any inference that the 
Government possessed paramount rights 
above and beyond the rights granted to 
/the Federal Government in the Con 
stitution.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the 
Sanator from Louisiana yield?

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I am 
sorry. My time is very much limited, 
and I do not have time to yield.

As new States were admitted to the 
Union, they were admitted on an equal 
footing with the original States and the 
holding of the Supreme Court in case 
after case acknowledged that the effect 
of tti2 admission on an equal footing was 
to confer upon the new States the same 
rights of sovereignty that had existed in 
the original States.

A group of cases held that the.admis 
sion of new States caused them to ac 
quire that element of sovereignty that 
related to the position of the submerged 
lands within their boundaries.

I ask unanimous consent that a state 
ment of these cases be printed in the 
RECORD at this point.

There being no objection the matter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:
THE NEW STATES (ADMITTED ON EQUAL FOOTING 

WITH THE ORIGINAL THIRTEEN)
Pollard v. Hagan (3 How. 212 (1845)): 

Plaintiffs claimed a lot of ground below both 
.high- and low-water mark In Mobile Bay, un 
der United States patent, Issued before Ala 
bama was admitted to statehood. The de 
fendant claimed under grant from the State.

The Court said that this was the first 
time It Mad been called upon to draw the 
line that separates the sovereignty and Juris 
diction of the Government of the Union and 
the State governments, over the subject in,

-controversy, although many of the princi 
ples which entered into the question had 
been settled by previous decisions of the 
Court.

The Court held that when Alabama -was. 
admitted into the Union on an equal foot- 
Ing with the original States, it succeeded to 
all of the rights of sovereignty and Jurisdic 
tion which Georgia possessed, except so far 
as such right was diminished by the public 
lands remaining in the possession and under 
the control of the United States and that if 
an express stipulation had been Inserted in 
the agreement for the admission of Alabama 
as a State, granting the municipal right of 
sovereignty to the United States, such stipu 
lation would have been void and inoperative, 
"because the United States have no constitu 
tional capacity to exercise municipal juris- 

' diction, sovereignty, or eminent domain, 
within the limits of a State or elsewhere, ex 
cept in the cases in which it Is expressly 
granted."

The Court said further that the surrender 
made by the States of their waste and unap 
propriated lands, public lands, to the United 
States under resolution of the old Congress 
of September 6, 1780, to aid in paying the 
public debt of the Revolution ended as soon 
as such purposes could be accomplished, and 
then the power of the United States over 
such lands was to cease.

To exercise rights not granted the Court 
characterized as repugnant to the Consti 
tution and Inconsistent with the deeds of 
cession.

"Then to Alabama," the Court said, "be 
long the navigable waters and soils under 
them « « * subject to the rights surren 
dered by the Constitution to the United 
States," and that "no compact that might 
be made between her [Alabama] and the 
United States could diminish or enlarge 
these rights."

"For, although the territorial limits of 
Alabama," the Court added, "have extended 
all her sovereign power into the sea, it Is 
there, as on the shore, but municipal power, 
subject to the Constitution of the United 
States and the laws which shall be made 
in pursuance thereof."

This landmark case follows the prior Juris 
prudence and Is important all the more for 
the enunciation therein made that the new 
States have the same rights, sovereignty, and 
jurisdiction as to navigable waters and -the 
subsoils thereof as the Original Thirteen 
States.

Louisiana v. Mississippi (202 U. S. 1 
(1905)) : This suit involves the powers of 
two contesting States to control the oyster 
industry and the taking of oysters claimed 
by both States to be within the boundaries 
of each.

The Court held that under the Treaty of 
Cession in 1803 between France and the 
United States and the act of April 1812, ad 
mitting Louisiana into the Union, the waters 
in question were within the boundaries of 
the State of Louisiana.

In the course of its opinion, the Court 
said:

"The maritime belt is that part of the sea, 
in contradistinction to the open sea, is under 
the sway of the riparian States, which can 
exclusively reserve the fisheries within their 
respective maritime belts for their own cit 
izens, whether fish or pearls or amber or 
other products of the sea."

(The term "sway" is defined in Webster's 
Dictionary as synonymous with "power, em 
pire, sovereignty.") ,

The Abby Dodge (223 U. S. 166 (1912)): 
The defendant was convicted under a Fed 
eral statute prohibiting the landing of 
sponges taken by means of diving apparatus 
from waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the 
Straits of Florida.

The Court cited McCready v. Virginia, Pol 
lard v. Hagan, Smith, v. Maryland, and other 
cases herein briefed, as well as others, In 
saying that if the statute applied to sponges 
taken from land under water within the ter

ritorial limits of the State of Florida, < 
" States, the repugnancy of the statute to th« 

Constitution would be plainly establishes 
Referring to the case ot Manchester v. Massa'. 

. chusetts (see pp. 11-12, herein), the CoujJ 
pointed out that aquatic life "so far as the, 
are capable of ownership while so running' 
belong to the States and are'subject to thelt 
control, if found within the marginal waten 
of such States. ..' -

Borax Consolidated v. City of Los Angeht 
(296 U. S. 10 (1935)): This action Wa, 
brought by the city of Los Angeles (defena. 
ant in writ) claiming under a grant froa 
the State of, California, to quiet title to 
land in San Pedro Harbor, the other party 
claimed under a preemption parent from the 
United States.

Holding for plaintiff, under State grant, 
the Court held, among other things, that 
State ownership of tidelands extends to the 
mean high-water mark; that such property,' 
acquired by the United States from Mexico! 
had been held in trust for the State of Calu 
fornia.

Knight v. United Lands .Association (143 
U. S. 161): Error to the Supreme Court 6( 
California to review a Judgment in favor tit 
plaintiff, in an action of ejectment for the 
recovery of a block of land in the city o! 
San Francisco, below high-water mark at the 
timj of the conquest of California with 
Mexico. ' • .

The Court held:
"It Is the settled rule of law in this Court 

that absolute property in, and dominion and 
sovereignty over, the soils under the tide. 
waters in the original States were reserved 
to the several States, and that the new States 
since admitted have the same rights, sover 
eignty, and jurisdiction in that behalf as the 
Original Thirteen States possess within their 
respective borders."

Mumford v. Wardwell (6 Wall. 423 (1867))': 
This was a contest over a lot of ground below 
high tide in California waters. Among other 
things, the Court held:

"It is the settled rule of law in this Court, 
that the shores of navigable waters and the 
soils under the same in the original States 
were not granted, by the Constitution,.to/ 
the United States; but were reserved to the 
several States; and that the new States siricsj 
admitted have the same rights, sovereignty, 
and jurisdiction in that behalf as the orig" 
inal States possess within their respectiH' 
borders" (quoting from Pollard v. Haf*'" 
supra).

Hew Orleans v. United States (152 TJ. ! 
(1894)): The United States sought in 1 
action to enjoin the officials and inhati! 
tants of New Orleans, La., from selling !<} 
included in the vacant lands forming 
of the common, or quay, by asserting 
claim that such property inured to 
United States by the Treaty of Cession,! 
1803. 'j

The Court discussed the laws of France^ 
much detail, and cited Domat for the : 
lowing statement:

"There are two kinds of property destin 
to the common use of man, and of wb' 
everyone has the enjoyment. The first J 
those are so by nature—as rivers, the sj, 
and its shores. The second, which der'S 
their character from the destination g"| 
by man, such as streets, highways, churcftf 
market houses, courthouses, and other ; 
lie places."

Among other pronouncements, the 
said:

"The King of Spain, like the King 
France, had the power to give perniiss'f' 
construct buildings on grounds dedicat< 
public use * * •; but this does not §81 
that either sovereign had the power to ^j 
such lands.
. "This common (quay) having been ' 
cated to public use, was withdrawn 
commerce, and from the power of the J 
rightfully to alien it."

"The State of Louisiana was admlttedj 
the Union on the same footing as 1
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estates. Her rights of sovereignty are the 

'pal °*. d by consequence no Jurisdiction of 
—"e- - Government, either for purposes

.va or otherwise, can be exercised over 
«', p0t,ub»c ground."

. n powers which properly appertain to 
y, which have not been delegated

fl Federal Government, belong to the 
• ^es and the people."

his case is linportant in two main re- 
. * . n) The sea and its shores were de- 
*? a to be owned by the State; and (2) 
' n property was referred to as being in-

v. Bowlby (152 U. 6. 1 (1894)):
„ land in controversy, located In Oregon,
M submerged In waters beyond the hlgh- 
ter mark. The plaintiff claimed under a

late grant, the defendant under a United 
ctates patent. (Oregon tidelands at mouth
(Columbia River in contest.)
In rendering Judgment for plaintiff, the 

rourt held :
"Bv the common law, both the title and 

dominion of the sea, and of rivers and
ma of the sea, where the tide ebbs and 

JSows and of all the lands below .high-water
»rk 'within the Jurisdiction of the Crown 

ft England, are. in the King. • • * The 
,ommon law of England upon this subject,
t the time of the emigration of our ances 

tors is the law of this country, except as it 
'has been modified, by the charters, constitu 
tions, statutes or usages of the several colo 
nies and States, or by the Constitution and 
laws of the United States." .

There was also mentioned, in the opinion 
the rights of new States as being equal to 
the Original Thirteen.

"Upon the admission of Oregon Into the 
Onion, the tidelands became the property 
of the State, and' subject to Its Jurisdiction 
and disposal."

Sfciriotes v. Florida (313 TJ. S. 313 (1941) ) : 
.A case, . in . certain respects, similar to the 
Abby Dodge, supra. A Federal statute was 
under consideration, prohibiting the use of 
diving equipment in the taking of sponges 
from the Gulf of Mexico and the Florida 
Straits.

The Court sanctioned the right of the 
State to regulate the taking. of sponges from 
its territorial waters, dismissing the. conten 
tion that .International law was involved.

United States v. Mission Rock Co. (189 
TJ. S. 391 (1820)): Title to tidelands con 
tiguous to and surrounding San Francisco 
Bay 'was at Issue in this case. As against a 
grantee of the State to reclaim such lands, 
the opposing party claimed that the area had 
been reserved by. order of the President of 
.the United States for naval purposes.

• The State-grantee prevailed. Said the Court: •.'•<••
"Although the title to the soil under the 

tidewaters of the bay was acquired by the 
United States by cession from Mexico, equally 
with title to the upland, they held It in trust 
for the future State." . .

Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. State of 
Illinois (146 U. S. 387 (1892)).: A, segment 
of the subsoil of Lake Michigan was In con 
troversy herein.

The Court pointed out the settled law of 
we land as to State ownership of ;tidelands, 
"ting Pollard, v. Hagan (3 How. 212) - and 
weoer v. Harbor Commissioner ( 18 Wall. 57) , 
wen It added significantly: ,...., . 
t« nold. therefore, that the same doc- 
"me as to the dominion and sovereignty 
caw and ownershlp of lands under the navl- 
Whi I waters of the Great Lakes, applies, 
doiBi obtalns at tne common law as to the 
shin °n an<* B0vereignty over and owner- 
der Iand<» under tidewaters on the bor-
bv «, the Bea> and tnat the lands are held 
oith same rlent in the one case as in the
limiY\ancl 8ubject to the same trusts ana• ""^atlona."
«0n!» er v' Bo<""<I of State Harbor Commit'
•hl««,ii,8 Wall> (8S u- a 57 > 57 t"73)): 
»ea in o V,nv°lved lands under an arm of tne 0 »n Calilornla waters.

. The Court said In part In Its opinion: 

. "The title to the shore of the sea, and of 
the arms of the sea, and in soils under the 
tidewaters, Is, In England, in the King and in 
this country In the State."
- Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I realize 
that it has been suggested that all of 
these cases related merely to controver 
sies over lands beneath inland waters. 
The point is that the doctrine announced 
was a broader doctrine than the States 
possessed all lands beneath navigable 
waters within their boundaries. The 
turning point to holding that a State 
possessed title to such land was first that 
the land was beneath navigable water 
and second that it was within the State's 
boundary. In no instance did the Court 
attempt to determine that the sub 
merged land was beneath inland water. 
Thus, in a case involving Chesapeake, 
Bay, it was not necessary to determine 
whether the nature of that body of water 
was such that it should be regarded as a 
historic bay or as inland water. The 
fact that the property in question was 
within the boundary was sufficient to 
settle the question.

The United States of America is unique 
among the nations of the world in that 
the elements of sovereignty are divided 
between State and Federal Government. 
Those who contend for Federal owner 
ship contend, of course, that the element 
of sovereignty relating to the possession 
of land beneath the open sea within a 
State.'s boundaries is an element of sov 
ereignty belonging to the Federal Gov 
ernment.

.- ,Why do our opponents find it essen-. 
,tial to their case to rely upon a far 
fetched distortion of American history? 
The reason is-because the States never 
gave to the Federal Government any 
right to their submerged lands.

Mr. President; when the junior Sen 
ator from Louisiana was .an. attorney-in 
private practice of law, he was amazed 
upon reading the decision of the Su 
preme Court in the United States against 
California. How well I recall that many 
good Louisiana attorneys urged that the 
California case was not necessarily con 
trolling insofar as Louisiana was con 
cerned and many attorneys- of -Texas 
were quick to point to the fact that Texas 
had reserved all of its public lands in the 
Act of Annexation to the Union. They 
learned to their sorrow that all coastal 
States were in the same position.

During my service on the committee, 
I have .seen the efforts of the. Federal 
agents of the Truman administration 
to allay the fears of coastal States. 
States were assured that although the 
Federal Government proposed to take- 
the oil from the submerged lands, the 
States need have little worry that the 
Federal Government would take their 
fish, shrimp, oysters, crabs, kelp, sand, 
gravel, shells, or the soil itself. What a 
ridiculous argument. Anyone familiar 
with the law could see that the Federal 
Government would have every bit as 
much right to take all of these resources 
as does the Federal Government have to 
take the oil.

When I first read the California de 
cision, Mr. President, the question imme 
diately occurred to me—how about our 
inland waters? The State which I have 
the honor to represent has vast amounts

of inland waters within our boundaries. 
The question occurred to me: "Does this 
mean the Federal Government will be 
taking our inland waters next?" By a 
review of the previous decisions of the 
Court, one could see that the Courts had 
definitely held -lands beneath such 
waters to be property of the States; yet 
the doctrine announced in those cases 
was prior to the announcement of the 
new paramount rights theory. It is a 
doctrine that would have been equally 
applicable to submerged land .seaward 
of the low-water mark in the ocean. It 
was a doctrine which the Federal Gov 
ernment in its successful case against 
California had described as unsound. 
- I may point out, Mr. President, that 
subsequent to that decision, suggestions 
were made that the Federal Govern 
ment should use that doctrine as a means 
of taking other lands, particularly on 
the Great Lakes, as proposed by one 
member of the -Department of Justice 
at that time.

How safe are the inland States in re 
lying upon those decisions dating back 
more than 100 years—decisions handed 
down during the days when the entire 
Federal officialdom agreed that the 
States owned all submerged lands 
within their boundaries, and respected 
those States' rights without a challenge. 
Of course, it is true that the Federal 
officials who successfully took our so- 
.called .tidelands have disclaimed any de 
sire to seek our lands beneath inland 
waters, but they are not bound by such 
declarations, nor can they bind their 
predecessors. In fact, it-was fundamen 
tal to the Government's case against 
California that Federal attorneys should 
brush aside all previous declarations of 
Federal officials. One of the elements 
of the California case was the decision 
of the Court that the vast expenditure.. 
of State and private money passed in 
part upon Federal recognition of State 
titles, did not in any wise bind the Fed 
eral Government.

Mr. Philip Perlman has told us that 
we need have no worry, because the 
Court has previously decided 'that in 
land waters belong to the States; yet it 
is the same Mr. Perlman who-has pre 
viously gone .before the Supreme'Court 
and urged that Court to reverse long 
lines of Supreme Court decisions. Only 
recently was Mr. Perlman before the 
Court, urging it to overrule the long line 
of cases announcing the famous sepa- 
rate-but-equal doctrine. ...

Of course, we recall that the most 
ardent advocate, of Federal ownership of 
submerged lands was the late Mr. Harold 
Ickes. It was that same person who, as 
Secretary of the Interior, signed letters 
declaring that the very property which 
he later urged to be taken for .the Federal 
Government belonged to the States. It 
simply goes to demonstrate, Mr. Presi 
dent, that we cannot believe what some 
people say. Their soothing words give 
one an unjustified feeling of confidence 
unless he looks to the record to see what 
has actually been done.

Some years ago, a representative of 
the then Attorney General, a Mr. 
Vanesh, suggested that the decision in 
the California case should serve as a 
precedent for the Federal Government's 
taking the beds of all the Great Lakes.
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Subsequently, as legislation similar to 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 to quitclaim 
all submerged lands within historic 
boundaries to the States obtained gen 
eral support throughout the Nation, 
other representatives of the Justice De 
partment came before us to suggest that 
the States bordering the Great Lakes 
need have no fears. Yet for years the 
Justice Department nevertheless ob 
jected to confirming title to the States 
bordering the Great Lakes.

As I have shown, one will read the 
Constitution in vain if he is in search of 
language indicating the intention of the 
States to give the submerged lands to 
the Federal Government. I well realize 
that some argue that the Federal Gov 
ernment possesses the submerged lands 
seaward of the low-water mark within 
State boundaries in the Atlantic, Pacific,. 
and the Gulf of Mexico, because the Fed 
eral Government has the duty to defend 
these lands. I ask the Senators to con 
sider this argument in its true nature. 
If pursued to its logical conclusion, it 
would jeopardize all property fights. If 
it is to be held that the Federal Govern 
ment owns land because it has the duty 
of defending it, then that argument 
would be even stronger when applied to 
land under the inland waters, which the 
Federal Government has a greater obli 
gation to defend. In that event, the 
greater the duty to defend, the greater 
the power of the Federal Government to 
take the property. A logical extension 
of that argument could lead to an as 
sertion of the power of the Federal Gov 
ernment to take every piece of property 
in the United States of America, without 
paying 5 cents of compensation for it.

If one is to argue from the commerce 
clause or the defense clause of the Con 
stitution or the provisions which relate 
to the powers of the Federal Govern 
ment in foreign affairs to a conclusion 
that the Federal Government possesses 
submerged lands, in that these various 
powers coalesce with property owner 
ship, certainly his argument would be 
every bit as applicable to inland waters 
as it would be to land beneath tidal 
waters.

If the Central Government has the 
responsibility of defending our coast 
line, as surely it does, does it not have an 
even greater responsibility to defend our 
harbors? If it has the responsibility of 
defending the mouth of the Mississippi 
River, does it not have an even greater 
duty to defend the Mississippi itself? If 
the Federal Government has the duty to 
defend the waters a mile seaward from 
Long Island, does not it have even great 
er responsibility for the defense of New 
York Harbor? .

Granting that the Federal Govern 
ment owes us a defense of an oyster bed 
or a mud flat, does not it owe us a great 
er duty to defend our homes? Assur 
edly, if the Federal Government pos 
sesses vast paramount rights which en 
able it to claim and take property which 
for more than 100 years agents of the 
Federal sovereignty have agreed to be 
property of the States, then the Federal 
Government is equally capable by such 
devices of asserting such powers to take 
all land beneath inland waters. For 
that matter, practically any property 
that this Government feels it requires in

pursuance of the duties, and responsi 
bilities of our Nation, particularly in pur 
suance'of its powers in the field of na 
tional defense, would be subject to 
similar seizure. Such powers could be 
urged to take any given piece of pri 
vate property in the Nation without 5 
cents of compensation to the property 
owner. Of course, I seriously doubt that 
such a thing is likely in the foreseeable 
future, but if it should ever come to pass, 
the aggrieved individuals would be be 
fore us, just as the States are here to 
day, asking to have their property re 
stored to them.
' From this background it can be seen 
that justice and fairness favor a return 
of submerged lands within State bound 
aries in their entirety to the States. 
Those of us who are supporting Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 are relying upon 
principles of justice and fairness con 
sistent with our views of the nature of 
this Government. We do not believe 
we are proposing to give anyone any 
thing. We are supporting legislation to 
return property to those who we felt 
properly owned it. We disagree with the 
opinion of the Supreme Court in the 
California, Texas, and Louisiana cases. 
We do not seek to overrule those cases, 
however. We know that we have no 
power to overrule the Supreme Court. 
The Supreme Court has held that the 
Federal Government had paramount 
rights which coalesced with property 
rights. The Supreme Court itself has 
recognized that the effect of its decision 
would work inequities and injustices 
upon the States. It has suggested to 
the States that they should present to 
Congress their arguments for fair treat 
ment. For more than 7 years Congress 
has listened to the State's arguments. 
Hardly any proposed legislation has re 
ceived more attention or more debate 
either in the committee or on the floor 
of the Senate. We are nearing the con 
clusion of one of the longest debates dur 
ing my service in the Senate. I believe 
Congress will decide wisely in favor of 
the passage of the Holland joint resolu 
tion.

Mr. President, at this time I should 
like to refer briefly to the suggestion 
that the pending joint resolution to re 
store to the States property which had 
been regarded as theirs for more than 
100 years is a giveaway measure. I 
know that some Senators argue that it 
is wrong to give anything to the States. 
Those who are opposing us make that 
argument. If they are sincere in taking 
that position, then why do the same 
Senators propose to give to the States 
37 Vz percent of all the oil and gas with 
in their historic boundaries, and to give 
them all the reclaimed land and all the. 
fish and all the gravel and all the sand 
and all the other resources in that area?

Those who make the argument that 
the pending measure is a giveaway bill 
are urging what I believe to be an un* 
sound and unjustified view of the con 
stitutional history of our Nation. I do 
hot agree with their constitutional 
views. Therefore, I find myself reach 
ing a different conclusion. If they are 
right, of course this measure would then 
be a giveaway measure. However, if it 
is wrong to give away something, it is un 
doubtedly a greater evil for one to do

wrong knowingly. Those of us support* 
ing Senate Joint Resolution 13, beliey, 
ing that we are restoring to the States 
property which we felt they rightfully 
owned, are convinced that we are doing 
justice and fairness.

'Can those who are supporting the An- 
derson amendment and those who have 
supported the Hill amendment and the 
other Federal ownership measures say as 
muoh? They have told us it is wrong to 
give away anything. Yet while claim- 
ing that the States have no -rights to 
submerged lands seaward of the low-wa 
ter mark, they have proposed to give 
away all sahd, gravel, oysters, kelp, re 
claimed land, and almost half of all the 
oil to be found in this area. They say 
it is wrong to give away such resources. 
Then why do they not stand on princip^ 
rather than expediency? Inasmuch as 
they propose to give away three-eighths 
of all the oil and practically everything 
else within the 17 million acres involved 
in this measure, why do they exaggerate 
the figures more than a thousand-fold, 
and thus give the impression that even 
they would propose to give away a thou 
sand times as much as we recognize to 
be involved in the values of the sub 
merged lands in question?

The fact is that they well realize that 
few Americans would be particularly 
concerned if the public understood the 
actual extent of the values in question. 
In that case, they know that the public 
would be completely content to leave the 
decision to the conscience of the men 
whom the people of our Nation have 
chosen to make these decisions. Oh, no. 
It is because those who oppose us today 
desire to overcome the confidence that 
the people of this Nation place in those 
chosen representatives, that the net 
value of the resources involved must be 
exaggerated a thousandfold by the CIO, 
the ADA, and .other pressure groups 
which are clamoring against thiS 
measure.

Let us look at the actual resources in 
volved. When President Truman vetoed 
the Holland bill during the previous Conj 

• gress, he used the most reliable figures 
available to him to state the extent of tW 
resources seaward of the low-watej 
mark within the State's historic bound,' 
aries in the sea. He stated that there 
were perhaps 2 % billion barrels of oil.W 
be discovered and 9 trillion cubic feet oj 
gas. However, when one speaks of 2$ 
billion barrels of oil and 9 trillion cut»« 
feet of gas, he is being badly deceived » 
he thinks those resources can be recor 
ered without any expense to the mW 
who recovers them.

Many oil men will understand ' 
am saying when I say that, many 
the cost of production has been foi«- -^ 
so far exceed the value of the resourc^ 
to be recovered that such operations f' 
regarded as uneconomical. It is for * 
reason that the Senator from B™ 
[Mr. DOUGLAS] in opposing us niaWS.' 
optimistic estimate that the State* 
Federal Government, as the case B>*'J- 
might recover as much as 20 perce?S 
the gross value of the resources. '-Vt 
does the Senator use the figure 20 
cent? With some pride, I say be 
that figure because my native !"""' 
Louisiana has succeeded in a< 
such a net return, that being the

. j at
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based on gross value .that any 
as achieved, and that figure being 

0tate f'j-Q percent more than the Federal 
'^"rament has thus far succeeded in
•'^^ine on the average Federal lease. 
re let us relate this optimistic estimate

°KP most reliable figures available to 
to '"Inner President of the United 
f>e g Based on current market prices, 
Stao;ould find that the gross value of the 
W*'nurces would be $7,360,500,000. When 
re multiply by 20 percent, the most op- 
rmistic net recovery to the Federal or 
tte Government, it would then be about 

jig billions. But remember, such re-
iirces are not recovered in a day. It 

takes many years to find them, and many 
additional years to produce such re- 
ources. A fair estimate would be that 

ff such resources are to be recovered, it 
would take a period of 50 years to dis 
cover and produce these potential de 
posits of oil and gas. Thus, in all the

• submerged lands involved in this meas 
ure along the shores of 21 States, we 
would find that there would be an annual 
revenue of approximately $30 millions.

But again let me point out that this 
figure is probably double what could be 
actually expected on an annual basis be 
cause, as the Geological Survey pointed 
out, the cost of producing oil in the sea 
is far greater than the cost of producing 
oil on dry land. The principal differ 
ence, of course, lies in the fact that prior 
to commencing drilling operations it is 
necessary to construct in the open sea 
huge steel platforms from which drilling 
operations can be 1 undertaken. In 40 
feet of water, such a platform could cost 
around $300,000. In 100 feet of water, 
such a platform could cost perhaps a 
million dollars. Compare that cost to 
the cost .of perhaps $15,000 .for an oil 
well drilled to a shallow depth when- 
located on dry land.

'We well realize that many of the oper- - 
ations at sea will not be economical. In 
many instances it would be cheaper to 
produce oil from the shale that lies in 
Western States, which already is suffi 
cient to produce trillions of barrels of oil 
at a cost well in line with the current 
cost of oil production. Then, too, we 
all know that there is enough coal in 
presently known reserves of the United. 
States to supply all the fuel needs of this 
Nation for more than a thousand years. 
It would be cheaper to make oil from 
the coal than it would be to obtain it 
from the less economic deposits in the 
marginal belt seaward of Louisiana and Texas.

Thus, the actual figure of revenue to 
oe expected within the submerged lands 
wong .the shores of .the coastal States 
w'thin their boundaries would be more 
nearly $20 million per year.-. This is not 
Jhe pipe-dream figure of someone who 
tuT s of socialistic schemes. This is 
"^-figure that a hard-headed business- 
wan would be more likely to arrive at. 
TA i!lng tnat flsure. the amount that 
rouicl be applied annually to education 
r? every state in the Union, based upon 
n™, ion sch°ol children, would be ap-

u£mately 72 cents per cnild per year- 
^vvhere have all the enormous exag-

and figures beyond the com- 
>n of the mind of man origir 

Wu • They have originated with those 
Manufacture smokescreens to pro

mote their socialistic thinking. Yet, in 
large measure, the $300 billion figure is 
based on the same fundamental data 
upon which my $20 million calculation 
is predicated. Both the CIO and I have 
used estimates of the Geological Survey. 
Why is there a difference of 15,000 to 1 
between their net figures and mine? 
The reason, Mr. President, is that those 
who exaggerate the values involved 
never wish to talk in terms of money 
one can realize. But, Mr. President, let 
me ask this question: Is it not cruelly 
deceptive to send to a high-scliool prin 
cipal a pamphlet leading such a person 
to believe that there is in prospect the 
chance of obtaining 1,500 times as much 
money for the children in that school 
as one knows to be the case? After all, 
would not the grammar-school teacher • 
be more interested in knowing how much 
revenue the Government would have 
available to apply to education if the 
aid-for-education amendment were 
adopted, than in being misled by some • 
ridiculous exaggeration? Is it not cruel 
to mislead a parent .by giving him the 
impression that someone is proposing to 
give him $10,800 a year for the education 
of his child, when actually the proposal 
is a measure which would confer less 
than 72 cents revenue per year upon him 
and at the same time would deprive him 
of benefits which he would be sharing 
from another source, namely, his own 
State government?

In order that there may be better un 
derstanding of the manner in which the 
exaggerations have occurred, let me 
demonstrate the way these ridiculous 
distortions were arrived at:

They were arrived at by taking the 
gross value of resources, rather than the 
net amount of money that could be 
realized by producing those resources; 
Then they were arrived at by a fanciful 
dream that because Congress restored to 
the States, property which in its judg 
ment properly belongs to those States, 
Congress would also give in their entirety 
vast tracts of land which Congress does 
not believe to be owned by the States, 
and which Congress never did believe 
belonged to the States. Thus they have 
estimated the value of oil and gas on 
the Continental Shelf beyond State 
boundaries—an area not involved in this 
measure, and more than 10 times as large . 
as the area actually involved in the 
Holland joint resolution, again using 
gross figures, rather than figures of net 
revenue to be derived. Then they have 
estimated the value of resources in the 
great Territory of Alaska—which is not 
involved in this measure—for use in 
some cases. Again they have used gross 
figures, rather than dividing 'by 5 or 3, 
so as to arrive at a reasonable net figure; 
but they never reduce any of the figures 
to an annual revenue basis.

Others in turn have proceeded under 
the assumption that all the public lands 
in the Western States, whether interior 
or coastal, presently owned by the Feder 
al Government, would be given to the 
States or to some selfish interest. They 
have referred to the gross value of such 
resources, although many of those re 
sources even today cannot be economi 
cally produced. In doing this, their pipe- 
dream has been spiked with the most re 
fined opiate. As I have sat here and

.listened'to figures of $50 billion, $100 bil 
lion, $300 billion called out, I have day 
by day waited for these opponents to 
reach the trillion mark. Today I heard 
it reached.

These tactics explode the weakness of 
the case of our opponents. They dare 
not stick to the actual facts of an issue. . 
Thus we see that they have relied upon 
distortions of history, dangerous theories 
of government, and exaggerations of fig 
ures ad infinitum, in an attempt to con 
fuse the public.

I say it is a tribute to the sound nature 
of our government that even when the 
people do not have the exact figures, even 
when they do not know both sides of an 
argument, they instinctively understand 
when an argument makes sense or when 
it exceeds the bounds of reason. Yes, 
the people are wise. They are even wiser 
than sorrie of our Democratic opponents 
realize. Even today, after all the news 
paper advertisements purchased by the 
CIO and after all the propaganda camr 
paign to break down figures exaggerated 
more than a thousandfold, in an effort 
to indicate to each American that a mi 
nority of this body is trying to hand him 
vast wealth for which he has done little, 
if anything, to merit, the nationwide 
polls taken by Dr. Gallup show that the 
public nevertheless favors the passage of 
the Holland joint resolution.

I believe the history of this Nation 
will show the submerged-land issue to 
have been the high-water mark of the 
strange theories advanced to justify ad 
ditional powers and functions in the 
hands of the Federal Government. From 
a historic point of view, it will complete 
the cycle. The Executive in 1933 began, 
and Congress quickly implemented, deci 
sions to assert vast new powers for the 
Federal Government. The Court in the 
first few years checked such theories by 
striking down legislation which it deemed 
to conflict with the fundamentals of the 
American form of government. Then an •• 
effort was made to "pack" the Court. 
When this effort failed, any need for it 
soon passed,, as the Executive acquired 
more and more appointments on the 
Court. It then became the Court's turn 
to advance new theories of undreamed-of 
Federal power. Now it is the turn- .of 
Congress to check the Court. I have no 
doubt the Executive will do his part.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Florida has 1 minute re 
maining.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
the time remaining to me to the dis 
tinguished junior Senator from Nebraska 
[Mr. GRISWOLD].

Mr. GRISWOLD. Mr. President, my 
senior colleague from Nebraska [Mr. 
BUTLER], chairman of the Committee on 
Interior and Insular Affairs, expected to • 
be here today to speak on the pending 
question. I ask unanimous consent to 
have printed at this point in the RECORD 
the statement he had prepared in con 
nection with the debate on this measure.

There being no objection, the state 
ment of Mr. BUTLER of Nebraska was or 
dered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 
STATEMENT BY SENATOR BUTLER OP NEBRASKA

As chairman of the Senate Interior and In 
sular Affairs Committee, the committee that 
In February and March held such exhaustive
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hearings on the various submerged lands 
measures, and which then, after painstaking 
consideration, reported out the pending 
measure, Senate Joint Resolution 13, as 
amended, I feel that I should make a brief 
statement to the Senate as to my position 
with respect to the proposed legislation.

Although Senate Joint Resolution 13 has 
been under'consideration for a full month: 
today, I have not spoken before, Mr. Presi 
dent, because I did not want to delay action 
on the measure in any way. Action, not'more 
words, Is long overdue on this Issue, Mr. 
President, which has been before successive 
Congresses since the 75th Congress in 1937.

However, now that at long last a time cer 
tain has been set for an end to the seemingly 
endless words and for the too long delayed 
vote to take place, I will very briefly state my 
own views.

But first, I wish to express my own appre 
ciation and that of other Senators directly 
Interested In submerged lands legislation to 
the distinguished senior Senator from Ore 
gon | Mr. CORDON ] who so ably conducted the 
hearings and who presided over the lengthy 
executive sessions and finally reported the 
measure, presenting It, section by section, to 
the Senate. I am a businessman, not a law 
yer; and although I have followed this legis 
lation with interest during the 12 years I 
have had the honor to represent Nebraska In 
the Senate, I realized at the outset that the 
problem presented by the submerged lands 
issue involves many Intricate legal matters. 
The very legality of quitclaim legislation, so- 
called, had been challenged by the Solicitor 
General of a previous administration.

Therefore. In order to be certain that every 
legal aspect of the proposed legislation was 
thoroughly explored, I asked the senior Sen 
ator from Oregon, who has one of the best 
legal minds In the Senate and who has had 
long and wide experience as a public-law 
officer in his home State of Oregon, to act 
as chairman for consideration of the sub 
merged-lands measures. Anyone who at 
tended the hearings, or who reads the printed 
record of the executive sessions, knows how 
ably he discharged the assignment I asked 
him to take. He has earned the apprecia 
tion of the Members of the Senate on each 
side of the controversy for his fairness and 
for the painstaking care with which he ex 
plored every aspect of the situation.

In this connection, I would also like to pay 
tribute to the Senators on both sides of the 
aisle who participated In the hearings and 
executive sessions. Although differences of 
opinion were sharp, they were honest, and 
founded upon honest conviction. Each mem 
ber approached the problem with a deter 
mination to work out the best possible solu 
tion for what he deemed to be the public 
good. Discussions and actions unvaryingly 
were on a high plane of statesmanship.

As to the hearings themselves, I would like 
to say a word. Fourteen hearings already 
had been held on the submerged-lands prob- . 
lem and three Supreme Court cases decided 
at the time the issue came before the Interior 
and Insular Affairs Committee at the open 
ing of the 83d Congress. Eleven of these 
hearings had been held since the beginning 
of my service In the Senate. In addition, the 
basic Issue of State ownership versus Fed 
eral Government paramount rights, which 
apparently excluded State ownership—al 
though such ownership had existed in fact, 
if not In law, ever Since the founding of 
our Nation—had been a campaign issue in 
the presidential election of 1952 and had 
been thoroughly decided by the highest Judge 
In our democracy—the people of the United 
States. The printed record of the congres 
sional hearings prior to this congress totaled 
nearly 6,000 pages: In addition other addU 
tlonal hundreds of pages were in the com 
mittee files as exhibits.

Therefore, I had hoped that the hearings 
on Senate Joint Resolution 13 and related 
measures could be restricted to technical dis

cussions of the provisions and to new evi 
dence or information supplemental to that 
already before the committee, if any there 
could be. The hearings were no sooner un- ; 
derway than it became apparent that pro 
ponents on each side of the controversy felt 
they should be allowed to make a complete 
presentation of their respective cases all over 
again. In accordance with the Senate's great 
principle of perfect freedom of debate, full 
and complete latitude was allowed each and 
every witness to present to the committee 
any arguments or views he saw fit to present. 
As a result, tills year's hearings cover more 
than 1,200 printed pages, and dozens of other 
memorandums, charts, maps, and exhibits 
were considered by the committee and are 
in the committee files.

Again, when the measure reached the Sen 
ate floor, I once more had hopes that, with 
such a full and complete record before It, 
the Senate could impose upon itself the self - 
discipline of succinct and pertinent debate, 
and then proceed to vote. After all, the 
matter had been presented on this floor some 
16 years ago, in 1937. It had been thor 
oughly thrashed out in 1946, and again only 
last spring, in full debate. On both occa 
sions, measures virtually identical in spirit 
and effect were passed by overwhelming ma 
jorities. These facts, coupled with the elec 
tion returns, had led me to hope that the 
Senate could dispose of the matter in an 
efficient and statesmanlike manner.

But the happenings of the past few weeks 
show I was too optimistic. The debate that 
opened on the first day of April Is still going 
on. A week or more ago the distinguished 
majority leader stated that more than a half- 
million words had been spoken on this floor 
in this Congress on the subject. Since then 
we have had day and night sessions, and I 
venture to say that the total now would be 
well over a million words.

I wonder if any Member of this body, on 
either side of the aisle, honestly thinks that 
a single vote has been changed by all this 
torrent of words.

In view of my remarks, It would scarcely 
be appropriate for me to make a long speech 
In support of this resolution .which was re- 
ported favorably by the committee of which 
I have the honor to be chairman. I have 
no Intention of doing so. I further realize 
that, as the distinguished majority leader 
has stated, nothing new can be said at this 
stage of the debate.

However, a number of Senators have pro 
fessed to be at a loss to explain how anyone 
from an inland State could be supporting 
this resolution. As a Senator from the in 
land State of Nebraska, a State that has no 
coastal lands, I thought that I might explain 
my reasons for supporting the resolution.

The short answer is that It is a matter of 
principle.

It is a matter of principle that the States 
should own all the lands beneath navigable 
waters within their boundaries. This prin 
ciple applies to the inland States as well as 
the coastal. States.

It is a matter of principle that the States 
should not be deprived of lands which they 
have used and dealt with as their own since 
they formed or entered the Union. This 
principle applies to all the States alike, 
whether Inland or coastal.

It Is a matter of principle that a rule of 
property which had been relied upon for a 
century or more should not be overturned 
merely because a valuable mineral is discov 
ered beneath certain navigable waters. All 
48 States have a stake in this principle.

It is a matter of principle that the Federal 
Government does not have inherent power to 
take over State property without payment of 
compensation. This principle is vital to 
everyone, everywhere in the United States.

Although I am not a lawyer, I have a deep 
respect for the distinguished groups of law 
yers who have urged that the rights of 
ownership in lands beneath navigable waters

within State boundaries must be restored 
to the States. Attorney General Fatzer, 0, 
Kansas, who is president of the National. 
Association of Attorneys General, told our 
committee that officials of 47 of the 48 States 
have appeared and testified in favor of such 
a resolution as is now before the Senate 
General Fatzer presented to us the resolution 
adopted last December at the annual meeting 
of the association. .It reads as follows:

"Resolved by the 46th annual meeting M 
the National Association of Attorneys Gen. 
eral, That the association and its submerged 
lands committee continue efforts in support 
of congressional action confirming and re. 
storing State ownership of lands beneath 
navigable waters within the boundaries ol 
the respective States in accordance with the 
terms of the resolution on this subject here, 
tofore adopted by the 44th annual meeting 
of the association on December 12, 1950, and 
as recommended in the report of the sub. 
merged lands committee presented at this 
conference."

I understand that all but three States 
supported this resolution passed by the Na. 
tional Association of Attorneys General.

The American Bar Association is another 
of the distinguished legal groups which have 
urged the restoration of the rights of owner., 
ship in these lands to the States. After 
careful consideration of the problem, the 
association expressed the following conclu 
sion as to the dangerous Implications of the 
Supreme Court decisions: '

"The new concept that the Federal Gov 
ernment has the paramount right to take 
property without compensation because it 
may need that property in discharging its 
duty to defend the country and conduct its! 
foreign relations can have no logical end. 
except that the Federal Government may 
take over all property,. public and private,, 
and under this theory the Federal Govern-, 
ment could nationalize all of the natural 
resources of the country without paying the' 
owners therefor, wholly in disregard of the1 
fifth amendment."

The Municipal Law Officers Association' 
presented a resolution of their body to our 
committee which also is in support of this! 
resolution. It said:

"Whereas the control of lands lying bei- 
neath tidal arid navigable waters has beeij 
resolved against the States and political sub;, 
divisions thereof by the Supreme Court He-j 
cislon in the case of United States v. Ca'i* 
fornia; and ^

"Whereas Federal legislative action appe'a* 
to be the sole remedy which States and citl«! 
have to secure title to these tidelands UP99J 
which billions of dollars have been expended} 
by such State and local governments: NO® 
therefore, be it ••-£

"Resolved, That the National Institute" «f 
Municipal Law Officers urge the Congress,,!" 
the United States to adopt legislation wn" 
will confirm the title to such lands in ] 
States and their political subdivisions."

The present Attorney General of the O" 
States, Hon. Herbert Brownell, also told ' 
committee that the States should P055^, 
rights of ownership in the natural resour°| 
within their historic boundaries, as did 
Secretary of the Interior, Hon. D°u( 
McKay.

Despite these eminent legal 
has been urged here that offshore 
within State boundaries are in a 
category and that the States should not o 
the rights of ownership in them that .* 
exercised for a century and a half and ' 
which such great developments have 
place. Some have argued that pa 
this resolution will weaken our nation* 
curity. In this connection, these peoplM 
claimed that the Federal Government's^ 
sponsibllities for national defense > 
that it have paramount rights in the < 
other resources of the marginal belt.
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a businessman and not as a 

cannot touow these argu-
r-' ^Jrourse, the oil and other resources 
"'• trrnble waters are Important to our 

»»—- p,rfrfense. But so we the uranium, 
"odtional aei Qll and other resources which
.eopPer>. Hvate land or State-owned, land 
lie o? P" bene ath navigable waters, 
tfblch is "" yet been suggested that the 

Jt ftf?-nvernment can take those resources, 
federal «"" . _ compensation, and I hope it 
Without pay»'B
'never will B • ^ morg reason why the Fed- 

' Ye«nvernment should be able to take the 
eral °°ve ln the offshore waters within State 
resources i ^^ possible need of the Fed' 
60 n^erntnent for these resources in time 
eral Ooye full safeguarded by section 
ofem% nf the resolution which gives the 
6 ( 1 Government first-purchase rights. 
^er m also mystified by the arguments that 

ppderal Government Is entitled to some 
tbe 7»i riffht in the offshore area within State 
Bp rtarles'because it is required to defend 
^"t area The Federal Government is 
mat arewlth tne defense of Nebraska, too. 

far-as I know, that fact has never 
thought to confer any property rights

tup Federal Government in Nebraska 
0nThese arguments that this resolution will

aken our security are certainly not sup- 
nnrted by the statements of Federal officials 
r^areed with responsibility for our defense. 
President Elsenhower has spent all of his 
mature life In distinguished service In our 
highest defense posts. It is inconceivable to 
me that he would have urged the restora 
tion of the lands to State ownership if it 
would in any way weaken our security. Yet, 
on October 13, 1952, General Elsenhower said 
In New Orleans:

"So let me be clear in my position on the 
tldelands and all submerged lands and re 
sources beneath Inland and offshore waters 
which lie within historic State boundaries. 
As I have said before, my views are in line 
with my party's platform. I favor the recog 
nition of clear legal title to these lands in 
each of the 48 States.

"This has been my position since 1948, 
long before I was persuaded to go into 
politics.

"State titles In these so-called tidelands 
areas stand clouded today.

"The Supreme Court has declared in very, 
recent years that there are certain para 
mount Federal rights In these areas. But- 
the Court expressly recognized the right of 
Congress to deal with the matters of owner 
ship and title.

"Twice by substantial majorities, both' 
Houses of Congress have voted to recognize 
the traditional concept of State ownership 
of these submerged areas. Twice these acts 
of congress have been vetoed by the 
President.

"I would approve such acts of Congress."
Moreover, after taking office, President 

Elsenhower made the restoration of the off- 
snore lands to th^e States 1 of the 11 points 
or his legislative program, and very recently 
restated his views in as straightforward and 
» clear a letter as it has been my privilege

1 commend the President's letter on sub 
merged lands to the attention of each Mem- 
"er of the Senate. It was read into the 
I-ONGRESSIONAI, RECORD by the distinguished 
38«i » y leader and can be found on page

°b °r the RECORD for Saturday, April 25. 
befo Cretai7 °f the Navy Anderson appeared 
Dort'f OUr committee and he gave no sup- 
uiti the ohargfi that passage of this reso- 
cont would weaken our security. On the 
shorn fy he sald that ownership of the off- 
Polic 8 ^ a "matter of broad national 
aetermiWlllcl1 can rlSntly and properly be. 

mined only by congressional decision." 
eral r? lndlsPut»bly clear, whether the Fed- 
CoA u°vernment or the State governments 

lroi these lands, they will be developed 
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by private'oil companies. That Is the way 
it should be. There is no reason to think 
that more oil would be produced under 
Federal control than under State manage 
ment. Even the opponents of this resolu 
tion have conceded that State management 
in the past has been exemplary. If this 
was not so, I am sure that the Secretary 
of the Interior, Mr. McKay, would not have 
recommended a restoration to the States of 
the rights of control within State boundaries 
as he did in the following statement:

"I do believe that the national interest 
would be best served by restoring to the 
various States the coastal offshore lands to 
the limits of the line marked by the his 
torical boundaries of each of the respective 
States."

Another objection which has been raised 
to this resolution Is that it will embarrass 
the United States in the conduct of its for 
eign relations. The best answer to that is 
found in the statements by Jack' B. Tate, 
the Deputy Solicitor of the Department of 
State, who testified as follows:

"The Department believes that the grant 
by the Federal Government of rights to ex 
plore and develop the mineral resources of 
the Continental Shelf off the coasts of the 
United States can be achieved within the 
framework of Its traditional international 
position.

"I assume that as far as our international 
relations are concerned, the United States 
could divide up with the States any rights 
which It had, and those rights would be 
certainly the traditional right to the 3 
miles, plus the right of the Continental 
Shelf as set forth in the 1945 proclamation."

In light of these views by the responsible 
officers of our Government, it appears to me 
that we should not be deterred in our pur 
pose to restore these lands to the States.

In concluding this brief statement, I would 
like to read the conclusion of the report of 
the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Com 
mittee, which sums up my views on the 
matter as follows. I quote:

"The committee submits that the enact 
ment of Senate Joint Resolution 13, as 
amended, is an act of simple Justice to 
each of the 48 States in that it reestablishes 
in them as a matter of law that possession 
and control of the lands beneath navigable 
waters inside their boundaries which have 
e: 'sted in fact since the beginning of our 
Nation. It Is not a gift; it is a restitution. 
By this Joint resolution the Federal Gov 
ernment is Itself doing the equity it expects 
of its citizens. :

"The committee recommends enactment of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13."

I stand with my committee and urge that 
the Joint resolution do pass.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Montana has 26 minutes 
remaining.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr; President, I yield 
5 minutes to the distinguished junior 
Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE].

The PRESIDING OFFICER. . The 
Senator from Oregon is recognized.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I had but. 
one question which I had hoped to ask 
my good friend, the Senator from Loui 
siana [Mr. LONG], after I listened to his 
argument about the independence of the 
States, and that was whether in his opin-. 
ion the War Between the States did or' 
did not settle the question of the supe-' 
rior sovereignty of the United States as a 
nation, and did or did not settle the dis 
pute over the great tenet of Lincoln; 
namely, that the sovereignty of the sev- : 
eral States when added together does' 
riot equal the sovereignty of the National, 
.Government.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Oregon yield for an an 
swer?

Mr. MORSE. Oh, I shall be very glad 
to yield for an answer.

Mr. LONG. The answer is very sim 
ple : I do not believe the War Between the 
States at all settled as a fact that this 
is a government with powers beyond' 
those given in the Constitution of the 
United States. Regardless of the out 
come of the Civil War, the only power 
the Federal Government has is derived 
from the Constitution.

If the Senator from Oregon believes 
what I regard to be a distortion of his 
tory, he can go alone with it, but I do not 
believe he does.

Mr. MORSE. If it is the answer of the 
Senator from Louisiana that the powers 
of the Federal Government stem from 
the Constitution I say he is correct. 
The sovereignty of the United States 
depends upon the Constitution. When 
this giveaway measure comes before the 
Supreme Court of the United States, it is 
my prediction that the Senator from 
Louisiana will receive a good lesson in 
constitutional law, for I believe the Su 
preme Court is going to reaffirm the Lin 
coln doctrine, namely, that Louisiana, 
Texas, Florida, and California do not 
have in respect to their boundaries or in 
respect to the offshore lands a sover 
eignty greater than the sovereignty of 
the United States.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Oregon yield for a ques 
tion?

Mr. MORSE. I think I have answered 
the question for the time being, Mr. 
President.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Oregon yield?

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I should 
like to engage in a long discussion, but I 
have pinned the point I want to pin on 
the Senator from Louisiana, because the 
essence of the argument he has made 
this afternoon is an argument which, 
takes us back to Calhoun; and we set 
tled the Calhoun argument with the 
blood of thousands of the Blue and thou 
sands of the Gray during the War Be 
tween the States. The Senator argued 
this afternoon as though there had been 
no War Between the States.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Oregon yield?

Mr. MORSE. I say to the Senator 
from Louisiana, Mr. President, that the 
opponents of the pending measure take 
the position that in the War Between the 
States, the question of sovereignty was 
settled. I am glad that I am a member 
of the little band of liberals in the Sen 
ate that refuses to give to a few States 
what belongs to the Nation as a whole. 
This sad day for the American people, 
fo. the Congress to give-away to the peo 
ple of a few States billions and billions 
of dollars of wealth in the natural re 
sources which belong to all the people 
of the Nation.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Oregon yield to me at this 
point?

Mr. MORSE. I decline to yield, Mr. 
President, until I finish.
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In the closing minutes of this debate, 

I wish to reinforce the great argument 
made by the Senator from West Virginia 
[Mr. NEELY] in support of the amend 
ment he submitted. The most important 
principle in this representative form of 
Government of ours is that our fore 
fathers bound us together, in a Govern 
ment of a self-governing people, to pro 
mote the general welfare. Our fore 
fathers recognized that the great wealth 
of America is to be found in her people. 
Our forefathers recognized that what we 
do to promote the general welfare of the 
people is in keeping with the principles 
of the Declaration . of Independence, 
from which the Senator from Louisiana 
quoted, and is in keeping with the great 
Preamble of the Constitution of the 
United States, which recognized the im 
portance of promoting the general wel 
fare of our people.

Yet today, Mr. President, in the Sen 
ate of the United States, the American 
people are about to see the spectacle of 
a revival of the outworn and repudiated 
doctrine of Calhoun—a revival, Mr. Pres 
ident, of States rights, in the sense that 
the sovereignty of the States is alleged 
to be greater than the sovereignty of 
the Federal Government.

Mr. President, we are about to see 
given away, by the action taken on this 
sad day by the Senate of the United 
States, precious natural resources in an 
oil reserve which should be left under 
the jurisdiction of the Navy, where Harry 
Truman put it in one of his last acts as 
President, for the protection of the secu 
rity of the Nation. American boys arid 
girls in generations ahead may need the 
oil, which this measure will now submit 
to exploitation by the oil interests of 
the country, at a time when that reserve 
should not be exploited. It should be 
stockpiled, under a sound conservation 

" program, such as the one the little band 
of liberals that is fighting against this 
measure sought to have established for 
the protection of future generations of 
American boys and girls.

Mr: President, I shall be interested in 
listening to the arguments Senators who 
will vote for the joint resolution this 
afternoon will make on the political plat 
forms in 1954, because we are going to 
take the fight to them in 1954. I am 
going to be interested in the arguments 
they advance in opposition, for exam 
ple, to the Neely amendment, which pro 
poses to guarantee the use of the in 
come from this reserve of oil for great 
public causes so essential to promoting 
the general welfare.

Mr. President, I close by saying that I 
shall be proud to leave behind me the 
record jointly made by me and the other 
members of the little band of liberals 
that is devoted to the general welfare 
in opposition to this nefarious bill. We 
recognize that, after all, the great wealth 
of the United States is to be found in 
promoting its human resources, and that 
to do that we had better conserve our 
natural resources.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time 
of the Senator from Oregon has expired.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I yield 
5 minutes to the junior Senator from 
Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY].

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen 
ator from Minnesota is recognized for 5 
minutes. :

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, first 
of all, let me pay tribute to the Senator 
from Oregon [Mr. MORSE] for what I 
consider to-be a concise and• pointed 
analysis of the subject matter before the 
Senate. Such an analysis could not be 
made better or with more persuasive 
ness or logic.

I shall do what I can merely to fill in 
the details of the general outline the 
Senator from Oregon has stated.

First, let me say that iii the course of 
the debate we have cleared away a cer 
tain amount of fuzzy thinking and a cer 
tain amount of propaganda. We have 
found, first, that we are not talking about 
tidelands. The use of the term "tide- 
lands" was a matter of propaganda which 
for several years was foisted upon the 
American people.

Second, Mr. President, we have cleared 
away the misconception that we have 
been considering proposed legislation 
which would in any way injure or jeop 
ardize the rights of the several States 
insofar as the lands under inland waters 
are concerned. Let the record be per-, 
fectly clear that, insofar as lands under 
inland waters are concerned, that is not 
a subject of debate or even a subject of 
discussion. It has been confirmed by 
many Supreme Court decisions that the 
States have general jurisdiction, control, 
and ownership of lands under inland 
waters. We cite as classic cases, for ex 
ample, the Illinois Central case and the 
Pollard case; and there are other cases 
too numerous to mention. So what are 
we really talking about? We are talk 
ing, Mr. President, about the bottom of 
the ocean. We are talking about the bed 
of the sea. We are talking about the 
mud, the gravel, and the grime at the 
bottom of the sea, and the resources to 
be found under that floor of the ocean. 
We are talking about the ownership and 
control of the land, the wet, submerged 
land under the open sea.

It is nothing short of preposterous for 
anyone to come before a legislative body, 
or before the. public in general, and say 
that a particular State has control and 
ownership over the bottom of the ocean. 
For better than 175 years the Govern 
ment of the United States has stood 
steadfastly behind the principle of free 
dom of the seas. The doctine of the open 
seas is an American doctrine. The doc 
trine of a 3-mile territorial limit, or belt, 
around the coastline of the United 
States is an American doctrine, pro 
claimed by Thomas Jefferson. Earlier, 
the doctrine of sovereignty over the 3- 
mile belt around the coastline of the 
United States was proclaimed by the 
Continental Congress. It is nothing 
short of fantastic, Mr. President, that 
we should be arguing here as to whether 
a State has control of land under the 
open seas, which are international wa 
ters, and of the land within the belt of 
3 miles around the coast, which is na 
tional, and which has been proclaimed 
as national since the beginning of the 
Republic.

What else are we talking about? We 
are talking about whether Texas and 
Florida have special rights in the Union. 
Mr. President, one of the purposes of the

Constitution was to accord equal rights 
to the States, and to solve disputes aris, 
ing between and among the States. An, 
other purpose was to prevent the appii. 
cation of the law of the jungle, the law of 
the powerful over the weak, the law of 
large States over small. This is a part 
of the great constitutional history of the 
United States of America.

Yet, Mr. President, we are now hear 
ing representatives of certain States in 
the Congress saying that Texas has a 
larger belt extending into the sea than 
any other State, that she has special 
rights, and that Florida has special 
rights. Yet the record reveals that every 
State that came into the Union came 
into it on the basis of an equal footing, 
with no more privileges than any other 
State, no more rights than any other. 
No Senator can prove to the contrary, 
because the resolution of admission "in 
the case of every State of the Union pro 
claims the principle of equal footing.

Let me cite, Mr. President, the Articles 
of Confederation, to which my friend 
from Louisiana referred. Under article 
IX of the Articles of Confederation there 
is a provision which reads:

The United States In Congress assembled 
shall also be the last resort on appeal In all 
disputes and differences now subsisting or 
that hereafter may arise between two or more 
States concerning boundary, jurisdiction, or 
any other cause whatever.

Mr. President, article IX of the Ar 
ticles of Confederation placed in the 
Congress the right to settle boundaries. 
But the Articles of Confederation were 
repudiated and were succeeded by the 
Constitution of the United States of 
America, which removed from the Con 
gress the right to settle boundary dis 
putes, and placed it in the courts under 
article III, section 2.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The" 
time of the Senator from Minnesota has 
expired.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will- 
the Senator from Montana yield me 2; 
minutes more? , :

Mr. MURRAY. I yield a minute toj 
the Senator from Minnesota.

Mr. HUMPHREY. A minute? M&; 
President, the Articles of Confederation, 
is ancient history, buried history, and Ij 
submit that article IX, by the fact that it, 
was superseded by .the Constitution of 
the United States of America, as adopted 
in 1789, makes it perfectly clear that: 
what is being attempted in the Congress; 
at this time is to go back to what the- 
Senator from Oregon referred to as tltfj 
old doctrine of Calhoun, the doctrine ol; 
the "tariff of abominations," the doctrine 
of the Calhoun philosophy of divided| 
sovereignty. This, Mr. President, ha°| 
been settled by two great events—tb«jj 
adoption of the Constitution of 
United States of America, and the 
Between the States.

Finally, Mr. President, I call upon 
present crusading administration to 
sade for the public interest. I call 
that administration to give equal 
to all the States of America, and I waif 
every Member of this body that if *i 
incredible gift to and this incredible sm 
by certain coastal States, namely, 
Louisiana, and California, is 
mated, the effect will be to prejudice
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,-- . ffljc development of every other 
^ in the Union. It will make it pos- 
^ for those three States to reduce 
sil>!e jn order to entice industries to 
to*8?* within their borders, to the dis- • 
'Pntage of the State of Minnesota, to 
^disadvantage of the State of Oregon, 
th8 State of New Jersey, and of the other 
thfqtates of the Union. I submit that it 
*5 nreposterous proposal. It should be 
15 fpated- and, if it is not defeated, there

m be a day of reckoning, when the 
w prican people will know that we have

iv legalized the scandal of Teapot 
^ me on the floors of the Congress.

Mr MURRAY. Mr. President, I yield
minutes to the Senator from Arkansas.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 

from Arkansas is recognized for 5 min-

UtMr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I do 
not intend to discuss the merits or de 
merits of the pending measure at any 
length at this time. I still think it a 
thoroughly unjustified measure, a meas 
ure.which is not only bad in itself, but 
which will undoubtedly be used as a 
precedent for further raids upon the 
natural resources belonging to the Na 
tion.

But the aspect of the consideration of 
the pending measure which depresses me 
most of all is the defeat of the Hill 
amendment. It is very discouraging to 
see a great democratic people, a great 
Nation such as ours, with an opportunity 
to lead the world such as no other coun 
try has had, certainly in modern times— 
to see such a Nation permit its educa 
tional system gradually to deteriorate so 
that its future generations will have no 
understanding of the world in which 
they live, and no idea as to how to adapt 
themselves to the demands of modern 
times.

As the able historian Toynbee has so 
Clearly shown, the great nations of the 
world in the past have been destroyed 
primarily by internal decay, rather than 
by external aggression. I can think of 
no better way to promote the internal de 
cay of a democracy than to neglect the 
education of its people. There is no 
excuse for our shortsightedness in that 
regard. Both Thomas Jefferson and 
George Washington very strongly em 
phasized the necessity of education, if we 
are to continue as a free, self-governing 
People. In these days one has only to 
read any newspaper to see how great is 
the need of better education in our coun 
try—or, for that matter, one has only to 
sit in the Senate.

Mr. President, before the vote is taken 
°n the pending measure, I commend the 
Members of the opposition to it for their 
treat contribution to a better under 
standing of the subject of this proposed 
legislation. All those who have spoken 
so well and so forcefully in an effort to 
aereat Senate Joint Resolution 13 de 
serve the gratitude and thanks of the 
American people. The Senator from' 
uregon [Mr. MORSE], the Senator from 
J-uinois [Mr. DOUGLAS] the Senator from 
"imnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY], the Senator 
*rom Montana [Mr. MURRAY], and all 
of tvf Senators who have given so much 
i their time and energy in opposing this 

measure, deserve our fervent thanks, 
delaying action upon the pending 

"""e. the Senators to whom I have

referred have In large measure per 
formed the function which the Found 
ing Fathers intended the Senate should 
serve in our constitutional system. I 
only regret that we were not able to 
force a postponement until the next 
session, when I feel sure a great many 
more Members of the Senate will under 
stand the true character of the proposed 
legislation.

Mr. President, I wish especially to 
compliment and to commend the great 
work done by the Senator from New 
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] and the Senator 
from Alabama [Mr. HILL], in leading and 
organizing the opposition to the pending 
joint resolution. They have given of 
their time and energy unstintingly and 
with rare devotion to the public welfare. 
As the proposed legislation is better un 
derstood by the American people, they 
will appreciate the true worth of these 
fine Senators.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, how 
much time do I have remaining?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena 
tor from Montana has 10 minutes.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I yield 
4 minutes to the Senator from New 
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON].

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena 
tor from New Mexico is recognized for 
4 minutes.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I 
recognize that I sometimes get more 
anxious about these things than the cir 
cumstances should warrant. Neverthe 
less, when suggestions were made a few 
minutes ago with reference to a re 
hearing of the California case, I could 
not avoid getting a little bit disturbed, 
because the United States Government 
was the winner, and not the individual 
States; If any request for a rehearing 
was to be made, it would have come from 
the losers, not from the winners.

The facts as revealed by the records 
of the Court will verify this, that the de 
cree proposed by the administration in 
cluded the term "owner of and possessed 
of paramount rights in."

The Supreme Court drew a line 
through "owner of," and, subsequently, 
in the Texas case and the Louisiana case 
the Government of the United States 
did not ask to be granted the actual title 
or ownership of these areas.

I noticed a few days ago, Mr. Presi* 
dent, comments in a newspaper as to 
why the question of ownership had been 
so lightly passed over by the group of 
liberals. What do the court decisions 
say? Do they include greater owner 
ship in the States than in the Federal 
Government? If they do not expressly 
state that the lands are owned by the 
Federal Government, is that because 
there was a question in the minds of the 
Supreme Court as to who had the great 
est right of ownership, or does it show- 
that the problem of title is so compli 
cated with international affairs, so in 
volved with the intricacies of our mem 
bership in the family of nations, that it 
is hard to define a mere property title 
in the sense that we use it for individ 
ually owned pieces of land?

Mr. President, I have selected a few 
words from a long line of decisions of 
the Supreme Court, but these.few words 
dispose of any possibility that the States

have r,ny title to these areas lying sea 
ward of the ordinary low-water mark 
or have any property interest in them:

In the case of the United States 
against California the Court said:

The crucial question on the merits Is not 
merely who owns the bare legal title to the 
lands under the marginal sea. The United 
States here asserts rights in two capacities 
transcending those of a mere property 
owner. * * * In the light of the foregoing 
our question is whether the State or the 
Federal Government has the paramount 
right and power to determine In the first 
Instance when, how, and by what agencies, 
foreign or domestic, the oil and other re 
sources of the soil of the marginal sea, known 
or hereafter discovered, may be exploited. 
* * * Not only has acquisition, as It were, 
of the 3-mile belt been accomplished by the 
National Government but protection and 
control of it has been and is a function of 
national external sovereignty. * * * And in 
sofar as a nation asserts its rights under In 
ternational law,, whatever of value may be 
discovered In the seas next to Its shores and 
within its protective belt, will most naturally 
be appropriated for its use. But whatever 
any nation does in the open sea, which de 
tracts from Its common usefulness to na 
tions, or which another nation may charge 
detracts from It, is a question for considera 
tion among nations as such, and not their 
separate governmental units. * * * If this 
rationale of the Pollard case Is a valid basis 
for a conclusion that paramount rights run 
to the States In inland waters to the shore 
ward of the low-water mark, the same ra 
tionale leads to the conclusion that national 
interests, responsibilities and therefore na 
tional rights are paramount In waters lying 
to the seaward in the 3-rnile belt. * * * 
Now that the question is here we decide for 
the reasons we have stated that California 
is not the owner of the 3-mile marginal belt 
along Its coasts, and that the Federal Gov 
ernment rather than the State has para 
mount rights in and power over that belt, an 
incident to which is full dominion over the 
resources of the soil under that water area, 
inculding oil. * * • The Government, which 
holds Its Interests here as elsewhere In trust 
for all the people, Is not to be deprived of 
those interests by the ordinary court rules 
designed particularly for private disputes 
over Individually owned pieces of property.

It is important to remember that re 
gardless of the majority opinions and 
the dissenting opinions and all the thou 
sands of words involved in them, there 
is straightforward, simple language car- . 
ried in the decree, and in the California 
case the order and decree points out 
"that the United States of America is 
possessed of paramount rights in, and 
full dominion and power over the lands, 
minerals, and other things underlying 
the Pacific Ocean lying seaward of the 
ordinary low-water mark and outside of 
inland waters. The State of California 
has no title thereto or property interest 
therein."

Here is the language in the Louisiana 
case:

California, like the Thirteen Original Col 
onies, never acquired ownership in the mar 
ginal sea. The claim to a 3-mile belt was 
first asserted by the National Government. 
Protection and control of the area are ln~ 
deed functions of national external sov 
ereignty. The marginal sea is a national, not 
a State, concern, • * * The matter of State 
boundaries has no bearing on the present 
problem. * • * So far as the Issues pre 
sented here are concerned, Louisiana's en 
largement of her boundary emphasizes the 
strength of the claim of the United States
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to this part of the ocean and the resources 
of the soil under that area, including oil.

When the Court came to the Texas 
case (339 U. S. 707), it dealt with do- 
minium and imperium, which terms in 
volve both political and property rights, 
and "pointed out that they are united in 
this instance and that property interests 
are so subordinated to the rights of sov 
ereignty as to follow sovereignty. Where 
do they follow sovereignty? Into the 
hands of the sovereign, of course, not 
into the hands of one of the individual 
States. Property rights and political 
rights coalesce, which means to grow to 
gether into one body and having grown 
together into one body, to unite in the 
national sovereign. Is not that pretty 
stern language on the question of where 
property rights have gone and where 
ownership must never lie?

Here are excerpts from the Texas case:
And so although domlnlum and imperium 

are normally separable and separate, this 
Is an instance where property Interests are 
so subordinated to the rights of sovereignty 
as to follow sovereignty. • • • Property 
rights must then be so subordinated to po 
litical rights as in substance to coalesce and 
unite in the national sovereign. Today the 
controversy is over oil, tomorrow it may be 
over some other substance or mineral or 
perhaps the bed of the ocean itself. If the 
property, whatever it may be, lies seaward 
of low-water mark, Its use, disposition, man 
agement, and control Involve national inter 
ests and national responsibilities.

The decree in the Texas case also de 
clares that the paramount rights and 
full dominion and power over the lands, 
minerals, and other things in the Gulf 
of Mexico seaward of the ordinary low- 
water mark on the coast of Texas is 
vested in the United States and that the 
State of Texas has no title thereto or 
property interest therein.

Mr. President, when we were discuss 
ing this question the other' day and 
someone suggested that Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 was a giveaway meas 
ure, it was pointed out that the grant 
to the States involved only one-tenth of 
the Continental Shelf, not the nine- 
tenths remaining to the Federal Gov 
ernment. But if we look at page 577 of 
the hearings, the true situation is there 
shown. It will be seen that in the esti 
mated proved reserves landward of the 
traditional boundaries there may be mil 
lions of barrels of oil, but in the fields 
seaward of traditional State boundaries 
it is estimated that Louisiana has 335 
million barrels of oil and 2 trillion 
cubic feet of gas. When we look at the 
number of proven fields and the oil 
proved therein, the word "none" is car 
ried for the State of Texas, and for the 
State of California.

Where is the oil? That is the im 
portant thing. The Pacific coast breaks 
sharply to the west. There may be 2,000 
miles of ocean lying out there, but within 
the 3-mile belt are all the reserves.

I was a little disturbed, Mr. President, 
that in the discussion there had been a 
steady reference to "historic boundaries." 
I tried to find that term in the pending 
measure, but was unable to do so. Is 
it because the proponents do not want 
to be confined to the historic boundaries, 
or do they want to redefine them to reach 
out into the ocean far to sea?

Mr. President, I hope the pending 
measure will be defeated. I hope we 
shall not give away to three States the 
property which belongs to all the people.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I yield 
the remaining time to the Senator from 
Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS].

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, the 
issues have been pretty well cleared up 
in this debate. They involve the ques 
tion of the ownership and the paramount 
rights in the submerged lands seaward, 
from the low-water mark and outside 
of inland waters. This question was 
first passed upon by the Supreme Court 
in the California case in 1947.

Prior to that time, in some 50 cases, 
the Court had dealt either with tidelands 
proper or with submerged lands under 
navigable inland waters, such as lakes, 
bays, ports, and rivers. The Supreme 
Court had held, I think properly, that 
the ownership of those submerged lands 
resided in the States. Even though leg 
islation is not essential to the security 
of such State titles, those of us who have 
been opposing the present measure wish 
to confirm that by statute. 

- But, in 1947, the Court, for the first 
time, passed on the question of owner 
ship of the paramount rights in the sub 
merged lands seaward from the low- 
water mark and outside of inland waters, 
and in the only three cases which have 
been decided on this point the Court 
has held, and, I believe, properly so, that 
the Federal Government has paramount 
rights in those lands.

There are tremendous amounts which 
are involved in the resources of oil, gas, 
and mineral rights in these lands. We 
have not conjured up out of. our minds 
the estimates of oil and gas. The United 
States Geological Survey estimates that 
the potential reserve on the Continental 
Shelf off the- coasts of California, Texas, 
and Louisiana amounts to 15 billion 
barrels. Two eminent geologists of the 
Standard Oil Company have fixed the 
potential reserves of our entire Conti 
nental Shelf at 40 billion barrels and 100 
billion barrels, respectively. This would 
mean capital values ranging from $50 
billion to $300 billion, and, on the basis 
of royalties ranging between one-eighth 
and one-fifth, amounts ranging from 6 
billion to 60 billions of dollars., These 
are very large sums.

While it is true that the pending meas 
ure has been changed from the form 
in which it was reported out of com 
mittee so as to make it less bad than 
it was when we started, and to leave 
with the Federal Government certain 
rights in the submerged lands seaward 
from the 3-mile or the 9-mile limit, it 
Is still a tremendous giveaway.

Mr. President, the Supreme Court has 
said that these properties and potential 
royalities belong to all the 159 million 
people in the United States. The meas-r' 
ure before us would transfer these sums 
from all the people of the United states 
and give them to the people of 3, or 
at the most, 4 States.

We hear talk about States rights. 
But, this is a "States wrongs" measure, 
because it takes property from the peo 
ple of 45 States and transfers it to 3 
States.

Furthermore, Mr. President, there is 
a question of the proper leasing of the

lands as well as of the ownership of 
them. The leasing issue has not been 
sufficiently touched upon in this debate, 
but I shall like to ask this question?' 
Which agency would give greater equity 
as between applicants for leasing, the 
United States Geological Survey, which 
is largely protected by civil service, in 
a nation where differing and conflicting 
interests permit of at least some impar- 
tiality, or State authorities, where the 
oil groups are predominant and where 
they exercise tremendous political 
influence?

So, Mr. President, we who are urging 
that controls should remain in the hands 
of the Federal Government, want to have 
the leasing conducted by a body which 
can preserve equity and justice as be 
tween different applicants and which 
will not give chunks of our natural 
wealth to insiders and those with power- 
f ul influence.

I urge every Senator to consult his 
conscience as he votes on the pending 
measure. Do we wish to transfer the 
property of all the people to a few peo- 
pie? Do we wish to provide political 
leasing or nonpartisan leasing? If we 
ask ourselves that question, our votes 
will be against the pending measure.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time 
of the Senator from Illinois has expired. 
All time has expired.

Mr. TAFT: Mr. President, I suggest 
the absence of a quorum.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre 
tary will call the roll. '

The Chief Clerk called the roll, and 
the following Senators answered to their 
names:
Alken
Anderson
Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byra
Case
Chavez
Clements
Cooper
Cordon
Daniel
Dirfecn
Douglas
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Perguson
Flanders
Frear
Fulbright
George
Gillette
Goldwater
Gore

Green
Griswold
Hayden
Hendrickson
Hennings
Hiekenlooper
Hill
Hoey
Holland
Humphrey
Hunt
Ives
Jackson
Jenner
Johnson, Colo.
Johnson, Tex.
Jolmston, S. C.
Kennedy
Kilgore
Kuchel
Langer
Lehman
Long
Magnuson
Malone
Mansfield
Martin
Maybank
McCarran .
McCarthy

McClellan
•Mtlllkln
Monroney
Morse
Mundt
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Robertsoa
Bussell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Sparkman
Stennls
Symlngton
Taft
Thye
Tobey
Watklns
Wellter
Wiley
WllUams
Young

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that 
the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. 
and the Senator from California 
KNOWLAND] are necessarily absent.

The Senator from Indiana [Mr. 
HART] and the Senator from Kansas 
CARLSON] are absent on official business

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce 
the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. 
FATTVER] and the Senator from 
homa [Mr. KERR] are absent on 
business.

The VICE PRESIDENT. A 
present. ,

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President.! 
have two amendments to Senate 
Resolution 13 which have been
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iving on the table. I ask that 

rX-called up at this time. 
^ TAFT. Mr. President, a point of 
'•< It seems to me that amendments 
SA ve Deen discussed, and on which 

s postponed by unanimous con-. 
Bfesnould be called up first, before 
r"bmendments are offered. 
P^MAGNUSON. I thought I would 
*f;time by placing in the RECORD a 

ent with reference to the amend-, 
in order to have them out of the

'wa#- TAFT. That would be satisfac- 
" and I would have no objection to

•^senator's doing that. However, I 
f k the order 'in which amendments

•to be called up should be as I have 
8I!e. d of course, if the Senator does

t desire a vote on his amendments——
Mr MAGNUSON. I desire a vote on 

fhwn but only a voice vote.
Mr' TAFT. Then I suggest that the 

Senator wait until other amendments 
are disposed of.

•Mr MAGNUSON. Very well.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The first 

amendment in order is the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Tennessee 
rMr KEFATTVER] for himself and other 
Senators, designated "4-28-53-B."

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I 
wish to ask the majority leader if he 
would not be inclined to put over this 
amendment until the Senator from Ten 
nessee returns to the Chamber. He is 
traveling by plane and is somewhat de 
layed. Would the Senator from Ohio 
be agreeable to deferring action on this 
amendment?

Mr. TAFT. Would the Senator's re 
quest apply also to the amendment des 
ignated "4-28-53-C"?

Mr. ANDERSON. I had intended to 
make the same request with respect to 
that amendment.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask that 
those two amendments be passed over 
until they are officially offered.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob 
jection, it is so ordered.

The next amendment, in the order in 
which amendments were presented, is 
the amendment offered by the Senator 
from Nevada [Mr. MALONE], designated-"4-13-53-A."
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 13——PUBLIC LANDS 

BILL—PROTECT PUBLIC RECLAMATION FUND—— 
TREAT PUBLIC LAND STATES ALIKE——SENATE 
JOINT RESOLUTION 13 IS A PUBLIC-LANDS BILL

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, every 
State in the Union has public lands 
within its borders. My State of Nevada 
has the largest amount of public land, 
but all public-land States are vitally 
Interested in any congressional act bear- 
Ing upon a long-range policy of dealing 
with public lands.

HOLDING LANDS IN TRUST FOR THE STATES '
Since 1841 public-land laws have been 

Passed as the public need developed and 
over the years a pattern developed of 
n°Wing such lands in trust for the States 
until such time as a Federal act can be 
aeyeloped and passed providing for pri 
vate ownership and through individuals 
Piaced on the tax rolls of the States.

The Preemption Act of 1841 marked 
JJ6 real beginning of such legislation.
*ne Homestead Act of 1862 providing for 

Ia»ily unit of 160 acres; and the min-

ing statute of 1872, providing for the 
location of mining claims, 1,500 by 600. 
feet, all point to putting the land in the 
hands of the individuals and on the tax 
rolls, emphasizing that the Federal Gov 
ernment was holding such lands in trust 
for the States.

WITHHOLDING KNOWN MINERAL LANDS

For almost a century the policy has 
been to withhold mineral rights in known 
mineral lands when transferred to the 
States. I now say to the Senate that 
this policy would be changed through 
Senate Joint Resolution 13, deeding out 
right public lands to the States.

PARAMOUNT RIGHTS

Mr. President, these are public lands 
in which the Supreme Court has said 
the United States has paramount rights. 
In so many words the Court said that 
the State of California did not own the 
lands. According to Webster's diction 
ary, "paramount rights" means the 
highest title.

So if the century-old policy of deed 
ing mineral rights outright to the States 
is to be changed, we should treat all 
public-land States alike, and my amend 
ment simply would do that.

It would place every public-land State 
in .the same category.

THE RECLAMATION FUND

Further, I would say that revenue 
from the oil and gas lands of public-land 
States—and these are public-land 
States according to the Supreme Court 
decision—should continue to be divided 
according to the Mineral Leasing Act of 
1920.

It is now 34 years that they have been 
dividing the revenue, 37 % percent to the 
States wherein such petroleum and gas 
are located, 10 percent to the Federal 
Government, presumably for supervi 
sion, and 52% percent to the reclama- . 
tion fund, from which money is avail 
able to build reclamation projects in the 
reclamation States.

There are 17 Western States, including 
Texas, Oklahoma, .Kansas, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, and South Dakota, which 
benefit by this fund, and the money is 
repaid without interest. Practically the 
only new money accruing to the recla 
mation fund in the last 25 years has 
come from the 52% percent from the 
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. So the 17 
Western States producing practically all 
the oil and gas in public-land States are 
receiving funds which are expended in 
those States for the development of the 
arid areas.
REVIEW OF PUBLIC-LAHD LEGISLATION OVERDUE

Mr. President, a review of the public- 
land legislation and a reorganization 
thereof is long overdue. The 160-acre 
Homestead Act Is no longer effective, 
generally speaking, in the public-land 
States.
, There is no existing law under which 
the public lands can pass into private 
ownership for agricultural purposes. 
The overhauling is long overdue. If we 
are to start now, let us treat the States 
alike.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Nevada has expired.

Mr. HUNT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Nevada has expired.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
1 minute of my time to the Senator from 
Wyoming.

Mr. HUNT. Mr. President, I should 
like to ask the distinguished Senator 
from Nevada if his amendment is iden 
tical with my bill, S. 807. I ask the 
question because it was impossible for 
me to be on the floor yesterday.

Mr. MALONE. It is almost identical. 
It provides, as an amendment to Sen 
ate Joint Resolution 13, that mineral 
rights within the public-land States 
shall be transferred to the States them 
selves.

Mr. HUNT. Let me ask one further 
question. I should like to ask the Sen 
ator from Nevada if this proposal would 
not do for the western public-land 
States exactly what their respective acts 
of admission in each instance provide 
should be done, namely, that they 

.. should come into the Union of States on 
an equal footing with the original States 
in all respects whatsoever?

Mr. MALONE. That is absolutely 
true. The mineral rights would go to 
the respective States.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Florida.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, speak 
ing briefly on this matter, I should like 
to say that I am not at. all out of sym 
pathy with the view that in some in 
stances the Western States are in dif 
ficulties. I stated at some length yes 
terday in the RECORD that I should like 
to see the subject investigated through 
hearings, before action is taken.

To try to deal with this situation, 
involving 200 million acres of land which 
was specifically reserved to the United 
States, the revenues from which now 
already go largely to the States where 
the land lies—37% percent directly and 
52% percent under a reclamation fund, 
which must be spent in those States, in 
a measure dealing with 17 million acres, 
off the shores of 21 States, which land 
was never regarded as Federal land, but 
instead, for 150 years, was regarded, 
used, occupied, and developed at State 
land, and has always equitably been so 
held, up until the California decision, 
would, I think, be most unwise. I am 
perfectly willing that hearings be held 
on this subject. I want them to be held.

The distinguished Senator from Wyo 
ming has already stated that he has a 
bill on this subject. Other Senators 
have bills on the same subject. To be 
fog the issue in this manner by loading 
the joint resolution down with some 
thing on which there have been no hear 
ings, and which in so many ways greatly 
surpasses in size and importance to the 
Nation the relatively unimportant mat 
ter involved within State boundaries off 
the shores of the several States, would 
be a very great mistake.

I hope that this amendment will be 
defeated, and that the Congress will be 
allowed to have the benefit of a mature 
consideration by the committees of the 
Congress after full hearings have been 
held on this very important subject. ' It 
ought not to be dealt with in a form 
which one Senator may prefer, no mat 
ter how wise and well informed he may.
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be, when the proposal has not been sub 
jected to the careful scrutiny of any 
committee or of the Senate.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of 
fered by the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
MALONE].

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask for 
the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were not ordered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 

tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
MALONE] .

The amendment was rejected.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The • next 

amendment in order is the amendment 
offered by the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN], designated "4-29-53-E," 
as modified by amendment designated 
"5-1-53-C."

Without objection, the amendment 
will be printed in the RECORD at this 
point.

Mr. LEHMAN'S amendment, as modi 
fied, is as follows:

Strike out all after the resolving clause 
and insert the following:

"That (a) the provisions of this section 
shall apply to all mineral leases covering 
submerged lands of the Continental Shelf 
Issued by any State or political subdivision 
or grantee thereof (including any extension, 
renewal, or replacement thereof heretofore 
granted pursuant to such lease or under the 
laws of such State): Provided—

"(1) That such'lease, or a true copy there 
of, shall have been filed with the Secretary 
by the lessee or his duly authorized agent 
within 90 days from the effective date of this 
a^t, or within such further period or periods 
as may be fixed from time to time by the 
Secretary;

"(2) That such lease was issued (i) prior 
to December 21, 1948, and was on June 5, 
1950, In force and effect in accordance with 
its terms and provisions and the law of the 
State Issuing it, or (11) with the approval of 
the Secretary and was on the effective date 
of this act in force and effect in accordance 
with its terms and provisions and the law of 

• the State Issuing it;
"(3) That within the time specified in 

paragraph (1) of this subsection, there shall 
have been filed with the Secretary (i) a cer 
tificate Issued by the State official or agency 
having jurisdiction and stating that the 
lease was In force and effect as required by 
the provisions of paragraph (2) of this sub 
section or (11) In the absence of such certifi 
cate, evidence in the form of affidavits, re 
ceipts, canceled checks, or other documents, 
and the Secretary shall determine whether 
such lease was so in force and effect;

"(4) That except as otherwise provided in 
section 8 hereof, all rents, royalties, and 
other sums payable under such a lease be 
tween June 5, 1950, and the effective date 
of this act, which have not been paid in 
accordance with the provisions thereof, and 
all rents, royalties, and other sums payable 
under such a lease after the effective date of 
this act shall be paid to the Secretary, who 
shall deposit them in a special fund in the 
Treasury to -be disposed of as hereinafter 
provided:

"(5) That the holder of such lease certifies 
that such lease shall continue to be subject 
to the overriding royalty obligations exist 
ing on the effective date of this act;

"(6) That such lease was not obtained by 
fraud or misrepresentation;

"(7) That such lease. If Issued on or 
after June 23, 1947, was Issued upon the 
basis of competitive bidding;

"(8) That such lease provides for a royalty 
to the lessor of not less than 12^ percent 
In amount or value of the production saved, 
removed, or sold from the lease: Provided,

however. That if the lease provides for a 
lesser royalty, the holder thereof may bring 
It within the provisions of this paragraph by 
consenting In writing, filed with the Sec 
retary, to the" increase of the royalty to the 
minimum herein specified;

"(9) That such lease will terminate within 
a period of not more than 5 years from the. 
effective date of this act in the absence of 
production or operations for drilling: Pro 
vided, however, That If the lease provides for 
a. longer period, the holder thereof may bring 
it within the provisions of this paragraph 
by consenting in writing, filed with the Sec 
retary, to the reduction of such period, so 
that it will not exceed the maximum period 
herein specified; and

"(10) That the holder of such lease fur 
nishes such surety bond, if any, as the Sec 
retary may require and compiles with such 
other requirements as the Secretary may 
deem to be reasonable and necessary to pro 
tect the Interests of the United States.

"(b) Any person holding a mineral lease 
which comes within the provisions of sub 
section (a) of this section, as determined.by 
the Secretary, may continue to maintain 
such lease, and may conduct operations 
thereunder, in accordance with its provi 
sions for the full term thereof and of any 
extension, renewal, or replacement author- 
teed therein or heretofore authorized by the 
law of the State issuing such lease: Provided, 
however, That if oil or gas was not being 
produced from such lease on or before De 
cember 11, 1950, then for a term from the 
effective date hereof equal to the term re 
maining unexplred on December 11, 1950, 
under the provisions of such lease or any 
extensions, renewals, or replacements au 
thorized therein, or heretofore authorized by 
the laws of the State Issuing, or whose gran 
tee Issued, such lease. A negative determi 
nation under this subsection may be made 
by the Secretary only after giving to the 
holder of the lease notice and an opportunity 
to be heard.

"(c) With respect to any mineral lease that 
Is within the scope of subsection (a) of this 
section, the Secretary shall exercise such 
powers of supervision and control as may be 
vested in the lessor by law or the terms and 
provisions of the lease.

"(d) The permission granted in subsection
(b) of this section shall not be construed to 
be a waiver of such claims, If any, as the 
United States may have against the lessor 
or the lessee or any other person respecting- 
sums payable or paid for or under the lease, 
or respecting activities conducted under the 
lease, prior to the effective date of this act. 

"SEC. 2. The Secretary is authorized, with 
the approval of the Attorney General of the 
United States and upon the application of 
any lessor or lessee of a mineral lease issued 
by or under the authority of a State, its po 
litical subdivision or grantee, on tidelands 
or submerged lands beneath navigable in 
land waters within the boundaries of such 
State, to certify that the United States does 
not claim any proprietary interest in such 
lands or in the mineral deposits within them. 
The authority granted in this section shall 
not apply to rights of the United States 
in lands (a) which have been lawfully ac 
quired by the United States from any State, 
either at the time of Its admission Into the 
Union or thereafter, or from any person in 
whom such rights had vested under the law 
of a State or under a treaty or other arrange 
ment between the United States and a for 
eign power, or otherwise, or from a grantee 
or successor in Interest of a State or such 
person; or (b) which were owned by the 
United States at the time of the admission 
of a State into the Union and which were 
expressly retained by the United States; or
(c) which the United States lawfully holds 
under the law of the State in which the lands 
are situated; or (d) which are held by the 
United States in trust for the benefit of any 
person or persons, Including any tribe, band, 
or group of Indians or for individual Indians.

"Szc. 3. In the event of a controversy fce 
tween the United States and a State as to 
whether or not lands are submerged land 
beneath navigable inland waters, the Secre. 
tary is authorized, notwithstanding the pr0" 
visions of subsections (a) and (c) of section 
1 of this act, and with the concurrence 0. 
the Attorney General of the United States 
to negotiate and enter into agreements with 
the State, its political subdivision, or grantee 
or a lessee thereof, respecting operations ua. 
der existing mineral leases and payment aim 
impounding of rents, royalties, and othe, 
sums payable thereunder, or with the State 
Its political subdivision or grantee, respecu 
mg the issuance or nonlssuance of new min. 
eral leases pending the settlement or ad- 
Judicatlon of the controversy: Provided, how. 
ever, That the authorization contained la 
this section shall not be construed to be a 
limitation upon the authority conferred on 
the Secretary in other sections of this act. 
Payments made pursuant to such agreement, 
or pursuant to any stipulation between the 
United States and a State, shall be considered 
as compliance with section 1 (a) (4) hereof. 
Upon the termination of such agreement or 
stipulation by reason of the final settlement 
or adjudication of such controversy, if the 
lands subject to any mineral lease are de 
termined to be in whole or in part sub 
merged land of the Continental Shelf, the 
lessee, if he has not already done so, shall 
comply with the requirements of section 1 
(a), and thereupon the provisions of section 
1 (b) shall govern such lease. The following 
stipulations and authorizations are hereb; 
approved and confirmed: (i) The stipulation 
entered into In the case of United States 
against State of California, between the At 
torney General of the United States and the 
attorney general of California, dated July 
26, 1947, relating to certain bays and har 
bors in the State of California; (ii) the 
stipulation entered into in the case of United 
States against State of California, between 
the Attorney General of the United States 
and the attorney general of California, dated 
July 26, 1947, relating to the continuance 
of oil and gas operations in the submerged 
lands within the boundaries of the State of 
California and herein referred to as the op 
erating stipulation; (ill) the stipulation en 
tered into in the case of United States against 
State of California, between the Attornej 
General of the United States and the attar-'1 
ney general of California, dated July 28,19tt' 
extending the term of said operating stipi*W 
latlon; (iv) the stipulation entered into i»| 
the case of United States against State off 
California, between the Attorney Generaj| 
of the United States and the attorney sl ~ 
eral of California, dated August 2, 19 
further extending the term of said operattf 
stipulation; (v) the stipulation entered in* 
In the case of United States against State »m 
California, between the Attorney General or £ 
the United States and the attorney genei»<£ 
of California, dated August 21, 1950, furtWj 
extending and revising said operating st'P 
lation; (vi) the stipulation entered into . 
the case of United States against State 
California, between the Attorney General 
the United States and the attorney gen 
of California, dated September 4, 1951, 
ther extending and revising said °Pera; 
stipulation; (vii) the notice concerning ' 
and Gas Operations in the Submerged coa 
al Lands of the Gulf of Mexico" issued 
the Secretary of the Interior on December *-,
1950 (15 F. B. 8835), as amended by 
notice dated January 26, 1951 (16 F. B. 
and as supplemented by the notices 
February 2, 1951 (16 F. B. 1203), Mat
1951 (16 F. B. 2195), April 23, 1951 (16 
3623), June 25, 1951 (16 F. B. 6404), AU 
22, 1951 (16 F. B. 8720), October 2*. 
(16 F. B. 10998), and December 21, 
(17 F. B. 43), respectively.

"SEC. 4. (a) In order to meet the ur 
need during the present emergency f°r ^g 
ther exploration and development
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"'' rfooosits in the submerged lands

„ and S"3 Hnental Shelf, the Secretary la
V .Continental enactment of fur_

u^°rl??*t?on °n the subject, to grant to 
leglS persons oflerlng the highest Pebasis of competitive bidding 

1 fleases on submerged lands of the 
gf, esnelf which are not covered by 
Tthin the scope of subsection (a) of 

ie&*>*'" « nf this act.
6ec«on \ lease Issued by the Secretary pur- 

"(b) A '. . .—non shall cover an area"(b) 'enls section shall cover an area 
and dimensions as the Secre-

->

tary
determine, shall be for a period of 

m ' as long thereafter as oil or gas.
5 y^" produced from the area In paying 
W EHPS or drilling or well reworking op- 
qu»ntit' as approved by the Secretary are 
eratlons •» »• shall require the pay- 
conductea i Qf nQt lesg tnan 12% per.
me oi » J j contaln such rental provl- 
cent, »»" h other terms and provisions 
sl°?^ secretary may by regulation prescribe 
83 rtvance of offering the area for lease. 
ln.., i All moneys paid to the Secretary for 

' leases granted pursuant to this--
°r tV0n shall be deposited In a special fund 
in the Treasury to be disposed of as herein-

8f"e/dfThe eissuance of any lease by the 
-..letary pursuant to this section 4 of this 
Sl or the refusal of the Secretary to certify 
fhftt the United States does not claim .any 
interest In any submerged lands pursuant to 
i«Uon 2 of this act, shall not prejudice the 
ultimate settlement or adjudication of the 
miestlon as to whether or not the area In 
volved Is submerged land beneath navigable 
Inland waters.

"SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided In sub 
section (b) of this section —

"(1) all moneys received under the pro 
visions of this act shall be held In a special 
account In the Treasury and shall be used 
exclusively as grants-ln-ald of primary, sec 
ondary, and higher education as Congress 
may determine; and

"(2) It shall be the duty of every State or 
political subdivision or grantee thereof hav 
ing Issued any mineral lease or grant, or 
leases or grants, covering submerged lands 
of the Continental Shelf to file with the 
Attorney General of the United States on or 
before December 31, 1953, a statement of the 
moneys or other things of value received by 
such State or political subdivision or grantee 
from or on account of such lease or grant, 
or leases or grants, since January 1, 1940, and 
the Attorney General shall submit the state 
ments so received to the Congress not later 
than February 1, 1954.

"(b) The provisions of this section shall 
not apply to moneys received and held pur 
suant to any stipulation or agreement re 
ferred to In section 3 of this act pending 
the settlement or adjudication of the con 
troversy.

"SEC. 6. (a) The President may, from time 
to time, withdraw from disposition any of 
the unleased lands of the Continental Shelf 
and reserve them for the use of the United 
Mates In the Interest of national security. 

(D) In time of war, or when the Presi- 
™n* shaU so prescribe, the United States 
snail have the right of first refusal to pur- 
™°fe at the market price all or any portion 
01 the oil and gas produced from the sub 
merged lands covered by this act. 
, (c) A11 leases Issued under this act, and 
»ht x the maintenance and operation of 
cnnt I Me autnorlEed under this act, shall 
viai or be c°nstrued to contain a pro- 
Sep°£ whereby authority Is vested In the 
SPnr!J y' uP°n a recommendation of the 
or n H ot Defense, during a state of war 
Rre« al eraergency declared by the Con 
or thl President after the effective date 
to tpr!L?Ctl to suspend operations under, or 
shall Co t e any lease: and a11 such leasea 
visions f or be construed to contain pro- 
tlon to th' the Payment of Just compensa- 
8uapenri lessee whose operations are thus 

ea or whose lease Is thus terminated.

"SEC. 7. Nothing herein contained shall 
affect such rights, if any, as may have been 
acquired under any law of the United States 
by any person on lands subject to this act 
and such rights, If any, shall be governed 
by the law in effect at the time they may 
have been acquired: Provided, however, That 
nothing herein contained Is intended or shall 
be construed as' a finding, Interpretation, or 
construction by the Congress that the law 
under which such rights may be claimed In 
fact applies to the lands subject to this act 
or authorizes or compels the granting 'of 
such rights of such lands, and that the de 
termination of the applicability or effect of 
such law shall be unaffected by anything 
herein contained.

"SEC. 8. The United States consents that 
the respective States may regulate, manage, 
and administer the taking, conservation, and 
development of all fish, shrimp, oysters, 
clams, crabs, lobsters, sponges, kelp, and 
other marine animal and plant life within 
the area of the submerged lands of the Con 
tinental Shelf lying within the seaward 
boundary ot any State, in accordance' with 
applicable State law.

"SEC. 9. The United States hereby asserts 
that It has no right, title, or interest in or 
to the lands beneath navigable inland wa 
ters within the boundaries of the respective 
States, but that all such right, title, and 
Interest are vested in the several States or 
the persons lawfully entitled thereto under 
the laws of such States, or the respective 
lawful grantees, lessees, or possessors in In 
terest thereof under State authority.

"SEC. 10. Section 9 of this act shall not ap 
ply to rights of the United States In lands (1) 
•which have been lawfully accrued by the 
United States from any State, either at the 
time of its admission into the Union or 
thereafter, or from any person in whom such 
rights had vested under the law of a State 
or under a treaty or other arrangement be 
tween the United States and a foreign power, 
or otherwise, or from a grantee or successor 
in Interest of a State or such person; or 
(2) which were owned by the United States 
at the time of the admission of a State into 
the Union and which were expressly retained 
by the United States; or (3) which the 
United States lawfully holds under the law 
of the State In which the lands are sit 
uated; or (4) which are held by the United 
States In trust for the benefit of any person 
or persons, including any tribe, band, or 
group of Indians or for Individual Indians. 
This act shall not apply to water power, 
or to the use of water for the production 
of power, or to any right to develop water 
power which has been or may be expressly 
reserved by the United States for Its own 
benefit or for the benefit of Its licensees or 
permittees under any law of the United 
States.

"SEC. 11. (a) Any right granted prior to 
the enactment of this act by any State, po 
litical subdivision thereof, municipality, 
agency, or person holding thereunder to 
construct, maintain, use, or occupy any 
dock, pier, wharf, Jetty, or any other struc 
ture In submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf, or any such right to the surface of 
filled-ln, made, or reclaimed land In such 
areas, Is hereby recognized and confirmed by 
the United States for such term as was 
granted prior to the enactment of this act.

"(b) The right, title, and Interest of any 
State, political subdivision thereof, munici 
pality, public agency, or person, holding 
thereunder to the surface of submerged 
lands of the Continental Shelf which In the 
future become filled-ln, made, or reclaimed 
lands as a result of authorized action taken 
by any such State, political subdivision 
thereof, municipality, public agency, or per- 
son, holding thereunder for public or pri 
vate purpose Is hereby recognized and con 
firmed by the United States.

"SEC. 12. Nothing In section 11 of this act 
shall be construed as confirming or recog 
nizing any right with respect to oil, gas, or

other minerals In .submerged lands of the 
Continental Shelf; or as confirming or rec 
ognizing any interest In submerged lands of 
the Continental Shelf other than that es 
sential to the right to construct, maintain, 
use, and occupy the structures enumerated 
In that section, or to the use and occupancy 
of the surface of filled-ln or reclaimed land.

"SEC. 13. The structures enumerated In 
section 11, above, shall not be construed as 
Including derricks, wells, or other installa 
tions In submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf employed in the exploration, develop 
ment, extraction, and production of oil and 
gas or other minerals, or as including neces 
sary structures for the development of water- 
power.

"SEC. 14. Nothing contained In this act 
shall be construed to repeal, limit, or affect 
In any way any provision of law relating to 
the national defense, the control of navlgar 
tion, or the Improvement, protection, and 
preservation of the navigable waters of the 
United States; or to repeal, limit, or affect 
any provision of law heretofore or hereafter 
enacted pursuant to the constitutional au 
thority of Congress to regulate commerce 
with foreign nations and among the several 
States.

"SEC. 15. Any person seeking the author 
ization of the United States to use or occupy 
any submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf for the construction of, or additions to, 
Installations of the type numerated in sec 
tion 11 of this act, shall apply therefor to 
the Chief of Engineers, Department of the 
Army, who shall have authority to issue such 
authorization, upon such terms and condi 
tions as In his discretion may seem appro 
priate.

"SEC. 16. Within 2 years of the date of the 
enactment of this act, the Chief of Engineers 
shall submit to the Congress his recommen 
dations with respect to the use and occu 
pancy of submerged lands of the Conti 
nental Shelf for Installations of the type 
enumerated in section 11 of this act.

"SEC. 17. The Secretary is authorized to 
Issue such regulations as he may deem to be 
necessary or advisable In performing his 
functions under this act.

"SEC. 18. When used in this act, (a) the 
term 'tidelands' means lands situated be 
tween the lines of mean high tide and mean 
low tide; (b) the. term 'navigable' means 
navigable at the time of the admission of a 
State Into the Union under the laws of the 
United States; (c) the term 'Inland waters' 
Includes the waters of lakes (Including Lakes 
Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and On 
tario to the extent that they are within the 
boundaries of a State of the United States), 
bays, rivers, ports, and harbors which are 
landward of the ocean; and lands beneath 
navigable Inland waters Include fllled-ln or 
reclaimed lands which formerly were within 
that category; (d) the term'submerged lands 
of the Continental Shelf' means the lands 
(Including the oil, gas, and other minerals 
therein) underlying the open ocean, situated 
seaward of the ordinary low-water mark on 
the coast of the United States and outside 
the Inland waters, and extending seaward to 
the outer edge of the Continental Shelf; 
(e) the term 'seaward boundary of a State' 
means a line 3 nautical miles seaward from 
the points on the coast of a State at which 
the submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf begin; (f) the term 'mineral lease' 
means any form of authorization for the ex 
ploration, development, or production of oil, 
gas, or other minerals; and (g) the term 
'Secretary' means the Secretary of the In 
terior."

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, my 
amendment is a very simple one. It in 
cludes the provisions which are con 
tained in the Anderson amendment, but 
it would devote all the revenues which 
may come from the sale of oil and other
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minerals under the sea to the cause of 
education. It is just as simple as that.

I know of no function of government 
that is more important than that of edu 
cation.

I think there are four great rights 
which are paramount, although, of 
course, I realize that the rights of all 
citizens in all matters must be safe 
guarded.

The four rights which I consider para 
mount are:

First, the protection of the health of 
all the people of the United States;

Second, the protection of the civil 
rights and liberties of all the people of 
the United States;

Third, the equal right to employment 
opportunities for all the people of the 
United States, regardless of race, creed, 
color, or national origin;

Finally, the development and improve 
ment of our educational system through 
out the Nation, from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific, from Canada to the gulf.

I think we can all agree, and will agree, 
that certainly the United States has no 
greater asset than its young people, and 
that the young people, if they are to be 
properly prepared for citizenship, in or 
der to take their places as good citizens 
and as leaders of our country, need the 
best educational opportunities that we 
can furnish them.

I look on teaching as one of the noblest 
of all professions. It should be fostered 
and encouraged in every way. Even in 
my own State of New York, where sal 
aries of teachers are probably higher 
than in any other State, salaries are 
completely inadequate, on the average. 
Many of the teachers of New York re 
ceive lower pay than dogcatchers, gar 
bage collectors, vermin exterminators, 
and unskilled domestics. Yet they can 
teach only after a training which 
occupies many, many years.

The situation is far worse in many 
other States than it is in New York. In 
many other States teachers receive sal 
aries which are so low that they can 

• barely keep body and soul together. In 
many States schoolhouses are over 
crowded and inadequate. Classes are far 
too large, and teachers are insufficiently 
trained.

Mr. President, in my opinion there is 
no greater need than that we devote 
these great revenues from the submerged 
lands which the United States Supreme 
Court has three times ruled belonging to 
the Nation to the education of all chil 
dren, the young men and women, and the 
high-school and elementary-school pu 
pils of this country.

We want nothing in New York that 
we do not want for Mississippi, Arizona, 
Louisiana, New Mexico, or California, 
and all other States. We in New York 
are just as much interested in the edu 
cation of a child in Mississippi or Ari 
zona as we are in the education of our 
own young people. They and we are all 
part of our great Nation.

My amendment, if adopted, would pro 
vide for the improvement and develop 
ment of our educational system, not in 
3 or 4 States, but in 48 States and the 
Territories. It would provide that edu 
cation which is the right of every child 
in this country would be advanced. Ed

ucation is the right of every one of the 
159 million people of the country. It 
should be good on a nationwide basis. 
I know of nothing more important.

Mr. President, I very much hope that 
this amendment, which I have offered 
in the form of a substitute, will prevail, 
because it would benefit every family in 
the country, every child in the country, 
every pupil in the elementary schools, 
the high schools, colleges, and the uni 
versities. I think it would-do much to 
insure continuity of prosperous and hap 
py living, of intelligent living, of useful 
living throughout the entire country.

Mr. President, I ask for the adoption 
of my amendment.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from New York has expired.

The Senator from Florida.
Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, I ask for 

the yeas and nays on the amendment of 
the Senator from New York.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, reply 

ing briefly, I wish to say that I think this 
amendment gives us the crystal-clear 
opportunity to express ourselves on the 
basic philosophy which ought to be ap 
plied to the solution of this question.

The amendment offered and so ably 
debated by the junior Senator from New 
York is a 100-percent federalization 
amendment, and a 100-percent nationali 
zation amendment. The distinguished 
Senator from New York does not believe 
that any of the coastal States have any 
proper interest whatsoever directly in 
any of the revenue to be derived from 
resources or other properties located 
within the coastal belt which lies be 
tween their low-water mark and their 
coastal borders.

Mr. President, the amendment of the 
junior Senator from New York in so. 
many words says that this is a complete 
ly Federal asset and ought to be com 
pletely nationalized and ought to be com 
pletely used for development by the Fed 
eral Government and the Federal agen 
cies, which would mean, of course, a 
large additional bureau to be added to 
those already in existence.

The distinguished junior Senator from 
New York goes still further and comes 
out in his amendment for what amounts 
to a climax of paternalism, because he 
said, once having made the asset an ex 
clusively Federal asset, and having it de 
veloped as an exclusively Federal asset, 
he proposes to use the proceeds 100 per 
cent by way of grants, under some 
scheme to be worked out, to the various 
States for the support of education.

Mr. President, I am strongly opposed
to the amendment because it is the very
climax of federalization, and because it
is the very essence of paternalism. I

"hope the amendment will be rejected.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I Bend to 

the desk amendments to the Lehman 
amendment in the nature of a substi 
tute for the amendment, as modified, 
and ask that they be considered immedi 
ately.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will state the amendments.

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 14, line 
4 of the amendment as modified, it is 
proposed to strike out "become" and in 
sert in lieu thereof "are."

On page 14, line 5 of the amendment 
as modified, to strike out "lands as a n> 
suit of authorized action taken."

On page 14, after line 20, add to SP» 
tionll: ^

(c) The right, title, and Interest of an 
State, political subdivision thereof, ihuni-, 
pality, or other ' authorized agent • holdi* 
thereunder to docks, piers, wharves, Jettw 
or other structures on submerged lands « 
the Continental Shelf which in the futj 
are constructed by any such State, polltlj 
subdivision therof, municipality, or author. 
ized agent is hereby recognized and con 
firmed by the United States.

On page 15, line 20, to strike out an 
beginning with "SEC. 15" through "ap. 
propriate" on page 16, line 2.

On page 16, line 3, to strike out all 
beginning with "SEC. 16" through "act" 
on line 7.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob'. 
jection, the amendments will be con. 
sidered en bloc.

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, the amend 
ments would amend section 11 of the 
Lehman substitute. They would also 
delete entirely sections 15 and 16 of the 
Lehman substitute.

The purpose of the amendments I 
offer is to permit the States, their politi 
cal subdivisions or authorized individ 
uals, to continue building, maintaining, 
using, and occupying docks, piers, 
wharves, jetties, and other structures, 
and the States or their political sub 
divisions to continue filling in and re 
claiming submerged lands for recreation 
and other public purposes without prior 
authorization from the Federal Govern 
ment.

While section 11 of the Lehman substi 
tute, in its present form, appears to 
acknowledge a former right of the States 
or their authorized agents to construct, 
maintain, use or occupy docks, piers, 
wharves, jetties, and other such struc 
tures in their ports and harbors and to 
fill in, make or reclaim lands adjacent 
to their shores, sections 15 and 16 there 
of require that any such future develop 
ment of submerged lands by the States 
first must be authorized by the Chief oj. 
Army Engineers. In effect, this wouW 
mean that all future development 01 
ports and harbors by the coastal States, 
as well as the extension of all shoreline 
boundaries in such States, must be ap 
proved by the Federal Government, j 
firmly believe that this requireffleD> 
would curtail such development by wj* 
States, and my proposed amending 
would delete sections 15 and 16 of W- 
Lehman substitute.

I would point out that nothing in "W 
proposed amendments would inten6/: 
with the constitutional control of & 
United States over navigation. M°rL 
over, section 14 of the Lehman substiW" 
clearly states that no other provisi"" 
thereof shall be construed to 
limit or affect in any way any 
of law relating to the national de 
control of navigation, or interstate 
foreign commerce.

In the State of New York hundreds 
acres of new lands for parks and 
projects have been developed by , 
in submerged land along the shores ^ 
Long Island and New York City, »%f' 
understand that further develop^611 *. 
such land is contemplated.
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submit that New York 

. as well as other coastal States, 
»~;?t<M be permitted to continue to ex- 
Ill0!; their coastlines by the develop- 
Pfna v submerged lands adjacent to 
•f& i scores without being required to 
$f in orior authorization from the Fed- 
°i government.
ef*{ "president, I have stated the pur- 

and intent of the amendments. I 
p°nP they will be adopted. 
11 wrr LEHMAN. Mr. President, I know 
t. fn'urposes of the amendments of my 
Sftinsuished colleague from New York 
dle of the highest. However.-I doubt the 

isriom of the amendments. 
We have had a law on the statute 

hnoks since 1890, I believe, which re- 
nuires prior authorization by the Corps 
of Army engineers for any structures to 
he erected in the inland waters or har 
bors and in the seaward. waters adja 
cent'to our coast. It seems to me some 
authority must be established to pass on 
whether proposed structures which are 
sought to be erected will interfere with 
the' navigation features of the .rivers, 
harbors, and other waters of the State. 

I can perfectly well conceive that 
at one time or another the city of New 
York, which I mention because it is my 
home city, and also the greatest city in 
the country may wish to extend its piers 
in the Hudson River or in the East River, 
or in other waters and a very serious 
menace may arise to the navigation of 
those rivers or to navigation in the 
coastal waters.

I can conceive that application might 
be made to fill in lands which would se 
riously interfere with navigation. -

I am reluctant to differ with my dis 
tinguished colleague. However, in my 
opinion, I say there is no doubt that 
there must be some authority which 
can pass on questions affecting naviga 
tion, in which the entire Nation is so 
greatly interested.

I'may say that, so far as I know, there 
have been no cases in which the Corps, 
of Engineers has refused permission to 
build structures or to fill in land, when, 
applications which were made by the 
State of New York or by the city of New 
York or by other municipalities. 
"'Mr. IVES. Mr. President, will my 
colleague yield to me? 

Mr. LEHMAN. Very gladly. 
Mr. IVES. I shall not debate at this 

time the question of whether or not it 
would be possible to do the things my 
distinguished colleague says could be 
done under the terms of the amend 
ments I am proposing. Let us assume 
for the sake of argument that they 
could be done. The fact remains that 
the city of New York would be doing 
almost the worst thing it could possibly 
do, considering its own interest, if it 
were to do the very things my colleague 
Points out. Most assuredly those things 
would never be done.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques- 
"on is on agreeing to the amendments 
offered by the senior Senator from New 
York [Mr. IVES] to the amendment, as. 
modified, offered by the junior Senator 
"om New York [Mr. LEHMAN]. Without 
objection, the amendments will be con 
sidered en bloc.

The amendments to the amendment Were rejected.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment, in 
the nature of a substitute, as modified, 
offered by the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN]. On this question the 
yeas and nays have been ordered. The 
clerk will call the roll.

The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the 
roll.

Mr. YOUNG (when his name was 
called). On this vote I have a pair with 
the senior Senator from California [Mr. 
KNOWLAND], who^is absent. If present 
and voting, the Senator from California 
would vote "nay." If I were permitted 
to vote, I would vote "yea." Therefore, 
I withhold my vote. .

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 
that the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. 
BUTLER] and the Senator from Califor 
nia [Mr. KNOWLAND] are necessarily ab 
sent.

If present and voting, the Senator 
from Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] would vote "nay."

I also announce that the Senator from 
Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] and the Senator 
from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] are absent 
on official business.

If present and voting the Senator 
from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] would vote "nay."

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that 
the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] 
is absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 30, 
nays, 60, as follows:

YEAS—30
Alken
Andersen
Case
Chavez
Cooper
Douglas
Fulbrlght
Gore
Green
Hayden

Hennings
Hill
Humphrey
Hunt
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kilgore
Langer

NAYS—60

Lehman
Magnuson
Mansfield
Monroney
Morse
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Symlngton
Tobey

Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byrd
Clements
Cordon
Daniel
Dirksen
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender.
Ferguson
Flanders
Frear
George

Gillette
Goldwater
Grlswold
Hendrickson
Hickenlooper
Hoey
Holland
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, 8. C.
Kuchel
Long
Malone
Martin
Maybank
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
Mlllikin

Mundt
Fayne
Potter
Purtell
Robertson
Russell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Sparkman
Stennls
Taft
Thye
Watkins
Welker
Wiley
Williams

NOT VOTING—6
Butler, Nebr, 
Capehart

Carlson. 
Kerr

Knowland 
Young

So Mr. LEHMAN'S amendment, as-modi- 
fled, was rejected.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia 
mentary inquiry.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
will state it.

Mr. TAFT. As I understand, from this 
time on the amendments will be taken 
up in the order in which they are offered. 
Is that correct?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER] , who has 
an amendment, is now present. '

Mr. TAFT. Yes, but I understand 
that by the unanimous-consent agree

ment he would be relegated to the same 
position in which other Senators find 
themselves. He may offer his amend 
ment now, as I understand, biit he has 
to offer it if he wishes to have It voted 
on.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I 
offer amendment designated as "4-28- 
53-B," and ask that it be stated.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will state the amendment.

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 13, begin 
ning with line 18, it is proposed to strike 
out all through line 14 on page 14 and 
insert in lieu thereof the following:

(b) The United States hereby releases and 
relinquishes unto said States and persons 
aforesaid, except as otherwise reserved here 
in, all right, title, and interest of the United 
States, if any it has, in and to all said lands. 
Improvements, and natural resources on the 
condition, In the case of any State which 
has received any payments, or to which any 
payments are due, from any lessee under a 
lease of submerged lands, which are covered 
by tidal waters and are outside of Inland 
waters and the ordinary low-water line of 
such tidal waters, or natural resources there 
in (Including such payments received or due 
under stipulation or agreement with the 
United States) for any period prior to the 
date of the enactment of this Joint resolu 
tion, that such State shall pay to the Secre 
tary of the Treasury an amount equal to the 
total of such payments received and due. 
Amounts received under the provisions of 
this subsection and any amounts received by 
the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary 
of the Navy, and the Treasurer of the United 
States with respect to any lease of such lands 
or the natural resources therein, shall be 
covered into the Treasury and shall be ap 
plied to the reduction of the national debt.

On page 15, line 13, to strike out "(i)."
On page 15, beginning with the semi 

colon in line 20, to strike out all to the 
semicolon in line 6 on page 16.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Tennessee is recognized for 5 
minutes.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, the 
purpose of this amendment is to have 
re-declared to be Federal property 
money which was collected from royal 
ties on oil wells under a stipulation which 
was entered into shortly after the deci 
sion of the Supreme Court in the three 
cases to which reference has been made. 
This money amounts to approximately 
$70,000,000, which was collected largely 
from royalties on oil wells in California 
and Louisiana.

The situation is that after the deci 
sions of the Supreme Court in the three 
cases, the States gave notice that they 
were going to file petitions and that, also, 
bills would be introduced in Congress to 
reverse the Supreme Court and to trans 
fer the property to the States. The 
stipulations which have been entered 
into refer both to the decree of the 
Supreme Court and to the enactment of 
further legislation 'by Congress.

So we now have before us the question 
of what will be done with the $70 million 
which was collected from royalties on 
these wells when undoubtedly the prop 
erty belonged to the United States.

I wish to call attention to one para 
graph of the decree of the Supreme 
Court in the Texas case:

The United States Is entitled to a true, 
full, and accurate accounting from the State 
of Texas of ail or any part of the sums of
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money derived by the States from the area 
described in paragraph 1 hereof subsequent 
to June 5, I960, which are properly owing 
to the United States under the opinion 
entered in this case on June 5, 1950, this 
decree, and the applicable principles of law.

So in all three cases the Supreme 
Court has held that the money collected 
from the wells after the time of the deci 
sion of the Court belonged to the Fed 
eral Government.

This amendment would take this 
amount and would apply it to a reduc 
tion of the national debt.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, may 
we have order? Senators are unable to 
hear what is being said.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Tennessee .will suspend. The busi 
ness of the Senate will be expedited if 
Members of the Senate, as well as others 
who are on the Senate floor, and also 
our guests in the galleries,, will be in 
order. The Senator from Tennessee 
may proceed.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, the 
Supreme Court has held in its decrees 
that the money collected while the cases 
were being considered on petitions for 
rehearing, or while the matter was being 
considered in Congress, belongs to the 
Federal Government. . This amendment 
would apply the $70,000,000 toward re 
duction of the national debt. It would 
not, of course, reduce the national debt 
to any great amount, but it would at 
least be a good beginning. It might at 
least be something to which we could 
point with pride.

Mr. President, this property will be 
long to the Federal Government until 
the measure now under consideration 
by the Senate, if it shall be passed, is 
signed by the President. I have always 
understood it to be a sound principle of 
law that, if something is earned from 
property belonging to Mr. Smith, Mr. 
Smith ought to receive the earnings. 
The situation here is similar to that. 
Unquestionably the property is now Fed 
eral property. The money in question 
was earned while the property belonged 
to the Federal Government. It will not 
belong to the States until and unless the 
joint resolution is signed by the Presi 
dent. So that, Mr. President, in fairness 
and equity, I think the Federal Govern 
ment should be permitted to have the 
royalties which have accrued.

The proponents of the Holland Joint 
resolution should feel amply satisfied 
that they are, by action of the Congress, 
about to be given something which the 
Supreme Court has said belongs to all 
the people. The people of the other 
States of the United States are getting 
nothing. So, certainly as a very minor 
concession, representing, so to speak, 
but a drop in the bucket, I have sub 
mitted the amendment to provide that 
the money now being held in escrow 
under the stipulation shall be applied 
to a reduction of the Federal debt.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Tennessee has expired.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield 
3 minutes to myself.

This matter was debated at great 
length the other day, and I cannot go 
through all that debate now. Suffice it 
to say that the funds which have ac 
cumulated have accumulated under stip

ulations. The distinguished Senator 
from Tennessee referred the other day 
repeatedly to the funds as "escrow" 
funds; and they are just that. They 
were created to abide the result of the 
final settlement of the submerged lands 
question. Every time a stipulation was 
entered into, the jurisdiction of the 
Congress to dispose of the money was 
very carefully safeguarded. Beginning 
with 1947, for example, in the first stip 
ulation, we find the" words:

The above provisions of this paragraph are 
not Intended to preclude any other proper 
'disposition by reason of any order of the 
Supreme Court of the United States or an 
act of the Congress. '.

In the next stipulation we find the 
words:

This stipulation shall remain In effect 
until pertinent legislation is enacted by the 
Congress.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator from Florida yield to the Sen 
ator from Michigan?

Mr. HOLLAND. I have but 3 minutes.
Mr. FERGUSON. Will the Senator 

yield for a question only?
Mr. HOLLAND. I yield.
Mr. FERGUSON. Would the measure 

which the Senator from Florida is spon 
soring pass to the States title to the es 
crow funds?

Mr. HOLLAND. Only to a part of 
those funds. If the Senator will look 
at page 570 of the record of the hear 
ings on the subject of the submerged 
lands, he will find that part of the funds 
are to go to the Federal Government. 
The total amount of the funds there 
stated that are to go to the Federal Gov 
ernment is $11,190,797.43, and to the 
three States, $24 million plus. Care was 
taken in the preparation of the table to 
note the source from which the funds 
came.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for one further short 
question?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield.
Mr. FERGUSON. Under the amend 

ment of the Senator from Tennessee, 
would all of the money be transferred.to 
the Federal Treasury?

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator is cor 
rect.

Mr. FERGUSON. I thank the Sen 
ator.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I hope 
the amendment will be rejected, because 
it seems to me that it would absolutely 
defeat the purpose-of the escrow ar 
rangements which were necessary if pro 
duction was to continue.

Mr. -KEFAUVER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. HOLLAND. I yield, if I may, 
without using the remainder of my 
time.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Is it not stated in 
the stipulation that the fact of enter 
ing into the stipulation is in order not 
to prejudice the claim of the United 
States Government, and is it not cor 
rect to say, therefore, that the Congress 
is now at liberty to dispose of the funds 
in one way or another, as it may please? 
. Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, of 
course the Congress can dispose of the

money as it thinks it should, in equity 
and justice. It is perfectly clear that 
there was an escrow arrangement, which 
was necessary if production were to con 
tinue. Had not the two parties, the 
States, on the one hand, and the Federal 
Government, on the other, entered into 
the escrow arrangement, production 
would have had to stop a,t the time the 
stipulation was made, to the prejudice 
of everyone concerned. The pending 
amendment would violate the terms of 
the escrow agreement. It would not re 
quire the money to follow the land as it 
will be disposed of under the pending 
measure, some of the land going to the 
Federal Government, some of it going to 
the State governments, the moneys being 
divided accordingly.

Mr. President, I yield the remainder of 
my time to the Senator from California 
[Mr. KUCHEL].

Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I have 
but 2 minutes in which to urge Sen 
ators to vote against the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Tennessee 
[Mr. KEFAUVER]. The State of Cali 
fornia has proceeded in good faith for a 
period of almost 7 years, under the 
stipulations entered into with the Fed 
eral Government, to encourage the pro 
duction of oil from its offshore lands. 
Adoption of this amendment would com 
pletely disregard this good faith and 
effort on the part of California. The 
amendment would provide that the roy 
alties which have come into the State 
treasuries and the Federal Treasury, and 
which have been held in escrow, pass to 
the Federal Government. It should be 
pointed out that had the State of Cali 
fornia refused to continue the produc 
tion of oil offshore, after the United 
States Supreme Court decision in 1947, 
there would now be no question before 
the Senate; there would be no necessity 
for offering an amendment dealing with. 
the impounded royalties. I

But instead California proceeded in 
good faith. California agreed with the 
Federal Government, under a stipulation 
entered into pursuant to "the 1947 Su 
preme Court decision, that in the absence 
of any statutory authority, and solely... 
because the Federal Government re 
quested it, she would continue operating:, 
and continue to produce oil from her_; 
submerged lands. The State of Call-, 
fornia, acting in good faith, has so acted... 
The Senator from Tennessee now sug-,..; 
gests that the moneys so derived be; 
transferred to the Federal Government, $ 
as a condition precedent to the taking ; 
effect of Senate Joint Resolution 13, as« 
to the State of California.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. KUCHEL. I yield to the distin 
guished Senator.

Mr. HOLLAND. Do not the money' 
in hand represent and stand iri the 
of the oil which would have been left tf 
the ground had not the State of Call' 
fornia and the Federal Government 
through the stipulation, agreed that pr^ 
duction should continue?

Mr. KUCHEL. The Senator is 
tirely correct. The funds are 
the same as oil in the ground, or, 
that matter, the same as any o
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>, • „/><: in the ground which have not tt)ur.ceo *

••• „ VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
iStnator from California has expired, 

question is on the amendment 
, senator from Tennessee [Mr.

Mr. President, I ask
r^f^eas"and"'nays on the amend- jpr tne y*<*

ho veas and nays were not ordered, 
r MORSE. Mr. President, I suggest 

."absence of a quorum.
VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk

called the roll, and 
the following Senators answered to their 
names:

Grlswold Mlllifcln
Allcj?r«nn Hayden MonroneyAnderson Hendrlckson Morse
Barreti Hennlngs Mundt
Bea" Hlckenlooper Murray
fe££er H111 Neely
3? HoSlnd . S35T
%&<•"*• HCt^ £85. •
By" jves BobertsonC*1*. Jackson Bussell
Siments Jenner Saltonstall
rSSI? Johnson, Colo. Schoeppel
JCdnn Johnson, Tex. Smathers
S»niel Johnston.S.C. Smith, Mainenfrksen Kefauver Smith, N. J.™S Kennedy Smith, N.C.
5°H Ktlgore Sparkman
nwor=hak Kuchel Stennls
inland Langer Symlngton
Ellender Lehman Taft
Ferguson Long Thye
Flanders Magnuson TobeyFrear Malone Watkins
Pulbrlght Mansfield WelkerGeorge Martin WlleyGillette Maybank Williams
Goldwater McCarran Young
Gore McCarthy
Greeu McClellan

The VICE PRESIDENT. A quorum is 
present.

Mr. LANGER and other Senators 
asked for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were not ordered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 

tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
of the Senator from Tennessee desig 
nated "4-28-53-B."

The amendment was rejected.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I 

call up my amendment designated "C."
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend 

ment of the Senator from Tennessee will 
be stated.

. The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed to 
strike out all after the resolving clause 
and insert the following:

That for the purpose of assisting in mak 
ing a proper and equitable settlement of 
problems and claims arising out of the re 
cent decisions of the Supreme Court to 
the effect that the paramount right to the 
submerged lands (Including the resources 
therein) off the coasts of the United States 
Is in the Federal Government as against the 
coastal States (outside of the Inland waters 
and harbors, the Jurisdiction over which is 
recognized to be in the States) there is 
hereby established a temporary commission 
to be known as the Commission on Sub 
merged Lands (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Commission"), which shall be com 
posed of 9 members to be appointed by 
the President by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, 3 to be appointed to 
represent the general public, 3 to be ap 
pointed to represent the Federal. Govern- 
"jent, and 3 to be appointed to represent 
™e coastal states and then- Interests. Of 
'ne 3 members appointed to represent the 
coastal states, 1 shall be a resident of the

State of California, 1 a resident of the State 
of Louisiana, and 1 a resident of the State 
of Texas. Any vacancy in the Commission 
occurring after all the original appoint 
ments are made shall not affect the power of 
the remaining members to execute the func 
tions of the Commission arid shall be filled 
in the same manner as the original selection. 
The Commission shall select a chairman from,- 
among Its members.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the Com 
mission to make a full and complete investi 
gation and study for the purpose of deter 
mining (1) an economically sound and equi 
table program for the management by the 
United States of the resources In the sub 
merged lands off the coasts of the United 
States and outside of the Inland waters, and 
for the disposition of revenues from such 
sources, including a study of the feasibility of 
utilizing such revenues for improvement of 
the educational system and/or for a reduc 
tion of the national debt; (2) the amount of 
losses to private citizens, States, and com 
munities resulting from a dependence on the 
belief that the coastal States have the para 
mount rights to such lands and the resources 
therein; (3) which of such losses should be 
compensated by the United States; (4) for 
the purpose of establishing boundaries and 
lines of jurisdiction between the States and 
Federal Government; (5) the effect of this 
legislation upon experimentation now being 
conducted under congressional act to make 
potable water out of sea water; (6) the in 
ternational effects of the extension of our 
boundaries and its effect upon treaties; (7) 
the effect on public power developments and 
flood control of the language In section 6 
of Senate Joint Resolution 13, granting the 
States "proprietary rights of ownership, or 
the rights of management, leasing, use, and 
development of the lands" under navigable 
waters; (8) the relationship of the proposed 
policy toward the seaward submerged lands 
and the policy toward public lands within 
the United States and possessions; (9) such 
other related matters as the Commission 
deems wise to report upon. The Commis 
sion shall complete its investigation and 
study and make a report of its findings and 
recommendations to the President and the 
Congress not later than 6 months after the 
date on which the last of the original ap 
pointments to the Commission is confirmed 
by the Senate.

SEC. 3. Members of the Commission who 
are appointed from private life shall receive 
compensation at the rate of $50 per diem 
when engaged in the performance of the 
duties 6f the Commission. Officers or em 
ployees of the Government who are appoint 
ed to the Commission shall not receive addi 
tional compensation for their work on the 
Commission; but all members of the Com 
mission shall be reimbursed for travel, sub 
sistence, and other • necessary expenses in 
curred by them In the performance of their 
duties as such members. The Commission 
may appoint in accordance with the pro 
visions of the civil-service laws and the Clas 
sification Act of 1949 «uch personnel as it 
deems necessary to carry out its duties.

SEC. 4. The Commission Is authorized to 
secure directly from any executive depart 
ment, bureau, agency, board, commission, 
office, independent establishment, or Instru 
mentality any information, suggestions, es 
timates, and statistics which the Commis 
sion shall deem necessary for the purposes 
of this Joint resolution; and each such, 
department, bureau, agency, board, commis 
sion, office, establishment, or instrumental 
ity Is authorized and directed to furnish 
such Information, suggestions, estimates, and 
statistics directly to the Commission, upon 
request made by the Chairman. The Com 
mission is also authorized to secure from 
any special master appointed by the Supreme 
Court, with the consent of the Court, any 
such information, suggestions, estimates, 
and statistics.

SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sum, 
not exceeding $100,000, to carry out the pro 
visions of this Joint resolution.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I 
yield myself 3 minutes.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena 
tor from Tennessee is recognized for 3 
minutes.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, the 
purpose of my amendment, which is of 
fered as a substitute for the Holland 
joint resolution, is to establish a com 
mission, composed of 9 members, to 
be appointed by the President, 3 to 
represent the viewpoint of the Federal 
Government, 3 to represent the States 
involved, and 3 to represent the gen 
eral public, to study the many prob 
lems in connection with this question, 
particularly the many problems which 
have not been fully considered by the 
committee which has. considered the 
pending measure, and which the dis 
cussion on the floor indicates are neces 
sary to be resolved. 

. The commission would report in 6 
months. I think that by that time we 
could legislate with more light and less 
confusion on this very important sub 
ject matter.

The members of the commission would 
be appointed by the President, with the 
advice and consent of the Senate.

It seems to me, Mr. President, that 
before we pass this very important and 
far-reaching joint resolution, giving 
away, values estimated to be above $50 
billion, which the Supreme Court says 
belong to all the people of the United 
States, we should very carefully consid 
er what effect it will have upon proposals 
to give away other great national re 
sources, such as the public domain, min 
erals under public lands, and the na 
tional forests.

We should also consider what effect 
it will have on the treaties which have 
been entered into on the basis of the 
3-mile limit, which has been a cardinal 
principle of the Government of the 
United States. We should consider" 
what it will do to the experimentation 
now going on to make potable water out 
of sea water, because, under the Holland 
joint resolution, the water will belong 
to the States, and they would be en 
titled to charge a severance tax if any 
water were taken from the sea to irri 
gate arid lands. We should consider 
what effect it will have upon the in 
dustry engaged in recovering magnesium 
from the sea. Is that going to be cur 
tailed? Will the States be able to im 
pose a severance tax.in connection with 
magnesium taken from sea water?

Furthermore, it has been pointed out 
that the boundaries of States have 
changed very frequently. To what time 
are we referring when we talk about the 
low-water mark? As it is now, or at the 
time when the Republic of Texas was 
formed?

Mr. President, I think we should also 
consider what the joint resolution will do 
in the way of bringing about retaliatory 
action on the part of other nations with 
respect to our fisheries.

I. think the commission could make 
local adjustments and decide whether 
375/2 percent was the proper amount to
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be devoted to public schools, or to harbor 
districts, and also whether the Federal 
Leasing Act should be applied to the 
property involved.

Mr. President, the Washington Post 
this morning published a very good edi 
torial entitled "Time To Think." I be 
lieve it is time to stop, look, and listen 
before we take one of the most far-reach 
ing and, I am afraid, one of the most 
harmful actions which has been taken 
by the Congress in a long time. I ask 
unanimous consent that the editorial 
from the Washington Post be printed in 
the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the editorial 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows:

TIME To THINK
When one considers the Incorrigible char 

acter of the act and the magnitude of the 
treasure to be given away In the so-called 
tldelands bill to be brought up for a vote In 
the Senate today, the 6-month postponement 
suggested by Senator KEFAUVEB seems sensi 
ble and reasonable. The Senator would have 
the 6-month respite used by a presidential 
commission for the purpose of studying the 
offshore oil problem and recommending an 
equitable solution.

The 6-month postponement of a decision 
on the tangled Issue would be a boon for 
three reasons. First, It would make It pos 
sible for the public to learn what is Involved 
In the giveaway legislation—something that 
has been wholly obscure until lately even to 
most of the senatorial supporters of the bill. 
Second, It would afford a chance to look 
thoughtfully at some of the Implications of 
the bill which nave been examined so far 
only In the most casual and cavalier man 
ner—Its disastrous Impact, for example, on 
the traditional American Insistence that na 
tional sovereignty extends only 3 miles out 
from shore Into the open sea. Third, It would 
give President Elsenhower's administration a 
face-saving chance to escape, In the national 
Interest, from a campaign, pledge apparently 
made without full knowledge of Its meaning.

A rich treasure belonging to all the people 
of the United States Is at stake In the tide- 
lands controversy. So is a vital principle of 
International law. It would be an act of 
statesmanship If the Senate were to decide 
at this eleventh hour to settle the question 
on the basis of reasoned consideration In- 
etead of on the basis of political passion.

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I 
was about to yield myself 3 minutes, but 
I am afraid I would not be acting fairly 
toward my friend, the Senator from Min 
nesota, so I yield 2 minutes to him.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Minnesota is recognized for 2 
minutes.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
wish only to say that I am proud to be a 
cosponsor of the amendment, in the 
nature of a substitute, proposed by the 
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER]. 
It appears to 'me to contain one particu 
lar provision of great significance. The 
commission as outlined by the Senator 
from Tennessee would give an objective 
study to the international effects of the 
extension of our own boundaries, par 
ticularly the effect upon treaties.

Very frankly, whenever we are engaged 
In a subject matter so controversial as 
this, it is not uncommon for the executive 
department or for Congress to establish 
what may be called an impartial com 
mission. In the British Parliament such 
an organization is called a royal com 
mission. In the United States we called 
it an executive commission or a con

gressional commission. Such a proce-. 
dure was followed years ago in the crea 
tion of the Wickersham Commission, 
which made the famous Wiekersham re 
port. Likewise, it was done in many 
instances in the administration of Theo 
dore Roosevelt in connection with 
matters affecting the public lands. 

. What we are seeking to have done 
under this proposal is to take this highly. 
explosive, controversial measure out of 
the arena of political activity, where it 
now finds itself, and have it placed in 
the arena, or I should say area, of objec 
tive investigation and study. I think 
there is much to be,said fo- such action.

In all candor, I might just aa well say 
that I,understand those who have this 
gift almost in the palm of their hand, 
ready to be put into their back pocket 
and take it out the door, are not going 
to be willing to be very, should I say, 
helpful in agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the distinguished Senator 
from Tennessee.

Mr. President, since in this country we 
are now engaged in a great crusade, I 
submit that the best way to proceed is' 
to get the honest facts and to obtain the 
material which will acquaint us with all 
the causes of our sin: Then we shall be 
able to lead ourselves into paths of right 
eousness. I regret to say that now that 
is not what is happening in the Con 
gress of the United States vis-a-vis our 
support of the pending proposal.

The Senator from Tennessee by his 
proposal is offering a method by which 
disputes between the . States and the 
Federal Government may be adjusted, 
and I submit that he proposes fair repre 
sentation for the coastal States when he 
provides that there shall be three repre 
sentatives of those States on the Com 
mission. He would also give the Presi 
dent "of the United States a glorious op 
portunity to be relieved of a commit 
ment. He would give the President of 
the United States a chance to appoint 
a commission to make an objective, hon 
orable study of the problem of the sub 
merged lands, and later when the Com 
mission submits its report to base a 
judgment on its findings. At any rate, 
let ine say that an administration com 
mitted to a study of a situation such as 
this should embrace this opportunity 
gladly.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Tennessee has expired.

The Chair recognizes the Senator from 
Florida [Mr. HOLLAND].

Mr. HOLLAND. I am glad this 
amendment has come up. The question 
of the submerged lands in the Continen 
tal Shelf has been studied for nearly 16 
years. The first study began in 1937, 
when the question was before the Senate. 
The subject has been studied sufficiently, 
as disclosed by the fact that in 1946, 
and again last year, 1952, the Congress 
passed, by impressive majorities, pro 
posed legislation which was almost ex 
actly like the joint resolution which is 
pending before the Senate today. Legis 
lation of this character has been sub 
jected to the most careful scrutiny. I 
submit that in the many years of my 
membership in the Senate no measure 
that has come before a Senate commit 
tee has been subjected to such intensive 
hearings and testimony, and then to such

long consideration in the deliberations of 
the committee, as has Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13, under the direction of the dis 
tinguished senior Senator from Oregon 
[Mr. CORDON].

Furthermore, the Senate has debated 
this measure for 5 full weeks upon the 
floor of the Senate, not only in the day 
time but frequently in ihe nighttime, 
and, at least, on one occasion, through 
out the night.

Members of the Senate who feel that 
5 weeks of debate, following 16 years of 
study, is not sufficient, and who would 
desire another such experience of 5 more 
weeks next fall, following 6 months' 
study, are, of course, free to vote for 
this particular amendment. But it 
seems to me that it is almost the height 
of absurdity for the Senate to take action 
which in effect would be a recommittal 
of the joint resolution, after 5 weeks of 
debate, and after the Seriate has shown 
so clearly that it is following the views 
of the great majority of the people of the 
Nation, to whom this particular issue 
was submitted in an important way dur 
ing the last presidential campaign.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. HOLLAND. . I yield to the Senator 
• from South Dakota, if I have time to 

do so.
Mr. CASE. Does the Senator from 

Florida feel that the proposed Commis 
sion would be any more competent than 
Vas the Supreme Court to give a final 
decision in the matter?

Mr. HOLLAND. I think the proposed 
Commission probably would not be more 
competent than the committee which has 
considered and reported the resolution. 
I have very great confidence in their 
ability. I believe they have made a cor 
rect report.

Since the Senator from South Dakota 
is from one of the reclamation States, I 
desire to call attention to another item 
in connection with the benefits it is al 
leged this amendment would afford. The 
proposed commission would be com 
prised, in addition to its other members, 
of three members representing the 
States, to pass upon, among other things, 
the relationship of this proposed policy 
to the entire public lands policy within 
the United States and its possessions. 
The three representatives of the States 
would all come from States most affected 
by the joint resolution, California, Texas, 
and Louisiana. So the public-land 
States would be asked, under this disin 
genuous proposal, to trust their confi 
dence in full to the representatives of 
the three coastal States which are af 
fected without any direct representation 
of their own.

I hope the Senate will reject this mo 
tion to recommit, because that is exactly 
what this amendment really is. It is « 
motion for an additional half year 01 
study after 16 years of study. It is 
motion to render naught the 5 weeks ot. 
intensive debate and would prevent Coni 
gress from going ahead and doing tne 
things that are needed to be done for the 
good of the Nation as a whole.

Incidentally I doubt that we will da 
anything that is more to the good of 
Nation as a whole during this session, 
than the passage of this particular 
resolution, by which we will get rid
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at least, toward an ever 
^"greater bureaucracy in Wash- 
vand turn back to the States the 
ne of local problems which are in- 

KV related to tne weifare of count- 
illions of people, and, incidentally, 
"represent the investments of a 

he for many tens of thousands of 
phs of the Nation.

P VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
'senator from Florida has expired. 

r-l/ir HOLLAND. I hope the Senate 
r ^es a note for a return to sanity in 
•• liS ,prnment by rejecting this amend- 
' B *t and passing the joint resolution. 
.' Tfte VICE PRESIDENT. The question 

on the amendment of the Senator from 
rn nnessee [Mr. KEFAUVER] in the nature 
fa substitute for the committee amend 

ment, as amended.
Mr MORSE. Mr. President, on the 

amendment of the Senator from Ten- 
lessee I ask for the yeas and nays, and 

T urge my colleagues to keep their hands 
up until the clerk has finished counting. 

The yeas and nays were ordered, and 
the legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that 
the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] 
and the Senator from California [Mr. 
KNOWLAND] are necessarily absent. If 
present and voting, the Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] and the Senator 
from California [Mr. KNOWLAND] would 
each vote "nay."

I also announce that the Senator from 
Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] and the Senator 
from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] are absent 
on official business. If present and vot 
ing, the Senator from Kansas [Mr. 
CARLSON] would vote "nay."

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that the 
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERB] is 
absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 32, 
nays 59, as follows:

YEAS—32
Alken
Anderson
Chavez
Cooper
Douglas
Ferguson
Fulbright
Gillette
Gore
Green
Haydeu

Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md
Byrd
Case
Clements
Cordon
Daniel
Dlrksen
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
flanders
Frear
George

Hennlnga
Hill
Humphrey
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kllgore
Langer
Lehman
Magnuson

NAYS— 59
Goldwater
Griswold
Hendnckson
Hickenloopor
Hoey
Holland
Hunt
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, S. C.
Kuchel
Long
Malone
Martin
Maybank
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
Millikin

Mansfield
Monroney
Morse
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Sparkman
Symlngton
Tobey
Wiley

Mundt
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Robertson.
Russell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Stennls
Tart
Thye
Watkins
Welker
Williams
Young

NOT VOTINO — 5
KnowlandCnnle>f' Nebr- 

Capehart Kerr

So Mr. KEFAUVER'S amendment in the 
nature of a substitute was rejected.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
call up two amendments which I have
°n the desk, amendments designated

*-23-53-A," and "4-23-53-B." I ask

unanimous consent that the .reading of 
the amendments be dispensed with, and 
that the amendments be considered en 
bloc.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob 
jection, it is so ordered. Without ob 
jection, the amendments will be printed^ 
in the RECORD at this point.

Mr. MAGNUSON'S amendments are as 
follows:

On page 10, line 5, title I, strike out all 
down through and Including line 12, page 
11, and Insert In lieu thereof the following:

"TITLE I

"DEFINITION
"SEC. 2. When used In this Joint resolu 

tion—
"(a) The term 'lands beneath navigable 

waters' means—
"(1) all lands within the boundaries of 

each of the respective States which are cov 
ered by nontidal waters that are navigable 
under the laws of the United States, up to 
the ordinary high-water mark as heretofore 
or hereafter modified by accretion, erosion, 
and reliction;

"(2) all lands permanently or periodically 
covered by tidal waters up to but not above 
the line of mean high tide and seaward to 
a line three geographical miles distant from 
the coastline of each such State.

"(3) all filled In, made, or reclaimed lands 
which formerly were lands beneath navigable 
waters, as herelnabove defined.

"(b) The term 'boundaries' include the 
seaward boundaries of a State or Its bound 
aries In the Gulf of Mexico or any of the 
Great Lakes as they existed at the time 
such State became a member of the Union, 
but not to exceed a line 3 geographical 
miles distant from the coastline of each 
such State, or as extended or confirmed 
pursuant to section 4 hereof."

On page 17, line 12. beginning with the 
word "Nothing", strike down through and 
including line 18.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, the 
amendments relate to two different por 
tions of the joint resolution, but they 
are complementary. I ask unanimous 
consent, because there are two amend 
ments, that 10 minutes to a side be 
allowed.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob 
jection, the amendments will be consid 
ered en bloc, and 10 minutes to each side 
will be allowed.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I do 
not wish to take up much of the time of 
the Senate on the question involved in 
the two amendments. It was discussed 
at great length during the general debate.

the so-called Holland joint resolution to 
the 3-mile limit. In other words, they 
invalidate the portion of the joint reso-! 
lution which would allow Texas and 
Florida to go beyond the historic 3-mile 
limit.

My main reason for the restriction to 
the 3-mile limit is, first; that historically, 
since the days of Washington and Jeffer 
son, when Thomas Jefferson was Secre 
tary of State, and laid down the 3-mile 
limit as a basis for our describing and 
creating what we call international 
waters, all our treaties, whether they re 
late to fisheries, navigation, or anything 
else dealing with the high seas, have 
been predicated upon the 3-mile limit.

If the Holland joint resolution should 
pass without this amendment, we would 
find that we had violated that historic

precedent of the 3-mile limit and gone 
beyond it.

As I pointed out the other day, I see 
no reason whatsoever, if we go beyond 
the 3-mile limit, why the Dominion of 
Canada should not do likewise. Its 
Parliament has already threatened to 
do so. It might very well extend its ter 
ritorial waters 10 miles, 20 miles, or 30 
miles.

Mr. POTTER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. MAGNUSON. I shall be glad to 
yield in a moment.

Such an enactment would invalidate 
all our fishing treaties. There would be 
no reason why the Government of Mex 
ico should not go beyond the 3-mile 
limit into the Gulf of Mexico for a dis 
tance of 10, 20, or 30 miles. Mexico 
could say to us, "You have done it. Why 
can we not do it?" There would be no 
end to the extension of national bound 
aries by other countries.

Such a law would seriously affect our 
fishing treaties with Canada with re 
spect to the Pacific Coast. The exten 
sion to a 20-mile line north of Puget 
Sound, in some of the fishing waters with 
respect to which we have international 
agreements with Canada, .establishing 
them as Canadian waters, would mean: 
that American fishermen or fishermen 
'from any other nation would have to go 
through an entirely new procedure in 
order to fish in those waters.

The same situation would apply to the. 
Gulf of Mexico. It would apply to the 
Bering Sea. It could apply to many 
other waters. All my amendments would 
do would be to limit the Holland joint 
resolution to the 3-mile limit, which 
historically has been the basis of all pur 
treaties and all our international agree 
ments with respect to fisheries, naviga 
tion, and everything involved in free in 
ternational movement on the so-called 
high seas.

I now yield to my friend from Michi 
gan. __

Mr. POTTER. Is it not true that the 
Senator's amendments would limit to 3 
miles the boundaries of such States as 
Michigan in the Great Lakes?

Mr. MAGNUSON. No; the amend 
ments would apply only to international 
waters and only to coastal waters.

Mr. POTTER. It would not apply to 
the Great Lakes?

Mr. MAGNUSON. No; because the

fore, the limitation on the Holland joint 
resolution would apply only to the scope 
of the Holland joint resolution, which: 
applies only to coastal waters.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Washington yield?

Mr. MAGNUSON. I yield to my col 
league.

Mr. KENNEDY. I think the Senator's 
amendment is an excellent one. He 
knows that most of the fishing banks, 
such as the Grand Banks, are a part of 
the Continental Shelf. His amendments 
would do much to prevent the fishing 
fleets from being driven off their tradi-? 
tional fishing grounds.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Yes. Other coun 
tries could justifiably do what we would 
be doing. Only the other day in the 
Canadian Parliament a member of that
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body suggested, that if we go beyond the 
3-mile limit Canada would have the right 
to extend its historic boundaries. There 
could develop a continuing procedure. 
One country would say 10 miles; another 
country would say 20 miles; and very 
soon some countries would be claiming 
boundaries into the ocean.

Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Washington yield? •

Mr. MAGNUSON. I yield to my col 
league from New Mexico.

Mr. CHAVEZ. What the Senator from 
Washington has stated about the gulf 
coast is correct. Only within the past 2 
or 3 weeks some shrimpers from the 
Gulf States were detained at certain 
places in Mexico because it was charged 
they went farther into the gulf toward 
the Mexican shore than they were sup- 

. posed to go. .The same thing could hap 
pen to the international tuna fishing in 
dustry in the waters of Peru.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Yes, and in the wa 
ters of Costa Rica and southern Cali 
fornia. '

Mr. CHAVEZ. They would all be in 
the same category.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Certainly. There 
Is no reason why the tuna industry would 
not also be affected. All international 
agreements of all countries would be 
affected. I can foresee very serious com 
plications arising. The Committee on 
Foreign Relations has not studied the 
subject, as I believe it should, because 
it involves international boundaries.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con 
sent to have printed in the RECORD at 
this point in my remarks an explanation 
of my amendments.

There being no objection, the explana 
tion was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MAONTJSON 
.' On last Thursday I Introduced two amend 
ments to Senate Joint Resolution 13. They 
were printed and are lying on the table. I 
ask to call them up at this time.

Although the two amendments deal with 
separate sections of the bill, I ask that they 
be considered together—ask that they be 
.voted on en bloc.

On Thursday, April 23, I gave the Senate 
a brief explanation of the Intent and origin 
of these amendments. First, let me explain 
their intent—and here I repeat a portion 
of my previous remarks:

The net effect of these amendments Is to 
restrict the application of Senate Joint Res 
olution 13 to a strip of marginal sea, ex 
tending 3 miles oceanward from low tide on 
all coasts—Pacific, Atlantic, and gulf.

If Senate Joint Resolution 13 were to pass 
with these amendments included, the meas 
ure would be brought Into conformity with 
the historic position of the United States 
with respect to territorial waters. We would 
avoid, in this legislation, those problems 
which will arise—and the injury to industry 
and national security which may be done—if 
territorial waters off the coast of Texas and 
western Florida are extended 10'/4 miles 
seaward.

The Supreme Court stated that when the 
low-water mark Is passed, we enter the in 
ternational domain. I say that when you 
pass our historic 3-mile limit In any quit 
claim legislation, you Invite untold and un 
foreseen International complications. It 
seems to me, therefore, that If Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 is to be passed at all, 
we should reserve for future and thorough 
consideration by the Foreign Relations Com 
mittee of the Senate and the Foreign Af- 
Iairs Committee . of the House, this entire

question of extending seaward boundaries, 
beyond the 3-mile limit.

I realize that what I am proposing will 
not satisfy the States of Texas and Florida. 
It Is 'my conviction, however, that those 
States would not want the Congress to take 
action today which might jeopardize the 
shipping and fishing industries and—fur 
ther—might have far-reaching consequences 
to the movement of our Navy and military 
aircraft.
' It seems to me that the Foreign Relations 
Committee Is the proper committee of the 
United States Senate to consider the wisdom 
of extending the seaward boundaries of any 
State—whether it be 1 mile, 2 miles, or 7'/i 
miles beyond the 3-mile limit—a limit first 
enunciated by Thomas Jefferson in 1793.

The seaward boundaries of the United 
States and the coastal States are coexten 
sive—are Indivisible. You cannot extend the 
boundaries of 1, 2, or more States with 
out simultaneously extending the boundaries 
of the United States.

The second of these amendments deletes 
from section 4 of the bill the following lan 
guage, which appears on page 17, beginning 
at line 12:

"Nothing in this section is to be construed 
as questioning or In any manner prejudic 
ing, the existence of any State's seaward 
boundaries beyond 3 geographical miles If it 
was so provided by its constitution or laws 
prior to, or at the time such State became 
a member of the Union, or if It has been 
heretofore or hereafter approved by the 
Congress."

The language I have Just cited Is particu 
larly objectionable because It clearly hints 
that some of the supporters of Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 have in mind coming here to 
the Congress at some later date to ask for 
approval of boundaries extending seaward 
5, lO'/i, or 15 miles—or any other distance 
that may be required to encompass sub 
merged oil-bearing lands.

I realize that one Congress cannot bind 
another—that a subsequent Congress can re 
consider the boundaries of .respective States. 
It seems to me a mistake, however, to Issue 
a printed invitation to that effect at this 
time*. •

To restate the intent of these amend 
ments—if adopted the application of Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 will be restricted, so far 
as territorial waters are concerned, to a uni 
form pattern on all coasts—namely, 3 
miles seaward from the coastline—and, In 
title I, section 2 (a), the term "coastline" 
means the "ordinary low-water mark along 
that portion of the coast which Is in direct 
contact with the open sea and the line mark 
ing the seaward limit of Inland waters."

I now want to refresh the minds of Sen 
ators as to the origin of these amendments. 
Mr. John J. Real, manager and attorney for 
the Fishermen's Cooperative Association of 
San Pedro, Calif., appeared before the Sen 
ate Interior Committee and spoke elo 
quently on the great danger to the fishing 
Industry contained In Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13. The following organizations joined 
Mr. Real In presenting his statement:

Boatowners' associations: American Tuna- 
boat Association, San Diego, Calif.; Southern 
California Commercial Fishing Boatowners' 
Cooperative, Inc., Long Beach, Calif.; *San 
Diego Commercial Fishing Boatowners, Inc., 
San Diego, Calif. (The foregoing organiza 
tions represent the owners of approximately 
.600 tuna clippers, purse seiners, and albacore 
vessels who fish for mackerel and sardines 
In California and for tuna off the shores of 
Latin America.)

Labor unions: Seine and Line Fishermen's 
Union (AFL), San Pedro, Calif.; Cannery 
Workers and Fishermen's Union (AFL), San 
Diego; Cannery Workers Union of the Pacific 
(AFL), San Pedro. (The foregoing three 
unions are affiliated with the Seafarers Inter 
national Union of North America, AFL.) 
Fishermen's Union (local 33, ILMU), San

Pedro, Calif. (The foregoing unions repre 
sent approximately 14,600 California fisher, 
men and cannery workers.)

Canners' organizations: California Fist) 
Canners' Association, Terminal Island, Calif.; 

Tuna Research Foundation, Long Beach, 
Calif. (The foregoing organizations repre,' 
sent 15 canners of tuna, mackerel, and sar. 
dines In California.)

At the conclusion of his remarks, Mr. Real 
suggested that the bill be amended substan 
tially In accord with the amendments I have 
offered.

On Thursday, April 23, I dwelt at some 
length on the grave Implications involved in 
extending seaward boundaries 10% miles 03 
the coasts of Texas and Florida, as Senate 
Joint Resolution 13 proposes to do.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent also to have 
printed in the RECORD a copy of the re 
marks I made last week specifically re 
garding the fishing industry.

There being no objection, a copy of 
Mr. MAONTJSON'S* remarks was ordered to 
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

Mr. President, Important segments of our 
fishing industry have been concerned about 
the Implications of Senate Joint Resolution 
13. I think they have a right to be.

The proposed extension of seaward bound 
aries in the Interest of two States, and the 
possible extension by Congress later of the 
seaward boundaries of other States, as pro 
vided in the resolution, Is, in my opinion, a 
distinct change from our historic policy. 
That policy, since the time of Thomas Jef 
ferson, has recognized the principle of free 
dom of the seas.

Mr. John J. Real, manager and attorney 
for the Fishermen's Cooperative Association 
of San Pedro, Calif., put the point very well, 
I think, in bis testimony before the Senate1 
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

According to Mr. Real, 4 Important boat- 
owners' associations, representing the own- • 
ers of approximately 600 tuna clippers, purse 
seiners, and albacore vessels which fish for 
tuna off the shores of Latin America, Joined' 
In his statement.

Five labor organizations representing ap 
proximately 14,600 California fishermen and ! 
cannery workers, also Joined, as did organl- : 
zatlons representing 15 canners of tuna,; 
mackerel and sardines. v'j

In fairness to Mr. Real, I must point 6ut!| 
that he made.it clear to the committee t 
ho. did not oppose the Congress giving 
the coastal States certain rights to sul 
merged resources. .

He did oppose, and very ably, legislation] 
that would expand the historic claims of 
the United States to territorial waters i» 
a way that would bring newly acquired; 
waters traditionally considered to be hlgl? 
seas, within the sovereignty of the several 
coastal States. '

Mr. Real proposed several amendment^ 
to the pending resolution which, in 
opinion, would preserve our historic pbllc 
of Freedom of the High Seas, while 
to the States certain submerged oil re 
sources.

The committee did not see fit to 
rate these amendments in Its bill.

The bill now, as It did before Mr. 
submitted his proposed amendments, wo' 
expand the historic claims of the Unl 
States to territorial waters, wherein lies tnj 
danger.

In his testimony before the comBii 
Mr. Real pointed out that the legislati"! 
as It stood without his proposed ameD9j 
ments, and as—I may add—It stands to*1 
becomes a matter of International coOc 
because "it represents a change in U 
States policy toward the principle of 
freedom of the seas."

Elsewhere Mr. Real stated:
"Before pointing out specifically wh1 

the pending tidelands bill creates the si
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nave mentioned, it Is Important to 

tio V why the United States . should not 
/coDsldelj0in m any movement which changes 
,.jea4°r manner the doctrine of freedom of"gny
.tt>e"-se Qnitea States policy has always been 

•'• V'^fm coastal water sovereignty over the 
'.to cla gst possible belt of water. "In the
'jjaf0 nce of this policy it has claimed a .n*\, 0Ui».va «*~ ««««« vv «« vv w~u ..—, 
jurtnerai"- ^ territorial sea measured from and constitute one of the most fertile fish- 
three nu» exoept in the case of bays and Ing grounds off the coast of Canada. 
lines V7l"t'_' _——t-oi ir,/4an+aHr>nf: ninciplv The imoortance of these fishiner e

ermen, fish for salmon, halibut, and bottom 
fish off the Coast of Canada.

The .fishing season runs approximately 
from April 15 to October Ip. Naturally our 
people fish outside the Canadian 3-mile 
limit. One of the important fishing grounds 
is Hecate Straits lying between Queen Char 
lotte Island and the Canadian mainland. 
The straits are about 50 to 60 miles wide,,

Mr.
been OI 
nations

lines w"'Vn'er coastal indentations, closely
cert8id its beaches."

wpal told the committee that there has 
late a definite tendency by many 
o usurp more and more of the high 
added:

" fnrm ° be 

make this newly claimed sover- 
frultful to the claiming nation 

right of innocent passage 
maritime nations to pay tribute

The importance of these fishing grounds 
to Seattle and other of our fishery ports on 
Puget Sound can be illustrated, I think, by. 
the fact that the annual catch by our fishing 
fleets in and around the banks there amounts 
.to approximately $2,500,000 a year of all

n or route their ships and planes far out to

6ea,' ri then Mr. Real made what I consider 
n most significant statement of his entire

'""'•me 'easiest way to start the ball rolling 
ln this direction is for the United States as 
aworld leader to push its own boundaries 
further seaward.

As I stated earlier, Mr. Real suggested cer 
tain amendments which the committee did 
not choose to incorporate in its pending
bill.Later on in this debate I expect to pre 
sent these amendments to the Senate so that 
the Senate may act on them as a whole, with 
a view to determining whether or not the 
proponents of this legislation are agreeable 
to changes in the pending bill that, in the 
opinion of the principal spokesman who ap 
peared before the Senate committee in be 
half of the fisheries industry, are important 
for the protection of their Interests.

I assure the Senate that by doing so I am 
entirely conscientious and consistent. My 
concern for the protection of our American 
fisheries is a matter of record.

I have been diligent in my undertakings 
in behalf of the salmon industry, and par 
ticipated in the preparation of the fisheries 
provision of the Japanese peace treaty with 
a view to protecting our Alaska and coastal 
fisheries from, encroachment by Japan.

The commercial value of our American 
fisheries is too great, in my opinion, to be 
Jeopardized by any change in our traditional 
policy with respect to seaward boundaries 
and/or the freedom of the seas.

In 1950, the latest year for which I have 
complete records, the value of our tuna 
catch amounted to more than $61 million; 
that of our salmon catch to $37 '/2 million, a 
decline, I am sorry to say, of almost $10 
million from the 1949 record.

Landings of tuna and mackerel last year 
at San Pedro, Calif., alone were valued at 
»38 million, and at San Diego, tuna only, at 
«17 million.

ake from the area approximately 13 
pounds of salmon, halibut, and hot-- 

torn fish. The value of our entire catch off 
the western coast of Canada approximates 
$7,500,000 annually.

An extension of Canada's seaward bound 
ary 10 V4 miles would do great harm to our 
fisheries industry, and closure of the Straits 
would cause irreparable damage to it.

I should point out here that certain Ca 
nadian interests from time to time have 
threatened to close these important banks to 
our fishing fleet, contending that the straits 
constitute inland waters.

They have been deterred, I think, by our 
adherence in the past to the traditional 
3-mile limit in our own waters.

The threat to our Pacific Northwest fish 
eries would be augmented, and seriously aug 
mented in my opinion, by enactment of 
Senate Joint Resolution 13.

For the tuna Industry to the south the 
enactment df the pending bill would con*- 
stitute an even greater threat.

Testimony was presented to the commit 
tee, and is embodied in its printed hearings, 
that nine-tenths of the yield in tuna comes 
from areas of the high seas which are con 
tiguous to the 10 American Republics south 
of San Diego on the Pacific coast.

Not only are the fisheries off the Pacific 
coast vulnerable to any retaliatory moves 
that other nations might make as a result 
of extension, or seeming extension of sea 
ward boundaries, but our New England fish 
eries might not be exempt.

In this connection I wish to cite testimony 
presented before the House Committee on 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries at hearings 
held in 1950, by Dr. W. M. Chapman, tljen 
Special Assistant to the Under Secretary of 
State and a recognized authority on fisheries:

"The great fisheries that have been prose 
cuted by New Englanders for 300 years lie 
for the most part in the high seas contiguous 
to the coast of Canada. All expansion that 
is anticipated lies in the direction of being 
farther and farther from our coasts,, north 
ward and eastward around the corner of 
Newfoundland and up Davis Strait past 
Greenland and Labrador."

Elsewhere Dr. Chapman stated:
"If we permit the loss of our fisheries that 

now exist in the high seas contiguous to the__ _„„. .„ _ _.D_ __
Is it any wonder that the representative of coasts of foreign countries we lose the blg- 

«>e Fishermen's Cooperative Association of gest half of our fishing industry at one
Pedro is concerned?

event tnat someone may presume
stroke." 

Dr. Chapman was talking about fisheriesth t f . u ses 
an W Senator from Washington is going and not offshore oil resources, I will agree, 
sa ? fr°m the state he represents, let me but he was talking about more than that. 
ay that important tuna fisheries are being 

nrtrt?i°ped by tne companies of his State, in 
m^ u to our valuable salmon, halibut, 
™? bottom-fish industries.
»hi ?ultj Canada, following' the example ivu. *wai 4uui,cu, »u P 
Wouirt passa8e of the pending resolution ment by Dr. Chapman: 
boiVnrt present to them, decide to extend the "If one nation can unilaterally extend Its 
or to i °f Brltlsh Columbia 10y2 miles, sovereign territory out to sea by as much as 

w> incorporate within their boundaries a quarter of a mile then there is no reason 
and tv , between Queen Charlotte Island why it or any other nation cannot extend its 
*oulri i * mamland, then these industries boundaries seaward by 200 miles, by . 400

l~T be seriously affected. 
the Bf^tt amPllfy this point.

He was talking about our seaward bound 
aries, and Mr. Real quoted Dr. Chapman 
also in his, Mr. Real's testimony about sea 
ward boundaries. * 

Mr. Real quoted, in particular, this state-

.A portion of 
and PuSet Sound fishing fleet

miles, or by such distance it may desire. 
"In the chaotic situation that such claims

gainer nor, I believe, would mankind gen 
erally."

Mr. Real in his testimony commented on 
the Chapman statement. He said:

"For the reasons given above by Dr. Chap 
man, the United States has an obligation to 
its own fishing industry to prevent maritime 
aggression by others. In Its role as a world 
leader it owes a like obligation to other fish 
ing nations. It can't fulfill these obliga 
tions by attempts to expand its claims no 
matter how subtly they be disguised."

Mr. President, the very thing these emi 
nent authorities on American fisheries fear 
is being done in this Senate Joint Resolu 
tion however subtle the disguise.

In my opinion the disguise is not even 
subtle.

As Mr. Real testified at the time of his 
appearance before the Senate Committee:

"Title I, section 2 (a) of the bill recog 
nizes a power in Congress to extend a State 
boundary further seaward than 3 miles. 
A serious question, as yet not completely 
answered in the realm of International Law, 
arises as to whether any nation having once 
made its'claim to its seaward boundaries can 
tnereafter expand them.

"Regardless of the legal answer to that 
question, it would certainly be ill advised for 
the United States, as a matter of policy to 
say to the world that seaward boundaries can 
be expanded."

Title I, section 2, of the bill before us cer 
tainly recognizes such power, both now and 
in the future. The power and authority of 
any State to so extend its boundaries is 
stated even more emphatically in section 4 
of the present bill, under the subtitle "Sea 
ward Boundaries."

Let me quote just one sentence of that 
section:

"Nothing in this section Is to be construed 
as questioning or in any manner prejudicing 
the existence of any State's seaward bound 
ary beyond 3 geographical miles if it was 
so provided by its constitution or laws prior 
to or at the time such State became a mem 
ber of. the Union, or"—please note this— 
"or if it has been heretofore or is hereafter 
approved by Congress."

As Mr. Real stated, the broad method of 
determination of boundaries permitted by 
the bill is not consistent with present United 
States policy. He said and I quote:

"In our opinion the present bills should be 
amended so as to eliminate all possible con 
flicts with the present United States, policy 
on territorial waters. Each of the States 
which would gain from quitclaim legislation 
has some interest in fishing or other mari 
time pursuits. There is no need to place 
those interests in Jeopardy. The affected 
States can accomplish their primary purpose 
without doing that. They can gain their 
cod without losing a whale."

Mr. Real then proposed certain amend- 
ments which, as I stated earlier in the de 
bate, were not incorporated in the legisla 
tion now before us.

Mr. President, some of our Inland friends 
may consider the American fisheries one of 
our minor industries, Inconsequential when 
placed against the anticipated—and very 
much anticipated, I might add—wealth of 
our offshore oil resources.

But in terms of human beings who gain 
their livelihood from fisheries I hazard that 
more people are actively connected- with- 
commercial deep-sea fishing than in our 
deep-sea oil operation.

If I could be furnished with accurate data 
on how many people are engaged in offshore 
oil activities, other than oil company lobby 
ists or representatives who are now in Wash 
ington, I would welcome them. The com 
parison might be of great value to these de 
bates.

I do have some data on the number of 
commercial fishermen, their production in 
terms of catch, and the value of that catch

and counterclaims would bring about the and of fishery products at various states ofconsis uSe oun sng ee an counercams wou rng aou the and of fish 
"sung Of some 200 boats and i )50o fish- United States would not stand to be the production.
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•It Is contained In a leaflet, revised last 

month and published, Its heading states, 
by the United States Department of the In 
terior. Douglas McKay, Secretary, and by the 
Pish and Wildlife Service, Albert M. Day, 
Director. I commend It to my colleagues. 
For purposes of Identification you win find 
it listed as Fishery Leaflet 393.

Because I do not want to extend this de 
bate longer than I feel is necessary to bring 
facts which I believe important before the 
Senate, I will touch only on a few of the 
highlights.

In 1950,. the last year for which there is 
a complete record, America's commercial 
fishermen landed some 4,884,000,000 pounds 
of fish, valued at $343,876,492.

California fishermen led the Nation by 
landing 1.3 billion pounds of fish, valued 
at $81,605,112 to them; Massachusetts was 
second among the States with more than 
half a billion pounds of fish valued at $40 
million; Alaska yielded almost half a billion 
pounds of fish with a value to fishermen of 
more than $30 million, and Louisiana came 
next with 316,250,000 pounds worth $23,644,- 
000 to Its fishermen. .

Fishermen of my own State of Washing 
ton landed more than 100 million pounds of 
fish with a value of over $19 million.

The report published under the names of 
Secretary McKay and Director Day further 
Informs us that 599,000 persons were em 
ployed last year in the fishery industry, that 
some 84,600 fishing craft were utilized, and 
that the Nation had 3,500 fishery shore es 
tablishments.

At the retailers level, the report states, 
the estimated value of fishery products- last 
year was nearly $1 billion, and in 195.1, the 
year previous, exceeded $1 billion.

The publication which Secretary McKay 
and Director Day have Issued under their 
names also undertakes to estimate the capi 
tal valuation ol fishing industries In 1951, 
stating that the figures were arrived at under 
accepted principles of evaluation among 
businessmen. They are:
To fishermen and boat

owners____-__•_______ $6,281,250, 000
To manufacturers and proc-

essers...———..._____. i, 551,303, 000
To wholesalers of fishery

products——— ———————_ 1,189,971,000
To retailers of fishery prod 

ucts-—————___-____ 2, 054,556, 000

Total————__.__—— 11, 077, 080, 000
Of course I would not undertake to as 

sume that all of this capital value is predi 
cated on fisheries in seas contiguous to for 
eign nations.

But on the basis of testimony placed be 
fore committees of Congress I can assume 
that at least half of it is.

Dr. Chapman, in his testimony before the 
Bouse Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries, and repeated this year by Mr. Real 
at Senate hearings on the pending legisla 
tion, stated:

"If we permit the loss of our fisheries that 
now exist in the high seas contiguous to the 
coasts of foreign countries we lose the big 
gest half of cur fishing industry at one 
stroke."

Personally, I do not see how we can rec 
oncile this threat to a basic and historic 
industry, by approving the pending legis 
lation.

That passage of any legislation which 
would permit extension of traditionally 
accepted boundaries does constitute a threat 
I think there can be no doubt. The threat 
was aptly stated by the Stanford Law Re 
view of Stanford University in its issue of 
July. 1952, as follows:

"It may be that in the long run a policy 
of extending territorial waters would be 
detrimental to the United States. If we do 
this we could not complain U other nations

did likewise. Our military and economic In 
terests might be harmed as a.result."

Certainly the economic interest that 
would be first harmed is tha/t of our fishery 
industry.

It. of all our economic interests, Is most 
.dependent on the preservation of. histori 
cally accepted seaward boundaries and free 
dom of the seas. '"

For that reason I wish at this time to sub 
mit the first of several amendments to the 
pending legislation which were proposed 
by the spokesman for a large and important 
segment of our Pacific Coast fishery industry.

Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, will 
the senior Senator from Washington, 
yield?

Mr. MAGNUSON. I yield to my col 
league from Washington.

Mr. JACKSON. Is it not a fact that 
half of the American fishing industry's 
production comes from the- high seas 
contiguous to foreign nations?

Mr. MAGNUSON. That is correct.
Mr. JACKSON. So what we are doing 

here is jeopardizing half of the actual 
production of fish which is made avail 
able in the American market today. Is 
that correct?

Mr. MAGNUSON. Yes. Not only 
that, but the future of our fishing agree 
ments is based upon the fact that we 
will not extend our boundaries farther 
into the ocean.

I wish it to be clearly understood that 
I am against extending State bounda 
ries even out to the 3-mile limit, but if 
we are to turn the lands within that 
limit back to the States, at least we 
should not go beyond that limit, because 
on the basis of legal, ethical, interna 
tional, and moral obligations which we 
owe to other nations, we have never gone 
beyond our 3-mile limit.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. MAGNUSON. I yield to my col 
league from New Mexico.

Mr. ANDERSON. I am disturbed by 
what the Senator from Washington said 
in answer to the question of the junior 
Senator from Michigan [Mr. POTTER]. 
As I read .his amendments, they would 
apply also to the Great Lakes. Perhaps 
he should add a provision limiting the 
application of his amendments to the 
Pacific, Gulf, and Atlantic coasts, so as 
not to include the Great Lakes.

Mr. MAGNUSON. If the Senator from 
New Mexico will look at page 2 of my 
amendment 4/23/53-A, he will find that 
a paragraph has been added, which 
reads:

(b) The term "boundaries" include the 
seaward boundaries of a State or its bounda 
ries in the Gull of Mexico or any of the 
Great Lakes as they existed at the time such 
State became a member of the Union, but 
not to exceed a line 3 geographical miles dis 
tant from the coastline of each such State, 
or as extended or confirmed pursuant to sec 
tion 4 hereof.

The "section 4 hereof" refers to the 
Holland joint resolution.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Washington has 1 minute re 
maining.

Mr. MAGNUSON. I ask for the yeas 
and nays on my amendments.

The yeas and nays were not ordered.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I 

suggest the 'absence of a quorum.

TheThe VICE PRESIDENT, 
will call the roll.

The Chief Clerk called the roll, and 
the following Senators answered to their 
names:
Aiken
Anderson
Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Bricker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byrd
Case
Chavez
Clements
Cooper
Cordon
Daniel
Dlrksen
Douglas
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Ferguson
Flanders
Frear
Fulbrlght
George
Gillette
Goldwater
Gore
Green

Grlswold
Hayden
Hendrickson
Hennings
Hickenlooper
Hill
Hoey
Holland
Humphrey
Hunt
Ives
Jackson

. Jenner
Johnson, Colo.
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, S. C.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kilgore
Knowland
Kuchel
Langer
Lehman
Long
Magnuson
Mansfield
Martin
Maybank
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan

MilltkJn
Monroney
Morse
Mundt
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Robertson
Russell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Sparkman
Stennls
Symlngton
.Taft
Thye
Tobey
Watklns
Welker
Wiley
Williams
Young

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 
that the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
MALONE] is absent on official business.

The VICE PRESIDENT. A quorum 
is present.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I 
understand that I have 1 minute re 
maining.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Washington is correct.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, the 
suggestion has been made that my 
amendments might, apply to the Great 
Lakes. However, subsection Cb) of my 
.first amendment provides that the 
boundaries shall be consistent with ot 
pursuant to section 4 of the original- 
joint resolution, and section 4 of the 
original Holland joint resolution makes 
a very clear-cut distinction, for on- page 
17, in line 5, it is provided that "or to. 
the international boundaries of the • 
United States in the Great Lakes or anyy 
other body of water traversed by sucW 
boundaries."

In other words, the boundaries ar#' 
confirmed by the joint resolution itself. 
and my amendments would apply onty 
to the boundaries which are not con-; 
firmed by the joint resolution.

Therefore, Mr. President, in my opin 
ion it is clear that the amendments 
would exclude the Great Lakes.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 
to the Senator from Texas [Mr. 
the time available to me.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sen»' 
tor from Texas is recognized for I"' 
minutes.

Mr. DANIEL. Mr. President, I &' 
Heve that the amendment'of the senior 
Senator from Washington would do t*, 
things which he has not mentioned:

First, by the first paragraph of 
amendment, which calls for a rewor 
of section 2, subsection (a) (1}, the S 
ator from Washington would delete 
words "at the time such State 
a member of the Union, or acqui 
ereignty over such lands and waters
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to nontidal waters or inland w
~ay the Holland joint resolution 

• T"* drawn, State ownership is con- 
13 "id not only to the beds of navigable 
^rns at the present time, but also to 
st heds of streams which were navig-

'• ^ - • J.I.MA T..VIQTI + t*A Gtntn ovitavaft

In the case of Texas; there has been 
a treaty in regard to its boundaries 
which would be ignored by this proposed 
amendment. Mr. President, Texas en 
tered the Union with boundaries which 
were fixed 3 leagues from shore in the . 
Gulf of Mexico. Texas had maintained

*e "TthfTtime when the State entered those boundaries as an independent re- 
able public for 9 years. I do not ask Senators

T do not believe any Senator from an
i nd State would wish to adopt such 
amendment.

m the second place, I believe it is clear
t the Great Lakes are included in

S= last paragraph of the amendment.
tr in reading paragraph (b), on the

rond page of the proposed amendment 
fthe Senator from Washington, we 

find the following statement:
/b) The term "boundaries" include the

.award boundaries of a State or its bound-
ries in the Gulf of Mexico or any of the

rreat Lakes as they existed at the time such
state became a member of the Union, but
not to exceed a line 3 geographical miles
distant from the coastline of each such
State, or as extended or confirmed pursuant
to section 4 hereof.

Then, when we read section 4, we find 
that this proposed new paragraph would 
take precedence or at least would con 
stitute a conflict.

Mr. President, today the boundary of 
Minnesota extends from the coastline 32 
miles out into the Great Lakes—to the 
international boundary. The boundary 
of Michigan extends from the coastline 
85 miles into the Great Lakes, which 
have been held to be open seas.

The boundary of Wisconsin extends 
from the coastline 40 miles into the 
Great Lakes; the boundary of Ohio, 28 
miles; the boundary of New York, 26 
miles. Of course, the gulfward bound 
ary of the State of Texas extends 3 
leagues, or 10'/a miles; and the bound 
ary of the State.of Florida, on its west 
coast along the Gulf of Mexico, extends 
10'/2 miles.

Mr. President, some Senators talk 
about a "giveaway." Let me say that 
1 think the Congress of the United States 
would really be giving some property 
away—to the family of nations, any time 
7'/2 miles are cut off the coast of Florida 
and 71/2 miles off the coast of Texas. 
That would be releasing to the interna 
tional domain a vast area which Florida 
and Texas brought into the United 
States. It is now part of the States, and 
therefore it is part of the Nation. The 
same is true in the case of the Great 
Lakes States.

If we pass this joint resolution leaving 
tne States with what they have always 
fiad within their boundaries at the time 
they entered the Union, or as heretofore 
approved by Congress, we are at least 
peeping all that property within our 
nation. There is no property or wealth 
^longing to a State that is not also< a 
Part of the Nation.

Those who believe that every piece of 
{£operty or every right has to be held in 

ton, in order to belong to the 
1 of the United States and in order 

i enjoyed by the people of the United 
"wws,. are thinking directly contrary to

to take my word about this matter. I 
have before me a book published by the 
State Department, Miller, "Treaties and 
Other International Agreements of the 
United States of America," giving the 
boundaries of Texas as they existed at 
the time when Texas entered the Union. 
The 3-league boundary is set out exactly 
as fixed by the Congress of Texas in 
1836. In this book we find that the 
State Department has set out the An 
nexation Agreement with Texas, includ 
ing that agreement among the other 
treaties and international agreements 
of the United States. In that Annexa 
tion Agreement we find the following: 

That Congress doth consent that the terri 
tory properly included within, and rightfully 
belonging to the Republic of Texas, may be 
erected into a new State, to be called the 
State of Texas.

The United States took in all of Texas, 
all of the 3 leagues extending into the 
Gulf of Mexico, not just 3 miles.

Furthermore, we find that when Presi 
dent Andrew Jackson recommended that 
Congress recognize Texas as an inde 
pendent nation, he said to Congress, in' 
a special message:

The title of Texas to the territory she 
claims Is identified wi'th her independence.

Later, in 1845 while the annexation 
proposal was being considered in Texas 
there was insistence on the defense of 
Texas' original boundaries. Sam Hous 
ton asked for specific assurances that 
Texas' boundary would be maintained. 
President Polk, speaking for the United 
States, replied:

Of course, I would maintain the Texan 
title to the extent which she claims It to be.

Mr. President, the Holland joint reso 
lution does not fix any boundaries or 
change any boundaries; it simply follows 
the boundaries that have been in exist 
ence since the States entered the Union, 
or the boundaries that heretofore have 
been approved by the Congress.

On the other hand, the amendments 
of the Senator from Washington would 
change the boundaries. A similar 
amendment was offered in the House of 
Representatives this year, and received 
only 17 votes.

I ask even those Senators who are 
opposed to the joint resolution not to 
vote for the amendments of the Senator 
from Washington, which would lessen 
the boundaries of the Nation and sur 
render part of the lands within those 
established boundaries to future claims 
of other nations.

The United States kept its bargain 
with Texas, when it came time to fix the 
boundary between the United States and 
Mexico, after the war with that country. 
In 1848 in the Treaty . of Guadalupe- 
Hidalgo, between the United States and 
Mexico, we find that the boundary was

If Senators will turn to page 411 of 
the printed hearings before the Senate 
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee 
on Senate, Joint Resolution 13, the green 
volume on each desk, they will find 
opposite that page- a State Department 
map showing the survey of this boundary 
in the Gulf of Mexico. Does that sur 
vey show that the boundary of Texas was 
3 miles from shore? No, Mr. President; 
the survey shows that the boundary of 
Texas is 3 leagues from shore. My col 
leagues will find that this map refers to 
that boundary, which is the present 
boundary in the gulf between the United 
States and Mexico, as shown by a red 
line running into the gulf. On that red 
line are the following words:

International boundary begins 3 leagues 
from land.

That map is a State Department map 
of the actual survey made in 1911.

Mr. President, the Senate of the 
United States has approved the 3-league 
boundary of Texas and the 3-league 
boundary between the Republic <)f Mex 
ico and the United States in the Gulf of 
Mexico. That was done when the Sen 
ate approved the Treaty of Guadalupe- 
Hidalgo in 1848 and the Gadsden Pur 
chase Treaty in 1853, and again in con 
nection with a dispute between the 
United States and Texas over the north 
western limits of the State of Texas, after 
New Mexico had been ceded by Mexico 
to the United States. The Texas Bound 
ary Act of 1836 was recognized and fol 
lowed. At that time, after several 
months of debate on the question, Sena 
tor Foote, of Mississippi, when speaking 
in the Senate on January 16, 1850, said 
of Texas:

Title to all the territory claimed for her 
by the act of 1836, entitled "An act for de 
fining the boundaries of the Republic of 
Texas," is one which n< ingenuity can 
undermine and no. sophistry elude. Indeed. 
I suppose that the true limits of Texas will 
never again be disputed In the Congress 
of the United States.

Mr. President, I regret that after 103 
years the prophecy of Senator Foote has 
been broken and Texas' boundaries have 
been disputed by a Member of the Con 
gress. Those who would change the 
Texas boundaries after all these years 
would violate the promise of the Presi 
dent of the United States in 1845 and the 
treaties approved by the United States 
Senate. Those who take that position 
say, "Oh, our Nation follows the 3-mile 
limit." Yet the very books they cite 
show that certain exceptions have been, 
made, and that Texas is one of the ex 
ceptions, that Florida is another, and 
that the Great Lakes States are excep 
tions because their seaward boundaries 
extend clear out to the international 
boundary, much farther than 3 miles 
from shore.

Mr. President, Senate Joint Resolution 
13 would not give anything special 
to the State of Texas. It would simply 
follow what previous Congresses have 
done with reference to recognition of 
boundaries, confirming to Texas anji to 
every State all lands beneath navigable 
waters within State boundaries as they 
existed at the time each State enteredthe n i «""«iiU6 iiu.cti.iof wuunijr. wj Mexico, we nna inai me oounaary was exisiea ai me ume eacn aiaie eniereu 

tabu v, ples *ollowed bv those who es- fixed 3 leagues from land in the Gulf of the Union, or as heretofore approved by 
"»oushed our system of government.

XCIX——282
Mexico. the Congress.
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Mr. President, I hope that the Seriate 

will not challenge those boundaries, thus 
throwing the area beyond 3 miles into 
the jurisdiction of international law and 
the family of nations, giving it away and 
saying that it does not form any part 
or parcel of this country.

Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. DANIEL. I yield.
Mr. MAYBANK. Is it not correct to 

say that the same thing applies with re 
gard to what were the Original Thirteen 
States? In other words, it would not be 
giving anything to the States other than 
what was recognized by the Constitution 
and the Bill of Rights as belonging to the 
States?'

Mr. DANIEL. The Senator is correct. 
The pending measure has been amend 
ed. The amendment was offered by the 
Senator from Florida, limiting the over 
all extent of Senate Joint Resolution 13 
to 3 miles in the Atlantic and Pacific and 
3 leagues in the Gulf of Mexico.

Mr. President, let me urge that, re 
gardless of what may be done about the 
ownership of the lands; we should not 
do anything that would challenge or 
lessen the seaward boundaries of the 
States, because they are also the bound 
aries of the Nation. Just as established 
State boundaries inure to the benefit of 
the Nation, so does the wealth owned 
and developed by the States within those 
boundaries. In our country there is no. 
State wealth or individual wealth which 
does not form a part of the total wealth 
of the Nation, and that does not mean 
that the Federal Government must 
own or control everything. The only 
way in which we may have a strong Na 
tion is to have strong States, efficient 
local governments and strong individual 
citizens.- Our country was not built from 
the top down, and we cannot success 
fully maintain it if we follow those who 
would ignore the States and rob them of 
their rights and revenues in order to 
centralize everything in Washington, 
farther and farther away from the ob 
servation and control of the people.

I hope the amendments will be re 
jected.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, in 
order that there may be no misunder 
standing, I desire to modify my amend 
ments, on page 2, line 16, by adding the 
words "or the international boundaries 
of the United States in the Great Lakes 
or any other body of water traversed by 
such boundaries." That would exempt 
the Great Lakes.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Washington modifies his amend 
ments accordingly. The question is on 
agreeing, en bloc, to the amendments of 
the Senator from Washington, as modi- 
fled.

The amendments as modified, were 
rejected.

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, I desire 
to call up the amendment which I sub 
mitted, and which is now at the desk.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will.state the amendment.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the proper 
place in the joint resolution it is pro 
posed to insert the following new sec 
tion:

SEC. —. Each coastal State receiving any 
Income from oil, gas, or other minerals in

submerged lands, which are covered by tidal 
waters and are outside of Inland waters and 
the ordinary low-water line of such tidal 
waters, shall report at the end of each 6- 
month period In each fiscal year beginning 
after June 30, 1953, the gross amount of such 
Income received (Including amounts previ 
ously received and not reported) to the Sec 
retary of the Treasury who shall determine 
the total such Income received by all coastal 
States In such period. Within 60 days after 
the end of each such 6-month period the 
Secretary of the Treasury Is authorized and 
directed to pay to each of the several States 
an amount of money which shall be equal in 
the case of each such State to the percentage, 
listed In the following table, of such total, 
except that amounts reported by each coastal 
State as required In tl? s section shall be 
debited against amounts to be paid such 
coastal State under this section. Amounts 
paid to each State under this section shall be 
used primarily for public education to the 
extent deemed necessary by such State. 
Such table Is as follows:
State: Percentage 

Alabama-___________________ 2. 52 
Arizona.——__——__.._________ . 56 
Arkansas————————————_——.—— 1. 54 
California_'. __________;_________ 6. 33
Colorado——.."_——__——__——_— . 88 
Connecticut_____:__________ 1.17 
Delaware..__—__——-————.— . 20 
District,of Columbia..___.___ .37 
Florida——____________--___- 1.17 
Georgia———————————_______„ 2. 66 
Idaho..——__._____________ . 47 
Illinois__________._________ 5. 24 
Indiana____________________ 2. 61

. Iowa—————_———___________ 1.80
- Kansas.—_...____-._________ 1.26 

Kentucky__________________ 2.13 
Louisiana-_______ _______._ 2. 05 
Maine..———___,_...________- . 64 
Maryland_________.______.... 1. 47
Massachusetts..____—___-__— 2. 79 
Michigan——__—————..._..__.. 4. 36 
Minnesota-__ .'.______.——_——_— 2. 05
Mississippi-_______——„——.-._- 1. 80 
Missouri-^_________ .__——__- 2. 48

. Montana——__——..—————————— . 42 
Nebraska___________________ . 89 
Nevada...___„___._________ . 10
New Hampshire.....——_—._„— .35
New Jersey________-_______- 2. 77 
New Mexico...—.—_—————:———.- .55 
New York__________________ -8. 43 
North Carolina—————————————— 3.22 
North Dakota______.___.-____ . 48 
Ohio________________-____- 5. 04 
Oklahoma___—___————————— 1.68 
Oregon———————————————————— 1. 00 
Pennsylvania———————————————— 6. 79 
Rhode Island___„_———.————— .45 
South Carolina_____——_——___ 1.77 
South Dakota——————.————————— . 47 
Tennessee——„——__————————— 2. 44 
Texas__-_________——_——__- 5. 20 
Utah____________.___.____ . 57 
Vermont.____-___——___-____ . 27 
Virginia.._________-„_______ 2. 30 
Washington_________________ 1.49 
West Virginia______.—__-___- 1. 60 
Wisconsin__________________ 2.33 
Wyoming——__——__.——.„.___ . 24

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, I djesire 
to suggest a modification of my amend 
ment, on page 2, lines 9 and 10, by strik 
ing out the words "primarily for public 
education to the extent deemed necess- 
sary by such State," and inserting the 
words, "for education, in the manner to 
be prescribed by such State."

Mr. President, 'the purpose of my 
amendment is to let'all the States share 
in this grand giveaway scheme. I am 
opposed to this giveaway because I be 
lieve the United States Government 
needs the natural resources within its 
lands and waters, for the benefit of all

the United States, and not only of th« 
coastal States. I believe our Govern, 
ment needs these natural resources 
especially now in preparation for the de.' 
fense of all the United States and not 
only of the coastal States.

However, I fear that most of my col. 
leagues do not share this belief and so 
will vote for this giveaway. The Senate 
joint resolution, provided it is held con, 
stitutional by the courts, will effect this 
giveaway by giving coastal States certain 
lands and natural resources, and the 
other States will get nothing.

The objection to this discrimination 
and special privilege will be to a con. 
siderable extent overcome if a gift of cor- 
responding value be made to the other 
States, so that they all will share alike.

This cannot be done by giving all the 
States rights to lands beneath navigable 
waters within their boundaries, because 
there may be no such navigable waters 
there. It might be done, and possibly 
will be done later, if the giveaway policy 
continues by giving some of the States 
rights to oil, gas or other minerals be 
neath their lands. However, all of the 
States do not have such natural re- 
sources, and those that do, have them in 
differing amounts and kinds. So the 
only fair and just provision is to give the 
States not sharing in this giveaway a 

. proportional amount of money corre 
sponding as nearly as may be .with that 
which they would respectively benefit by 
if this giveaway were not made.

It would not be feasible to fix such an 
amount now, since the value of the sub 
merged lands has not been ascertained 
On the other hand, the value of the nat> 
ural resources actually obtained from 
time to time can be ascertained. So this 
value is taken as the basis for payment 
to all the States proportionately, the 
amount already received by each coastal 
State being taken into account. These 
sums are authorized to be paid at reg? 
ular intervals, as the resources are. 
developed.

If national resources are to be disposed:! 
of, it is desirable that the States receljg. 
ing them, or their equivalent, use sucE 
proceeds for a national purpose. EdH% 
cation is regarded as such a purpose^ 
since all of us are citizens of one NatioM 
and are free to come and go anywbere| 
in it. So I have added the provisio_i& 
that such proceeds shall be used by 6*58?- 
State for education. The percentage 
each State has in the development &: 
these resources is based on its percentage* 
of enrolled schoolchildren aged 5 to 1M

I trust that in the interest of fairneM 
•and justice between the States Wa 
amendment will be adopted.

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. GREEN. I yield. .
Mr. FERGUSON. By what methpaj| 

the percentage which each State " 
receive determined?

Mr. GREEN. It Is ascertained^ 
finding the total number of schoolcg 
dren within the State between the 
of 5 and 17. ,The percentage of 
State is shown in the table annexe^ 
the amendment. £

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. president 
have given considerable study 
amendment submitted by the , 
guished Senator from Rhode Island--3
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T understand its meaning. I hope 

'tf#e nator Wiii follow me closely to 
06 5f!lher I am in error. As I under- 
'"* the situation, the distinguished 

would require, not that any 
shall be paid over by the coastal 

' tut that a report shall be made 
rally »nd that- computing from 

"rrfiort'the Secretary of the Treas- 
'• required to pay certain amounts. 
a. gn amount equal to the total re- 

-°H to the several States, which in 
would double the amount of the

«eu» to me very clear that the 
ator has taken very kindly to the idea 

Sfnt. giveaway about which Senators 
0 e been talking so long, because he 
11 really proposes to give something 

•a He proposes to augment the 
**PJ'[s and set up another fund equal 
r aiat and require that the funds be 
Distributed among the States which do 
not participate in the products of the 
submerged lands.

I shall be glad to yield to the Senator 
from Rhode Island if I am mistaken in 
my interpretation of his amendment.

Mr GREEN. Mr. President, the Sen 
ator has asked a question, so I suppose 
he is willing to yield to me.

The Senator from Florida is exactly 
right, as he usually Is. I am opposed to 
giveaways of this kind, but I am more 
opposed to giving away to the coastal- 
States than I am to giving to all the 
States. I propose giving to all the other 
States.

Mr. HOLLAND. I thought I under 
stood the Senator's suggestion, and now 
I am sure of it. He says he wants the 
Nation to grant an additional sum of 
money equal to that which may be pro 
duced by the submerged lands, to be 
given away to other States, meaning that 
he doubles the size of the operation, or 
whatever name he calls it, but he has not 
explained how he arrived at his figures. 

Mr. President, I hope the amendment 
of the distinguished Senator from Rhode 
Island will be rejected.

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, if the 
Senator from Florida had been paying, 
attention to me when I had the floor,, 
he would have found that I did explain,. 
in answer to a question by the Senator 
from Michigan [Mr. FERGTJSON], how the 
sums were arrived at.

Mr. HOLLAND. I did pay attention 
to the Senator's statement.

Mr. GREEN. If the Senator paid at 
tention. I do not think he shows much 
comprehension of it.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 1 re 
gret that my intelligence is so limited,. 
out I am satisfied with the one admis 
sion which was made by my distinguished 
J riencj i to the effect that he proposes art 
additional grant, equal to the total reve 
nues from the submerged lands, to be 
siven by the United States to other States 
fil*55ordance with the rather arbitrary 

he states in his amend-

Mr. President. I hope the Senator's 
"""•ndment will be rejected.

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, my heart 
I in, ' I love not only 3 or 4 States,-

!°ye 48 States.
tion • VICE PRESIDENT. The ques- 

15 on agreeing to the amendment

offered by. the Senator from Rhode 
Island, as modified.

The amendment as modified was 
rejected.

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to place in the REC 
ORD at this point in my remarks my rea 
sons for supporting Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13.

There being no objection, the state 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WATKINS
I am voting for Senate Joint Resolution 13 

because. I believe It. to be In the public. 
Interest.

It Is the responsibility of the Congress 
to settle once and for all the long-standing 
controversy between the seaboard States and 
the Federal Government as to who owns 
offshore underwater lands within State 
boundaries. It Is the responsibility of Con 
gress to legislate who has the right to con 
trol the extraction of the minerals and other 
things of value which lie In these submerged' 
lands.

From the earliest days of our Republic 
It was considered the settled law of the 
land that the various States had title to 
the land under the navigable waters within 
their territorial limits. In the case of most 
of the coastal States, the territorial limits 
of the States were generally conceded to 
extend seaward from the low-water mark to 
the 3-mile limit. In the case of Texas and 
the gulf coast of Florida, the traditional 
boundary extended 10% miles seaward. In 
the 1930's, as a consequence of agitation gen 
erated by the New Deal, disputes were raised 
between the States and the Federal Govern 
ment, with the Federal Government assert 
ing a proprietary right and Interest In the 
submerged lands. These disputes eventually 
reached the courts and In 1947 the Supreme 
Court handed down a ruling In the so-called 
California case which had the effect of re 
versing what had heretofore been considered 
the law of the land. The Supreme Court 
upheld the contention of Federal paramount 
rights which had been raised by the New 
Deal and Fair Deal administrations. The 
Congress on several occasions has enacted 
legislation to define and restate the law. 
This legislation was fought and opposed at 
every turn by the New Deal and the Fair 
Deal. In 1946, and again In 1952, a Fair Deal 
President vetoed bills which had been passed 
by Congress confirming the States claims 
to their submerged coastal lands.

From the very beginning I have felt that 
lands beneath navigable water within State 
boundaries, whether they are beneath Inland 
lakes and rivers or beneath the ocean, right 
fully belong to the States. The States, not 
the Federal Government, should have the 
power to control the development of such' 
lands. On every occasion when this matter 
has come before me In my capacity as a 
United States Senator I have endeavored to 
vote In a manner which would fulfill this 
basic belief.

In 1952 the Issue finally was taken directly 
to the people and was put to popular vote. 
The Republican Party, through Its 1952 plat 
form and through the statements of Its can 
didates, took the position In favor of con 
firming In the coastal States their title to- 
the undersea lands lying within their his 
toric boundaries. The Democratic Party, 
through Its platform and through the state 
ments of Its candidates, pledged Itself to, 
sustain the New Deal-Fair Deal action which 
had culminated In the assertion of Federal- 
ownership.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 and H. R. 4198, 
which has already passed the House, fulfill 
one of the 1952 campaign pledges of the Re. 
publican Party. They confirm and return to- 
the States concerned the rights of title to 
the submerged lands which was theirs In

fact prior to the ruling of the Supreme Court 
in the case of United States v. California. 
This ruling which was banded down on June 
23, 1947, held that the lands which com 
prise the bed of the marginal sea off the 
coast of California were subject to the para 
mount rights of the Federal Government and 
not the State of California as had thereto 
fore been the law.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 and H. R. 4198 
also clarify and make it plain once and for 
all that the Government of the United States 
has primary right In the submerged lands ex 
tending from the historic boundaries of the 
States seaward to the edge of the Continental 
Shelf. Thus the Congress, by clear-cut leg 
islative action, will put to rest the vexing, 
dispute which was deliberately generated by 
those who sought to take from the States the 
lands which had uniformly been consid 
ered to be the property of the States before 
the advent of the New Deal.

The Holland substitute for Senate Joint 
Resolution 20 of the 82d Congress was similar 
in Intent and purpose to the Holland bill,. 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 of the 83d Con 
gress. I favored and would have voted for 
the Holland substitute, but it was evident 
and In fact had been announced that the 
President would veto the bill If It were 
passed by the Congress. As a consequence 
of this practical political situation and be 
cause of the urgent need for development 
of the oil resources in the submerged lands,, 
I believed It to be in the public Interest to 1 
vote for the so-called Interim bill. Accept 
ance of the Interim bill Idea had the pur 
pose of postponing the final decision as to 
ownership and title of the submerged lands. 
It sought to clear the way, however, for 
production of oil in this area until such time 
as the political stalemate, which was block 
ing enactment of quitclaim legislation, could 
be resolved.

In the 82d Congress those who opposed, 
confirming title to the coastal States of the 
lands within their historic borders sought, 
to further complicate the question by in 
jecting Federal aid to education. This action, 
took the form of the Hill amendment which 
proposed to earmark a percentage of the- 
Federal Government's tldelands oil receipts 
for Federal aid to education in the various 
States. This legislative maneuver was de 
signed to bring those who favored Federal 
aid to education on the side of those who 
opposed returning offshore lands to the 
States.

On two separate occasions I voted for 
Federal aid to education when that question 
was before Congress on its own merit. My 
vote against the Hill amendment to the tide- 
lands oil bill In the 82d Congress was not a 
vote against Federal aid to education. At 
the time I cast that vote, I made the follow 
ing statement which appears In the CON 
GRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 98, part 3, at 
page 3355:

"I voted against the Hill amendment be 
cause I believed It to be contrary to sound' 
financial policy to earmark Federal Income 
for special purposes or groups. I have here 
tofore voted for Federal aid to education 
each time It has been before the Senate.

"The adoption of the Hill amendment 
would complicate an already complex situa 
tion without giving any really dependable 
help to education. The vote on the motion- 
to table the Hill amendment should demon 
strate conclusively that there are not suffi 
cient number of votes In the Senate to over 
ride a Presidential veto, which is sure to 
come in the event of the enactment of the 
Holland substitute.

"That being the case, it seems to me that 
trie only practical thing to do to get oil 
developed in the tldelands area Is to vote 
for the so-called interim bill.

"In view of the critical world situation, 
it seems to me that everything that can 
possibly be done to Increase our oil supply
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should be done. The Interim bill would per 
mit full development of those resources and 
leave to the future the settlement of the 
problem of final ownership of tldelands oil."

The opponents of this legislation have 
used every device from propaganda through 
filibuster In their fight to block its passage. 
They have labeled It a "giveaway" and a 
"raid on the Nation's public-land wealth." 
They have sought to scare the public by 
spreading the fear that passage of this bill 
will be followed by a general giveaway of the 
timber, mineral, water and waterpower, and 
the grazing rights in Federal lands in the 
Interior of the United States. The President, 
who twice vetoed the so-called quitclaim 
bill, went so far as to call this proposed leg- 

• islatlon robbery In broad daylight.
As a matter of actual fact Senate Joint 

Resolution 13 Is a forthright and specific 
piece of legislation designed to effect a fair 
and honest settlement of a dispute over 
offshore gas and oil deposits. It does not 
deal with national forests or grazing rights 
or mineral rights in the Inland States.

The Federal Government, on behalf of all 
of the States, continues to be the owner and 
controller of all the resources in the Con 
tinental Shelf seaward of the historic bound 
aries of the coastal States as defined in the 
bill. Senate Joint Resolution 13 does not 
rob anyone of anything. It does not plunder 
the public domain nor does it give anything 
away. It simply concedes that the coastal 
States have In law title to that which they 
had In fact prior to 1947.

The State of Utah Is a public-land State. 
It was created out of the public domain of 
the United States, and to this day 71 percent, 
or approximately 40 million acres of the land 
area of Utah, is still under Federal owner 
ship and control. Included in this vast area 
of Federal land within the State of Utah Is: 
7,870,185 acres of national forests, 286,447 
acres of national parks' and monuments, 39,- 
019 acres of Federal Soil Conservation Serv 
ice land-utilization projects, 24,476,743 acres 
of Bureau of Land Management Federal 
grazing land, 2,533,527 acres of Indian lands, 
74,381 acres of Federal wildlife reserves, 455,- 
540 acres of reclamation land withdrawals, 
2,082,307 acres of Army and Air Force mili 
tary withdrawals, 92,314 acres of naval re 
serve, and 8,262 acres of land for other 
miscellaneous Federal uses. These lands are 
held by the United States In trust to a large 
extent for the people of the State of Utah. 
Other publlc-'lan.d States are In a comparable 
situation.

Senate Joint Resolution 13 in no way con 
cerns itself with these lands. It does not 
divest the Federal Government of a single 
acre of this vast area, nor does it give away 
any of the Federal Government's income 
derived from the use and development of this 
land.

The State of Utah has an estimated inland 
water area of 1,644,800 acres. That means 
that within the historic and commonly ac 
cepted boundaries of the State of Utah there 
are no less than 1,644,800 acres of submerged 
land. That vast area lies under Utah's lakes, 
ponds, reservoirs of 40 or more acres in area, 
and streams and canals one-eighth of a 
statute mile or more In width. Senate Joint 
Resolution 13 confirms Utah's ownership of 
this large acreage underlying the navigable 
lakes and streams located within its borders.

The oil and gas and various other min 
erals which lie in the offshore submerged 
lands are not worth a single dollar to anyone 
until they are extracted and put to use. 
They will produce no Income for the Federal 
Government nor for any State or local cov- 
ernmeni; until they are extracted and mar 
keted. Those who want to produce and 
market these resources are prepared to do 
so In a private capacity with private • risk. 
They are prepared to pay for that privilege 
and they have little concern whether they 
shall make such payment to the Federal 
Government or to a State government. All

they ask Is that the question of ownership 
be settled so that they will know whom to! 
deal with and to whom to make payment.

In conclusion, let me refer to the argu 
ment that these submerged lands belong to 
all the people of the United States and make 
this comment: These lands should r^long to 
the peoples of the States where the divine 
providence placed them. The older States 
have had full use of then- resources over 
the years. It is just and equitable that the 
younger States should have the same use 
of whatever resources God gave them.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, the only 
1 of my 3 brief amendments that 
I intend to call up is that designated 
"5/1/53-D." It is a clarifying and per 
fecting amendment.

I wish to address a question to the 
Senator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND], 
because, as I understood the Senator 
from Florida and the Senator from 
Texas [Mr. DANIEL], they were going to 
consider the amendment overnight and 
then advise me, when I brought it up, 
whether they had any objections to it. 
It seeks to carry out what the proponents 
have stated, that they have no intention 
of modifying or repealing existing law 
pertaining to commerce and navigation, 
rivers and harbors,'reclamation and ir 
rigation, national defense, and interna 
tional affairs.

It only adds to the list of statutes by 
specification now in the joint resolution 
the law of 1899 and the law of 1920 and 
makes clear that no statute pertaining 
to the subjects enumerated is in any way 
repealed, amended, or modified by this 
resolution.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend 
ment offered by the Senator from Ore 
gon will be stated.

The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed to 
amend section 7 so as to read as follows:

SEC. 7. Nothing in this Joint resolution 
shall be deemed to amend, modify, or repeal 
existing law pertaining to commerce and 
navigation, rivers and harbors, reclamation 
and irrigation, national defense and Inter 
national affairs, including but not limited 
to the acts of July 26, 1866 (14 Stat. 251), 
July 9, 1870 (16 Stat. 217), March 3, 1877 
(19 Stat. 377),'March 3, 1899, chapter 425, 
section 10 (30 Stat. 1151). June 17, 1902 
(32 Stat. 388), Federal Water Power Act of 
June 10, 1920, chapter 285, section 39 (41 
Stat. 1077), as amended, and December 22, 
1944 (58 Stat. 887), and acts amendatory 
thereof or supplementary thereto.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask the 
Senator from Florida and the Senator 
from Texas if they have decided that 

•they have no objections to my amend 
ment.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I re 
gret to advise the Senator from Oregon 
that we do very strongly object to the 
amendment. If the Senator from Ore 
gon has completed his argument, I will 
yield for discussion.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I make 
only one additional point. I think my 
amendment makes very clear the intent 
of the proponents. We have been try 
ing to find out whether there is any 
intention of modifying existing law in 
regard to commerce and navigation, riv 
ers and harbors, reclamation and irri 
gation, national defense and interna 
tional affairs. I think, from the stand 
point of the legislative history of the 
pending joint resolution, it is very im

portant that the Senate take a defltyt. 
stand.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, , 
yield to the distinguished senior sV 
ator from Oregon [Mr. CORDON].

Mr. CORDON. Mr. President,
on its face this proposed amending, 
would appear to be only further ej 
planatory of Senate Joint Resolution 13' 
I have three specific objections to th. 
proposal from the point of view of thos! 
who have had the obligation of inves, 
tigating and considering the terms Ot 
Senate Joint Resolution 13 and present, 
ing it to the Senate.

I am making this statement in my 
capacity as acting chairman of the Sen. 
ate Committee on Interior and Insular 
Affairs, the committee that had re. 
sponsibility for Senate Joint Resolution 
13, and I am making it because I deem 
it proper that the RECORD should indj. 
cate the reason why there occurs in the 
measure the section which my colleague 
seeks to amend, namely, section 7.

SPECIFIC RESERVATIONS NOT NEEDED

Mr. President, first, let me say that 
under the philosophy of the pending 
measure there is no need to specify any 
particular statute as being unaffected by 
the terms of Senate Joint Resolution 13. 
The joint resolution itself changes the 
status of property, nothing more. It 
expressly reserves from its effects all the 
constitutional powers of the Govern 
ment under the commerce clause, under 
the obligations for national defense, and 
under paramount rights to conduct in; 
terriational affairs. They are all ex 
pressly reserved, except from the appli 
cation of Senate Joint Resolution 13. 
Consequently, there is no need expresdj 
to exempt any statute. So, Mr. Presi 
dent, the question would naturally arise; 
why is section 7 in the joint resolution? 
That section, as it appears in the joint 
resolution, is as follows: ^

SEC. 7. Nothing in this Joint resolution 
shall be deemed to amend, modify, or refett 
the acts of July 26, 1866 (14 Stat. 251JJ 
July 9, 1870 (16 Stat. 217), March 3, 187 
(19 Stat. 377), June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 3"" 
and December 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 887), 
acts amendatory thereof or supplement! 
thereto.

It is because those acts are express]! 
mentioned in this section that I ,."" 
making this' explanation. The acts;|j 
question have to do entirely with 
of water in the United States under a|| 
and authority not included within «|r 
commerce cause. The only act wnjc 
could possibly be construed to be wit 
the commerce clause is the act of 
cember 22, 1944. That was a rivers i 
harbors and a flood-control act. If'. 
will take the time to read it, it wiUJ 
found that there is expressed in it c 
tain restrictions placed by Congress w 
the Corps of Engineers in the flel(J|j 
flood control and rivers and harbor 
the portion of the United States ' 
the 97th meridian.

WATER RIGHTS OP STATES PROTECTED j

Certain requirements are there as.| 
ditions precedent to improvement^ 
the waterways in anywise, and < 
obstructions within flowing st 
That protection is there in order to/I 
tect the vital water rights of the W?| 
States. It is because of those proV
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nnlv that the act of 1944 Is 

^2? as one of tnose specifically 
>d as being unaffected by Sen- 
' Resolution 13.

Maw-rrfnaining acts have to do with 
IP^ Hon and with mining on the 
Frl^l domain. They could actually 
"'if<<Lpn eliminated without any dan- 

>??• t soever; but out of an abundance 
r*h*'n and at the request of attor- 

ral from the Western land 
of the National Reclamation 

,,ulj they were originally in- 
i in the measure because they hap- 

C1U"^i to refer to the uses of water in an 
P6"1 where water is vital to the economy 
8refilfc of the people. Otherwise, there 
90 reference to any statute that would 
'ea° within the purview of the com- 
Minep clause, of national defense, or of 
"frnfltional affairs. The reason for 
to Hs that there is already in the joint 

lutlon an express reservation with 
Terence to those matters.

one thing more. The Senator has of- 
. "a certain language, in addition to a 
Inference to the 2 sections in 2 other 

is One of those sections is section 
™ in the act of 1899. That is one 
cation out of more than 900 sections 
mat appear in the "Navigation and Nav- 
table waters" title of the United States 
Code. That is title 33, and the Sena 
tor's amendment singles out only 1 sec 
tion of the 900 or more sections in the 
navigation law.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the senior Senator from Oregon has ex 
pired.

Mr. CORDON. I do not desire further 
to transgress. We have had some ex 
periences along that line, and I do not 
wish to continue them.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, my sen 
ior colleague has helped clarify the legis 
lative history of section 7, which is all 
to the good. Most of his remarks have 
been directed to constitutional powers 
rather than to legislative powers. I 
think he has made the situation very 
clear with regard to constitutional pow 
ers, but there is still on the books the 
whole body of legislation providing for 
exercising those powers, about which 
there can be a great deal of litigation 
ana many disputes.

The amendment preserving that body 
w statutes and the specific addition of 
"M two statutes already mentioned 
would be of great aid in setting forth 
«»e legislative history, so far as existing 
legislation is concerned.

In my judgment, we have in the state 
ment of my senior colleague a clearer 
legislative history than we had before 
«e spoke, but 1 am still going to offer my 
riT,^dment. because I think it would 
^ariry the legislative history that much more.

) PRESIDENT. The ques- 
thn <=S On freeing to the amendment of 

!L°enatbr from Oregon [Mr. MORSE], 
*«e amendment was rejected. 
Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, I call up 

endment which I offered and in 
of whlch I briefly addressed the. 
earlier today.

ii ! ^CE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
1» state the amendment.

Er CLERK- In Ueu of the lan- 
proposed to be inserted by the

committee amendment it is proposed to 
insert the following:

That (a) the provisions of this section 
shall apply to all mineral leases covering 
submerged lands of the Continental Shelf 
Issued by any State or political subdivision 
or grantee thereof (Including any extension, 
renewal, or replacement thereof heretofore 
granted pursuant to such lease or under the . 
laws of such State): Provided—

(1) That such lease, or a true copy thereof, 
shall have been filed with the Secretary by 
the lessee or his duly authorized agent 
within 90 days from the effective date of 
this Joint resolution, or within such fur 
ther period or periods as may be fixed from 
time to time by the Secretary;

(2) That such lease was Issued (1) prior to 
December 21, 1948, and was on June 5, 1950, 
In force and effect In accordance with Its 
terms and provisions and the law of the 
State Issuing it, or (11) with the approval 
of the Secretary and was on the effective 
date of this Joint resolution In force and 
effect In accordance with Its terms and pro 
visions and the law of the State Issuing It;

(3) That within the time specified In 
paragraph (1) of this subsection there shall 
have been filed with the Secretary (1) a cer 
tificate Issued by the State official or agency 
having Jurisdiction and stating that the lease 
was In force and effect as required by the 
provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsec 
tion or (11) In the absence of such certificate, 
evidence In the form of affidavits, receipts, 
canceled checks, or other documents, ana 
the Secretary shall determine whether such 
lease was so In force and effect;

(4) That except as otherwise provided In 
section 3 hereof, all rents, royalties, and other 
sums payable under such a lease between 
June 5, 1950, and the effective date of this 
Joint resolution, which have not been paid 
In accordance with the provisions thereof, 
and all rents, royalties, and other sums pay 
able under such a lease after the effective 
date of this joint resolution shall be paid 
to the Secretary, who shall deposit them In 
a special fund In the Treasury to be disposed 
of as hereinafter provided;

(6) That the holder of such lease cer 
tifies that such lease shall continue to be 
subject to the overriding royalty obligations 
existing on the effective date of this joint 
resolution;

(6) That such lease was not obtained by 
fraud or misrepresentation;

(7) That such lease, If issued on or after 
June 23, 1947, was Issued upon the basis of 
competitive bidding;

(8) That such lease provides for a royalty 
to the lessor of not less than 12 V4 percent 
in amount or value of the production saved, 
removed, or sold from the lease: Provided, 
however, That if the lease provides for a 
lesser royalty, the holder thereof may bring 
it within the provisions of this paragraph 
by consenting In writing, filed with the Sec 
retary, to the Increase of the royalty to the 
minimum herein specified;

(9) That such lease will terminate within 
a period of not more than 5 years from the 
effective date of this Joint resolution In the 
absence of production or operations for drill 
ing: Provided, however, That If the lease pro 
vides for a longer period, the holder thereof 
may bring it within the provisions of this 
paragraph by consenting In writing, filed 
with the Secretary, to the reduction of such 
period, so that it will not exceed the maxi 
mum period herein specified; and

(10) That the holder of such lease fur 
nishes such surety bond, If any, as the Sec 
retary may require and complies with such 
other requirements as the Secretary may 
deem to be reasonable and necessary to pro- • 
tect the Interests of the United States.

(b) Any person holding a mineral lease 
which comes within the provisions of sub 
section (a) of this section, as determined 
by the Secretary, may continue to maintain 
such lease, and may conduct operations

thereunder. In accordance with its provisions 
for the full term thereof and of any exten 
sion, renewal or replacement authorized 
therein or heretofore authorized by the law 
of the State Issuing such lease: Provided, 
however, That If oil or gas was not being 
produced from such lease on or before De 
cember 11, 1950, then for a term from the 
effective date hereof equal to the term re 
maining unexplred on December 11, 1950, 
under the provisions of such lease or any 
extensions, renewals, or replacements au 
thorized therein, or heretofore authorized 
by the laws of the State issuing, or whose 
grantee issued, such lease. A negative de 
termination under this subsection may be 
made by the Secretary only after giving 
to the holder of the lease "notice and an 
opportunity to be heard.

(c) With respect to any mineral lease that 
Is within the scope of subsection (a) of this 
section, the Secretary shall exercise such 
powers of supervision and control as may 
be vested In the lessor by law or the terms 
and provisions of the lease.

(d) The permission granted In subsection
(b) of this section shall not be construed to 
be a waiver of such claims. If any, as the 
United States may have against the lessor 
or the lessee or any other person respecting 
sums payable or paid for or under the lease, 
or respecting activities conducted under the 
lease, prior to the effective date of this Joint 
resolution.

SEC. 2. The Secretary Is authorized, with 
the approval of the Attorney General of the 
United States and upon the application of 
any lessor or lessee of a mineral lease issued 
by or under the authority of a State, Its 
political subdivision or grantee, on tidelands 
or submerged lands beneath navigable In 
land waters within the boundaries of such 
State, to certify that the United States does 
not claim any proprietary Interest in such 
lands or In the mineral deposits within them. 
The authority granted In this section shall 
not apply to rights of the United States In 
lands (a) which have been lawfully acquired 
by the United States from any State, either 
at the time of Its admission Into the Union 
or thereafter, or from any person in whom 
such rights had vested under the law of a 
State or under a treaty or other arrange 
ment between the United States and a for 
eign power, or otherwise, or from a grantee 
or successor In interest of a State or such 
person; or (b) which were owned by the 
United States at the time of the admission 
of a State Into the Union and which were 
expressly retained by the United States; or
(c) which the United States lawfully holds 
under the law of the State In which the lands 
are situated; or (d) which are held by the 
United States in trust for the benefit of any 
person or persons, including any tribe, band, 
or group of Indians or for Individual In 
dians.

SEC. 3. In the event of a controversy be 
tween the United States and a State as to 
whether or not lands are submerged lands 
beneath navigable inland waters, the Sec 
retary is authorized, notwithstanding the 
provlsfons of subsections (a) and (c) of sec 
tion 1 of this Joint resolution, and with the 
concurrence of the Attorney General of the 
United States, to negotiate and enter into 
agreements with the State, its political sub 
division or grantee or a lessee thereof, re 
specting operations under existing mineral 
leases and payment and impounding of rents, 
.royalties, and other sums payable thereunder, 
or with the State, Its political subdivision or 
grantee, respecting the Issuance or nonls- 
suance of new mineral leases pending the 
settlement or adjudication of the contro 
versy: Provided, however, That the authoriza 
tion contained In this section shall not be 
construed to be a limitation upon the au 
thority conferred on the Secretary In other 
sections of this Joint resolution. Payments 
made pursuant to such agreement, or pur 
suant to any stipulation between the United
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States and a State, shall be considered as 
compliance with section 1 (a) (4) hereof. 
Upon the termination of such agreement or 
stipulation by reason of the final settlement 
or adjudication of such controversy, If the 
lands subject to any mineral lease are de 
termined to be In whole or In part submerged 
land of the Continental Shelf, the lessee, 
If he has not already done so, shall comply 
With the requirements of section 1 (a), and 
thereupon the provisions of section 1 (b) 
shall govern such lease. The following stip 
ulations and authorizations are hereby ap 
proved and confirmed: (1) The stipulation 
entered Into in the case of United States 
against State of California, between the At 
torney General of the United states and the 
Attorney General of California, dated July 
26, 1947, relating to certain bays and har 
bors in the State of California; (11) the stip 
ulation entered into In the case of United 
States against State of California, between 
the Attorney General of the United States 
and the Attorney General of California, 
aated July 26, 1947, relating to the contin 
uance of oil and gas operations in the sub 
merged lands within the boundaries of the 
State of California and herein referred to as 
the operating stipulation; (111) the stipula 
tion entered Into in the case of United States 
against state of California, between the At 
torney General of the united States and the 
Attorney General of California, dated July 
28, 1948, extending the term of said op 
erating stipulation; (Iv) the stipulation' eur 
tered Into In the case ol United States 
against State of California, between the At 
torney General of the United States and the 
Attorney General of California, dated August 
H, 1949, further extending the term ol said 
operating stipulation; (v) the stipulation 
entered into the case of United States against 
State of California, between the Attorney 
General of the United States and the At-. 
torney General of California, dated August 
21, 1950, further extending and revising said 
operating stipulation; (vl) the stipulation 
entered Into in the case of United States 
against State of California, between the At 
torney General of the "United states and the 
Attorney General of California, dated Sep 
tember 4, 1951, further extending and revis 
ing said operating stipulation; (vll) the 
notice concerning "Oil and Gas Operations 
in the Submerged Coastal Lands of the Gulf 
of Mexico" Issued by the Secretary of the 
Interior on December 11, 1950 (15 F. R. 8835), 
as amended by the notice dated January 26, 
1951 (16 F. R. 953), and as supplemented by 
the notices dated February 2, 1951 (16 F. B. 
1203), March 5, 1951 (16 F. R. 2195), April 
S3. 1951 (16 F. R. 3623), June 25, 1951 (16 F; 
R. 6404), August 22, 1951 (16 F. R. 8720), 
October 24. 1951 (16 F. R. 10998), and Decem 
ber 21, 1951 (17 F. R. 43), respectively.

SEC. 4. (a) In order to meet the urgent 
need during the present emergency for fur 
ther exploration and development of the oil 
and gas deposits in the submerged lands of 
the Continental Shelf, the Secretary is au 
thorized, pending the enactment of further 
legislation on the subject, to grant to the 
qualified persons offering the highest bonuses 
on a basis of competitive bidding oil and gas 
leases on submerged lands o' the Continental 
Shelf which are not covered by leases within 
the scope of subsection (a) of section 1 of 
this Joint resolution.

• (b) A lease issued by the Secretary pur 
suant to this section shall cover an area of 
such size and dimensions as the Secretary 
may determine, shall be for a period of 5 
years and as long thereafter as oil or gas may 
be produced from the area in paying quanti 
ties, or drilling or well reworking operations 
as approved by the Secretary are conducted 
thereon, shall require the payment of a 
royalty of not less than 12 yx percent, and 
shall contain such rental provisions and such 
other terms and provisions as the Secretary 
may by regulation prescribe In advance of 
offering the area for lease.

(c) AH moneys paid to the Secretary for 
or under leases granted pursuant to this sec 
tion shall be deposited in a special fund in 
the Treasury to be disposed of as hereinafter 
provided.

(d) The Issuance of any lease by the Sec 
retary pursuant to this section 4 of this 
Joint resolution, or the refusal of the Secre 
tary to certify that the United States does 
not claim any Interest In any submerged 
lands pursuant to section 2 of this Joint 
resolution, shall not prejudice the'ultimate 
settlement or adjudication of the question 
as to whether or not the area Involved is sub 
merged land beneath navigable inland 
waters.

SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided in subsec 
tion (b) of this section, the money received 
under the provisions of this Joint resolution 
shall be used, in accordance with such pro 
visions of law as may be later enacted by the 
Congress, for the following purposes:

(1) Ten percent to reduce the national 
debt;

(2) Ten percent for education;
(3) Ten percent for research In the pre 

vention and extermination of cancer;
(4) Ten percent for research in the pre 

vention and extermination of heart disease;
(5) Ten percent for research in the pre 

vention and extermination of muscular 
dystrophy;

(6) Ten percent for research In the pre 
vention 'and extermination of multiple 
sclerosis;

(7) Ten percent for research in the pre 
vention and extermination of infantile 
paralysis;

(8) Ten percent for aid to the blind;
(9) Ten percent for aid to disabled vet 

erans; and
(10) Ten percent to the American Na 

tional Red Cross to be used for the allevia 
tion of human suffering.

(b)'The provisions of this section shall not 
apply to moneys received and held pursuant 
to any stipulation or agreement referred to 
In section 3 of this Joint resolution pend 
ing the settlement or adjudication of the 
controversy.

(c) If and whenever the United States 
shall take and receive in kind all or any part 
of the royalty under a lease maintained or 
issued under the provisions of this Joint 
resolution and covering submerged lands of 
the Continental Shelf lying within the sea 
ward boundary of any State, the value of such 
royalty so taken In kind shall, for the pur 
pose of subsection (a) (1) of this section, be 
.deemed to be the prevailing market price 
thereof at the time and place of production, 
and there shall be paid to the State entitled 
thereto 37'/fc per cent of the value of such 
royalty.

SEC. 6. (a) The President may, from time 
to time, withdraw from disposition any of 
the unleased lands of the Continental Shelf 
and reserve them for'the use of the United 
States in the interest of national security.

(b) In time of war,.or when the President 
shall so prescribe, the United States shall 
Have the right of first refusal to purchase 
at the market price all or any portion of the 
oil and gas produced from the submerged 
lands covered by this Joint resolution.

(c) All leases issued under this Joint reso 
lution, and leases, the maintenance and oper 
ation of which are authorized under this 
Joint resolution, shall contain or be con 
strued to contain a provision whereby au 
thority is vested In the Secretary, upon a 
recommendation of the Secretary of Defense, 
during a state of war or national emergency 
declared by the Congress or the President 
after the effective date of this Joint resolu 
tion, to suspend operations under, or to 
terminate any lease; and all such leases shall 
contain or be construed to contain provisions 
for the payment of Just compensation to the 
lessee whose operations are thus suspended 
or whose lease is thus terminated.

SEC. 7. Nothing herein contained shall af 
fect such rights, if any, as may have been

acquired under any law of the United Stat.. 
by any person on lands subject to this w;1 
resolution and such rights, if any, shall h! 
governed by the law in effect at the tw 
they may have been acquired: Provi^ 
however, That nothing herein contained L 
intended or shall be construed as a finain? 
interpretation, or construction by the Con 
gress that the law under which such rlg^jj 
may toe claimed In fact applies to the iaa? 
subject to this Joint resolution or author 
izes or compels the granting of such rig^ 
of such lands, and that the determination 
of the applicability or effect of such i a, 
shall be unaffected by anything herein 
contained.

SEC. 8. The United States consents that the 
respective States may regulate, manage, ay 
administer the taking, conservation, ana de. 
velopmeht of all fish, shrimp, oysters, clanu 
crabs, lobsters, sponges, kelp, and other ma.' 
rlne animal and plant life within the area 
of the submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf lying within the seaward boundary 0[ 
any State, in accordance with applicable 
State law.

SEC. 9. The United States hereby asserti 
that it has no right, title, or interest In or 
to the lands beneath navigable inland waten 
within the boundaries of the respective 
States, but that all such right, title, and In. 
terest are vested in the several States or the 
persons lawfully entitled thereto under the 
laws of such States, or the respective lawful 
grantees, lessees, or possessors In interest 
thereof under State authority.

SEC. 10. Section 9 of this Joint resolution 
shall not apply to rights of the United States 
In lands (1) which have been lawfully ac 
crued by the United States from any State, 
either at the time of its admission into thj 
Union or thereafter, or from any person In 
whom such rights had vested under the law 
of a State or under a treaty or other arrange 
ment between the United States and a for 
eign power, or otherwise, or from a grantee 
or successor in Interest of a State or such" 
person; or (2) which were owned by th« 
United States at the time of the admission 
of a State into the Union and which were 
expressly retained by the United States; or,' 
(3) which the United States lawfully hold! 
under the law of the State In which the landj" 
are situated; or (4) which are held by tb;'. 
United States in trust for the benefit of any 
person or persons, including any tribe, I 
or group of Indians or for individual Ind 
This Joint resolution shall not apply to i 
ter power, or to the use of water for the 
ductlon of power, or to any right to dev 
water power which has been or may Be 
pressly reserved by the United States for^g 
own benefit or for the benefit of Its lice 
or permittees under any law of the 
States. 3V

SEC. 11. (a) Any right granted 
the enactment of this Joint resolution;^ 
any State, political subdivision thereof," ' 
nicipality, agency, or person holding 
under to construct, maintain, use, or o 
any dock, pier, wharf. Jetty, or any 
structure in submerged lands of the Con 
nental Shelf, or any such right to the suns 
of filled-ln, made, or reclaimed land 
areas, Is hereby recognized and conflr 
the United States for such term as 
granted prior to the enactment of this J<£ 
resolution. '>

(b) The right, title, and Interest of 
State, political subdivision thereof, 
pality, or public agency holding ther 
to the surface of submerged lands 
Continental Shelf which in the fut" 
come filled-in, made, or reclaimed lan#l 
result of authorized action taken by e&W 
State, political subdivision thereof, ^ 
pality, or public agency holding thercj 
for recreation or other public Pu 
hereby recognized and confirmed 
United States.

SEC. 12. Nothing in section 11 of t&Js| 
resolution shall be construed as COO'S 
or recognizing any right with respect S
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• hpr minerals in submerged lands of 

i •& °,inental Shelf; or as confirming or 
".''rtint'1* „ interest in submerged lands 

*Jf ntinental Shelf other than that 
to the right to construct, maintain, 

«ss»- - H occupy the structures enumerated 
/•°7-si1° t.on or to the use and occupancy 

!•> 0at Srface of fllled-in or reclaimed land. 
of t*8 , The structures enumerated in sec- 

gsc. 13 ' bovei shall not be construed as in- 
tlo» llp ?prrjcks, wells, or other installations 
ciudli>8 ,ged lands of the Continental Shelf 
in su"w® jn the exploration, development, 
«mpl°Hon and production of oil and gas or 
extf minerals, or as Including necessary 
""* jor the development of water-

P°*el" Nothing contained In this Joint 
SECfion shall be construed to repeal, limit, 

reS ff ct in any way any provision of law re- 
or B j0 t,ne national defense, the control of 
latlif! * or tne improvement, protection 
n° reservation of the navigable waters of 
and nnited States; or to repeal, limit, or 
tt>e t any provision of law heretofore or 
"after enacted pursuant to the constitu- 
tf~^ authority of Congress to regulate com- 

*o with foreign nations and among the rcrc" •*
ver States.
SBC 16 Anv Person seeking the authorlza-
n of the United States to use or occupy 

" ' submerged lands of the Continental 
Shelf for the construction of, or additions 
to installations of the type enumerated in 
section 11 of this Joint resolution, shall ap- 
D]v therefor to the Chief of Engineers, De- 
mitment Of the Army, who shall have au 
thority to Issue such authorization, upon 
such terms and conditions as in his discre 
tion may seem appropriate.

Sic. 16. Within 2 years of the date of the 
enactment of this joint resolution, the Chief 
of Engineers shall submit to the Congress 
his recommendations with respect to the use 
and occupancy of submerged lands of the 
Continental Shelf for installations of the 
type enumerated in section 11 of this Joint 
resolution.

SEC. 17. The Secretary is authorized to Is 
sue such regulations as he may deem to be 
necessary or advisable in performing his 
Junctions under this Joint resolution.

SEC. 18. When used in this Joint resolution, 
(a) the term "tidelands" means lands sit 
uated between the lines of mean high tide 
and mean low tide; (b) the term navigable 
means navigable at the time of the admis 
sion of a State into the Union under the 
lows of the United States; (c) the term 
"Inland waters" Includes the waters of lakes 
(Including Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, 
&le, and Ontario to the extent that they are 
within the boundaries of a State of the 
United States), bays, rivers, ports, and har 
bors which are landward of the ocean; and 
lands beneath navigable inland waters In- 
wide fil!ed-ln or reclaimed lands which for 
merly were within that category; (d) the 
wrm "submerged lands of the Continental 
°neir means the lands (including the oil, 
sas, and other minerals therein) underlying 
owi Open ocean, situated seaward of the 
Unit ry low-water mark on the coast of the 
and states and outside the Inland waters,' 
tho *xt<Jndlng seaward to the outer edge of 
J" continental Shelf ; (e) the term "seaward 
wndary Of a State" means a line three nau- 

seaward from the points on the 
anrt a state at which the submerged 

the t .the Continental Shelf begin; (f) 
auth r "mlneral lease" means any form of 
<nent 'on for tne exploration, develop- 
ttiinpr i°r Production of oil, gas, or other 
"leans IK and (B) the term "Secretary" 

A "s tfte Secretary of the Interior.
°lutin ? the tltle so as t0 read: "J°int res- 
oii anrt Provide for the.development of the 
aaia" 8»s reserves of the Continental Shelf 
to b,*? to the shores of the United States, 
firmth 4 certain equities therein, to con- 
Unae',ve. tltlea of the several States to lands 
6tate !yln6 inland navigable waters within 

°°Undarles, and for other purposes. '

Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, instead 
of abusing the patience of the Senate by 
prolonging the debate on the pending 
amendment, I simply state its purpose in 
order that all concerned may thoroughly 
understand the important matter on 
which they are about to vote.

The amendment provides that the in 
come derived from the oil, gas, and other 
valuable resources under the submerged 
lands lying off the coasts of California, 
Louisiana, and Texas be used for the fol 
lowing purposes:. 10 percent to reduce 
the national debt, 10 percent for educa 
tion, 10 percent for research in the 
prevention and extermination of cancer; 
10 percent for research in the prevention 
and extermination of heart disease; 10 
percent for research in the prevention 
and extermination of muscular dys 
trophy; 10 percent for research in the 
prevention and extermination of mul 
tiple sclerosis; 10 percent for research in 
the prevention and extermination of in 
fantile paralysis; 10 percent for aid to 
the blind; 10 percent for aid to disabled 
veterans; and 10 percent to the Ameri 
can National Red Cross, to be used for 
the alleviation of human suffering.

In the economy of time, I simply urge 
my colleagues on both sides of the aisle 
to respond to the admonition of the 
prophet:

Choose you this day whom ye will serve.

Will you serve God, or Baal? If you 
are going to serve humanity, and thereby 
serve humanity's God, vote for this 
amendment. If you are going to serve 
Baal, vote against it.

I ask for the yeas and nays on the 
amendment.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I do 

not think it will be necessary to reply at 
great length. I should like to ask the 
distinguished Senator to correct me if 
I have misunderstood his amendment, 
because it has come in only since the .be 
ginning of the session today.

As I understand, it is supposedly the 
same as the Lehman amendment, which 
was rejected earlier, with the single 
exception that this amendment pro 
poses that 100 percent of the revenue 
shall go to the Federal Government and 
shall be divided among the 10 fine ob 
jectives, with 10 percent being devoted 
to each objective, rather than to go to 
schools exclusively, as provided by the 
distinguished Senator from New York 
in his amendment. If that be not a cor 
rect understanding, I shall be glad to 
be corrected.

Mr. NEELY. The Senator from Flor 
ida is correct.

Mr. HOLLAND. Without further la 
boring the matter, I should like to call 
the attention of the Senate to the fact . 
that this amendment would propose to 
use 100 percent of the revenue from the 
whole belt for the 10 fine objectives 
stated in the amendment of the distin 
guished Senator from West Virginia, all 
to be operated as a Federal proposition. 
The States would have no part in the 
income, because the States would be 
entirely excluded.

This is another proposal for federal- 
ization, nationalization, and paternal 
ism, and I hope the amendment will be 
rejected.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
of the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. 
NEELY] , in the nature of a substitute for 
the committee amendment. On this 
amendment the yeas and nays have been 
ordered, and the Secretary will call the 
roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 

that the Senator from Nebraska [Mr, 
BUTLER] is necessarily absent.

If present and voting the Senator 
from Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] would vote "nay."

I also announce that the Senator from 
Indiana [Mr. CAPEHAKT] and the Senator 
from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] and the 
Senator from Nevada [Mr. MALONE] are 
absent on official business.

If present and voting the Senator from 
Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] would vote "nay."

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that 
the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] 
is absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 27, 
nays 64, as follows:

YEAS—27 
Chavez 
Douglas 
Fulbrlght 
Gore 
Green 
Hayden 
Hennlngs 
Hill 
Humphrey

Aiken
Anderson
Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byrd
Case
Clements
Cooper
Cordon
Daniel
Dirksen
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Ferguson
Flanders

NOT VOTING—5 . 
Butler, Nebr. Carlson Malone 
Capehart Kerr

So Mr. NEELY'S amendment In • the 
nature of a substitute was rejected.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I call 
up my amendment designated "4-15- 
53-A." I offer the amendment.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator wish to have the amendment 
read at this time?

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I can 
save time by making a brief statement 
and dispensing with the reading of the 

' amendment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob 

jection, the amendment will be printed 
in the RECORD at this point.

Mr. ANDERSON'S amendment is as fol 
lows :

On page 19, line 14, Insert "titles I and II 
of" after "Nothing In."

At the end of such Joint resolution Insert 
the following new title:

"TITLE III 
"REVENUES FROM PUBLIC LANDS

"SEC. 12. Notwithstanding any provisions 
of law other than those contained in this 
Joint resolution—

Hunt
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kilgore
banger
Lehman
Magnuson

NAYS— 64
Frear
George
Gillette
Goldwater
Griswold
Hendrlckson

Mansfield
Monroney
Morse
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Sparkman
Symlngton
Tobey

Mundt
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Bobertson
Russell

Hickeniooper Saltonstall
Hoey Schoeppel
Holland Smathers
Ives Smith, Maine
Jenner Smith, N. J.
Johnson, Tex. Smith, N. C.
Johnston, S. C. Stennis
Knowland Taft
Kuchel Thye
Long Watklns
Martin Welker
Maybank Wlley
McCarran Williams
McCarthy Young 
McClellan 
Millikin
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"(a) 90 percent of all revenues received 
after the date of the enactment of this 
Joint resolution from any public land of the 
United States, including revenues from the 
sale, lease, or use of such lands or the 
products thereof, bonuses, rentals, royalties, 
permits, licenses, or any other source, shall 
be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury at 
the end of the fiscal year In which received 
to the State or Territory In which such land 
Is situated to be used by such State or Ter 
ritory for any purposes It may deem proper; 
and

"(b) 10 percent of all such revenues shall 
be covered Into the Treasury of the United 
States as miscellaneous receipts."
•Amend the title so as to read: "Joint 

resolution to confirm and establish the titles 
of the States to lands beneath navigable 
waters within State boundaries and to the 
natural resources within such lands and 
waters; to provide for the use and control of 
said lands and resources; to confirm the 
jurisdiction and control of the United States 
over the natural resources of the seabed of 
the Continental Shelf seaward of State 
boundaries; and for other purposes."

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr; President, this 
Js an amendment which would provide 
that, with respect to the public lands, 
SO percent of the revenues, instead ol 
going partly to the States and partly to 
the reclamation fund, should go directly 
to the States.

This amendment arose partly from 
discussions which were had in the com 
mittee when we were holding hearings 
on the joint resolution. It grows some 
what out of the discussion which took 
place when the distinguished Senator 
from Wyoming [Mr. HUNT] was pre 
senting his bill. It also arose partly 
from questions asked by the junior Sen 
ator from Wyoming [Mr. BARRETT].

As a matter of fact, at .the present 
time the money going into the reclama 
tion fund comes largely from 4 States, 
namely, California, Colorado, Wyoming, 
and New Mexico. Eighty-five percent of 
all the money going into this fund comes 
from those States. I have voted in favor 
of .legislation which would devote all the 
revenues derived from lands seaward 
from 'the coast to the purposes of edu 
cation. I have voted for legislation 
which would give three-eighths of the 
revenues to the States and devote the 
remainder to education.

If we are to have a policy of permit 
ting certain States to take all the reve 
nue from lands lying offshore, I say that 
It is manifestly unfair to depend upon 
the States of California, Colorado, New 
Mexico, and Wyoming to provide the 
money for the reclamation fund.

Furthermore, there is an application 
to forest lands in the State of Idaho, 
represented by the distinguished Sena 
tor from Idaho [Mr. DWORSHAK], who 
discussed the question before the com 
mittee. Money corning from the forests 
goes into the National Treasury. If the 
forest lands were privately owned they 
would be subject to taxation.

I do not propose to change in the 
slightest the pattern of ownership. I 
am not trying to start a raid on the 
Federal Treasury. I do not believe that 
the four States to which I have referred 
should be depended upon to provide 
money for the Bureau of Reclamation. 
I do not believe that the money to pro

vide for the activities under the reclama 
tion fund should come solely from Wy 
oming, Colorado, California, and New 
Mexico. It so happens that they are 
States which own oil. God planted oil 
beneath the lands of those States, just 
as he planted it- offshore. If we are 
going to give these resources to States 
which have rights to oil offshore, then 
I think the inland States should have 
the right to have the revenue from their 
oil areas placed not in the treasury of the 
reclamation fund, but in their own 
treasuries.

Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the 
senior Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
HUNT] .

Mr. HUNT. Mr. President, I -think 
this is an excellent amendment. It at 
tempts to accomplish an objective which 
we of the Western States have been try 
ing to achieve since 1916, when I first 
went to Wyoming. At that time one of 
the Senators from Utah introduced a 
bill providing for approximately the 
same things the Senator from New 
Mexico is now seeking to accomplish.

There is behind this amendment a 
fundamental principle to which I think 
it is time the United States as a whole 
should begin to give serious considera 
tion.

Speaking of my own State, Wyoming 
has been a State for 63 years. As yet we 
have not been given those things which 
our act of admission said we were en 
titled to, on an equality with all other 
States of the Union. As I look through 
the record I find that the States of Ohio, 
Louisiana, Florida, Illinois, Utah, Minne 
sota, and many other States, with the 
exception of the 11 Western public-land 
States, obtained all their mineral rights 
within a few years after their admission. 
It is about time, I think, that the rest of 
the United States should give to us of 
the public-land States the same fair 
treatment which has been given down 
through the years to all the other States 
in the Union.

Mr. President, we in the 11 public-land 
States are becoming a little weary of 
being treated as though we were colonies 
of the United States. We are long over 
due in having given to us those things 
which are ours. As our natural resources 
are depleted they are depleted forever 
and a day. There is no way of ever re 
placing or giving back to the 11 public- 
land States their natural resources which 
are now being depleted, and the revenue 
which they provide being turned into the 
Public Treasury. At some future date 
perhaps the lands may be turned back 
to the States, but then it will be too late. 
That will be after the natural resources 
will be gone forever, so far as my State 
is concerned.

I should like to say to you, Mr. Presi 
dent, and to the Members of the Senate, 
that this amendment is not a giveaway 
with respect to the public-land States, 
but is rather a takeaway. To my way of 
thinking it is a partial reparation for 
the action of the rest of the United States 
in sticking its hand into the pockets of 
the 11 Western states and taking from 
them coin of the realm in the form of 
assets of theirs which can never be re- • 
placed.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The tin,, 
the senior Senator from Wyoming v"1 
expired. ^

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield the remaltl 
ing time to the junior Senator from w' 
ming [Mr. BARRETT]. ^

The VICE PRESIDENT. The j uni 
Senator from Wyoming is recognized t 
1 minute. "*

Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, wv 
Congress enacted the reclamation u, 
more than a half century ago it pr 
that the income from the public i 
of the West should be set aside for reck" 
mation projects.

When the Oil and Gas Leasing Act»a, 
enacted 33 years ago it provided thattht 
Western States should get 37 Vz percent 
of the income from the proceeds Iron 
the natural resources derived from tin 
public lands, within their borders and 
that the reclamation fund should get 
52 1A> percent of the income from the 
public domain of the West.

The theory that impelled the Congrea 
in both cases was simply this and when 
the - coal, the oil and gas and other 
minerals are extracted of course tte 
resources of the States are being 'de 
pleted. The Congress recognized that 
fact and provided that a major parto! 
the income should be used to replace that 
loss with another resource in the formol 
reclamation projects. The principle be 
hind that theory is sound. The prin 
ciple is that in the main the income froa 
the soil of these Western States belong! 
to the people of those States. The in 
come to the Federal treasury from th« 
public lands in Wyoming during the past 
50 years totals $146 million. That por 
tion of the income set over to the recla 
mation fund from public lands in \VJj> 
ming and the amount repaid by the.seV 
tiers on reclamation projects in our Stetj 
have repaid the entire investment in fj- 
ter projects in Wyoming. That bei|? 
the case, Mr. President, it is only^ 
and just that the income from the pu§. 
lands of the State should now be ""_ 
for the exclusive benefit of the pegjj 
of Wyoming.

That is the only way in which/! 
Western States can take their 
place among the Union of 'States.'^ 
need those funds for our schools i 
our university.

I submit that the proposal of the S% 
tor from New Mexico is fair and rea" 
able.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The tifflfj 
the Senator from Wyoming has exP

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, 1J 
gret greatly to have to oppose^ 
amendment offered by the distingu " 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. AN 
SON]. It is even more far reachirj 
its effect than was the amendrne 
the Senator from Nevada [Mr. '. 
which the Senate rejected earlier

The pending amendment a] 
only to the mineral and oil 
from the public lands, but also i 
and I call the attention of 
lines 4 and 5 on page 2 of the 
ment—to "revenues from the sale.'j 
or use of such lands or the Pi- 
thereof, bonuses, rentals, royalt 
mits, licenses, or any other sourc
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rffect, it provides that all the reve- 

' from either sale or operation, with, 
•t to all of the public lands of the 
n_-whether they be mineral lands, 

s forest lands, grazing lands, or 
>ss of what type of lands they 

^"^hfr-shall be disposed of under the 
'-, V&X' Oj the amendment, which would 
',tf*M percent to the State in which the 
•'• ** A from which the revenues would 

me is situated, and 10 percent to be 
fined by the Federal Government. 
Mr President, the amendment is so 
^reaching in its effect that I am sure 

ho senate will not want to take a step 
f such magnitude without benefit of 
f rings and without understanding ex- 

; n*:iy what its effect is and what is in- 
olved. Certainly we know that many 

hundreds of billions of dollars of actual 
value are involved. As to the exact 
amount, I can only guess or estimate, 
certainly it is close to $100 billion.

I feel sure that the amendment is even 
more objectionable, projected, as it is, 
upon the Senate without study and with 
out report and without the facts being 
available, than the amendment offered, 
by the distinguished Senator from Ne 
vada [Mr. MALONE], which amendment 
was rejected by the Senate.

I yield to the Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. MIILIKIN].

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, it is 
with great reluctance that I shall vote 
against the •amendment, and I assign as 
my reason for voting againsi it the state 
ment which I made yesterday on the 
Malone amendment:

Mr. President, I shall vote against the 
Malone amendment, because I think it a 
mistake to raise and submit to decision the 
matters involved in that amendment, while, 
deciding the matters involved in the Holland 
Joint resolution. The questions involved in 
the Holland resolution will turn, in my 
mind, on claims of right. The matters cov 
ered by the Malone amendment will tarn 
on questions of policy. The decision on one, 
does not compel the same decision on the 
other. I fear that premature consideration, 
of the matters covered by the Malone 
amendment will prejudice their considera 
tion when they are brought before the Sen 
ate on their own separate merits.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I ap 
preciate greatly the comment of the dis 
tinguished Senator from Colorado. His 
Position has been the same as mine. I 
«ope the Senate will reject the amend 
ment.

I yield to the Senator from Oregon 
IMr. CORDON].

, Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, I de 
sire to adopt as my own the reasoning

o, and I shall follow him in 
*"« against the proposed amendment.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President. I ask 
nat the Senate reject the amendment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 

tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
rJ5rerecl by the Senator from New Mexico lflw. ANDERSON!.

The amendment was rejected.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I call 

fled ny amendment 4/28/53-D, as modi- 
, <*• It is In mimeographed form and

~?w at the desk. I ask that it be read, 
Vrtii f ^ICE PRESIDENT. The clerk

w 5tate the amendment.

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 13, line 12, 
after "subject to the", insert "reserva 
tion to the United States of the oil, gas, 
and ether mineral rights in such lands 
seaward from the line of ordinary low 
water and _ outside of inland waters and 
the other."

On page 13, beginning with line 18, 
strike out all through line 6 on page 16, 
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(b) The United States hereby releases and' 
relinqulshes unto said States and persons 
aforesaid all right, title, and Interest (except 
the oil, gas, and other mineral rights In such, 
lands seaward from the line of ordinary low 
water and outside of inland waters and any 
other rights reserved herein) of the United 
States In and to all such lands, improve 
ments, and natural resources.

On page 16, lines 7 and 16, strike out 
"(d)" and "(e)", respectively, and insert 
in lieu thereof "(e)" and "(d)", respec 
tively.

Amend the title so as to read: "Joint reso 
lution to confirm and establish the titles of 
the States to lands beneath navigable waters 
within State boundaries and to certain natu 
ral resources within such lands and waters, 
and to provide for the use and control of said 
lands and resources."

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, this 
amendment reserves to the Federal Gov 
ernment the oil, gas, and mineral rights 
now owned by the Federal Government 
under, the . submerged lands seaward' 
from the low-water mark, but does not 
otherwise interfere with the transfer of 
ownership to the States or with their 
rights to the fish, oysters, kelp, shrimp,, 
clams, crabs, lobsters, sponges, and other 
marine animal and plant life.

The very able Senator from Florida 
[Mr. HOLLAND] , in his main speech, said 
that oil and gas really w.ere not greatly 
involved in his measure, and that the 
other rights and values infinitely out 
weighed the oil and gas.

At page 2879 of the RECORD for April 9 
he said that the vast majority of the 
values involved in this measure had to 
do with values other than oil. If this 
oil is such a minor matter and the meas 
ure is not primarily concerned with it> 
why not let the Federal Government 
have it?

In fact, the argument has been made 
that the amount of oil Involved is very- 
slight indeed, and that only a b'ttle oil is. 
being given away by the resolution under 
consideration. Furthermore, it has been 
argued that the revenue involved1 
amounts to only 41 cents per student per 
year. If these resources are as inconse 
quential as asserted, "why not let the 
Nation keep that part of what now be 
longs to the Nation?

I would call my amendment the "tur-, 
pentine and gasoline amendment," be 
cause I have noticed that the sponsors- 
of the Holland measure are like Lady 
Macbeth. They rub their hands together, 
and try to get the oil spots off their 
hands, while denying that there is any 
oil on their hands at all.

This amendment is a marvelous 
cleanser. It will leave the oil and the 
gas in the hands of the Federal Govern- . 
ment and enable the hands of the coastal 
States to be cleaned with a good dose of 
turpentine, and at the same time it will 
permit the States to have their long-

sought legal titles and the fish, oysters, 
and other forms of marine life. 
[Laughter.]

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I think 
the Senator from Illinois has not drawn 
with complete accuracy upon his mem-, 
ory with reference to the statements 
made by me during the debate. I have 
said, and I now repeat, that the question 
of oil and gas is secondary in value and 
secondary in importance as compared 
with the value of the developments al 
ready existing, and the need for a con 
tinuation of those developments, along 
the shoreline of the 5,000 miles of coasts 
of our Nation.

There are a few places where oil and 
gas have been found, and, of course, in 
those places the question presented by 
the oil and gas is a substantial one; I 
have never denied that. I placed in the 
RECORD yesterday—I tried to do so in a 
way the Senate could understand—a 
statement, which I believe to be correct, 
to the effect that about $575 million of 
royalties throughout the life of produc 
tion will be taken from the oil and gas 
to be found within the submerged shelf 
from mean low water up to the State 
boundaries. That compares with billions 
of dollars of values already existing in 
such places as Boston, the shores of 
Staten Island, the shores of Long Island, 
almost the entire coast of New Jersey, 
the Virginia coast, the Florida coast, and 
places on the Gulf of Mexico; and, of 
course, along the coast of California 
there are other great and additional 
values.

The real sum and substance of the 
amendment of the Senator from Illinois 
is that by means of it he wishes to give 
to the Great Lakes States and to the 
Atlantic Coast States and to all the Pa 
cific Coast States except California, and 
to the Gulf of Mexico States which do 
not have oil In their coastal lands, a 
complete assurance that all the substan 
tial values which they have—and they 
are many and very great—can be given 
to them freely by the Federal Govern 
ment under the situation we. are now- 
considering.

Mr, LEHMAN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Florida yield for a 
question?

Mr. HOLLAND. I do not yield at the 
moment, Mr. President, if the Senator 
from New York does not mind.

In other words, the Senator from Dli- 
. nois finds it possible in this amendment 
to make a very great departure from 
what he has been claiming so assiduously 
throughout the debate, namely, his 
claim to the effect that there was no 
right to grant title to anyone in the 
lands off the shores of the 21 coastal 
States. To the contrary, however, the 
Senator from Illinois now proposes that 
all values in these areas be granted to 
the States, except he wishes to have the 
Federal Government hold on to the oil 
and the gas.

Mr. President, if that be consistency, 
then I am not able to understand it. If 
It be fairness to grant to many States 
every value they could get out of these 
lands—and that Is exactly what would 
happen under the amendment—but to 
withhold from some States which are 
not in a position similar to that of other
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States, the only values they could get 
from these lands—and those values are 
substantial—then I do not understand 
what fairness would be.

It happens that Florida has about 
1,200 miles of coastline, most of which 
is susceptible to a high state of develop 
ment, and much of which has already 
been developed, as my colleagues know. 
The values there are very great, and they 
would be much greater if the develop-, 
ment had not been stymied since 1947 by 
the assertion that the Federal Govern 
ment owns these areas. Of course, Mr. 
President, in the. case of Florida, there 
is no known oil or gas in these lands, al 
though we hope some will be found 
there, although millions of dollars have 
already been spent .in efforts, up to now, 

. to discover oil and gas there.
However, Mr. President, shall we dis 

criminate against such States as Louisi 
ana, which as a matter of fact, will re 
ceive precious little as a result of the en 
actment of this joint resolution because 
of the 3-mile limitation, because the na 
ture of their coastlines is such and the 
nature of what is under their submerged 
lands is such that they must turn to the 
development of oil and gas if they ex 
pect to move ahead and to fulfill their 
destiny, just as we in Florida wish to ful 
fill ours, and just as we hope every other 
State will have a chance to fulfill its 
destiny?

Mr. President, this amendment Is, on 
Its face, discriminatory and inconsist 
ent with the positions repeatedly taken 

v by the opponents of the joint resolution.
Therefore, Mr. President, I hope the 

Senate will reject the amendment of the 
Senator from Illinois.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, how 
much time remains to me?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Illinois has 3 minuter remaining.

Mr. DOUGLAS.. Mr. President, the 
Senator from Illinois is not proposing any 
grant of lands in the marginal sea to 
coastal States, as apparently claimed by 
the Senator from.Florida [Mr. HOLLAND]. 
But having been defeated in all our ef 
forts to stop the grant or transfer of such 
lands made by this resolution, I am pro 
posing the next best thing, to save the 
oil.and gas for the Nation.

I myself think these oil and gas re 
sources are much more valuable than 
.the Senator from Florida does. I think 
the amount on the entire Continental 
Shelf to from $50 billion to $300 billion. 
That is what we are in danger of giving 
to a few coastal States. And most of the 
other values to which he refers are ones 
which the States already own under 
prior court decisions.

The Senator from Florida and the 
other eminent Senators whose experi 
ence in this body is much greater than 
mine, however, have recently been say 
ing that the value of the oil and gas 
resources involved in this measure is 
much smaller than the amounts I have 
stated. So now I propose that we take 
them at their own word. In other words, 
if the amount of the value of the oil and 
gas involved in this joint resolution is 
much smaller than the amount of the 
other values, then why not let the Fed 
eral Government have the gas and oil?.

I think the motto of my dear friend, 
the Senator from Florida, seems to be:

Man wants but little here below, 
But wants that little long and bard.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of 
the Senator-from Illinois.

The amendment was rejected.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I now 

call up my amendment identified as 
"4-27-53-E," and ask that it be stated.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend 
ment to the committee amendment will 
be read.

The CHIEF CLERK. In the committee 
amendment on page 13, in line 22, it is 
proposed to insert, before the semicolon 
after "natural resources", the following: 
"on the condition, in the case of each 
such State which is a coastal State, that 
such State shall execute an agreement 
with the Secretary of the Interior on 
behalf of the Federal Government to re 
imburse such Government for all costs 
incurred by it after the date of the enact 
ment of this joint resolution (A) in con 
structing and maintaining lighthouses 
and Coast Guard stations and in pro 
viding Coast Guard services within the 
boundaries of such State, and (B) in con 
structing and maintaining improvements 
in rivers and harbors within the bound 
aries of such State."

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, the 
purpose of this amendment is to condi 
tion the surrender and transfer of Fed 
eral rights in the submerged lands upon 
the assumption by the coastal States of 
Coast Guard, lighthouse, river and har 
bor construction, and maintenance costs 
within their boundaries. The logic of 
this amendment is clear.

The sponsors of the Holland joint res 
olution are claiming the submerged lands 
for the coastal States as a right. Of 
course; for every right there should be 
a corresponding duty. I think they are 
being given a great privilege; but for 
every privilege, there should be a cor 
responding responsibility. There must 
be reciprocity.

Although these States wish to take 
'from the Federal Government proper 
ties which I think are of enormous val 
ue, or wish to seize the submerged lands 
or to have the submerged lands turned 
over to them, yet apparently the same 
States are still ready to have the Federal 

. Government bear the costs of the 3-mile 
zone or the 9-mile zone. If they wish to 

. take that zone for themselves, certain 
ly they should pay for the lighthouses in 
that zone and for the Coast Guard ves 
sels which protect the shores of the zone 
and for the harbor improvements.

I have made some rough computations. 
I think this amendment, if adopted, 
would mean' that the coastal States 
would pay approximately $200 million 
a year or, in other words, that $200 mil 
lion would be removed from the shoul 
ders of the Federal Government, and 
that the coastal States would thus as 
sume responsibilities, as well as receive 
privileges—in short, that they would 
have duties as well as rights.

I mean this very intensely, Mr. Presi 
dent. I shall also offer a little legal ad 
vice to the sponsors of the Holland joint

l\

resolution: I think their measure may 
very well be upset in the Supreme Court 
on the ground that it gives to a few 
States property which belongs to the 
people as a whole without having the 
Federal Government receive any con. 
sideration in return and without serving 
any discoverable public interest. Kjy 
amendment will permit the Federal Gov- 
ernment to receive consideration in re- 
turn. It will result in some benefit to 
the public interest. If I were anxious to 
defend the constitutionality of the pend- 
ing joint resolution—which I am not— 
I would urge its sponsors to agree to 
have the States which will benefit from 
it assume this burden of $200 million.

Mr. President, a fundamental issue is 
involved here. There are all too many 
people who do not like the Federal Gov 
ernment when the Federal Government 
has something they want; but who like' 
the Federal Government when it makes1 
expenditures for their benefit. The Fed 
eral Government is alternately a milk 
cow, when we wish to have it make ex 
penditures for our benefit, and a tyrant, 
when we wish to take rights away from 
it.

Mr. President, we should be consistent 
If we wish to go in for a thorough pro- 
gram of States rights and if we wish 
to tear the Nation apart, the separate 
States should agree to accept the respon 
sibilities as well as the privileges. Those- 
of us who come from the States of the 
Union which pay the majority of the tax-; 
es are going to insist, if we see the com-s 
mon property ravaged, that the States' 
which- take the property shall assume7 , 
the duties that go with that property'? 
The sons who seize all of their father's', 
property should at least be willing to'; 
bear some of the taxes. ;'

Mr. President, in order to make this 
amendment more palatable, I am going, 
to modify it so as to have it provide thai 
only half the costs incurred for the] 
Coast Guard, and the harbor improve;, 
ments, and so forth, be borne by 
coastal States. The rest of the Stab 
the interior States, which pay the 
jority of the taxes of the country—w,ijj| 
assume half of those costs; but we 
that these coastal States at least assu _ 
half the attendant costs, now that th| 
have their hands in the Federal till fj)| 
resources that may ultimately aggrega| 
somewhere between $50 billion and $3g 
billion.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I J$ 
to the junior Senator from Louisia 
[Mr. LONG].

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, 
amendment seems to the junior Senatj 
from Louisiana to be in some resp" 
very similar to an amendment which | 
distinguished Senator from Illinois 
fered a year ago, to place tolls on all i 
waterways, except the Great Lakes.," 
was a proposal to make every State 0 
tolls so as to pay for its waterway ' 
provements, except the Great !•? 
States, as to which the Senator f|j 
Illinois was proposing that they 
continue to receive their waterway^ 
provements at the expense of the 
States. The Senator now says that > 
coastal States are to own out to 
mile belt, they should pay for a
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improvements in the rivers, 
t lighthouses within the 3-mile 

ftf course, the Great Lakes States, 
fj g the great State of Illinois, own 

of the Great Lakes. It seems to 
Senator from Illinois should be 

i also to make the Great .Lakes 
!?nay for all their river and harbor 

ements, and also for their light 
s' So I hope the Senator will ac- 

sfj amendment, to include the States , 
°n Lake Michigan, so that

?i# states will also pay for the same 
;<tw> tees which he thinks the coastal 
^ tes should pay for, and on the same
Wt

"\fr DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I may
: to my good friend from Louisiana, 

s*y Ajeat Lakes States already own the 
Emerged lands out to the half-way

int That is the result of court de- 
But, today, we are turning over 

three coastal States additional 
that may eventually be worth 

JronTflfty to three hundred billion dol- 
f Vs. Some return' should be made by 
those coastal States for such an enor 
mous gift- Mr. LONG. What I had in mind was 
that while the Great Lakes States own 
those waters the Federal Government 
maintains the lighthouses, and improves 
the harbors as well as the rivers. Inas 
much as the States own the land, and 
the Federal Government helps maintain 
all the navigational facilities, I hope the 
Senator will agree to an amendment to 
include the States bordering on Lake 
Michigan.

Mr! DOUGLAS. I am perfectly will 
ing to accept the amendment.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I offer that 
as an amendment.

Mr. DOUGLAS. I suggest that the 
Senator not merely include the States on 
Lake Michigan, but that he also include 
all the States on the Great Lakes. I am 
perfectly willing to accept the amend 
ment, after which I hope the Senator 
from Louisiana will be consistent and 
will vote for it.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I offer the 
amendment, after line 3, to insert "and 
States bordering on the Great Lakes," 
after the words "coastal States."

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator from Illinois so modify his 
amendment?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, certainly. And 
1 shall await the vote of the Senator from 
Louisiana with interest. [Laughter.]'

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of 
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS], 
as modified.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask 
i°r the yeas and nays, so that we may 
nave a record of the vote.

The yeas and nays were not ordered.
i he VICE PRESIDENT. The question 

is on agreeing to the amendment of the 
senator from Illinois, as modified.

*he amendment was rejected.
Jhe VICE PRESIDENT. The com- 

ama j amendment is open to further amendment.
to pf;,LANGEB- Mr. President, I desire 
whin* ,up "^ amendment, lettered "D," 
*Wch is on the table.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will state the amendment.

The CHIEF CLERK. On page 13, line 22, 
following the semicolon, it is proposed 
to strike all down to and including the 
semicolon on page 14, line 14.

On page 15, line 20, following the semi 
colon, 'strike all down to and including 
the semicolon on page 16, line 6, and 
insert:

(f) The rights, title, ownership, privileges, 
and powers conferred by this section are sub 
ject to the following conditions, viz:

(1) Of all moneys or other Income derived 
hereafter by the respective States from the 
operation of this section, 87 y, percent of 
such total of moneys or other Income shall 
be deposited in a special account in the 
United States Treasury, which shall be used 
exclusively for the reduction of the public 
debt, the remainder to be retained by the 
States for expenses incurred in connection 
with the administration and operation of 
this section.

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, last 
night I think practically every Senator 
on the floor heard me explain the 
amendment. It will be remembered that, 
during the past 37 years. Federal taxes 
have increased 5,439 percent. At the 
present time the wage earner must work 
from the 1st day of January until the 
19th day of May merely to earn his tax 
money; and the tax of the average 
farmer, it will be remembered, is $1,800 
a year. It will be remembered also that 
I went very carefully into the matter of 
old-age pensions and care of the aged. 
I said then that I was offering an amend 
ment, which is the amendment now be 
fore the Senate, to provide that 87 % per 
cent of the oil money would go into the 
Federal Treasury, to be used in reducing 
the national debt of $263 billion, and 
that 12 Vz percent should go to States.

Mr. AUCEN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question?

Mr. LANGER. I yield, though I have 
but 5 minutes.

Mr. AIKEN. I sould like to ask the 
Senator from North Dakota the same 
question I asked the Senator from Okla 
homa the other day when he offered a 
similar amendment. What does the 
Senator propose shall be done with the 
money after the national debt shall 
have been paid?

Mr. LANGER. After the national 
debt is paid, I think we should leave it 
to the Congress of the United States to 
take proper care of the situation.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of 
the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
LANGER].

Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, I ask 
for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered, and 
the Chief Clerk called the roll.

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 
that the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. 
BUTLER] is necessarily absent.

If present and voting; the Senator 
from Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] would 
vote "nay."

I also announce that the Senator 
from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], the Sen 
ator from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON], and 
the Senator from Nevada [Mr. MALONB! 

: are absent on official business.

and voting, the Senator 
[Mr. CARLSON] would vote

If present 
from Kansas "nay."

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that 
the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR], 
and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
HUNT] are absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 34. 
nays 56, as follows:

Alken
Andersen
Chavez
Cooper
Douglas
Ferguson
Pulbrlght
Gillette
Gore
Green
GrlswoTd
Hayden

Barrett
Bean
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byrd
Case
Clements
Cordon
Daniel
Dirksen
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Flanders
Frear

YEAS—34
Bennlngs
Hill
Humphrey
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kllgore
Langer
Lehman
Magnuson
Mansfield

NAYS—66
George
Goldwater
Hendrlckson
Hlckenlooper
Hoey
Holland
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, S. C.
Knowland
Kuchel
Long
Martin
Maybank
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
MiUlkin

NOT VOTING—6

Monroney
Morse
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Sparkman
Symlngton
Tobey
Wlley
Young

Mundt
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Bobertson
Russell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Stennls
Taft
Thye
Watklns
Welker
Williams

Butler, Nebr. 
Capehart

Carlson 
Hunt

Kerr 
Malone

So Mr. LANCER'S amendment was re-- 
jected.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 
tion is on agreeing to the committee 
amendment as amended. On this ques 
tion the yeas and nays were ordered on 
April 25.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, is this 
the vote on the final passage of the joint 
resolution?

The VICE PRESIDENT. From a sub 
stantive standpoint, that is correct.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia 
mentary inquiry.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
will state it.

Mr. TAFT. After a yea-and-nay vote 
on the committee amendment, is there 
any necessity for an additional yea-and- 
nay vote on the joint resolution? It in 
volves the same question. I would think 
that whatever the vote shows would de 
termine the disposition of the joint reso 
lution. The third paragraph of the 
unanimous-consent agreement, I think, 
covers it:

The VICE PRESIDENT, That is 
correct.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that 

the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] 
is necessarily absent.

If present and voting the Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] would vote "yea."

I also announce that the Senator from 
Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], the Senator 
from Kansas EMr. CARLSON], and the 
Senator from Nevada [Mr. MALONE] are 
absent on official business.
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If present and voting the Senator from 

Kansas [Mr. CARLSON] would vote "yea."
On this vote the Senator from Indiana 

[Mr. CAPEHART] is paired with the Sena 
tor from Nevada [Mr. MALONE]. If pres 
ent and voting the Senator from Indiana 
would vote "yea" and the Senator from 
Nevada would vote "nay."

Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that the 
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] is 
absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 56, 
nays 35, as follows:

YEAS—56
Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Brlcker
Bridges
Bush
Butler, Md.
Byrd
Clements
Cordon
Daniel
Dirksen
Duff
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Flanders
Frear
George

Alken
Anderson
Case
Chavez
Cooper
Douglas
Ferguson
Fulbrlght
Gillette
Gore
Green
Grlswold .

Goldwater
Hendrlckson
Hickenlooper
Hoey
Holland
Hunt
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, S. O.
Knowland
Kuchel
Long
Martin
Maybank
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
Mllllkln

NAYS — 35
Hayden
Hennlngs
Hill
Humphrey
Jackson
Johnson, Colo.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kllgore
Langer
Lehman
Magnuson

Mundt
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Bobertson
Russell
Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.
Smith, N. C.
Stennls
Taft
Thye
Watklns
Welker
Williams

Mansfield
Monroney
Morse
Murray
Neely
Pastore
Sparkman
Symingtou
Tobey
Wlley
Young

NOT VOTING— 5
Butler, Nebr.
Capehart

Carlson
Kerr

Malone

So the committee amendment, as 
amended, was agreed to.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
is on the engrossment and third reading 
of the joint resolution.

The joint resolution was ordered to be 
engrossed for a third reading, and was 
read the third time.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The joint 
resolution having been read the third 
time, the question is. Shall it pass?

The joint resolution (S. J. Res. 13) 
was passed.

The title was amended so as to read: 
"Joint resolution to confirm and estab 
lish the titles of the States to lands be 
neath navigable waters within State 
boundaries and to the natural resources 
within such lands and waters, to pro 
vide for the use and control of said lands 
and resources, and to confirm the juris 
diction and control of the United States 
over the natural resources of the seabed 
of the Continental Shelf seaward of 
State boundaries."

The VICE PRESIDENT. Pursuant to 
the unanimous-consent agreement, the 
Senate will now proceed, without debate, 
to the consideration of H. R. 4198, the 
corresponding House bill, which will be 
amended by striking out all after the en 
acting clause and inserting in lieu thereof 
the text of Senate Joint Resolution 13, 
as amended, with the exception that in 
lieu of the words "Joint Resolution"

wherever they, appear therein, the word 
"Act" shall be substituted.
and the third reading of the bill is hereby 
ordered.

The Clerk will read the bill the third 
time.

The bill was read the third time.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques 

tion now is on the passage of the bill, 
as amended.

The bill (H. R. 4198) was passed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The title 

will be amended by substituting therefor 
the language contained in the amend 
ment reported by the Committee on In 
terior and Insular Affairs to the title to 
Senate Joint Resolution 13, and the vote 
on the passage of Senate Joint Resolu 
tion 13 will be reconsidered, and the joint 
resolution will be indefinitely postponed.

til adjournment, the Senate will be in 
constant session, every day, and that The engrossment of the amendment there will be plenty of business to occupy

**4 *-V.« *V*iw,J t.An*44vtrr r\t *-V»« Kill io VtovoVlTf • jf^

Mr. DOUGLAS. , Mr. President, win 
the Senator yield for a statement?

Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Last week the Sen- 

ator from Ohio said there was a rush 
of legislative business behind the offshore 
oil resolution, whenever discussion on 
that measure should cease. Now, ap. 
parently, there is to be no substantive 
business until perhaps the first of next 
week. I hope the Senator will move 
speedily to the consideration of the al 
leged important measures, and that he 
will not delay the program of his Presi- • 
dent, if there is any. We want to get 
the work done, and I do not think there 
should be any delay.

Mr. TAFT. A great deal of substantial 
business is on the Senate Calendar, if 
the Senator will examine the calendar, 
he will observe a large number of bills' 
which have been reported by committees 
in the past 5 weeks and have been ac 
cumulating. Many of them are of sub 
stantial importance.

Mr. President, purely for the informa 
tion of the Senate, I should like to say 
that the debate which began on April 1 
and has now finished on May 5 has 
been analyzed as to the estimated word 
count for each side on the subject matter 
of the debate.

From the beginning of the debate 
through Friday, May 1,- which does not 
quite complete the debate, the total 
number of words spoken by the pro-, 
ponents of the joint resolution was 270,- 
452; the total number of words spoken 
by the opponents was 970,872. I thought 
that information might be of interest to 
Senators.

Although this was the longest debate 
with which I have been connected, I.' 
must say that the percentage of rele-; 
vancy to the subject was high compare^ 
with any other filibuster which I have,, 
observed.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, w% 
the Senator yield? <$

Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator fro%- 
Illinois. - .-;•

Mr. DOUGLAS. Would the Senatpj£: 
estimate the cost in dollars to the peoplM 
of the United States for each word-^ 
that is, the cost in giveaway of resources £ 
for 'each word that has been spoken? :<'*

Mr. TAFT. I shall be glad to have that j 
computed for the Senator. ';'-

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, wilg 
the Senator yield? T-

Mr. TAFT. I yield. .,£•

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Mr. TAFT. It is my intention to move 

that the Senate adjourn until tomor 
row, after individual Senators have had 
an opportunity to present matters for 
the RECORD.

Tomorrow there will be a call of the 
calendar. At the conclusion of the call 
of the calendar, a supplementary appro 
priation bill will be taken up. Following 
that, we shall take up bills which may 
have been objected to on the calendar, 
and which appear to have merit and 
deserve consideration by the Senate. 
Altogether, that procedure will probably 
require Wednesday and Thursday. Then 
probably there will be various miscel 
laneous matters to occupy the Senate 
through Friday.

I had announced that we would take 
up this afternoon the Executive Cal 
endar, three treaties, and nominations of 
generals, for promotion. However, it is 
too late to do that, so probably we shall 
consider those matters on Friday, as soon 
as we conclude the general calendar 
business.

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi 
dent, will the Senator yield?

Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator 
from Texas.

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Does the 
distinguished majority leader plan to call 
up the controls bill on Monday of next 
week?

Mr. TAFT. I had thought that on 
Monday we would consider the resolu 
tion dealing with the committee assign 
ments of the junior Senator from Ore 
gon [Mr. MORSE], and probably begin 
action on the controls bill on Tuesday.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator 
from Illinois.

Mr. DOUGLAS. I wonder if the dis 
tinguished majority leader will tell us 
what is the imperative legislative pro 
gram which it was said last week was
being delayed by debate on the offshore 
oil measure.

Mr. TAFT. I can assure the Senator 
from Illinois that if he will examine the 
calendar, he will see that it contains 
many bills of importance. I can assure 
the Senator further that from now un-

I———

I STA1
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR 
SON ON SENATE JOINT 
TION 13
Mr. MAQNUSON. I do not wish to ad$ 

to the words already spoken, so I 
simply ask unanimous consent to 
printed at this point in the body of K 
RECORD a statement which I have ] 
pared on the measure which was 
passed.
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being no objection, the state- 
S ordered to be printed in the 
<^ follows: _

BY SENATOR MACNTJSOK
„ this debate we have heard learned 

P ions of the legal questions involved, 
t^ca A to lengthy dissertations on technical 
U**611 oeraphlcal considerations, and read
•»'' mmlnous hearings and the majority 
0e ,nority reports of the Sen.-te Commlt- 
fA jjiterior and Insular Affairs. 
jee °° . these leave unanswered one ques-

*M hlch in a democracy, I consider vastly 
"° tant ' That question is: What do the 
IB>P°" thi'nic about It? What does the man 
?e° street and the man on the farm, the 
U> t°* ln the classroom, the workman at his 
te h or the mother In her home think 
66 t'this proposition, to turn our oil re- 
>V> es submerged beneath the seas, over to 
^'several States?

t shall presume, of course, to speak only
* _...*, «rt*icHt*i«rtte rinrlno mv Iflfor »y own constituents. During my 16
«rs of serviqe in the Congress I have kept 

' e contact with these constituents. 
'""eiy Is there a controversial Issue that I 
^ not receive hundreds of letters from 
fhern expressing their views frankly, pro and

n and the present controversy Is no ex-

W But In no previous controversy has there 
been such an almost complete unanimity of 
ootnion. Of all the telegrams and letters 
I Save received less than 3 percent favor 
the Congress turning our offshore oil re- 
jources over to the States; 97 percent plus 
want the Federal Government to retain 
jurisdiction and control.

These are individual letters, most of them 
handwritten, and 51 percent of them from 
women who seem particularly concerned 
about the inadequacy of our schools.

I have also received numerous communi 
cations from organizations; grange organiza 
tions, labor organizations, teachers organi 
zations, and PTA's, all opposed to any give 
away or quitclaim of our offshore oil re 
sources, and I have received one letter from 
a chamber of commerce and one from a 
mineral association taking the position that 
these resources should be turned over to the 
States.

I can assure the Senate and my colleagues 
that there Is great Interest in this issue In 
my State.

There Is Interest not only In what hap 
pens to our oil resources beyond our shores, 
but In what happens to our timber resources 
and our power resources and our fisheries re 
sources after that.

Here Is a letter from a lady from Seattle 
who writes: "Please do all you can to de 
feat any bill giving offshore oil and lands 
to the States. Giving title of these re 
sources to the States would set an unfor 
tunate precedent: Republicans might then 
try to give Federal power projects that all 
taxpayers have financed, Federal park lands, 
to the States, and atomic energy rights to 
Private business."

And here Is a letter from a gentleman In 
port Orchard, Wash. He writes: "Please vote 
"gainst the tidelands bill. If this bill passes 
"• will be only the first step toward eventual 
e*ploitation of all our public domain by prl-
*ate Interests without regard for conserva- 

°n or the future needs of our country." 
From a gentleman in Oiympla, Wash., our

*>rate capltol, comes this letter: "I am one 
° these people who are seriously alarmed 
J7 M the tldelands oil bill which has passed 
£, House. The oil itself, of course, is vital, 
?,•" even more Important Is the principle— 
"^Possibility that oil today means public 

the tomorr°w »n<* the national forests 
^next day. It may take long hours and 

" Pages of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD to 
nee private interests and the unin- 

ned public that "State rights" is not the

issue, but in terms of the national interest, 
I am sure It is worth It."

A Seattle colonel writes: "The argument 
that the States are entitled to the tldelands 
oil loses its force when we consider our for 
est and mineral reserves. The huge forest 
and mineral reserves can be as consistently 
claimed by the States as the tldelands oil. 
That's the way a lot of us plain folks look 
at this matter.

A Bremerton, Wash, lady sends this letter: 
"I am writing to ask you to do what you 
can to keep control of our national forests 
and offshore oil lands in the Federal Gov 
ernment. Every day now there are attacks 
in the press on national control and I am 
frightened by the giant giveaway program 
planned by some Republicans. Please keep 
fighting for us small people who did not 
give the Republicans a mandate to take away 
our property. You have more backing than 
you perhaps know."

From North Bend, Wash., a gentleman 
writes: "Common sense tells me that the 
bill to turn the tldelands to the States with 
their oil rights is nothing more than an 
outright steal. After the tldelands will fol 
low timber and grazing lands and after that 
will go parts of the national parks."

A lady in Belllngham, Wash, writes: "As 
president of the Belllngham Federation of 
Teachers I would like to see those billions 
of dollars rolling for education instead of 
being preempted by a few greedy States. 
The schools need those billions."

From a Seattle, Wash., matron comes this 
letter: "I am writing to urge you to pro 
tect the schools and the school children by 
voting "no" on giving away the rich oil 
wells offshore the States of California, Texas 
and Louisiana. The oil men, as you well 
know, have spent millions or. the propa 
ganda to get control of the oil-rich deposits 
which belong to all the people. I can't 
understand how anyone living outside those 
States would vote for It."

A gentleman from the same city writes In 
long-hand: "I am very disturbed in regard 
to our oil lands, hydroelectric power dams, 
and probably our atomic plants. As much 
as I would like to see the filibuster done 
away with, I think I would use It in a last 
resort to save the things that rightfully 
belong to the people."

This Is only a sample of the1 many letters 
I have received from individuals. I have 
purposely excluded those which seemed to 
me critical of the motives of my colleagues 
who are supporting the committee bill, or 
which express In vigorous language the views 
of their senders. I have quite a few of 
these letters also, but I am endeavoring to 
present to you what might be considered 
the average sentiments of the constituents 
who have written me. I do this because I 
feel It Is fitting that we in the Senate know 
what the rank and file of our constituents 
think.

A couple In Auburn, Wash., one of our 
lovely smaller cities, writes me: "We have a 
dire need which Is constantly growing for 
more support for our school system. Our 
teachers are underpaid and our schoolrooms 
are overcrowded. It Is not right that 'big 
business' should get their 'hooks' into these 
oil rights that could be considered part of 
the United States as a whole and part of 
every citizen's inherent property now and 
for posterity."

From Renton, Wash., this letter comes 
from another couple: "We are watching with 
Interest the fight over the tldelands oil 
lands. It would be the biggest steal of them 
all, and would eventually lose to the Ameri 
can people ail of the public lands in the 
country." _

A nurse in Bremerton, Wash., sends me 
this: "I Implore you to exert every effort 
to keep the offshore oil for the American 
people, and not for the oil lobbies."

From a school superintendent in Grays 
Harbor County comes this thoughtful com 
munication: "I am writing to ask your sup 
port for the Hill amendment to the offshore 
oil bill. As you know, this measure will 
assist In providing much-needed funds for 
the education of the youth of this great 
country of ours. My school board and par 
ent-teachers' association have asked that I 
write to you and request your support. We 
do not know of a more needy or worthy cause 
for the use of these funds than that of sup 
port of the public schools. The financial 
situation of our public schools has become 
particularly acute these past few years."

Mr. President, I think that this Is a repre 
sentative sample of what the people of my 
State think about the legislation before us, 
but I would like to cite also what some of 
the organizations In my State think.

The president of the North Kltsap Federa 
tion of Teachers, of Poulsbo, Wash., writes. 
In part: "The North Kltsap Federation of 
Teachers discussed the Hill amendment to 
the offshore oil bill In meeting last night 
and voted to urge that you back the amend 
ment. We are fearful that the present Con 
gress will vote to take the great national 
resource of offshore oil, an asset belonging 
to all of the people, and give it away to a 
few States."

There are similar letters from other teach 
ers' organizations, including Bremerton and 
Seattle.

Labor and agriculture In'the State I rep 
resent also are opposed to turning over off 
shore oil resources to the several States.

From the secretary of the Pierce County 
Pomona Grange comes this official state 
ment: "These offshore oil lands belong to 
the United States and should remain as such. 
Any benefits derived from them should be 
for the Nation as a whole. We are opposed 
to giving ' these oil lands to any of the 
States."

Another letter Informs me: "The Pe Ell 
Prairie Grange would like to go on record 
as not being in favor of the offshore tide- 
lands being given to the States."

An official resolution from the Charter Oak 
Grange reads in part: "The move to place 
ownership of offshore oil lands In the hands 
of a few States adjacent to said lands Is not 
In the best Interests of the people of the 
United States. Therefore be it resolved by 
Charter Oak Grange in regular session • * * 
that we oppose any move to transfer owner 
ship of offshore lands lying below mean low 
water to any States adjacent to these lands."

Humptullps Grange, in a similar action, 
reports not only their opposition to any 
transfer of ownership over offshore oil, but 
Includes other natural resources In the pub 
lic domain such as public power and mineral 
rights.

And from the Farmers Union of Clark 
County, Wash., comes a similar declaration.

Labor In my State appears united against 
the committee bill. I have received mes 
sages expressing this opposition from the 
Central Labor Councils of Anacortes, Brem 
erton, Spokane, Walla Walla and other cities.

From the evidence before me the answer 
to my original question, "What do the peo 
ple think about this legislation?" is crystal 
clear. They don't want it.

They don't want our offshore oil resources 
given away, or other natural resources be 
longing to the people given away. They fear, 
as they state In many of their letters, that 
the committee bill is a prelude to other 
giveaways, to our power and water resources, 
our great Federal dams, and to our vital, 
conservation programs.

This Is not a partisan fear, I can assure 
you. The great preponderance of the letters 
and communications which came to me do 
not have a partisan approach. The people 
of my State, who express themselves are 
aware that the issue is one which the Con 
gress will resolvo—and regardless of the
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political affiliation of Members who sup 
port the committee bill—the people of the 
State of Washington don't want it.

One of the most important and influential 
organizations in the State of Washington is 
the Washington State Grange, representing 
approximately 40,000 fine, progressive farm 
families.

Our State Grange has contributed national 
leadership as well as leadership in State and 
Pacific Northwest activities. The late 
Albert S. Goss, for many years master of the 
National Grange with headquarters here In 
the Nation's Capital, was a resident of 
Washington State.

Henry P. Carstensen, since 1941 the master 
of our State Grange, is a member of the 
National Grange executive committee. Mr. 
Carstensen also is editor in chief of the 
Grange News, published in.Seattle, and con 
tributes a weekly column to it.

On April 11, 1953, Mr. Carstensen devoted 
a good portion of his column to the offshore 
oil issue. He said and I quote:

"The super oil steal which makes Teapot 
Dome look like peanuts, according to 
National Grange spokesmen, is about to be 
consummated In Congress. In fact, the deed 
may have been done by the time this is read, 
events move so rapidly these days. We refer, 
of course, to the legislation deeding the 
Nation's offshore oil resources to the States 
of Louisiana, Texas, and California, for the 
primary benefit of the big oil interests.

"It was appropriate that the House passed 
a bill to this effect on April Fool's'Day, by 
an overwhelming vote of 285 to 108. This 
is the same type of legislation' which ex- 
President Truman vetoed twice, because to 
him, it smelled to high heaven. President 
Elsenhower, however, is on record as favor- 
Ing transfer of title in the submerged 'oil to 
the States. His approval now is virtually 
a foregone conclusion.

"This leaves the Senate as a court of last 
resort for a public appeal, assuming that 
body has not yet acted. The United States 
Supreme Court is helpless to affect the 
outcome.

"Many billions of dollars are involved in 
this Issue, which explains the pressure ex 
erted on Congress by the oil Interests. Op 
ponents of the legislation, like the National 
Grange, have offered compromise proposals 
which would accord the States a share in 
the control or proceeds of the restfurces, but 
Insisting that the submerged oil belongs to 
the people of all the States and should be 
conserved for future defense needs of the 
Nation. The precedents of law and common- 
sense are all on this side, but it seems that 
big money can buy anything.

"There may still be time to appeal to 
United States Senators on this crucial issue. 
Remember, they will welcome messages from 
their constituents because it will furnish 
strong support to those who are opposed 
to the bill. Senators WARREN G. MAGNUSON 
and HENRY M. JACKSON are both believed to 
be against the oil steal.

"In the meantime, notice should be served 
on the congressional majority that If this 
legislation becomes law. the people will one 
day repudiate them; and that in all likeli 
hood the oil interests will have won but a 
Pyrrhic victory, because it may inevitably 
result in expropriation of their holdings due 
to a public opinion exasperated beyond all 
patience."

Mr. Carstensen is not the only farm leader 
In the State of Washington opposed to giving 
away the submerged oil resources that lie 
off the coasts of the several States. Nor is 
the Grange the only organization devoted 
to the interests of the farmer and of agri 
culture that is opposed to the pending leg 
islation.

The Pacific Supply Cooperative, with head 
quarters in Walla Walla, Wash., has time and

time again voiced Its opposition to the Hol 
land bill, both editorially and In news col 
umns of its publication, the Pacific North 
west Cooperator, which goes to 60,000 farm 
families throughout the region.

These farmers have a direct interest in the 
miscalled tidelands Issue. Kenneth Mc- 
Candless, editor of the Cooperator, states this 
interest In a recent communication. He 
writes, and I quote:

"Action by you and your colleagues on the 
tidelands bill probably will be the tipoft on 
this administration's attitude toward our 
natural resources.

"Fifteen thousand farmers in your State 
purchase a good many millions of gallons 
of oil products through their cooperatives 
affiliated with our organization.

"For several years they have been aware 
that on their behalf this organization, in 
conjunction with farm cooperatives through 
out the United States, has applied for drill 
ing-lease privileges in the offshore areas ad 
jacent to Texas and Louisiana.

"If Congress and the administration pre 
fers this major-oil-company-sponsored legis 
lation to the bill sponsored by Senator LISTER 
HILL, the public schools of your State 
(Washington) will be deprived of $164 mil 
lion revenue."

Mr. McCandless makes an important point:. 
The direct relation of oil to farm production. 
Oil runs our tractors and our combines. Oil. 
is one of the Important cost items to farm 
production. To economize on costs, farmers 
in some areas have organized their own oil 
companies.

Here Is a report in the Pacific Northwest 
Cooperator of just one small company of this 
nature. It's from Tangent, Oreg., and I will 
read just one paragraph:

"Sales of $817,000 and a net margin of 
$46,623 were reported by the Grange Oil Co. 
at their 19th annual membership meeting 
held in the McFarlane Grange Hall. Man 
ager Richard Dal Sogllo stated that these fig 
ures represented a substantial advance over 
last year's business volume' of $676,033. 
About 250 people attended the meeting."

I mention this as a concrete illustration 
of the farmer's Interest in oil, both as a 
commodity essential to farm operations and 
as a natural resource.

May I say that from the proponents of the 
pending giveaway bill I have heard no com 
ment that, in my opinion, might assure the 
farmers of the Pacific Northwest that this 
resource would be safeguarded in their Inter 
est if this legislation is enacted.

This is a bill In the interest of the big oil 
companies with which farm companies such 
as I have described above are in direct com 
petition.

To quitclaim our offshore oil resources to 
a few States for exploitation by the big oil 
companies would be identical, It seems to 
me, to the Federal Government quitclaiming 
Its dams and reservoirs behind them, its 
powerplants, and its rights to the waters 
flowing through them, to the several States 
and through them to private and favored 
power Interests.

The analogy is not farfetched. In effect 
the giveaway pf our power resources already 
has been advocated by a leading Industrialist 
and a former President of the United States 
whose administration was distinguished by 
the great depression.

Oil beneath our ocean bed's is a source of 
energy for farm vehicles and equipment, as 
well as passenger cars. Oil in some areas 
of the Nation Is the source of electric power.

Water in our rivers also is a source of 
energy. In our own great region It is the 
source of electric power.

Both the oil beneath our submerged off 
shore lands and the water In our navigable 
rivers Is a resource belonging to all the peo 
ple. Give away these oil resources belong-

Ing to the people, as proponents of this petld 
Ing legislation are asking Congress to do, ^ 
a precedent is established. ' '

Give away the oil and the first step i,, 
been taken toward giving away that oths 
great source of energy, the water in 0 ' 
rivers, our great hydroelectric projects, 0JT 
substations and transmission lines that th« 
farmers and taxpayers of the Nation already 
have paid for. *

There is a sinister parallel, it seems to me 
between the plans and strategy of the forces' 
mixing oil and politics In their attempts to 
divest Uncle Sam and the people of our off! 
shore .oil resources and that of the forcJ 
who want to give away our hydroelectric 
power resources.

Both actions, In my opinion, would pav» 
the way for higher power rates, whether ths 
electric energy was produced by flaming Oll 
or falling water.

I oppose these plans; I oppose this give. 
away legislation; and in opposing it I think 
I am working In the Interests of the people 
of my own State of Washington, of the Paciflo 
Northwest, and of the Nation, trying to sale- 
guard their equities both in oil resources 
belonging to all the people and in their 
equities and rights to their own water.

As I said in the beginning of this speech, 
I will, vote for the Hill oil-for-education 
amendment; I will vote for the Anderson 
substitute to Senate Joint Resolution 13.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JENNEB 
ON SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 
13
Mr. JENNER. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD at this point as a part of my 
remarks a statement which I have pre 
pared relative to the joint resolution 
just passed.

There being no objection, the state 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JENNER
The issue In the tidelands debate is the 

right of our States and private citizens to 
keep their own property when it is coveted 
by a rapacious Central Government, in 
voting for the right of our coastal States to 
keep their own lands, I am voting for a prin 
ciple cherished by the people of Indiana.

We have been told that we should approw 
the Federal Government's appropriation of 
these areas, because, somehow, only a fe* 
States will lose, but all the people will g^

This is a false issue. The real issue Is tM 
loosening of the grip of the Federal Govern 
ment on our land and our wealth. I am in 
debted to my opponents for a correct staW-. 
ment of the magnitude of this tidelsnos 
question. They say that if Congress votes to 
return the submerged lands to the States. 
then Congress will want to return st*8* 
power generating systems and other Feder^ 
enterprises to private hands. The collect'**- 
ists know that If they want to blocK tn' 
cleanup of this whole mess, they must W* 
the first attempt to disgorge their gains-

We all know we do not have to fear Fedef", 
encroachment on the rights of citizens^ 
the administration of President Els --•"•• 
but our only chance to put an end to : 
eral seizure of our possessions is i 
administration which has no desire to i 
them.

It may be said that the tidelands 
not a question of private property. 
State versus Federal ownership, but 'I,| 
the first line of defense of private pr°If 
is the right and power of the 48 State: 
resist the Federal encroachment. * e0 
States cannot balk the efforts of blg,fin 
ernment to seize their lands, then the 1*
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rtbrles of our private citizens are no you 

ji& afe **e'e 
]onSer L0p'ie of Indiana take their stand to 

I*6 *, property rights because they know 
preserve ̂  be ^ freedom without the right 

the fruits of one's work.
*° do "not have to own shares in General 
* to get the benefit of private enter-

**otor?n the manufacture of low-cost auto- 
pr'se ' vVe do not have to own shares in a 
m i or department store to get the bar- 
11 and the service which come from com- 
g»lns Oj many private enterprises. Those 
P work in steel plants do not have to own
**°Dlant to use the costly labor-saving ma-
f16 "_„ bought by the owners. Even more
"k'^rtant we do not have to.own a news-
lmP»r to get the benefits of a free press un-
P orivate ownership. And, lest we forget,

rfn not have to own a church building to
we « that the State can never tell any
x°,,ch what its preachers may preach, or

n Its young people may meet, until the
t te planners have collectivized all the landStale ** tr__ why do the rulers of Russia'n ? Poland and Hungary tell the churches chase at the prevailing market price, all or ana *•«" -v-or, onrt TOhon t.hpv miist. any portion of the said natural resources, or

will do all in your power to get It 
deleted."

Section 6 of the committee amendments 
to Senate Joint Resolution 13 reads as 
follows:

"SEC. 6. Powers retained by the United 
States: (a) The United States retains all its 
navigational servitude and rights in and 
powers of regulation and control of said 
lands and navigable waters for the constitu 
tional purposes of commerce, navigation, 
national defense, and international affairs, 
all of which shall be paramount to, but shall 
not be deemed to include, proprietary rights 
of ownership, or the rights of management, 
administration, leasing, use, and develop 
ment of the lands and natural resources 
which are specifically recognized, confirmed, 
established, and vested in and assigned to 
the respective States and others by section 3. 
of this Joint resolution.

"(b) In time of war or when necessary for 
national defense, and the Congress or the 
President shall so prescribe, the United States 
shall have the right of first refusal to pur-

h,n they may open and when they must 
i!«e? It is not because the people do not 
are but because the State owns all the

Indiana does not want Federal money for 
its schools. It can raise its own money at

°Indlana certainly will not help the Federal 
Government to collectivize any State lands 
and open the door for big government to take 
over private lands. We want no easy money 
for'our schools bought with that kind of
folly.

I believe the people of Indiana want Con 
gress to make haste in restoring to the coastal 
States the property rights they possessed 
for centuries, and then to return a large part 
of the vast acreage now owned by the Federal 
Government within the borders of our sov 
ereign States.

MEMORANDUM REGARDING SENATE 
JOINT RESOLUTION 13

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unan 
imous consent to have printed in the 
body of the RECORD a memorandum pre 
pared by the Legislative Drafting Service 
with respect to the joint resolution which 
has just been passed.

There being no objection, the memo 
randum was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

MEMORANDUM TO SENATOR BYRD
TMs memorandum is submitted In re 

sponse to your request for a statement from this office with respect to the concern ex 
pressed by Mr. Robert Whitehead in his letter 
addressed to you relative to the provisions of 
section 6 of Senate Joint Resolution 13, to 
confirm and establish the titles of the States 
™ lands beneath navigable waters within 
State boundaries and to the natural resources 
*'thln such lands and waters, and to provide 
'or the use and control of said lands and 
''sources. The particular matter of concern, 
M( « appears in his letter, Is as follows:

We decided to look into the matter and 
n?it,COlumn of Robert S. Alien, which will be 
polished in the May issue of Rural Virginia, 
°e« forth that an amendment in section 6, 
'°w found at pages 18 and 19 of the bill, 

auth s that the Unlted States Government's 
c norlty under the commerce clause of the 
BoSStltutlon sha11 no longer include the 
anrt / to use tne beds of navigable rivers; 
an « thls sweeping limitation could put 

ena to any further hydroelectric develop ments by the Government. 
that"1 benalr of the association we request 
Brovi y°U look into the situation, and If this

uv'sion is in the bill, it is our hope that

any portion of the said natural resources, or 
to acquire and use any portion of said lands 
by proceeding in accordance with due proc 
ess of law and paying just compensation 
therefor."

With respect to section 6 (a) (Mr. White- 
head's concern seems to relate only to sub- 
sec, (a) of sec. 6),'the report from the Com 
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs of 
the Senate to accompany Senate Joint Reso 
lution 13, Senate Report No. 133, 83d Con 
gress, explains at page 12 as follows:

"Section 6 (a) provides that the United 
States retain all of its navigational servitude 
and rights and powers of regulation and con 
trol of said lands and navigable waters for 
the constitutional purposes of commerce, 
navigation, national defense, and Interna 
tional affairs, all of which shall be paramount 
to, but shall not be deemed to include, the 
rights and powers, granted to the States by 
section 3 of this joint resolution."

At page 20 in an explanation of amend 
ments made by the committee the report 
states in addition with respect to section 6 
(a):

"The added word spells out that all of its 
constitutional powers are retained by the 
Federal Government."

In addition to the above, section 3 (d) 
of the resolution provides further protection 
for Federal constitutional powers. This sec 
tion reads as follows:

"(d) Nothing in this joint resolution shall 
affect the use, development. Improvement, 
or control by or under the constitutional 
authority of the United States of said lands 
and waters for the purposes of navigation 
or flood control or the production of power, 
or be construed as the release or relinquish- 
ment of any rights of the United States aris 
ing under the constitutional authority of 
Congress to regulate or improve navigation, 
or to provide for flood control, or the pro 
duction of power."

It would seem that the above material 
should provide the answer to Mr. White- 
head's concern, especially section 3 (d) of 
the resolution (quoted last), which specifi 
cally reserves the constitutional authority 
of Congress to regulate and Improve naviga 
tion and to provide for flood control and the 
production of power, the particular matter 
in which he Is interested. 

Respectfully)
PETER W. LERomc, 

.Assistant Counsel of the Office of 
Legislative Counsel,

MAY 5, 1953.

AMENDMENT OP RAILROAD
RETIREMENT ACT 

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr. Pres 
ident, on April 6, 1953, I introduced S.

1776 to repeal provisions of the Railroad 
Retirement Act of 1937 which reduce the 
amount of a railroad annuity or pension 
where the individual or his spouse is en 
titled to certain insurance benefits under 
the Social Security Act.

The Legislative Reference Service of 
the Library of Congress, after research, 
made a report to the Senate Finance 
Committee on the so-called "dual bene 
fits" or section 7 deduction. I ask unan 
imous consent to insert in the body of 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD at this point 
in my remarks a copy of S. 1776 and the 
Library of Congress report analyzing the 
pros and cons of the problem which S. 
1776 attempts to cure.

There being no objection, the bill and 
report were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

S. 1776
A bill to repeal those provisions of the Rail 

road Retirement Act of 1937 which reduce 
the amount of a railroad annuity or pen 
sion where the individual or his spouse is 
(or on proper application would be) en 
titled to certain insurance benefits under 
the Social Security Act 
Be it enacted, etc., That the last paragraph 

of section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retirement 
Act of 1937, as amended (which paragraph 
provides for the reduction of annuities and 
pensions by reason of eligibility for old-age 
insurance benefits under the Social Security 
Act) is hereby repealed.

SEC. 2. The third proviso in section 3 (e) 
of such act (which proviso relates, in part, 
to the reduction of the spouse's annuity by 
the amount of certain insurance benefits 
under the Social Security Act) Is hereby 
amended to read as follows: "And provided- 
further, That any spouse's annuity shall be 
reduced by the amount of any annuity to 
which such spouse is entitled, or on proper 
application would be entitled, under subsec 
tion (a) of this section or subsection (d) 
of section 5 of this act."

SEC. 3. This act shall take effect with re 
spect to benefits accruing under the railroad 
retirement acts after October 31, 1951.

THE DUAL BENEFIT (OR SEC. 7 DEDUCTION)
PROVISION OP THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT
ACT or 1951—PRO AND CON
The so-called dual benefit (or sec. 7 de 

duction) provision of the 1951 amendments 
to the Railroad Retirement Act' was de 
signed to prevent retired railroad workers 
from becoming eligible for full benefits 
under both the social security and railroad 
retirement systems if their right to those two 
distinct benefits grows substantially out of 
service performed prior to 1937 when the 
Railroad Retirement Act went into effect. 
Briefly, this deduction clause, which was 
added in the Senate, specifies that in the 
case of such persons, the railroad benefit 
must be reduced by the amount of the so 
cial-security benefit to which the employee 
is entitled—or would be entitled if he filed 
for it—and that a spouse's benefit shall also 
be reduced to one-half of the employee's re 
duced annuity up to a maximum of $40. But 
It also provides that persons retired from 
the railroad system prior to November 1, 
1951, when the law went Into effect, cannot 
tie penalized by receiving an amount less 
than they were receiving from the railroad 
fund prior to the enactment of this law.

Similarly, an aged wife (or widow) cannot 
receive a spouse's (or widow's) annuity and 
also an OASI benefit based on her own earn 
ings. But she can receive a wife's benefit

1 Section 7, of section 3 (b) as amended by 
Public Law 234, 82d Cong., 1st sess., enacted 
October 30, 1951.
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put Into the biU title HI, which we 
passed just a few moments ago, and 
which was included in the bill we sent to 
the Senate and which it has returned 
with title in deleted. 

• This bill, H. B. 4918, went to the Sen 
ate with three titles. Title I and title II 
are back with us with one particular im 
provement. The Senate adopted the 
amendment which I presented to the 
House and which was defeated, that is, 
the definition of the coastline. The 
definition that was in the bill as it left 
this body provided that the Santa Bar- 

, bara Channel off the coast of California 
would be inland waters. That is one oi 
the questions, that the United States and 
California have been arguing before the 
Special Master, appointed by the Su 
preme Court, for the past 3 years.

They have retained title I and title II, 
giving, of course, jurisdiction and con 
trol of these submerged lands to the 3- 
mile limit or, in certain instances, in 
the Gulf of Mexico to Louisiana, Florida, 
and Texas, lO'/fc miles. Of course, I have 
been opposed to that. I believe the Fed 
eral Government should have the entire 
control. But that has been passed by. 
the House.

My appeal to you now is that if we 
turn this rule down we will then have 
an opportunity to go to conference and 
insist that the other body accept title 
HI in toto as we have just passed it.

We must make abundantly sure that 
the will of this House, as it has just been • 
expressed by the passage of H. B. 5134 
should obtain. We realize we have been 
given some assurances that the other 
body wilj take up for consideration the 
bill (H. B. 5134) which we just passed, 
but we have no assurance whatever that 
they will accept it either in toto or in 
part. I hesitate to make the prediction 
that it will not come back to this body 
in any form consistent with the way we 
passed it because there are persons both 
in this body and the other body who will 
claim that the States should have police 
powers and control of leasing, control of 
conservation powers, authority to assess 
severance taxes, and a sizable percent 
age of the royalties derived from these 
mineral deposits in these submerged 
lands beyond the 3-mile limit or the 
historic boundary, so I urge you not to 
abdicate or to capitulate. We should 
stand firm—send this bill to conference 
and see if the conferees cannot work out 
a title III which will be acceptable.

Mr. COLMEB. Mr. Speaker, I yield 
2 minutes to the gentleman from Texas 
[Mr. WILSON].

Mr. WILSON of Texas. Mr. Speaker, 
I ask for this time in order to ask a 
question of the chairman of the com 
mittee, the gentleman from Pennsyl 
vania IMr. GRAHAM}. Certain words 
were dropped out of the House bill which 
reached the other body with reference 
to water power. The words are "at any 
site where the United States now owns 
the water power." May I direct this 
question to the gentleman. The omis 
sion in sections 2 (e) and 3 (d) of H. B. 
4198 as passed by the Senate of certain 
language contained in the correspond 
ing sections, 2 (d) and 3 (d), of H. B. 
4198 as passed by the House and the 
reference to "water power" and "use of

water for the production of power" in 
section .2 (e) and similar references in"
section 3 (d) in the bill as passed by the
Senate are 'not to be construed as ac
quiescence in any view that the United
States has any proprietary right in
water power by virtue or by reason pf ; 
its being inherent in the navigable wa
ters within the several States. 

Mr. GBAHAM. Nor is it intended to
interfere with the constitutional rights
of the United States as to such areas .
anywhere in the United States where the
United States now owns sites in such
areas. The answer is, "No."

.Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I have no 
further requests for time.

Mr. Speaker, I move the previous ques-, 
tion.

The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on

the resolution.
Mr. PEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, on that

I demand the yeas and nays. 
The yeas and nays were ordered. .
The question was taken; and there

were — yeas 278, nays 116, not voting, 37,
as follows:

[Boll No. 37]
YEAS — 278

Abbltt Curtis, Mo. Hope
Abernethy Curtis, Nebr. Horan
Adalr Dague Hosmer
Alexander Davls, Ga. Hruska

• Alien, Calif. Davls, Wis. Hyde
Alien, 111. Derouniau Ikard
Andresen, Devereux James

August H. Dies Jarman
Andrews Dolllver Jenkins
Arends Dondero Jensen
Auchincloss Donohue Johnson
Ayres Donovan Jonas, 111.
Baker Dorn, N. Y. Jonas, N. C.
Barden Dorn, S. C. Jones, N. C.
Bates Dowdy Judd,
Battle Doyle Kean
Beamer Durham Kearney
Becker Edmondson Kearns
Belcher Ellsworth Kersten, Wls.
Bender 'Engle Kilburn
Bennett, Fla. Fallen Kilday
Bennett, Mien. Fentou King, Calif.
Bentley Fisher King, Pa.
Bentsen. Foxd Knox
Berry Forrester Laird
Betts Frelinghuysen Landrum
Bishop Fulton Lantafl
Boggs Gamble Latham
Bolton, Gary LeCompte 

Frances P. Gainings Long
Bolton, Gavin Lovre

Oliver P. Gentry Lucas
Benin George Lyle
Bosch Golden McConnen
Bow Goodwln McCulloch
Bramble tt Graham McDonough
Bray Grant McGregor
Brooks, La. Gubser McVey
Brooks, Tex. Gwlnn Mack, Wash.
Brown, Ga. Hagen, Calif. Mahon
Brownson Hagen, Minn. Mallliard
Broyhlll Hale Martin, Iowa
Budge Haley Matthews
Burleson Halleck Merrill
Busbey Hand Merrow
Byrnes, Wls. Harden Miller, Md. 
Camp Hardy Miller, Nebr.
Campbell Harris Morano
Carrigg Harrison, Nebr. Morrlson 
Cederberg Harrison, Va. Mumma
Chenoweth Harrison, Wyo. Murray
Chlperfleld Harvey Neal 
Church Hays, Ark. Nelson
Clardy Hebert Nicholson
Clevenger • Hess Norblad
Cole, Mo. Hiestand Norrell
Cole, N, Y. Hill Oafcman 
Colmer Hillelson O'Hara, Minn.
Cooley Hillings Osmers
Coon Hinshaw Passman
Cotton Hoeven Patman
Coudert Hoflman, ni. Patterson 
Crumpacker Holifleld, Pelly 
Cunningham Holmes Philbin
Curtis, Mass. Holt Phillips

Pllcher seely-Brbwn Utt 
Pillion SeWen * Van Pelt 
Poage sheehan Van Zandt
Poff Shelley Velde
Preston Sheppard Vinsori
Rains Short Vorys 
Ray snuford Vursell
Rayburn Slkes Walnwrlght
Reed, 111. Simpson, 111. Walter 
Reed, N. Y. Simpson, Pa. Wampler 
Rees, Kans. Small Warburton
Regan Smith, Kans. Weichel 
Rhodes, Arlz. Smith, Va. Westland 
Richards Smith, Wis. Wharton
Riehlmau springer Wheeler
Riley Stauffer Whitten 
Rivers Steed Wickersham
Robeson.Va. Stringfellow Wtdnall
Rogers, Fla. Taber Wigglesworth 
Rogers, Mass. Talle Williams, N y
Rogers, Tex. Teague Willis
Sadlak Thomas Wilson, Calif 
St. George Thompson, La. Wilson, Ind. 
Saylor Thompson, Wilson, Tex
SchencS Mlch. Winstead 
Soberer Thompson, Tex. Wolverton
Scott Thornberry Yorty
Scrivner Tollefson Young
Scudder Tuck . Younger

NAYS— 116
AtJdonizio Fogarty Miller, Kans.
Andersen, porand Mills 

H. Carl Fountain Mollohaa 
Aspiriall prazier Morgan
Bailey Friedel 'Moss
Blatnilc Gftrmatz Moulder 
Boiand Gordon Multer
Boiling Granahan O'Brien, m.
Bonner Green O'Brien, Mich.
Buchanan Gregory O'Brien, N. Y.
Buckley Gross O'Hara, 111.
Burdlck Heller O'Konski
Byrd Heselton O'Neill
Byrne, Pa. Holtzmau . Patten
Canneld Howell Perkins
Carnahau Javlts Pfost

. Case jones, Ala. Polk
' Celler Jones, Mo. Powell
Chatham Karsten, Mo. Price
Chelf Keating Priest
Chudoff Kee Prouty
Cooper Kelley, Pa. Babaut
Corbett Kelly, N.Y. Badwan
Grosser Keogh Beams
Davis, Tenn. Klrwan Bhodes, Pa.
Dawson, 111. Klein Bobsion, Ky.
Dawson, Utah - Kluczynskl Bodino
Deane Lane Eogers, Colo.
Delaney Lanham Booney
Dingell Leslnskl Eoosevelt
Dodd McCarthy Secrest
Dolllnger McCorinack Spence
Eberharter Machrowicz Sullivan
Elliott Mack, 111. Trimble
Evlns Madden Watts
Feighan Magnuson Wier
Fernandez Marshall Withrow
Fine Meader Yates
Fino . Metcalf Eablocki

NOT VOTING — 37
Albert Hays, Ohio Poulson
Angell Herlong Beece, Tenn.
Barrett Hoffmaii, Mlch. Roberts
Boykin Hull Shafer
Brown, Ohio Hunter Sieminsfcl
Bush Jackson Smith, Miss. •
Cannon Krueger Staggers
Carlyle Mclntire Sutton
Condon McMlllaa Taylor
Cretella , Mason Williams, Mi»
Dempsey MiUer. Calif. Wolcott
D'Ewart MJUer, N. Y.
Hart Ostertag

So the resolution was agreed to. ;1J _
The Clerk announced the following

pairs: J,;
On this vote: ,-\^
Mr. Boykin for, with Mr. Roberts &&®jfj&.
Mr. Taylor for, with Mr. Hays of 98|gj

against. ' . ^'•'$mMr. Bush for, with Mr. Hart against-. : ,Jffi
Mr. Mclntire for, with Mr. Staggers &ga JaM
Mr. Brown of Ohio for, with Mr. Sierfl tgjgl

against. \it&^Mr. Herloug for, with Mr. Condon ^"r^M
Mr. Poulson for, with Mr. Albert aSa|;gS|
Mr. Carlyle for, with Mr. Barrett aS*^2J| 

. Mr. Williams of Mississippi for, witft fjsm
. Sutton against. i9
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..-„ Of great residual areas and 

? s for the common benefit of all

^plfhe first, the number of States 
AeT to 48, and under the second 

, such great programs as the 
"parks, the Forest Service, the 
leasing program, the. grazing 

n mud management programs, the 
r d Wildlife Service, the Reclama- 
* vneram, and many multiple pur- 

®n rejects to conserve and develop 
. fJeat resources. 
l°u /nnw we are witnessing a reversal of 
I •*££ The Congress of the United 
jgfl. t»1B - proceeding to enlarge the 

Stft!friaries of a few already large and. 
prful States, accentuating inequali- 

P0 by allocation from the common pub-
^fdomain great resources in a process 

nd under a system that only a few 
jtlTtes can benefit from. Now that 
modern technology and great advance 
ments in science, the tools of our great 
advancing civilization, have made possi- 
ble'the effective development of the great 
resources lying in and under the waters 
of the seas and oceans, Congress, in 
epoch-making legislation, is giving to 
a few States, the common heritage of 
all. The first act is for a limited dis 
tance, but this is only the beginning— 
they will probably be back later to ex 
tend their boundaries still further. Now 
that the basic policies that have guided 
America for 170 years have been 
breached, the second and third and many 
more steps will be easier to take in- 
logical succession.

The offshore areas are only a part of 
the story. How else can it be explained 
that so many Members of both branches 
of Congress supported this expansion 
of the boundaries of a few States.

Enough has already happened to re 
veal a few of the successive steps to be 
taken.

An amendment to the measure to ex 
tend the boundaries of the coastal 
States that would have included the 
transfer to the States of ail the minerals 
in all Federal lands was set aside with 
the promise that it would have special 
consideration as. a separate segment of 
the program. Several bills are now be 
fore Congress to accomplish these pur- 
Poses.

Other measures In the same pattern 
are before the committees to transfer 
to the States the rights to the vast graz- 
tae lands on the public domain. But 
this is to be only setting the stage for 
transfer to the cattlemen and sheepmen 
°f these extensive areas.

Official administration policy has been 
announced of Federal withdrawal from 
the construction of a great multiple- 
Purpose western project in favor of a 
restricted development by private power 
interests. .

There has been unofficial talk, which 
Probably could be ignored if it were not 
a logicai part of the new policies and 
Programs, of selling some of the great 
Multiple-purpose projects to private in 
terests.

If one great multiple-purpose project 
ls to be stopped and turned over to pri- 
Vate interests and other completed proj 
ects are to be sold, what becomes of the 
resource development program for the

future? Under this new pattern there 
could be no future program.

One must be still further concerned 
with what is happening to the basic 
structure of the Government and politi 
cal system on which this country has 
been built. Here we find the Congress 
of the United States undertaking by 
special legislation to destroy the func 
tions and decisions of a coordinate 
branch—the Supreme Court. After pro 
longed and careful weighing of all the 
respective rights and the basic issues 
involved in three historic cases, the Su 
preme Court of the United States has 
clearly ruled against the action now 
being so lightly taken by Congress itself. 
Distinctly judicial functions appropriate, 
only to the Supreme Court of the United 
States are being taken over by Congress 
itself—upsetting the judicial processes 
and starting this country on a new and 
strange course.

SUBMERGED LANDS ACT 
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I call up 

House Resolution 232 and ask for its 
immediate consideration.

The Clerk read the resolution, as fol 
lows:

Resolved, That Immediately upon the 
adoption of this resolution the bill (H. R. 
4198) to confirm and establish the titles of 
the States to lands beneath navigable waters 
within State boundaries and to the natural 
resources within such lands and waters, and 
to provide for the use and control of said 
lands and resources and the resources of the 
outer Continental Shelf, with Senate amend 
ments thereto, be, and the same Is hereby, 
taken from the Speaker's table to the end 
that the Senate amendments be, and the 
same are hereby, agreed to.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr Speaker, I yield 30 
minutes to the gentleman from Missis 
sippi [Mr. COLHER] and I yield myself 3 
minutes.

Mr. Speaker, this resolution makes In 
order H. R. 4198 which is the same bill 
pertaining to the submerged lands which 
was passed in the other body after ex 
tended debate. It is also the same bill 
as titles I and II of the bill which was 
passed in this body. I think it is per 
haps sufficient for me to say that there 
has already been in this body extensive 
consideration not only in this session 
but of the general principles involved in 
past sessions as well. For that reason 
I will not take the time to launch into 
any lengthy discussion so far as I am 
concerned but will at this time yield 3 
minutes to the gentleman from Illinois 
[Mr. REED] .

Mr. REED of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, I 
trust that 3 minutes will be sufficient for. 
me to say all that I deem necessary about 
this resolution.

By its adoption, we concur in the Sen? 
ate amendment to H. R. 4198 and this 
phase of the legislation is complete ex-, 
cept for approval by the President. We 
all recall that earlier in the session we 
adopted and sent to the Senate H. R. 
4198, and that that' bill consisted of 
three titles. When it arrived at the 
Senate it was extensively debated for 
many weeks, and emerged with title in 
eliminated. About 15 minutes ago we 
again voted out title in in the bill H. R. 
5134, and it now goes to the Senate for 
reconsideration.

Titles I and II of the original bill, H. R. 
4198, are now before us. There have 
been no substantial changes made by 
the Senate in these titles. They are 
practically the same as when passed by 
the House except in a few instances 
where a few words and phrases here and 
there have been changed or deleted for 
clarification.

About the only thing that is substan 
tially new in this bill is a reassertion by 
the Senate in section 9 which confirms 
the rights of the United States to the 
jurisdiction and control of the lands un 
der the Continental Shelf outside of 
State boundaries.

I read as follows:
Nothing in this act shall be deemed to 

affect In any wise the rights of the United 
States to the natural resources of that por 
tion of the subsoil and seabed of the Conti 
nental Shelf.

So that this is contained In the bill 
that will go immediately to the President 
upon its adoption.

Mr. SMITH of Virginia.. Mr. Speaker, 
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. REED of Illinois. I yield.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Would the 

gentleman be good enough to explain 
right there on section 9 a matter that 
has disturbed some of us? Just what 
does that mean? Does that mean that 
this bill confirms in the United States 
title to that portion of the Continental 
Shelf which lies outside the 3-mile limit 
or the 9-mile limit, as the case may be?

Mr. REED of Illinois. It means there 
Is nothing in this act, that is, the bill 
that is now before us, that shall be 
deemed to affect in any wise the rights, 
if we have any, of the United States to 
the natural resources of that portion of 
the subsoil and seabed of the Continental 
Shelf lying seaward and outside of the 
area of lands beneath navigable waters, 
as defined in section 2 hereof.

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. That means 
outside of the 3-mile limit or the 9-mile 
limit?

Mr. REED of Illinois. The 3-mile limit 
or the 3-league limit.

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. What does 
this mean, "all of which natural re 
sources appertain to the United States, 
and the jurisdiction and control of which 
by the United States is hereby con 
firmed"?

Mr. REED of Illinois. That is correct.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Does not that 

confirm the title of the United States?
Mr. REED of Illinois. It does,, in my. 

opinion, but that does not provide the 
machinery.

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I do not care 
about the machinery, but I want to know 
whether this act confirms the title of 
the United States in the land lying be 
tween the historic boundary and the 
Continental Shelf.

Mr. REED of Illinois. I think the 
gentleman is right.

Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 
5 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio 
[Mr. FEIGHAN].

Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, I am. 
strongly opposed to the adoption of this 
resolution for the reason that I believe 
we should send this legislation to con 
ference to give the conferees on the side 
Of the House an opportunity to try to
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further notice: 

Shafer with Mr. Cannon. 
' Angell with Mr. McMillan. 

cretella with Mr. Dempsey. 
Hoffman of Michigan with Mr. Miller

The result of the vote was announced 
s above recorded.

motion 
tbe . table. •

reconsider was laid on

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND 
REMARKS

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that all Members 
may have 5 legislative days in which to 
extend their remarks, on the resolution 
lust agreed to.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from Pennr 
gvlvania? 
. There was no objection.

HOUR OP MEETING TOMORROW
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent that when the House- 
adjourns today it adjourn to meet at 
10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Indiana?

There was no objection.

MEETING: OP COMMITTEES DURING 
SESSION OP THE HOUSE

Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that all committees 
having hearings scheduled for tomorrow 
morning be permitted to sit during the 
session of the House tomorrow during 
general debate.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from 
Indiana?

There was no objection.

THE COMING ELECTIONS IN ITALY
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent to extend my re 
marks at this point in the RECORD.

the SPEAKER, Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from New 
Jersey?

There was no objection.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, a mo 

mentous question will be placed before 
the voters of Italy within a few weeks— 
Is democracy to survive in their country? 
In early June the-Italian people will go 
to the polls in the first general election 
since 1948. On that earlier occasion in 
May 1948, all Europe and America ap 
prehensively watched and waited while 
Italy determined its fate at the polls. 
For the election had developed into a 
struggle between communism and de 
mocracy. It was a tremendous relief to 
the Western powers when the counting 
°f the ballots revealed that the demo 
cratic parties had won. Now, after 5 
years of democratic government by the 
center parties under the leadership of 
the Christian Democrats, the young re- 
Public again faces a national election. 
This election comes at a time when 
Parliamentary democracy in Italy has 

"entered a state verging on crisis. The

threat to .democracy comes from both 
right and left. However, by far the most 
imminent of the two dangers is commu 
nism. The center parties are facing a 
decisive battle to preserve democracy in 
Italy. Are they strong enough? Can 
they now join forces in preparation for 
this great electoral battle? Only the 
people of Italy can decide this.

A glance at the current trend of poli 
tics in Italy will serve to show how seri 
ous the situation has become. In the 
1946 general elections for a Provisional 
Parliament, the Christian Democrats 
topped all other parties with 8 million 
votes; in 1948 with 12 million votes. 
However, the municipal and regional 
elections of 1949, 1950, 1951, and 1952 
point to a definite decline in the elec 
toral strength of the Christian Demo 
crats. In the 1952 municipal elections 
the extreme rightwing parties together 
polled 10 percent of the total vote and 
the Communists and their allies got over 
30 percent. The democratic coalition 
led by the Christian Democrats lost 
heavily in the popular vote in these mu 
nicipal elections. There was a definite 
trend toward the extremes of both the 
left and the right. Consequently, the 
political resources of the Christian Dem 
ocratic Party appear to be dwindling and 
there is good reason to fear that it can 
not duplicate this spring the success of 
1948. Although these last elections were 
only for town and provincial councils, 
they were regarded everywhere as a trial 
run for the parliamentary election this 
spring. It would be virtually impossible 
to overstress the gravity of Italy's plight 
if the trend revealed in the recent elec 
tions should continue.. If the parlia 
mentary'majority .should shift to the 
right or to the left, the country might 
find itself split into two hostile camps, 
each directed, by the extremists., Italy 
would then, indeed, face severe internal 
tension, if not open civil war—for the 
right has threatened to use the power of 
the state to outlaw all opposition parties, 
while the left threatens to resist by force. 
Another almost equally disastrous possi 
bility is the development of three large 
blocs—left,, right, and center—which 
would subject the government to grave 
uncertainties and probably would lead to 
a parliamentary deadlock.

Are the center parties slipping because 
they have failed the people? Indeed 
not. The core of Italy's problem is eco 
nomic. Although progress lias been 
made, the Italian economy has been un 
able to absorb the mass of surplus labor. 
The surplus labor presents a permanent 
crisis in Italy. Economic policies have 
been of an emergency nature and conse 
quently have not fulfilled the fundamen 
tal requirements of the national econ 
omy, and so the peasants and working- 
men are being wooed by the siren song 
of communism and allied leftist groups. 
If a free state and a representative gov 
ernment are to survive, the peasant and 
the workingman must know what condi 
tions are necessary to constitute a stable 
economy and which groups in the polit 
ical picture are striving toward these 
goals. Democratic leaders in Italy must 
bring home to the people that the foun 
dations of real improvement—which rest 
on such factors as the modernization of 
industrial plants, the expansion of mar

kets, a more public-spirited capitalist 
leadership, and the enlargement of an 
agricultural plan in which the peasant 
has a maximum of proprietary interest—• 
cannot be laid by Communists. The 
welfare of the Italian people is directly 
related to such economic policies as 
those promoted by the Marshall and 
Schuman plans and by the integration 
of Italy in a free-world economy. These 
are the long-range goals of the Chris 
tian Democratic and other center par 
ties. Are the people aware of the great 
sacrifices involved should democracy lose 
out—the benefits of mutual security, 
participation, in NATO, participation in 
the Schuman plan, and Western Euro 
pean integration? There is no illusion 
about the price to be paid.

The Communist Party if it gains 
notably in the spring elections, may be 
able Ao block progress in many direc 
tions.. It opposes any expansion of the 
national horizon for cooperation with 
other European countries, except of 
course, the Soviet Union or the satellite 
states. It seeks to perpetuate the coun 
try's lethargy and it blocks any for 
ward steps. Moreover, the fundamental 
characteristic of the Communist Party in 
Italy is its role as an agent of the Krem 
lin. Should communism win out in 
Italy, the church would undoubtedly be 
persecuted, and possibly overthrown. 
This is almost a certain consequence 
since opposition to religion and the 
church is a basic tenet of Communist 
doctrine. Moreover, the spiritual force 
of the church in Italy has provided the 
Christian Democratic Party with the 
ideological means to acquire the vast 
political influence and popularity which 
it has enjoyed. And so it is evident that 
the struggle of democracy against com 
munism in Italy is really a struggle for 
the survival of Italian culture and 
civilization.

What would be the consequences of a 
Communist victory in Italy for the rest 
of free Europe and the Mediterranean 
area? What would be the impact on us 
of a Communist victory in the Italian 
Parliament.

The cold war between the East and 
West has developed, at least in part, in 
to a struggle for strategic positions. The 
Soviet Union is obviously reaching for a 
country which has been on "our side" 
of the Iron Curtain and would be for 
them an extremely valuable acquisition. 
If Italy were lost to communism, the 
present balance of power on the conti 
nent of Europe would be upset. The 
Mediterranean would be divided into 
halves. Russia would gain tremendous 
advantage in the use of Italy's warm- 
water ports. The Eastern Mediterran 
ean would be closed to us—in case of war 
our position as allies of Greece and 
Turkey would be almost untenable. Our 
shortest route to the Middle East oil 
fields would be cut. Communist victory 
in Italy would spur the French Commu 
nists into intensified activity—and the 
Western European alliance would be 
greatly weakened. A Communist vic 
tory in Italy wouloT usher in a dark hour 
for the whole free world.

Americans, I believe, are very conscious 
of the great issues at stake in Italy this 
spring. And Italian leaders know that 
we understand their problem—that .we
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•i'nator JOHNSTON said recent events 
'f il service would plague the Repub- 

SfiJn Party for years to come. 
ife nator JOHNSTON also chided the Cit-
*>v committee for the Hoover Com- 

^ilien and the National Civil Service 
'p1'?!' e for remaining strangely silent 
" ~\e the new administration returns 

^overnment to the spoils system.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
' BV unanimous consent, permission to 
'xtend remarks in the Appendix of the 
RECORD, or to revise and extend remarks, 
was granted to:

Mr. JAMES.
Mr. MACHROWICZ in two instances, and 

to include extraneous .matter.
Mr. TEAGUE in three instances and to 

include extraneous matter.
• Mr. MILLER of Kansas and to include 
two letters.

Mr. RODNEY and to include extraneous 
jnatter at that point following the ruling 
of the Chairman of the Committee of the 
Whole House on the State of the Union 
on the amendment offered by the gen 
tleman from New York [Mr. ROOSE 
VELT] ; and in the Appendix of the REC 
ORD to include an editorial from the 
Brooklyn Eagle. . .

Mr. HOLT. . .
Mr. HARVEY in two instances and to in 

clude some editorials. '
• Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin and to include 
extraneous matter, notwithstanding the 
fact that it exceeds two pages of the 
RECORD and is "estimated by the Public 
Printer to cost $224.

, Mr. HtTNTER.
Mr. HOSMER and to include extraneous 

matter.
Mr, SHEEHAN and to include extrane- 

pus matter,
. Mr. JUDD in two instances and to in 
clude extraneous material.

Mr. O'NEILL (at the request of Mr. 
LANE) and to include an editorial.

Mr. LANE in two instances and to in 
clude extraneous matter.

Mr. PRICE in five instances and to in 
clude extraneous matter.

Mr. Moss in two instances and to in 
clude extraneous matter.

Mr. TABER (at the request of Mr. HALT 
LECK) and to include a table.

Mr. WHARTON (at the request of Mr. 
HALLECK) and to include a table.

Mr. NEAL (at the request of Mr. HAL 
LECK).

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin in two in 
stances.

Mr. GROSS and to include an editorial.
Mr. RODINO (at the request of Mr. 

• DODD) in three instances.
Mr. MULTER (at the request of Mr. 

O'HARA of Illinois).

LEAVE OP ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of ab 

sence was granted to Mr. NEAL, for to 
day, on account of official business.

following titles, which were thereupon 
signed by the Speaker:

H. R. 2277. An act to amend the act en- 
tltlea "An act to incorporate the Roosevelt 
Memorial Association," approved May 31, 
1920, so as to change the name of such as 
sociation to "Theodore Roosevelt Associa 
tion," and for other purposes; and

H. R. 4198. An act to confirm and establish 
the titles of the States to lands beneath 
navigable waters within State boundaries 
and to the natural resources within such 
lands and waters, to provide for the use and 
control of said lands and resources, and to 
confirm the Jurisdiction and control of the 
United States over the natural resources of 
the seabed of the Continental Shelf seaward 
of State boundaries.

BILLS PRESENTED TO THE 
PRESIDENT

Mr. LECOMPTE, from the Committee 
on House Administration, reported that 
that committee did on this- day present 
to the President, for his approval, a bill 
of the House of the following title:

H. R. 4198. An act to confirm and establish 
the titles of the States to lands beneath nav 
igable waters within State boundaries and to 
the natural resources within such lands and 
waters, to provide for the use and control of 
said lands and resources, and to confirm the 
jurisdiction and control of the United States 
over the natural resources of the seabed of 
the Continental Shelf seaward of State boun 
daries.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. HALLECK. Mr: Speaker, I move 

that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; according 

ly (at 4 o'clock and 30 minutes p. m.) 
.the House, pursuant to its previous or 
der, adjourned until Monday, May 18, 
1953, at 12 o'clock noon.

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, execu 
tive communications were taken from 
the Speaker's table and referred as fol 
lows:

695. A letter from the Secretary of Com 
merce, transmitting a report of the activities 
of war-risk insurance and certain marine- 
liability insurance for the quarter ended 
March 31, 1953, pursuant to Public Law 
763, 81st Congress; to the Committee on , 
Merchant Marine and. Fisheries.

696. A letter from the Archivist of the. 
United States, transmitting a report on rec 
ords proposed for disposal and lists or sched 
ules covering records proposed for disposal 
by certain Government agencies; to the 
.Committee on House Administration.

697. A. letter from the Chairman, Com 
mittee on Retirement Policy for Federal 
Personnel, Executive Ofnce of the President, 
.transmitting a draft of legislation entitled 
"A bill to amend the Civil Service Retirement 
Act of May 29, 1930, as amended"; to the 
Committee on- Post Offlce and Civil Service.

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
Mr. LECOMPTE, from the'Committee

°n House Administration, repprted that
Jnat committee had examined and found
truly enrolled bills of the House of the

REPORTS OP COMMITTEES ON PUB- 
LIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports 
of committees were delivered to the 
Clerk for printing and reference to the 
proper calendar, as follows:

Mr. H. CARL ANDERSEN: Committee on 
Appropriatons. H. R. 6227. A bill making

appropriations for the Department of Agri 
culture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1954, and for other purposes; without amend 
ment (Rept. No. 422). Referred to the 
Committee of the Whole House on the State 
of the Union.

Mr. LECOMPTE: Committee on House Ad 
ministration. Senate Concurrent Resolution 
24. Concurrent resolution to revise and re 
print the pamphlet entitled "Our Ameri 
can Government"; with amendment (Rept. 
No. 423). Ordered to be printed.

Mr. LECOMPTE: Committee on House ad 
ministration. House Joint Resolution 157. 
Joint Resolution to amend the act of July 1, 
1947 (61 Stat. 242), as amended; without 
amendment (Rept. No. 424). Ordered to be 
printed.

Mr. WOLVERTON: Committee on Inter 
state and Foreign Commerce. H. R. 5069. 
A bill to prohibit the introduction or move 
ment In Interstate commerce of articles of 
wearing apparel and fabrics which are so 
highly flammable as to be dangerous when 
worn by individuals, and for other pur 
poses; without amendment (Rept. No. 425). 
Referred to the Committee of the Whole 
House on the State of the Union.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, public 

bills and resolutions were introduced 
and severally referred as follows:

By Mr. DINGELL:
H. R. 5215. A bill to exempt amounts paid 

for admissions to wildlife sanctuaries from 
the Federal tax on admissions; to the Com 
mittee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. FALLON:
H. R. 5216. A bill to provide for a heliport 

In the District of Columbia, for use in heli 
copter service between the Friendship Inter 
national Airport and the downtown area of 
the District of Columbia; to the Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

By Mr. FINO:
H. R. 5217. A bill to amend the Internal 

Revenue Code to exclude from gross income 
increases In the redemption value of series 
E United States savings bonds; to the Com 
mittee on Ways and Means. 

By Mr. IKARD:
H. R. 5218. A bill to provide that certain 

enlisted men who have been prisoners of 
war in Korea shall be promoted one grade 
for each year of Internment upon their re 
turn to the jurisdiction of the Armed Forces; 
to the Committee on Armed Services. 

'. By Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin:
H. R. 5219. A bill to Increase the optional 

standard deduction from 10 percent to 15 
percent of the taxpayer's adjusted gross in 
come, with a maximum standard deduction 
of $1,000; to the Committee on Ways and 
Means.

By Mr. KING of California:
H. R. 5220. A bill to amend the penalty 

provisions of the Narcotic Drugs Import and 
Export Act, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Ways and Means.

H. R. 5221. A bill to authorize the Com 
missioner of Narcotics to require the produc 
tion of books, papers, and records, and for 
other purposes; to the Committee on Ways 
and Means.

H. R. 5222. A bill to amend chapter 203 of 
title 18 of the United States Code, so as to 
extend certain powers, including the power 
of arrest, to narcotics officers; to the Com 
mittee on the Judiciary. 

By Mr. PATTEN:
H. R. 5223. A bill to continue until the 

close of June 30, 1955, the suspension of 
duties and import taxes on metal scrap, and 
for other purposes; to the Committee on 
Ways and Means.

By Mr. REES of Kansas:
H. R. 5224. A bill to facilitate civil-service 

appointment of persons who lost opportu 
nity therefor because of service In the Armed 
Forces after June 30, 1950, and to provide
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made a part of my remarks and printed 
in the body of the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the excerpt 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
'as follows:

When the American people went to the' 
polls last fall. It seems unlikely that very 
many of them voted to turn this Government 
over to the financial operators on the Federal 
Reserve Board. Recently, In a hearing before 
the House Banking Committee, Congressman 
WBIOHT PATMAN of Texas required Federal 
Reserve Board Chairman William Martin to 
furnish the committee with the banking 
connections of some Key Government figures. 
That reveals that R. B. Anderson, Secretary 
of the Navy, was a director of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Dallas at the time of his 
appointment; Budget Director Joseph Dodge 
was In the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago; 
Under Secretary of the Treasury Folsom was 
with the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York; Dr. John Hannah, Assistant Secretary 
of Defense, was with the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Detroit; Comptroller of the Cur 
rency Ray Gldney was president of the Fed- 
era'. Reserve Bank of Cleveland; W. I. Myers, 
now Chairman of the National Agricultural 
Advisory Committee was with the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York; Secretary of the 
Navy Robert Stevens came from the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York; as did Philip 
Young, Chairman of the Civil Service Com 
mission. And Mr, Randolph Burgess,. the 
architect of the Interest rate hikes now being 
Instituted, was a director of the Federal Re 
serve Bank In New York at the time he came 
to Washington.

The American people are becoming aware 
of the real meaning of the financial ma 
neuvers that are going on; the mall to the 
Senators and Congressmen shows that clear 
ly enough. With the key Government posi 
tions being held by bankers, it should sur 
prise no one to see them following a policy 
that will pour billions of dollars a year Into 
the pockets of other bankers. In brief: This 
has become a Government of the bankers, by 
the bankers, and tor the bankers.

AMENDMENT TO THE NATURAL GAS 
ACT—RESOLUTION SUBMITTED 
BY PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS 
SIONER OP OREGON
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to have printed in the 
RECORD a resolution relating to House 
bills 3769 and 3892, which resolution was 
sent to me by the public-utilities com 
missioner of Oregon.

There being no objection, the resolu 
tion was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

Whereas H. R. 3769 and H. R. 3892 (intro 
duced by Congressman HINSHAW, of Cali 
fornia, and Congressman HARRIS, of Arkansas, 
respectively) are now pending In the 83d 
Congress, first session; and

Whereas such bills would amend the Nat- . 
ural Gas Act by creating a new subsection. 
(c) to section 1 thereof, as follows:

"(c) The provisions of this act shall not 
apply to any person engaged In or legally 
authorized to engage In the transportation 
In Interstate commerce, or to the sale in In 
terstate commerce for resale, of natural gas 
received by such person within or at the 
boundary of a State and ultimately consumed 
within such State, or to any facilities used 
by such person for such transportation or 
sale, provided such person and operation be 
subject to regulation by a State commission 
or other legally constituted local public au 
thority. The matters exempted from the pro 
visions of this act by this subsection are 
Hereby declared to be matters primarily of

. local concern and subject to regulation by 
the several States"; and • .

Whereas the enactment of such legislation 
would benefit State jurisdiction and would 
not materially affect Federal Jurisdiction; 
and

Whereas the several States are able to reg 
ulate the matters and things contained.In 
said proposed legislation and the adoption 
of said proposal appears to be in the public 
interest: Now, therefore, be it •

Resolved, That the public utilities com 
missioner of the State of Oregon urges that 
Congress of the United States to enact said 
proposed legislation into law.

Signed this 20th day of May 1953.
CHARLES H. HELTUL, 

Public Utilities Commissioner of. 
Oregon.

RECESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there 

be, no further business to come before the 
Senate, without objection, and under the 
order previously entered, the Senate will 
stand in recess until 12 o'clock noon to 
morrow.

Thereupon (at 6 o'clock and 54 min 
utes p. m.) the Senate took a recess, the 
.recess being, under the order previously 
entered, until tomorrow, Tuesday, June 
2, 1953, at 12 o'clock meridian.

NOMINATIONS
Executive nominations received by the 

Senate June 1 (legislative day of May 
28), 1953:

UNITED NATIONS
Mason Sears, of Massachusetts, to be the 

representative of the United States of Amer 
ica on the Trusteeship Council of the United 
Nations.

NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
John C. Hughes, of New York, to be the 

United States permanent representative on 
the North Atlantic Council, with the rank 
and status of Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary.

DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY
Raymond Henry Fogler, of New York, to 

be Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by 

the Senate June 1 (legislative day of 
May 28), 1953:

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION
Joseph E. Talbot, of Connecticut, to be a 

member of the United States Tariff Com 
mission for the term expiring June 16, 1959. 
(Reappolntment.)

UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Darrell O. Holmes to be United States mar 

shal for the eastern district of Washington.
COLLECTOR OP CUSTOMS

Carl F. White to be collector of customs 
for customs collection district No. 27, with 
headquarters at Los Angeles, Calif.

Charles F. Brown, Jr., to be collector of 
customs for customs collection district No. 
42, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

Cleta M. Smith to be collector of customs 
for customs collection district No. 45, with 
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Chester R. MacPhee, to be collector of 
customs for customs collection district No. 
28, with headquarters at San Francisco, 
Calif. •

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MONDAY, JUNE i, 1953

The House met at 12 o'clock noon, and 
was called to order by the Speaker pro 
tempore, Mr. ARENDS.

The Chaplain, Rev. Bernard Braskamp, 
D. D., offered the following prayer:

O Thou who hast called us-to serve our 
generation in these days of crisis and 
darkness grant that we may be men and 
women of spiritual vision, of strong 
moral character, and of clear-seeing 
practical wisdom.

We pray that we may eagerly embrace 
every opportunity we have of assisting 
mankind find in life its majestic mean 
ings, its lofty purposes, and its enduring 
satisfactions.

Show us how we may minister more 
helpfully to all the people of the earth 
as they look wistfully for a light to il 
lumine the skyline of their hopes arid 
aspirations.

May we be guided by Thy divine spirit 
in achieving the cooperation of men and 
nations everywhere in the great task of 
building a better world.

Grant that no divergency of material 
Interests may break that unity of spirit 
that we so sorely need as we strive for 
those blessings of peace and prosperity 
which none can ever find and enjoy 
alone.

Hear us in Christ's name. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of 

Thursday, May 28, 1953, was read and 
approved.

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Sundry messages in writing from the 

President of the United States were com- 
municated to the House by Mr. Hawks, 
one of his secretaries, who also informed 
the House that on the following dates 
the President approved and signed bills 
of the House of the following titles:

On May 21, 1953:
H. R. 2277. An act to amend the act en 

titled "An act to incorporate the Roosevelt 
Memorial Association," approved May 31, 
1920, so as to change the name of such, 
association to "Theodore Roosevelt Associa 
tion," and for other purposes; and

H. R. 4465. An. act to amend the Export- 
Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended. 

On May 22, 1953:
H. R. 4198. An act to confirm and estab 

lish the titles of the States to lands beneath 
navigable waters within State boundaries and 
to the natural resources within such lands 
and waters, to provide for the use and control 
of said lands and resources, and to confirm 
the Jurisdiction and control of the United 
States over the natural resources of the sea 
bed of the Continental Shelf seaward of 
State boundaries.

On May 27, 1953:
H. R. 2420. An act for the relief of Ruth 

D. Crunk; and
H. R. 3389. An act for the relief of Plo 

Valensin.
On, May 29, 1953:

H. R. 782. An act for the relief of Kurt 
J. Haln and Arthur Karge;

H. R. 1563. An act to amend Veterans 
Regulation No. 2 (a), as amended, to provide 
that the amount of certain unnegotiated 
checks shall be paid as accrued benefits upon


